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Foreword 
 

The 14th International Symposium of Continuous Surface Mining (ISCSM) gave an opportunity to 
professionals from the mining industry and practitioners from consulting companies, equipment 
suppliers and software providers, individuals from research institutions and government agencies as 
well as academic scholars and researchers, to present their work and to share and discuss the latest 
developments on continuous surface mining. 

Over 150 participants from 10 countries attended ISCSM and more than 60 papers were presented, 
covering the following broad topics and research areas: (i) Mine Planning and Design, (ii) Modelling 
and Simulation, (iii) Equipment and Mining Systems, (iv) Geotechnical Engineering, (v) 
Occupational Health & Safety, Environment, (vi) Geological Exploration, Quality Control, 
Homogenization. 

The Symposium was organized by the Department of Mining Engineering, Public Power 
Corporation (PPC) of Greece, in collaboration with the School of Mining and Metallurgical 
Engineering of the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA) and the School of Mineral 
Resources Engineering of the Technical University of Crete (TUC).  

The contribution of the members of both the Local and the International Organizing Committees is 
greatly appreciated. Furthermore, special thanks are extended to Professors V. Pavlovic and C. 
Drebenstedt, members of the Conference Board, for their continuous support. Our sincere gratitude is 
extended to Professor Z. Agioutantis for his active involvement and contribution. 

Finally, we would like to thank the sponsors of the Symposium, ABB S.A., Epiroc Hellas, Hyetos 
S.A., Geosysta Ltd, Planetek Hellas, HELMA S.A. and WIRTGEN Group for their generosity. 

 

Dr. Christos Roumpos, Former Assist. Professor, Public Power Corporation of Greece 
Assoc. Professor, Theodore Michalakopoulos, National Technical University of Athens 
Professor Michael Galetakis, Technical University of Crete 
Dr. Francis Pavloudakis, Public Power Corporation of Greece 
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ABB in mining 
 

We offer you over 50 years of experience in delivering electrical and automation equipment for open-pit mining 
and high-volume bulk material handling. We ensure that even the most challenging requirements are fulfilled. 
We enable customers to lead in safety, productivity and energy efficiency through digital, collaborative 
operations. 
Large open-pit mining operations throughout the world use our control and drive systems to save energy, 
improve productivity, and enhance system value. We are a leading supplier of electrification, automation, and 
control and drive systems for a full range of mining equipment, including; bucket-wheel and bucket-chain 
excavators, spreaders, stackers, reclaimers, crushers, shovels, draglines, belt conveyor systems, and stockpiles. 
With a centralized control room you can monitor and control existing equipment and auxiliary facilities in an 
open-pit mine. Data, verbal information, radio signals, video images, and satellite messages will be transmitted 
and centrally collected. This information can also be fed into the customer’s operating network, or provided to 
other users. Mine operators have a complete overview of the mine at all times, and they can determine who 
else can receive the information. 
As a strong partner, committed to your success we provide you with a wide range of services during and after 
final delivery: 24 hours a day, 365 day a year. We strive to ensure you have uninterrupted and reliable operations 
and the rapid delivery of any spare part. We develop and implement individually tailored solutions that work 
with highest reliability. 
Whatever your business is handling – from coal to copper ore, from iron ore to overburden – to be successful in 
the fields of open-pit mining and bulk-material handling you need a strong partner – ABB. 
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Epiroc Hellas provides service and sales for our surface and underground drilling and tunneling equipment 
including loading and haulage, hydraulic attachment tools, rock drilling tools and geotechnical equipment. Our 
sales and service team responsible for mining and demolition equipment have transferred from Atlas Copco to 
become part of the newly created company, Epiroc Hellas. Our products and factories are the same, staff is the 
same but we have a new dynamic name and image.  
Epiroc is a leading productivity partner for the mining, civil engineering, infrastructure and natural resources 
industries. With cutting-edge technology, Epiroc develops and produces innovative drill rigs, tunneling 
equipment, rock excavation, hydraulic attachment tools, and provides world-class service and consumables. The 
company was founded in Stockholm, Sweden, and has passionate people supporting and collaborating with 
customers in more than 150 countries. 
The decision to split from Atlas Copco was to create two world-leading companies that were fully focused on 
their different end markets and demands. Epiroc customers are from the mining, civil engineering, 
infrastructure and natural resources industries, whilst Atlas Copco is more focused on manufacturing and process 
industries. 

 
 

 

 
 

 
HYETOS S.A. is a private Consulting Engineers Company which provides Engineering, Consulting, Research and 
Expertise Services of high quality on various scientific fields, such as Hydraulics, Environment, Geology - 
Geotechnics, Structural Engineering etc with a strong presence in Central and Western Macedonia. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Geosysta ltd provides engineering consultancy, scientific services and software systems directed towards the 
geotechnical and mining sector with great emphasis and experience in slope stability, landslides and 
geotechnical monitoring. Our core value is to sustain a strong connection with our clients while at the same time 
maintaining our technical and scientific independence. 
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Planetek Hellas is a Greek company, member of the Planetek Group that since 1994, operates in the field of 
Satellite Remote Sensing, Spatial Data Infrastructure and Software development for the “on board” and 
“ground” segment space applications. Founded in 2006, Planetek Hellas provides solution oriented services in 
the field of Geomatics, involving the use of EO data and systems for environmental & critical infrastructure 
monitoring, urban planning, civil protection and security. 
Planetek has designed, built and commercializes Rheticus, the trademarked award winning Geospatial Analytics 
Platform, through which the company's solutions are offered in the market.  Rheticus represents a disruptive 
approach of IaaS (Info as a Service) globally scalable, subscription based with low recurrent costs. Rheticus 
integrates and makes use of state of the art technologies of nowadays such as HPC, AI, Cloud and Internet. More 
info: www.rheticus.eu. 
The company is also active in the field of promotion of Earth Observation and Cosmic Exploration data 
exploitation and pursues close relations with Education and Research Organizations inside and outside Greece. 

 
 

  
 

HELMA S.A. and WIRTGEN GROUP cooperate for very long time in the field of road construction and mining 
technologies and machineries in Greek territory. 
WIRTGEN GmbH has developed the methodology and technology of Selective Surface Mining, supplying Global 
Market with three different types of machines, 2200 SM, 2500 SM and 4200 SM and application in mines of iron, 
gypsum, bauxite, phosphate, limestone, granite, coal etc. In Greece the Selective Surface Mining technology is 
applied in PPC mines in Ptolemaida. 
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Simulating the BWE-Conveyor-Stacker System in Python using Salabim 

George N. Panagiotou 
 

Laboratory of Excavation Engineering, School of Mining Engineering & Metallurgy, National 
Technical University of Athens, Greece 

 
 

ABSTRACT  

The BWE-Conveyor-Stacker mining system has been simulated during the last 45 years using 
various IT tools including general purpose or simulation specific programming languages and 
commercial simulation software. The paper presents a simulator of the BWE-Conveyor-Stacker 
system developed using solely Open-Source Software tools that are freely available for downloading 
from the Internet. At present stage of development, the simulator can accommodate a mining system 
that consists of a BWE, any number of conveyor sections, and a Stacker or a Bunker Spreader. It 
runs on a single GUI window which is sectioned to include data input, simulation output and plots. A 
detailed output report for each project is generated, in pdf format, for printing and record keeping. 
The simulator has been developed in Python using Salabim, a discrete event simulation package 
recently available, and runs as Microsoft Windows application. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The Bucket Wheel Excavator (BWE)-Conveyor-Stacker mining system is the dominant 
material handling system used in lignite opencast mining and it is characterized by high production 
rates due to its continuous operation, high owning and operating cost and limited flexibility to meet 
changes in mine layouts and operation plans. The stochastic nature of the events occurring during the 
operation of the system (different material types and flow rates, machinery failure frequency and 
repair times duration etc.) makes stochastic simulation the best method for studying such systems in 
order to achieve results that are close to real life mine production figures. 

The BWE-Conveyor-Stacker system has been simulated during the last 45 years using various 
IT tools including general purpose programming languages like FORTRAN [1], simulation specific 
languages like GPSS/H® [2] or commercial simulation software like ARENA® [3] and numerous 
papers on the topic have been published. 

Moving into the era of Open-Source Software (OSS) the paper presents BWE-Conveyor-
Stacker-Sim, a simulator for BWE, conveyors and stacker mining system operations with a graphical 
user interface, developed using programming tools that are freely available for downloading from the 
Internet.  

BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim has been developed in Python, a mainstream OSS computing 
language using Salabim, a Python package for Discrete Event Simulation (DES) recently available 
and runs as Microsoft Windows application. 

2. PYTHON 

Python is an interpreted high-level programming language for general-purpose programming, 
created by Guido van Rossum, first released in 1991 and still under continuous 
development/maintainance. Python interpreters are available for many operating systems and have a 
large and comprehensive standard library, while third-party packages, with specific functionalities 
that facilitate programming, are widely available for free downloading and use by importing them 
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into the Python code. CPython is the reference implementation of the Python programming language. 
Written in C, CPython is the default and most widely used implementation of the language [4]. 

Python is developed under an OSI-approved open source license making it freely usable and 
distributable, even for commercial use. Python's license is administered by the Python Software 
Foundation [5]. 

Python exists in two versions: Python 2.x (current release 2.7.15) and Python 3.x (current 
release 3.7.0). Python 2.x is legacy, Python 3.x is the present and future of the language.  

 

3. SALABIM 

Salabim is a Python third-party package created by Ruud van der Ham, first released in 2017, 
still under continuous development, which is freely available under an MIT License, and it is 
imported into the Python code for creating simulation models [6]. The package (current release 
2.3.2.4) comprises discrete event simulation, queue handling, resources, statistical sampling and 
monitoring, while real time animation is built-in. It runs both in Python 2.7 or 3.x for the 
implementations CPython, PyPy and Pythonista (iOS). Salabim itself is provided as a single Python 
script, called salabim.py and this file can be placed in any directory where the simulation models 
reside [7]. 

Running simulation models under PyPy is highly recommended for production runs, when run 
time is important, since it has been found that execution is faster 6 to 7 times compared to CPython. 
However, for development CPython or Pythonista is recommended. 

Τo demonstrate the basic structure, process interaction, component definition and output of a 
Salabim-based simulation model, a simple self-explanatory example of a shovel-truck simulation 
model, developed by the author, is given below: 

 
# A Simple Shovel-Truck Simulation Model in Salabim 
__author__ = 'panagiotou' 
import salabim as sim            
# INPUT DATA SECTION 
number_of_trucks = 3           
truck_interarrival_time = 2   # min       
number_of_shovels = 1            
loading_time = 2.5            # min (includes spotting time) 
travel_dump_return_time = 7   # min       
simulation_time = 8           # hours 
# SIMULATION MODEL 
class Truck(sim.Component):      
    """ 
    Inherits from the salabim class sim.Component and controls trucks 
    into the wait-load-travel-dump-return cycle 
    """ 
    def process(self): 
        while True: 
            self.enter(queue_for_loading)                

 # Truck enters the 'Queue for Loading' 
            yield self.request((shovels, 1))             

 # One truck requests the 'Shovel' for loading 
            self.leave(queue_for_loading)                

 # Truck leaves the 'Queue for Loading' 
            yield self.hold(loading_time)                

 # Shovel is loading the Truck  
            self.release((shovels, 1))                   
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 # Truck departs from the 'Shovel' 
            yield self.hold(travel_dump_return_time)     

 # Truck travels, dumps and returns to the 'Queue for Loading' 
# HOUSEKEEPING STATEMENTS 
env = sim.Environment(trace=True) 
queue_for_loading = sim.Queue('Queue for Loading')         
shovels=sim.Resource("Shovel",capacity=number_of_shovels)  
for i in range(number_of_trucks):                          
    Truck(at=i * truck_interarrival_time)                  
# At most 'number_of_trucks' trucks are generated, the  
# 1st truck arrives at the 'Queue for Loading' at time=0, the rest  
# in time intervals = trucks_interarrival_time 
env.run(duration=(simulation_time * 60))  
# Runs simulation for 'simulation_time * 60' min 
queue_for_loading.print_statistics()     
# Prints statistics for the 'Queue for Loading' 
shovel_util = (shovels.claimed_quantity.mean() / 
               shovels.capacity.mean())    
# Calculates Shovel's Utilization and then prints it  
# as % of the available time 
print('Shovel is %0.2f %% busy' % float(shovel_util*100)) 
 

The output of the shovel-truck simulation model of the above example, for a simulation run 
with input data those of the INPUT DATA SECTION of the code, is shown below: 

 

 
 

4. BWE-CONVEYOR-STACKER-SIM: A QUICK TOUR 

BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim is a simulator that models the operation of a continuous mining 
system comprised of a BWE excavating waste or lignite in a mine bench and loading conveyor 
sections that follow pre-defined routes, between the BWE and a Stacker or a Bunker Spreader, 
depending on the type of the material being excavated. 

The simulator has been developed in Python using Salabim as Microsoft Windows application 
and has a fully graphical user interface (GUI). All the action happens in the main window of the 
application (Fig. 1). The ‘menu bar’ on the top of the application’s window has clickable buttons that 
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activate ‘drop-down’ menus, ‘cascaded’ sub-menus and ‘pop-up’ widows, when appropriate, through 
which the user makes selections or enters data for the model΄s parameters (Fig. 2). 

The Options button enables the user to select the Rock Type excavated by the BWE and to 
enter data for the Simulation Parameters. 

In the INPUT section of the application’s window, which is sub-divided into four sub-sections, 
the user enters text regarding project related information and data regarding BWE, Conveyor 
Groups, Stacker and Bunker Spreader operational parameters, as well as time data for the 
equipment’s failures frequency and repairs duration. 

The Run button enables the user to execute a Simulation run of the model. Upon clicking this 
button, the currently (final) selected options are displayed in the Selected Options window, the 
simulation output is displayed in the Results sub-section and conveyors overflow statistics, over the 
simulation time, is shown in the Plots sub-section of the OUTPUT section. 

The Report button prepares a detailed simulation report in pdf format and opens it with a pdf 
Reader so that the user can ‘print’ and ‘save as’ it using standard pdf Reader procedures. 

The Help button provides access to the User Manual and to information regarding BWE-
Conveyor-Stacker-Sim. 

Finally, the Quit button of the menu bar exits the application in a proper way. 
Figure 3 shows a screenshot that displays the input values, the selected options and the 

simulation output for a specific project. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim main window. 
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Figure 2. BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim ‘drop-down’ menus, ‘cascaded’ sub-menus and ‘pop-up’ windows. 
 

 

Figure 3. BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim in action. 
 

5. BWE-CONVEYOR-STACKER-SIM: BEHIND THE SCENES 

BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim, at present stage of development, is capable to simulate a 
continuous mining system configuration with a BWE, an in-pit conveyors group, an out-of-the-pit 
conveyors group feeding with waste material the stacker, a Stacker, an out-of-the-pit conveyors 
group feeding with lignite the bunker spreader, and a Bunker Spreader. A conveyors group may 
consist of one or more belts with different lengths but with the same belt width and running speed. 
Equipment breakdowns frequency and repairs time for all equipment are taken into account in the 
system's analysis.  
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Such materials handling systems, which operate in series and form a network of continuous 
material flow, require proper matching of the flow rate that each piece of equipment can achieve, in 
order to avoid overloading and material overflow (spillage), or underloading leading to high 
production costs. Furthermore, production rates are heavily affected by unplanned maintenance 
periods, due to equipment failures that force the stoppage of all up-stream equipment.  

The simulation of a continuous material flow system using discrete event simulation technics 
can be performed by dividing the continuous stream of the material into discrete units of material of 
the same mass, as shown in Fig. 4 [8]. In BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim the discrete material unit is the 
volume of the material excavated by one bucket of the BWE. This bucket-load (= 
bucket_nominal_capacity * bucket_fill_factor), being either waste or lignite, is transported along the 
mining system from the BWE to the waste dump or the lignite bunker during the simulation run. 

The number of input parameters for a simulation run is rather minimal and include: 
- Simulation time 
- Warm-up time (for the simulation run) 
- Bucket nominal capacity 
- Bucket fill factor 
- Number of bucket discharges per minute 
- Materials unit weight and swell factor 
and 
- Conveyor length 
- Conveyor width 
- Conveyor speed  
for each conveyors group. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Transformation of continuous material flow into discrete material flow [8]. 
 

As in the real world, the time between equipment breakdowns and the time of the required 
repairs varies stochastically following some statistical distribution, which can be determined after a 
statistical analysis of the respective data collected from mine records. The BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-
Sim user can select the appropriate statistical distribution, which fits better the particular breakdown 
and repair time data, from a list of nine distributions:  

- Beta 
- Constant 
- Erlang 
- Exponential 
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- Gamma 
- Normal 
- Triangular 
- Uniform   
- Weibull 

and the input data required for the selected distribution are entered, for each unit of equipment, via a 
‘pop-up’ window (Fig. 5). 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Available repair time distributions for BWE; data entry ‘pop-up’ window. 
 
A simulation run may or may not include a user defined ‘warm-up’ period at the start of the 

simulation. The purpose of the ‘warm-up’ period is to allow for the system to get operationally 
‘normalised’ (it may take more than 20 minutes for the first bucket-load to travel from the BWE to 
the Stacker, depending on the conveyors length and speed). During this period simulation statistics 
are not collected, and the actual simulation run and statistics collection start when the ‘warm-up’ 
period ends. 

Hypothetical surge bins are assumed to exist at the head of each conveyor group, including the 
BWE, Stacker and Bunker Spreader conveyors, to control possible material overflows and the 
collected statistics are graphically displayed.   
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Following a simulation run, the user is provided with a customised simulation report which 
includes production estimates; utilisation, availability and breakdown/repair statistics for the 
equipment (Fig. 3). In addition, a detailed simulation report is provided as a pdf formatted document 
suitable for record keeping. 
 

6. BWE-CONVEYOR-STACKER-SIM: PROGRAMMING TECHNICALITIES 

BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim has been developed in Python using the PyCharm Professional 
Integrated Development Environment (IDE), Ver. 2018.2.1 [9], for editing, debugging and running 
the code, and it is a Microsoft Windows application for Windows 10. It runs under both Python 
Versions 2.7.15 and 3.7.0 [4] 

In addition to standard Python libraries, the following third-party packages have been imported 
into the code of BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim: 

- Salabim Ver. 2.3.2.4, for the discrete system simulation [7] 
- Tkinter, the standard Python interface to the Tk Graphic User Interface toolkit [10]  
- Pmw Ver. 2.0.1, a toolkit for building high-level compound widgets in Python 

using Tkinter [11] 
- Matplotlib Ver. 2.2.2, for creating the plots [12] 
- Fpdf Ver. 1.7.2, for generating the simulation report as pdf document [13] 

 

7. BWE-CONVEYOR-STACKER-SIM: AN EXAMPLE 

The Kardia Field lignite mine which is located in northwest Greece and is owned and operated 
by the Public Power Corporation of Greece SA (PPC), has been the test-bed for many simulation 
modelling studies during the last 40 years using various IT tools, including programming languages 
like FORTRAN and GPSS/H® and simulation software packages like ARENA®, in which the 
author has been involved [1], [2], [3]. 

A mining branch of the Kardia Field mine that consists of (Fig. 6):  
- BWE: E5 (KRUPP SchRs 600/3.3 x 21) 
- In-pit conveyors group: 5-5a-15 (length: 2690m, width: 1200mm, speed: 5.3m/s) 
- Out-of-the-pit conveyors group feeding the stacker: 30-31-32-33 (length: 3668m, width: 

1800mm, speed: 5.3m/s) 
- Stacker: A3 (TAKRAF A2RS B 6700.60) 
- Out-of-the-pit conveyors group feeding the bunker spreader: K1-K2 (length: 1680m, width: 

1800mm, speed: 5.2m/s) 
- Bunker Spreader: KB (SALTZITTER MASCHINEN A.G. U.B 1000-B1000/15) 

has been used to test BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim capabilities. 
One of the tests carried out was to check the time it takes for a bucket-load discharged by the 

bucket wheel to travel from the BWE to the Stacker. The simulator estimated this time 20.71 min, 
while the actual time, measured by mine personnel, is 20.61 min, and this confirms the model’s 
capability to accurate simulate the movement of the excavated mass along the conveyors network. 

The customized simulation report of a simulation run for 100 hours and with one hour ‘warm-
up’ period, for the Kardia Field mine branch E5 to A3, when excavating waste material, is shown in 
Fig. 7.  
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Figure 6. Kardia Field lignite mine. Equipment layout [14] 
 

8. CONCLUSIONS 

The application of simulation models for studying complex mining systems under real life 
conditions is well accepted by modern mine management, especially in the design and planning 
phases of new mining projects or when optimizing existed ones to meet certain conditions. The 
dynamic character of the processes, activities and entities within a mining system and the stochastic 
character of the events occurring during the operation of these systems, make simulation to be the 
only reliable method for manipulating such systems. 
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Figure 7. Simulation report for the Kardia Field mine branch E5 to A3 example when excavating waste material 
 

Discrete-event simulation modelling can be used to evaluate the design of a new mining 
system or the effect of changes to the performance of existing systems. Fine tuning changes of 
equipment operational parameters can be thoroughly studied, critically analyzed and justified in the 
office, based on economic or operational criteria, before deciding to apply in the field. To solve these 
problems, it will take a few minutes of computing time on a typical PC, while easy to use data input 
templates and customized simulation output, with meaningful diagrams, make simulators an 
engineering tool for everyday use. 

BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim is a simulator that simulates a continuous mining system using 
discrete event simulation techniques and can be used for the planning and analysis of BWE-
Conveyor-Stacker operations in opencast lignite mines assisting engineers and mine management in 
optimal equipment selection, sizing, optimizing and scheduling.  

BWE-Conveyor-Stacker-Sim is a paradigm of engineering software developed using solely 
Open-Source Software tools that are freely available for downloading from the Internet. It has been 
coded in Python using Salabim, a newly available and very promising package for creating discrete 
event simulation models in Python. 

Future work should focus on extending the model’s capabilities to simulate multi-bench 
operations and animate the simulated system in real time, exploring present and future developments 
of the Salabim package.  
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ABSTRACT  

The paper describes the holistic approach of the research project InnoCrush. The greater goal 
of the project is to prepare innovations in the field of mechanical driven and highly selective process 
chains in mineral extraction. The core features of such process chains lie in a) the use of mechanical 
excavation methods instead of drilling and blasting and b), the subsequent utilisation of a near-face 
mechanical, dry, selective comminution to create a pre-concentrate. With the synergetic use of both 
technologies, a major part of the waste material can be separated from the ore either during 
excavation as well as during subsequent comminution. Hence, the waste can directly be backfilled or 
dumped. The focus lies on vein like deposits that can profit most from such technological chains. 
The project itself focuses on Lead-Zinc and Fluorite-Barite Ores.  

Such process chains can provide benefits in terms of great automation potential, minimization 
of emissions, increase of work and rock safety, as well as considerable financial savings during final 
comminution steps. The latter can be traced back to the fact that considerably less material must be 
milled during the final comminution steps. Limitations however, are present in the form of toughness 
and abrasivity of the rock as well as the potential of ore and waste for a selective comminution. 

A summary of the present results within the project InnoCrush is given as well as discussing 
how a multilevel, holistic approach to synergy-dependent process chains is necessary in order to 
push the boundaries of mechanical excavation chains further. 

 
1. BACKGROUND 

 
Europe being on the consuming side of the world‘s primary mineral production is under 

necessity to create a secure and reliable supply situation. In that context, the European Commission 
coined the term “Critical Raw Material” (CRM). Currently 27 Materials, mainly mineral resources, 
but also coking coal and natural rubber fall under this category. Light and Heavy Rare Earth 
Elements as well as Platin Group Elements count as one material group each within this assessment 
(see Table 1). CRMs are materials of high economic importance to the Union’s economy that at the 
same time are subject to a globally very concentrated production. Often, this concentrated production 
is accompanied by unstable political conditions, further increasing the potential supply risk should 
political situations change [1]. The recent geopolitical developments emphasize the necessity of a 
diverse supply market in order to minimize negative impacts on the global economy.  

In order to a) diversify the global supply of CRMs to create a more resilient market in general 
and b) at the same time create a more favourable supply situation for the EU, it is obvious that 
diversified sources for the aforementioned minerals must arise. 

To reach these two goals, the most direct solution would be to increase the mineral production 
within the Union. Whilst Europe is not rich in big, near to face, bulky deposits – also due to hundreds 
of years of mining activity. Many smaller and complex deposits can be found, especially in the area 
of south eastern Europe [2] but also in Saxony, Germany [3]. As part of these deposits, vein-like 
deposits are in the focus of the research project InnoCrush, a young research group of 11 scientists of 
6 six chairs at TU Bergakademie Freiberg. Hydrothermal veins often consist of a multitude of 
mineralisations and often are accompanied by CRMs as in the example on Figure 1. Lead-Zinc ores 
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that are accompanied by Germanium and Indium also can be found in Freiberg. Since Saxony is rich 
in smaller complex vein-like deposits, they are in the focus of InnoCrush.  

 
Table 1: List of Critical Raw Material as of 2017 [1] 

 

 
Figure 1: Sources of certain critical (and non-critical) raw materials (green) and their associated base metal (grey) [4] 

 
Albeit a potential for the exploitation of such deposits does exist, this must be seen in the 

context of the industrial, social and ecological environment that defines the Union: 
 rather high technology and industrialization level 
 rather high level of education and educated workforce availability 
 good infrastructure 
 rather high work safety standards  
 rather high environmental protection and recultivation standards 
 rather high wages 
 issues with the public acceptance of large scale projects, especially mining projects 

In this environment, high tech solutions with a minimum possible environmental impact are of 
the essence. A successful transformation towards the well discussed Mining 4.0 has the potential to 
result in a comparative advantage of the mining manufacturing industry of Europe additionally. This 
is of global interest since even developing mining countries, e.g. South Africa, are facing a rise in 
wages, hence mining costs, and the necessity for higher automated low impact mining technologies 
[5]. 
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As highly automated low impact mining is the focus, the whole technology chain must be 
tailored towards the following aims: 

minimisation of tailing material and waste 
minimisation of ground disturbance 
minimisation of emissions towards local communities 
minimisation of energy consumption during production of the final concentrate 
provision of highest work safety standards 

all this while...  
provision of acceptable mining cost, this is only possible by limiting the active workforce in a 

mine 
Since, for the final answer of the question “mining, or no mining”, the whole process chain 

must be designed and evaluated as one piece - rather than solitarily optimizing individual work steps. 
As such the rather novel and synergetic combination of two emerging technologies in mining has 
been chosen: cutting excavation in combination to near face dry selective comminution.  

 
2. DEPOSITS UNDER FOCUS 

 
Two kinds of hydrothermal ores are under focus: Fluorite-Baryte-Ores (F-Ba) and Lead-Zinc-

Ores (Pb-Zn). Currently there is one fluorite mine in operation in Saxony; the mine Niederschlag 
operated by Erzgebirgische Fluss- und Schwerspatwerke GmbH. For sampling, a nearby, similar, 
smaller deposit was chosen: the Gneiss quarry Dörfel that is operated by the Max Bögel Group.  

Pb-Zn-Ores could be sampled from the Research-and-Teaching Mine of TU Freiberg, “Reiche 
Zeche” in Freiberg (Figure 2). 

 
 

 

Figure 2: Location of the sampling areas within Germany and Saxony [6] 

 
The vein deposits are mainly embedded in Gneiss as host rock in the form of metasediments 

(grey gneisses) and metamagmatites (red and grey gneisses). The Freiberg gneiss domain consists of 
a grey augengneiss formed by Variscan high metamorphism of Early Cambrian granodiorite [7]. The 
polymetallic mineralisations are of hydrothermal origin (lead, zinc, silver) that are mainly linked to 
Permian tectonic activity [8]. The veins are usually subdivided according to their orientation and 
mineral associations [9]. For the project, veins are of importance because they show a stark change 
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from host rock to vein material. As such, the most effect from highly selective mining technologies is 
expected. 

 
3. PROCESS CHAIN 

 
In its core, the process scheme introduces the innovative combination of selective cutting and 

selective comminution for high grade, smaller deposits such as vein-like deposits.  As can be seen in 
Figure 3, the basic process chain consists of (a) an excavation by mechanical means which is  
followed by (b) a near to face mechanical, selective comminution that creates (c) a pre-concentrate 
which is hauled to the final milling and enrichment processes. The selective excavation ensures that 
only vein material is brought into the enrichment part of the process chain. The selective 
comminution creates a preconcentrate from the vein material. By such, the amount of material to 
handle in the enrichment part of the process chain is reduced at two stages. This reduces the effort 
necessary for haulage of ore as well as the amount of energy required for milling the ore. A reduction 
of the material to mill can have a tremendous impact on the total energy consumption of the total 
production chain as it can account for 80 – 90 % of the total energy consumption of a typical mine 
[10, 11, p. 141]. 

A separation of vein material and host rock takes place during excavation and another 
separation step of gangue material takes place during the selective comminution. As such the early 
removed waste (d) can be dumped/ backfilled very early in the process chain. Since the material will 
not be milled, it will not occur as a fine slurry. As such, the total material to be treated in tailing 
ponds can be reduced. This significantly decreases the environmental impact and can have a positive 
effect on public acceptance. 

 
Figure 3: Scheme of highly selective mechanical production chain 

 
Additionally, explosive gases do not occur. Hence, rising limits for NOx-gases at working 

places are not critical. Furthermore, the influence to the surrounding rock and local communities is 
limited [12, 13]. As a result of this technological chain, the in Table 2 summarized results are to be 
expected: 
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Table 2: Advantages and disadvantages of the proposed production chain 

Advantages cutting excavation Advantages selective comminution 

Continuous, highly automatable operation Dry process 

No blasting  
 no blasting gases and limited damage to 

surrounding rock mass 

Early ore enrichment 

No sizing needed  

Homogeneous particle distribution  

Very high selectivity potential  

Disadvantages cutting excavation Disadvantages selective comminution 

Limited number of production units 
 higher breakdown influence, more blending 

effort needed 

Differences in rock properties between ore and waste 
must allow for sel. comminution 

Limited by rock strength and abrasivity  

Synergetic Advantages 

Possibility of direct backfill after early waste separation  minimization of environmental impact 

Reduction of the overall material to mill, haul  reduction of operating cost 

Reduction of energy consumption and tailing material  reduction of operating cost 

 
To enable this process chain, several aspects must be addressed. Therefore, the InnoCrush 

project is comprised of six entwined work groups: Mineralogy, Mining, Processing, Automation, 
Modelling and Economics whose work will be described below.  

 
3.1. Rock Cutting 

To unlock smaller vein-like deposits, a cutting machine must be able to cut both ore and - if the 
necessity arises - the host rock. The mostly hard and tough host rock effects high forces during 
cutting. The major limitation of mechanical excavation machines is their limited ability to perform 
well in geotechnical conditions exceeding a certain abrasivity and rock strength. As such, the 
activated cutting technologies are under research within the project.  

The testing rig for linear rock cutting HXS 1000-50 (Figure 4) is used for conventional and 
activated cutting to quantify the forces and dynamics during excavation. 

It features a modular design for testing of different cutting tools. The maximum cutting forces 
are 75 kN. The forces are measured with a maximum frequency of up to 10 kHz. In order to evaluate 
the specific energy consumption during cutting, the volume of the outbroken material can be 
measured utilizing a laser scanner [14].  

Within the project, continuous percussive activated cutting is researched. As Figure 5 
exemplifies, the cutting forces at the tool are by the factor ~10 bigger than the forces that are 
transmitted to the cutting head. 
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Figure 4: Linear Cutting Test Rig HXS 1000-50 at Institute of Mining and Special Civil Construction of Freiberg 

University of Mining and Technology [15] 

 
 

 
Figure 5: Impulse distribution during an impact test at the tool and at the machine  

 

 

 

Figure 6: 3D- Simulation of the Rock-Cutting Process using PFC3D (left) and computer tomography of gneiss 
samples after compression tests (right) 

 
Cutting of rock is a complex process between the rock, cutting tool and cutting machine. 

Simulation models are used in the project for a better understanding of the interaction of rock 
properties, cutting tool geometry and cutting parameters as well as extending the experimental results 
to a wider set of parameters. Two different DEM methods, 3DEC and PFC3D, are used to investigate 

Force at Cutting tool 
Force at machine 

100 kN 

-50 kN ca. 3 ms 
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different issues (Figure 6, left). The simulations include scenarios of regular cutting, activated cutting 
as well the influences of thermal treatment. 

Flanking the cutting and simulation experiments, a deep mineralogical analysis of foliated 
rocks on the example of gneiss is being done. In this regard, the mechanical properties, their 
explanation and deeper understanding in regard to the their foliation is being executed. A part of this 
is a CT-analysis of the cracking behaviour of gneiss depending under different foliation and loading 
scenarios is conducted at the St. Petersburg University of Mining in Cooperation with InnoCrush. 

Test results and developed new technical solutions will be then implemented in a conceptual 
numerical model of a mining machine and then verified on the basis of real-time simulator for 
excavation equipment. 

 
3.2. Ensuring Selectivity 

To ensure selectivity, the cutting machine’s operator should be able to distinguish between 
either ore and host rock and/or different mineralization zones within the given deposit. 

To allow for such, a twofold sensor concept is applied. First, the cutting forces are measured 
during excavation. By such, an estimation of the rock mass condition as well as the detection of 
boundary layers is possible (Figure 7). To apply such a system, a deep understanding on the 
evocation of cutting forces in relation to the rock mass is necessary. 

 

 
Figure 7: Exemplary results for cutting tests on a heterogeneous sample, top row shows the overlay of the spatial 

cutting force analysis using different force thresholds to identify lithological boundaries. Lower row shows the 
identification of different zones in the rock sample (left) and overlay of the identification process with the sample (right); 

after [9]. 

 
Second, a near-face belt based hyperspectral on-line analysis is carried out. This results again 

in twofold: a) the actual mineral content of the cut ore can be estimated and b) a crosscheck for 
plausibility of the previously conducted cutting force analysis is carried out. However, the belt 
analysis will be conducted with some delay to the excavation. 

These information then can be used to remove the excavated host rock for direct backfill. 
Further applications of the data are quality measurements and near-time deposit model updating. 
This improves the prognosis quality in extraction planning [16]. 
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3.3. Selective comminution 

Selective cutting with the support of a sensor-based host rock rejection provides a product with 
low diluted vein material. The cut vein material consists of the valuable component and the gangue 
minerals of the vein. The comminution machine can exploit a large enough difference in the 
properties of the components in a selective way.  

Comminution is a process in which the material resistance against crack propagation is 
overcome. Most ores consist of various components with different properties. A comminution 
machine, which is sensitive to the given differences of the components, favours or disadvantages the 
comminution differently for different components. As such, they will be comminuted to a different 
extent and the result will be different grain size distributions for the different mineral fractions. This 
behaviour is a property of the whole comminution system [17, 18]. Of course, a subsequent 
separation step is necessary. The application of selective comminution needs a system chain with a 
feed material, a comminution machine and a separation machine. As seen in see Figure 8, the feed 
material defines the potential, the comminution machine exploits this potential and the separation 
machine uses the exploited potential. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: System chain of selective comminution by exploiting material properties for preferential breakage and 
subsequent sieving as pre-concentration step [9] 

 
InnoCrush investigates the selective comminution to reject gangue components at an early 

stage in beneficiation. The combination of comminution and classification is particularly cost-
effective. A beneficiation close to the excavation site advantages a fast backfilling with coarser 
gangue or tailings. The InnoCrush project focuses on impact load and confined bed comminution as 
two promising kinds of loadings for the investigated ores. An additional task is to find out if the form 
of the chips after cutting excavation influences the selective comminution behaviour. 

 
3.4. Holistic Evaluation 

To bring all the previous tasks together, a holistic evaluation is being conducted with the 
following aims: 

 Identify the expected benefits of the innovative process chain in comparison to 
conventional drilling and blasting processes. 
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 Develop an integrated evaluation model to assess the innovative process chain regarding 
economic, ecological and social aspects in order to underpin the previously identified 
benefits. 

 Provide a basis for decision-making on the adoption of innovative process chain with 
consideration of the needs of mine operators [9].  
 

Based on previous research conducted at TU Freiberg [19, 20] an NPV based monetary model 
is created to assess the effects of this process chain in comparison to drill and blast based chains. 
Combined with this, emission factors like noise, dust, gaseous emissions and waste materials are 
integrated into the monetary model to provide ecological indicators. Work safety and public 
acceptance provide the social indicators. With the environmental, the social and the monetary model 
integrated into one, a decision model can be created with respect to the users’ priorities. 

To homogenize the model and the users and stakeholders’ priorities the quality function 
development method (QFD) is applied [21]. This method enables the comparative assessment of 
needs and priorities of potential users (e.g. mine operators) and technical specifications of this new 
process. A survey with mining experts and mining companies was undertaken for the evaluation of 
the priorities of potential users. The results of the QFD should not only be used for the development 
of the integrated model (decision-making module), but also for the assessing future improvement 
potentials for the innovative process chain in order to meet the wishes of the customers even more 
precisely and finally facilitate the market entry. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

 
In the highly interlinked research group InnoCrush, 11 scientists from 6 different chairs work 

towards highly selective low impact resource production chains. The background is introduced to 
shed light on the implications and necessity of such work. The final aim is to push the 
implementation of highly automative selective low impact mining methods towards a broader 
applicability. The research combines mineralogy, mining, modelling, rock mechanics, automation, 
comminution and economics into one concept. Such research projects are of major importance a) to 
ensure that well trained interdisciplinary researchers are available, able to support Europe as a hub 
for innovation and b) to bring forward the applicability of such novel technologies in general. This 
applies even more in relatively slow transformative sectors like the resource sector. Here the industry 
needs a strong and robust knowledge base as security to apply novel concepts. Universities with their 
freedom of research approach can provide exactly these tools for the resource industry. 
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ABSTRACT 

The whole world is talking about Industry 4.0 or Digitalization. This trend also arrived in the 
Mining business a few years ago, but what does it mean for the Miner? 
This joint presentation with Elektroprivreda Srbije (EPS) is about a system approach by ABB to 
reach the convergence of Information Technology (IT) and Operational Technology (OT) to harvest 
the huge benefits of integrated operation.  An actual project will be presented, where ABB is 
developing on behalf of EPS a system for pro-active planning and production control with the 
involvement of all required stake and shareholders. 

The Production Planning, developed by DMD Consulting and integrated with ABB AbilityTM 
Stockyard Management System (SYMS), creates optimized plans for material homogenization on the 
belt conveyor systems from the source (mine excavators) to the destination (direct train loading or 
stockyard). To achieve a fully coordinated production all actions of the required machinery have to 
be performed in a strict sequence. Such coordination requires a lot of well aligned activities. To 
support the operator all production management, control and planning functionalities need to be 
integrated in a single system. 

For instance the mine excavators have to be positioned at the right spot and need to perform in 
a defined way. Further, in order to control such a complex system a dedicated way of delegation to 
Process Control, a good Material Tracking, Downtime Management and Production Control with 
forecast functionality is required. And ABB's Stockyard Management System covers all those roles. 

In this common presentation EPS and ABB will explain the geological and technological 
reasons for the implementation of such a system, present the concept of a continuous mining 
methodology with online quality control to create the desired quality already on the belt conveyor 
system and state the challenges of implementation of such a digitalization project. 
 
1 SYSTEM FOR COAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN EPS 

 
1.1 Reasons for the implementation 

More than 60% of the electricity in the Republic of Serbia are produced from coal combustion 
in power plants which makes the coal to the most important raw material. 

In order to maintain continuality in coal production for further use in power plant and stabile 
supply of electricity, any obstacles have to be overcome. These obstacles reflect in lower availability 
of deposits with equalized quality of observed parameters, such as caloric value, content of moisture, 
ash and sulphur etc., with increased stratification, higher depths and on other natural unfavourable 
characteristics. 

To solve such complex situation and fulfil demands coming of the power plants, an integrated 
conceptual design was developed through a system for coal quality management. 

The project which will be described in the following paper covers 5 coal excavators in 2 
different fields which all are connected with a large belt conveyor system. At a certain point all 
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material is passing a distribution area at the crushing plant to be conveyed to the stockyard or train 
loading. Due to the more and more challenging geological conditions the variations of the coal 
quality per excavator are becoming bigger as it is shown at the left site of the Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 9. Graphic scheme of general concept for coal quality management  

 
Every bucket wheel excavator (BWE) is digging coal with a deviating calorific value (CV) per 

tonne. Sometimes the quality is good and better than required, but also sometime the quality 
parameters does not meet the minimum requirements of the coal fired power plant. That’s why in 
this conventional operation a stockyard is required in order to homogenize the coal production and 
provide the Thermal Power Plant (TPP) its required quality. 

But now a new concept is ruling this way of operation. As there are more than only one 
excavator available for a parallel production this opens opportunities for an optimized process 
control. If all 5 excavators or even just a pair are performing in an aligned way they can prepare 
already online at the belt conveyor system the required material quality. By digging an expected 
quality at a certain point in a certain time it allows the system to forecast the material flow and 
predict if it is possible to meet the right material requirements. 

 
1.2 Integrated concept of developed system 

The aim, which has to be fulfilled with implementation of Coal Quality Management System, 
is to secure sufficient quantity and quality of coal in complex preconditions on available open cast 
mines in Kolubara coal basin for further use in power plant “Nikola Tesla”. 

This aim was fulfilled with an integrated system consists of a pro-active planning and 
production control for the all requests, accessibilities, limitations, possibilities, combinations, 
sources, and destinations of the coal production. 

So the first step is to provide information coming from planning of work for each participant in 
electricity production derivate from coal. Different levels of planning give data for distribution of 
coal for the power plant “Nikola Tesla” with required quality parameters. 

After that, necessary data are downloaded in system and solving of set tasks starts through 
planning and monitoring and control of the processes. The interaction of the complete process is 
shown in the following Figure 2. 
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Figure 10. Adopted solution for coal quality management system 

The Part of planning is resolved in CQMS mining planning software and fully integrated by 
ABB.  

The part of monitoring and control is done in ABB AbilityTM Stockyard Management System-
CQMS. 

In this project SYMS is the center of gravity for all data handling. By automated data interfaces 
the SYMS coordinates all required information starting from the Process Control System, over 
Planning & Downtime Management up to the integration of Laboratory Management.  

Each of these software contains different and interconnected activities, which must be carried 
out in a defined order. The joint product is an optimized working plan for coal homogenization on 
belt conveyors from excavating point to the loading point, observed and controlled via its transport 
until destination. 

CQMS mining planning software consists of a few models and related actions from 
geological modelling, bench modelling, technological modelling, transportation modelling, stockyard 
planning and train loading [1]. 

After the detailed mine exploration, sampling and laboratory analyses, geological model will 
be made in software package MINEX. This is the basis for the further work in planning. Geological 
blocks, defined in model, contain all necessary information regarding volume, quality etc. in 
assigned net 20x20 m.  

Next step is creation of bench model, also in MINEX, with clear vertical division of coal 
deposit considering height for each coal system. Technological modelling of block is derived from 
previous activity based on the planned balance for coal excavation, technical characteristics of 
equipment and geological conditions inside the geological blocks for every coal bench.  

Technological blocks, created and anticipated for excavation, will be defined for each coal 
system and belonging excavators, with assigned selective work, the number of sub-benches and 
quality and capacity for each of them along with necessary working capacity for excavators (bucket 
wheel and chain excavators). After the model for material transport is activated, next step in 
planning is simulation of excavators work and analysis for created technological blocks on all 
benches along with conveying of material to destination (loading into wagons or stockyard).  

Stockyard planning depends from destination of excavated coal from the mine and it can be 
planned for disposal of coal (Strata method), or taking of coal with two reclaimers. For the old 
stockyard and the combined machine working there, plan for coal can be define for taking and 
disposing, too.  
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The last step of planning is train loading directly from open cast mine, combined loading from 
mine and from stockyard(s), or direct loading from the stockyard. 

ABB AbilityTM Stockyard Management System (SYMS) - system software for 
monitoring, control and management of processes integrates necessary data from planning 
software and the Process Control Systems. According to additional measurement devices positioned 
throughout the whole production system (GPS, online analyzers and belt scales) the SYMS provides 
all necessary information, audio and visual, about fulfilment of requested aim in system for coal 
quality management.  

The SYMS provides material tracking and quality management for a dedicated coal quality 
management system. This digital application includes several functions that can minimize handling 
efforts and increase the efficiency of bulk material handling of mines and stockyards. It is a 
configurable system that can be used to digitalize the complete material handling chain. The material 
flow can be modelled across all belt conveyors and transportation equipment which can be used for 
tracking, inventory management and forecasting. Further, in order to control such a complex system 
a dedicated way of Delegation to Process Control with a Plan Handling Application, a Downtime 
Management and Production Control Module was delivered. 

All Data which are coming from planning and additional data from measurement devices on 
site are processed, transferred and observed during processes of coal excavation, transportation and 
distribution on stockyard or loading into trains. 

Then all available material properties and quality information are associated with the tracked 
material via automated data interfaces.  

 

 
 

Figure 3. Virtual Stockpile Model in 3D Client 
 
Finally the so called digital twin of the material flow provides the operator with a production 

forecast as well as an inventory overview at any time, without needing to do an extra survey. 
These Data can be used for operational optimization and control. It provides possible 

solutions as well as opportunities for decision-maker in a system to react according to the potential 
problems during operation. 

Furthermore the user management is integrated to the already existing plant infrastructure 
which enables a seamless synchronization of all users and their rights. As the whole Coal Quality 
Management System requires that each involved participant within the process has concrete, clear 
and unequivocal tasks to establish complete technological discipline and work organisation provided 
by the use of highest technical achievements which connect natural conditions in deposit and 
possibilities of mining's and thermo-energetic equipment. 
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2 CHALLENGES 
 
The major challenges are caused by operational possibilities, their complexity and how strict 

they need to be executed.  
For instance there are several operation possibilities in total can run 5 excavators in parallel 

from two different fields to one or two destinations. The main options are the following, 
First of all, the preferred operation is direct train loading from the mine. If all excavators 

performed well and the material was mixed according to the production plan online at the belt 
conveyor system already the material can be delegated direct to the train loading station.  

To ensure quality adequate operation at a certain point where all material comes together on 
the belt conveyor system a decision needs to be taken if everything works out or an alternative plan 
needs to be activated. Based on this review the decision can be taken to add some material from the 
stockyard or convey the complete material from the mine to the stockyard for dedicated mixing and 
blending like the conventional way. The option of direct train loading from mine and parallel feeding 
from Stockyard enables high production rates by keeping the coal quality in the optimal required 
range. 

Highest performance production from the mine can be achieved with a material split for 
direct train loading and stacking to the stockyard. This includes additional challenges like switching 
surge bins to manage the material flow from the mine conveyors with 5.000t/h to belt conveyors in 
the crushing plant where each conveyor is limited to 1.250 t/h. The surge bin handling as well as the 
split and merge of the material flow is also covered by the SYMS. 

At the end of the day this leads to several operational possibilities and even more route 
possibilities. Because every specific way of operation also leads to 28 possible routes in the mine, 24 
possibilities in the transient bunker, 23 different lines through the crushing plant, additional 12 for 
train loading and even 13 to the stockyard and 7 from the stockyard.  

In combination the operators are facing thousands of options, which need to be prefiltered in 
order to ensure an easy and manageable operation.  

 
 

 
Figure 4. Plan Handling Tool 

 
During the project several discussion happened about the routes and which should be the 

default one for each constellation.  When all was said and done the filter were implemented 
according to the specific technological and operational constraints. And in order to enable the 
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operator still enough flexibility for his operation it is possible to choose another route which is not 
the default one. For sure again filtered according to availability and technological constraints of the 
equipment like maximum tonnage or operating direction to avoid any kind of failure.  

And this is what was clear on operational side. During the engineering we were facing the 
challenges which are inherent with such a complex project.  

In general there are 5 relevant phases for the implementation of such an interdisciplinary 
system set up with the involvement of different departments.  
 
2.1 Phases from a concept to a solution 

1. Concept phase 
At the beginning there was an idea. Later on the idea needed to be worked off in order to 

develop a concept. Thanks to the good empowerment from the Management and the strong 
commitment of all involved co-workers the concept was well developed by EPS in collaboration 
with consulting teams and the university.  
 
1.1. Phase of understanding for the supplier 

In order to realize such a well-grown concept it was essential to fully understand it and 
develop a solution which can realize all points accordingly. Therefore it was necessary to review all 
operational possibilities, who will be involved in the execution and how it could be realized in a 
technical solution. During this phase the complexity became more clear and how strict it needs to be 
executed which leaded to a slightly scope creep from ABB point of view. 
 
2. Basic engineering 

During the basic engineering all required equipment have been specified, the general network 
integration concept was developed and how everything can be installed on site. But beside the 
normal tasks of the basic engineering a detailed processes for the execution were developed with all 
its user and their specific roles and actions were defined. In collaboration with the technological 
experts from customer side this engineering phase which is normally more related to technical 
clarification have gotten a more consultative engineering approach.  

The hierarchy and structure of responsibilities which was valid over decades in separated 
working groups or departments now needs to be connected and an aligned in a single process. 
Therefore a process Modell was developed with all involved roles. And different roles mean 
different responsibilities, which lead to the requirement of an integral user management. All different 
roles can be managed in groups with specific rights and permissions. Also all views and rights can be 
modified according to the role or even location of an employer. This shall enable a process whereby 
all interactions between the different stake holders are clear and executable in a way that the system 
is able to ensure an automated failure avoidance. The challenge is here to ensure the quality of the 
operation vs. providing the operator still enough flexibility to manage all equipment according its 
reliability. During the complete project development this challenge was paid out most attention.   

Anyway after the definition of all regulatory and general technical aspects the project 
proceeded with the normal engineering. 

In such a complex System it is important to configure and maintain only one set of data for 
all Machine parameters, Material Quality and property configuration as well as a fully integrated 
user management in all system parts connected and automatically synchronized with the existing 
plant infrastructure. 

At the same time it is important to ensure safety requirements for backup, redundancy and 
cyber security. 

 
3. Detail engineering 
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Within this phase the complete integration was engineered in detail. The Hardware & 
Virtualization concept was really connected to the IP addresses on site, the equipment choices 
finalized, all installation and single line drawings were finished and the system engineering finalized 
for execution. 

 
4. Additional Development & Software Enhancement 

As the basic and detail engineering was more time consuming than expected, it was important 
for ABB to realize the development work contemporary in order to do not loose time. This leads in 
digitalization and automation projects normally to a further challenge. In regards to ongoing 
definitions during the engineering process it would be the best to implement the changes only after 
final decisions. On the other hand with the focus on the project execution time line it is necessary to 
get as much work finished as possible. 

This challenge was overcome with a dedicated repository management which allowed 
smoothly ongoing changes. And as it was a quiet complex project all activities and tests have been 
tracked, which ensured a qualitative development. 

 
5. Simulation and Testing  

After the development was done, the system was connected to the final destination 
environment via VPN. The complete system has been set up with all Clients, the wireless 
communication infrastructure, the camera system and all cabinets etc. at the ABB Lab in Cottbus, 
Germany.  

 

 
 

 
Figure 11. Pictures from FAT in Cottbus, Germany 

 
Besides delivering all components for the production control, ABB moreover had to deliver 

further important equipment which simply belongs to such a system. For example ABB delivered 
and integrated also a fully automated camera-based fire detection system for early recognition and 
detection of possible fire origination. The thermal cameras swing continuously over the defined area 
and measure the temperature on each spot. In case of an alarm, the system provides an output signal 
which will be highlighted as alarm in the control system. In addition it generates a warning sound 
and show the camera picture in the central control room to the operators which has been tested too. 

During the test already all services were running in the right domain like it will be on site 
later on. The planning system as well as the SYMS with all services, applications and web clients 
was hosted on the server which would be sent out to site later. In this way it was possible to realize 
issues before going out to site. 

In accordance to this virtual commissioning some replay services have been developed in 
order to enable a realistic testing. It was possible to receive plans from the planning system and 
delegate them to the different control systems in the mine, the crushing plant and stockyard. And 
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according to simulated process signals in these control systems it was possible to simulate and 
review the material tracking functionality and forecast the production. 

This integral test is an important step to figure out further issues which have not been 
occurred during system development.  
 
6. Installation & Commissioning 

Even if “virtual commissioning” was performed as best as possible, during real 
commissioning normally happen further non predictable situations which lead to further 
modifications on site. 

 
7. Operator Support 

After finishing the installation and commissioning a digitalization project is just partially 
finished. All parties have to use now the system and learn how everything got adopted by the 
operation. Normally it happens that some developed functionalities can be optimized in respect to 
real life requirements and slightly modifications need to be implemented. Also it is important to 
support the operators during the first time and overcome their worries about the use of such a 
complex and integrated system 

 
3 SUMMARY 

 
A Digitalization project is different to conventional automation and electrification business. 

Especially cross-divisional optimization and the development of new production processes require a 
more consultative engineering approach.  

Where it was possible in the past to make the dimensioning of the components, prepare all 
drawings, review and test its functionality, deliver them and commission it according to the 
requirements, a digitalization project requires more focus on the roles, tasks and process itself. It is 
important to consider all specific requests and the systems. 

This project was a great experience and the developed solution is of outstanding value. A 
single system covers all interactions from the borehole to the power plant supply. By an integration 
starting from the Geological Modell it is possible to dig an expected quality at a certain point which 
was planned by a pro-active planning system at a certain time. 

The automated integration of all systems based on the ABB AbilityTM Stockyard 
Management System with its tracking, quality management and production forecast features enables 
the five excavators or even just a pair to perform in an aligned way and prepare the required material 
quality already online at the belt conveyor system. This enables a faster supply of the produced 
material to the coal-fired power plant. And by skipping the stockyard as much as probable it is 
possible to reduce the overall energy consumption of the production equipment as well as save the 
equipment against mechanical wear anyway. 
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ABSTRACT 

Currently, opencast coal mines of Electric Power of Serbia (EPS)produce about 40 million tons 
of coal per year within two basins and five opencast mines. On that basis, 70% of electric power is 
being produced in Serbia. Since some opencast minesare undertaking closure procedure, it is 
necessary to open replacement capacities in order to continue coal production. This paper shows the 
current state, development perspectives, opening plans for new opencast mines and 
plannedcontinuous mining systems which are foreseen to operate in the future time period. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Along with Germany, Poland, Czech Republic, Turkey and Greece, the Republic of Serbia has 

one of the largest coal productions in Europe. The total annual production is about 40 million tons of 
coal and about 120 million cubic meters of overburden (Figure 1)[3].Coal production is carried out 
from two large basins, Kolubara (about 30 million tons of lignite coal per year) and Kostolac (about 
10 million tons of coal per year), across five opencast mines. The favorable deposit conditions 
(primarily the conditions of coal seams inclination, reserves, etc.) enable the use of highly-productive 
continuous mechanization within the Excavator-Conveyors-Spreader (ECS) system on the 
overburden and the Excavator-Conveyors-Crusher (ECC) system on coal. 

 

 
Figure 1. Production and import of coal in Europe. 

 
Almost the entire amount of the produced coal is burnt in thermal power plants (TPP). There 

are 8,355 MW currently installed, out of which 5,171 MW arein coal fired power plants. 
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Additionally, a new TPPis in construction at the Drmno site, with 350 MW of power.The percentage 
of coal in the production of electricity ranges from 70-75%, and consequently Serbia is the leading 
country in Europe, after Poland (79%).Figure 2 shows the percentage of coal in electricity production 
in Europe [3]. 

 

 
Figure 2. Percentage of coal in electricity production. 

In the future, the role of coal in the production of electrical energy will remain a priority, and 
relatively large coal reserves are in favour of that (Figure 3)[3]. On the other hand, the percentage of 
renewable energy sources in Serbia is above the European average (around 22%), and a construction 
of about 500 MW of new renewable energy sources is planned. 

 

 
Figure 3. Coal reserves in Europe. 
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2. CURRENT PRODUCTION AND APPLIED CONTINUOUS EQUIPMENT 
 
Coal mining under the Electric Power of Serbia takes place on a total of five opencast mines 

across two basins - Kolubara basin (Field C, Field D, Field G, Tamnava WestField), and Kostolac 
basin (Drmno).The total production in 2016 amounted to 37.65 Mt, and 39 Mt of coal in 2017.Figure 
4 shows the production of coal and overburden from the beginning of opencast mining,as well as the 
production of coal and overburden in 2017[4]. 

 

  
Figure 4.Production of coal and overburden until now and EPS production in 2017. 

 
In 2018, the planned production in the Kolubara basin is 29 Mt of coal and about 70 Mm3 of 

overburden, while the planned production in the Kostolac basin is about 10 Mt of coal and about 37 
Mm3 of overburden. 

 
2.1. Current situation on the Kolubara basin opencast mines  

The production of coal in the Kolubara basin began in 1896, by underground mining. There 
were fourteen mines in total, where coal was mined until 1974. The opencast mines of the Mining 
Basin (MB) Kolubara started by removing the overburden in 1950 and mining coal in 1952.The 
production of MB Kolubara in the 1946-2017 period was 1.098 Bt of coal and 2.363 Bm3 of 
overburden - ratio 1:2.15. The current state is very complex primarily due to the occurrence of 
instability in the inner dumps of Fields C and D, the instability of the excavation benches in the 
Vreoci village region, as well as lagging behind in the realization of investments, primarily related to 
the opening of the replacement mine Field E (relocation of the Pestan river, regional road, 
infrastructure facilities and drainage facilities), as well as the opening of opencast mine Field G. 

 
Opencast mine Tamnava West Field  

The opencast mine Tamnava West Field was opened in 1994, and to date about 210 Mt of coal 
and 440 Mm3 of overburden have been mined - a ratio of 1:2.06.The mining is currently performed 
with two ECS systems for overburden excavation and four ECC systems for coal and interlayer 
excavation.According to the Long-term Mining Development Strategy on EPS Coal Basins 
(LTMDS), a production of 12 million tons of coal is planned annually by 2032, after which in the 
last five years, a production of 7 million tons of coal is planned annually.However, due to delays in 
the realization of investments for the opencast mine Field G opening, the equipment from the Veliki 
Crljeni mine (Field G) was operating in the area of the Tamnava West Field mine in the previous 
period, so the production amounted to 16.85 Mt of coal in 2017.In this case, 30.95 Mm3 of 
overburden were excavated. All of this has affected the work on Tamnava West Field opencast mine 
due to extraordinary circumstances with altered technology. A special problem was the rehabilitation 
of the 2014 floods consequences, when the inner dump had to be partially reconstructed.The planned 
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production for 2018 is 12.5 Mt of coal and 26.5 Mm3 of overburden. During 2017, the construction 
of the 12,000 m3 spreader was completed, so the largest part of the planned investments in this mine 
will be completed with the finalization of the fine coal stockyard and the construction of the 
stationary conveyor SUP 2.In the following period, two bucket-wheel excavators will be working on 
the overburden excavation (SRs 2000 and SchRs 1600 - Figure 5[4]), both with 6,600 m3/h 
capacities, conveyors with 2,000 mm belt width (eight conveyors about 11 km long) and two 
spreaders of 8,500 m3 class for the inner dump disposal. 

 

 
Figure 5.Continuous equipment on overburden excavation on opencast mine Tamnava West Field. 

 
Three bucket-wheel excavators (SchRs 630 and SchRs 740) and a ERs 1000 bucket chain 

excavator are used for mining coal and interlayer (Figure 6)[4]. They’re in conjunction with 
conveyors with a 1,600 mm belt width (a total of thirteen conveyors with a length of about 13 km), 
with distribution stations for coal andinterlayer, with a new 12,000 m3 class spreader.  

 

 
Figure 6. Continuous equipment on coal mining and interlayer removal on opencast mine Tamnava West Field. 

 
After being transported with SU and SUP stationary conveyors to the crusher plant, coal is 

crushed to 30 mm and then directly loaded into trains or deposited at the stockyard. The completion 
of the fine coal stockyard is expected in 2018, when the coal quality management system should also 
start operating. 

According to new observations, until the opening of the mine Radljevo, the opencast mine 
Tamnava West Field would have somewhat increased capacity (13 Mt of coal).Also, due to the 
instability of the excavation and opencast mine benches in the eastern part of the basin, a further 
trend of increased production from the western part of the basin can be expected. 

 
Opencast coal mine Field G 

The overburden excavation on the opencast mine Field G began mid-2017, while coal 
miningbegan at the end of the same year (about 150,000 tons excavated).The current problem is the 
completion of the planned investments in this mine, mainly the relocation of the main roadway.Due 
to delays in the realization of investments, the projected mining technology has somewhat changed. 
The main mining project foresaw annual production of up to 5 million tons of coal. According to the 
LTMDS, a lower production is planned (1 million tons of coal annually) after the opening of the 
Radljevo mine. After new consideration, the planned production is 6 million tons until the opening of 
the Radljevo mine, after which the annual production changes to 3 million tons of coal.The project 
predicts that the overburden should be mined with one ECS system (a system that previously worked 
on the Veliki Crljeni mine,4,100 m3/h bucket-wheel excavator, a conveyor system with 1,600 mm 
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belt width, and due to the need to fill the corridor for the future rail line and roadway, as well as the 
regulation of the Kolubara river in Phase III, there will be a selective disposal of clay and gravel, so 
there will be two spreaders assigned). The coal will also be mined with one ECC system - a 4,100 
m3/h bucket-wheel excavator, a conveyor system with 1,600 mm belt width and a crushing plant 
(Figure 7)[2]. The total planned length of the conveyor at the overburden is 6 km, and 8 km on coal. 

 

 

Figure 7.Continuous equipment of opencast mine Field G. 

 
Opencast coal mine Field B/C  

Coal mining at opencast mine Field B/C started in 1952. So far, about 100 Mt of coal and 250 
Mm3 of overburden have been excavated - a ratio of 1:2.5. At the moment, excavation is carried out 
with three ECS systems on the overburden, one system on the interlayer and one coal system (Figure 
8) [4]. The upper bench system (IV ECS) has a new bucket-wheel 6,600 m3/h class excavator, a 
system of four conveyors with 2,000 mm belt width and an 800 m3/h class spreader. The excavated 
overburden is dumped in the area of the inner dump Field D. The other two overburden ECS systems 
are of smaller capacity, with 1,500 mm belt width conveyors (eleven conveyors, 5,000 m). The 
overburden ispartially dumped in the space of the Field D and Field B inner dumps.The coal is mined 
with C 700 and SRs 1200 bucket-wheel excavators and is transported to the dry separation plant in 
Vreoci by conveyor system with 1,500 mm belt width (8 conveyors). 

 

 
Figure 8.Continuous equipment of Field C. 

 
The biggest current problem on this mine is the unstable inner dump, due to which the most 

part of the overburden is being deposited in the area of Field D. In addition, there are drainage 
problems as well as rather obsolete equipment (except the IV ECS system).According to the 
LTMDS, it is planned to increase production from the current 3.2 to 6.6 million tons of coal annually 
by 2025, and then to continue the mining on the replacement mine Field E.However, due to delays in 
the realization of investments and the instability of the inner dump, the production in 2017 amounted 
to 3.28 Mt of coal. 12 Mm3 of overburden were excavated.All of this has influenced the work in 
Field C to exceptional circumstances with changed technology. The planned production for 2018 is 
3.2 Mt of coal and 15.5 Mm3 of overburden. 
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Opencast coal mine Field D  

The excavation of the overburden on the opencast mine Field D started in 1961, and up to now 
about 540 Mt of coal and 1,45 billion m3 of overburden have been excavated - a ratio of 1:2.7.Due to 
the problems with the graveyard displacement in the Vreoci village, the planned technology of work 
on this mine was changed, so the mining is carried out on two separate locations - in the region of the 
Vreoci village and in the area of the future opencast mine, Field E, where the top coal seam is being 
mined. The overburden excavation in the Vreoci region is done with three ECS systems and one 
ECC system (bucket-wheel excavators, type SRs 1200), whiledisposal is done in the inner dump with 
A2RsB 3500 type spreaders. The coal mining is carried out with one ECC system with an excavator 
of theoretical capacity of 4,100 m3/h (Figure 9)[4]. The transport of coal and overburden is done with 
1,500 mm belt width conveyors with a 9.5 km route. The second mining site is located at Field E, 
where only the top seam is being excavated, as well as part of the inclined main coal seam.Two ECS 
systems and one ECC system are used for mining. The overburden excavation is done with SchRs 
1760 and SRs 1200 excavators, while ARs 1800 and ARs 1600 spreaders are used for dumping. 
Excavator SRs 1300 is used for coal mining. The transport of overburden and coal is done with 1,800 
mm and 1,500 mm belt width conveyors of 13 km length to the dry separation plant in Vreoci. 

 

 
Figure9.Continuous equipment of Field D - Vreoci. 

The production in 2017 amounted to 9.1 Mt of coal, with 21.6 Mm3 of overburden. The plan is 
to mine about 9 Mt of coal and 22,5 m3 of overburden in 2018. There is still 15 Mt of coal left for 
mining until 2020 in the area of Field D. The top seam mining in the area of Field E continues with 
the annual production of 4 Mt of coal progressing to the south, then towards the west and the 
boundary of Field E with Field F. The biggest current problem is the occurrence of instability on the 
overburden benches towards the Vreoci village. Another major problem is the drainage of the south 
part of the mine, as well as the very old and unreliable equipment. 

 
2.2. The current state on the Kostolac coal basin opencast mines  

The production of coal began in 1870 in the Kostolac basin, by underground mining.There were 
three underground mines up until 1974. Mining in the Kostolac basin began by overburden 
excavation in 1942 and coal mining in 1943. The production of TPPs Kostolac since 1945 was about 
250 Mt of coal and 900 Mm3 of overburden - a ratio of 1:3.6. Only opencast mine Drmno is an active 
coal mine currently in the Kostolac coal basin. Drmno was opened in 1984, and so far 170 Mt of coal 
and 630 Mm3 of overburden were excavated - a ratio of 1:3.7. In 2017, 9.7 Mt of coal and 37.5 Mm3 
of overburden were excavated. 

The continuous mining system used for overburden excavation has five ECS systems, with a 
total of six excavators (five bucket-wheel excavators and one bucket chain), while five spreaders are 
supposed to be used for the overburden deposit (Figures 10 and 11)[4]. The overburden transport is 
carried out on two sides: V ECS, IV ECS and III ECS systems on the east side, while the transport of 
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the overburden with the II ECS and I ECS systems is on the west side of the mine with a total length 
of over 30 km. 
 

 
Figure 10. Layout of the ECS systems for the overburden. 

 
The lengths, as well as the necessary number of conveyors in the systems, vary depending on 

the progress of mining operations and the expansion of the mining fronts.The number of conveyors is 
determined by the complex geometry of the final mine and dump contours in the analyzed 
period.The width of the conveyor belt ranges from 1,400 mm to 2,000 mm. 

 

 
Figure 11.Continuous equipment on the Drmno inner dump in the Drmno opencast mine. 

 
The upper three ECS systems are disposing throughout the entire length of the disposal front, 

while the IV ECS and I ECS systems only dispose in the western, deeper part of the mine. 
A continuous ECC system is used for coal mining. The mine is divided into two main parts due 

to the transport, eastern and western. In the period from mid-2014 until the end of 2015, coal was 
mined only from the eastern part. During 2015, along the eastern part, bucket chainexcavator ERs 
710 was engaged on coal mining, and occasionally, according to the possibilities and needs, a SRs 
470 bucket-wheel excavator joined in (Figure 12)[4]. The excavated coal is being transported by a 
conveyor system to a TPP stockyard. All conveyors have a 1,800 mm belt width.  

 

 
Figure 12. Basic conceptual scheme of two-front mining. 
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Along the eastern part, bucket-wheel excavators SchRs 800 and SRs 400 are used for mining 
on the top two benches, while bucket-wheel SRs 470 and bucket chain ERs 710 excavators are used 
for the lower two benches. The coal excavated by the bucket-wheel excavators is transported to a 
discharge bunker with a U-I-2 conveyor (belt width 1,800 mm) and a system of five conveyors (belt 
width 1,800 mm). 

 
3. PLANNED DYNAMICS OF MINING DEVELOPMENT IN EPS  

 
No increase in capacities is foreseen within the Kolubara coal basin according to the Energy 

Development Strategy of the Republic of Serbia for the next five years, i.e. production will remain at 
the level of about 30 Mt of coal per year. Due to theintroduction of the new thermal power plant TPP 
KostolacB, with a power of 350 MW, the production of coal is supposed to increase to 12 Mt of coal 
in 2020 in the Kostolac coal basin. There will be replacement capacities within the MB Kolubara 
(Field G, which started with coal production at the end of 2017, Field E, which will be the 
replacement capacity for Field D and Field C, and at the end Radljevo, which will be opened due 
tocoal quality management in the first phase, and then as a replacement capacity for Field G). 

 
3.1. Planned dynamics of mining development in the Kolubara coal basin  

The planned dynamics of development were processed in several documents. The LTMDS 
clearly defines the conditions and measures for the realization of the required coal production level, 
in order to ensure the security of the Republic of Serbia's power system and the development and 
sustainable strategy of EPS[2].Safe and stable production of coal from the Kolubara basin is key and 
a precondition for achieving balance of electricity production in the Republic of Serbia, because that 
lignite is supplying TPP Nikola Tesla A, Nikola Tesla B, Kolubara and Morava with total installed 
power of 3,285 MW. In order to achieve these objectives, the concept of uniform quality coal mining 
with the maximum annual production capacity in the eastern part of the basin must be verified up to 
15Mt, and in the western part of the basin up to 25 Mt, with the inclusion of all available basin 
reserves in the function of existing and future thermal capacities, with set priorities and dynamics of 
the next activities. 

In order to define a strategic framework and a real and reliable concept for the future 
development of the Kolubara basin, a situational analysis has been done with a comprehensive 
overview and assessment of the political, economic, ecological, sociological and technological 
environment, as well as internal and external factors that can have a key impact on the realization of 
the LTMDS[2]. The total coal proved reserves on mines currently in operation are: 

⎼ Field C: 32 Mt (life of mine until 2027) 
⎼ Field D: 19 Mt (life of mine until 2020) 
⎼ Field E: 279 M (life of mine until 2045) 
⎼ Field G: 36 Mt (life of mine until 2028) 
⎼ Tamnava WestField 260 Mt (life of mine until 2039) 
⎼ Radljevo: 362 Mt (life of mine 35 years) 

The planned production according to the LTMDS has partially changed, primarily by more 
intensive mining at Tamnava West Field and Field D, so that the remaining reserves within Field D 
are now around 12 Mt of coal and will be mined during the following two to three 
years.Furthermore, the opening of Field G was also delayed, and coal mining on Radljevo mine will 
not start in 2019 as planned in this document, but more realistically in 2022.In addition, due to inner 
dump benches slide problems, the plan for the disposal of overburden has been modified. 

The mining on Field D will be completed in the eastern part of the basin in the next five-year 
period, and part of that equipment will move to Field C, so these two mines will be working at the 
same time in 2020. 
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Opencast coal mine Field E (Eastern part of basin) 

Coal mining on Field E was actually started by excavating the top bench with equipment from 
Field D. The LTMDS planned that the top bench will be excavated independently with two ECS and 
one ECC system, and that the main coal bench is excavated with part of equipment from Field C. 
Two more large ECS systems with a 6,600 m3/h capacity will be purchased for this purpose, with 
2,000 mm belt width conveyors.On Figure 13[2], a technological cross section is shown in 2025 in 
the eastern part of the Kolubara basin. The planned capacity is 10-11 Mt of coal per year. The life of 
mine Field E is practically until 2045, when mining will be continued on Field F. 

 

 
Figure 13. Continuous equipment in the eastern part of the basin in 2025. 

 
Western part of the basin 

In the western part of the basin, mining on Tamnava West Field will be carried out with the 
existing equipment andhigherproduction than planned, in order to compensate for the lack of coal 
from the eastern part of the basin until production increase on Field G and Radljevo mine 
opening.Field G will also be working with a capacity that is considerably higher than planned in the 
LTMDS, and only when Radljevo is opened, the capacity on this mine can be reduced [2]. 

A Feasibility Study and a Main Mining Project were done for opencast mine Radljevo. 
However, due to problems with the equipment purchase for the planned start of operation (the used 
bucked-wheel excavator SchRs 630 and a spreader), the dynamics of the opening have been shifted, 
so realistic observations show that the overburden excavation can start in 2020 with one ECS system, 
and that the second system (capacity 6,600 m3/h) should start operating in 2022. Coal production 
should start then as well (2.3 Mt that year). The planned annual production is 7 Mt of coal and 22 
Mm3 of overburden. The total proved reserves amount to about 450 Mt of average quality coal - 
7,240 kJ/kg. For mining these coal quantities, it is necessary to excavate and dispose of about 1.6 
Bm3 of overburden. 

The excavation of overburden will be done with two ECS systems, first one with a bucket-
wheel excavator with a 6,600 m3/h capacity, 2,000 mm belt width conveyors (9,800 m) and a 8,500 
m3 class spreader. In the first phase, the disposal will be carried out at an outer dump with I ECS 
system, and then into the inner dump, with the second ECS system witha 4,100 m3/h capacity 
bucket-wheel excavator, coupled with amobileconveyor, 1,600 mm belt width conveyors (8,000 m) 
and a 5,500 m3 class spreader (Figure 14)[2]. Coal and interlayer mining will be executed with two 
ECC systems; two 4,100 m3/h class bucket-wheel excavators, 1,600 mm belt width conveyors (8,000 
m), SU 2,000 mm belt width conveyors (4,000 m) and an8,500 m3 classspreader paired with 2,000 
mm belt width conveyors (4,500 m). 

 

 

Figure 14.Continuous equipmenton Radljevo. 
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During 2017, the possibility of supplying the new TPP Kolubara B block with coal from the 

Kolubara basin was analyzed. According to this, there are no plans for opening new mines, just a 
gradual increase in the capacity of Radljevo mine. Figure 15[4] shows the production capacities and 
coal reserves in the Kolubara basin in 2025. 

 

 
Figure 15. Overview of production capacities and proved coal reserves of MB Kolubara in 2025. 

 
3.2. Planned dynamics of mining development in the Kostolac coal basin  

The planned development dynamics of Kostolac basin mining are defined by LTMDS. 
According to this Strategy, it is planned to increase capacities in the function of supplying the new 
TPP Kostolac B3. In the limited area of opencast mine Drmno, there is a total of 1.387 Bm3 of 
overburden and 60.26 Mm3 of interlayer overburden.In the limited area of the mine there are a total 
of 290*106 t of coal within two coal layers. When the previously excavated mass in the planned 
contour of the mine is calculated, there is still about 1.26 Bm3 of overburden and about 250 Mt of 
coal. The average overburden to coal ratiois about 4,8 m3/t. 

The planned increase in overburden production in 2019 will be achieved by purchasing a new 
(VI) ECS system. A 6,600 m3/h bucket-wheel excavator is planned on the excavation, along with a 
system of eight 2,000 mm belt width conveyors and an 8,500 m3/h capacity spreader. Figure 16 [2] 
shows the technological profile of the overburden excavation, while Figure 17 [2] shows the 
technological profile on coal mining. 
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Figure 16.Continuous equipment of overburden excavation in 2019. 

 
During 2018, the open pit slope coal conveyors will be reconstructed, and redirected towards 

the eastern border, and then through the crushing plant to the coal stockyard.Due to the more intense 
appearance of the second coal layer, it will be mined with the current V ECS system and directed to 
the slope conveyors. Also, the construction of a third dump line and the introduction of a coal quality 
management system are planned. 

 

 
Figure17.Continuous equipment on coal mining in 2019. 

 
 
 

4. APPLIED CONTINUOUS SYSTEMS 
 
Withinthe Electric Power of Serbia, ten ECS systemsare currently working on overburden 

excavation and ten systems on coal mining and interlayers, i.e. a total of thirty sevenbucket-wheel 
and bucket chain excavators and thirty spreaders and mobile conveyors(one hundred forty six 
conveyors with a total length around 350km). 

Large lignite reserves in Serbia and the favorable location of the lignite basin from the aspect 
of energy and power transfer to large consumers, mining, geological and climatic conditions, 
geometries of deposits and physical and mechanical characteristics of the working environment, 
provide the possibility for opening large opencast mines with annual capacities up to 15*106 tons of 
coal annually, i.e. they enable the introduction of large continuous mining mechanization.High 
output continuous mining systems are used for overburden and coal mining on almost all opencast 
mines in Serbia. 

The introduction of this mechanization on opencast coal mines in Serbia is associated with the 
opening of the first large opencast lignite mines.Along with the development of the opencast coal 
mining system, basic and auxiliary machinery has also improved, and increasingly adapted to the 
conditions of the working environment.On the other hand, working conditions on opencast mines are 
becoming more and more difficult, as the shallow and more reachable parts of the deposit are already 
excavated. Therefore, the problem of excavation in difficult geological conditions is increasingly 
present, where large production and economic effects will not be achieved without the use of modern 
mechanization. 
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Table 1 shows the existing continuous equipment on the Kolubara basin opencast mines and 
Table 2 shows their output characteristics [4]. 

Table 1. Existing continuous equipment on the Kolubara basin opencast mines  

Excavators  Spreaders and mobile conveyors Belt conveyors  
Type Piece Type Piece Type Piece 

SRs 1200.22/2+VR 1 A2RsB 3500.60+BRs 4 1500 70 
SRs 1200.24/4+VR 4 ARs 1600(37+33+60)*18 1 1600 10 
SRs 1201.24/4+VR 1 ARs 1800(14+33+60)*20 1 1800 7 
SchRs 1760.32/5 1 BRs 1600/(28+50)*9 1 2000 25 
SRs 1301.24/2.5 1 ARs/BRs 1600(28+50)*15 2 

 

SRs 1300.26/5+VR 1 ARs/BRs1600/(28+50)*17 4 
SchRs 630.25/6 4 ARs 1400(22+60)*21 1 
SchRs 900.25/6 1 A2RsB 8500.60 2 
SRs 2000.32/5+VR 1 ARs 1200/(18+30)*11 1 
SchRs 1600.25/3+VR 1 BRs 1200.29/32 1 
SchRs C-700s 1 BRs1600/(17.5+32.5)*15 1 
SchRs 350.12/5 1 BRs 1400/(37+50) *1 1 
LWK-102 1 PA 2000 2 
ERs 1000/20 1 

 SchRs 740.25/6 1 
SchRs 1400 1 
SchRs 1600.25/3+VR 1 

Total 23 Total 22 Total 112 

Table 2. Basic output characteristics of Kolubara excavators at the end of 2017  

Excavator 
Start 
year 

 

Realized outputs 
(t and m3) 

Effective time 
(h) 

Time usage 
(%) 

Output usage 
(%) 

Coal  Overburden  Coal Overb. Coal Overb. Coal Overb. 
SchRs 350.12/5 1972 42406948 6659240 97943 20564 31 35 43 35 
SchRs C700.15/1.5 1987 20291064 45824813 23550 54463 28 39 28 33 
SRs 1200.22/2  1967 115146278 79053161 105225 73286 36 54 35 34 
SRs 1201.24/4 1968 479936 232072561 361 181193 42 50 45 46 
SRs 1200.24/4 1968 3573149 258121754 5479 200951 44 49 31 47 
SRs 1200.24/4  1975 / 246456469 / 190382 / 51 / 47 
SRs 1200.24/4  1976 / 223143970 / 186179 / 51 / 44 
SRs 1200.24/4  1976 / 223418567 / 182805 / 50 / 44 
SchRs 630.25/6  1977 210497422 229940 144152 312 42 / 40 / 
SRs 1300.26/5+VR 1987 167038567 657123 107218 561 42 / 38 / 
SchRs 1760.32/5+VR  1990 / 162770370 / 87837 / 42 / 37 
SRs 1301.24/2.5+VR  2011 7276066 12274720 7523 13712 31 40 31 33 
SRs 2000.32/5+VR  1995 / 205017623 / 93008 / 47 / 41 
SchRs 630.25/6  1994 121035352 4594498 79337 3663 43 40 41 24 
SchRs 630.25/6  2000 12611937 62767397 9865 42011 17 46 38 47 
ERs 1000/20  1977 83048298 816393 76303 894 23 / 54 / 
SchRs 900.25/6  1978 789350 224446870 859 149054 / 44 / 45 
SchRs 1600.25/3  2010 / 90466162 / 36584 / 53 / 48 
SchRs 630.25/6  1980 189068639 / 118585 / 38 / 40 / 
SchRs 740.25/6  2014 13625795 / 9555 / 39 / 32 / 
SchRs 1400 25/3 2017 / 6328675 / 2808 / 35 / 44 
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Table 3 shows the existing continuous equipment on the Kostolac basin opencast mine Drmno, 
and Table 4 shows their output characteristics[4]. 

Table 3.Existing continuous equipment the Kostolac basin opencast mine Drmno  

Excavators  Spreaders  Belt conveyors 
Type Pieces Type Pieces Type (mm) Pieces 
SRs 470.20/3 2 A2RsB 3500.50 1 1400 7 

SRs 470.17/1.5 1 A2RsB-5500.55 1 1600 5 
SRs 470 14/1 2 A2RsB 7200.95 2 1800 13 
SRs 400.14/1 1 ARs 2000/15/60/60.22 1 2000 9 
SchRs 800.15/1.5 1 BRs 2400.59 3 

 

SH 630.15/1.5 1 BRs 1400/17.5+32.5 1 
SRs 2000.28/3+VR 1   
SRs 2000.32/5+VR 2   
SRs 1300.26/5+VR 1   
ERs 710.17.5/16 2   

Total 14 Total 9 Total 34 

Table 4. Basic output characteristics of Kostolac excavators at the end of 2017  

Excavator Start 
year  

Realized output 
(t and m3) 

Effective time 
 (h) 

Time usage 
 (%) 

Output usage 
 (%) 

Coal Overburden Coal Overb. Coal Overb. Coal Overb. 
SRs 470.17/1.5 1987 26219254 5014063 54988 20237 35 44 31 20 
ERs 710.17.5/13/16 1983 634279 47785344 1841 106684 35 37 35 34 
SRs 2000.28/3+VR  1985 / 208116168 / 102402 / 36 / 38 
SRs 2000.32/5+VR  1997 / 163853604 / 75842 / 41 / 42 
SRs 2000.32/5+VR  2009 / 99163453 / 30518 / 41 / 63 
SRs 1300.26/5+VR 1988 / 92627621 / 84512 / 33 / 30 
SchRs 800.15/1.5 1995 67183547 / 72885 / 39 / 34 / 
ERs 710.17.5/13/16 1991 25249719 3338398 75043 11057 36 62 28 28 
SRs 470.20/3 (12) 1975 / 45154279 / 134177 / 36 / 24 
SRs 470.20/3 (11) 1975 / 40607468 / 98242 / 34 / 29 
SRs 400.14/1 (14) 1985 28146781 13549899 37423 40699 22 33 27 15 
SH 630.15/1.5 1978 22723153 16547543 33120 44485 25 40 29 19 

 
4.1. Achieved results and condition of equipment 

Until the beginning of the nineties, applied mining technology on opencast mines in Serbia 
followed the most modern world trends, as the realized capacities and the use of equipment could be 
measured with the results achieved in the most developed mining countries. In addition, a very 
strong supporting industry was built, which has been very successful in the production of spare parts, 
some auxiliary machines, belts, etc.However, after the economic sanctions against Serbia, there was 
a great delay in replacing worn out equipment and the acquisition of new mechanization, so Serbia 
became greatly behind in the application of modern solutions, in comparison with developed 
countries.Maintenance was maximally reduced, while coal mining was unadapted with the 
overburden excavation and the timely opening of new mines as replacement capacity. All of this has 
affected the decline of equipment utilization in time and capacity. Also, there have been several 
major damages on the bucket-wheel excavators and spreaders. 

Over the past 15 years, a lot has been done to modernize and revitalize old equipment and 
acquire new. The most modern solutions in the field of power supply and control were applied on the 
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new modernly designed equipment that was subsequently procured. Also, a lot has been done on the 
unification of all parts of the equipment, and for the first time, it was insisted that the equipment 
provides the highest level of work and environmental protection (noise and dust)[1]. 

EPS strategically decided to increase the capacity of the overburden systems from the previous 
3,500-4,000 m3/h to 6,600 m3/h, and the conveyor width from 1,500-1,600 mm to 2,000 mm with 
installed power up to 4*1,000 kW per station, which allowed the conveyors to be used up to 3,000 
meters long. The capacity of the spreaders has been increased to 8,800 m3/h, while a 12,000 m3/h 
capacity spreader was set for overburden disposal.  

Due to the need for selective work on coal mining, the concept of applying an up to 4,800 m3/h 
capacity excavator paired with mobile conveyors has been retained. After purchasing this equipment, 
opencast mines Tamnava West Field and Drmno are among the most modern mines in Europe. In the 
last few years, despite the catastrophic floods in 2014 and significantly reduced mining conditions, 
the indicators of time and capacity utilization of equipment are at a high level. 

 
5. NEW AND REVITALIZED CONTINUOUS EQUIPMENT  

 
In accordance with the LTMDS, new EPS opencast mines are going to be opened, for which 

new and revitalized equipment will be necessary[2]: 
• In 2017, for opencast mine Field C,a new ECS system was installed, with a 6,600 m3/h 

capacity - SchRs 1400 bucket-wheel excavator (KRUPP manufacturer), four2,000 mm belt 
width conveyors with installed power up to 4*1,000 kW (KOPEX manufacturer) and an8,800 
m3/h capacity spreader (SANDVIK manufacturer). In addition to this equipment, in the 
function of the dump dislocation, three more 2,000 mm belt width conveyors will be 
purchased with a total length of 2,500 m. 

• At the beginning of 2018, a 12,000 m3/h interlayer overburden spreader started to operate on 
opencast mine Tamnava West Field. 

• On opencast mine Drmno, the installation of a new ECS system is in the final phase, with a 
6,600 m3/h capacity - SchRs 1400 bucket-wheel excavator (KRUPP manufacturer), 
eight2,000 mm belt width conveyors with power up to 4*1,000 kW (GOSA FOM 
manufacturer) and an 8,800 m3/h capacity spreader (SANDVIK manufacturer). 

• For mine Field E, a purchase of two systems with 6,600 m3/h capacity (one should start 
operating in 2025, the other in 2028) is planned. It is also planned to procure 1,600 and 2,000 
mm belt width conveyors with five distribution devices, as well as to replace the existing 
1,800 mm belt width conveyor a 2,000 mm belt width one and purchase a new spreader for 
the existing V ECS system. 

• Currently used equipment from the MIBRAG Company (bucket-wheel excavator SchRs 630 
27/10 and an ARs 1400 spreader) is being purchased. 

• For opencast mine Radljevo, purchases of one 6,600 m3/h system and two 4,800 m3/h 
capacity systems for coal and overburden excavation are planned, with distribution stations 
and an interlayer overburden spreader. 

• The majority of the old equipment was modernized by electrical part replacement, while a 
modernization of the mechanical equipment is also scheduled for the old equipment which 
will continue operating (for example, the SRs 2000 excavators will have their rotor drive 
modernized with the unification of the reduction drive). 
 

5.1. Coal stockyards and coal quality management  

Intensive works are currently underway on the expansion of the opencast mine Tamnava West 
Field stockyard and the introduction of a coal quality management system. In addition to the existing 
200,000 tons stockyard, a new 400,000 tons stockyard with a 5,000 t/h capacity spreader and two 
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2,500 t/h capacity reclaimers will be set up.Two 2,500 t/h capacity crushers (FAM manufacturer) are 
going to be installed. The quality management of coal is in the implementation phase, and it consists 
from the original solution of EPS and the Faculty of Mining and Geology of integrating the 
geological and technological model with on-line monitoring of the coal quality and quantity. The 
system should be operational by the end of 2018[1]. 

A similar stockyard is planned in the eastern part of the basin, but its introduction is expected 
after 2025. The construction of a third stockyard line and the introduction of a coal quality 
management system are being prepared in the Kostolac basin[1].  

 
6. CONCUSION 

 
Favorable deposit conditions enabled the use of continuous systems for coal and overburden 

mining.In the last ten years, EPS has decided to increase capacity when purchasing new systems, so 
four new systems with a 6,600 m3/h capacity and 2,000 mm belt width conveyors were 
purchased.This strategic decision significantly influenced on securing the required capacities despite 
the considerable difficult conditions of mining in the recent years. Since coal will remain the most 
important energy source in the following period, opening new opencast mines and purchasing new 
continuous systems for mining overburden and coal are planned.Subjective and objective changes in 
the dynamics of the opencast mines development in relation to the Long-term Mining Development 
Strategyon EPS Coal Basinspoint to the necessity of urgent innovation of this document. 
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ABSTRACT  

Fully-mobile in-pit crushing and conveying systems have different pit shape requirements to 
traditional truck haulage systems due to linear bench and flat floor constraints imposed by conveyor 
systems. As the shape of a pit is largely based on the ultimate pit limit, it is desirable to have the 
additional shape requirements of fully mobile in-pit crushing and conveying systems included in the 
ultimate pit limit determination process. This paper discusses and highlights why there are different 
requirements for these systems, and what they are. A method of including these extra requirements 
during ultimate pit limit determination is presented. A case study has been included that shows the 
method working successfully, with scheduling of the pits to further highlight fully mobile in-pit 
crushing and conveying viability. This case study shows that through the reduced mining costs, a 
fully mobile in-pit crushing and conveying pit can return a higher Net Present Value, despite being 
smaller than the traditional truck and shovel pit for the same deposit. The development of this 
method provides the opportunity for the metalliferous industry to accurately determine ultimate pit 
limits for a mine considering the use of fully mobile in-pit crushing and conveying systems. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Though In-Pit Crushing and Conveying (IPCC) mining systems have been utilised in the 

mining and quarrying industries for several decades, the use of the Fully Mobile IPCC (FMIPCC) 
variant remains largely underutilised. Interest in FMIPCC has grown significantly over the last 15 
years due to their lower operating costs and ability to overcome several issues in the industry, such 
as: mines becoming larger and deeper, declining grades, shortages of labour and large off-highway 
tyres, higher diesel fuel costs, and concerns about greenhouse gas emissions. In addition, to reducing 
or negating the impact of these issues, they also have the potential to enhance resource recovery [1]. 

Despite the increased interest in FMIPCC systems, there is a lack of fundamental 
understanding regarding their operational constraints, and how these influence pit shape, as well as 
how planning/designing pits differs from Truck and Shovel (TS) systems. Both pit shape and pit 
design can be traced back to the Ultimate Pit Limit (UPL) determination process that is completed 
during various stages of feasibility studies. 

This paper introduces the UPL problem, and highlights how the requirements for this differ 
between TS and FMIPCC systems. A potential solution that includes the additional requirements for 
calculating the UPL for FMIPCC systems is then presented, with a simple case study showing the 
application of the method. 

 
2. ULTIMATE PIT LIMIT DETERMINATION 

 
Ultimate pit limit determination is the process of calculating which material is economical to 

mine, and which is not, in order to extract the minimum volume of material for maximum financial 
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value. This process is generally completed using one of three common solution methods; these are: 
floating cone, Lerchs-Grossmann, and network flow. 

Originally presented in 1966 [2], the heuristic floating cone algorithm was widely used across 
industry due to its ease of comprehension and fast running times. As the name implies, the algorithm 
calculates the ultimate pit through systematically imposing a cone (composed using safe wall angles) 
above each block (starting at the top). For each of these cones, if the sum of all blocks inside it is 
positive, the blocks are considered to be part of the ultimate pit. As each block is investigated 
independently, this method overlooks the possibility of two ore blocks located near each other 
sharing waste material. When investigated individually these blocks may not being worth mining, 
but as they share overlying waste, if investigated together, they would contribute positive value. This 
is known as the join support problem, and is illustrated in Figure 1. Due to this, the algorithm is not 
able to reliably return the truly optimal solution. 

 

 

Figure 12. Joint support problem of floating cone algorithm. 

 
The rigorous Lerchs-Grossmann algorithm [3] is based in graph theory, with each node in the 

graph representing a single block of the block model, and taking a value equal to the blocks 
economic value. The safe wall angles in this algorithm are implemented as directed arcs within the 
graph, linking blocks lower down to overlaying blocks above, as illustrated in Figure 2. Once the 
graph is set up, solving for the ultimate pit is analogous to solving for the maximum closure of a 
graph. This is completed through the use of a series of naming conventions that dictate graph 
transformations that in turn solve for the maximum closure. As this algorithm no longer investigates 
blocks as individuals, it is able to overcome the joint support problem experienced by the floating 
cone algorithm. Due to this algorithms ability to always return the mathematically provable optimal 
solution, it has become the standard in UPL optimisation across the industry. 
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Figure 13. Graph set up of Lerchs-Grossmann algorithm. 

 
The rigorous network flow solution was also presented by Lerchs and Grossmann [3], noting 

that the block model can be transformed into a bipartite network, with each block in the model being 
represented by a node in the network. Nodes representing positive value blocks are linked to the 
source of the network with an arc with capacity equal to their value, and nodes representing negative 
value blocks are linked to the sink of the network with an arc with capacity equal to their absolute 
value (i.e. their value but positive). Safe wall angles are implemented as infinite capacity arcs 
between the positive nodes and their respective overlying negative nodes. An example network is 
illustrated in Figure 3. Once the network is complete, the UPL is found by solving for the maximum 
flow/minimum cut dual solution of the network. Much like the Lerchs-Grossmann algorithm, this 
method overcomes the joint support problem. In addition to this, due to the importance of the 
solution of general network flow problems in operations research, there has been a great deal of 
resources used to develop efficient computer codes to solve for maximum flows [4]. This method is 
also able to compute mathematically provable optimal results, it is not however considered standard 
in industry, though it is implemented in industry specific software packages. 
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Figure 14. Bipartite network flow set up. 

 
Fundamentally, these three methods all achieve the desired outcome, with varying complexity, 

solution time, and accuracy. This is completed with the only constraint imposed being the geometric 
constraint of safe wall angles, which is seen as inter-block dependencies denoting which blocks must 
be removed in order to access a deeper block. 
 
3. DIFFERENCES IN UPL REQUIREMENTS 

 
Due to the different operational natures of FMIPCC systems when compared to TS systems, 

there are fundamental differences in the requirements of pit design [5]. It is important to first note 
that all UPL determination and subsequent pit designs must adhere to the geotechnical constraints of 
mining, i.e. safe wall angles. For a TS system, the only requirements that must be met during pit 
design are that at least one access ramp is available for entry and exit from the pit, and that the 
minimum mining width for the mining equipment is met. As each of these requirements does not 
affect that UPL, UPL determination can be completed using existing methods, with pit design to 
follow. This traditional approach returns UPL outlines that resemble an inverted cone (Figure 4). 
This approach has been used for many decades, allowing mine planning engineers to take advantage 
of the flexibility of TS systems, fitting them into the pit as required. 
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Figure 15. Example of traditional inverted cone UPL (blue) for an orebody (green). 

 
For FMIPCC systems, these two requirements remain unchanged as access to the pit and fitting 

equipment is still required. However, there is also additional requirements that arise from the use of 
conveyors. The first of these is that in order for conveyors to work efficiently, they must be used in 
linear setups, similar to a strip mining operation. This imposes the requirement that mining benches 
must be mostly regular and horizontally extensive [6]. Due to this linear extensiveness, and the way 
in which conveyors are moved across the pit, this requirement is extended to include the pit floor 
being flat. The second requirement rises from the chosen pit exit strategy, which for an FMIPCC 
system, there are five categories to consider, these are: 

• adapting conventional access ramps to house the conveyor; 
• use of high angle conveyors to climb the pit walls; 
• excavation of a slot to run the conveyor up; 
• developing a decline to house the conveyor; and, 
• the inclusion of a fixed straight conveyor wall in pit design. 
 
Which of these strategies is appropriate for FMIPCC is dependent on two factors; what type of 

conveyors can operate in each scenario (and their rated capacities), and each options ability to 
directly access the pit floor at any stage during operation. Table 1 shows the broad groups of 
conveyors available, and their relevant parameters. It can be seen that while pouch or pipe conveyors 
have the flexibility (both in terms of incline and radius of curvature) to use existing access ramps, or 
climb the conveyor wall steeper than a belt conveyor, they do not have the capacity to satisfy the 
material movement requirements of mining systems. This means that in order to satisfy capacity 
constraints, belt conveyors must be used. 

 
Table 3. Conveyor Details 

Conveyor Type Capacity Maximum Incline Radius of Curvature 

Pouch [7] Up to 450 tph 30o > 8 m 
Pipe [8] Up to 3,000 tph 30o > 45 m 

Belt [9] Up to 12,000 tph 18o 
~3,000 m (for belt with 

capacity to meet mining 
demand) 
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With the type of conveyor limited to belt conveyors, only the latter three options for pit exit 

remain possible. However, each options ability to access the pit floor at any stage must be taken into 
account. Cutting a slot to run the conveyor in presents the opportunity to access the pit floor at any 
level, however, a complication arises when the pit floor progresses deeper. In order to deepen the slot 
to reach the new pit floor, the conveyor would have to be removed while excavation occurred, then 
reassembled before operation could continue; thus introducing an undesirable delay to production. 
The development of a decline allows the use of belt conveyors, however, access to the pit floor is 
limited. A dedicated decline would only access the pit floor at its greatest depth, making this option 
unsuitable for FMIPCC systems. 

The only strategy that sufficiently meets the capacity and accessibility requirements is the use 
of a fixed straight conveyor wall in the pit design. The ideal situation for this conveyor wall is that it 
is long enough for the pit exit conveyor to reach from the pit floor to the crest with no transfer points. 
However, due to the 18o incline angle limitation of belt conveyors, this would make the straight wall 
impractically long in some situations. If this is the case, the number of transfer points should be 
minimised due to the inefficiencies of transfer points arising from material spillage and hang ups 
[10], and the reduction in reliability of a series connected system (which FMIPCC systems are) for 
each additional component introduced [11]. 

If an FMIPCC is to be investigated accurately, these two major differences in pit shape (a flat 
floor and a straight wall) must be designed for. As the shape of a pit is fundamentally developed 
from the UPL, it is necessary for these two requirements to be included during UPL determination. 

 
4. FMIPCC UPL DETERMINATION 

 
4.1. Previous Work 

 
There has previously been one method developed for including the additional requirements of 

FMIPCC systems into the UPL determination process. Young [12] programmed the Lerchs-
Grossmann algorithm into Microsoft Excel. It was implemented using a simple safe wall angle 
stating that the nine blocks above must be removed in order to access the block underneath, 
providing nine dependency arcs to blocks above. In addition to this, Young implemented an 
additional dependency arc towards the straight wall. This additional arcs then means that the block 
next to the ore block must also be mined in order to access it (Figure 5). If this additional arc is 
added to each block, and stops at the conveyor wall location, a UPL that includes a straight wall is 
returned. While this development provides a rigorous solution for UPL determination for FMIPCC, it 
is limited to the use of a predetermined conveyor wall location at 90o. In order for a FMIPCC UPL 
solution to be more accurate, the conveyor wall must be oriented such that value is available as early 
as possible. The implementation of an additional conveyor arc did show positive results as a proof of 
concept; however, it needs to be implementable at any orientation. 
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Figure 16. Additional dependency for modified Lerchs-Grossman algorithm [12]. 

 
4.2. Developed Algorithm 

 
When developing a new method for FMIPCC UPL determination, there are several important 

points to note. Firstly, given that mathematically rigorous methods exist for traditional UPL 
determination, it is noted that reverting to a wholly heuristic method is undesirable. Secondly, due to 
the constraints of FMIPCC systems, the schedule of mining will resemble that of a strip mining 
operation. This means, due to the concept of the time value of money, that material closer to the 
surface, and closer to the fixed conveyor wall is potentially worth more than material that is deeper 
and further away. Thirdly, as the UPL changes due to an increase in depth, the optimal orientation 
for the conveyor wall may also change with depth. Due to this, the UPL must be calculated for each 
level of the block model acting as the floor. This is achieved by limiting the levels which are 
available for optimisation, and running the process for each floor level. With these concepts in mind, 
an algorithm that consists of three phases was developed, with examples highlighted on a small block 
model. 

Phase one accepts a block model as its input, converting it to a bipartite network. It then 
calculates the traditional UPL for the limited model by finding the maximum flow of the bipartite 
network, which is the input into Phase two. This process is completed for each level of the block 
model being set as the pit floor. 

Phase two uses the result of phase one to determine the orientations that have the potential to 
provide the highest value for each floor level. This is achieved through analysing the value of the 
blocks on each level, at each orientation, when a straight wall is imposed on the edge of the 
economic material. This is completed by forming a convex hull around the blocks that are part of the 
UPL from phase one, then fitting an arbitrarily oriented bounding box around the convex hull. Using 
one edge of this bounding box as the conveyor wall, discounting powers are attributed to blocks 
dependent on where they are in the pit. Figure 6 shows an example of this process for a case with the 
conveyor wall located at 180o, i.e. the bottom edge of the bounding box (red line). Not that blue 
block are part of the traditional UPL, and yellow blocks are not part of it. It can be seen that all 
blocks within the convex hull (purple line) are given a discounting power, and only additional blocks 
between the convex hull and the conveyor wall are included, with other blocks attributed a null 
discounting power (“-“ in Figure 6). Blocks that are within the convex hull, but not part of the UPL 
are included in this process, as they will be required to be mined in order to create a flat pit floor that 
extends out to the conveyor wall location. These discounting powers are attributed according to each 
blocks location with relation to its depths and proximity to the conveyor wall, mirroring the basic 
scheduling concepts of FMIPCC systems. The sum of all blocks that are attributed a discounting 
power (with null blocks ignored) is calculated for each level at each orientation. The sum of all levels 
at each orientation is then taken to provide the weighted (by location) total value of the ultimate pit at 
each orientation. 
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Phases one and two are completed for each level of the block model acting as the pit floor 
level, providing a potential value for the deposit at every orientation, at each depth. The highest 
value orientation for each depth is then taken and provided to phase three as the input. Phase three 
takes the traditional UPL from phase one for each depth, and the maximum potential value 
orientation linked to each depth, and uses these to add additional dependencies to the bipartite 
network model that link each block to its neighbouring block in the direction of the conveyor wall. 
These dependencies are only added to the floor level to ensure a flat floor, as higher levels inherit the 
additional requirement due to being precedents of the floor blocks. An example of the additional 
dependencies for the same simple case can be seen in Figure 7. This model is then solved for the 
rigorous solution using the network flow method. Figure 8 shows the result of this process. It can be 
seen that there is now a straight conveyor wall at 180o (bottom of the figure), and a flat floor, with 
the waste blocks previously not included, now forming part of the pit. It can also be seen that due to 
the final solution being rigorous, the ore block (7,3) on the “Middle Level” that was part of the 
traditional UPL, is now no longer part of the FMIPCC UPL as there is too much additional waste 
between it and the conveyor wall. This rigorous solution is completed for each floor level, with all 
FMIPCC UPL options provided to the user for further scheduling to identify the highest value pit. 

 

 
Figure 17. Example of discounting power for value calculation for conveyor wall at 180o. 
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Figure 18. Additional dependencies for simple case at 180o. 

 
Figure 19. FMIPCC UPL with additional requirements included. 

5. CASE STUDY 
 

5.1. Introduction 
 
To highlight the applicability of this method, a simple case study has been completed that 

compares the same deposit using both traditional UPL determination for use with a truck haulage 
system, and the presented FMIPCC UPL determination method. To further evaluate the viability of 
FMIPCC systems, each option was scheduled in order to compare the Net Present Values (NPV). 
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The case study was completed on a copper block model that was developed using real data 
from several real deposits, then scaled down to suit a simple case study. The model was 15 blocks in 
both the X and Y direction, and had five levels in the Z direction, with Z=5 being the surface level. 
Blocks are cubic, measuring 25 m in each direction, with a density of 2.7 t/m3. The grades of the 471 
mineralised blocks range from 0.101% to 0.699%. The top level of the model is predominantly 
waste, with some low grade ore available, with the next three levels gradually increasing in grade as 
depth increases. The lowest level than shows a decrease in grade again. Figure 9 shows the grade 
tonnage distribution of the model. 

 

 
Figure 20. Grade tonnage distribution of case study block model. 

 
5.2. Parameters and Inputs 

 
Table 2 shows the parameters used in the case study. Note that the values associated to mining, 

processing, metallurgical recovery and copper price are not intended to be accurate of the industry at 
large, but values commensurate with the scaled block model. These values equate to an economic 
cut-off grade of 0.136%, providing 432 blocks above cut-off grade. 

 
Table 4. Case study parameters. 

Parameter Value 

Truck and shovel mining cost $5 + $0.50/t for each level below the top level 
FMIPCC mining cost $3.50 + $0.35/t for each level below the top level 
Processing cost $6/t ore 
Metallurgical Recovery 85% 
Copper price $5200/t product 
Safe wall angle 45o all round 
Discount rate 9% 
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5.3. Results 
 
There are two parts to the results of this case study; the UPL comparison, and the scheduled pit 

comparison. There are five UPLs, one for the TS pit, and four options for FMIPCC pits (one for each 
floor level excluding the surface). The FMIPCC pits are distinguished as FM4 for the FMIPCC UPL 
that has its floor on level 4. Table 3 shows the numerical results for each UPL, with the pits shown in 
Figure 10. The conveyor locations for the FMIPCC UPLs are shown in black. It is important to note 
that a maximum incline of 18o for the conveyors equates to approximated travelling three blocks 
horizontally, to move up a level when using cubic blocks. 

 

 

  

  
Figure 21. Case study UPLs. A) TS, B) FM4, C) FM3, D) FM2, E) FM1. 

 
 

A) 

B) C) 

D) E) 
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Table 5. Case study UPL numerical results. 

Result TS FM4 FM3 FM2 FM1 

Orientation of conveyor wall (o) N/A 0 0 351 351 
UPL value ($M) 41.83 18.20 44.89 68.34 69.96 

Total material (Mt) 14.30 7.51 13.96 20.38 19.87 

Ore (Mt) 11.73 6.83 10.59 14.30 14.68 

Waste (Mt) 2.57 0.68 3.37 6.08 5.19 

Stripping ratio (t/t) 0.22 0.10 0.32 0.42 0.35 

Average grade (%) 0.369 0.287 0.344 0.369 0.364 

Product (kt Cu) 36.73 16.64 30.99 44.90 45.46 

Resource recovery (%) 64.35 37.50 58.10 78.47 80.56 

 
The UPL for the TS case resembles and inverted cone as expected, though it also shows a flat 

floor. This is a limitation of the block model having low grade ore on the lowest level. Any of the 
four block long straight wall segments are not appropriate for pit exit conveyors, and are purely 
coincidental. It can be seen that each of the FMIPCC UPLs has a flat pit floor that is appropriate for 
the use of conveyors. The UPLs for FM4 and FM3 have their straight conveyor walls located at 0o 
orientation; each of these is long enough for a pit exit conveyor to exit the pit with no 
switchbacks/transfer stations required. The UPLs for FM2 and FM1 have their straight conveyor 
walls located at 351o. This orientation equates to a change of approximately 6.3 blocks in the X 
direction for one block change in the Y direction. This makes the conveyor wall appear as a string of 
smaller straight sections. As these two UPLs are deeper than FM4 and FM3, but are no wider, the pit 
exit conveyors are required to switchback in order to exit the pit. Looking at each of the FMIPCC 
UPL pits, it can be seen that the additional requirements of a flat pit floor and a straight conveyor 
wall have been met using the presented method of FMIPCC UPL determination. 

Comparing the results, it can be seen that as the FMIPCC UPLs get deeper, their resource 
recovery increases, which directly translates to progressively higher UPL values. However, when 
comparing them to the TS case, this relationship no longer remains true. Although FM3 has a lower 
resources recovery and a higher stripping ratio than the TS case, it is still able to produce a higher 
UPL value. This is due to the decrease in mining cost when using an FMIPCC system. 

Scheduling of the TS pit was completed according to the existing convention of progressing 
down and the out across the deposit, targeting high grade material first. FMIPCC operations typically 
operate on a two or three bench basis; the scheduling for these is similar, the only difference being a 
third active level for a three bench scenario. An example for two bench operation scheduling follows 
these steps: 

• Mining starts on the top level, at one end of the conveyor wall. 
• Mining progresses along this row until all blocks have been removed; mining continues in 

this fashion row by row across the top level until all precedent blocks for mining the first 
row of level two are removed. 

• Once the second level is uncovered, mining is split between the two levels, progressing 
across the pit until both levels are completely mined. 

• This process is repeated for all remaining pairs of levels. 
Each scenario had the same mining and processing rates, with the same restrictions applied to 

them, these were: 
• Mining capacity of 20 blocks per year must be fully utilised (except final year when a 

shortfall is expected). 
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• Processing capacity of ten blocks per year, must be fully utilised once processing starts 
(except final year when a shortfall is expected). 

• Blocks may be processed the same year that they are mined. 
• Stockpiled blocks are kept independently, maintaining their original grade. 
• Rehandling cost of stockpiled material is negligible. 
One last consideration during scheduling was that pits with three or more available levels can 

be scheduled using either a two bench or three bench method. For example, FM3 has three available 
benches, and can be mined as either a two bench operation, followed by an individual bench, or all 
three benches at the same time. As a result of these options, there is a total of eight scheduled pits. 
Table 4 shows the numerical results of scheduled pits, with the bench sequences highlighted.  

 
Table 6. Case study scheduled results. 

Result TS FM4 FM3 FM2 FM1 

Bench sequence N/A 2 2-1 3 2-2 3-1 2-2-1 3-2 
UPL value ($M) 41.83 18.20 44.89 68.34 69.96 

Life of mining 16.95 8.90 16.55 24.15 23.55 

Life of processing (start year) 27.8 (1) 16.2 (1) 25.1 (2) 33.9 (2) 34.8 (2) 

NPV ($M) 13.87 9.11 10.55 15.60 7.18 12.61 1.32 3.53 

Equivalent annual annuity ($M) 1.37 1.10 1.07 1.59 0.68 1.20 0.12 0.33 

 
The first result to observe is that for each of the FMIPCC pits that has two scheduling options 

(two bench or three bench operation), the cases where three benches are mined concurrently first 
consistently outperform the two bench sequence cases. This is due to them being able to access 
higher grade ore earlier on. 

Secondly, for traditional TS cases, a higher UPL value (due to different mining equipment or 
higher capacities) translates to an accordingly higher NPV for the same deposit. It can be seen that 
this relationship does not remain true for FMIPCC cases. This is due to the scheduling constraints of 
FMIPCC systems having a larger detrimental effect of the value of scheduled pits. This highlights 
the importance of scheduling each UPL that is returned from the FMIPCC UPL determination 
algorithm, not just the once with the highest undiscounted value. The only FMIPCC pit with a higher 
NPV than the TS case is the FM3 pit, scheduled as a three bench operation. This FMIPCC adds an 
additional $M1.73 to the deposits NPV through the use of an FMIPCC system, even though it has a 
higher stripping ratio, and a lower resource utilisation. Due to the uneven mine/processing lives of 
these two schedules, the Equivalent Annual Value (EAV) has been investigated. This shows that the 
FM3, three bench operation also has a higher EAV, showing that this option is a better investment. 
Of note between these two scenarios is that the TS case is able to start processing in year one, 
whereas the FM3 scenario is not able to start processing until year two due to a lack of available ore, 
yet still returns a higher NPV. 

 
6. CONCLUSION 

 
This paper aimed to identify and communicate how the additional requirements of FMIPCC 

systems alter the requirements of pit shape. As pit shape is based largely on the UPL, these 
additional requirements had to be included during UPL determination. The method of including these 
requirements discussed in this paper uses the mathematical principles of convex hulls, bounding 
boxes, and future value discounting to provide the orientation of a conveyor wall that has the best 
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potential for creating value. It runs as an extension to the existing network flow method for 
calculating UPLs, and as such, the final results from the algorithm are mathematically rigorous. 

The case study completed highlights that the presented method does now include the additional 
requirements of FMIPCC in the UPL determination phase. In addition to this, it identifies that it is 
important to schedule each FMIPCC option for a deposit, as the more limited scheduling of FMIPCC 
options has a larger negative impact on NPVs than traditional scheduling. 

The development of this method advances the ability for industry to optimise and design a 
mine that is to use an FMIPCC system. 
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ABSTRACT 

The Greek mining industry constitutes a major sector of the economic activity of the country 
and supplies essential raw materials for primary industries. Moreover, the industry provides a major 
source of employment in the country, and because, as a rule, the processing of these raw materials 
takes place in the region in which they are excavated, the industry also contributes considerably to 
coveted regional growth. Every mining activity impacts the nearby environment, causing the so-
called mining hazards. Active mining operations are usually well monitored by the owners and by 
the mining authorities. In this framework, the issues of acceptance from local populations, corporate 
social responsibility, systems of quality control, and systems that allow collection and disclosure of 
full and accurate information (Databases, GIS, etc.) are all of particular importance. Within the EU 
Geocradle project a system is under development for monitoring legal / illegal quarries using satellite 
imagery in cooperation with the personnel of the Ministry of Environment / The Authority of the 
Ministry of Environment and Energy / Special Secretariat of Inspectors – Auditors / Body of 
Inspection for Southern Greece / Department of Mining Inspection. Surface mining also includes the 
activity of the coal mining. The methodology described in this work refers to the Monitoring of 
Lignite Mining Activities in Ptolemais basin in Greece.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The Greek mining industry constitutes a major sector of the economic activity of the country (it 
constitutes 4-5% of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), with the inclusion of interrelated enterprises 
such as quarrying, processing and production of intermediate and final products) and supplies 
essential raw materials for primary industries, such as cement, production of energy, non-ferrous 
metals (aluminum, nickel, etc), the industry of stainless steel etc. Considering the coal mining 
activity, Greece abounds in lignite resources of 5.8 billion tonnes, of which 3.1 billion tonnes are 
economically workable [1]. Moreover, the industry provides a major source of employment in the 
country, and because, as a rule, the processing of these raw materials takes place in the region in 
which they are excavated, the industry also contributes considerably to coveted regional growth.  

Every mining activity impacts the nearby environment, causing the so-called mining hazards. 
Typical geohazards recorded by both active and inactive mines include: collapses migrating to the 
ground surface and sinkholes; slope instabilities; subsidence or uplift of the ground surface; pollution 
to air, soil and water by toxic waste, visual pollution etc. [2]. Active mining operations are usually 
well monitored by the owners and by the mining authorities. Quality, safety and environmental 
protection, constitute significant challenges but also the most pressing needs of this era – deeply 
influencing not only the development of the mining industry, but also its traditional character of 
many centuries and finally its very existence. In this framework, the issues of acceptance from local 
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populations, corporate social responsibility, systems of quality control, and systems that allow 
collection and disclosure of full and accurate information (Databases, GIS, etc.) are all of particular 
importance. 

Within the EU Geocradle project a system is under development for monitoring legal / illegal 
quarries using satellite imagery in cooperation with the personnel of the Ministry of Environment / 
The Authority of the Ministry of Environment and Energy / Special Secretariat of Inspectors – 
Auditors / Body of Inspection for Southern Greece / Department of Mining Inspection. Information 
about Geocradle can be accessed on the following link: http://geocradle.eu/en/regional-
capacities/feasibility-studies/ . Surface mining also includes the activity of the coal mining.  The 
methodology described in this work refers to the Monitoring of Lignite Mining Activities in 
Ptolemais basin in Greece.  

 
1.1. Objective 

The aim of the study is to evaluate the use of Earth Observation (EO) data and in particular of 
the multi-temporal Sentinel-1 & mainly Sentinel-2 data for the monitoring of the Amyntaio lignite 
mine and the assessment of quarrying and rehabilitation activities. The pilot project area is shown in 
Figure 1. The selected test site represents specific problems that accrue to lignite mining.  

 
 

 
 
 

Figure 1. Pilot project area 

 
The site under investigation is the area extending west—northwest of the Amyntaio opencast 

coal mine, located at the homonymous (Amyntaio) basin at Florina Prefecture, Northern Greece. The 
mine operates as a large-diameter well, draining most of the basin, Figure 2.  

Regarding the geological conditions, 75% of the lignite deposits in Greece are of Neocene age. 
The wider Florina–Ptolemaida basin is a part of the Pelagonian geotectonic zone of Greece, 
consisting of crystalline-schist bedrock overlapped by Neogene and Quaternary sediments. The 
bedrock formations are either members of the Triassic–Jurassic carbonate cover or the upper 
cretaceous pelagic sediments, of the Pelagonian zone lithostratigraphic series. The Neogene deposits 
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are distinguished in three series (lower, lignite and upper). The lower and upper series (surrounding 
the lignite deposits) consist of fine grained deposits, sandy clays to marls, of fluvial-lacustrine origin, 
with lenticular intercalations of marly limestones, at the upper parts of the lower series. After the 
deposition of Neogene sediments, in the early Pleistocene, tectonic activity divided the initial basin 
in new sub-basins. Feathering processes supplied the sub-basins with Quaternary fluvial-stream 
deposits and alluvial fans. 

The present paper is organized into 5 Sections. Section 2 describes data and methodology, 
while the processing techniques which are utilized are presented in Section 3. The Amyntaio mine 
landslide event is separately described in Section 4. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.  

 

 
Figure 2. Geomorphology of the area of study as it is shown on the processed data of Digital Elevation Model (A) and 

3D of Slopes (B) using the Hellenic Cadastre data. 

 
2. DATA AND METHODOLOGY 

Integrated identification, collection, assessment and use of available EO - Sentinel-1 & 2 data, 
along with available maps and relevant monitoring information are included during the analysis of 
the Amyntaio lignite mine. Multi-temporal Sentinel-1 & 2 data for the time interval of 2015 to 2017 
have been selected to be evaluated for “the mapping and monitoring of the mine”. Synergistic use of 
the collected information along with the Sentinel-1 & 2 data with the variable acquisition dates have 
been used in the analysis as a base for future planning and rehabilitation of the area.  

Main sources of information are: 
• Geologic maps of IGME at 1:50,000 scale  
• Topographic data of the Geographical Service of the Army at scales 1:50,000 published at 

1970 
• Ortho photographs of the Hellenic Cadastre at 1 meter resolution and a Digital Elevation 

Model at 5 meter resolution (Acquisitions during the 2009 to 2012 period) 
• Data of the EU Copernicus service http://land.copernicus.eu/pan-european 
• Sentinel-1 & 2 satellite system multi-temporal data as these have been mainly selected to be 

evaluated for “monitoring the lignite mine”. 
Acquisition dates of the Sentinel 2 data are: 
28/8/2015, 2/8/ & 15/8 of 2016, 19/5-1/6-21/6-27/8 of 2017, 8/6 & 13/7 of 2018.  
Selection of data has been based on covering needs for yearly assessment of changes along 

with those occurred after the main landslide of the 10/6/2017 event. A large scale landslide occurred 
during mining extraction of lignite by the Public Electricity Cooperation on the 10th of June (210 37 
22 E, 400 36 18 N). 
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2.1. The Sentinel-2 System 

The Sentinel-2 satellite system has been financed and is part of the EU Copernicus Program: 
1. It is a relatively new system with the data acquisition started in the beginning of 2015  
2. Its specifications are comparable but with enhanced features in relation to other satellite 

systems like the Landsat series, Figure 3 
3. The data are freely available to the scientific community 

Sentinel-2 carries a super-spectral instrument with a sun-synchronous 786 km orbit that allows 
covering all the land surfaces and coastal waters between -56 and +84 degrees latitude with a 290 km 
swath width at a 10 days revisit time at the equator (5 days revisit time at the equator based on 2 
satellites). Sentinel 2 data are freely available to the scientific community in 
https://cophub.copernicus.eu/dhus/#/home.  

Landsat image of the 10th of June 2017 has been used for comparison with the Sentinel-2 images.  
 
 

 

Figure 3.  Sentinel 2 systems covers 13 different spectral bands with a resolution ranging from 10 to 60 meters. 
 

2.2. The Sentinel-1 Satellite System 

The Copernicus system also supports the Sentinel-1 satellite: 
 https://sentinel.esa.int/web/sentinel/missions/sentinel-1/satellite-description. 

The Sentinel-1 provides an all-weather, day-and-night radar imaging capability for Copernicus land 
and ocean services. Interferometric Synthetic Aperture (SAR) data can detect surface movements 
with an accuracy of a few millimetres per year and can provide an accurate tool for monitoring of 
land subsidence, structural damage and underground construction to improve safety and reduce 
economic loss.  

A small scale application for the pilot project area is also included using the Rheticus® of the 
Planetek cloud-based data and services hub. This system is able to process radar and optical data 
from multiple open-data satellite constellations designed to continuously deliver updated 
geoanalytics information through complex automatic processes and minimum interaction with 
human beings. Rheticus® Displacement  represents a model concept (through subscription) in 
monitoring Critical Infrastructure (mines, dams, pipelines, bridges etc) with the use of SAR data and 
the Permanent Scatter technique (PS), designed for users with high expectations in the value of 
information and its user friendliness provision. Using European Copernicus Sentinel-1 (S1) open 
data images and Multi-Temporal SAR Interferometry (MTInSAR) techniques, the service is 
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complementary to traditional survey methods, providing a long-term solution to slope instability and 
geohazards monitoring. 

The general Plan of the methodology applied for the Pilot Sites is shown in Figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Techniques applied for the monitoring of the Amyntaio lignite mine. 
 

3. PROCESSING TECHNIQUES 

Various image processing and vector GIS techniques have been used for the analysis of both 
the satellite imagery and the collected map data and field information, which are the following: 

• Georeferencing 
• Resampling 
• Colour Composites  
• Intensity Hue Saturation (HIS) Images  
• Identification of Areas of Interest (AOI)  
• Automatic combination of the classification result of multi-temporal imagery  
• Automatic conversion of raster to vector data 
• Collection / Input / Coding, Storage / Management, Retrieval of various data  
• Processing / Analysis  
• Presentation / Display, & Map making. 

The TNTgis has been used for processing of both raster and vector data: 
http://www.microimages.com/products/ 

 
3.1. Stochastic Regularized Super-Resolution Reconstruction of Sentinel-2 Images 

Special emphasis has been given to the spatial enhancement of the Sentinel-2 images using 
Stochastic Regularized Super-Resolution (SRSR) Reconstruction techniques.  The SRSR technique 
Lorentzian + BTV [3-6] is employed for the experiments of single image resolution increase with the 
Sentinel-2 images. In particular, resolution enhancement per factor 2 is performed on the images of 
bands B2, B3, B4, B8, B5, B6, B7, B8A, B11, B12 and per factor 4 is performed on the images B5, 
B6, B7, B8A, B11, B12. SR image reconstruction is applied to a synthesized sequence, which 
consists of 16 frames. The particular image sequence is created by sub-pixel shifting, employing 
various motion vectors, the original Sentinel-2 image. The above task takes place for each one of the 
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original images of the different bands B2 to B12. The Lorentzian estimator combined with the 
Bilateral Total Variation (BTV) regularization performs the task of SR reconstructing the sequence 
of frames coming from the original Sentinel-2 image. A bilinearly interpolated median frame from 
the above sequence of frames is utilized as initialization of the SR reconstruction procedure. A 
Gaussian kernel 3x3 is assumed so that to simulate the effect of sensor point spread function on the 
image during acquisition which has caused blurring effects. Single image resolution increase is 
performed and no information transfer among the different bands takes place. Thus, the resolution 
increase of each one of the images B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B7, B8, B8A, B11 and B12 takes place 
individually. 

The SR reconstruction problem is formulated by means of 2 terms, the data-fidelity term and 
the regularization term [3-4]. A gradient based method, the steepest descent, is employed to perform 
the minimization task and results in X, the solution to the SR problem under consideration (Eq. 1) [3] 
after n number of iterations. The step size in the direction of the gradient is determined by a scalar 
parameter β. The regularization term poses a penalty on the unknown matrix X in order to direct it to 
a better formed solution. The coefficient λ which is employed determines the strength with which the 
particular penalty is enforced and is called the regularization parameter. The constructed SR 
algorithm demonstrates reduced sensitivity to outliers.    
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The data-fidelity SR performance of the Lorentzian + BTV method can be explained in terms 

of the form of the employed error norm. The Lorentzian error norm is much resistant since it is a 
redescending estimator [3-4] and its influence curve returns to 0. Thus, this error norm gives 
diminishing weight to outliers whose magnitude is above a certain value which is determined by the 
scale parameter lorpar. Outliers have diminishing effects on this estimator since they are given 
weights of decreasing values according to their magnitude. The value of the parameter lorpar denotes 
where the rejection of outliers begins. 

Results show that the improved spatial resolution of the images obtained can assist at the 
enhancement of small scale features, Figure 5. 

The SR performance of the Lorentzian + BTV method works well with the Sentinel-2 bands 
with the 10 meters resolution, Figure 5. Bands with 20 meters resolution are spatially enhanced but 
the resulting image shows signs of "blurring". The optimized images proved valuable for both visual 
interpretation of detailed features and the application of automatic classification techniques. 
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Figure 5. Evaluation of the Super-Resolution technique A. Enhanced image using stochastic regularized SR 

reconstruction technique - 5 m resolution B. Original RGB 8/4/3 image. 
 

3.2. Classification 

Image Classification - Unsupervised Classification techniques using neural networks: Artificial 
Neural Networks (ANNs) are generally quite effective for the classification of remotely sensed data 
[7]. For classification purposes, the Adaptive Resonance ANN method was used on the Sentinel 2 
images in order to discriminate all inherent land cover classes of the satellite images using automated 
conversion of raster to vector data: the raster output of the classification and/or interpretation process 
was converted to vector data and these data were analysed with the corresponding map data and 
observation acquired on the Ortho-photos. Further processing and analysis was performed to derive 
information concerning changes identified in the pilot study area. 
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3.3. The Processing of Sentinel Satellite Data 

 
3.3.1. Ground Deformation Using Multi-Temporal Sentinel-1 

The following methodology has been used for the pilot project area so as to estimate ground 
motion: Rheticus browses and accesses (on a weekly basis) the products of the rolling archive of 
ESA S1 Scientific Data Hub; S1 data are then handled by a mature running processing chain, which 
is responsible of producing displacement maps immediately usable to measure with sub-centimetric 
precision movements of coherent points. The results of the processing are shown in Figure 6. 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Results of MTInSAR techniques: Red dots show subsidence 
 
Land subsidence due to over-exploitation of the local aquifers for agricultural reasons 

is causing damages to two villages so far: Anargiroi and Valtonera [2] as shown in Figure 6 (red 
dots). Subsidence of the two villages cannot be attributed to dewatering of the mine, because 
subsidence (red dots in Figure 6) is limited in the area of the villages, and not in the area between the 
mine and the two villages. If subsidence was due to the dewatering of the mine, subsidence of the 
area between the mine and the villages would be larger than the subsidence of the villages (as the 
distance from the mine is smaller). 

As shown in Figure 7, the Quaternary depositions cover most of the area: 
(a) The Proastion formation, formed by fluvial-stream deposits of Low-Middle Pleistocene age 

[8] which overlie with unconformity the Neogene deposits. 
 (b) The Perdikas formation includes fluvial-lacustrine sediments of Low-Middle Pleistocene 

age [8]. Between Anargiri and Valtonera Villages, Perdikas formation consists of alternating sandy 
clays and clayey sands, with a total thickness varying from 20 to 70 m. This relatively loose and 
compressible formation is responsible for the manifestation of land subsidence phenomena. 

(c) The Anargiri formation includes fluvial-stream deposits of Middle Pleistocene age [8], 
consisting of clayey sands or thin sands which in places show clay layers or lenses with angular 
fragments. 

The main tectonic line that dominates in the study area is Anargiri fault. It is a typical normal 
fault resenting a strike of NNE–SSW direction and 60_ dip angle to the North. This fault passes 
through Anargiri village and extends southwest bordering Lake Cheimaditida [9]. 
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                                                            A                                                                                B                                                         

Figure 7 A. Geologic formations, faulting of the IGME geologic map B. Interpretation of tectonic discontinuities and 
InSar measurements of Anargyroi area. 

 
Anargiroi village has been particularly affected by land subsidence. Regional and local 

tectonics must have played a role on the differential subsidence measured by InSar data. Tectonic 
discontinuities have been interpreted using the shading relief map and the Sentinel-2 images. The 
discontinuities have NE/SW & NW/SE directions - rose diagram. As it is shown subsidence (red 
dots) has been measured and these are related to the main NE fault lines of the IGME map and the 
interpreted tectonic discontinuities - surface raptures of NW, SE directions, Figure 7. 

Rheticus® Displacement provides accurate information to monitor over time, through 
MTInSAR analysis, movements occurring across landslide features or structural weaknesses that 
could affect buildings or infrastructures. 

 
3.3.2. Land Monitoring / Change Analysis Using Sentinel-2 

The lignite mining activities changed radically the geomorphological status of the study area. 
This is very well recorded on the long time series satellite data, Figure 8 [10]. 
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                         A                                              B                                                 C                            
Figure 8. A. Landsat TM image dated summer 1986 B. Landsat ETM image dated summer 1999 C. Aster image 

dated summer 2001. 
 
Monitoring of the mining activities on yearly intervals and map updating is supported and this 

has been evaluated for the pilot project area using multi-temporal Sentinel-2 satellite data, Figure 9. 
 

 
 
Figure 9. Multi-temporal analysis of Sentinel-2 images for the period of 2015 to 2018 (Acquisition dates of the Sentinel 
2 data are: 28/8/ 2015, 15/8/ 2016, 27/8/ 2017, 13/7/ 2018): 1. False colour enhanced images 2. NDVI: Red colours show 

low vegetation quality 0 to 50 – green colours high vegetation quality 51 to 85. 
 
In summary the following have been identified:  

• Changes of surface area of the mine area 
• Active / Inactive mine areas  
• Changes of vegetation cover 
• Changes due to the landslide event 
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4. AMYNTAIO MINE LANDSLIDE EVENT 

The Landslide event has been recorded by two different satellite systems that of Landsat 8 and 
Sentinel-2, Figure 10. 

 

 
 

Figure 10.  Landsat 8 image the of 10th June 2017 (A) versus Sentinel-2 of the 21st June 2017 (B) 
 
Comparison of the spatial resolution of Landsat images with Sentinel-2 has been carried out. 

Sentinel-2 images are of higher resolution and of an improved temporal resolution of covering the 
area every 5 days. Areal extend of quarry areas can be accomplished more effectively on Sentinel-2 
than Landsat data due to improved spatial resolution after the optimization with the application of 
SRSR reconstruction technique Lorentzian+BTV. 

Monitoring & Mapping of the land surface changes due to the landslide of the 10th of June 
2017 is supported.  

The false colour composites of Sentinel-2 images managed to pick up the conditions of the 
mine activities (Figure 11). This enables the classification of the subset of mine area into different 
categories like: 1.Active mine works (generally covered by bare soil), 2. Formerly rehabilitated 
areas, 3. Mine tailings, 4. Deposition operations. Different land cover types have been mapped in the 
mining area and the surface extent for each cover type has been estimated.  

Changes of activities / Works in the mining field can be easily interpreted on the multi-
temporal imagery. Vegetation cover of restored areas that it is shown with bright red colours on false 
colour images can also be monitored and mapped quite effectively, Figure 12. The use of Sentinel-2 
images holds a considerable promise for monitoring and developing effective environmental 
management, reclamation and rehabilitation strategies on a long-term basis for integrated 
environmental management. It is an effective tool for mapping large mining districts and land use 
cover and changes. 
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Figure 11. Multi-temporal analysis of Sentinel-2 images before and after the Landslide event (Acquisition dates of the 
Sentinel 2 data are: 19/5-1/6-21/6-27/8 of 2017): 1. False colour enhanced images: Visual interpretation of changes can 

be easily accomplished.  2. NDVI: Red colours show low vegetation quality 0 to 50 – green colours high vegetation 
quality 51 to 85 3. Soil moisture: Red colours show l low soil moisture 0 to 40 – blue colours high soil moisture content 

41 to 71. 
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Figure 12  A. Adaptive Resonance classifier as applied to the lignite mine area for the acquisition dates of the Sentinel 2 

data of 19/5-1/6-21/6 of 2017 B. Map & Legend for the “landslide affected area”. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

Environmental monitoring is now an integral part of mining operations. Remote sensing data 
enables the identification, delineation, and monitoring of surface mining areas, including ground 
motion / subsidence, and changes in surface land use. The state of the art applied techniques and the 
developed methodology could be applied for the Monitoring of aspects of mining activities and 
eventually it could be used for the mitigation of the environmental, social and economic footprint.  It 
targets policy and decision makers and generally the competent authorities at all levels, which are in 
charge of development and implementation of policies as well as the authorization and inspection of 
mining activities.   

Remote sensing provides valuable information concerning different environmental parameters. 
In general the immediate benefits / application of the developed methodology, if it is coupled with 
high resolution images (up to 1-0.5 meters), to "End Users" and the mining industry in general are as 
following: 

• Mapping and monitoring (Ground motion, Change analysis / track any detectable potential 
changes of surface morphology) based on satellite Sentinel-1&2 data due to the multi-
temporal character of the data 

• Validation of the status of mining activities  
• Identification of mining activities which can be archived by developing a Monitoring System 

(Tool) with the use of EO data 
• Evaluation of rehabilitation activities on mining areas 
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• Evaluation of the contribution of Earth Observation data on supporting studies for the 
identification of Mining Areas and supporting inspections by interested parties.  

• Mine Site Mapping - Mapping Disturbed / Undisturbed Land - Land Use / Cover Changes - 
Delineation of areas where potential excavations activities are taking place.  

• Identification and characterization of the nature of the changes observed - Compliance with 
permitting regulations.  

• Documentation of the conditions of lands related to the mine.  
• Reclamation monitoring. 
• Discrimination of geologic setting - Geologic feature extraction to support interpretation of 

measured ground motion features / subsidence. 
• Planning exploration activities - Managing mining activities.  
• GIS database creation - Staff and Public relations / visualization. 

Generally sufficient data required for environmental mapping are not available and therefore, 
satellite data can be analyzed to generate GIS database information required for environmental 
studies. Generated database can be used to assess changes that are taking place in the environment. 
The added advantage of the proposed approach is that it makes available to end-users a variety of the 
data and that it helps in efficient analysis and the support of the activities of "End Users". 

New environmental policies require many agencies to provide public access to information 
gathered with public funds. By virtue of its geographically structured approach, an Atlas offers an 
intuitive, self-paced, and self-contained way to provide secure public viewing of data such as multi-
temporal information provided by satellite systems, census data, land cover / use, and available 
environmental information. 
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ABSTRACT  

Open pit optimisation is a process aiming at the determination of the extents of the optimum pit such 
that the profit made in mining the pit is maximised. The choice of blocks to mine for the optimum pit 
is an example of the selection problem. A selection problem is based on a set of tasks, where each 
task has a value or a cost. In most cases, there are certain relationships between tasks, such that in 
order to perform one task a number of prerequisite tasks must be performed. The solution of the 
selection problem is the subset of tasks that the sum of their value is the maximum possible within 
the set when performed. In terms of mining, each block (a task in the selection problem) in a 3D 
block model is assigned either a profit or a loss based on the revenues and costs associated with 
mining the block. Geologic constraints are used to establish slope requirements for each block which 
are used to determine the blocks which must be removed prior to the removal of any given block. 
Traditional methods of solving the selection problem in open pit optimisation included the floating 
cone algorithm and the Lerchs-Grossman algorithm based on graph theory. The latter dominated 
open pit optimisation software products and solutions in the 80s and 90s and offered mining 
engineers a solid solution to the pit optimisation problem. A decade later from the first 
implementation of the Lerchs-Grossman algorithm, Picard proved that the pit optimisation problem 
could be solved with more efficient maximum flow algorithms. In 1988 Goldberg and Tarjan 
published the first paper describing the Push-Relabel algorithm for solving the maximum flow 
problem. Later in 1997, Cherkassky and Goldberg published a paper describing a very efficient 
implementation of the more general Push-Relabel algorithm. This algorithm is used in our case study 
of surface lignite mine optimisation. A lignite deposit from the region of Kozani as well as all 
associated technical and financial parameters are used as input to the Push-Relabel implementation 
provided by a mine planning software package, and the optimisation output is analysed in order to 
assess the benefits of applying the Push-Relabel algorithm to lignite deposits.  

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Open pit optimisation is a process commonly applied in mine planning of surface mines to 
produce optimum pit limits to use as a guide for pit design. The optimisation step is also considered 
an efficient way to convert mineral resources to mineral reserves as it allows the enforcing of 
financial and technical constraints and parameters to the mine design process in an automated and 
mathematically robust way. It is commonly used even at the mineral resources estimation stage to 
limit the reported quantities inside a conceptual pit and raise the confidence in the mineral resources 
report.  

Surface coal and lignite mines have been commonly modelled in the past using a more two-
dimensional approach, based on grid or triangulation models that did not allow the application of 
open pit optimisation algorithms, normally requiring a three-dimensional blocks model of the 
deposit. The financial aspects of coal deposits are also considered stable along the Z axis, in most 
cases where the deposit consists of a small number of coal horizons with standard qualities, leading 
to the conception that pit optimisation is an unnecessary effort. The lignite deposits in Greece, 
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however, normally consist of multiple lignite layers with varying quality parameters in all three 
dimensions, making them ideal targets for computerised open pit optimisation. 

The case study presented in this paper discusses the application of the Push-Relabel method, 
one of the more recent optimisation methods, and provides a comparison with the well-established 
Lerchs-Grossman method which is used by the mining industry the last three decades. 

 
2. HISTORY OF OPEN PIT OPTIMISATION 

 
2.1. Before Computers 

Before computers found their way into mine planning, mining engineers relied on manual 
methods on hand-drawn cross-sections to produce a pit design. A simple optimisation of economic 
pit depth was usually performed with the aid of a calculator for regular shaped orebodies using 
incremental cross-sectional areas, for ore and waste, and an overall pit slope. Incremental stripping 
ratios were calculated and compared against the break-even stripping ratio. The final pit shell was 
then produced by drawing increasingly larger pit shells on cross section such that the last increment 
had a strip ratio equal to the design maximum. This was a very labour-intensive approach and could 
only ever approximate the optimal pit [1].  
 
2.2. Floating Cone Method 

The Floating Cone algorithm was introduced by Pana (1965) [2]. The method was developed at 
Kennecott Copper Corporation during the early 1960s and was the first computerised attempt at pit 
optimization, based on a three-dimensional block model of the mineral deposit. Final pit limits are 
developed by using a technique of a moving “cone” (or rather an inverted cone). The cone is moved 
around in the block model space from top to bottom generating a series of interlocking cone-shaped 
openings. The disadvantage of this approach is that it creates overlapping cones, and it is incapable 
of examining all combinations of adjacent blocks. For this reason, the algorithm fails to consistently 
give realistic results and tends to “mine” more tonnage for less value. 
 
2.3. Lerchs-Grossman Method 

The same year the floating cone algorithm was introduced (1965), Lerchs and Grossmann 
published a paper that introduced two modelling approaches to solving the open pit optimisation 
problem [3]. The Lerchs-Grossman (LG) algorithm is well documented in the technical literature [4, 
5, 6, 7]. Lerchs and Grossmann presented two implementations of the pit optimisation algorithm, the 
first based on Graph Theory (heuristics) and the second on Dynamic Programming (operations 
research). They both produced optimum pit limits based on an undiscounted cash flow – an 
economic block model including both ore and waste. Essentially the methods determined which 
blocks should be mined to obtain the maximum value from the pit. LG requires a technical and a 
financial parameter: 

1. Pit slopes: these define the blocks that need to be removed before each block considered in 
the block model. They are used to generate “arcs” between blocks. 

2. Block value: refers to the economic value of each uncovered block. It will be negative for 
waste blocks and amount to all waste mining and hauling costs. Ore blocks will have values 
based on the mining, hauling, processing, selling and any other costs, and the revenue from 
the recovered ore. 

 
Working from the lowest positive block(s) and using the block values and structure arcs, the 

method branches upwards between blocks forming a graph (Figure 1). Branches are flagged based on 
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their total value. Positive branches are worth mining once uncovered. Negative branches are also 
flagged, and the method looks for positive ones that lie below them. In this case, the two branches 
are combined in a way to produce a positive total branch. The scanning is repeated until no structure 
arc goes from a positive branch to a negative. Once this is complete, the complete graph defines the 
optimum pit. Any negative branches left on their own are not to be mined. 

In mathematical terms, the LG algorithm finds the maximum closure of a weighted directed 
graph [1]. The blocks in the model represent the vertices of the graph, the block values represent the 
weights, and the mining constraints (i.e. the pit slopes) represent the arcs. Τhe LG algorithm provides 
a mathematically optimum solution to the problem of pit optimisation. The algorithm itself has no 
“sense” of the nature of the optimisation problem – it works on a set of vertices and arcs. Whether 
these are defined in one, two or three dimensions and the number of arcs per block makes no 
difference to the algorithm. The LG algorithm has been used for over 30 years on many feasibility 
studies and for many producing mines. 
 

 
Figure 1. Example of LG optimisation showing three positive blocks surrounded by negative blocks (with a value of -1) 

linked with branches forming a final graph. The negative branch in the middle is not to be mined [8]. 
 
2.4. Network Flow Methods and the Push-Relabel Method 

Lerchs and Grossmann suggested that the ultimate-pit problem could be expressed as a 
maximum closure network flow problem and presented their approach - a method of solving a 
special case of a network flow problem. Picard proved that a maximum closure network flow 
problem (like the open pit optimisation) could be reduced to a minimum cut network flow problem 
which could be solved by an efficient maximum flow algorithm [9]. This meant that network flow 
algorithms could be used instead of the LG algorithm, and they can calculate identical results in a 
fraction of the time. 

The Push-Relabel algorithm considered in this paper is one of the first efficient maximum flow 
algorithms used in solving the open pit optimisation problem [10, 11, 12]. It has been shown that the 
Push-Relabel algorithm outperformed the LG algorithm in nearly all cases [13]. In cases where the 
number of vertices (blocks in the pit optimisation problem) is greater than a million, network flow 
algorithms perform orders of magnitude faster and compute precisely the same results [1]. The pit 
optimisation module of Maptek Vulcan mine planning software is based on implementations of both 
the LG and Push-Relabel algorithms. 
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3. THE PUSH-RELABEL METHOD 
 

3.1. Historical Background 

The maximum flow problem is a classical combinatorial problem that arises in a wide variety 
of applications. The basic methods for the maximum flow problem include the network simplex 
method of Dantzig [14], [15], the augmenting path method of Ford and Fulkerson [16], the blocking 
flow method of Dinitz [17], and the push-relabel method of Goldberg and Tarjan [10], [18]. Prior to 
the push-relabel method, several studies have shown that Dinitz’s algorithm [17] is in practice 
superior to other methods, including the network simplex method [14], [15], Ford-Fulkerson 
algorithm [16], Karazanov’s algorithm [19], and Tarjan’s algorithm [20]. Several recent studies 
([21], [22], [23] and [24]) show that the push-relabel method is superior to Dinitz’s method in 
practice [25]. 

 
3.2. The Push-Relabel Method 

The definition of a pit with valid slopes is termed a “closed set” or “closure”. It consists of a 
set of nodes V that have no arcs initially. Based on the required pit slopes, a set of arcs E is defined 
representing the dependencies between blocks. A closed set of blocks is free to be removed and does 
not depend on the removal of other blocks. Finding an optimal pit is the process of finding a closure 
with maximum total value [26]. This problem is called a maximum closure problem. It is easy to 
observe in Figure 2, that the optimal pit consists of block {b, c, f, g, h, i}, with a total value of 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Simple example of block model (1), block dependencies (2) and graph representation (3) for a pit optimisation 
problem [26]. 

Two additional special nodes are required: the flow starts from the source node and finishes at 
the sink node. Each arc is like a pipe and has a nonnegative capacity function u allowing flow up to a 
limit passing through it. The flow and capacity along an arc must be positive. The nodes (blocks) 
represent a joining of pipes, so the amount of flow into a node must equal the total flow out of the 
node, which is called the conservation constraint. Each node (block) has a weight value equal to the 
economic value of the block. Defining a complete flow graph means that we need to make the 
following changes to the graph of the block model in Figure 2: 

• Add two special (virtual) nodes: source s and sink node t. 
• For all the existing arcs (blue), assign infinite capacities. 
• Add links from source to all positive nodes, with the capacities equal to the weight of the 

nodes. 
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• Add links from negative nodes to sink, with the capacities equal to the absolute weight value 
of the nodes. 

• Remove the weights on nodes. 
 

Figure 3 shows the updated graph once all changes are made. The relation between the flow 
and mining concepts is not as straightforward as the relation between a closure and a pit [26]. One 
way to describe this is to consider the ore as the water stored in a source that as much as possible 
needs to be sent to a destination through a pipe network. The source node connects to all ore blocks, 
and the destination (sink) connects to all waste blocks. In the network, the economic value of a block 
is not reflected on a node but is measured by the capacity of the pipe (arc) that connects it with the 
source or the destination. Since the pipes representing block dependency have unlimited capacity, the 
bottlenecks of the networks are the pipes connected to the source or destination. Three types of pipes 
can be identified: “waste-to-destination”, “source-to-ore”, and “block-to-block”. 
 

 
Figure 2. Flow graph representation of the pit optimisation problem. 

 
The conservation constraint at a node v indicates that the excess ef (v), defined as the difference 

between the incoming and outgoing flows, is equal to zero. A preflow satisfies the capacity 
constraints and the conservation constraints that requires the excesses to be nonnegative. An arc is 
residual if the flow on it can be increased without exceeding its capacity and saturated once the 
capacity is reached. The residual capacity uf (v, w) of an arc between nodes v and w is the amount by 
which the arc flow can be increased. The distance labelling d: V → N satisfies the follow conditions: 
d(t) = 0 and for every residual arc (v, w), d (v) ≤ d (w) +1. A residual arc (v, w) is admissible if d(v) = 
d(w) +1. A node v is active if v is not the source or the sink node, d(v) < number of nodes, and ef 
(v) > 0. 

The push-relabel method maintains a preflow f, initially set to zero an all arcs, and a distance 
labelling d. The d (v) is initially set to the distance from v to t in the graph. In its first stage, the push-
relabel method repeatedly performs the update operations, push and relabel until there are no active 
nodes left. The update operations modify the preflow f and the labelling d. A push from v to w 
increases f (v, w) and ef (w) by δ = min {ef (v), uf (v, w)}, and decreases f (w, v) and ef (v, w) by the 
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same amount. A relabeling of v sets the label of v equal to the largest value allowed by the valid 
labeling constraints. The second stage of the method converts f into a flow.  
 
4. A COMPARATIVE CASE STUDY 
 
4.1. Input Block Model 

A lignite deposit from the area of West Macedonia in NW Greece was used in the study. It 
consists of a few lignite layers, and a simpler structure compared to other lignite deposits commonly 
found in the area. The roof and floor of the mineable lignite area of the deposit was modelled as grid 
surfaces using inverse distance interpolation. The composited qualities of lignite were also modelled 
as grids. These grid models were used to generate a stratigraphic block model in Maptek Vulcan as 
shown in Figure 4. The vertical size of the blocks and their base and top side follows the roof and 
floor grid models of mineable lignite. The horizontal dimensions of the blocks were 10x10m. 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Section through the stratigraphic block model showing overburden (green), mineable lignite area (red), and 
underburden (orange). 

 
A number of financial parameters were included as variables to the stratigraphic model. These 

included all mining and processing related costs, and revenue from selling of recovered lignite. The 
calculation of these parameters was based on the volume of each block, the thickness of mineable 
lignite and parting, the specific gravity for lignite and waste, and the type of each block (overburden, 
lignite deposit, underburden). A simple script was used to calculate the necessary parameters in the 
blocks, as shown in Table 1. The constant values of waste and lignite associated costs and lignite 
revenue were set using historical information. The script stored the calculated values to 
corresponding block model variables, including the final block value which represents the 
undiscounted cash flow of uncovered blocks. This value is necessary as input for the pit optimisation 
process. The value was positive for the lignite deposit blocks and negative for overburden and 
underburden blocks.  

All current methods of pit optimisation require a regular block model, i.e. a model with equally 
sized (regular) blocks. This meant that the stratigraphic block model that contained the calculated 
block values had to be regularised to a standard block size. This size was set to 10x10x8m. Only the 
block value variable was transferred to the regularised block model as it was the only parameter 
necessary as input to pit optimisation. This variable was calculated for each block using a sum of the 
intersecting stratigraphic model blocks’ values weighted by their volume inside the regular block. 
Figure 5 shows the same section shown in Figure 4 but through the regularised model and coloured 
by block value. Blocks shown in red contain both a lignite and waste component, but the weighted 
sum of their values results in a positive regular block. These blocks were used as input to the pit 
optimisation process. 
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Table 1. Block value calculation script based on mineable lignite thickness, block volume and specific gravities of lignite 
and waste. 

 
if (seam eqs "cx") then 
 coal_volume = thickness * 100 
 parting_volume = volume - coal_volume 
 coal_tonnage = coal_volume * 1.22 
 parting_tonnage = parting_volume * 1.6 
 revenue = coal_tonnage * 26 
 mining_cost = (coal_tonnage * 1.535) + (parting_volume * 0.95) 
 processing_cost = coal_tonnage * 1.184 
 other_cost = coal_tonnage * 4.054 
 block_value = revenue - mining_cost - processing_cost - other_cost 
else 
 coal_volume = 0 
 coal_tonnage = 0 
 parting_volume = 0 
 parting_tonnage = 0 
 waste_volume = volume 
 waste_tonnage = volume * 1.6 
 revenue = 0 
 mining_cost = waste_volume * 0.95 
 processing_cost = 0 
 other_cost = 0 
 block_value = revenue - mining_cost - processing_cost - other_cost 
endif 
 

 
 

 Figure 5. Section through the regularised block model showing positive (red) and negative (orange) blocks passed to pit 
optimisation. 

 
4.2. Pit Slopes 

The second piece of information required by the pit optimisation process is the required pit 
slopes. In our example, these were based on a conceptual geological model of the deposit area and 
information related to the stability of different types of rock. The area to be optimised was split into 
three slope regions based on azimuth as shown in the following figure. A 10o slope interpolation area 
was used to transit between slope regions. The north-east and east region of the pit (between 0o and 
135o azimuth) was considered more stable and was processed with a 45o slope, while the south 
region (between 135o and 210o azimuth) was considered less stable and was processed with a 33o 
slope. A 36o pit slope was used in the west and north-west region (between 210o and 360o azimuth). 
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Figure 6. Slope regions and slope interpolation zones shown in plan view over the approximate pit limits and block 

model extents 
 
4.3. Pit Optimisation 

Two separate pit optimisation runs were set up using the same input information (block model 
and pit slope regions). Two separate block model variables were added to the block model to store 
the output coding from the two runs – one for the LG method and one for Push-Relabel. Each run 
produced a separate log file providing details on the input data, optimisation process and output. The 
following table shows sections from the two log files with information on the blocks used in the 
optimisation process (feasible blocks), blocks to be mined based on the optimisation (blocks to be 
mined), ore, waste and air blocks in both cases, the undiscounted economic value of the optimum pit 
(economic value from the optimum pit) and the time taken to run each optimisation (processing time 
and total run time respectively).  

Once both runs were completed, the optimum pit limits produced by each method were 
displayed as contours surrounding the blocks to be mined on each bench (level of blocks). The pit 
limits were 100% identical between the two methods. Figure 7 shows the produced optimum pit 
limits in plan view. The effect of using different slope regions is clear. The fact that both runs 
produced identical results was further supported by the information in the log files – both runs 
produced the same optimum pit economic value based on the same number of blocks to be mined. In 
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other words, the two optimisation runs produced the same result numerically and geometrically to 
the last block. However, the time spent to produce this result was very different. LG required one 
hour and 45 minutes to complete the optimisation while Push-Relabel required one minute and 33 
seconds! 
 

Table 2. Parts of optimisation log files from the LG (top) and Push-Relabel (bottom) optimisation runs. The first three 
digits of the economic value of the optimum pit are hidden for confidentiality purposes. 

 
- Number of feasible blocks for the optimiser: 856834 blocks. 
   -   31916   Ore blocks   (+), 
   -  315848   Waste blocks (-), 
   -  509070   Air blocks   (0). 
 - Maximum arcs for each block................: 87 arcs. 
 - Number of arcs evaluated...................: 378776250 arcs. 
 - Number of feasible arcs to the optimiser...: 58908200 arcs. 
 - Number connections/disconnections made.....: 5349553 connections. 
 - Processing time............................: 1:45:42 Hrs. 
 - Economic value from the optimum pit........:  xxx94524.69 
 - Number of blocks to be mined...............: 484838 blocks. 
   -   14533   Ore blocks   (+), 
   -  104873   Waste blocks (-), 
   -  365432   Air blocks   (0). 
 
- Number of blocks for the optimiser..........: 856834 
 -      31916 Ore blocks   (+), 
 -     315848 Waste blocks (-), 
 -     509070 Air blocks   (0). 
Initialization time............................: 0:00:01 
 - Economic value from the optimum pit.........:  xxx94524.69 
 - Number of blocks to be mined................: 484838 
 -      14533 Ore blocks   (+), 
 -     104873 Waste blocks (-), 
 -     365432 Air blocks   (0). 
Computation time...............................: 0:00:51 
Total time.....................................: 0:01:28 
 - Pit   0: Factor Index =   0    Value =      0.00000 
Total run time.................................: 0:01:33 Hrs. 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

Pit optimisation is a process that can automate the definition of pit limits and make open pit 
design more efficient and less time consuming. The LG algorithm has been well established and 
accepted by the mining industry as the method for pit optimisation of most mineral deposits. Coal 
and lignite deposits were not so often approached and designed using pit optimisation. The case 
study presented in this paper proves that there is value in using pit optimisation for lignite deposits 
and that the current methods can provide a consistent and efficient way to limit the extents of lignite 
mines both horizontally and vertically. Speed improvements of the Push-Relabel method open up the 
opportunity to solve problems consisting of millions of blocks (such as large lignite mines) that were 
previously too large for the traditional LG method. 
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Figure 7. Optimum pit limits produced by both LG and Push-Relabel methods. The effect of applying different slopes in 
different regions is evident through the change in contour density of the pit walls. 
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ABSTRACT  

The use of mine planning software in the evaluation and estimation of mineral resources and 
reserves is well established nowadays in the mining industry for the design and scheduling of surface 
mines and it is a requirement for the reporting of mineral resources and reserves according to 
international reporting codes. The fundamental principles of these codes are the transparency of the 
reported material, the relevance of the information included in the report and the competency of the 
persons involved in the estimation and reporting process. This paper describes the application of 
mine planning software in the estimation and modelling procedures of the operational lignite mine of 
LARCO GMMSA at the Lava deposit in Servia, Kozani. All stages of exploration data analysis, 
geological modelling, grade estimation, resources reporting, mine design and optimisation, reserves 
calculation and scheduling of the mining operations are explained. Data integration, advanced 3D 
graphics and specialised modelling algorithms all within a user-friendly environment contribute to 
the successful implementation of mining industry accepted procedures to the effective planning and 
estimation of the surface lignite mine. The more than 10-year long user experience of LARCO 
GMMSA trained personnel (geologists and mining engineers) adds to the effectiveness of the mine 
planning software implementation. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1. Background 

The Lava lignite mine is located 12km from the town of Servia and 30km from the town of 
Kozani in the Kozani Prefecture (Figure 1). Geologically the basin that the coal deposit belongs to, is 
considered part of the wider tectonic dip that starts from FYROM. That dip having a general 
direction NNW-SSE was created from the Alpic tectonic activity during Neogene and is consisted of 
several smaller tectonic dikes. Into these dikes the neogenic lignitic and other sediments were 
deposited and then unconformably the quartenery formations were overlaid. The area geologically 
belongs to the Pelagonic zone. The formations encountered from the bottom to the top are: 

• Mesozoic crystallic and dolomitic limestones (Triassic – Middle Jurassic). 
• Unconformably to the Mesozoic formations, lie the Neogene sediments (clay, silt, sandstone, 

marl), which contain the lignite horizons.  
• Quartenery sediments consisting mainly of conglomarates with clayish or calcious connecting 

material. 
 
Tectonically the area has faults of small displacement. All the lignite layers converge towards 

the centre of the basin with an inclination of 5o. Concerning the Lava deposit, there are two main 
lignite layers and a minor third that appears at the edges of the basin. The lowest layer has an age of 
6.72 – 6.43 Million years and spreads across the central and the most part of the south part of the 
deposit. Its thickness varies between 1.5 to 25 metres. Its largest part consists of brown coal with 
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alternations with small layers of clay. On top of that layer lies a layer of marl, on top of which the 
second lignite layer, consisting of compacted coal with a thickness of 2 – 3 metres and has an age of 
6.27 – 6.01 Million years. That second layer overlaps the lowest layer and expands furthermore to 
the north and the south of the deposit. Finally, the third layer that appears at the edges of the basin 
has an average thickness of 5 metres and lies above the second lignite layer. 
 

 
Figure 1. Location of the Lava lignite mine near the town of Servia in NW Greece (image from Google Earth Pro). 

 
1.2. Available Data 

The data used in modelling and estimation of lignite resources and reserves of the Lava deposit 
included 120 drillholes and survey data of the original and current topography. All data were 
imported into appropriate Maptek Vulcan databases and validated. Figure 2 shows the current 
topography triangulation model with draped imaged from Google Earth Pro and the location of the 
drillhole collars. It should be noted that the image data is older than the current topography model. 
 
1.3. Software Implementation 

Since 2007, LARCO GMMSA has been using Maptek Vulcan for mine planning in all of its 
mining operations including the nickel mines in Kastoria, Agios Ioannis and Evoia. The mineral 
resources and reserves estimation procedure for the nickel deposits has been presented in the past [1]. 
Maptek Vulcan is also used for mine planning of the lignite operation in Servia which is the subject 
of this paper. The application of Maptek Vulcan to lignite resource estimation, though for 
uncorrelated seams, has been presented in the past [2]. However, the steps involved in modelling the 
Lava lignite deposit and estimating resources and reserves have important differences to the 
procedure applied to the nickel mines and the other lignite mines in the region, as it will be discussed 
over the following sections.  
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Figure 2. Current topography model with draped image from Google Earth Pro and drillholes collar location. 

 
2. DATA PROCESSING 

 
2.1. Current Topography 

Current topography was surveyed by drone and modelled using Pix4Dmapper Pro (Pix4D SA). 
Figure 3 shows screenshots from the software and produced output using data acquired from the 
Lava mine. Pix4Dmapper Pro software uses images taken by hand, drone, or plane and creates 
precise, geo-referenced 3D maps and models used for data analysis. Some of the key outputs of the 
software include [3]: 
 

• 3D Point Cloud: Accurate digital reconstruction and the geolocation of each point. 
• Digital Surface & Terrain Model: the elevation value of each pixel, with or without above-

ground objects. 
• Orthomosaic: A geolocated high-resolution map with each pixel of the original images 

projected onto the digital surface model. 
• Volume Calculation: Accurate volume calculations on a representation of stockpiles, with 

fully-adjustable base height. 
• Contour Lines: A simplified representation of the topography with closed contours displaying 

the elevation. 
• 3D Textured Model: Triangular mesh with photorealistic texture. 
• Reflectance Maps: reflectance based on the pixel value in multispectral or thermal imagery. 
• Index Maps: indices such as NDVI and NDRE or create of custom indices. 
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Figure 3. Screenshots from topography drone scan in Pix4Dmapper Pro (top: camera locations and triangulation model, 

bottom left: point cloud, bottom right: triangulation model). 

 

The triangulation model produced by Pix4Dmapper Pro was imported in Maptek Vulcan to be used 
for lignite resources and reserves modelling. 

 

2.2. Drillhole Database Development and Validation 

Data from the 120 drillholes were imported to a drillhole database in Maptek Vulcan through 
CSV files containing collar information (hole ID, collar XYZ) and sample intervals (top and bottom 
depth, length, lithology, ash, etc.). The database was checked and validated both visually and through 
a number of tests related to collar coordinates and overlapping intervals. A separate database 
lithology table was generated by combining consecutive intervals of the same lithology. This table 
and lithology field were used to create drillhole sections in Vulcan and proceed with the correlation 
of lignite layers. The resulting correlation was stored in an extra field in order to have both the 
original lithology and the interpretation. 

Sample intervals were composited to a standard length of 0.5m as they were originally of 
varying length, thus not suitable for block model estimation. The choice of composite length was 
based on the mining method used.   

 

3. GEOLOGICAL MODELLING 
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The correlated lignite layers intervals were further processed and used to build grid models of 
the roof and floor of each layer (Figure 4). The grid models were cropped by the current topography 
surface and were checked against drillholes in sections. Minor layers of low lignite quality (waste) 
within the three main lignite layers were also modelled separately. Blocks inside these waste layers 
were to be excluded from estimation, as were the composites that came from these layers to 
minimise dilution.  
 

 
Figure 4. Example section showing database lignite layers correlation between drillholes (top), grid models representing 
stratigraphy (middle), and complete block model containing both structural and quality information of the lignite deposit. 

Drillholes missing in the bottom section are hidden behind the block model section. 

 

4. LIGNITE RESOURCES ESTIMATION 

The structural grid models of stratigraphy and the current topography triangulation model were 
used to create a sub-blocked block model. The main block size was set to 10x10x10m while the sub-
block size ranged from 1x1x0.5m up to the main block size. The block model origin and extents 
were set in a way to cover all the area of interest in all three coordinate axes. Several block variables 
were defined allowing storage of quality estimations, lithology, resource classification and estimate 
validation parameters. The following table gives a summary of the main block model parameters. 

Table 7. Block model parameters – all dimensions and coordinates are in meters. 

Type Sub-blocked - unrotated Number of variables 19 
Origin X 330,000 Main block size X 10 
Origin Y 4,444,000 Main block size Y 10 
Origin Z 650 Main block size Z 10 
Extent X 2,200 Minimum sub-block size X 1 
Extent Y 3,200 Minimum sub-block size Y 1 
Extent Z 550 Minimum sub-block size Z 0.5 
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Sub-blocking occurred only in cases where a main block intersected one of the surfaces 

included in the model, i.e. lignite and waste layers roof and floor surface, and the current topography 
surface. Maptek Vulcan initially breaks the main block to sub-blocks of the minimum size 
(1x1x0.5m in our case) and then joins together sub-blocks that no longer intersect the surface that 
caused the sub-blocking (a process called coalescing in Vulcan), thus leading to sub-blocks of sizes 
multiple of the minimum size (e.g. 2x2x2.5m). The aim of this process is to reduce the number of 
sub-blocks down to the absolutely necessary while still following the controlling surface to the 
greatest resolution possible. 

 All blocks were coded based on the controlling surfaces so that they belong to a particular 
zone of the deposit. The coding values were stored in a lithology variable that could be later used to 
select blocks for estimation, processing and reporting. The bottom section in Figure 2 shows the 
blocks coloured according to this variable. 

 Once the block model was constructed, multiple estimation runs were defined targeting the 
blocks of each lignite layer (block model zone). A single estimation run was used to estimate each 
layer with the resource classification of the produced estimates taking place afterwards through block 
model scripting. The main estimation parameters used in all lignite layers quality estimation are 
summarised in Table 2. 

Table 2. Main lignite quality estimation parameters. 

Search Ellipsoid Other Parameters 
Bearing 0 Minimum samples 4 
Plunge 0 Maximum samples 16 
Dip 0 Maximum samples per octant 2 
Major 200 Discretisation along X 4 
Semi-major 200 Discretisation along Y 4 
Minor 50 Discretisation along Z 1 

 
 The inverse distance squared weighting method was used to estimate ash and other quality 

variables in the block model. Ash and the other lignite quality parameters were considered to vary 
along all three axes (i.e. even along Z) within each layer, unlike the strictly stratigraphic approach of 
estimating qualities using grids.  

Each block was split into 4x4x1 points (discretisation) which were estimated separately and 
then averaged to produce the final block value. This is a just a practical way to better approach the 
distribution of the estimated parameter within the block volume as inverse distance weighting is a 
point and not a volume estimator. As already mentioned, estimation was performed separately for 
each lignite layer, i.e. only blocks being inside the specific layer were estimated using sample 
composites only from that layer. Octant based search was used to ensure sample selection from 
surround drillholes to the block being estimated as shown in Figure 5. After estimation, it was 
possible to check how the sample selection strategy worked by using a special “Explain” function of 
Vulcan which allows the user to see graphically which samples were used in the estimation of a 
particular block and estimation related information about them (applied distance, applied weight, 
octant number, etc.) as shown in the detail window in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Plan and 3D view of search ellipsoid used to estimate ash in the lower lignite layer. The red box shows the area 

of the detail view on the right. The block in question is shown with a red dot while the selected samples are shown in 
blue. 

 
Figure 6 shows a section through the block model coloured by ash content estimates. Estimates 

presented good agreement with the drillhole interval values. Generating a grade/tonnage curve for 
ash required some manipulation of the table produced by the corresponding function in Maptek 
Vulcan. The software expects a grade parameter and the tonnage calculated for each cutoff includes 
the blocks with an estimated grade value higher than the cutoff. In the case of ash, we need to report 
the material with an ash value lower than the cutoff so it was necessary to effectively reverse the 
tonnage table and reproduce the graph as shown in Figure 7. The curves show the sensitivity of 
lignite ash content and tonnage to the ash upper limit applied. It seems that after 60% there is little or 
no change on lignite ash and tonnage. 
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Figure 6. Block model section showing ash estimation inside each of the three lignite layers. 

 

 
Figure 7. Grade/tonnage curve of lignite resources showing the effect of applying a different ash upper limit (cutoff). 

 

Figure 8 below shows the results of drift analysis and comparison between the composited ash 
values used as input to resource estimation and the produced block estimates of ash. The smoothing 
effect of block model estimation with inverse distance is clear mainly along the X and Y axes. The 
histogram also shows that the block estimates distribution is narrower than the composites, which is 
normal (support effect). Generally, the estimates follow the main trends of the composites.  
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Figure 8. Drift analysis and histogram of composites database ash values and block model ash estimates. 

 

5. LIGNITE RESERVES CALCULATION 

For the lignite reserves calculation, a solid triangulation of the conceptual final pit was used to 
limit the considered volume. The final pit was derived using Lerchs-Grossman pit optimisation with 
some standard financial and pit slope parameters (Figure 9). Table 3 summarises the lignite reserves 
estimate for the Lava mine based on the mining operation at the start of 2018. Two scenarios are 
presented based on a different upper limit for ash (50 or 60%). 
 

Table 3. Lava lignite mine reserves at the start of 2018 
 

Ash 50% 
Lignite  
kTonnes 

Ash  
% 

Waste  
m3 x1000 

SR  
m3/t 

Sector Lignite  
kTonnes 

Ash  
% 

Waste  
m3 x1000 

SR  
m3/t 

2,420 34.89 26,623 11.00 
North 986 34.35 8,749 8.88 

Central 643 37.01 5,372 8.36 
South 792 33.84 12,503 15.79 

Ash 60% 
Lignite  
kTonnes 

Ash  
% 

Waste  
m3 x1000 

SR  
m3/t Sector Lignite  

kTonnes 
Ash  
% 

Waste  
m3 x1000 

SR  
m3/t 

3,040 38.85 26,107 8.59 
North 1,056 35.59 8,690 8.23 

Central 962 42.67 5,105 5.30 
South 1,022 38.62 12,311 12.05 
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Figure 9. Optimised pit limits of the Lava lignite mine used to limit the material reported as reserves. 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper discussed most aspects of the application of mine planning software to the 
evaluation of lignite resources and reserves of the Lava lignite deposit in NW Greece. The 
implementation of mine planning software produced results that increased confidence as to the 
available resources, formalised the mine planning procedure, aided the configuration of the mining 
methods applied, and helped in planning future mining operations by developing different mining 
scenarios with speed and clarity. Adopting the discussed approach increased confidence in the 
produced results and reduced the risks associated with the estimates, ensuring all important 
geological controls are considered. The use of a pit optimisation tool helped convert resources to 
reserves with more confidence and in a more standardised fashion that is widely accepted by the 
mining industry. 
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ABSTRACT  

Carbon is a web-based open pit lignite mining management system to assist mining scientists 
and land managers in achieving “best practice” mining outcomes. The Carbon-WebGIS application 
gives the ability to the user to: 1) evaluate mining borehole data, based on specific user criteria, and 
calculate the upper and the bottom lignite surface, 2) print the original and the evaluated borehole 
with depth, 3) produce spatial model of Tonnage distribution and Lignite/Overburden thickness, 
taking into account faults and borehole distribution, 4) calculate volumes of overburden and lignite 
deposits over an area, 5) design open pit and calculate overburden and lignite volume in it, 6) 
produce cross sections over model and/or boreholes, 7) design and edit spatial data of model areas, 
open pit areas and fault structures, 8) export  model data in .grd, .img, .asc format, vector gis data 
in .shp, .dxf format and parametric data in .csv format, and 9) create 2D and 3D maps showing 
lignite with depth, the boreholes, the faults and the open pits. Carbon is created based on Open 
Source architecture, using PostgrSQL/PostGIS, UMN MapServer, GeoExt and OpenLayers for GIS 
data manipulation and 2D map creation, and Three.js for 3D map creation. The Carbon WebGIS 
system can be a powerful tool in Mining Management mechanism. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The modern way of management of the lignite deposits requires concise registration and 
monitoring of the resources at various stages of their exploration and extraction. 

The current paper introduces Carbon, a Web Based open pit lignite mining management 
system to assist mining scientists and land managers in achieving “best practice” mining outcomes. 

Considering the fact of the registered different needs of various geoscientists in an open pit 
system and the need of Map Services via Web Interface, the Carbon WebGIS System was designed 
to match different sets of different user needs. The geodatabase model has been developed using 
UML and the WebGIS system was developed using UMN MapServer [1], an open source tool, with 
integrated PostgreSQL/PostGIS Database System [2] and the possibility of generating and publishing 
WMS, WFS and KML services. PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source object-relational database 
system with over 30 years of active development, while PostGIS is a spatial database extender 
for PostgreSQL, which adds support for geographic objects and raster data allowing location queries 
to be run in SQL. The MapServer and an HTML viewer provide service to users who need GIS 
processing, advanced access to spatial database and also superior functionalities to a state of the art 
level. The Carbon WebGIS system is publicly available through a local network, encompasses all the 
available mining data supporting an active open pit lignite mining area. 

The Carbon WebGIS system is considered as a versatile aspiration tool to manage a mining 
(RDBMS) system online, and make it easily accessible to a variety dedicated users via local network. 
As a matter of fact it provides a superior online tools for Spatial Editing, Mining and Geological 
analysis. The implementation uses open source tools to emphasize the value of the Web based GIS 
technology, its potential application as a valuable tool for resolving open pit mining problems and for 
exploring plans for further extension of a pit layout. 
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2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 

Carbon is a server side application that is served through a web browser to the clients in a local 
network. Only certified users can access the application and there are three levels of users: the 
Administrator, the users with READ+WRITE+DELETE rights and the users with only READ rights. 

Computerized deposit modelling provides a means of managing and mine plan creation. The 
basic strategy involves the creation of a borehole database that includes analytical results for various 
physical and chemical properties of the data to be modelled [3].  

For this purpose, Carbon, includes two main modules: 
- The first one provides the environment for entering borehole data, evaluate the boreholes 

based on specific user criteria, getting a scaled print out of the borehole section, create 
patterns for the geological formations, query the data, import and export ascii data, among 
others.  

- The second module includes all the modelling algorithms using Raster GIS techniques, the 
model creation of the upper and the lower lignite surface, the creation of scaled model and 
borehole cross-sections, the design open-pit and calculate volumes. 

 
2.1. Data Entry 

The main environment of entering the basic borehole data (X,Y coordinates, Z altitude, 
Region, Responsible, Start Date, End Date) resembles a simple spreadsheet, as shown in Figure 1. 
Within this environment analytical tools of SQL can be applied to the data, in order to select only 
these that meet specific user criteria. Selected data can be exported in .csv format or printed. Ascii 
data can also be imported. 

 

 
Figure 22. A spreadsheet like window for entering borehole data. 

 
Detailed cross-section data for each borehole (such us depth, analytical geological formations 

with depth, chemical measurements of ash, dry ash, humidity, etc.) can be entered in similar 
spreadsheet, giving the user useful tools for entering the geological data with depth quickly and 
easily. 

The software includes a library with geological formation patterns, which can be easily applied 
to all borehole data for homogeneity (Figure 2).  
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Figure 23. Library with geological formation patterns. 

 
After the completion of the data entry the user can print out a scaled borehole section (Figure 

3) in a graphical easily readable output of all the borehole data. 
 

 
Figure 24. Detailed borehole section print out. 

2.2. Borehole Evaluation 

The geological reconnaissance of a lignite deposits can be materialized by models of various 
types. Thus, the initial problem relates to the evaluation of the boreholes, based on information 
gathered through geological exploration techniques, of which the boreholes (with their lithological, 
chemical and physical analyses) are the most common sources of information. 

The evaluation of primary lignite borehole data is a process of integrating their layers in 
technically recoverable quantities of lignite and intermediate sterilized. The process is based on 
specific rules that have emerged as a result of the constraints set by the exploitation methods, the 
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technical properties of the machinery used, the exploitation requirements of the lignite deposits and 
the environmental constraints. 

The parameters used by Carbon in order to evaluate the borehole data are shown in Figure 4 
and is a result of thorough discussion with the geologist scientists of Lignite Center of Western 
Macedonia, Greek Public Power Corporation. 

 

 
Figure 25. Criteria for the Evaluation process 

 
The Evaluation process starts by characterizing the borehole layers as ‘Sterile’ based on the 

Ash Content and the layer thickness. If this ‘Sterile’ layer has thickness larger than a specific limit 
then this layer is characterized as ‘Interruption Sterile Layer’.  

Afterwards, it temporarily iterates through the layers into extractable lignite portions and 
intermediate sterile. In order to achieve this, the software creates blocks of layers between the 
‘Interruption Sterile Layers’ and after removing the corresponding thickness from the roof and floor 
layer of the block due to loss, proceeds to calculate the weighted average values of the moisture, ash 
and net calorific value (NCV) of the block, based on following equations: 

 
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴ℎ = ∑[𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴ℎ(𝑖𝑖)∗𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑖𝑖)∗𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖)]

∑[𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑖𝑖)∗𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖)]
                                  (1) 

 
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵𝐵 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = ∑[𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡𝑦𝑦(𝑖𝑖)∗𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑖𝑖)∗𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖)]

∑[𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑖𝑖)∗𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖)]
                    (2) 

 
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁 = ∑[𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁(𝑖𝑖)∗𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑖𝑖)∗𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖)]

∑[𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑖𝑖)∗𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖)]
                                                   (3) 

 
𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 𝑤𝑤𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴ℎ𝐻𝐻 = ∑[𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑖𝑖)∗𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖)]

∑[𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑖𝑖)]
                                        (4) 
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𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝑎𝑎𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝐴𝐴𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝐵𝐵 𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻 𝑤𝑤𝐴𝐴𝐻𝐻𝐴𝐴ℎ𝐻𝐻 = ∑[𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑖𝑖)∗𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑑𝑦𝑦 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑤𝑤ℎ𝑡𝑡(𝑖𝑖)]

∑[𝑡𝑡ℎ𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴(𝑖𝑖)]
                         (5) 

 
If the resulting values of Average Block Ash and Block Thickness satisfy the user constraints 

then the block is characterized as Lignite and proceeds to the calculation of final block ash, humidity 
and net calorific value (NCV). If the block does not meet the criteria then the bottom layer of the 
block is removed and the process is repeated until the block meets the criteria. If finally, the block 
results with one layer, which does not meet the criteria, then it is characterized as Sterile and the 
evaluation process continues with the next block. 

An example of the print out of an evaluated borehole section is shown in Figure 5. In this 
figure, the quality of the blocks based on the dry ash content [4] is shown with different colors: 

- Category A, with dry ash up to 20.7% (green). 
- Category B, with dry ash between 20.7% and 30% (light green). 
- Category C, with dry ash between 30% and 35% (orange). 
- Category D, with dry ash between 35% and 45% (red). 
 

 
Figure 26. Evaluated borehole section. 

 
When the whole evaluation process finishes, the software calculates, for each borehole, the 

lignite thickness, the upper sterile thickness, the middle sterile thickness, the upper and the bottom 
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lignite surface, the normalized average ash, the normalized average humidity, the normalized 
average NCV and the Exploitation Ratio. These data can be exported in ascii .csv format. 

 
2.3. Map Creation 

All spatial data, such us administrative borders, buildings, infrastructure, environmental 
protected areas, digital elevation models, orthophoto maps, etc., as well as borehole locations and 
faults are drawn on a 2D Map (Figure 6). Carbon includes various powerful tools for manipulation 
the spatial data: 

 
- Parametric selection of spatial data based on SQL queries. 
- Spatial selection of data on the map. 
- Zoom to selected data. 
- Export the selected spatial data in .shp or .dxf format. 
- Import spatial data in .shp format and save them in geodatabase. 
- Draw on the map points, lines and polygons, using cad like tools. 
- Apply snapping tools while drawing. 
- Modify spatial geometries, such as move, rotate, scale. 
- Get information and modify the vertex coordinates of a geometry. 
- Apply spatial geotools to polygons, such as split, merge, intersect, clip, buffer. 
 

 
Figure 27. WebGIS Map environment of Carbon for drawing, editing and modelling spatial data, using advanced 

geospatial tools. 

 
2.4. Modelling 

‘Modelling’ refers to the process of creating 2D or 3D arrays of estimations. Various 
Geostatistical simulation algorithms have been used in geology and mining engineering to assess the 
uncertainty at un-sampled locations and to develop models of the continuity of variables. Carbon 
uses the evaluated borehole data in order to produce interpolated continuous surfaces of Lignite 
Upper Surface, Lignite Bottom Surface, Lignite, Sterile and Overburden Thickness, as well as 
Tonnage.  
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Powerful WebGIS tools (as discussed in the previous section) give the ability to the user to 
draw, edit on the 2D Map and finally save in the geodatabase a polygon (Model Polygon), including 
the evaluated borehole data to be modelled. This polygon is used as a border limit for creating the 
interpolated surfaces. In a similar way, faults can be drawn or imported on a map and saved in the 
geodatabase. 

 Each Model Polygon area is joined with a Digital Elevation Model, which can be imported 
as .img or created within the Carbon software using X, Y, Z point data. 

The algorithm used for interpolation is the Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) to a Power with 
a smoothing factor (Equation 6). IDW interpolation weights the data based on the assumption that 
values that are close to one another are more similar than those that are farther apart. The measured 
values closest to the prediction location will have more influence on the predicted value than those 
farther away based on the weighting power. The greater the weighting power, the less effect have 
points far from the prediction location during interpolation. IDW method produces a ‘bull’s-eye’ 
effect around the predicted values. In order to reduce this effect Carbon uses the Smoothing 
parameter. IDW method is an exact interpolator, when Smooth parameter equals zero, and needs 
good distribution of the original data. Carbon takes into account the existing faults during the 
Interpolation, as hard breaklines. 

 

𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 =

� 𝑍𝑍𝑍𝑍

�𝑑𝑑𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑2+𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ2
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑛𝑛

𝑍𝑍=1

� 1

�𝑑𝑑𝑍𝑍𝑑𝑑2+𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠ℎ2
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃

𝑛𝑛

𝑍𝑍=1

                                                                                         (6) 

 
where: 

• dij is the distance of each cell of the interpolated surface from each borehole,  
• zi is the value of the borehole parameter to be evaluated and  
• Vij is the predicted value. 

 
All the model parameters are specified by the user (Figure 7), such as the raster Columns, 

Rows, the Cellsize, the Power and the Smooth parameter of the IDW interpolation method and the 
maximum borehole data to use at each interpolation location. Carbon makes an original estimation of 
the raster properties (rows, columns, cellsize) based on the distribution of the borehole data that fall 
within the Model Polygon area. 
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Figure 28. Specification of model parameters. 

 
Carbon adds the produced interpolated surfaces on the map (Figure 8), giving the ability to the 

user either to print it or to export it, in various formats (.grd, .img, .asc), while the calculated 
volumes of overburden, lignite and middle sterile are saved in the geodatabase and joined with the 
Model Polygon (Figure 9). 

 

 
Figure 29. Interpolated surface of lignite tonnage drawn with transparency on the map. 
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Figure 30. Volumes of Tonnage, Overburden, Middle Sterile and Lignite calculated for each Model. 

 
2.5. Cross-sections 

Geological cross-sections along a profile is widely used by geologists in order to interpret the 
horizontal and the vertical continuation of the geological formations and structures. 

Scaled vertical cross-sections can be generated by Carbon, simply by drawing a line on the 
map. Cross-sections can be created by using either the model (Figure 10) or the boreholes (Figure 
11). 

 

 
Figure 31. Model cross-section along a profile drawn on map. 

 

 
Figure 32. Borehole sections along a profile drawn on map. 

 
2.6. Pit Design 

Open-pit planning and design is a decision-making process that leads to a realistic and 
actionable plan to profitably harvest mineral resources. Planning can be carried out for a wide range 
of time periods, from the very short (e.g., the next shift of mining activities) to the very long (e.g., 
the profitable extraction over the complete life of the mine). Carbon focuses in pit design in order to 
calculate lignite volumes in it very easily and quickly for a step by step mining activity. The only 
user task is to draw a polygon on the map (Pit polygon) and define the digital elevation model that 
will be used for the pit creation. Dynamic editing allows for fast manipulation of pit design and 
reduces design time significantly. Parameters can be changed easily for fast configuration and 
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reconfiguration to consider various approaches. The geometry of the pit is defined by the following 
parameters: 

 

 
 

Figure 33. Parameters for open pit creation. 

 
Carbon creates the open-pit taking into account the digital elevation model, creates the upper 

and the bottom lignite surface within the pit and calculates the volumes of overburden, middle sterile 
and lignite deposits, based on the pit geometry. The digital elevation of the pit is added on the map 
(Figure 13) and all the raster data can be exported as .img, .grd, .asc, while the design contour lines 
can be exported as .shp, .dxf. 

 

 
Figure 34. Digital elevation of the open-pit shown with transparency on the orthophoto map. 

  
There is also an option to calculate the lignite volumes between the batches, where Carbon 

models the distribution of lignite and sterile thickness, as derived from the borehole data, taking into 
account the pit geometry. 

 
2.7. 3D Models 

Carbon uses the most advance technology in order to create and serve through web the 3D 
distribution of borehole data. More specifically, it uses the Three.js JavaScript library [5], based on 

Bench Height

Slope
angle

Ramp
Width
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the WebGL technology. Three.js allows the creation of Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) without 
relying on proprietary browser plugins. This is possible thanks to the advent of WebGL. 

The modelled data of upper and lower lignite surface are used in order to create the 3D 
surfaces as shown in Figure 14 and Figure 15. The user can move, rotate and zoom on the 3D plot. 
Additionally tools give user the ability to exaggerate the z value, make visible/invisible or 
transparent the surfaces and the faults and create 3D cross sections. 

 

 
Figure 35. 3D plot of Digital elevation model (gray), upper lignite surface (yellow) and bottom lignite surface (black). 

Faults are drawn with orange color. 

 

 
Figure 36. 3D Plot of the open-pit (red) with the upper and bottom lignite surfaces. 

 
Carbon also creates 3D model of the Dry Ash and the Net Calorific Value using 3D IDW 

interpolation method. These data can be drawn on a 3D plot (Figure 16) and colorized based on their 
values. Specific values can be isolated by the user, as shown in Figure 17, making it easier to 
interpret the borehole data. 
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Figure 37. 3D Plot of Dry Ash distribution. 

 

 
Figure 38. Isolation of specific Dry Ash values in the 3D Plot. 

 
3. CONCLUSION 

Operational mines have long used GIS, but in specific areas, such as environment monitoring 
and management, as well as geotechnical engineering. More recently, GIS’s functionalities has 
become much broader, leading to the mining industry to adopt GIS in operational studies and 
management.  

More specifically, the exploitation of lignite deposits requires the interpretation of research 
boreholes, the creation of representative models, involving their lithological, structural, geometrical 
and chemical characteristics. Thus, the modelling of the geometry and extend of lignite deposits as 
well as its volume calculation are fundamental in managing lignite open-pits. This can only be 
achieved through a spatial decision support system. The construction of this spatial system demand 
the integration of the following [6]: 

- A database management systems (RDBMS). 
- A digital cartographical representation of data. 
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- A mathematical model to describe all relevant physical phenomena derived from choices 
taken during the planning process. 

 
Carbon software provides advanced editing capabilities to store, manipulate and evaluate 

borehole data, model the upper and lower lignite surface, design open-pits, fast and easy and finally, 
generate multiple 2D and 3D outputs quickly for various options analysis. The user-friendly interface 
and simplified menus require minimal training. 

 
Summarizing, the main functionalities of Carbon-WebGIS are: 

• Store and manipulate mining borehole data. 
• Evaluate mining data. 
• Plot original and evaluated borehole data with depth in scaled sections. 
• Model the tonnage distribution, upper surface and bottom lignite surface, lignite-sterile 

and overburden thickness, taking into account the faults. 
• Calculate volumes over the model area. 
• Design open pit structures and calculate volumes in it. 
• Create cross section over a model area and along mining boreholes as well. 
• Design and edit spatial data of model areas, open pit areas and fault structures. 
• Create 3D plots with boreholes, digital elevation models, model areas and open pits 

with the ability to rotate, zoom, scale and create 3D cross-sections. 
• Produce and print sophisticated 2D maps. 

. 
The more advanced capabilities can be integrated within a Holistic Decision Support System in 

order to produce a final Mining Declaration Management mechanism for the absolute, rational and 
more productive way of acting in open pit mining processes. 
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ABSTRACT  

One of the most important aspects in mine planning is the selection and dimensioning of 
equipment as it has a tremendous impact on the economics of the mining operation. At this stage, 
mine planners have to set up a philosophy how to mine, meaning either to use discontinuously or 
continuously operating equipment. In soft rock deposits the use of continuously operating equipment 
is already state-of-the-art, whereas it is not in medium hard rock. In the latter case truck and shovel 
operations are more common today, though the decision is not driven by economics but the degree of 
higher flexibility and lower initial investment. Another fact is the industry wide acceptance of this 
technology. But, there seems to be change in mindset as mining companies have to cope with stricter 
regulations concerning environmental factors. At this point, electrically driven and continuously 
operating equipment can make use of their inherent advantages. 

This paper presents application potentials for continuous cutting, crushing and conveying 
systems. The evaluation methodology is a scenario-based comparison. Therefore, BARRACUDA®-
type bucket wheel excavators, fully-mobile and semi-mobile In-Pit Crushing and Conveying 
systems, as well as discontinuous truck and shovel operations are compared against each other. A 
hypothetical mine cross-section is the basis of research and data is derived from literature, empirical 
values and project work. The results show application limits of abovementioned systems and outline 
potentials in cost effectiveness. In addition, it is the aim of the investigation to help mine planners in 
equipment selection and system process development. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the most important aspects in mine planning is the selection and dimensioning of 
equipment as it has an enormous impact on the economics of the mining operation. A pre-requisite is 
that mine planning has already defined pit geometries, pushback sequences and production rates. An 
initial evaluation of operational requirements will narrow the amount of applicable systems. 
However, every trade-off feasibility study ends up in CAPEX, OPEX and total cost of ownership 
(TCO) evaluation by means of one of several discounted-cash-flow methods. CAPEX and OPEX are 
likely to be estimates and the sensitivity of the system to operational variables affects the accuracy of 
these estimates and hence the project feasibility [1,2]. This is especially relevant for tailor-made 
continuous mining systems. 

Besides the conventional truck and shovel operation, the excavation process can be done by 
using bucket wheel excavators (BWE) connected to belt conveyors for material transportation, in soft 
rock mines. In hard rock mines, excavation can be realized by implementing an in-pit crushing and 
conveying system (IPCC) with a primary crushing stage located very close to the mining face inside 
the pit. A rather new type of technology is the BARRACUDA®-type bucket wheel excavator which 
is able to cut rock with a uniaxial compressive strength between to 50 and 80 MPa. In reality there is 
not always a strict separation of soft rock and hard rock deposits and different types of material have 
to be handled in most mines.  
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A holistic mine and equipment planning approach is necessary to enable a hybrid mining 
system using cutting, crushing and conveying technology in one mine. In principle, deposits can be 
exploited using a combination of various excavation technologies [3]. 

The following chapter introduces different continuous mining systems and highlights planning 
aspects when it comes to the combined application of discontinuous and continuous mining systems. 
In the following, a model-based investigation of hybrid mining systems based on different mining 
scenarios is carried out. The paper ends with a case study where all these systems are applied. 

 
2. MINE PLANNING ASPECTS OF HYBRID CUTTING, CRUSHING AND CONVEYING 

SYSTEMS 

Energy efficiency, environmental care and the minimization of operating costs are some of the 
top key figures for mining companies. The major differences with respect to energy efficiency of the 
existing mining technologies are in the energy requirement and the energy supply. Continuous 
mining equipment is electrically powered, while most discontinuous mining equipment is powered 
by diesel engines. The key to electrically powered mining machines is the belt conveying as 
transportation solution on every piece of equipment and from the mining face to the final location. 

The degree of electrification in a mine decreases with the increase of discontinuously mining 
equipment. Fully electrically driven process chains inside the open pit can be realized by a BWE 
with self-propelled, electrically powered crawler undercarriages and subsequent transportation of 
loose material on conveyors. 

The operation of fully mobile crushing plants, close to the mining face, only requires a shovel 
operation but no truck haulage. Big mining shovels are available in electrical versions which can be 
fed by the powering system coming from the mobile crushing plant. 

A further decrease in mine electrification is the result of using an IPCC system with a semi 
mobile crushing plant (SMCP). Here, the material feeding requires a small truck fleet travelling from 
the shovel to the SMCP. Definitely, this system is one of the best choices in deep and narrow hard 
rock mines to guarantee selectivity and flexibility as well as minimizing huge energy (fuel) 
consumption caused by trucks in upward haulage and over long distances. 

 
2.1. Cutting Solutions 

BWEs can manage the sub-tasks loosening and loading in one step, resulting in the 
replacement of a separate shovel extraction by conventional BWE is applied in large size, soft rock 
deposits. They can range from small capacities of around 500 lm³/h in a compact size to giant 
excavators capable of handling huge overburden volumes of up to 19,000 lm³/h (mainly in European 
open pit lignite mines). 

So far, most BWE applications worldwide have been in materials with a compressive strength 
of less than 6 MPa (see Figure 1). thyssenkrupp has designed a specific type of bucket wheel 
excavators for applications in materials of up to 50-80 MPa, the BARRACUDA® (Figure 2). The 
BARRACUDA® is a cutting machine for harder materials with high throughput rates which also 
incorporates the sub-tasks of loosening and crushing of the material. Due to the special cutting 
process, the material is broken into conveyable material size. It thus eliminates drilling and blasting 
which reduces a substantial cost factor in mining operations. [4, 5] 
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Figure 39. Application range of conventional bucket wheel excavators in comparison to the BARRACUDA® 

 

 
Figure 40. BARRACUDA® bucket wheel excavator 

 

2.2. Crushing Solutions 

The essential parts of the crushing solutions are the crushing plants which basically crushes the 
material to a conveyable size. The plant design itself allows the installation of nearly all crusher 
types and sizes, thus soft and hard rock material can be handled (see Figure 3). High-capacity plants 
are in operation worldwide with hourly rates of more than 10,000 tons. 

 

 

Figure 41. Material range of in-pit crushing and conveying systems 

 
Fully-mobile Crushing Plants (FMCP). Crushing systems which totally eliminate the use of 

trucks are realized by electrically driven, crawler mounted mobile crushing plants. There, shovels 
directly load into the feed hopper of the crushing plant. The operational design of these systems 
allows multiple bench operations similar to the operational design of a BWE. The connection to the 
face conveyor is realized directly or by intermediate mobile transfer conveyors. The plants can be 
equipped with high capacity sizers and roll crushers in soft rock applications. In hard rock deposits, 
mobile plants equipped with grizzly plus jaw crusher, as currently realized in a Brazilian iron ore 
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mine (see Figure 4), or with the newly developed eccentric roll crusher (ERC) provide medium 
capacity ranges. 

 

 

Figure 42. Mobile hard rock crushing plant 

 
Semi-mobile Crushing Plants (SMCP). As the mining operation progresses and under 

consideration of an in-pit crushing and conveying system, semi-mobile crushing plants are 
recommended because they can be relocated by transport crawlers. The SMCPs can be applied in 
mine layouts with an irregular shape or in conical deep pits, where selective mining is quality-wise 
required and trucks are the technology of choice due to flexibility reasons. Huge overburden or waste 
masses from soft to hard materials from interwoven parts of the deposit are mostly handled by an 
IPCC system with semi-mobile crushing plants (see Figure 5) and final dumping by a spreader. [6] 
 

 
Figure 43. Semi-mobile crushing plant at YiminHe coal mine 
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2.3. Combining Crushing, Cutting and Conveying Technologies  

In most open pit mining applications, a combination of cutting, crushing and conveying 
technologies could and should be considered. The technology selection is influenced by the geology, 
the size of the mine, the waste ratio, shape and depth of the mineable deposit, the hardness and 
abrasiveness of the materials, the required annual production rates, initial investment, operating costs 
and mine life. 

Design and planning of combined continuously working mining equipment that operates at the 
required production rates, and that meets the numerous site and geological constraints requires an 
integrated approach and solution. The basic requirements for successful implementation and design 
of a hybrid mining system are: 

 
• Knowledge of mine requirements 
• Experience in open pit mine planning of continuous mining systems 

o Initial locations and development of semi-mobile crushing plants 
o Connecting ramp configurations 
o Bench configurations for shiftable face conveyor 
o Incorporating of push-back planning (going deeper) 

• Design and dimensioning of continuous mining equipment 
• Close relationship and interfaces to the mine operators 
• Flexibility in crusher type selection 
• Expertise in designing in-pit and overland conveying systems as well as waste handling 

equipment 
 
Mine development for an ore deposit extending into depth and width likewise with a hybrid 

continuous mining system could be realized with the following steps (exemplary): 
 

1) Box cuts for initial installation of the semi-mobile crushing plants have to be prepared in a short 
time to open up the ore body as soon as possible 
a) Opening up the mine by truck operation with horizontal haul distances to the waste area 
b) Preparation of conveyor ramps and starting dam for spreader by truck haulage 
c) Preparation of crusher pocket locations 

The first step ends with the installation of crushing plants, connecting conveyor and spreader 
equipment for waste handling 
 

2) The mine is expanded in the overlying overburden and the intermediate waste to open and widen 
up the mine for fully mobile continuous mining systems 
a) Benches will be prepared by using truck shuttle to the existing semi-mobile crushing plants 
b) Face conveyor will be installed on the new benches and connected to the existing spreader-

conveyor system 
The step ends with the start of operation in upper layers of either a mobile crushing plant or 
BWE cutting equipment connected to the shiftable face conveyor 
 

3) Depth of mine has reached a reasonable level to install another semi-mobile crushing plant with 
separate conveyor routing to the processing plant for ore only 
 

4) Harder waste layers, deeper in the mine and closer located to the ore body requires drilling and 
blasting but allows mobile crushing equipment connected to face conveyor as well 
a) Similar to the upper layers, face conveyor will be installed and connected to the existing 

spreader 
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b) Bench configurations can be planned in same dimensions as for the upper mining system 
c) Depending on material characteristics in overburden and waste, the operationally similar 

systems of BWE and mobile crushing plant are interchangeable on the different bench levels 
 
In the end, the system can consist of semi-mobile crushing plants, BWEs and fully-mobile 

crushing plants in overburden and waste which are all connected to one single continuously working 
disposal system with conveyors and a spreader. A small flexible truck fleet can support, if required, 
the mining in narrow pit areas or assist in pre-stripping phases close to the topography to equalize 
yearly required stripping ratios. 

 
3. TECHNO-ECONOMIC SIMULATION MODEL 

A dynamic spreadsheet model has been developed for use in early project evaluation studies 
and decision making. The model simulates the abovementioned continuous mining systems including 
the necessary sub-processes drilling and blasting, as well as the discontinuous haulage by trucks. The 
following paragraphs give a detailed explanation of the model structure, outline results and conclude 
the KPI analysis.  

 
3.1. Model Structure 

The simulation structure is schematically shown in Figure 6. The model depends on input data 
and scenarios that have to be developed by establishing scenario-based production flow sheets. The 
accuracy of the details depends on the sub-process. Generally, sub-processes and costs are based on 
equipment cost databases [7], empirical values and project work. Relevant evaluation KPIs are 
generated by the model to allow for a scenario comparison with the respective base case. The truck 
and shovel scenario acts as the base case for this investigation.  

 

 
Figure 44: Model structure 

 
To compare different mining systems, clearly defined system boundaries are necessary. The 

model uses an overall mine cross-section standard, which represents the mine bottleneck (Figure 7). 
That means a plant design for the assumed cross-section can be used for the overall mine life. A 
simplification of the mine is required for the model to be universally applicable. The developed 
scenarios for the mining cross-section are further described in the following section. 
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Figure 45. Schematic isometric view of model mine (it represents scenario 3) 

 
3.2. Scenarios 

This investigation compares in total four different scenarios: 
 

1. Truck and Shovel System 
2. Continuous Overburden System 
3. Combined Cutting and Crushing System 
4. BARRACUDA® System 

 
The following conveyor map shall give an overview of the different scenarios and also about 

the amount of continuous mining equipment in use. The dark lines represent the coal conveyors and 
the blue lines are overburden and interburden conveyors. 
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Figure 46. Conveyor map of different scenarios 

 
The “truck and shovel” scenario simulates a coal mine which only operates trucks for 

overburden and interburden removal as well as coal production. The scenario also entails a coal 
crushing station to enable a valid comparison. 

 
The second scenario “continuous overburden system” operates two parallel FMCPs connected 

to two spreader systems. The coal production and interburden removal is realized by trucks. This 
scenario is commonly applied in deposits with very irregular geology or where geology varies within 
very short distances. As for the previous scenario, a coal crushing station is implemented due to 
comparability. 

 

 
Figure 47. Cross-section of model mine (scenario 2) 

 
The “combined cutting and crushing” scenario introduces a BARRACUDA® system for the 

first layer, a FMCP system for the second layer, a SMCP system which is fed by trucks for the first 
coal seam, for the interburden and partly the second coal seam, and a FMCP for the remaining part of 
the second coal seam. The truck and shovel system in the intermediate part enables the flexibility to 
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selectively mine coal and interburden at the same time, which would be more complicated with a 
FMCP system. 

 

 
Figure 48. Cross-section of model mine (scenario 3) 

 
The “BARRACUDA®” scenario only operates BWEs for overburden and interburden removal 

as well as coal production. BWEs are state of the art in multi-seam coal operations as they can 
selectively mine coal and waste on one bench.  

 

 
Figure 49. Cross-section of model mine (scenario 4) 

 
3.3. Results and Conclusion 

As mentioned in the previous section, the work includes a comprehensive literature review and 
the investigation of four case studies for the application of continuous mining systems in a hard coal 
operation. The approach of the work has been expanded to a more holistic evaluation of mining 
systems to ensure a better transferability to other mine sites. Due to confidentiality agreements with 
the project partners the used numbers are slightly altered. This has no effect on the evaluation as the 
comparisons or the relations are still the same. 
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The following input parameters are used for the simulation: [7, 8, 9, and 10]. 
 

Table 8. Input data 

Input Value Unit 

Overal l  mine data    
Yearly coal production 30.000.000 t/a 
Depth 140 m 
Width o f cut  approx. 1,700 m 
Length o f cut  approx. 2,500 m 
   
Material  propert ies    
Coal  densi ty  1.2 t/m³ 
Waste densi ty  1.9 t/m³ 
   
Working  t ime input    
Hours  per  shi f t  8 h/shift 
Shi f t s  per  day 3 shifts/d 
Days  per  week 7 d/w 
Days  per  year  354 d/a 
Unproduct ive days  (weather ,  e tc . )  7 d/a 
Hol idays  30 d/a 
I l lness  7 d/a 
   
Financials    
Labor  costs  (example.  o f low-wage  country)  15,000 €/a 
Elec tr ici ty costs  0.12 €/kWh 

 
The selected KPIs for evaluation are CAPEX, OPEX, total costs and personnel requirements 

for each case study or mining system. Following simulation results are obtained (Figure 12): 
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Figure 50. Simulation results 

 
Usually continuous mining systems have higher CAPEX. Within this case study CAPEX 

increases of 25%-30% are obvious concerning the Truck and Shovel scenario. Interestingly, the 
BARRACUDA® system (scenario 4) has lower CAPEX than the scenario 3. Main reason is that this 
system only operates with 4 BARRACUDAs® which seems to be realistic since a BWE can 
selectively mine material in one block. OPEX savings of continuous systems are between 10%-50%. 
Total cost savings are between 8%-45% due to the higher capex share in the figure. Personnel 
savings are in the range of 30% and 75%. 

Finally, one can conclude that all continuous mining systems have significantly higher initial 
CAPEX compared to the Truck and Shovel scenario. All other KPIs outline relevant savings. In 
addition, savings drastically increase from scenario 2 to scenario 4; hence with the application level 
of continuous mining systems. 

 
4. CASE STUDY: YIMINHE COAL MINE IN CHINA 

The hard coal open pit mine YiminHe, located in the Inner Mongolia of China, started its 
operation with crushing technology and continuously working conveyor equipment in 2007. A 
shovel-fed fully mobile crushing plant was put into operation connected to a shiftable conveyor 
system and prepared for multiple bench operation in the coal seam by use of two transfer conveyors. 
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The successful implementation of conveyor based equipment with a design capacity of up to 3,500 
tons per hour led to a second in-pit crushing system for coal processing designed in the same 
capacity range but as a semi-mobile plant. 

A further step towards a combined crushing, cutting and conveying approach was the decision 
by China Huaneng Group to order a BARRACUDA® system for overburden. The new system, which 
will start operation in 2019, implements a BWE, combined with a belt wagon, several mine 
conveyors and one large spreader for material disposal of up to 10,000 t/h. YiminHe coal mine is one 
of the large open pits where cutting, crushing and conveying is realized as the key to optimize 
operational costs and simultaneously minimizing the mine’s overall carbon footprint. Figure 13 and 
Figure 14 introduce the delivered and new systems. 

 

 
Figure 51: Overview continuous mining systems at YiminHe mine 

 

 
Figure 52: BARRACUDA® system overview 

 
 
 
 

Overburden Benches: 
1 Set of Bucket Wheel Excavator system, capacity: 6,700 lm3/h

Coal : 2 systems are operating on coal benches:
1 Set of Fully Mobile Crushing Plant, capacity: 3000 t/h
1 Set of Semi Mobile Crushing Plant, capacity: 3000 t/h

Dumping Area: 
1 set of 10,000 t/h Spreader for BWE system

Overburden Benches:

Coal working area

Overburden backfill area
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5. SUMMARY 

Hybrid continuous mining systems are a real alternative for every mining project. A successful 
application requires a detailed mine planning experience and knowledge to handle both, ore and 
waste scheduling over a mine lifetime and on planned production quantities and qualities. Advanced 
mine techniques like using hard rock cutting with proven BWEs minimizes the requirements for 
drilling and blasting. Fully or semi-mobile in-pit crushing plants reduce the need of truck haulage 
significantly leading to cost savings for the mine operator. 

This was valued by using a simplified simulation environment. The results show that while the 
CAPEX are 25-30% higher for continuous mining systems, savings in total costs are ranging 
between 8%-45%. This results from significant savings of 10-50% in OPEX due to the use of 
electrically powered equipment in general and reduced drilling and blasting costs for system 
incorporating the BARRACUDA®. 
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ABSTRACT  

Lignite deposits in Greece of the type consisting of multiple thin lignite layers are traditionally 
estimated using a one-dimensional compositing approach that suffers from large error margins 
particularly in the presence of medium to large tectonism and uneven vertical distribution of lignite 
seams. Each drillhole is evaluated using mining and processing criteria leading to a number of 
mineable lignite “packages”, the sum of which is reported as the total mineable lignite at the drillhole 
horizontal location. The total minable lignite values from the various drillholes are interpolated 
horizontally leading to a two-dimensional model of the mineable lignite parameter. A more advanced 
version of this one-dimensional approach has been applied with improved results in the past. In this 
version, the one-dimensional approach was limited to a single mine bench and repeated separately 
for each bench, thus reducing the scale of potential errors and better approaching the vertical 
distribution of mineable lignite. In effect, each bench was approached as an isolated lignite 
“deposit”, reducing the effects of applying a one-dimensional approach to a 3D modelling problem 
but not making them completely disappear. Lignite deposits, such as the one examined in this paper, 
require the development of a thorough stratigraphic model to allow the reporting of accurate lignite 
resources and form the basis for solid mine planning and lignite reserves calculation. The evaluation 
of mineable lignite using mining and processing criteria can then be applied to modelled raw lignite 
seams leading to an overall three-dimensional model of the deposit that allows accurate lignite 
resources calculation even in the presence of tectonism. This paper presents all three modelling 
approaches through an extensive case study based on part of a real lignite deposit. The effects of 
using each of the approaches are analysed and the benefits of the three-dimensional approach are 
clearly demonstrated. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1. The Modelling Problem and Solution Approaches 

Thin layered lignite deposits (known as Zebra deposits) are commonly modelled using a one-
dimensional compositing approach that suffers from large error margins particularly in the presence 
of medium to large tectonism and uneven vertical distribution of lignite seams. Each drillhole is 
composited using mining and quality criteria forming mineable lignite sections, the sum of which is 
reported as the total mineable lignite at the drillhole horizontal location. The total minable lignite 
values from the various drillholes are interpolated horizontally leading to a two-dimensional grid 
model of the mineable lignite parameter. This approach, even though capable of calculating global 
lignite resources with acceptable accuracy provided a high sample density, it is particularly prone to 
errors in calculating local lignite resources which are necessary for effectively planning and 
scheduling a continuous mining process. Another issue with this approach is the sensitivity of the 
results to potentially incomplete or incorrectly interpreted drillholes that due to the one-dimensional 
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nature of the modelling process can lead to significant errors in the local resource estimates. All this 
uncertainty has led to the use and experimentation with various interpolation algorithms like inverse 
distance and kriging and their parameters, in an effort to improve on the estimates produced by 
bringing the local estimate closer to the single value reported by the closest composited drillhole – 
but the real problem lies in what happens between drillholes.  
 Lignite deposits, such as the one examined in this paper, require the development of a 
thorough stratigraphic model to allow the reporting of accurate lignite resources and form the basis 
for solid mine planning and lignite reserves calculation. Such a stratigraphic model requires the 
painful but irreplaceable step of seam correlation in sections and plans before any compositing of 
mineable lignite takes place. The evaluation of mineable lignite using mining and processing criteria 
can then be applied to modelled raw lignite seams leading to an overall three-dimensional model of 
the deposit that allows accurate lignite resources calculation even in the presence of tectonism. This 
paper presents all three modelling approaches through an extensive case study based on part of a real 
lignite deposit. The effects of using each of the approaches are analysed and the benefits of the three-
dimensional approach are clearly demonstrated. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Location and naming of drillholes and sections used in the study. 
 
1.2. Example Dataset 

Data used to compare the lignite resource modelling approaches in this paper come from an 
exhausted lignite mine in NW Greece. A small area of the mine was selected and a total of 24 
drillholes on a random grid of 5x5 (Figure 1). The model limits cover an area of 1.32km2. The names 
and coordinates of the drillholes were changed for confidentiality purposes. The area topography was 
not used in the study for the same reason – the drillhole collar was taken as the top of overburden 
(excluding drillhole C5). Reported resources were limited only by the study area polygon – no pit 
surface was used in the study. Figure 1 shows the drillhole collar locations in plan view. Drillholes 
were named after their row and column number which correspond to the section names. For 
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example, drillhole A1 appears in Section A and Section I. The 24 drillholes contained a total of 2,950 
original (raw) intervals. The dataset was imported and validated in Maptek Vulcan. 

 
2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPOSITING OF TOTAL DRILLHOLE MINEABLE 

LIGNITE INTERVALS 
 

2.1. Method Analysis 

The method to composite drillhole mineable intervals described in this section is very similar 
to the one applied in Greek lignite deposits [1]. The method used in this paper is using the 
corresponding mineable intervals option in Maptek Vulcan software plus some extra steps before and 
after applying this option to make it more suitable for lignite seams. A comparative study has been 
performed in the past to prove the similarity of the results produced by this approach and the 
software traditionally used for compositing of Greek lignite deposits [2]. The method is applied 
using the following steps: 

 
• Pass 1: The program looks at samples down the hole and classifies each sample as lignite or 

waste based on the ash cutoff value specified.  
• Pass 2: The program combines adjacent samples of lignite and waste to produce runs of pure 

lignite and pure waste.  
• Pass 3: Working from the top of the hole down, the program checks if the waste interval between 

the first lignite run and the subsequent lignite run is shorter than the waste absorption maximum 
length. If the waste length is longer than this limit, then the lignite runs are left as separate 
composites and the waste length from the second lignite run to the third is checked. If the waste 
length is shorter than the limit, then the first lignite run, the waste run and the second lignite run 
are added together, and the resulting ash value is computed. If the ash value is higher than the 
lignite/waste cutoff value, then the lignite and waste runs are left as individual composites and 
the process moves onto the second and third lignite runs. If the resulting ash value is lower that 
lignite/waste cutoff value, then the interval is accepted as a single lignite composite. The waste 
length between this new lignite composite and the subsequent lignite run is then checked, and the 
process described above is repeated.  

• Pass 4: At this stage there are lignite runs that incorporate internal waste where possible and 
whose ash value is below the lignite/waste cutoff value. The procedure continues then to add 
upper and lower waste dilution to these lignite runs. It will add adjacent waste samples up to a 
dilution length specified. It should be noted that this step will not disqualify any lignite runs. 
Roof and floor losses area applied to lignite intervals and respective gains to waste intervals. 

• Pass 5: The final pass checks all resulting lignite runs to see if they are longer than the minimum 
lignite run length. Lignite runs that are shorter than this limit, are reclassified as waste and 
absorbed into the surrounding waste runs. All quality calculations are length weighted. 

 
Figure 2 shows a simplified example of the input (raw) and output (composited) version of a 

drillhole using the mineable intervals compositing method. Lignite and waste raw intervals are 
combined to form mineable lignite or waste composited intervals based on criteria such as minimum 
lignite thickness, maximum waste absorption thickness, mineable lignite ash upper limit (cutoff) and 
mineable lignite roof and floor losses and dilution.  
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Figure 2. Simplified example of raw lignite and waste intervals (a) and composited mineable lignite and waste intervals 

(b). 

 
2.2. Compositing 

Applying this method to the 24 drillholes of the example dataset led to the generation of 1,016 
composited mineable intervals of lignite and waste from the 2,950 raw intervals. The generated 
composites table was added to the original drillhole database. Figure 3 presents the output of each of 
the five passes of the mineable intervals compositing method on part of a drillhole from the dataset. 
Lignite intervals at each pass are coded as CO. Waste horizons are coded as WASTE after the first 
pass. Only part of the drillhole is shown due to space limitations. The total length (thickness) of 
mineable lignite per drillhole was calculated next. This was stored together with other information 
such as the top and bottom depth of mineable lignite in a formatted text file. The file contained 
information on the thickness and depths of overburden and midburden. These files were used to 
calculate and locate lignite resources within the study area limits. A 0.5m minimum mineable lignite 
thickness and 0.3m waste thickness was applied. The maximum ash content for lignite was set to 
36% and the roof and floor losses for lignite were 0.1m. 
 
2.3. Resource Modelling 

Using the information contained in the formatted text files for the thickness, roof and floor of 
the mineable lignite and the corresponding values for overburden and midburden, grid models were 
generated using the inverse distance weighting method. The power of 1 for inverse distance was used 
for the roof and floor models, while the power of 2 was used to model thicknesses. Figure 4 shows 
section C – the overburden is clearly displayed as a single layer, while lignite and midburden are 
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shown together. The absence of seam correlation means that it is not possible to display (and model) 
lignite seams as separate layers in section. 

 

 
 
Figure 3. Example of drillhole composited with the 5-pass mineable interval compositing method – interval type changes 

from one pass to another are shown in light green and interval length changes in light blue. 
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Figure 4. Section C showing composited drillholes and modelled overburden (brown), lignite roof and floor surfaces 

(black). Drillhole C5 is not used for the modelling of overburden roof and thickness. 

 
As lignite seams are not correlated, we rely on the total mineable lignite thickness model for 

resource estimation. Stripping ratio is also calculated using the total overburden and midburden 
thickness models. Calculating lignite resources per bench is based on the total mineable 
midburden/lignite ratio and the thickness of their sum (lignite plus midburden) inside each bench. 
The same midburden/lignite ratio is effectively applied to all benches, with the only possibly varying 
parameter being the thickness of the mineable lignite plus midburden. For benches being totally 
enclosed in the area between the roof and floor of mineable lignite, this parameter is constant, 
leading to equal resources being reported in these benches.  
 
3. ONE-DIMENSIONAL COMPOSITING OF DRILLHOLE MINEABLE LIGNITE 

INTERVALS PER BENCH 
 

3.1. Method Analysis 

The second approach considered is based on the 5-pass compositing method discussed in the 
previous section but adds an extra pass where the produced lignite and waste composite intervals are 
split and coded based on surfaces corresponding to mining benches (Figure 5). The height of the 
benches can be constant or different between benches, and essentially controls the vertical resolution 
of the calculation. As the interval splitting takes place after any quality and thickness-based 
classification to lignite or waste, the added sixth pass does not reduce the total mineable lignite of a 
drillhole produced by the previous method. It simply distributes the mineable lignite and waste to 
separate benches allowing the more accurate calculation of resources per bench. Mineable lignite or 
waste composite intervals vertically crossing the floor of a bench are split in two components, each 
coded according to the bench volume they belong to (e.g. CO560, CO570, etc.). This approach was 
used in the lignite resources estimation and mine planning study of the South Western Field (Public 
Power Corporation of Greece) in 2009 [3].  

 
3.2. Compositing 

The 1,016 mineable lignite and waste composite intervals from the previous method were 
intersected with bench surfaces every 10m vertically (pass 6). This led to the generation of 1,404 
new composites that were stored in a separate table of the database. Figure 6 shows how this was 
done on the same part of the drillhole presented in Figure 3.  
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Figure 5. Splitting and coding of mineable lignite and waste intervals per bench. 
 

The total length (thickness) of mineable lignite per drillhole and bench was calculated next. 
This was stored together with other information such as the top and bottom depth of mineable lignite 
inside each bench in separate formatted text files – one per bench. The files contained information on 
the thickness and depths of overburden and midburden in each bench. These files were used to 
calculate and locate lignite resources within the study area limits for each bench. 
 
3.3. Resource Modelling 

The same process followed in the previous method, was applied in the case of mineable lignite 
composites per bench. The formatted text files were used to generate grid models of the roof, floor 
and thickness of mineable lignite, overburden and midburden. This time, there were several models 
corresponding to the different benches, and resources were calculated per bench using the 
composited mineable thicknesses per bench. There was no need to use the waste to lignite ratio to 
calculate resources per bench, as the mineable overburden, midburden and lignite thicknesses were 
calculated directly for each bench using values related to each bench. 

The horizontal extents of mineable lignite in each bench had to be considered during 
modelling. Vertical variations in lignite density meant that not all drillholes contained mineable 
lignite in each bench. This was addressed by applying polygonal masks to the grid models, limiting 
their horizontal extents as shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 6. Example of drillhole composited with the 6-pass mineable interval per bench compositing  
method. In pass 6, the evaluated intervals or split and coded using bench surfaces. 

 
 

Litho Length Ash Litho Length Ash Litho Length Ash
AL 3.70 100.00
CO 0.50 46.50
MR 0.60 100.00
AL 2.40 100.00
AL 0.60 100.00
CO 0.60 38.50
MR 0.80 100.00
CO 0.60 45.10
AL 1.00 100.00
MR 0.90 100.00
CO 0.40 36.20
MR 0.50 100.00
CO 1.20 30.90 CO 1.00 30.90 CO 560 1.00 30.90
MR 2.60 100.00 WASTE 2.80 100.00 WASTE 560 2.80 100.00
CO 0.40 35.80
CO 1.70 25.20
MR 0.70 100.00 WASTE 0.90 100.00 WASTE 560 0.90 100.00
CO 0.60 23.00 CO 560 0.70 9.90
CO 0.60 22.70 CO 550 0.30 9.90
MR 0.50 100.00
CO 1.40 36.00
MR 0.50 100.00
CO 1.60 40.90
MR 1.00 100.00
CO 0.40 40.60
AL 0.90 100.00
CO 1.30 34.40 CO 1.10 34.40 CO 550 1.10 34.40
MR 0.30 100.00 WASTE 0.50 100.00 WASTE 550 0.50 100.00
CO 0.50 35.90
CO 1.00 25.30
MR 1.30 100.00 WASTE 550 0.30 100.00
MR 6.10 100.00
CO 0.60 23.30
MR 0.50 100.00
CO 0.50 28.60
CO 0.80 27.60

WASTE 540 0.50 39.60
WASTE 530 0.90 39.60

CO 1.20 33.50 CO 1.00 33.50 CO 530 1.00 33.50
MR 0.40 100.00 WASTE 0.60 100.00 WASTE 530 0.60 100.00
CO 1.40 22.70
CO 0.20 17.80
MR 0.20 100.00
CO 0.25 18.00
MR 0.75 100.00 WASTE 0.95 100.00 WASTE 530 0.95 100.00
CO 0.80 21.20
CO 0.80 32.90
CO 0.40 25.80
MR 0.20 100.00 WASTE 0.30 100.00 WASTE 530 0.30 100.00

Original Pass 5
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Figure 7. Section C showing composited drillhole intervals per bench and modelled mineable lignite roof and floor 

surfaces per bench (black). 

 

4. THREE-DIMENSIONAL MINEABLE LIGNITE COMPOSITING OF CORRELATED 
LIGNITE SEAMS 
 

4.1. Lignite Seam Correlation 

The last method considered in our study was based on the geological analysis, correlation and 
modelling of the original (raw) lignite seams. The lignite seams were examined in cross sections and 
were manually correlated by selecting the drillhole intervals considered to belong to a particular 
seam and coding an appropriate seam field in the database. This was a fairly difficult and time-
consuming process, the results of which were based to some degree on the geologist’s interpretation. 
Figure 8 shows a drillhole section with the seam correlation stored in the database. This type of 
section helps to visualise the way correlation works before actual modelling of the seams. The 
software automatically links intervals with the same seam code between successive drillholes in a 
linear fashion aiding the user during correlation. A colour legend helps distinguish between seams as 
in our case there were so many that the section would become very confusing to the eye. Linking of 
correlated seams is not allowed through drillholes that don’t contain them. Two characteristic marl 
horizons were used to group the lignite layers in upper and lower horizons. Upper horizons were 
numbered upwards (lowest one being U1) and lower horizons were named downwards (top one 
being L1). There was no particular reason for this convention other than the need to have a standard 
convention between drillholes. Horizon splits were named after the merging horizon e.g. splits U8A, 
U8B and U8C merge to U8 (Table 1). 

All lignite seam codes and related splits were stored in a special database table and field to be 
used for structural modelling of the seams. A horizon list (table) was also stored for reference by 
other functions of the software. The horizon list should only contain stratigraphy that will be 
modelled. It is important to list the horizons in proper stratigraphic order with the first horizon being 
the uppermost deposit and the last horizon being the bottom of the modelling area of interest. The 
smallest split is defined in the Child Split column. Child splits are merged into larger horizons until 
the parent horizon is reached on the right side of the table. Horizons with no splitting are also listed 
in the Child Split column. Table 1 shows the horizon list and splits for our case study. The table is 
split in two parts – one for the upper horizons and one for the lower. 

There were cases of very thin seams that existed in only one drillhole and a drillhole that was 
missing most of the upper lignite seams (C5). These and other stratigraphy issues were resolved 
using a special operation of Maptek Vulcan called FixDHD which we discuss in the following 
section. FixDHD is one of the first steps in the modelling procedure called Integrated Stratigraphic 
Modelling (ISM). 
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Figure 8. Section C showing drillhole database correlation – child splits are not shown linked to merge horizons. 
 
4.2. Validating and Fixing Seam Correlation 

Data for stratigraphic modelling, as in our case study, is provided from a drillhole database, 
with the horizons of interest noted. It is rarely possible to clearly identify all horizons in every hole. 
This may be due to: 

• The geological nature of the deposit being drilled. 
• Biases introduced when planning the drilling program. 
• Poor logging practice. 
• Lost data. 

 
Our dataset, even though being limited to a small area of a much larger deposit and consisting of 
only 24 drillholes, presented the following data collection issues that need to be addressed: 

• Short holes, which are not deep enough to include all horizons of interest or have a collar 
lower than the original topography surface. 

• Difficulty determining the position of missing horizons that have thinned to zero thickness. 
• Issues determining the position of daughter horizon boundaries within their merged parent 

horizon. 
 

FixDHD was called to check the correlated lignite stratigraphy and fix possible problems. 
Several problems were initially identified that were stopping FixDHD from resolving the issues. 
These were problems related to the way correlation was coded (e.g. wrong seam sequence or seams 
existing in only one drillhole). In every trial run, FixDHD produced a detailed log file that explained 
the issues and suggested ways to resolve them. Once these problems were addressed, FixDHD 
produced a fixed version of the lignite stratigraphy table in the database. Table 2 shows how this 
table looks for drillhole C5. 

The horizons are shown from top to bottom in the fixed table. As drillhole C5 was missing the 
top part of stratigraphy, several intervals were interpolated by FixDHD above its collar, shown with 
a negative From and To relative depth. Intervals interpolated or otherwise fixed by FixDHD are 
flagged with an F next to the column that was fixed (from, to, or thickness). Intervals unaltered by 
FixDHD are flagged DB. The final Flag column summarises the changes associated with an interval. 
For example, an interval with the original From value (column FF = DB) and a fixed To value 
(column TF = F) will have a final flag DBF (column Flag). Intervals with no changes are highlighted 
with light green colour in the table. FixDHD applies statistical modelling techniques to restore 
missing or unavailable data from the stored stratigraphy and manipulates the available data to meet 
required criteria for modelling. If the data is not enough to apply this techniques, less rigorous 
stacking methods are used. Similar changes to those shown for C5 took place in other drillholes, 
leading to a fixed correlation that could be effectively modelled. 
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Table 1. Finalised lignite horizon table showing how horizon splits are joined to form larger horizons based on the 
drillhole database correlation. 
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4.3. Structural Modelling 

Once the fixed lignite stratigraphic table was produced, structural modelling of the lignite 
seams could be performed. Seam existence limits were generated to control the horizontal area of the 
seams of the fixed lignite intervals. The same interpolation method was used (inverse distance 
weighting with a power of one) as in the previous methods discussed in this paper for consistency. 
Grid models for the roof, floor and thickness of each seam were generated and masked with the 
corresponding seam limits. Figure 9 shows Section C with the modelled seams. It should be noted 
that no minimum seam thickness or quality criteria have been applied up to this stage. After roof and 
floor models for each horizon were created, thickness grids were automatically generated between 
adjacent pairs of surfaces. Every node in each thickness grid was forced to a value of zero or greater, 
which insured that no horizons cross each other. Should a horizon cross its neighbour, either the floor 
was forced to the roof position, or the roof was forced to the floor position. 
 
4.4. Compositing and Quality Modelling 

For each of the modelled seams, it was necessary to generate corresponding quality grids, one 
for each of the quality parameters (ash, moisture, calorific value). Inverse distance weighting to the 
power of two was used to interpolate composited quality values (single value per seam and drillhole) 
to the respective grid models. Figure 10 shows ash contour maps from some lignite seams. 
Estimating quality parameters separately for each seam leads to a much more detailed quality model 
than the previous two methods and allows the application of quality mineability criteria in three 
dimensions instead of one. 
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Table 2. Fixed lignite stratigraphy of drillhole C5 – fixed intervals are flagged F, while original are flagged DB. 
 

Horizon Merge From FF To TF Thickness TKF Sthickness Flag 
CO_U14 CO_U14 -28.812 F -28.444 F 0.368 F 0.368 FF 
CO_U13 CO_U13 -25.098 F -24.712 F 0.386 F 0.386 FF 
CO_U12 CO_U12 -23.462 F -22.913 F 0.548 F 0.548 FF 
CO_U11 CO_U11 -21.004 F -20.104 F 0.901 F 0.901 FF 
CO_U10 CO_U10 -18.983 F -18.61 F 0.372 F 0.372 FF 
CO_U9C CO_U9 -18.61 F -18.489 F 0.121 F 0.121 FF 
CO_U9B CO_U9 -18.197 F -17.676 F 0.521 F 0.521 FF 
CO_U9A CO_U9 -17.204 F -16.629 F 0.575 F 0.575 FF 
CO_U8C CO_U8 -15.355 F -14.961 F 0.393 F 0.393 FF 
CO_U8B CO_U8 -14.961 F -14.765 F 0.197 F 0.197 FF 
CO_U8A CO_U8 -14.765 F -13.388 F 1.376 F 1.376 FF 
CO_U7 CO_U7 -12.563 F -11.367 F 1.196 F 1.196 FF 
CO_U6 CO_U6 -8.944 F -7.807 F 1.137 F 1.137 FF 

CO_U5H2 CO_U5H -6.112 F -4.753 F 1.358 F 1.358 FF 
CO_U5H1 CO_U5H -3.258 F -2.392 F 0.866 F 0.866 FF 

CO_U5 CO_U5 -1.86 F -1.86 F 0 F 0 FF 
CO_U4 CO_U4 -1.347 F -0.523 F 0.823 F 0.823 FF 
CO_U3 CO_U3 1 DB 2 DB 1 DB 1 DBDB 
CO_U2 CO_U2 3.8 DB 4.4 DB 0.6 DB 0.6 DBDB 
CO_U1 CO_U1 5 DB 9.3 DB 4.3 DB 4.3 DBDB 
CO_L1 CO_L1 20.1 DB 20.8 DB 0.7 DB 0.7 DBDB 
CO_L2 CO_L2 22.1 DB 23 DB 0.9 DB 0.9 DBDB 
CO_L3 CO_L3 23.8 DB 25.4 DB 1.6 DB 1.6 DBDB 

CO_L4A CO_L4 26.8 DB 29.518 F 2.718 F 2.718 DBF 
CO_L4B CO_L4 29.518 F 30.963 F 1.445 F 1.445 FF 
CO_L4C CO_L4 30.963 F 35 DB 4.037 F 4.037 FDB 
CO_L5 CO_L5 36.25 DB 39.5 DB 3.25 DB 3.25 DBDB 
CO_L6 CO_L6 42.6 DB 43.5 DB 0.9 DB 0.9 DBDB 
CO_L7 CO_L7 45 DB 46.5 DB 1.5 DB 1.5 DBDB 

CO_L8A CO_L8 48.4 DB 48.659 F 0.259 F 0.259 DBF 
CO_L8B CO_L8 48.659 F 49.351 F 0.692 F 0.692 FF 
CO_L8C CO_L8 49.351 F 49.5 DB 0.149 F 0.149 FDB 
CO_L9 CO_L9 49.786 F 49.786 F 0 DB 0 FF 

CO_L10A CO_L10 51 DB 51 F 0 F 0 DBF 
CO_L10B CO_L10 51 F 53 DB 2 F 2 FDB 
CO_L11A CO_L11 54 DB 56.8 DB 2.8 DB 2.8 DBDB 
CO_L11B CO_L11 56.8 DB 59.6 DB 2.8 DB 2.8 DBDB 
CO_L11C CO_L11 59.6 F 59.6 F 0 DB 0 FF 
CO_L12A CO_L12 59.6 DB 67.909 F 8.309 F 8.309 DBF 
CO_L12B CO_L12 67.909 F 70.284 F 2.375 F 2.375 FF 
CO_L12C CO_L12 70.284 F 71 DB 0.716 F 0.716 FDB 
CO_L13A CO_L13 72 DB 73 DB 1 DB 1 DBDB 
CO_L13B CO_L13 73.76 F 73.76 F 0 DB 0 FF 
CO_L13C CO_L13 73.76 F 73.76 F 0 DB 0 FF 
CO_L14 CO_L14 75 DB 77.5 DB 2.5 DB 2.5 DBDB 
CO_L15 CO_L15 82.7 DB 84 DB 1.3 DB 1.3 DBDB 
CO_L16 CO_L16 85 DB 85.4 DB 0.4 DB 0.4 DBDB 
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Figure 9. Section C showing modelled lignite seams – note the interpolated seams above C5 collar. 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Estimated ash maps from some characteristic upper and lower lignite seams. 
 

4.5. Resource Model Development 

The resource model was based on the HARP (Horizon Adaptive Rectangular Prism) structure – 
a type of block model that represents an entire Integrated Stratigraphic Model. The HARP model is 
created directly from grids or faulted triangulations. All quality grids are automatically incorporated. 
A HARP model block contains 5 points in the roof of the block and 5 points in the block floor [4]. 
These points allow vertex angles to fluctuate, which allows the block to conform to structure roof 
and floor grids. HARP models accurately resolve horizons down to a few centimetres of thickness 
without the need to make huge models with extremely small Z sub-blocking. 

All structural and quality grids generated for the modelled lignite seams of our study were used 
to construct a HARP model using the horizontal extents of the considered area. Each HARP block 
was initially coded as lignite or waste and received a seam code based on the formulated horizon list. 
Waste block seam codes had a prefix added to distinguish them from lignite (e.g. BD_L7 for burden 
block above L7). Figure 11 shows two sections through the produced HARP model coloured by ash 
estimates. It is quite clear that the HARP structure allows it to follow precisely the modelled 
stratigraphy. 
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Figure 11. Vertical sections through lignite HARP model and floor of seam CO_13C coloured by ash – vertical scale 
was set to twice the horizontal to show more details. 

 
4.6. Generation of Run-Of-Mine Model 

Run of Mine (ROM) modelling in Maptek Vulcan simulates the way in which material is 
extracted from a stratigraphic deposit. Basic parameters are defined for extraction. The ROM HARP 
model is constructed from the geologic HARP model using three rules, applied to the mine 
modelling process in the following order [5]: 

1. Minimum mining thickness: Any horizon less than this thickness is not mined by itself. 
2. Minimum parting thickness: Any waste material between seams less than this thickness is 

mined with the next seam, resulting in composited seams. Waste material becomes a parting 
in the composited seam. The assumption when using this option is that burden material less 
than this thickness cannot be separated in the pit, so it is mined with the product. However, 
compositing only takes place if the Minimum product to waste ratio is met. 

3. Minimum product to waste ratio: The total product to total waste ratio in a working section 
must be greater than or equal to this ratio. Total waste is defined as all in-seam partings plus 
all between-seam parting. 

 
In our study, the minimum mining thickness was set to 0.5m and the minimum parting thickness was 
set to 0.3m. A 0.1m roof and floor loss was also applied. The following figure compares two sections 
of the original (resource) and ROM HARP model showing the effect of applying mining criteria to 
lignite seams in three dimensions. Parts of seams disappear due to thickness and others get combined 
to form thicker mineable sections. 
 
5. CONCLUSIONS - METHOD COMPARISON 

The three methods compared in this paper were applied to the same dataset, using the same 
mine planning software package. Timewise, the first and simplest method of the three, the 
compositing of mineable of total drillhole mineable lignite intervals, was the fastest to implement 
(couple of hours). The number of drillholes used plays almost no role to the time required by this 
method. It was also very easy to setup and run. The produced models and information take the 
smallest amount of hard disk space. 
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Figure 12. Original resource HARP model section (top) and ROM HARP model section (bottom) showing the changes 

in lignite seams after the application of mining criteria. 
 

The second method, compositing of drillhole mineable lignite intervals per bench, required 
more time than the first method as the process was repeated for each bench considered (4-5 hours 
altogether). It required an extra compositing step to split the composites of the previous method by 
bench, and the development of a more complex reserve model based on sets of grids per bench. As 
all steps are fully automated, this method was still very easy to setup and run. 

The third and most complex method, mineable lignite compositing of correlated seams, 
required correlation of lignite seams between drillholes – a step that took a couple of days to 
complete for the 24 drillholes of our case study dataset. It is quite impossible to estimate how much 
time it would take to correlate 100 drillholes or more as it would depend on other factors such as 
faulting which was not affecting the area considered in this study. Once correlation was complete, 
the other steps took little time to setup and run – a total of 4 hours to get the final ROM HARP model 
after correlation.  

Table 3 below summarises the reserves calculated using each of the three methods. The 
reserves are split by bench, with the waste quantities given in m3 while lignite is given in tonnes 
assuming a 1.2t/m3 specific gravity. Looking at the totals, it is clear that the higher the resolution of 
the calculation (going from method 1 to 3) the lower the reported total lignite. However, looking at 
the individual benches, the only real comparison can be made between method 2 and 3, as the first 
method has no real control of what is reported as bench quantities. Calculating bench reserves using 
method 1 is essentially applying the same stripping ratio on a different lignite plus midburden total to 
derive the individual values. Only overburden can be directly calculated from its modelled floor.  

Both methods 2 and 3 report reasonably distributed quantities per bench, but we can still see 
differences between them. The effect of artificially grouping lignite intervals into bench mineable 
sections leads to a slight overestimation in the lower benches and some underestimation of the upper 
ones compared to the number reported by method 3. These differences would have been much larger 
in the presence of faulting. Comparison of quality parameters estimations gave similar differences. 
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Overall, it became quite clear during this exercise that the time spent in building a complete 
stratigraphic model based on lignite seam correlation is time well spent as it provides all the 
necessary quantity and quality information in three dimensions and to the highest resolution possible 
based on the available data. Any efforts to replace seam correlation and compositing with one-
dimensional compositing of each drillhole separately, lead to over-simplification of geology and 
significant reduction of the effectiveness of mine planning.  

 
Table 3. Summary of bench reserves produced by the three compositing methods. 

 

  1. Total Mineable Thickness 
Compositing 

2. Mineable Thickness Compositing 
per Bench 

3. Compositing of Correlated Lignite 
Seams 

Bench OB CO MB OB CO MB OB CO MB 
650   14,577,846                    -                      -        14,577,846                    -                      -        14,577,846                    -                      -      
640   13,185,074                    -                      -        13,185,074                    -                      -        13,185,074                    -                      -      
630   13,185,074                    -                      -        13,185,074                    -                      -        13,185,074                    -                      -      
620   13,185,074                    -                      -        13,185,074                    -                      -        13,185,074                    -                      -      
610   13,185,074                    -                      -        13,185,074                    -                      -        13,185,074                    -                      -      
600   13,175,050               5,675               5,295      13,055,385             61,243             78,653      13,102,556             31,679             56,119    
590   11,289,779        1,073,032        1,001,102        9,812,684           708,640        2,781,857        9,668,205           764,268        2,879,979    
580     5,184,748        4,529,428        4,225,803        5,001,697        4,646,698        4,311,129        5,129,774        4,260,537        4,504,853    
570     1,325,006        6,714,642        6,264,533        1,592,875        4,864,147        7,538,743        1,508,645        5,063,741        7,456,645    
560          69,358        7,425,533        6,927,771           504,643        4,623,182        8,827,779           498,204        4,839,959        8,653,571    
550                 -          7,464,801        6,964,407                    -          2,092,204      11,441,571                    -          2,162,843      11,382,705    
540                 -          7,464,801        6,964,407                    -          7,802,640        6,682,874                    -          7,884,321        6,614,807    
530                 -          7,464,801        6,964,407                    -          8,664,512        5,964,648                    -          9,472,897        5,290,994    
520                 -          7,464,801        6,964,407                    -          7,465,063        6,964,188                    -          7,836,396        6,654,744    
510                 -          7,464,801        6,964,407                    -          9,209,149        5,510,783                    -          9,691,051        5,109,199    
500                 -          7,464,801        6,964,407                    -        12,940,138        2,401,625                    -        12,230,637        2,221,503    
490                 -          6,726,605        6,275,695                    -          6,531,122        2,979,474                    -          4,900,503        2,928,823    
480                 -          1,425,875        1,330,293                    -          1,393,525        1,013,852                    -             731,332           993,575    
470                 -                   161                 150                    -             106,621             29,975                    -                     53                   11    

Total   98,362,083      72,689,757      67,817,083      97,285,426      71,108,884      66,527,152      97,225,526      69,870,216      64,747,527    
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ABSTRACT  

In the new competitive environment, the surface lignite mining operations face many 
challenges which require the application of appropriate data mining techniques and analysis of all 
available data considering the whole mine life cycle. In this framework, statistical or machine 
learning algorithms can contribute to improve mining operations and increase efficiency and 
competitiveness.  

In this paper, a proposal to implement two significant unsupervised machine learning methods 
and algorithms, the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Clustering, in all phases of surface 
lignite mining operations is presented. 

In the first stage, it is suggested to apply PCA and Clustering in the phase of primary mineral 
deposit investigation. For that reason, data from borehole logs and geophysical exploration, satellite 
images, geological maps, etc. are used in order to determine the type, magnitude and location of the 
future mineral exploration, considering extensions to regions with lack of geological data. 

Furthermore, applications of PCA and Clustering to mine planning phase can contribute to the 
improvement of mine planning efficiency. The segmentation of the whole mining area into 
characteristic operational sectors can be achieved based on PCA and Clustering results. Case studies 
in two surface lignite mines are presented with the use of the clustering method to geographically 
separate the mining regions according to their properties. An advantage of the method is the fast, 
accurate and friendly to user implementation in R code. 

Another application of PCA and clustering refers to the analysis and improvement of the 
operational mining data. An example is provided concerning the actual monthly operational data of a 
continuous surface mining project as explanatory variables. The divergences between scheduled and 
real production indices and characteristic factors are revealed through PCA. 

Finally the application of unsupervised learning techniques to the evaluation of environmental 
impacts of mining activities is also discussed. A case study regarding the lignite bearing fields mine 
water and regional waters relations is additionally presented. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Machine learning is already in use by a variety of industries. Organizations are now forced to 
look deeper into their data to find new and innovative ways to increase efficiency and 
competitiveness. As part of the data mining task, statistical or machine learning algorithms can detect 
patterns in the data and make predictions about new data [1, 2]. Usually these techniques are broadly 
implemented in financial data frames considering different products or companies’ income statement 
elements and balance sheet elements, stock exchanges as well as explanatory variables. The same 
can be done with mining industry companies or units. These applied techniques can potentially have 
a good insight of the market. 

In this work, the application of two significant unsupervised machine learning methods and 
algorithms (PCA and Clustering) in all phases of the mining industry is proposed. In this framework, 
PCA and Clustering it is suggested to be applied in the phase of primary mineral deposit 
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investigation by using data acquisition of borehole logs. The above techniques have already been 
successfully applied in the fields of geophysics, satellite images, geological maps, etc., in order to 
determine many patterns and features. They can also be used to the determination of the type, 
magnitude and location of the geological survey’s future extension to regions with lack of geological 
data. PCA and Clustering techniques are also suitable for the mineral deposit evaluation, geological 
structures recognition and especially precise tectonics detection. 

Nowadays, the geospatial image processing, data analysis and modeling is an international 
trend [3]. It is friendly to user taking advantage of the wide variety of statistical tools to analyze 
raster image using R-code [4]. An example is the evaluation of multi-temporal Landsat-5 and 
Landsat-7 images, SPOT Panchromatic, and Aster data to map the natural environment on a local 
scale, and to assess the impact of mining activities by indicating the changes on land and water 
resources [5]. In this research work, the Self Organizing Map (SOM) Artificial Neural Network 
ANN method was used on the ASTER image in order to categorize all inherent land cover classes of 
the satellite images [5]. The above technique has also been applied for the assessment of vegetation 
changes in Natura 2000 sites in Greece, by using remote sensing data [6]. 

Downscaling by using Artificial Intelligence Neural Network on GRACE data, the estimation 
of the groundwater withdrawals at the aquifer scale has been accomplished [7]. This method can be 
applied for the estimation of the groundwater withdrawals for drainage and agriculture. 

PCA and Clustering methods can also be applied to mine’s exploitation planning phase. More 
analytically, the segmentation of the mine area into Sectors can be achieved based on PCA and 
Clustering results. The main task here is to use the method of clustering to separate geographically 
the regions of Lakkia and Klidi mines according to their properties. We also provide some tools in 
order to verify the fit that corresponds to clustering tending, number of clusters and accurate 
segmentation of the mine area, as well as to interpret the results. The reason that this method is very 
useful lies in the fact that it is applicable by using R code. 

The PCA method could also be applied in the field of ground subsidence investigation, based 
on the geotechnical characteristics of the ground formations, as in the case of Thessaly plane [8].  

Another application of PCA and clustering refers to the analysis and improvement of the 
operational mining data. An example is provided concerning the actual monthly operational data of 
Ptolemais South Field mine regarding the relevant indices as explanatory variables. The divergences 
between scheduled and real production indices and characteristic factors are revealed through PCA. 
The results can lead to appropriate actions and improvements. 

Finally, unsupervised learning techniques have been applied to the assessment of 
environmental impacts related to mining activities. Examples of mine water and regional waters 
considering Megalopolis [9] and South Field lignite fields are presented. 

 
2. METHODOLOGY – MATHEMATICAL BACKGROUND 

 
2.1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 

PCA is a mathematical transformation used for dimension reduction. Each principal 
component corresponds to a group of parameters that contribute strongly to the total variance of the 
data cloud. The big advantage that it carries is that it produces less uncorrelated variables, fact that is 
very useful for many cases e.g. use the components as explanatory variables in a linear regression. In 
fact, PCA rotates the axes so as to get maximum variation, corresponding to maximum meaningful 
information. In reality we could say that PCA is a “let’s take a look from the point of view to 
comprehend better what we really see”. 

Principal component analysis is based on matrices eigenvalues and eigenvectors theory. In this 
framework, it is very useful to observe the loadings (the eigenvectors) of the components in order to 
understand how to interpret what each component denotes. After each individual principal 
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component (axis or factor) fingerprint is determined through its eigenvector, it is easy to distinguish, 
based on the great observations factor score value [10, 11], which of the observations have a certain 
relation with them, according to a specific generation mechanism (factor) that governs their origin 
[9]. The rest of the sampling cloud is considered as not related to this mechanism. 

Assume that we have p explanatory variables X1, … , Xp  that form on k number of 
observations our data matrix X. Let S the Covariance matrix of these variables, i.e.  

 

S=  �
𝐴𝐴11 ⋯ 𝐴𝐴1𝑠𝑠
⋮ 𝑆𝑆 𝐻𝐻, 𝑗𝑗 ⋮
𝐴𝐴1𝑠𝑠 ⋯ 𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠

� where s i,j=Cov(Xi,Xj)     (1) 

 
This p×p matrix is symmetric and therefore the eigenvectors that correspond to the respective 

eigenvalues are orthogonal. This means that if U is the matrix containing the eigenvectors, then 
 

U*UT=I           (2) 
 
By spectral decomposition of a symmetric matrix, we get that: 
 

S=U*Λ*UT           (3) 
 

where Λ is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenvalues: Λ=�
𝜆𝜆1 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 𝜆𝜆𝑠𝑠

�. The matrix Z 

containing the principal components scores will be given by  
 

Z=U*X           (4) 
 
The variance explained by the PC’s are the eigenvalues ordered. For each PC, we may get the 

proportion of variance explained by the formula 
 

Vi =
𝜆𝜆𝑍𝑍

∑ 𝜆𝜆𝑑𝑑
𝑝𝑝
𝑑𝑑=1

 , i=1,…,p         (5) 

 
The first principal component Z.1 absorbs the maximum variance. One safe way to determine 

how many of the Components we are going to keep is bootstrapping [12]. 
 

2.2. Cluster Analysis  

Clustering is the task of partitioning the points into natural groups called clusters, such that 
points within a group are very similar, whereas points across clusters are as dissimilar as possible. 
Depending on the data and desired cluster characteristics, there are different types of clustering 
paradigms such as representative-based, hierarchical, density-based, graph-based, and spectral 
clustering [10]. Considering these different techniques, we used K-means for clustering observations 
and Hierarchical Single Linkage to cluster variables. 

 
K-means Cluster analysis 
 
In the observations clustering of cluster’s applications K-means method was used. K-means is 

an iterative procedure till convergence. 
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Assume a data matrix X with n observations and p explanatory variables. Analytically, we 
define: Let Xki be the i-th observation from the k-th group. We assume that there are nk observations 
in the k-th group, n = ∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖=1  the number of the observations altogether and K the number of all 
groups. Let also  

 
mk=

1
𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
∑ 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=1           (6) 

 
the sample mean vector of the k-th group, 
 
M=1

𝑖𝑖
∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=1

𝐾𝐾
𝑖𝑖=1          (7) 

 
the overall mean vector of the observations. 
 
Then, 
 
Total Variation= Between Clusters Sum of Squares + Within Clusters Sum of Squares 

(TSS=BCSS+WCSS), where: 
 
TSS=∑ ∑ ||𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝑀𝑀 ||22

𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=1

𝐾𝐾
𝑖𝑖=1         (8) 

 
BCSS=∑ 𝑛𝑛𝑖𝑖𝐾𝐾

𝑖𝑖=1 ||mk − M||22        (9) 
 

WCSS=∑ ∑ ��𝑋𝑋𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 − 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖��
2

2𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘
𝑖𝑖=1

𝐾𝐾
𝑖𝑖=1        (10) 

 
Βy ||  ||22 we denote the Euclidean norm. 
 
The method of K-means Clustering is described stepwise by the algorithm below. 
1) K-means clustering starts with a number of n clusters.  
Choose initial centroids randomly. 
2) Assign each observation to the closest cluster (less distance from cluster center). 
3) Calculate the mean vectors of each cluster and use them as new centroids. 
4) Assign each observation to the closest cluster (center). 
5) Repeat 3 and 4 until no further change occurs. 
As the choice of the initial centroids affects the result, it is recommended to run the procedure 

some times for different initial centroids and take an overall result. 
In order to determine the number of clusters, we want the BCSS to increase but with a lower 

rate such that it doesn’t worth to create one more cluster. This can be represented by a plot with the 
number of clusters on the x-axis and BCSS on the y-axis (example of Fig. 4). 

 
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis 
Single Linkage Analysis 
 
The main step in the algorithm is to determine the closest pair of clusters. Several distance 

measures, such as single link, complete link, group average i.e., can be used to compute the distance 
between any two clusters. The between-cluster distances are ultimately based on the distance 
between two points, which is typically computed using the Euclidean distance or L2-norm. However, 
one may use other distance metrics, or, if available, a user-specified distance matrix. 
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In the explanatory variables clustering of cluster’s applications single linkage method was 
used, where given two clusters Ci and Cj , the distance between them, denoted δ(Ci ,Cj ) [20], is 
defined as the minimum distance δ between a point in Ci and a point in Cj.  

 
δ(Ci,Cj)=min{δ(x,y) | x ∈ Ci,y ∈ Cj }                                                                       (11) 

 
The name single link comes from the observation that if we choose the minimum distance 

between points in the two clusters and connect those points, then (typically) only a single link would 
exist between those clusters because all other pairs of points would be farther away. 

Clustering in the present examples is followed by Silhouette values method [13], a goodness of 
fit comparison. This method can be used to determine if each object is well assigned to its cluster 
compared to the other clusters. It can be used when the clustering is created by any technique (not 
necessary k-means). 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
3.1. Unsupervised machine learning in mineral exploration and mine planning 

The geometric basic elements of the lignite deposits and the corresponding physicochemical 
parameters of evaluated boreholes data are considered as parameters (explanatory variables).  

 
Klidi mine planning - K-means clustering 
 
The K-means Cluster Analysis of boreholes exploration data in Klidi mine revealed two 

clusters of drill holes. 
The Cluster 1 (Fig. 1) corresponds to drills with lower topographic elevation of their head, 

lower lignite roof elevation, lower lignite bottom elevation, less overburden thickness, less lignite 
thickness, less intermediate waste formations, high ash content, high moisture and less specific 
gravity than average overall data cloud. 

 

 
Figure 1.  K-means Cluster Analysis of Klidi mine 

 
The Cluster2 corresponds to drills with high topographic surface elevation of their head, 

increased lignite roof elevation, increase lignite bottom elevation, high overburden thickness, high 
lignite thickness, enough intermediate waste formations, less ash content, less moisture and higher 
specific gravity. 
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Cluster 1 depicts a region more suitable for mining activities but not clearly stated as financial 
efficient. In contrary, Cluster 2 depicts a more rich and financial efficient mineral deposit, but with 
difficulties regarding mining operation. 

 
PCA of Klidi mine 
 
After each individual principal component’s (axis or factor) fingerprint is determined through 

its eigenvector, it is easy to distinguish, based on the great samples factor score value [5,9], which of 
the boreholes locations have a certain relation with them, according to a specific geological tectonic 
and geomorphological mechanism (factor) that governs their origin [9]. The rest of the sampling 
(evaluated borehole records [14, 15, 16]) cloud is considered as not affected by this mechanism. 

Regarding Klidi boreholes data, 4 basic principal components were identified, PC1, PC2, PC3 
and PC4 corresponding altogether to 88% of total cloud variance. The boreholes where PC1 
mechanism dominate, define the northeast part of the deposit, oriented by the major faults. These 
boreholes are those having PC1 factor score (Z-score) greater than 1.0. This area of Sector PC1 is 
depicted in Fig 2 (Z-scores equipotential map colored scaled). 

 

 

Figure 2: Equipotential lines of PC1 and PC2 factor scores (minimum curvature interpolation [17]). Proposed Mine 
planning course for future Klidi mine region. 

 
 
All boreholes with PC1 factor score greater than one, are concentrated in north northeast 

survey, as depicted in Figure 2. The PC1 samples correspond to the Sector 1 of great financial 
significance while apparently this PC1 mechanism is direct connected, with higher lignite roof 
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elevation, higher lignite bottom elevation, higher total lignite thickness, higher Lower Calorific 
Value, but high moisture and high surface elevation. All these elements compose rich and easily 
exploitable deposit. 

The second component PC2 involves increased overburden thickness, intermediate waste and 
increased waste to lignite ratio corresponding to a less financially efficient sector. The boreholes 
where the mechanism of PC2 dominates are those having factor score greater than 1.0 in PC2 
(Fig.2). These are mainly located in the eastern part of the deposit, next to mountain Voras and in the 
east-southern part of the deposit next to Petron Lake (grayscale equipotential Z-scores lines on PC2). 
The rest principal components seem to have no significance, since each one has lower than 8% of 
total sampling clouds variance. 

The third component PC3 involves large intermediate waste thickness, high intermediate waste 
to lignite ratio, lower lignite bottom elevation, as well as lower stripping ratio. The PC3 dominates to 
the rest of the deposit in Sector 3 and characterizes a medium financially efficient part of the deposit. 

 
Lakkia mine planning and design - Hierarchical Clustering 
 
From the dendrogram derived from the application of single linkage Hierarchical Cluster 

Analysis (Fig. 3), it is concluded that the basic parameters of exploitability, as waste to lignite ratio 
do have a large differential dissimilarity measure on the total set of explanatory variables. This is an 
indication of the sectors segmentation prospects during mine planning phase based exclusively on 
this ratio. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Dendrogram in Lakkia deposit data 
 
Lakkia K-means clustering 
 
As explained in Section 2.2, in order to determine the number of clusters, the BCSS needs to 

increase but with a lower rate such that it doesn’t worth to create one more cluster. This can be 
represented by a plot with the number of clusters on the x-axis and BCSS on the y-axis (example of 
Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4: Optimum number of clusters identification in Lakkia exploration data 
 
The K-means Cluster Analysis of drill holes exploration data in Lakkia mining area revealed 

two clusters of drill holes. 
The Cluster1 (CL1 Fig. 6) corresponds to drill holes with lower topographic elevation of their 

head, lower roof lignite elevation, lower bottom lignite elevation, higher overburden thickness, 
higher intermediate lignite thickness, higher thickness marl plus lignite formations but containing 
revealing higher percentage of hard formations (Fig. 5). 

 

 
 

Figure 5. K-means Cluster Analysis of Lakkia mine 
 
The Cluster 2 (CL2 Fig. 6) corresponds to drill holes with high topographic surface elevation 

of their head, increase of roof lignite elevation, increase bottom lignite elevation, less overburden 
thickness, but less lignite thickness containing and less thickness marl plus lignite formations with 
little hard formations (Fig. 5). 

Cluster 2 depicts a more friendly to mining activities region, but not clearly stated financial 
efficient. 
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Figure 6. Segmentation of Lakkia deposit into Sectors by K-means Cluster Analysis 

 
3.2. Unsupervised machine learning in an operational mine phase 

Principal Component Analysis on 3 years monthly mining operating data of South Field mine 
in Ptolemais lignite bearing basin [18], considering 39 explanatory variables (Table 1), revealed 7 
principal components, corresponding to 75% of total cloud’s variance. The analysis refers to specific 
mining areas and mining conditions and summarizes that: 

First Principal Component Comp1 describes intensive total overburden excavations and many 
waste excavations by Bucket Wheel Excavators (BWE) accompanied by the reduction of total 
overburden excavations by contractors, reduction of overburden excavations in Sector 7, reduction of 
lignite production by contractors in Sector 6, as well as reduction of total lignite production by 
contractors. This is followed by high operating availability factor, high average hourly output and 
increased utilization factor, revealing the advantage of continuous mining versus non-continuous 
mining in specific mining areas. As far as down times are concerned, tis component reveals a high 
number of maintenance hours, downtimes due to Power Plant as well as total downtimes. 

Second Principal Component Comp2 describes increased excavations by non-continuous 
mining in specific areas of Sector 6, in parallel with an increase of deep bench intermediates and 
lignite production by contractors, accompanied with less lignite production by BWE and a decrease 
of waste removal with own non-continuous mining equipment. 
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Table 1. South lignite Field Operational efficiency PCA audit 
 

Variable Explanatory variable Comp1 Comp2 Comp3 Comp4 
-----------   --------- ---------- ---------- ---------- 
var1 | Lignite production by Bucket Wheel Excavators  0.0481 -0.272 -0.0984 0.3237 
var2 | Excavations (only wastes) by BWE 0.2756 -0.0943 0.1492 0.029 
var3 | Own non continuous mining equipment (wastes) 0.1349 -0.2465 0.1967 -0.0147 
var4 | Total overburden excavations  0.2687 -0.1464 0.1801 0.0217 

var5 | 
Excavations by contractors in Sector 7 
(overburden) -0.193 0.0167 0.0841 -0.1072 

var6 | 
Excavations by contractors in Sector 6 
(overburden) -0.0138 0.3202 0.1045 -0.1042 

var7 | 
Sector 6 intermediates wastes in the lignite 
deposit (contractors) -0.1669 0.2167 0.1279 0.2067 

var8 | Deep bench intermediates wastes (contractors) -0.0972 0.1811 -0.1174 0.0336 
var9 | Total overburden excavations by contractors -0.1627 0.306 0.1049 -0.0453 
var10 | Total overburden excavations 0.1478 0.1023 0.2738 -0.0157 
var11 | Lignite production in Sector 6 by contractors -0.2121 0.0514 0.0672 0.0339 
var12 | lignite production in deep bench by contractors 0.0085 0.1687 -0.2121 -0.0163 
var13 | Total lignite production by contractors -0.2028 0.2022 -0.1235 0.019 
var14 | Total lignite production  -0.1158 -0.105 -0.1961 0.3337 
var15 | Operating availability factor 0.2529 0.2312 -0.0237 0.0651 
var16 | Average hourly output 0.16 -0.2437 0.1364 0.072 
var17 | Utilization factor % 0.2904 0.1023 0.0633 0.0607 
var18 | Mining ratio 0.1574 0.1497 0.2065 -0.2919 
var19 | Ash content  (%dry lignite) -0.017 0.0627 -0.0226 -0.0265 
var20 | Lower Calorific Value 0.1427 0.0287 0.0722 0.049 
var21 | Productivity (FM3/(8hours*person)) 0.3066 -0.0483 0.0248 0.0634 
var22 | Non active productivity % 0.0566 -0.0212 -0.1303 0.2188 
var23 | Overwork -0.165 -0.0692 0.2663 -0.2479 
var24 | Illnesses 8h -0.0581 0.1083 -0.1555 -0.0094 
var25 | Owing rest hours 0.1442 0.1581 0.0616 0.0194 
var26 | Maintenance hours in month 0.1593 0.2718 0.0419 -0.1536 

var27 | 
Planned downtimes for mine modifications 
(hours in month) -0.0276 -0.1578 0.1446 -0.2055 

var30 | Downtimes in spreader -0.0483 0.1832 0.3149 0.2586 
var31 | Downtimes due to Power Plant 0.234 0.1889 -0.2397 0.0132 
var32 | Mechanical failures (hours) -0.0575 0.1607 0.3223 0.2746 
var33 | Downtimes due to belt melding -0.1033 -0.0792 -0.1627 -0.0298 
var34 | Electrical failures (hours) 0.0397 0.104 0.0861 0.2937 
var35 | Downtimes due to mining causes (hours) -0.1942 -0.0324 0.113 0.0646 
var36 | Downtimes due to personnel lack 0.0683 0.0115 0.0516 -0.1134 
var37 | Downtimes due to various causes 0.1088 0.1339 0.0142 0.3936 
var38 | Total downtimes 0.2023 0.04 -0.3167 -0.165 
var39 | Available operating hours -0.2163 -0.1967 0.1965 0.047 
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This results to an increase of operating availability factor and available operating hours, 
increase of owing rest hours maintenance, downtimes in spreaders and mechanical failures, in 
combination to a decrease of average hourly output.Comp3 describes the consequences of extreme 
downtimes in spreaders and mechanical failures for a certain period and specific mining areas. 

Comp4 describes maximization of total lignite production with the maximum contribution of 
BWE lignite production, in regions with minimum mining ratios. This results to the reduction of total 
downtimes. 

 
3.3. Unsupervised machine learning in water environmental impact assessment 

Factor analysis was implemented in order to determine principal components of water analysis 
acquisition data in the region of Ptolemais lignite bearing basin and its mountainous surroundings. 
By following the same methodology of a previous work regarding Megalopolis lignite bearing basin 
[9], an investigation was carried out on the impact of ash depositions to the surface and subsurface 
aquatic environment in the broader area of South Field, Ptolemais, lignite bearing basin. 

The primary data frame loaded as input in Stata 1.1. The software platform was an initial 
matrix of 400 recent water samples that were collected, mainly during wet and dry season. 300 of 
these samples, covering an extended area from Florina to Aliakmon river [22], were collected and 
analyzed by I.G.M.E. [19] and NTUA [20] (Fig. 7). In addition, chemical analysis of 20 samples 
collected from the South lignite bearing basin was performed by Center of Standards and Tests of 
P.P.C. Chemical Laboratory and incorporated into the data set (Fig.8). The full data set is described 
by 15 hydro chemical parameters as explanatory variables. 

 

 
 

Figure 7. PPC water sampling sites location map in Ptolemais lignite bearing basin 
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Figure 8.  IGME and NTUA water sampling sites location map in Ptolemais lignite bearing basin 

 
Cluster analysis of the 400 observations by K-means resulted to the classification of data cloud 

in 5 groups. Cluster 1 involves a mechanism that increases pH, E.C., Ca, K, Ni, Ba (Fig. 9, 10). This 
mechanism is the ash deposit leaching procedure, as in Cluster 1 four samples of are classified. No 
other sample of groundwater was classified in cluster1. 

Principal Component Analysis results revealed 5 principal components (Fig. 11). In Fig. 11 the 
biplots diagram of first and second components are depicted. 

First principal component corresponds to ash deposition leaching mechanism, as it reveals a 
combination of increased Ca, pH, SO4, E.C., NO3, Ba, B. None of the 390 surface and subsurface 
regional waters has a score more than 1.0 to PC1. Thus we come to the conclusion that this 
mechanism does not appear in sampling sites of regional waters. 
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Figure 9.  Clusters characteristics of Ptolemais basin hydro chemical acquisition 
 

 
 

Figure 10. Ptolemais lignite bearing basin hydro chemical acquisition’s single linkage dendrogram 
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Var1 pH 
Var2 EC 
Var3 Ca 
Var4 Mg 
Var5 K 
Var6 SO4 
Var7 O3 
Var8 O2 
Var9 NH4 

Var10 Mn 
Var11 Ni 
Var12 Pb 
Var13 Al 
Var14 Ba 
Var15 B 

 
Figure 11. Biplots of PC1 and PC2 components in Ptolemais hydro geochemical acquisition 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

The application of PCA to the borehole data set could highlight the structure and the 
characteristics of the deposit. Furthermore, it can be used as a tool for mine planning and design 
purposes, and also for the optimization of strategic mine development. In addition, PCA can reveal 
useful indicators regarding the operation of mining equipment. 

By applying PCA to hydro-chemical data, two goals could be achieved: First, PCA results can 
be used to generate an alarm system, which will warn of mine water leakage, before the logged 
parameter values reach a critical point. Second, PCA can be considered as an investigation technique 
of the environmental impact in an integrated mining and hydro-geological approach. 

In addition, unsupervised machine learning could become a useful tool for hydro-chemical 
investigations, satellite image interpretation, deposit exploration, as well as for environmental impact 
assessment. 
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ABSTRACT  

Coal and other stratigraphic deposits consisting of multiple layers commonly require a lot of 
time and effort to produce a representative geological model that will allow accurate estimation of 
reserves and provide a solid basis for effective mine planning. The transition from such a 3D 
geological model of stratigraphy to an effective Run-Of-Mine model that can be used to calculate 
reserves is a critical part of this process. Approaches to achieve this transition range from one-
dimensional mineable coal compositing of drillhole data to more effective three-dimensional 
aggregation of mineable coal seams based on an appropriate stratigraphic geological model. There 
are very few commercial software packages that integrate a complete stratigraphic modelling 
module, and even fewer that have the capability to take the process further into production 
scheduling. The solution presented in this paper is based on two commercial software packages part 
of the same family of products – Maptek Vulcan, a general mine planning package with advanced 
stratigraphic modelling capabilities, and Maptek Evolution, a mine scheduling package based on 
evolutionary algorithms. The examples presented in this paper show how the two packages together 
provide a complete solution for coal reserves modelling and production scheduling. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Developing an effective coal resource model from drillhole data is a difficult and time-
consuming process. In cases where the deposit consists of multiple coal layers, it becomes even 
harder as certain important steps like seam correlation require better understanding of the data in 2D 
(plans and sections) and 3D (complete derived model) and the overall process requires a lot more 
time. In such cases, proper geological software tools are essential in working with drillhole data to 
identify the correlation of seams in plans and sections and check the produced model in three 
dimensions. The visualisation and statistical analysis capabilities of the software become crucial. The 
amount of data and information is simply too large to handle with traditional methods of producing 
sections and plans. 

Once seam correlation is complete, the drillhole database can be used to develop a complete 
structural and qualities model of stratigraphy. Seam extents, seam merging and splitting, faulting, 
and other aspects of geology need to be effectively addressed by the modeller and the software. The 
end result of this effort will be a stratigraphic model and a corresponding resource model commonly 
in the form of multiple grid models or an overall stratigraphic block model. 

Prior to reporting coal reserves and moving to pit design and scheduling, it is necessary to 
convert the developed coal resource model to a coal reserve model by applying a number of 
parameters related to the mining method(s) applied and the coal quality targets. These parameters 
commonly include minimum mineable coal and waste thickness, maximum parting thickness when 
merging waste with coal to achieve minimum thickness, and maximum ash content for mineable 
coal. Roof and floor losses are also applied as well as mining dilution. The final coal reserves model 
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should be the result of sound geological interpretation and solid mining factors application with 
increased confidence. 

The procedure discussed in this paper, covers all aspects of generating a coal reserves model 
starting with a correlated drillhole database. Two closely interacting software solutions are presented 
in the discussion that provide all necessary functionality to develop a coal reserves model and 
proceed with the scheduling of the produced reserves. Maptek Vulcan and particularly the Integrated 
Stratigraphic Modeller provides all the necessary functionality to produce a coal resource model 
using drillhole, topographical and tectonic data (Section 2). Maptek Vulcan also provides the tools to 
output the resource model in a format readable by Maptek Evolution – the second software package 
discussed in this paper, responsible for the development of the coal reserve model (Section 3) and 
production scheduling (Section 4). 

 
2. STRATIGRAPHIC MODEL DEVELOPMENT 

 
2.1. Overview of Integrated Stratigraphic Modelling 

Maptek Vulcan integrates one of the most complete Integrated Stratigraphic Modelling 
modules (ISM) providing a variety of modelling methods to develop stratigraphic, structural and 
grade/quality grid models using an automated modelling process. A unique stratigraphic block model 
structure, the HARP (Horizon Adaptive Rectangular Prism) model, gives further flexibility and 
capabilities in stratigraphic reserves modelling. HARP's non-rectangular block models easily handle 
reverse faults and very thin horizons, that can be reserved against complex 3D solid shapes such as 
pit cutbacks and mining blocks (Fig. 1) [1]. A single file contains all the structural, quality, faulting 
and associated data. Geological resolution and stratigraphic fidelity are preserved. The steps included 
in the development of a stratigraphic model using ISM are as follows [2]: 

1. Database Validation: the first step in the process is to validate the drillhole database in 
Vulcan and ensure all data entries are legitimate. This step allows field-by-field validation to 
check the contents of a specified field against a variety of possible entries for that field, for 
example, check if the logging codes are valid, if the data lies in certain ranges, and that data 
has been entered into a mandatory entry field. It also allows global validation, i.e. the 
contents of a field are checked against the contents of all other occurrences of that field in the 
database, for example, the hole name and/or Eastings and Northings for a hole will be 
checked against every other hole in the database. 

2. Drillhole Data Interpolation (FixDHD): FixDHD is an option of ISM used to interpolate 
missing stratigraphic horizons in drillhole data to improve stratigraphic modelling. It 
‘recognises’ that most drillhole data sets contain a number of problems and provides a range 
of interpolation options to best address these. If a horizon is missing in a drillhole, roof and 
floor positions are calculated using actual, logged, horizon intervals in drillholes surrounding 
the drillhole with the missing horizon. An inverse distance weighting method is applied to 
determine which intervals to use. Intervals which are both stratigraphically and 
geographically closest to the missing horizon receive the highest weight. Some typical data 
problems and the way FixDHD addresses these are outlined in the following paragraph (2.2). 

3. Stratigraphy Structural Modelling: at this stage, the fixed stratigraphic information of the 
database is used to model structurally the roof and floor (upper and lower boundaries) of all 
horizons of interest as well as structural thickness, cropping and horizontal extents (masking). 
Faulting can be defined in four different ways: 

• Zones and Crest and Toe methods are all purely grid-based methods, and as such are 
not suited to modelling reverse or thrust faults. In the Zones method of fault 
definition, a series of mutually-exclusive, polygonal limits are applied. The faults are 
typically applied to an individual surface.  
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• Blocks and Throw methods are suited to more complex faulting scenarios, including 
reverse and thrust faults. 

Grid models are commonly used for structural modelling as they allow quick and 
straightforward application of mathematical equations and relationships between them. 
Paragraph 2.3 covers this step. 

4. Compositing and Modelling of Qualities: at this step ISM produces a composite for any 
specific interval down a hole. The composite interval (the structure) can be defined by 
geology, height, surfaces, or a combination of these. Analytical data can be extracted from 
multiple databases using depths or samples. This step is covered in Paragraph 2.4. 

5. HARP Model Generation: a HARP model represents an entire Integrated Stratigraphic 
Model in a single block model file. The HARP model is created directly from grids or faulted 
triangulations. All quality grids are automatically incorporated. The development of the 
HARP model is covered in Paragraph 2.5. 

6. Run-Of-Mine (ROM) Model Generation: ISM simulates the manner in which material is 
extracted from a stratigraphic deposit. Basic parameters are defined for extraction. The ROM 
model is constructed from the geological model using three rules. These rules are applied to 
the mine modelling process in the following order: 

• Minimum parting thickness  
• Minimum mining thickness  
• Minimum product to waste ratio 

The output of this process is a new ROM HARP model. 
7. Strip Ratios Calculation: at this final step, it is possible to calculate a ratio from a 

Stratigraphic Block model or HARP model. The stripping ratio is defined as the volume of 
waste material divided by the tonnage of product material.  

 

 
Figure 1. Example section through a Horizon Adaptive Rectangular Prism (HARP) model and detail of a HARP block 

showing the use of 5 points on the top and bottom side (see section 2.5). 

 
Steps 6 and 7, i.e. the generation of the ROM model and calculation of strip ratios can now 

take place in Maptek Evolution. This leads to the development of a reserve ROM model, ready for 
scheduling, as opposed to the resource-based ROM model generated by ISM. However, the coal 
aggregation facilities in Maptek Evolution should not be considered as a direct replacement of the 
corresponding functionality of ISM, as the ROM model produced by ISM can be used in Maptek 
Vulcan to help design the mine and calculate resources before moving to the reserve model and 
scheduling in Maptek Evolution. 
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The purpose of stratigraphic modelling is to create an idealised representation of the 
stratigraphy in an area of interest. Such models allow comprehension of many useful characteristics. 
These include the geological processes affecting the stratigraphy, their three-dimensional inter-
relationships and the accurate calculation of measurements (depth to horizons, fault locations, 
reserves etc). The following sections discuss the most important steps of the ISM modelling process 
in more detail. 
 
2.2. Drillhole Stratigraphic Data Validation and Interpolation 

Typically, data for coal resource modelling is collected in the form of drillholes in which the 
positions of horizons of interest are logged. Rarely, however, are the data so perfectly collected so as 
to provide information about all of the horizons to be modelled in every hole. As shown in Fig. 2, 
almost all drillhole data sets will contain holes where some of the horizons are not represented. The 
reasons for this are various; some inherent in the nature of the deposit being drilled, some introduced 
by the methods of the drilling program and some by poor logging practice or lost data. The reasons 
for the missing information fall into two main categories [1]: 

1. Data that was not collected by the drilling program. 
2. Data that was not available for collection because of pre and post‐depositional geological 

processes. 
The problems that can be caused by the first of these categories are: 

• Short holes which are not deep enough to include all horizons of interest.  
• Problems determining the position of missing horizons that have thinned to zero thickness.  
• Problems determining the position of the boundary of daughter horizons in their merged 

parent horizon.  
• Lost core, lost data or poor logging.  

The problems that can be caused by the second category are: 
• Removal of horizons from the top of the sequence by erosion.  
• Weathering of horizons blurring upper boundaries.  
• Sub-cropping of horizons against other geological features.  
• Washout by erosion processes at the time of deposition.  

In addition to the above, drillholes may not be vertical, which compromises the modelling 
requirement that we know the vertical thicknesses and position at a given location.  

These problems are resolved using various techniques provided by the FixDHD option of the 
ISM. FixDHD will attempt to fill in these gaps using statistical modelling techniques to determine 
the missing or unavailable data from the known data, and to manipulate the available data to meet the 
required criteria for modelling. An example of the FixDHD operation is shown conceptually in Fig. 
3. Where there is insufficient data for the statistical techniques to be employed, less rigorous stacking 
methodologies are employed, full details of which are supplied to a process log for auditing 
purposes. Generally, where horizons pinch-out, zero thicknesses are applied, where horizons have 
been removed via post-depositional processes, they are restored, where data has not been sampled, it 
is interpolated and where merged seams are identified, the merged seam is re-identified as the 
relative component splits.  
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Figure 2. Potential issues with drillhole stratigraphic data that need to be addressed before structural modelling [3]. 

 

 
Figure 3. Concept of interpolating/fixing incomplete drillhole stratigraphic data (left) with FixDHD (right) [3]. 

 
If a drillhole is collared in a horizon, FixDHD does not consider the collar location as a reliable 

roof position for that horizon as it could be considerably higher in elevation. Therefore, the roof 
position for that horizon may be interpolated above the collar location using the surrounding, reliable 
intervals for the horizon in question. Similarly, a drillhole that terminates in a horizon does not 
reflect reliable floor positions for the horizon in which they terminate. This is because the horizon 
may extend deeper than what drilling indicates. Therefore, the floor position for that horizon may be 
interpolated below the drillhole terminus using the surrounding, reliable intervals for the horizon in 
question. 
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A major advantage of the FixDHD process over previous interpolation tools is that it works 
directly from the drillhole database. The fixed version of the stratigraphic data is kept together with 
the original, clearly marked to allow validation before modelling. After generating a consistent 
stratigraphic sequence in each drillhole, we can begin our structural modelling procedure. 
 
2.3. Structural Modelling 

There are three main methods of creating a structural model in ISM: 
1. Stacking: creates all horizon models based upon one selected structural surface. A selected 

surface becomes a reference for creating the rest of the grids in the model. The remaining 
surfaces are created by adding and subtracting thicknesses and midburdens from the reference 
surface. The reference surface is the horizon in which there is the most confidence. This is 
generally the horizon with the most, or most reliable, data. It is modelled using one of the 
available modelling algorithms: triangulation, inverse distance weighting, kriging, spline, 
least squares, and trend surface. 

2. Structural Surfaces: models individual roof and floor surfaces for each horizon using the 
available modelling algorithms mentioned above. As roof and floor surfaces represent the 
same type of data, a height above sea level, a single modelling method is used for both. After 
roof and floor models for each horizon are created, thickness grids are automatically 
generated between adjacent pairs of surfaces. Every node in each thickness grid is forced to a 
value of zero or greater, which insures that no horizons cross each other. Should a horizon 
cross its neighbour, either the floor is forced to the roof position, or the roof is forced to the 
floor position. 

3. Hybrid: is an enhanced Stacking method. The ability to include additional design CAD data 
for any roof, floor or thickness interval for any horizon adds extra control. It is possible to 
control the horizontal and vertical influence of defined design data. A Hybrid method offers 
many of the advantages of either the Stacking or Structural Surfaces method with few of the 
drawbacks. 

 
Each method has advantages and drawbacks.  Regardless of the method, the produced 

structural model needs to be visually checked and compared against the correlated drillhole intervals 
in sections and in three dimensions. Figure 4 shows the comparison of database and grid (model) 
correlation in a drillhole section view window. Figure 5 shows multiple coal grid models in three 
dimensions constituting part of the structural model of a coal deposit. Faulting and seam limits are 
evident. 
 
2.4. Compositing and Quality Modelling 

In addition to the structural models of the seams, it is necessary to model various coal quality 
parameters such as ash content, sulfur, insitu moisture, calorific value and density. As the original 
analyses on the drillholes do not necessarily follow the correlated and fixed stratigraphy after the 
application of FixDHD, it is necessary to composite these values to receive a single value for each 
parameter per correlated seam before modelling the parameter in two dimensions as a grid model. A 
special compositing function of ISM is used to generate formatted text files with all the composite 
values - one file per seam. The information contained in these files is then used to model quality 
parameters per seam, commonly using the inverse distance weighting method. 
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Figure 4. Comparison of database and grid model correlation in section view showing the effects of structural modelling 

and cropping of seams using topography and depth of weathering (DOW) surfaces. 

 

 
Figure 5. Grid models of coal seams floor developed with ISM showing the effect of seam limits and faulting. 

 
In the situation where the deposit contains split horizons, one must consider how to treat 

qualities. There are a few strategies to consider: 
a. Quality information for the parent seam and any child horizons is considered and modelled 

entirely separately. Grid masks are used when reserving to ensure that only the parent 
qualities are used for the extent of the parent, and child qualities for the extent of the child 
horizon. 

b. The entire envelope of a split horizon is considered when compositing qualities. This means 
that the region from the top of the uppermost split to the base of the lowermost split is used 
across the extent of the parents and children. This involves compositing in partings between 
splits. 

c. Only child horizons are composited. A weighting method is used where parent seams exist to 
artificially split them into child quality values. If there is no breakdown of quality sampling 
within a parent horizon, then each child is given the full quality value of the parent seam. 
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d. The methodology in part c is combined with a Run of Mine (ROM) horizon compositing 
exercise to produce ROM grids. These grids combine and split on mining rules, not 
geological logging. 

 
2.5. HARP Model Development 

Traditional stratigraphic block models (known as BSTRAT models) were used prior to Maptek 
Vulcan version 8.0 to represent stratigraphic deposits. Like all traditional block models, each block 
was formed by a cuboid. As each vertex of the cuboid is formed with right angles, the blocks could 
not adequately represent roof and floor structures. A HARP model block contains 5 points in the roof 
of the block and 5 points in the block floor. These points allow vertex angles to fluctuate, which 
allows the block to conform to structure roof and floor grids (Fig. 1). HARP models accurately 
resolve horizons down to a few centimetres of thickness without the need to make huge models with 
extremely small Z sub-blocking. HARP non-rectangular block models easily handle reverse faults 
and very thin horizons and can be reserved against complex 3D solid shapes such as pit cutbacks and 
mining blocks. The benefits of using HARP models for coal resource and reserve modelling have 
been presented in various case studies in the past ([4], [5]). 

Development of the HARP model is basically a single step in the ISM process. All structural 
and quality grid models are combined to form a single stratigraphic block model using the 10-point 
block geometry of the HARP model that allows it to match exactly the shape of the structural grids. 
All quality grid models become block model variables and their node values are transferred to the 
corresponding blocks. As grids are named with the standard naming convention during the ISM 
process, the appropriate quality grid value is automatically associated with the relevant block in the 
HARP model based on the horizon variable. The grid value is populated into the HARP block 
vertically above the grid cell. The produced HARP model becomes a complete database of coal 
resources for the project. As HARP block sizes vary along the Z axis, it would be necessary to run a 
regularisation step to a standard block size to allow running a pit optimisation algorithm and derive 
optimum pit limits from such coal resource model. 

 
3. RUN-OF-MINE MODELLING WITH MAPTEK EVOLUTION 

 
3.1. Overview 

With the latest version, Maptek Evolution can work with a reserve model based on solid 
triangulations – this allowed the development and integration of a new coal seam aggregation 
module that takes an in-situ model and produces practical run-of-mine reserves within a flexible, yet 
automated, step-based workflow system [6]. Getting seam aggregation right is critical for accurate 
estimation of tonnages, and easy and efficient scheduling for stratigraphic mines.  

The coal transformation module in Maptek Evolution is designed to take the reserved insitu 
solids from a mine planning package and calculate step by step coal qualities and quantities for each 
stage of the mining and beneficiation process. The result of these calculations is the construction of a 
Coal Reserves Model. It uses a ‘pipeline’ calculation process that applies a series of pre-built or 
custom scripted transforms in order to perform these calculations. The module has been designed to 
be labour saving, while still offering flexibility. 
 
3.2. Basic Concepts 

An Evolution coal model consists of a collection of 3D solids with associated variables. For 
example, a solid may represent a coal seam in a mining block, with variables for volume, density, 
thickness and various coal qualities. Each solid or block model cell is referred to by Evolution as a 
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row, while the variables associated with that row are called columns. When dealing with coal models 
specifically, a row can also be called a horizon. A horizon is represented by a three dimensional solid 
and is the smallest user selectable unit within the model. 

In Evolution, a material is a way to classify a horizon as product or waste. Each horizon has a 
material, which indicates whether that horizon should be considered worth mining or not. For 
example, there might be a material named coal that signifies this is the material we wish to mine for 
profit. Additionally, there might be a material called waste that informs Evolution that the material is 
waste and generates no profit. There might be several product material types – for example thermal, 
PCC, and coking coal. There might also be several waste types such as spoil, free dig and fresh.  
Most of the time, we are only interested in whether it is product or waste but defining multiple 
product or waste types can be useful for filtering, calculations for product washes, or equipment 
allocations. 

While a given horizon may have only one material type – either waste or product – it may 
consist of some product material and some waste material. These form the product component and 
waste components respectively. However, when considered as a whole, these two components are 
aggregated into a total that when considered against product specifications, will dictate the material 
type of the total as either product or waste. This concept is particularly important during aggregation 
or loss and dilution. Even if the original imported horizons were completely waste or completely 
product, there will eventually be some mixing during the mining process. 

When two horizons are aggregated into one larger horizon, the original horizons are not 
forgotten – they are stored as ancestors of the final horizon. The coal module considers these original 
ancestors and their location within the final aggregated horizon when calculating loss and dilution. 
This ensures that the qualities associated with any loss material is representative of the ancestors that 
were present in the region of the loss. 

In our example, Maptek Evolution received the stratigraphic model of a coal deposit through a 
number of solid triangulations - each solid having a unique ‘address’ in the pit. This was achieved by 
defining a series of address ‘levels’ that identify its unique position within the mine. No two solids 
should share the same value for all address levels. For a typical coal mine, the levels might be: 

• Pit – individual pit code 
• Strip – strip number or code 
• Block – block number or code in a strip 
• Seam – seam code the block belongs to 
• Material – type of material (e.g. coal, overburden, midburden) 

 
These solid models were created in Maptek Vulcan and assigned a number of attributes related 

to structural and quality resource parameters. During the process of coal reserves model development 
in Maptek Evolution, the user can formulate a procedure of coal aggregation to convert the coal 
resources associated with the imported solids to coal reserves using the available coal database 
transformation options shown in Fig. 6. In other words, the user can create a customised aggregation 
procedure that suits the targeted coal deposit and the mining method(s) used to extract it.  

A transform is a self-contained calculation that transforms incoming data, and then passes the 
result to the next transform. For example, a transform might import attributed Vulcan triangulation 
files into the program as horizons, while the next might calculate the effects of Loss and Dilution on 
that horizon. A later transform might account for moisture changes on the ROM stockpile by 
recalculating new tonnages and qualities at ROM moisture. Pre-built transforms can perform many 
standard calculations such as aggregation, seam wasting, and loss and dilution. Custom scripted 
transforms can also be created. The following paragraphs discuss the main coal database 
transformation options available. An example of a complete procedure is also provided at the end of 
this section. 
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3.3. Wasting Options 

Wasting transforms (quality or thickness based) can be used to turn the material type of a coal 
reserve solid from what it is originally prior to importing to either overburden or midburden. In the 
case of quality-based wasting, the criteria are, as expected, based on quality variables. It can be used, 
for example, to turn solids of coal material type to waste if ash is greater than an applied limit.  

Thickness based wasting allows the application of minimum mining thicknesses to the coal 
reserve solids. A different thickness can be applied to different seams reflecting the possible use of 
different mining methods to extract them. Solids with a thickness smaller than the applied minimum 
have their material type changed to either overburden or midburden.  

Coal forced wasting can be used to change the material type of any solid to overburden or 
midburden and at the same time assign new values to its variables. This allows wasted seams to have 
variable values overridden with new values in case those quality values (density, moisture, ash, etc.) 
need to be changed to typical waste values. Variable value switching is also possible allowing wasted 
seams to have the values of variables swapped with other variables. Typical usage might be to 
transfer the values for product quantities (coal thickness, coal tonnage, etc.) to waste quantities. 
 
3.4. Aggregation 

This is the main step in the development of the coal reserves model in Maptek Evolution. The 
aggregation transform is designed to merge horizons too thin to practically mine into larger horizons. 
Aggregation can be limited so that it does not cross in pit benches. Aggregation occurs within groups 
of seams called passes. A horizon table is provided that allows for the definition of passes and their 
member horizons. Selecting a pass, or a horizon in the table will allow the following aggregation 
logic to be set for each pass: 

• Pass name – all solids will have a new variable/column added that includes this pass name. 
• Minimum product thickness – any product horizons less than this thickness will be 

aggregated to a neighbouring horizon. 
• Minimum waste thickness – any waste horizons less than this thickness will be aggregated to 

a neighbouring horizon. 
• Set all product as – if after aggregation a horizon still qualifies as product (based on the rules 

set), then its material will be set to this value. 
• Set all waste as – if after aggregation a horizon does not qualify as product (based on the 

rules set), then its material will be set to this value. 
 

The variables (or columns in Evolution terminology) that will be available for further 
transforms after the aggregation step need to be specified in this step. The columns are grouped in 
four categories: Standard, Quantity, Quality and Other columns. Standard columns include the total, 
product and waste component columns that relate to volume, density, moisture, tonnage and 
thickness that must be selected. Quantity columns (qualities) represent amounts that are proportional 
to the thickness of the solid, such as volume or tonnage. When solids are merged, the columns listed 
in this table will be summed to determine the value for the new aggregated solid. Quality columns 
(qualities) represent values that are homogeneous throughout the solid, such as density or ash. The 
following aggregation methods are available: 

• Minimum – the value for the aggregated solid will be equal to the least value held by any of 
the solids being merged. 

• Maximum - the value for the aggregated solid will be equal to the highest value held by any 
of the solids being merged. 

• Average – the value for the aggregated solid will be the numerical average of the solids being 
merged. 
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• Average (Non Zero) - the value for the aggregated solid will be the numerical average of the 
solids being merged, excluding any solids with zero values. 

• Copy Top-most - the value for the aggregated solid will be the same as the top most solid in 
the group being merged. 

• Copy Bottom-most - the value for the aggregated solid will be the same as the bottom most 
solid in the group being merged. 

• Weighted Average - the value for the aggregated solid will be the weighted average of the 
solids being merged. The weighting is given by the column specified in the Weight field of 
the table. 

 
Other columns can also be defined that represent values that don’t fit into the quantities or 

qualities categories. These values would categorise solid, such as a name, ID, or strip number. When 
solids are merged, the aggregated solid will have its value set equal to the top most solid in the 
aggregation group (Copy Top-most) or bottom most solid (Copy Bottom-most), depending on the 
aggregation method selected in the table.  

The product definition of the aggregation step allows for setting rules to define whether a solid 
should be considered coal or waste. During aggregation, rows (blocks) that were initially coal may 
be diluted with waste to an extent that they are no longer suitable for sending to a wash plant. Every 
time solids are aggregated by this transform operation, the resultant merged solid will be checked 
against the conditions in this table. If all conditions are met, the solid will be turned to the product 
defined in settings for that pass. If any of the conditions fail, then the merged solid will be set to the 
waste defined in pass settings. Solids that have not been aggregated will not be changed.  
 
3.5. Loss and Dilution 

The Loss and Dilution transform can optionally add the effects of roof, floor and edge loss and 
dilution. If this transform runs after an aggregation transform, the loss and dilution will still reflect 
the qualities of the original pre-aggregated horizons in the regions of the loss (when specifying loss 
by thickness only). Roof and Floor loss and dilution can be specified in the following ways: 

 
• Thickness – the specified thicknesses are lost from the roof and floor and report to the 

horizons above and below respectively as dilution. The basal seam will experience dilution 
from the seam below (underburden) as specified by the underburden dilution thickness and 
the area column selected. 

• Percent – the volume of roof and floor loss is specified as a percentage of the original 
horizon’s volume. The roof and floor loss become the roof and floor dilution for the horizons 
above and below respectively. The basal seam will experience dilution from the seam below 
(underburden) equal to the volume of material lost. 

 
Edge loss and dilution can be specified similarly. 
 
3.6. An Example of an Aggregation Procedure and Coal Reserves Model  

The example presented in this paper consists of multiple coal layers that have been modelled 
from drillhole data and converted to solid triangulations with associated resource attributes. A typical 
section through the deposit is shown in Fig. 7 (top). Over 5000 solids were imported into a Maptek 
Evolution coal database and aggregated using a straightforward procedure based on the following 
criteria: 

• Minimum product thickness: 0.3 m 
• Minimum waste thickness: 0.3 m 
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• Maximum product ash content: 0.6 (fraction) 
• Roof and floor loss and dilution: 0.1 m 

 
An aggregated version of the imported coal database was created. The effect of aggregation is shown 
in Fig. 6. The aggregated coal database, representing the coal reserves, was then used to produce a 
coal production schedule in Maptek Evolution. 
 

 
 

Figure 6. Example of imported coal seams (top) and aggregated coal seams (bottom) and associated steps in Maptek 
Evolution. Coal seams are shown in red while midburden is shown in green. 

 
4. COAL PRODUCTION SCHEDULING WITH MAPTEK EVOLUTION 

 
4.1. Overview of Evolution 

Maptek Evolution is one of the most advanced scheduling systems commercially available and 
probably the only one based on evolutionary algorithms. The scheduling and optimisation 
functionality of Evolution is cloud-based – the reserve model and schedule setup are transmitted to a 
cloud facility for processing. The scheduling solutions found are transmitted back to the user for 
further analysis and approval. 
 Evolution consists of two main modules, Strategy and Origin. Strategy is a high-level 
scheduling solution focusing on value maximisation through the use of cutoff grade optimisation but 
allows for detailed constraint modelling as well (including blending). Origin is a tactical level 
scheduling system which allows the user to develop detailed mining schedules ready for medium 
term planning.  

Optimisation in Strategy is based on a hybrid system consisting of a core evolutionary 
algorithm, a local search evolutionary algorithm and a linear programming algorithm, each with 
different responsibilities (Fig. 7). The main steps of scheduling operation are as follows [7]: 
 

1. Creation of the initial population including a geometrically correct extraction sequence. 
(Graph Theory) 
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2. Calculation of the fitness of each individual and ranking of the population based on fitness. 
(Master and Local Search Evolutionary Algorithms) 

3. Iteration through successive generations by generating an offspring population where each 
child competes with the parents for the privilege to progress to the next generation. (Master 
Evolutionary Algorithm) 

4. The master algorithm calls on the secondary local search algorithm to boost the best 
individual found so far, by manipulating the threads through cut-off grade space whilst 
keeping the extraction sequence static. The improved individual is then sent back to the 
master where it replaces or upgrades its old self (analogue to exploring the local 
neighbourhood). (Local Search Evolutionary Algorithm) 

5. Steps 2 to 4 are repeated until no improvement is registered, in other words when the 
population loses diversity and converges on a single high fitness value. 

 

 
Figure 7. Maptek Evolution Strategy scheduling engine components. 

 

4.2. Coal Production Schedule Setup 

Setting up a schedule in Maptek Evolution involves a number of steps including the definition 
of the flowchart, dependencies, calendar, objectives, and constraints. The flowchart is used to select 
and define the reserve source models, number of mills, stockpiles and waste dumps to be used in the 
schedule. It highlights the relationship between the reserve models (block or solid models) and the 
mills, stockpiles and dumps, by indicating the direction of material flow (Fig. 8). All individual 
elements of the flowchart have parameters that need setting up. 
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Figure 8. A simple schedule flowchart in Maptek Evolution. 

 
In the case where the reserve model is based on solids, as in our example, Evolution allows the 

definition of dependencies – mining sequence controls that define the feasible sequence of 
extraction. Dependencies also provide the ability to allocate specific equipment for each sequence. 
There are three types of dependencies: geometric (vertical dependencies) automatically generated to 
prevent under-cutting in an open pit environment, generated dependencies based on certain rules 
defined by Stage, Bench, Block ID, or any other attribute, and manual dependencies defined 
interactively by the user. Dependencies can be displayed graphically in the Viewer tab (Fig. 9). 
 

 
Figure 9. Graphical display of block dependencies (arrows) and popup block details window. 

 
The calendar is used to define the number and length of periods in the schedule. Periods can be 

of different lengths, capacities, and utilisation. Setting up the calendar includes defining the number 
of periods and their length, defining the equipment resources and target and defining the end of 
period flag. Figure 10 shows an example of a calendar. 

Depending on the type of schedule (material movement or equipment based) the user can 
define how much material will be moved in each period or fix equipment production rates and hours. 
Material objectives are used to control the waste variance tolerance for each period of the schedule. 
Evolution utilises the waste tolerance to control how hard the scheduler must work on each period to 
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achieve the movement target. A higher percentage number will generate a lower fitness, whereas a 
lower percentage variance will result in the scheduler refining the result based on a higher fitness 
value. Equipment productivity for the different parcels (e.g. coal and waste) included in each block 
can also be defined here. 

Evolution provides a number of ways to constrain the produced schedule, including constraints 
such as sink rate and stage sink rate, stage availability, stage bench turnover, waste area and 
stockpile availability, waste area dependency and required tonnage, accumulations (stage, model, 
global, global process and process), and global and process blend.  In our example, the stage 
availability constraint was applied to control the strips available in each period. 

 

 
Figure 10. Schedule calendar showing period setup, targets, mining and processing capacities. 

 
4.3. Coal Production Scheduling and Reporting 

Once the schedule setup is complete and validated, Evolution goes online with the cloud 
servers to submit the schedule setup and reserves information for processing. Once scheduling is 
complete, the schedule solution(s) found is returned for further analysis and reporting. The user can 
decide which solution to choose depending on scheduling targets. Once the schedule sequence has 
been chosen, the fitness values of the scheduling targets can be viewed. Special charts are available 
that help identify in which periods the violations have occurred and assist the scheduler in making 
corrections and assessments before further processing is required. A violation within Evolution refers 
to the percentage difference between the target object and the schedule sequence results. These 
violation differences indicate to the user, the periods of the schedule requiring modification where 
the objectives are not being met. 

A selected schedule can be viewed as a table and graphically as an animated sequence in 
Evolution or exported in CSV format (Fig. 11). Special reporting tools are available for quickly 
generated pivot tables and any other reports based on reserves and schedule information.  

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

Coal reserves modelling and production scheduling is a procedure full of challenges. Effective 
use of available geological and mining data and information requires advanced software solutions 
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with the right tools to build realistic models of coal geology and produce solid mining scenarios. 
Development of a sound coal resource model should be based on maximum usage of available 
sampling data, while converting the resource model to a reserve should be based on proper 
application of mining factors. Maptek Vulcan and its Integrated Stratigraphic Modelling module 
provide all necessary functionality to build an in-situ model of coal resources from drillhole data. 
Maptek Evolution takes the in-situ model and produces practical run-of-mine reserves in a flexible, 
yet automated, step-based workflow system which allows users to define relevant parameters. The 
use of evolutionary algorithms to optimise the produced schedules adds extra value and flexibility. 
As explained in this paper, the solution based on Maptek Vulcan and Evolution provides a complete 
environment for coal reserves modelling and production scheduling. 
 

 
Figure 11. Schedule graph and table showing coal and waste tonnages per period and strip. 
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ABSTRACT 

Representative estimates of the total tonnage of coal deposit and its spatial distribution are key 
factors for mine planning and the design of the affiliated power plant. Accurate knowledge of such 
estimates is crucial for long-term mine planning as well as to determine economically feasible energy 
production needed to meet demands. Geostatistical methods have been extensively used in reserves 
estimation and mine planning in order to address such problems. The family of kriging methods 
provides tonnage accurate estimates as well as confidence levels that give an approximate estimate of 
uncertainty. Furthermore, conditional simulation methods can represent in more detail the 
uncertainty and spatial variability of the reserves.   

In this study, both kriging interpolation and conditional simulation are applied to drill-hole data 
from the Kardia lignite mine, which is located in Northern Greece. After investigating the statistics 
of 608 drill-hole data from the area, multilinear regression was used to estimate a deterministic trend 
function. Different variogram models were fitted to the residuals that represent the spatial 
fluctuations. Based on the weighted square error, the best variogram model was selected. The 
optimal variogram model was then used for the application of Ordinary Kriging to the residuals, and 
the kriging predictions were combined with the deterministic trend to estimate the spatial distribution 
of coal. The resulting kriging maps were utilized to evaluate the reserves over the area of interest. 
Finally, to more accurately estimate the confidence levels of the reserves, 1000 conditional 
simulations were generated using the method of kriging-based polarization of unconditional 
realizations.  The latter were generated by means of (i) the covariance matrix decomposition and (ii) 
the turning bands method.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

An important ratio (30%) of energy in Europe is generated from lignite which is a form of coal 
[1]. Lignite deposits exist all over the world, and many countries use them as an energy source. The 
low cost of lignite exploitation is the primary motivator for its use in energy generation. 

However, lignite exploitation causes environmental problems such as carbon dioxide (CO2) 
and hydrogen sulfide (H2S) emissions, as well as deposition of ash and sludge [2]. There are 
solutions for these problems, for example, the use of filters for retention of fly ash and gas emissions, 
or the creation of specific areas for the deposition of solid waste. 

Despite the environmental problems, lignite is currently an important energy source for 
developing economies, and the estimation of lignite reserves is of interest. Geostatistical methods are 
used for this type of analysis to capture the spatial distribution of lignite characteristics [3], [4]. 
Geostatistics provides useful tools to investigate spatial variations of the lignite distribution. Such 
analysis helps to optimize exploitation plans and to accurately predict reserves.  

Geostatistics is a collection of stochastic methods for modeling and characterization of spatial 
attributes [3], [5]. Specifically, geostatistics is used to model the uncertainty of the unknown values 
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of the targeted attribute by means of mathematical tools. The final product involves maps for the 
attribute of interest generated by estimated values at the nodes of a specified prediction grid  [6]. 

The objectives of this research are to map the spatial distribution of lignite thickness in Kardia 
mine, to predict the reserves contained the West Field South Sector, and to evaluate the uncertainty 
of the reserves estimation by means of geostatistical simulation. 

 
1.1. Kardia Mine 

In this research, we use data from Kardia mining field which is located in the central part of the 
western boundary of Ptolemais mining area (Figure 1). The area of the mine covers approximately 20 
km2. Faults striking from WNW-ESE to NW-SE dissect the mining field into several fault blocks. 
The western rim of the mining field is located near the mountain front. The thickness of the lignite-
bearing layers, including intercalations, mainly ranges between 80 and 140 m. In a narrow part of the 
south-western boundary of the mining field, the thickness of the lignite-bearing layers increases in 
excess of 210 m. In the central and north-western parts of the mining field the thickness of the 
individual seams, which are partly replaced by intercalations, varies within wide limits. The 
overlying strata thicknesses vary between approximately 20 and 60 m. In the above mentioned south-
western boundary zone, they amount to approximately 150 m [7]. 

 

 
Figure 53. Ptolemais lignite basin and Kardia mine. 
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2. SPATIAL ANALYSIS 

The following sections present the spatial model that will be used in this study to explore the 
spatial correlations of the data, predict lignite seam thickness over the field, estimate lignite reserves 
in West Field South Sector of Kardia mine, and investigate the uncertainty of the predictions. 

 
2.1. Trend Analysis 

It will be assumed that the lignite seam thickness varies over space as random field. A random 
field is determined by a joint probability density function based on which various statistical moments 
can be evaluated. The typical hypothesis is that the probability distribution is Gaussian, or that it can 
be transformed into a Gaussian by means of a suitable nonlinear transformation. Random fields 
analyzed as follows: 

 
𝑋𝑋(𝒔𝒔) = 𝐻𝐻𝑋𝑋(𝒔𝒔) + 𝑋𝑋′(𝐬𝐬).                                                                                            (1) 

The function 𝐻𝐻𝑋𝑋(𝐬𝐬) is the trend, which represents the deterministic spatial variation of the field 
X(s) across the domain of interest. Hence, the trend represents the slow variations of the field in 
space. The trend is usually modelled by means of low order polynomials. 

The function 𝑋𝑋′(𝐬𝐬) is a random field that contains the stochastic component of the random field 
X(s) and represents the residuals, obtained after removing the trend from X(s). Statistical 
homogeneity assumptions can usually be better justified for the residual field than for the original 
random field.  

 
2.2. Variogram Analysis 

The spatial correlations between the values of the spatial random fields X(s) at two different 
locations are described by means of the variogram function, which is defined as   

 
𝛾𝛾(𝐫𝐫) = 1

2
 𝐸𝐸 ��𝑋𝑋′(𝐬𝐬) − 𝑋𝑋′(𝐬𝐬 + 𝐫𝐫)�

2
�.                                                                        (2) 

 
In the above, r is the distance (lag) vector between two points, and E[] is the expectation over 

the ensemble of the random field [8], [5].  
 If the random field is statistically homogeneous (stationary), then the variogram is directly 
connected to the covariance function 𝐵𝐵(𝐫𝐫) by means of the following Equation 
 
𝛾𝛾(𝐫𝐫) = 𝐵𝐵(0) − 𝐵𝐵(𝐫𝐫).                                                                                     (3)  
 

The variogram that is obtained from the data Equation (3) is then fitted by means of a 
theoretical model. In this study, five variogram models are tested, Spherical, Exponential, Powerlaw, 
Gaussian and Cubic. The exponential variogram model is selected as the most suitable. The 
exponential model is given by the following function  
 

𝐵𝐵(𝒓𝒓) = 𝜎𝜎2𝐴𝐴−
ǁ𝒓𝒓ǁ
𝜉𝜉   ,                                                                                     (4) 

 
where 𝜎𝜎2 is the variance of the random field, r is the lag, and ξ is the correlation length under the 
assumption of statistical isotropy (i.e., lack of directional preference). 
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2.3. Kriging 

Kriging refers to a family of stochastic spatial interpolation methods. These methods are based 
on linear combinations of the data values and the minimization of the mean squared error [9]. 
Kriging methods are used to estimate the value of a random field X(u)  at a point u where data are 
missing in terms of the available measurements at 𝑛𝑛(𝐮𝐮) nearby points 𝒔𝒔1, … , 𝒔𝒔𝑖𝑖(𝐻𝐻). The respective 
kriging estimator in the presence of a trend is defined by Equation (5). 

 
X�(𝐮𝐮) = mX(𝐮𝐮) + ∑ 𝜆𝜆𝑖𝑖X′(𝐬𝐬i)

n(u)
i=1 ,                                                                                 (5) 

 
where 𝐻𝐻𝑋𝑋(𝐮𝐮) is the trend at the target point, 𝑋𝑋′(𝐬𝐬𝑖𝑖) represents the field residuals at the measurement 
locations, and λi are the linear kriging weights. The weights are calculated by the minimization of the 
mean square estimation error [10], [9]. The estimation error is defined by means of  

 
𝜀𝜀(𝐮𝐮) = Χ�(𝐮𝐮) − X(𝐮𝐮)                                                                                                    (6) 
 
where the estimate X�(𝐮𝐮) is given by means of Equation (5). Minimizing the expectation of the 
squared error leads to the following system of equations that involves the covariance function of the 
random field  
 
𝐂𝐂X 𝚲𝚲 =  𝐂𝐂𝐻𝐻.                                                                                         (7) 
 

In the above, Cx is the covariance matrix of the random field X at the measurement sites, 
𝚲𝚲 = �λ1, … . , λn(u)�

T
 is the vector of the linear kriging weights, and Cu is the vector of the covariance 

between the unknown point u and the 𝑛𝑛(𝐮𝐮) neighbor points that contribute to the estimate. 
 
2.4. Simulation 

The uncertainty of reserves estimation significantly contributes to the financial risk of mineral 
resources exploitation. Uncertainty is introduced by sampling limitations, experimental errors, cost 
and price fluctuations, and geological factors such as the tectonic movements and the weathering of 
an area which disrupts the structure and quality features of the deposit. All these factors impact the 
estimation of total reserves [11]. The best available mathematical tools for exploring uncertainty and 
the probability of different exploitation scenarios are based on geostatistical Monte Carlo simulation 
methods [3], [5], [12], [13]. Conditional simulations, in particular, can generate different scenarios 
(realizations) that reproduce the statistical behavior of the spatial variability and also locally respect 
the available data [14], [15].  
 In this study two methods of conditional simulation are used. Both methods generate a set of 
unconditional realizations, which are then conditioned to the data by means of a kriging-based 
polarization method. The first method for the generation of unconditional realizations is based on the 
covariance matrix decomposition. The second method is based on the computationally efficient 
Turning Bands Method [16], [17]. Both methods are applied to the simulation of the residuals, and 
the entire field is reconstructed by adding the trend to the realizations of the residuals.  
 
2.5. Conditional Simulation Based on Covariance Decomposition  

Conditional simulation methods assume a given set D of data locations and a set of grid 
locations G where the values of the random field X are simulated. The simulation set is denoted by 
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S=D ∪ G. This method is combined with kriging conditioning, and simulates the values of the 
random field X at the locations of the simulation set S=D ∪ G using the following steps: 

 
1. The covariance model c(r) is estimated from the data. In practice, first a variogram 

model is determined and then the covariance is obtained from Equation (3). 
2. A vector X�(S) = �X(D) ∪  X�(G)� is derived by combining the data X(D) with the 

kriging-based estimates X�(G) at the points in G. 
3. The covariance matrix 𝐂𝐂X is constructed for the points in S, and then a suitable 

factorization of the covariance matrix is evaluated, e.g., 𝐂𝐂X=ATA.  
4. A random vector u is generated from the standard (zero mean, unit variance) normal 

distribution N (0, 1). The length of u is equal to the number of points in S. 
5. The unconstrained simulation Xu=Au is generated. 
6. Using the unconstrained simulation values Xu(D) as data, a second application of 

kriging generates the interpolated vector X�u(G). 
7. The polarization vector X�u(S) = {Xu(D) ∪ X�u(G)} is  then constructed. 
8. Finally, the constrained realization on S is generated by means of Xc = Xu + X� − X�u . 
 

2.6.  Turning Bands Method 

In the second approach, the turning bands method is used to generate the unconditional 
realizations. Hence, steps 3-5 in the above flowchart are replaced by the following: 

3. A number of lines with various azimuths that correspond to different spatial directions 
(bands) are generated. 

4. In each band, a one-dimensional, unconditional simulation is performed. The one-
dimensional realizations can be generated very fast. 

5. The one-dimensional realizations along the different directions are back-transformed 
using a suitable transformation function to obtain a two-dimensional realization. 

 
3. CASE STUDY 

In this case study, we used 608 drill-holes from the Kardia mine in northern Greece to map the 
total lignite seam thickness over the area, in order to estimate the reserves of West Field South Sector 
of Kardia Mine. Two simulation methods were tested and compared, in order to assess the prediction 
uncertainty. The calculations are performed in the R programming environment using the RGeostats 
package [18]. 

 
3.1. Exploratory Data Analysis 

The data, provided by the Mines Business Unit of the Public Power Corporation (PPC), 
corresponds to the total seam thickness of lignite for 608 drill-holes taken from the area of the mine. 
The seams are classified as lignite or waste by PPC, based on quality (ash content, lower calorific 
value, etc.) and technical (thickness, dilution by waste, etc.) criteria. The detailed analysis of these 
criteria is beyond the scope of this study.   

The locations of the data are shown in Figure 2, and the summary statistics are given in    Table 
1.  
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Table 9. Data statistics for the total lignite seam thickness for the 608 drill holes from Kardia mine. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 54.  Locations of drill-holes (blue dots), and a contour line that highlights the targeted sector (red line). 

 
3.2. Trend Analysis 

There is no unique trend model that characterizes all lignite mines. In this study, we fit a linear 
polynomial trend model to the data. The model is defined by Equation (8) 
 
𝐻𝐻𝑋𝑋(𝐬𝐬𝑖𝑖) = 𝑎𝑎0 + 𝑎𝑎1𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 + 𝑎𝑎2𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖.       (8) 
 

In Equation (8) 𝐻𝐻𝑋𝑋(𝐬𝐬𝑖𝑖) is the trend model, 𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 and 𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 are the coordinates of the drill-holes at 
locations 𝐬𝐬𝑖𝑖, and 𝑎𝑎0, 𝑎𝑎1, 𝑎𝑎2 are the coefficients of the trend model. The coefficients were estimated 
using linear regression, and their optimal values are presented in Table 2. Figure 3 represents the 
spatial distribution of the trend model. 
 

Table 10. Coefficients of the linear trend model, (8) based on the data over the entire mine area and linear regression. 

 
 

 

St. deviation 
(m) 

Mean 
(m) 

Median 
(m) 

Min 
(m) 

Max 
(m) 

18.1 20.48 13.46 0.36 90.18 

α0 α1 α2 

127.067 3.733 -2.192 
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Figure 55. The spatial distribution of the linear trend model (8). The x axis represents the Easting Coordinates, 

the y axis represents the Northing Coordinates and the z axis represents the trend. The linear trend model is defined by 
means of the equation 𝐻𝐻𝑋𝑋 = 127.067 + 3.733𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 − 2.192𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 . 

 
The data residuals are obtained by removing the trend from the data. The histogram of the 

residuals is closer to the normal distribution compared to that of the original data as shown in Figure 
4. 

 

   
(a)       (b) 

Figure 56. Histogram of (a) the original data (b) the residuals (detrended data). 

 
3.3. Variogram Analysis 

The spatial correlations of the fluctuation field Xˊ(s) in Equation (1) are modeled by means of 
the variogram function (2). The expectation in (2) cannot be directly evaluated, because the 
probability model is not a priori known. Instead, an experimental (empirical) variogram is estimated 
by replacing the expectation with the spatial average. Since it is impossible to have an adequate 
number of pairs for all possible distances, usually a theoretical variogram model is fitted with the 
experimental variogram (see [8] for details).  

We tested five different theoretical variogram models (Spherical, Cubic, Gaussian, Power, and 
Exponential) in combination with nugget terms, which are presented in Figure 5. The best fit was 
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chosen based on the minimum sum of weighted squared errors. The sum of weighted squared errors 
is given by the following Equation  
 
𝜀𝜀 = ∑ �𝛾𝛾(𝐫𝐫𝐢𝐢) −  𝛾𝛾�(𝐫𝐫𝑖𝑖)�

2
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖

𝐿𝐿
𝑖𝑖=1          (9a) 

 
𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 = 𝑃𝑃𝑍𝑍

|𝐫𝐫𝑍𝑍|
           (9b) 

 
In Equation (9a), L is the number of lags of the experimental variogram 𝑤𝑤𝑖𝑖 is the weight for lag 

i=1…L, 𝐫𝐫𝑖𝑖 is the lag vector, |𝐫𝐫𝑖𝑖| is the Euclidean distance, and 𝑃𝑃𝑖𝑖 is the number of pairs that are 
included in lag i. We selected the exponential model with nugget effect which gives the optimal fit.  
The fitting errors are shown in Table 3. In Table 4 the model parameters are shown. These 
parameters were estimated by minimizing the error function given in Equation (9a). 
 

 
Figure 5. Empirical variogram and theoretical model fits (Gaussian, Spherical, Power, Exponential, and Cubic). The 
horizontal axis is the lag distance r. The vertical axis represents the lignite thickness variogram values for n each lag. 

 

Table 11. Sum of squared weighted errors between the empirical and the theoretical variogram models. The total error 
for each model is equal to the sum of the weighted squared differences between the values of empirical and the 

respective theoretical variogram model. 

Variogram Model Squared Error 
Cubic 798.42 

Exponential 570.29 

Gaussian 3360.97 
Power 3836.48 

Spherical 738.91 
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Table 12. Parameters of the optimal exponential variogram model for the lignite thickness residuals. σ2 is the variance, ξ 
is the correlation length, and c0 is the nugget. The parameters are estimated by minimizing the error function given in 

Equation (9). 

σ2 (𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐) ξ (𝒎𝒎) c0 (𝒎𝒎𝟐𝟐 ) 

256.14 0.38 24.13 

 
3.4. Distribution of Lignite Reserves 

For the visualization of the spatial distribution of lignite reserves, we used the ordinary kriging 
(OK) on the residuals, to interpolate the total lignite seam thickness. The interpolation grid consists 
of 118 × 176 cells, with the dimensions of each cell equal to 50 x 50 m. A kriging neighbourhood of 
1.05 Km was selected based on the correlation length ξ of the chosen exponential model as shown in 
Section 3.3.  

The maps of the predicted thickness and kriging standard deviation are shown in Figure 6 and 
Figure 7 respectively. The thickness map shows that higher values of thickness are concentrated in 
the eastern section of the mine. Regardless of this general trend, the highest values of the thickness 
are located in the south-west area of the map, mostly inside West Field South Sector of Kardia Mine. 
According to the map of kriging standard deviations, the lower uncertainty is found in the eastern 
areas of the mine, due to the high concentration of data within the kriging neighborhood.  

 

  
 

Figure 6. Map of kriging prediction of lignite 
thickness in Kardia mine. 

 
Figure 7. Map of kriging standard deviation of 

lignite thickness in Kardia mine. 
 
3.5. Cross Validation 

Leave-One-Out cross-validation (LOO CV) is used to validate the performance of the spatial 
model used. In this method, each drill-hole is removed from the data set, one at a time. The missing 
value is predicted using OK to estimate the residuals and calculating the linear trend based on the 
coefficients of Table 2. This process is repeated for all the sample points, and the estimates obtained 
are compared with the respective data values at the removed sites. Several LOO validation measures 
are listed in Table 5. 
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Table 13.  Leave-One-Out cross-validation measures for the spatial model of lignite thickness. ρ is the Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient, RMSE is the root mean square error (m), MAE is the mean absolute error (m), MaxAE is the 

maximum absolute error (m), and ME is the mean error (m). 

Measure Model 
RMSE (m) 12.15 
MAE (m) 8.33 

Max.AE(m)  57.96 
ME (m) 0.08 

ρ % 74.63 

 
The cross-validation measures show that the overall performance of the model is good with a 

correlation coefficient between the LOO estimates and the data around 75%. In addition, the MAE is 
about 41% of the mean lignite thickness of the deposit.  

 
3.6.  Estimation of Lignite Reserves 

The reserves were estimated for the specific sector (West Field South Sector) of Kardia Mine 
shown in Figure 8  To estimate the reserves we used the predicted thickness values for the grid cells .
that are located inside the boundaries of the target sector.  These values are estimated by OK on a 
59×88 grid using the parameters of the exponential variogram (range, nugget effect, and the sill) 
shown in Table 4, and a kriging neighbourhood equal to 1.05 km. The estimation of the reserves is 
based on the following equation 

 
𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝜌𝜌𝑙𝑙𝐴𝐴∑ 𝑋𝑋(𝒔𝒔𝑖𝑖)

𝑁𝑁𝑐𝑐𝑃𝑃𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑐𝑠𝑠
𝑖𝑖=1 ,                                                                          (10) 

 
where, A is the area of each cell (104 m2), X(si) is the estimated thickness at the location , Ncells=766 
is the numbers of cells within the boundaries of the sector, and ρl=1.21 t/m3 is the average density of 
lignite.  The total lignite reserves are thus estimated at 206 Mt.  

 

Figure 8. Map of estimated lignite thickness obtained by means of ordinary kriging of the residuals and a linear trend 
model. The sector outlined by the continuous curve (white line) denotes the area targeted by PPC for exploitation. 
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3.7. Investigation of Estimated Reserves Uncertainty 

To consider the uncertainty of the lignite reserves, we used two conditional simulation 
methods. These involve (i) the unconditional realization polarization method, based on the 
covariance matrix decomposition (for the unconditional realizations) and kriging (for conditioning) 
and (ii) the Turning Bands Method. For each method 1000 scenarios were realized, using the same 
59 x 88 grid as for the reserves estimates and the same exponential variogram parameters. In the 
Turning Bands Method, 1000 bands were used to generate the realizations. In Figure 9 we present a 
single realization for each conditional simulation method.  
 

  
(a) (b) 

 
Figure 9.  Typical samples of the ensemble of 1000 simulation for (a) covariance matrix 

decomposition and (b) turning bands. The sector outlined by the continuous curve (white line) 
denotes the area targeted by PPC for exploitation 

 
The simulations include a small number of negative lignite thickness. Such negative values are 

located in areas where the data are sparse, giving large variance. While such values have no physical 
meaning, setting them to 0 thickness artificially would create a positive bias. Since the number of 
negative values is small, we decided against setting them to 0 to avoid the bias. It should be noted 
that as shown in Figure 8 there are no negative values in the kriging prediction. Such negatives 
appear only in some of the simulations. 

The histograms for the simulated reserves within the West Field South Sector for both methods 
are shown in Figure 10. We adopted the percentiles at 5% and 95%, in order to estimate the reserves 
90% confidence intervals. The results are presented in Table 6.  

Based on the Turning Bands Simulation method, the lignite reserves for the West Field South 
Sector are estimated to be in the range from 193.0 to 216.6 Mt with 90% confidence, while the 
reserves based on the Polarization method are estimated to be in the range from 194.4 to 216.8 Mt. 
Hence, both methods produce similar results regarding the confidence intervals.  
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(a) (b) 
Figure 10. The histogram for the reserves estimated by 1000 conditional simulations for (a) Covariance matrix 

decomposition and (b) Turning bands. 

 
Table 14.  Bottom 5% and top 95% percentiles, and median of the estimated reserves based on the conditional Monte 

Carlo simulations using (i) covariance matrix decomposition and  (ii) and turning bands for the unconditional 
realizations. 

Simulation method X5% (Mt) X95%  (Mt) Median 

Covariance matrix 
decomposition 

194.4 216.8 205.9 

Turning bands 193.0 216.6 204.8 

 
Both methods perform reliably based on the results. As shown in Table 6 the median for both 

methods is close to the predicted reserves (206 Mt, see Section 3.4.2). Both methods give similar 
percentile values for the reserves and histograms (Table 6 and Figure 8). As expected for conditional 
simulation, in both methods grid cells that are located close to drill-hole data have similar values 
with the data. The polarization method based on kriging conditioning gives smoother realizations 
than the turning bands method which relies on a finite number of bands. For the 59 x 88 grid used in 
this study both methods perform fast. However, the Turning bands method performs faster than the 
polarization method [17]. As seen in Figure 10, the use of 1000 bands is sufficient to simulate the 
field adequately without leaving artifacts from the linear interpolation.  

 
4. CONCLUSION 

This study presents an application of geostatistical analysis in the estimation of lignite reserves 
in Kardia mine. We used a spatial random field model to map the distribution of lignite seam 
thickness and to estimate the reserves for a specific sector of the mine targeted by PPC for 
exploitation. The spatial model involves a linear trend model that was removed from the original 
lignite thickness data to obtain the fluctuations (residuals). The exponential variogram function was 
selected to model the spatial correlation of the residuals, after testing different variogram models. For 
the estimation of the lignite reserves contained in the West Field South Sector of Kardia Mine, we 
used ordinary kriging of the residuals in combination with the linear trend.  

In order to better estimate the uncertainty of the estimated reserves, two conditional simulation 
methods were used. The first one uses the covariance matrix decomposition method for generating 
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the unconditional realizations, while the second uses the Turning Bands method. Both approaches 
use the method of kriging polarization for conditioning. The approach based on covariance matrix 
decomposition is more accurate, leading to smoother spatial variation, while the second is 
computationally faster. For both methods, 1000 simulations were generated in order to estimate the 
confidence intervals of lignite thickness with 90% confidence. The reserves are estimated to lie in the 
range between 194.4 and 216.8 Mt by means of the polarization method. Both methods gave similar 
results for the statistical distribution of the estimated reserves. 

Further study could focus on exploring different transformations of the data to approach the 
normal distribution. In addition it would be beneficial to use geostatistics to investigate lignite 
quality characteristics (lower calorific value, ash content, etc.) for the mine.  
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ABSTRACT  

The development of hard rock cutting technologies represents a great interest in a number of 
mining and construction applications. Results of multiple researches demonstrate the potential of the 
activated rock cutting to significantly expand the application limits of the excavation equipment to 
harder rocks. 

Basing on laboratory test results, the current study is focused on the investigation of the 
process of cutting granodiorite and dolomite samples with an activated cutting tool utilizing the 
impact rock fragmentation principle. The tests were carried out with the use of the Design of 
Experiments method. The obtained data enable characterisation of the influence of cutting 
parameters on the specific energy consumption and the advancing of the cutting tool into rock. 
Considerations on the applicability of the activated cutting technology to the continuous excavation 
of hard rocks are given in the paper. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The development of sustainable technological solutions for the non-blasting excavation of hard 
rocks remains at the forefront of efforts of many researchers and engineers worldwide. Because of 
extensive research and development works, a number of hard rock excavation machines have entered 
the mining and construction markets. Among them are machines for underground applications as 
follows: Caterpillar Hard Rock Miner HRM 220 (utilizing the “Activated Undercutting 
Technology”), Atlas Copco Mobile Miner product line 22H, 40V and 55V (equipped with disc 
cutters), Wirth Mobile Tunnel Miner and Sandvik MN220 (equipped with undercutting discs), 
roadheaders Anderson Strathclyde RH22 and Dosco Mk.IIB (utilizing the water-jet-assisted rock 
cutting technology), and others [1, 2, 3]. 

Of particular interest are mechanical rock excavation machines equipped with activated cutting 
tools. The “activation” here assumes the application to the cutting tools of dynamic loads generated 
by oscillatory or impact actuators. It enables the considerable increase in cutting forces while just a 
portion of reactive forces is transmitted to the machine. For example, Caterpillar D11N Impact 
Ripper is reported to add almost 9 times (at a frequency of 510 blows per minute) the force of 
conventional ripper, which enables the ripping of normally unrippable rocks [4]. The D9L Impact 
Ripper has demonstrated the performance of up to 250% over the standard D9L ripper. It allows the 
impact rippers to compete in many cases with the drill and blast method. A power shovel EKG-5V 
equipped with an active bucket having built-in pneumatic percussion teeth is capable of the blast-free 
excavation of rocks with the Uniaxial Compressive Strength (UCS) of 60-80 MPa [5]. Some 
excavation tests were carried out in rocks with UCS of up to 160 MPa (see [6]). 

The possibility to generate high cutting forces without considerable increase in weight of a 
base mining machine makes the activated rock cutting methods attractive for continuous excavation 
of hard rocks in both surface and underground mining applications. This paper presents results of 
experimental investigations aimed at the determination of parameters of working tools equipped with 
percussion conical cutters.  
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2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 
 

2.1. Equipment 

The activated rock cutting tests were carried out with the use of a linear cutting test rig HXS- 
1000-50 designed by ASW GmbH company specifically for the Freiberg University of Mining and 
Technology [7-9]. A modular design of the rig enables the installation of a pneumatic hammering 
device of special design instead of a cutter head. The movement of the hammering device is realized 
in 2 dimensions (axes Y and Z). A rock sample is placed on a worktable of the cutting rig, which 
moves along the X-axis. 

The hammering device consists of a pneumatic hammer, two pneumatic cylinders for pressing 
a conical cutter into the rock prior to the impact, a cutter holder, a bush transmitting the force from 
the pneumatic cylinders to a cutting tool, and a housing defining the relative positioning of parts in 
space. Thanks to an adjustable swivel joint between the rig HXS-1000-50 and the hammering device, 
the inclination of the hammer in relation to the rock sample might be set. 

As a cutting tool, the point attack pick BETEK BSR283 was used. The shank of the pick was 
cut off to and including the clamping groove in order to provide a constant diameter of the shank and 
prevent its possible plastic deformation during its striking with the hammer (Fig. 1).  

 

 
Figure 1. The point attack pick BETEK BSR283 adapted for the hammering device. 

 
Two foil strain gauges were placed at the pick’s steel body. They were connected with two 

resistors following the Wheatstone bridge circuit principle to prevent the influence of the 
temperature of the pick on the measurement results. A wire of a draw wire sensor was attached to the 
hammer’s piston in order to measure its displacement and then determine its speed and acceleration 
during striking the pick. Four piezoelectric sensors of the rig HXS-1000-50 enabled the measurement 
of 3 components of forces transmitted from the hammering device to the machine. Signals from the 
piezoelectric sensors, strain gauges and the wire sensor were recorded with a sampling frequency of 
1 MHz with the use of the improved DEWE-5000 data acquisition system. 

 
2.2. Rock samples 

Two stone blocks of 500 x 850 x 200 mm in size (granodiorite and dolomite with UCS values 
of 205 MPa and 79 MPa, respectively) were used for the tests. The blocks were obtained by the 
sawing of boulders, so the blocks’ surfaces were planar and smooth. A number of grooves were cut 
from the top of each block with an angle grinder in order to provide a pre-defined initial penetration 
of the pick into rock.   
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2.3. Test procedure 

In order to determine the relationship between factors affecting the activated rock cutting 
process and output parameters of interest, the Design of Experiments (DoE) method was used. For 
unrelieved cuts, a 3-level factorial design for two variable parameters (32), which were the depth of 
cut (h) and the single impact energy (E), was applied. For relieved cuts, the Box-Behnken design for 
3 factors (the influence of the spacing between cuts s was considered in addition to parameters h and 
E) varied at 3 levels was applied. For both designs, 3 centerpoints (with no replicates at the rest 
points) were provided. Constant and variable parameters and their values are listed in Table 1. 

 
Table 1. Values of constant and variable parameters for unrelieved and relieved cuts 

Parameter Unit Value(s) 

Attack angle (γ) deg. 50 
Initial static axial loading of the pick (P) N 3,000 

Depth of cut (h) mm 6; 10; 14 
Spacing between cuts for relieved cuts (s) mm 20; 30; 40 

Single impact energy (E) J 200; 250; 300 

 
The tests were run in a sequence as follows (see Fig. 2): 

- Positioning of the pick at the depth h beneath the rock surface at the point X1 (static axial 
loading P is applied to the pick); 

- Hammering the pick with a pre-defined single impact energy E; 
- Stepwise movement (with a step of 0.1 mm) of the rock along the X-axis until the pick’s tip 

is placed at the point X2 (additional sensors for positioning the pick in relation to the housing 
of the hammering device were used); recording X-coordinates of the points X1 and X2. 

Steps 2 and 3 were repeated until the length of a cut of approx. 300 mm was achieved. While 
hammering the pick, the indications of the strain gauges and piezoelectric sensors were recorded 
automatically due to set triggers. 

 

 
Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 

Figure 2. Test procedure (schematic). 

After the completion of cutting the unrelieved cuts, the block’s surface was scanned with a 
laser scanner of the rig HXS-1000-50. Then relieved cuts were cut, following the test procedure 
described above. 
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3. RESULTS 

The activated cutting test enabled the obtaining of data as follows: 
- A number of blows per meter of cut groove / the average advancing of the pick into rocks per 

blow (it allows the determination of an impact frequency required for the activated cutting of 
considered rocks with linear or rotary motion working tools); 

- Energy consumption for cutting of 1 m3 of rock; 
- Parameters of the impact impulse (force-time diagrams) for the estimation of the efficiency of 

transmitting the energy from the hammer to the rock, which effects thoroughly the efficiency 
of the rock fragmentation process; 

- Forces transmitted to the machine during the activated cutting. 
The DoE approach allows the establishment of regression models defining the relationship 

between input and response variables, taking into account validity, reliability, and replicability 
concerns. The regression models, as well as analysis of forces in the impact system, however, are not 
considered in this paper in order to avoid information overload. 

 
3.1. Advancing of the pick into rock 

The number of blows spent for the cutting of approx. 300 mm (along the X-axis) of the stone 
blocks are presented in Fig. 3 (for the unrelieved cutting mode) and Fig. 4 (for the relieved one). 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

(  – repetitive blows [ΔX = 0];  – effective blows [ΔX > 0];  
 – repetitive tests at the DoE centerpoint) 

Figure 3. Number of blows per 300 mm of cut dolomite (a) and granodiorite (b) for the unrelieved cutting tests. 
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h = 10 mm 

(a) 
 

 
h = 10 mm 

(d) 
 

 
s = 30 mm 

(b) 
 

 
s = 30 mm 

(e) 
 

 
E = 250 J 

(c) 

 
E = 250 J 

(f) 
 

(  – repetitive tests at the DoE centerpoint;  ,  – test results at DoE corner points) 
 

Figure 4. Number of blows per 300 mm of cut dolomite (a-c) and granodiorite (d-f) for the relieved cutting tests. 
 
Under an effective blow here we understand such a blow, realisation of which resulted in the 

separation of chips from the rock, so the advancing of the pick along the X-axis would be possible 
(ΔX > 0). Otherwise, the hammering of the pick has to be repeated until the chip separation. 

The advancing of the pick into rock (ΔX) for different values h and E are shown in a view of 
box plots in Fig. 5 (for unrelieved cutting tests). Repetitive blows, for which ΔX = 0, are not taken 
into account. 

Each column in the box plots shows the data as follows (from bottom to top): the minimum 
value (2.5% of data points are below the lower mark), the first quartile (25%), the median (50%), the 
third quartile (75%), and the maximum (97.5%). The mean values are marked with a cross. 
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(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(  – E = 200 J;  – E = 250 J;  – E = 300 J) 

 
Figure 5. Advancing of the pick into dolomite (a) and granodiorite (b) for the unrelieved cutting tests. 
 
Results of statistical analysis of the total number of blows per 300 mm of cut groove for the 

DoE centerpoints are given in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Results of statistical analysis of the total number of blows per 300 mm of cut groove for the DoE centerpoints 

Parameter Dolomite Granodiorite 

Cutting mode Unrelieved Relieved Unrelieved Relieved 
Count 3 3 3 3 

Average 83 67 69 61 
Coefficient of variation, % 15.3 25.4 10.1 5.2 

95.0% confidence interval for the mean value ±32 ±42 ±18 ±8 

 
The obtained results show that the advancing of the pick into granodiorite/dolomite per one 

blow increases with increasing the single impact energy and decreasing the depth of cut. 
 

3.2. Specific energy consumption 

The specific energy consumption was calculated as a ratio between the energy spent for 
hammering the rock and the cut volume as follows: 
 
𝐸𝐸𝐴𝐴 = 𝑖𝑖·𝐸𝐸

𝑁𝑁
,                       (1) 

where n is the number of blows spent for the cutting of a groove; E is the single impact energy; V is 
the volume of the groove. 

The calculation results are presented in Fig. 6, 7. The energy spent for the initial axial loading 
of the pick is not taken into account due to its negligible contribution (about 3%). The application of 
the initial axial loading of 3 kN to the pick was aimed at providing a tight contact between the pick 
and rock prior to the impact. 
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h = 10 mm 

(a) 

 
s = 30 mm 

(b) 

 
E = 250 J 

(c) 
 

(d) 
 

(  ,  – repetitive tests at DoE centerpoints for relieved and unrelieved cuts, respectively; 
 ,  – test results for relieved cuts at DoE corner points;  – test results for unrelieved cuts at DoE corner points) 

 
Figure 6. Specific energy consumption for the activated cutting of dolomite under relieved (a-c) and unrelieved (d) 

cutting conditions. 
 

Results of statistical analysis of the specific energy consumption for DoE centerpoints are 
given in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Results of statistical analysis of the specific energy consumption for DoE centerpoints 

Parameter Dolomite Granodiorite 

Cutting mode Unrelieved Relieved Unrelieved Relieved 
Count 3 3 3 3 

Average, kWh 66.1 53.8 52.4 48.6 
Standard deviation, kWh 14.4 13.5 6.4 9.51 

Coefficient of variation, % 21.7 25.1 12.1 19.6 
95.0% confidence interval for the mean value, kWh ±35.7 ±33.6 ±15.8 ±23.6 

 
The obtained results show that the specific energy consumption generally decreases with 

increasing the single impact energy. For the unrelieved cutting tests, the minimum specific energy 
consumption was obtained for the maximum values of both depth of cut and single impact energy. 
The dependency of Es on s/h ratio is of a mixed character, which differs from the one typical for the 
conventional cutting of rocks (see Fig. 8).  
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h = 10 mm 

(a) 

 
s = 30 mm 

(b) 

 
E = 250 J 

(c) 
 

(d) 
 

(  ,  – repetitive tests at DoE centerpoints for relieved and unrelieved cuts, respectively; 
 ,  – test results for relieved cuts at DoE corner points;  – test results for unrelieved cuts at DoE corner points) 

 
Figure 7. Specific energy consumption for the activated cutting of granodiorite under relieved (a-c) and unrelieved (d) 

cutting conditions. 
 

 
 

Figure 8. Effect of s/h ratio on the specific energy consumption. 
 
4. DISCUSSION 

The obtained results demonstrate a considerable potential of the activated cutting technology 
for hard rock excavation applications. The specific energy consumption values for the activated 
cutting are more or less of the same range as that for the conventional cutting (for comparison, the 
specific energy spent for cutting of granite with UCS of 210 MPa with h = 4 and s = 8 and 12 mm is 
in range from 35 to 61 kWh/m3 for relieved cutting conditions, see [9]).  

An advantage of the activated cutting technology utilizing the impact rock fragmentation 
method is that the force of a high magnitude is applied to the cutting tool periodically over a short 
period of time (for a fraction of a millisecond), which should result in decreased wear of the cutting 
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tool due to the lower friction force while movement of the tool along the work face. Only a portion 
of forces is transmitted to the machine (the upper force limit of the rig HXS-1000-50 is 50 kN, while 
the force generated in the cutting tool during the activated cutting tests reached 120 kN). 

The cutting tests demonstrated that insufficient single impact energy necessitates repetitive 
blows, which results in the separation of a powdered material (from crushed zone) stacking between 
the pick and rock. As a result, the contact area increases in size, reducing stresses in rock during its 
hammering. It decreases the efficiency of the fragmentation process and might result in the 
termination of the cutting process at all (it was observed during preliminary tests while cutting 
granodiorite with h = 14 mm and E = 150 J). 

The subsequent rock cutting scheme (the single spiral cutting pattern) seems to be not optimal 
for the activated cutting due to the non-symmetrical interaction between the pick and rock. Because 
of random chipping, during relieved cutting the pick could contact the rock not with its tip, but with 
side area, which resulted in non-effective blows (with no chips) due to insufficient stresses induced 
in rock. It also caused high side forces, which led to a certain distortion of the pick. In case of the 
distortion (taking into account relatively small length of the pick’s shank comparing to the one of 
picks for demolition works), the contact area between the hammer’s piston and the pick is decreased, 
reducing the efficiency of transmitting the energy from the piston to the pick. This might serve as an 
explanation of the fact that for some relieved cuts the number of blows exceeds the one for 
unrelieved cuts. The double spiral cutting pattern (the cutting of two grooves with a big spacing and 
then a groove in between) seems therefore to be more preferable due to symmetrical pick-rock 
interaction conditions.  

The impact frequency required for the continuous activated cutting might be calculated on the 
basis of diagrams presented in Fig. 3, 4. For the cutting speed ranging from 1.4 m/s to 3.0 m/s, which 
covers conventional range of cutting speeds for surface miners and roadheaders [10, 11], the cutting 
of dolomite with E = 300 J and h = 14 mm under unrelieved cutting mode would require the impact 
frequency in range from approx. 190 blows/s to 420 blows/s for dolomite and from approx. 
300 blows/s to 650 blows/s for granodiorite. Taking into account the fact that serially produced 
(hydraulic) impact hammers have the single impact energy ranging primarily from 0.5 kJ to 20 kJ 
and the impact frequency in range from 1 blow/s to 40 blows/s, the speed of the activated cutting 
under considered cutting conditions has to be reduced to approx. 0.29 m/s for dolomite and 0.19 m/s 
for granodiorite (for the impact frequency of 40 blows/s). 

   
5. CONCLUSIONS 

The activated rock cutting technology has a considerable potential for extending the 
applicability of the blast-free mechanical excavation to harder rocks. The conducted cutting tests 
demonstrated that the specific energy consumption for the cutting of dolomite with UCS of 79 MPa 
with the depth of cut of 6-14 mm and the single impact energy of 200-300 J is in range 17.9-
108.7 kWh/m3 for the unrelieved cutting mode and 32.1-172.4 kWh/m3 for the relieved one (with the 
spacing ranging from 20 to 40 mm). Appropriate ranges for granodiorite with UCS of 205 MPa are 
29.7-67.7 kWh/m3 and 21.8-185.6 kWh/m3 for the unrelieved and relieved cutting modes, 
respectively. The specific energy consumption decreases with increasing both the single impact 
energy and the depth of cut. The activated cutting in accordance with the single spiral pattern is not 
optimal due to non-symmetrical cutting conditions decreasing the efficiency of transmitting the 
impact energy to the rock. 

The impact frequency of commercially available impact hammers limits greatly the maximum 
cutting speed. For the considered cutting conditions, the maximum cutting speed required for the 
continuous cutting of dolomite under the impact frequency of 40 blows/s is approx. 0.29 m/s. An 
appropriate value for the granodiorite used in tests is approx. 0.19 m/s. Increasing the impact energy 
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and the efficiency of its transmission to the rock has a considerable potential for increasing the 
cutting speed and, as a result, the performance of a mining machine. 
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ABSTRACT 

Satisfactory time and capacity utilization of continual systems on open pits is possible just 
under the assumption of providing optimal conditions for their operation. One of the most significant 
preconditions is in-time and quality execution of all auxiliary works, which brings us to the fact that 
open pit has certain auxiliary mechanization (type, number, capacity, power, etc.). Currently, more 
than 330 heavy machines are hired in PE EPS`s open pits. One third of that number are bulldozers. 
Cost for procurement and operation of auxiliary machines are relatively high. In total cost it varies 
from 13% to 18%. Particular problem which distinguishes from others is that low availability of 
dozers and high costs of exploitation is present in the last years in PE EPS`s open pits. One of the 
reasons is untimely replacement of dozers which leads to additional costs for maintenance, higher 
fuel and grease consumption and low availability. This paper shows an overview on optimal dozer 
time period for replacement. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Operational efficiency of capital mining equipment is in direct correlation with efficiency of 
auxiliary machines. Operation of auxiliary machines is reflected through in-time completion of 
planned auxiliary activities, meaning that appropriate number of various auxiliary machines (by type, 
capacity, power, etc.) must be available during production at the open pit mines. Lack or insufficient 
number of appropriate mechanization implies inappropriate execution auxiliary works, thus 
hindering operation of capital equipment by reduced time and capacity utilization, and it could have 
impact on safety of both workers and mechanization. 

Dozers are most common auxiliary machines at coal open pit mines, both by type and the 
scope of tasks these machines can be used for. Some 50 dozers are daily operated on PE EPS's open 
pits out of 300 heavy duty auxiliary machines, while 113 are available. Average age of dozers is 
around 10 years and achieved 25,000 moto-hours (operating hours). Such structure of age and 
achieved operating hours is the reason for having more than twice as much available dozers in 
relation to operating ones. 

Dozers can be used for numerous auxiliary tasks, however, most important ones are: 
development of routs for moving excavators and stackers, levelling of benches for shifting belt 
conveyors, piling of loose rocks within the range of bucket wheel, breaking up and levelling of 
"crescent" piles on waste dumps, development of communication routes and ramps, shaping of 
slopes, cleaning of benches and roads, moving of drive stations and return ends of belt conveyors, 
etc. 

It should be noted that dozers are generating 45 – 50% of all auxiliary equipment costs (Figure 
1). This implies the necessity for detailed analysis of all parameters of these machines, including 
current and historic trends, as well as some technical capabilities. Such analysis would enable better 
forecasting of their operation. 
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Figure 57.Operating costs of auxiliary machines in RB Kolubara for period 2004-2016 (costs for fuel, lubricants, spare 

parts and consumables); 1.dozers – 46.4%; 2.pipe layers – 5.9%; 3. hydraulic excavators – 4.7%; 4. passenger – off road 
vehicles – 11.5%; 5.trucks – 10.3%; 6. other – 21.2%. 

 
Dozer's life on the open pit is related to numerous factors, where most important ones are 

machine's quality, operating conditions, maintenance quality, operating quality and others. Empirical 
data shows that dozer's life on open pits is 25-30,000 hours, i.e. around 10 years of operation. 
However, same data also shows that dozers after 6th year of operation are having lesser efficiency 
which is indicated by reduced number of effective hours which these machines can achieve, higher 
consumption of fuel and spare parts and more stoppages (failures) (Figure 2). 
 

 
Figure 2.Average number of achieved moto hours in operation and stoppages of dozers for first 10 years of operation 

 
Also, operating costs are increased more rapidly after 6th year of operation, in relation to 

achieved number of moto hours of dozer (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3.Relation between effective work time and total operating costs 

 
2. LIFE CYCLE OF DOZER 

Life cycle of mechanization refers to its duration, i.e. it starts just after the designing stage and 
production stage. Hence, it is the period during which the mechanization is in functionalcondition, 
meaning it is used [2, 5]. 

Life cycle of a machine, facility or any other technical system has complex structure, and it 
encompasses several distinctive but interrelated and timely adjusted groups of activities. Technical 
system is used only during one part of own life cycle, therefore, time it is used is shorter than time of 
its duration. Life cycle is defined by several stages: 

⎼ Concept / project requirements; 
⎼ Project concept; 
⎼ Main project – designing; 
⎼ Manufacturing; 
⎼ Application / operation and 
⎼ Decommissioning. 

 
Also, operational life can be defined as: 
⎼ Technical operational life – period during which machine meets designed criteria and 

guaranteed capacities; 
⎼ Economical operational life – period defined by depreciation of investment, i.e. by 

comparison of net present value, future costs and future incomes. Economical life is 
usually shorter than technical life or prior to need for revitalization of machine. 

⎼ Licenced operational life – as specified by permit or by legislation changes related to 
permit. 

⎼ Technological operational life – defined by technology obsolescence. It is extended by 
reconstruction or modernization through investment maintenance. 

 
Operational life can be also defined as [3]: 
⎼ Physical life (operational life of machine while it operates); 
⎼ Profit life (period of operational life while machine generates profit) and 
⎼ Economic life (period of operational life with highest profit. 
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As shown on Figure 4, operation of the machine with highest profit is just a short interval within 
the operational life. In this period profit is the highest due to low maintenance costs. Subsequent period 
has larger operational costs, but machine still generates profit, while finally, there is a period during 
which machine still can operate, but with large maintenance cost and declined reliability, meaning that 
we are not sure when machine will be available. At this time machine should be replaced [2]. 

 

 
Figure 4.Relation between effective working time and total operating costs 

 
Therefore, it can be said that economic life of the machine is defined by overall costs. 

However, it should be noted that any activity and each segment of life cycle requires investment of 
some kind. Life cycle costs can be classified as follows (Eq. 1): 

⎼ Ownership costs: 
o Acquisition cost, including transport, supply, insurance, 
o Administrative cost, including management, informatics. 

⎼ Operational costs, which are including labour, auxiliary facilities, installations required 
for work; 

⎼ Maintenance costs, which are including maintenance labour, spare parts, tools, devices 
and facilities for maintenance. 

 

                    (1) 

 
where: 

Cu – total life cycle costs, 
Cv – ownership costs, 
Ck – specific operational costs per time, 
f(t) – function of mean time between failures, 
T – time of machine application. 

 
Optimal replacement time is at the moment with minimal cost (Figure 5). [2] 

∫ ++=
T

kvu TCdttfCC
0

,)(
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Figure 5.Economic life of the machine, based on the minimal cost method 

 
Hourly ownership costs and operational costs for dozer could vary significantly. Parameters 

impacting these costs are: type of job performed, costs of fuel and lubricants, transportation cost 
from manufacturer, interest rates, etc. Analysis was performed according to recommended method 
for evaluation of hourly ownership and operational costs, including data on auxiliary machines 
(Caterpillar and Komatsu methods). Integration of these information with operational conditions will 
enable reliable evaluation. 

Total costs, i.e. specific cost per moto hour is the sum of following costs: 
TOTAL COSTS = OWNERSHIP COSTS + OPERATIONAL COSTS + COSTS OF OPERATOR 

 

Table 15.Total costs for dozers in Kolubara basin (for period 2004-2016) 

No. Type Manufacturer Internal
mark 

Tot. no. of 
moto hours Ownership costs Operational costs Costs for operator Total costs 

[mh] [€/mh] [€/mh] [€/mh] [€/mh] 
1. D 8 R Caterpillar C-3 27,942 16.55 43.14 11.79 71.49 
2. D 8 R Caterpillar C-4 28,286 16.35 41.53 11.79 69.67 
3. D 8 R Caterpillar C-5 32,097 14.41 37.44 11.79 63.64 
4. D 8 R Caterpillar С-6 21,964 18.95 46.17 11.79 76.92 
5. D 8 R Caterpillar C-7 25,117 16.57 35.37 11.79 63.74 
6. D 8 R Caterpillar C-8 26,681 15.60 37.01 11.79 64.41 
7. D 8 R Caterpillar C-9 25,354 16.30 38.38 11.79 66.47 
8. D 8 R Caterpillar C-10 22,683 14.28 34.81 11.79 60.88 
9. D 8 R Caterpillar C-11 18,487 17.52 35.24 11.79 64.55 

10. D 8 R Caterpillar C-12 20,152 16.07 43.91 11.79 71.77 
11. D 8 R Caterpillar C-13 18,552 17.46 40.37 11.79 69.61 
12. D 8 R Caterpillar C-14 7,723 12.88 26.85 11.79 51.52 
13. D 8 R Caterpillar C-15 8,013 11.16 23.77 11.79 46.73 
14. D 8 R Caterpillar C-16 6,844 7.42 18.86 11.79 38.07 
15. D 8 R Caterpillar C-17 7,767 7.71 21.74 11.79 41.24 

Average cost for CAT D8R: 61.38 
1. PR-752 Liebherr L2 31,977 13.21 40.93 11.79 65.93 
2. PR-754 Liebherr L-5 27,225 15.51 34.84 11.79 62.14 
3. PR-754 Liebherr L-6 16,627 25.40 33.00 11.79 70.18 

Average cost for Liebherr PR-752 and PR-754: 66.08 
1. PD 320Y-1 Pengpui 122 21,478 6.83 26.56 11.79 45.17 

Average cost for Shanghai PD 320Y-1: 45.17 
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1. SD32W Shantui 140 7,434 12.19 33.31 11.79 57.29 
2. SD32W Shantui 141 11,213 8.08 33.39 11.79 53.26 
3. SD32W Shantui 142 9,011 10.05 33.01 11.79 54.86 
4. SD32W Shantui 143 5,247 11.52 32.23 11.79 55.55 
5. SD32W Shantui 144 7,415 12.22 27.89 11.79 51.90 
6. SD32 5 Shantui 145 25 / / / / 
7. SD32 5 Shantui 146 23 / / / / 

Average cost for Shantui SD 32W, SD 32 5: 54.57 
1. TD 25 H Dressta 32 34,749 9.27 39.94 11.79 61.00 
2. TD 25 H Dressta 33 38,175 8.44 39.85 11.79 60.08 
3. TD 25 H Dressta 34 26,119 12.33 38.77 11.79 62.89 
4. TD 25 H Dressta 35 40,149 8.03 41.37 11.79 61.18 
5. TD 25 H Dressta 36 41,681 7.73 46.52 11.79 66.04 
6. TD 25 H Dressta 37 38,223 8.43 46.94 11.79 67.16 

Average cost for Dressta TD25H: 63.06 
1. TD 25 M  Dressta 40 18,526 11.08 52.36 11.79 75.23 
2. TD 25 M  Dressta 42 8,499 16.74 92.66 11.79 121.19 
3. TD 25 M  Dressta 43 17,636 11.63 46.20 11.79 69.63 
4. TD 25 M  Dressta 44 13,953 14.71 48.23 11.79 74.72 
5. TD 25 M  Dressta 45 7,694 26.67 43.13 11.79 81.59 
6. TD 25 M  Dressta 46 10,755 9.55 39.71 11.79 91.05 
7. TD 25 M  Dressta 47 9,360 10.97 41.20 11.79 63.96 
8. TD 25 M  Dressta 48 10,478 9.80 38.50 11.79 60.09 
9. TD 25 M  Dressta 49 7,652 13.42 37.62 11.79 62.82 

10. TD 25 M  Dressta 50 7,653 8.95 38.77 11.79 59.51 
11. TD 25 M  Dressta 51 216 / / / / 
12. TD 25 M  Dressta 52 247 / / / / 
13. TD 25 M  Dressta 53 365 / / / / 

Average cost for Dressta TD25M: 72.98 
1. TD 25 E StalowaWola 64 28,987 8.68 46.90 11.79 67.37 
2. TD 25 E StalowaWola 65 20,991 11.98 41.65 11.79 65.43 

Average cost for Stalowa Wola TD25E: 66.40 
1. TD 25 G StalowaWola 70 34,046 7.39 38.75 11.79 57.94 
2. TD 25 G StalowaWola 71 30,526 8.24 38.43 11.79 58.46 
3. TD 25 G StalowaWola 73 33,282 7.56 41.75 11.79 61.11 
4. TD 25 G StalowaWola 76 29,442 8.55 39.21 11.79 59.54 
5. TD 25 G StalowaWola 90 39,374 6.39 45.09 11.79 63.28 
6. TD 25 G StalowaWola 94 31,424 8.00 34.27 11.79 54.06 
7. TD 25 G StalowaWola 95 23,440 10.73 43.65 11.79 66.17 
8. TD 25 G StalowaWola 96 36,640 6.87 40.22 11.79 58.88 

Average cost for Stalowa Wola TD25G: 59.93 
1. TD 40 B Dressta 03 29,610 17.00 63,68 11.79 92.46 
2. TD 40 C Dressta 04 36,881 13.65 58,16 11.79 83.60 
3. TD 40 C Dressta 05 44,293 11.37 56,22 11.79 79.37 
4. TD 40 E Dressta 06 15,122 29.87 64,20 11.79 105.86 
5. TD 40 E Extra Dressta 07 23,686 19.10 71,60 11.79 102.49 
6. TD 40 E Extra Dressta 08 5,680 17.74 71,22 11.79 100.75 
7. TD 40 E Extra Dressta 09 19,176 15.74 75,60 11.79 103.12 
8. TD 40 E Extra Dressta 10 6,645 22.72 58,77 11.79 93.28 

Average cost for Dressta TD40: 95.12 
 

Following conclusions can be made on average costs for powerful and very powerful dozers 
operating on open pits, based on data from table 1: 

⎼ Average costs for powerful dozers are:63.75 €/mh; 
⎼ Average costs for very powerful dozers are: 95.12 €/mh. 

Limiting costs based on these values are defined for powerful dozers at 70 €/mh and for very 
powerful dozers at 100 €/mh. 
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Operating costs by years for CAT D8R and Dressta TD25M dozers in PE EPS are shown on 
Figure 6. Costs increasing trend is evident in this interpretation. In case of applying profit life 
criterion CAT D8R dozer should be replaced after 7 years of operation, or in this case after 22,000 
working hours on average. On the other hand, Dressta TD25M dozer should be replaced after 3 years 
and 8,500 working hours. Limiting cost for all dozers is 70 €/mh [1]. 
 

 
Figure 6. Diagram for determination of limiting costs value for CAT D8R and Dressta TD25M dozers 

 
Same principle is used for analysis of other dozers operating at RB Kolubara open pits. Results 

are given in Table 2. Limiting cost for very powerful dozers (TD40) is at value of 100 €/mh [1]. 
 

Table 2.Year of operation on which operating costs are reaching optimal value of 70 €/mh (excluding dozer TD40) 

 D8R PR752&PR754 TD25M TD25H TD25E TD25G TD40 

O
pt

im
al

 y
ea

r f
or

 re
pl

ac
em

en
t 1st year 1st year 1st year 1st year 1st year 1st year 1st year 

2nd year 2nd year 2nd year 2nd year 2nd year 2nd year 2nd year 
3rd year 3rd year 3rd year 3rd year 3rd year 3rd year 3rd year 
4th year 4th year 4th year 4th year 4th year 4th year 4th year 
5th year 5th year 5th year 5th year 5th year 5th year 5th year 
6th year 6th year 6th year 6th year 6th year 6th year 6th year 
7th year 7th year 7th year 7th year 7th year 7th year 7th year 
8th year 8th year 8th year 8th year 8th year 8th year 8th year 
9th year 9th year 9th year 9th year 9th year 9th year 9th year 

10th year 10th year 10th year 10th year 10th year 10th year 10th year 

 
3. AVAILABILITY 

Typical curve of failures, known as "bath tub" curve, is evident regarding dozers operating on 
open pit mines. Failure is a condition when the machine completely or partially loses operating 
capability and it is unable to meet the task requirements and function, as established by the machine 
design and specifications. One of the most important reliability indicators is failure frequency, i.e. 
expected number of failures in certain time interval. Failure frequency distribution curve is afore 
mentioned "bath tub" curve, shown on Figure 7. Interpretation of this curve indicates that usually 
large number of failures occurs at the beginning of machine's service life, followed by the decline 
after this initial period. As machine approaches to the end of its life, curve enters the worn-out period 
with increasing rate of failures. First period is a period of early failures, caused by design flaws and 
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commissioning and control errors. These are usually repaired very fast. Second period is period of 
normal operation, with fairly constant failure rate frequency. Machine finished runing-in period and 
performs required function. Third period is the aging period, when number of failure rises, and 
decision should be made whether to replace the machine or overhaul it. Life cycle curve of mining 
mechanization is not the same for capital equipment and auxiliary machines, also curve differs for 
various types of these machines [2]. 
 

 
Figure 7."Bath tub" curve, relationship of time and failure rate 

 
Life cycle analysis of auxiliary machines operating on open pit mines brings the question 

related to term which can be used to describe certain properties of this technical system mosr 
completely, in relation to performing their functions. In this context following terms are defined: 
Reliability, Maintainability, Efficiency, Maintenance support, Availability, Dependability, etc. All of 
these are used to describe behaviour of technical system during specific time of system's life. 

Effectivity function is a comprehensive indicator, expressed as probability that specific system 
will start operation in required time and that it will succesfully complete criteria function during 
designed interval and at given environmental conditions. It should be noted that operation of 
auxiliary machines are exposed to unexpected impacts, i.e. failures and other events during the life of 
technical system which are of stochastic nature. Definition of efectivity function is goven by Eq 2. 

 
E(t,τ) = R(t) × A(τ) × FP                    (2) 
 

R( t ) – Reliability or probability to operate without failure during time t, 
A( ) – Availability or probability that system will be available at any given moment of 
calendar time , i.e. system will be capable to operate, 
FP – Functional suitability or level for meeting functional demands, meaning adaptability to 
the environment or operating conditions. 

 
Research presented in this paper implemented technical availability, i.e. term Coefficient of 

technical utilization of machine. This coefficient is a variation of preparedness. Coefficient of 
technical utilization of machine is calculated as given in Eq. 3. 
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kT – coefficient of technical utilization; 
tr – time in operation (at annual level), 
to – time in failure (non-planned stoppages at annual level - repairs), 
θ – time of planned stoppages caused by maintenance (preventive maintenance – services). 

 
Availability, as preparedness, represents probability that system/machine will be capable to 

respond at any given moment and to perform its function. Difference between availability and 
preparedness is that availability function includes possibility that system/machine is in the storage 
facility. All the mentioned terms, reliability, preparedness and availability are of stochastic nature. In 
this case availability is in direct correlation to the scale of machine utilization, in technical aspect. 
Availability of auxiliary machines does not necessarily imply that machine is in operation or it is 
capable to operate. 

Accurate indicators on coefficient of technical availability of all types of dozers are obtained 
based on relevant data, median range and least square method. It should be mentioned that the least 
square method is one of the most important method for processing experimental data, which involves 
components of numerical mathematics and statistics. This method is used to acquire functional 
relationship of experimental data arrays. Procedure for establishing annual trend of coefficient of 
technical availability in first 10 years is described in example of technical availability of CAT D8R 
dozers. Required data are given in Table 3. 
 

Table 3.Achieved moto hours, planned and non-planned stoppages of dozers CAT D8R at RB Kolubara 

 Int. mark Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6 Y7 Y8 Y9 Y10 
Achieved moto hours 

C1 
506 2799 2672 811 876 240 1196 702 1896 3429 

Planned stoppages 24 80 96 95 64 16 68 22 54 198 
Non-planned stoppages 0 0 184 224 196 0 140 956 394 160 
Achieved moto hours 

C2 
898 1488 1592 970 2197 1968 1415 2352 915 2216 

Planned stoppages 48 48 56 40 120 94 98 123 70 126 
Non-planned stoppages 0 0 192 360 120 136 230 182 16 1096 
Achieved moto hours 

C3 
1229 2258 4169 4811 3418 4827 3735 152 3343  

Planned stoppages 32 72 232 310 232 302 172   116  
Non-planned stoppages 0 0 272 104 518 218 174   666  
Achieved moto hours 

C4 
1045 2561 2883 4054 4960 3743 1438 3412 2124 2066 

Planned stoppages 24 82 186 244 322 196 48 228 58 132 
Non-planned stoppages 16 0 280 128 138 282 26 200 284 712 
Achieved moto hours 

C5 
1183 2329 2862 3924 4747 4151 2266 2956 4144 3535 

Planned stoppages 32 64 150 244 342 270 126 140 202 140 
Non-planned stoppages 0 56 76 56 136 252 180 266 489 898 
Achieved moto hours 

C6 
236 2972 5038 3218 2476 4441 1910 1673   

Planned stoppages 8 114 226 230 138 226 88 96   
Non-planned stoppages 0 4 52 128 136 180 122 264   
Achieved moto hours 

C7 
236 2128 3459 1732 3560 2382 4000 3507 4113  

Planned stoppages 8 64 114 106 202 114 224 184 148  
Non-planned stoppages 0 50 56 18 250 140 134 454 1004  
Achieved moto hours 

C8 
164 1813 1939 4458 4319 4335 1080 4315 4258,8  

Planned stoppages 0 72 76 208 204 188 52 184 208  
Non-planned stoppages 0 0 8 188 242 326 468 144 538  
 
 

Achieved moto hours 
C9 

169 1542 2694 3214 3681 3590 2766 2683 5015  
Planned stoppages 0 48 108 140 140 120 94 532 296  
Non-planned stoppages 0 0 16 40 220 92 330 484 272  
Achieved moto hours 

C10 
606 3056 4595 4621 5492 4313     

Planned stoppages 16 48 164 208 182 164     
Non-planned stoppages 8 48 72 190 184 88     
Achieved moto hours 

C11 
383 3845 676 3476 4832 5275     

Planned stoppages 8 80 16 124 190 238     
Non-planned stoppages 0 44 16 152 424 310     
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Achieved moto hours 
C12 

650 5047 2677 2952 4893 3933     
Planned stoppages 16 138 102 176 200 262     
Non-planned stoppages 0 92 234 426 330 530     
Achieved moto hours 

C13 
286 1733 3296 3947 4881 4409     

Planned stoppages 0 40 104 226 228 170     
Non-planned stoppages 0 20 118 192 478 220     
Achieved moto hours 

C14 
1988 3174 2561        

Planned stoppages 52 100 100        
Non-planned stoppages 0 32 102        
Achieved moto hours 

C15 
996 2828 4189        

Planned stoppages 34 88 216        
Non-planned stoppages 0 94 192        
Achieved moto hours 

C16 
2072 4772         

Planned stoppages 40 250         
Non-planned stoppages 58 52         
Achieved moto hours 

C17 
2761 5006         

Planned stoppages 28 166         
Non-planned stoppages 0 0         
 

Coefficient of technical availability provides descending sequence of this coefficient, from 
minimal to maximal value, for dozers with similar performances (from C3 to C17). These values are 
given in Table 4. 

 
Table 4.Coefficient of technical availability for dozers CAT D8R in Kolubara basin 

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 
0.954839 0.939535 0.860854 0.830613 0.820058 0.832381 0.675 0.725331 0.781197 0.7099656 
0.961905 0.940481 0.888483 0.899888 0.873635 0.8867567 0.867085 0.822922 0.810424 0.7730155 
0.963134 0.949153 0.892146 0.904238 0.887257 0.8882945 0.881026 0.84608 0.850943  
0.96699 0.951 0.911246 0.915951 0.887338 0.8939988 0.900943 0.879239 0.857084  
0.967213 0.956415 0.926813 0.918418 0.900364 0.9027492 0.915217 0.888542 0.861314  
0.967213 0.960073 0.926891 0.920701 0.902268 0.9036419 0.917852 0.929356 0.898263  
0.973663 0.961804 0.936896 0.920766 0.906401 0.9058904 0.951058 1   
0.97451 0.961812 0.947705 0.926439 0.908517 0.9162368     
0.974623 0.966537 0.951149 0.928977 0.910913 0.9187331     
0.975976 0.967904 0.953155 0.93319 0.915129 0.9442399     
0.97954 0.968758 0.954802 0.946965 0.937521 0.9447974     
0.989961 0.968975 0.955997        

1 0.969099 0.958478        
1 0.969543         
1 0.969811         
 
This data is used to calculate parameters for establishment real and mathematical distribution 

of technical availability by medial rank Q and least square method. These are given in Table 5 and 
Table 6 for first year of operation. 

Table 5 
 

Table 6 

 Ktr Q lnt lnln   x y x2 xy 
1 0.954839 4.545 -0.04621 -3.06787  1 -0.04621 -3.06787 0.002136 0.141775 
2 0.961905 11.039 -0.03884 -2.14582  2 -0.03884 -2.14582 0.001509 0.083343 
3 0.963134 17.532 -0.03756 -1.64628  3 -0.03756 -1.64628 0.001411 0.061839 
4 0.96699 24.026 -0.03357 -1.29179  4 -0.03357 -1.29179 0.001127 0.043361 
5 0.967213 30.519 -0.03334 -1.01026  5 -0.03334 -1.01026 0.001111 0.033679 
6 0.967213 37.013 -0.03334 -0.77167  6 -0.03334 -0.77167 0.001111 0.025725 
7 0.973663 43.506 -0.02669 -0.56029  7 -0.02669 -0.56029 0.000712 0.014954 
8 0.97451 50.000 -0.02582 -0.36651  8 -0.02582 -0.36651 0.000667 0.009464 
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9 0.974623 56.494 -0.02570 -0.18361  9 -0.02570 -0.18361 0.000661 0.00472 
10 0.975976 62.987 -0.02432 -0.00612  10 -0.02432 -0.00612 0.000591 0.000149 
11 0.97954 69.481 -0.02067 0.17126  11 -0.02067 0.17126 0.000427 -0.00354 
12 0.989961 75.974 -0.01009 0.35490  12 -0.01009 0.35490 0.000102 -0.00358 
13 1 82.468 0.00000 0.55453  13 0.00000 0.55453 0 0 
14 1 88.961 0.00000 0.79016  14 0.00000 0.79016 0 0 
15 1 95.455 0.00000 1.12851  15 0.00000 1.12851 0 0 

      Σ -0.35615 -8.05087 0.01156 0.41189 
 

Least square method (Eq. 4): 
 
aΣx2 + bΣx = Σxy           (4) 
aΣx + nb = Σy 

0,01156a – 0,35615b = 0,41189 
- 0,35615a + 15b = -8,05087 

⇒  a = 71,00748  ;  b = 1,149234 
y = 71,00748x + 1,149234 

β = 71,00748 
b = -β lnη⇒η = 0,983946 

 
Real distribution of technical availability of bulldozer CAT D8R in Kolubara basin, for first 

year of operation, is given in Table 7. 
 

Table 7.Real distribution 

K f(t) K f(t) K f(t) 
0.954839 1.04581E-29 0.967213 1.05467E-29 0.97954 1.05151E-29 
0.961905 1.05235E-29 0.973663 1.05449E-29 0.989961 1.03981E-29 
0.963134 1.05309E-29 0.97451 1.05423E-29 1 1.02114E-29 
0.96699 1.05461E-29 0.974623 1.05419E-29 1 1.02114E-29 

0.967213 1.05467E-29 0.975976 1.05364E-29 1 1.02114E-29 
 
Mathematical distribution of technical availability of bulldozer CAT D8R in Kolubara basin, 

for first year of operation, is given in Table 8. Information given in this table is used to create 
diagram presented on Figure 8. 
 

Table 8. Mathematical distribution 

K f(t) K f(t) K f(t) 
0.96 1.05098E-29 0.966 1.05433E-29 0.972 1.05485E-29 

0.961 1.05173E-29 0.967 1.05462E-29 0.973 1.05466E-29 
0.962 1.05241E-29 0.968 1.05482E-29 0.974 1.05439E-29 
0.963 1.05301E-29 0.969 1.05494E-29 0.975 1.05405E-29 
0.964 1.05353E-29 0.97 1.05499E-29 0.976 1.05363E-29 
0.965 1.05397E-29 0.971 1.05496E-29   
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Figure 8.Coefficient of technical availability of bulldozer CAT D8R in Kolubara basin for 1st year of operation 

 
Described procedure was performed for all ten years. Decreasing trend of technical availability 

coefficient for dozers CAT D8R in Kolubara basin for ten years of operation, only relating to dozers 
of similar performances (internal marks C3 to C17) is presented on Figure 9. 
 

 
Figure 9.Declining trend of technical availability coefficient of bulldozer CAT D8R in Kolubara basin during firs ten 

years of operation 

 
This diagram (Figure 9) is used for further analysis related to optimal replacement time. 
Lower limit of availability for dozer replacement is 0.80. This is limit value for linear 

correlation of time categories – time in operation, time of planned and non-planned stoppages. It the 
availability is lower than this value, than should be more of the machines in the fleet of the open cast 
mine, thus increasing the costs. On the other hand, insufficient number of machines (dozers) will 
result in reduced execution of auxiliary operations, with influence on efficiency of continuous 
systems. Below is an example with CAT D8R and Shangai PD320Y-1. Optimal replacement time is 
established, based on diagrams of availability of these dozers (declining trend of technical 
availability coefficient of bulldozers in Kolubara basin for first ten years of operation) and limiting 
availability of 0.80. This diagram is shown on Figure 8 [1]. 
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Figure 8.Optimal replacement of dozers CAT D8R and Shanghai PD320Y-1 according to availability 

 
Therefore, CAT D8R dozer, in conditions of Kolubara open pit mines, should be planned for 

replacement after 8th year of operation, while Shanghai PD320Y-1 dozer after 3rd year of operation. 
Same procedure was applied to remaining types of dozers operating at open pit mines of Kolubara, 
and the results are given in Table 9 [1]. 
 

Table 9.Year of operation when the availability is reduced to 80% 

 D8R PR752&PR754 TD25M TD25H TD25E TD25G PD320Y-1 TD40 

O
pt

im
al

 y
ea

r f
or

 re
pl

ac
em

en
t 1st year 1st year 1st year 1st year 1st year 1st year 1st year 1st year 

2nd year 2nd year 2nd year 2nd year 2nd year 2nd year 2nd year 2nd year 
3rd year 3rd year 3rd year 3rd year 3rd year 3rd year 3rd year 3rd year 
4th year 4th year 4th year 4th year 4th year 4th year 4th year 4th year 
5th year 5th year 5th year 5th year 5th year 5th year 5th year 5th year 
6th year 6th year 6th year 6th year 6th year 6th year 6th year 6th year 
7th year 7th year 7th year 7th year 7th year 7th year 7th year 7th year 
8th year 8th year 8th year 8th year 8th year 8th year 8th year 8th year 
9th year 9th year 9th year 9th year 9th year 9th year 9th year 9th year 

10th year 10th year 10th year 10th year 10th year 10th year 10th year 10th year 
 

4. CONCLUSION 

Analysis showed that profit life (economical life) of dozer CAT D8R operating on open pit 
mines of EPS is around 7 years, while optimal operating time from the aspect of availability is 8 
years. Considering other types of bulldozers operating on open pit mines of EPS (TD25M, TD25H, 
Liebherr 752 and 754, PD320Y-1, SD32W) operational life is around 8 years, excluding model TD 
25 M, which exceeded the costs of 70 €/mh during 3rd year of operation [1]. 

Regarding availability, dozer CAT D8R reaches 80% on 8th year, while availability of 
remaining dozers is reduced to this value between 3rd and 5th year. 

Fact that open pit mines are having sufficient number auxiliary machines (namely dozers) 
should be included into determination of their life cycle. These machines will complete all planned 
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tasks and create optimal conditions for operation of main mining machines (bucket wheel excavators, 
belt conveyors and stackers). It also should be noted that one hour of bucket whell excavator – belt 
conveyor – stacker system operation is valued at several thousands of euros, and that value on one 
hour of dozer operation is below 100 €. Hence, it is more important that open pit mine has sufficient 
number of available dozers [1, 4]. 

Therefore, benefits emerging from this attitude on auxiliary machines selection, including 
savings and improvements, can be achieved by these activities: 

 
⎼ In-time replacement of auxiliary machines and vehicles: 

• Replace all machines with availability lesser than 0.8 and monitor declining trend of 
availability in order to properly plan the replacement; 

• Replace all the machines with increased operational costs (higher than those accepted 
by internal pricing or leasing) and in this case monitor increasing trend of costs to 
properly plan the replacement; 

• Replace all machines with long operational life and high operational costs, which are 
obsolete (difficult acquisition of spare parts and services); 
 

⎼ Usage of proven and quality machines with implemented unification as much as possible: 
• Implement unification to the fleet as much as possible, avoiding monopoly of the 

supplier of the equipment; 
• Use the machine with proven record and best results concerning their technical and 

operational specifications regarding availability, average working time and 
operational costs; 
 

⎼ Improvement of maintenance system: 
• Replace the machine using "old for new" in accordance to availability; 
• Implement aggregate replacement of the machine's components, with benefits in 

availability, longer life and guarantees for performed repairs; 
• Introduce "Quick Serve" for shorter services and better availability of the machine; 
• Optimize maintenance and operation procedures in terms of costs and machine safety; 

 
⎼ Implement modern and improved technologies in machine operation: 

• Using GPRS for machine monitoring in order to eliminate long transport of the 
machine and associated costs for tracks replacement. 

 
Execution of these activities or just part of them will reduce the operational and maintenance 

costs, increase the volume of auxiliary works and create conditions for maximal utilization of 
Excavator – Conveyor – Stacker and Excavator – Conveyor – Crusher systems. In another words, 
these activities will increase time utilization and production rate utilization coefficients, at reduced 
costs. 
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ABSTRACT  

Design and delivery of material handling and mining equipment such as bucket wheel 
excavators, spreaders, reclaimers etc. is a complex process, which is prone to many faults made by 
designers and manufacturers. 

Independent Expert institution is the recently common procedure of calling the external 
institution for the design crosscheck. Only recommended by standards, however very common, 
almost mandatory in all new industrial projects. 

Described procedure is introduced in purpose to improve the quality of the entire deliverable of 
the project. Independent Expert responsibilities are design assessment, manufacturing control, 
erection control as well as performance tests supervision on the delivered structure. Described 
procedure increase the initial costs of the project, however limits the future investments and 
downtime of the machine. In case of the objects, which desirable durability time is of about 30 years, 
this brings savings difficult to estimate. In the paper, authors present their experiences gained as the 
Independent Expert during many projects completed in the field of material handling and mining 
equipment. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The industry of mining, rock/minerals processing and continuous material handling 
characterizes with similar technique of the transportation system [1], [3]. That led to the similarity of 
machines and equipment which are used in all of the listed industry types. The most recognized are 
excavators (bucket wheel excavators), spreaders, stackers and stacker-reclaimers.  There are also 
other commonly used machines such as ship loaders, chain scrappers and reclaimers, portal 
reclaimers, blending systems, mobile transfer conveyors, conveyor drive stations, transport crawlers 
and many more [2]. Also crushing systems such as semi mobile or mobile crushing stations are 
included in the same group of machines. All of peripheral machines and elements are usually 
connected with belt conveyors with different lengths from dozen of meters up to kilometres. In such 
a cases such system is called continues one. When instead of conveyors,  large trucks and 
loading/discharging stations are used, then we call it intermittent transport system. 
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Figure 58. Bucket wheel excavator, stacker-reclaimer 

Operational conditions are harsh, plenty of unexpected events and the machines, due to the 
high costs of erection, are expected to operates for decades [4],[5]. Combination of those facts, rises 
standard design challenge, to really complex projects. As a help, one can find standards and 
recommendations which were developed in decades. However, user without big experience may face 
with the problem which recommendation use and how to apply knowledge stated in the document. 
Moreover, the standards and recommendation development is always a step behind the actual market 
need. Most recently developed topic is the residual life estimation and operational time extension [8]. 

To assure that all necessary requirements will be fulfilled, Independent Expert audit becomes 
almost standards procedure in last years. However, it is worth to underline, that Expert very often is 
supporting the design process, playing not only checkout role but also a consultant help. 

 
2. DESIGN STANDARDS, REGULATIONS, REQUIREMENTS 

 
2.1. Leading documents 

As mentioned in the first section, the described group of machines is exposed to multi-
component loads, often of stochastic character, overloads which are not singular events [6],[7], [9]. 
Material handling and stacking/reclaiming machines and equipment are in favour position on 
comparison to the excavators which operates in the worst conditions. 

That resulted in development of design recommendations dedicated to specific group of 
machines preferred in specific geographical areas. The most commonly used in the field of surface 
mining machines design is the German Standard DIN 22261 [10]. The next widely applied all around 
the world is the ISO 5049.1 [12] standard. However, this one is dedicated to materials handling 
machines and equipment. The third standard joins both areas and is suitable for mining and material 
handling machines and equipment design. It is the Australian standard AS 4324.1 [11]. There are 
also other applicable specialised standards but not as popular as the mentioned above [13][14]. There 
is also more general and popular EUROCODE 3 standard available[15]. 

Nevertheless, those tree mentioned standards has a lot in common, especially when comparing 
the “main loads” load cases group. When going into details in the following groups of “main 
additional loads” as well “main additional and special loads” or “main additional and extraordinary 
loads” one will find more and more differences. Those differences can be found in some general 
assumptions i.e. in safety factor as well as well as in definition of very specific, extraordinary 
combination of loads. In general it can be stated that that the most comprehensive standard for 
material handling and also opencast mining machines is AS 4324 standard. DIN 22261 is considered 
as well detailed and safe standard for opencast mining machines. ISO 5049 standard provides enough 
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guidelines for experienced designers only. The very detailed comparison of the mentioned standards 
is presented in the article [27]. 

The important thing is the fact that AS standard recommends the design checkout to be done 
by external Independent Expert. Despite the fact that other standards do not states this 
recommendation, most modern design are proven by the Independent Expert anyway.  

 
2.2. Independent Expert – design validation process 

The scope of service of the Independent Expert in the design and approval process is not 
clearly defined by standards. As already mentioned AS standard recommends design checkout but 
does not define the scope. Therefore the role of Independent Expert may vary, depending on 
Purchaser requirements, experience or IE recommendations.  

The complete scope of IE’s service in material handling and mining equipment delivery is 
presented below. There are few steps in which the IE plays important role: 

a) Tender specification  – at this stage it is necessary to clearly define technological conditions 
and requirements, which must be fulfilled by the new equipment. Based on that, detailed 
technological and technical conditions are defined, that enable to form tender documents. 
Independent Expert ma support and advice Purchaser at this stage to ensure the most optimal 
equipment choice and further delivery. 

b) Design of the equipment – Supplier of the equipment is responsible to design it in accordance 
to applicable standards to assure its safe and proper operation. The role of IE at this stage is 
to ensure, that design is made in accordance to technical conditions and that the applicable 
standards requirements are met as well. Therefore IE performs detailed checks of Purchaser 
design in the following steps: 

• Analysis and approval of supplier’s load assumptions and preliminary stability 
calculations as well as GA or draft drawings with respect to applicable standards.  

• Check and verification of structural calculations. Special attention is paid to confirm 
if reasonable modelling of structures is applied, completeness and correct 
implementation of loading cases required by the specification is considered and if the 
fatigue resistant design is properly made. Supplier is requested to provide complete 
set of calculations, which enables IE to check the entire structural calculations of each 
component of machine. There are standards (eg. DIN 22261) in which such 
requirement is clearly defined.  

• IE’s check calculations – as an optional and recommended by authors of this paper 
action is independent analysis of structural calculations in the area of static, dynamic 
and fatigue strength with the use of Finite Element Method (FEM), based on the shell 
model preferably. Such independent check usually consists of structural calculations 
for the most unfavourable loads combinations, which should provide confirmation 
that Supplier calculations are properly made. 

• The machine stability analysis for all load combinations (proof of machine stability 
for assumed loads) – this is very important step of check, that ensures safety of 
machine against overturning. IE checks stability calculations correctness in respect to 
standards requirements and considered dead and live loads and tipping axes as well. 

• Review of structural drawings – this activity ensures that proper manufacturing 
technology will be used for the equipment (welds types, dimensioning etc.) and also 
enables to identify poor design areas. Review of structural drawing shall be carried 
out with consideration of structural calculations results to pay special attention to 
highly stressed or responsible areas review. 
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• Providing by Independent Expert the certificate regarding the structural calculation 
and stability, based on the submitted documentation. This certificate confirms that no 
objections exist against commencement of erection. 

c) Fabrication and erection process – Independent Expert conducts periodical inspections to 
ensure that fabrication and erection process is made in accordance to design. 

d) Weighing and balancing of the equipment – if the equipment requires weighing and 
balancing, the IE supervise this stage of project too. A review of instructions for weighing 
and ballasting measurement for the equipment shall be carried out and approved by IE. After 
that the IE assists on site the Supplier during the weighing and ballasting measurements and 
checks/approves measurement results. 

e) Commissioning and performance tests – IE may be involved in the final commissioning stage 
of the project connected with performance tests. There are two types of tests usually 
scheduled: short and long one, where the short one refers to few hours up to few days, while 
the long one may last 1 or more months.  

f) Final certification – based on the entire review and process, IE provide the final certificate for 
operation, confirming that all project goals have been achieved and the equipment can be 
safely operated.  

The above scope of work covers the most typical consultancy role of Independent Expert in the 
complete design and delivery process of material handling and mining equipment. This is long 
lasting process of check and approval, due to amount of work required and also due to long delivery 
time of such specialising equipment, which may last up to 36 months for more complex machines. 
Sometimes this scope may be limited or modified with the reference of individual project type or 
Purchaser wish and IE may be involved in design, manufacturing or final check.   

 
3. MOST COMMON/FREQUENT FAULTS 

Every step of check and approval process, which is listed above, involves various types of 
faults with different importance. Below there are typical of them listed for design and manufacturing 
stages.  Examples of faults are given as well. The information presented below base on authors of 
this paper experience gathered during IE’s projects completed for the last 20 years. More than 60 
different mining and material handling machines were covered by such service. 

 
3.1. Design faults 

There are three following major types of faults, which occur at this stage of project.  
a) The first one reefers to loads assumption, where not all loads are considered or loads are not 

properly calculated e.g: underestimation of material loads on conveyors and in transfer 
points, neglecting dynamic factor in material load calculations. It is also common issue that 
dead loads weights and locations are not precisely defined at the early stage of project.  

b) The second type of designing faults refers to strength calculations. As a standard the finite 
element method (FEM) is used for such purpose. However it is still common practice to 
conduct design calculation with the use of beam modelling approach, which is not detailed 
enough in the welded structures especially. The use of beam modelling limits significantly 
efficiency of such calculations in finding highly stressed locally limited areas, which are 
usually present in structural joints where beam modelling approach is limited in consideration 
of such geometry details (shape of gusset plates, radius details etc.). Independent Expert 
recommends to use plate modelling approach, which enables to consider most of such “hot 
spot” locations (see figure 2 as example). In case of checking of Supplier’s structural 
calculations made with the beam modelling approach, the IE usually performs his own check 
calculations with the use of plate modelling approach. There were many cases in authors of 
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this paper IE’s experience, that significant “hot spots” were identified with the use of the 
plate approach, while beam mode didn’t show any issues [25]. 
 

 
Figure 59. Example of “hot spot” identification with the use of shell modelling approach in the receiving boom structure 

 
c) The third type of designing faults refers to acceptance of high, above permissible values 
stress, if the “hot spot” area is relatively small [16], [17]. Special attention must be paid when 
such case occurs[18]. Always both strength and fatigue assessment must be checked to assess if 
modification is required [24], [26]. In general, when low fatigue stress is observed in the area 
concerned, it is possible to accept static overstress. However no fatigue “hot spots” can be 
accepted if the stress amount exceeds permissible value. This fault is the reason of many cracks, 
which are observed during operations of mining and material handling equipment, which 
operates in heavy conditions, causing significant stress fluctuations in the structure [19]. Most of 
excavators (bucket and chain type) are examples of such machines. Also reclaimers or crushers 
may suffer significant dynamic loads if used for hard material reclaiming. In addition, crawler 
mounted machines indicate quite significant stress changes during movement (transport), on the 
contrary of rail mounted machines [22], [23]. Example of identified with the use of FEM 
calculations, small fatigue  “hot spot”, which led to crack in the load carrying structure of semi 
mobile crusher, is presented in figure below. 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Improper DBS0 weld execution before a. and after b. rectification 
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3.2. Fabrication and erection faults 

The most common types of faults, which occur at this stage of project are as follows: 
a) Execution of welded connections not as per design is frequently observed in the load carrying 

structures of material handling and mining equipment. Since welding quality plays very 
important role in fatigue resistance, this kind of fault has a great importance in structural 
safety of machines. When higher than typical welding class is required, many faults occur 
usually. Example of such case is presented in figure 3, where DBS0 butt weld shall be 
executed as flat grinded, notch free one. 
 

  
 

Figure 4. Improper DBS0 weld execution before a. and after b. rectification 
 

b) Geometry faults, missing elements faults. Misalignments, deviations from designed geometry 
are also common and frequently observed faults, which create stress peaks areas prone to 
fatigue cracks if stress fluctuations are present. Example of such faults are shown in figures 
below. It is the role of the Independent Expert to check the tested equipment for such 
problems and request rectification works. Such check usually requires many hours of 
investigations. However if IE has a detailed structural calculations, the check will be limited 
to highly stressed areas and these which have an impact on structural safety of the equipment. 
Therefore it is recommended to use plate or solid based structural calculations for such 
purpose instead of beam based calculations. 
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Figure 5. Geometry faults observed during inspections  

  
 

Figure 6. Geometry faults observed during inspections  
 

4. CONCLUSION 

The role of the Independent Expert in material handling and mining equipment design and 
approval has the great importance and reflects the entire operational life of tested machine. 
Elimination of faults at the designing and manufacturing stage improves safety of operation. It also 
impacts operational costs since failures number can be reduced by IE’s preventive actions [20]. Costs 
of repairs and down times of core equipment can be huge, however they can be reduced if faults are 
identified and corrected at the designing/manufacturing stage [21].  

What is worth to mention that the scope of Independent Expert service in the design and 
approval process is not clearly defined by standards. In the paper authors presented recommendation 
for complete scope of work, which can be used for typical check of complex mining or material 
handling equipment. By completing of such scope, Independent Expert has the right to provide 
certificate confirming correctness of design and manufacturing of the equipment. In case of bigger 
deliveries of mining or material handling equipment it is common practice, that such certificate is 
requested by Purchaser to accept machines for operation.  

As per authors experience, which is confirmed by completed more than 60 complex equipment 
check and approval projects, it can be concluded that there are always faults present at both design 
and manufacturing stages. If they are found and corrected early enough, problems during further 
operation are usually reduced significantly.  

In authors of this paper opinion, legal regulations should be introduced to ensure check and 
verification of complex mining and material handling equipment by and Independent Expert. 
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ABSTRACT 

The existence of hard rock formation with high cutting resistance, during mining with bucket 
wheel excavator (BWE), causes frequent stoppages, increased equipment wear, or even severe 
damage of the BWE. These result to increased idle and break-down time, to high energy 
consumption, to low production rate and finally to increased mining cost. A proactive solution that 
was examined during the research project BEWEXMIN included the development of a real-time 
mine face inspection system. The system uses geophysical sensors for the early detection of hard 
rock formations during the excavation by BWE. More specifically an Electromagnetic (EM) sensor 
was employed for continuously measuring the electrical resistivity of the material in the mine face. 
The resistivity data were processed and evaluated in real time by specially developed software to 
estimate the diggability of the excavated material ahead of the excavation face. At the same time the 
risk of collision, between excavating buckets and hard rock formation, was also estimated. When the 
BWE approaches hard inclusions, visual and audio alarms were generated by the system. The above 
system was tested and evaluated in South Field Mine. Results indicated that the developed system 
can succeed high percentage of true alarms keeping at the same time the percentage of false alarms 
low.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The machinery predominantly used for overburden removal, as well as, for lignite and inter-
bedded waste layers extraction in surface mining operations in Europe, is the Bucket Wheel 
Excavator (BWE). First BWEs constructed in Germany were mainly used for the removal of the 
overburden in the large surface lignite mines. Overburden in these mines consisted of geological 
formations with low cutting resistance. Thus, the experience gained from the mining of these types 
of overburden formed the knowledge basis for the design and construction of the bucket wheel 
excavators [1, 2].  

The continuous surface mining was later adopted in several European mines where the 
geological and mining conditions (especially in overburden formations), were different from those 
encountered in German opencast coal mines. This fact and the necessity to extract coal from deep 
deposits have resulted in increased occurrence of formations with excessive cutting resistance or 
even non-diggable requiring blasting (Figure 1). These cases have been increased in many European 
surface lignite mines recently, while in the past such cases were relatively seldom [3, 4]. 
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Figure 1. Typical hard rock formations (consolidated conglomerates) occurring during overburden removal in South 
Field mine in Ptolemais, Greece. (Left): Thin hard rock layers within clay beds which can be difficultly excavated by 
BWE. (Right): Thick hard rock formations requiring blasting and removal by shovels and dumpers (Provided by PPC). 

The existence of hard rock formation with high cutting resistance results in stoppage, increased 
equipment wear, or even severe damage of the bucket wheel excavator (BWE), resulting to increased 
idle and break-down time, to high energy consumption, to low production rate and finally to 
increased mining cost. In the recently completed research project BEWEXMIN different solutions to 
reduce failure rates of bucket wheel excavators working in such conditions were proposed and 
evaluated. The examined solutions included: 

- the adaptation of the already working BWEs to those conditions and the requirements for 
newly built,  

- the development of a system of continuous surveillance of machinery superstructure effort, 
and  

- the development of a real-time mine face inspection system, based on geophysical sensors for 
the early detection of hard rock formations during the excavation by BWE. 

The ultimate scope of the real-time mine face inspection system, that was mounted on a BWE 
boom, was to continuously monitor the subsurface ahead of the excavation face and to provide in 
real-time a clearly comprehensible warning to the BWE operator when hard (non-diggable) 
formations are identified. To develop such a system first an extensive program of field tests was 
carried out to determine the most promising geophysical method in detecting the hard rock 
formations. Based on results of the field tests a system (hardware and software) was developed and 
installed on a BWE operating at South Field Mine at Ptolemais area (Western Macedonia, Greece). 
The developed system was capable to monitor in real time the diggability of the excavated material 
and to predict the risk of collision of the bucket wheel with the hard rock formations.  

This paper summarizes the phases of the development of the real time monitoring system as 
well as the obtained results during the field tests. First we describe the field tests which were carried 
out in order to determine the most suitable geophysical method for detecting hard rock formations in 
real time. Then we present the developed real-time mine-face inspection system (hardware and 
software) for the early detection of hard rock formations. Finally, the application of this system for 
the on-lime monitoring of the excavation process by BWE in South Field lignite mine in Ptolemais 
(Greece) is presented and the obtained results are discussed. 

 
2. FIELD TESTS AND GEOPHYSICAL METHODS SELECTION 

Geophysical methods have been initially evaluated through literature review in terms of their 
ability to detect geological formations of high cutting resistance and hard rock inclusions during the 
excavation by BWEs. An extensive literature review identified that in the typical geologic 
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environment of lignite mines the electrical or electromagnetic methods are the most promising in 
detecting local features such as boulders. The Slingram (EM) Electromagnetic Method, the Ground 
Penetrating Radar (GPR) and Electrical Tomography (ET) were selected as the most appropriate [5].  

 To assess the capability of these selected geophysical methods in different opencast lignite 
mines facing the problem of the hard rock formations, numerous field tests were conducted. These 
field tests were carried out at the South Field mine Kozani Greece (PPC), at the Szczercow Field, 
Belchatow mine, Poland (PGE) and at Husnicioara Field and Rociuta mines, Romania (OLTENIA). 
The most extensive and detailed field test program was carried out Power Public Corporation (PPC) 
coal mine (Figure 2). In addition, for the assessment of GPR several simulations were performed in 
2D and 3D (Figure 3). 

 

 

  
Figure 2. (Left) Electromagnetic (EM) equipment and measurements on the slope at South Field open pit mine. (Right) 

Apparent conductivity values deduced from the EM survey on the slope next to a photo of the mine front. 
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Figure 3. Radargrams from the simulations at the face mine using the GPR 250MHz antenna. 
 
The selection of the most suitable geophysical method for the detection of hard formations via 

real-time mine face mapping was based on Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) multi-criteria decision 
method. The criteria used involved performance of the specific geophysical method in detecting 
boulders and hard layers, required geophysical and electronic equipment, data processing and 
evaluation, ability to work in harsh environment and ease of installation of the equipment on the 
boom of the bucket wheel excavator. The investigated geophysical methods were ranked according 
to AHP methodology and finally the Slingram (EM) was selected as the most promising method for 
real-time detection of hard rock during mining by BWE. 

 
3. REAL-TIME MINE-FACE INSPECTION SYSTEM BASED ON GEOPHYSICAL 

METHODS 

The developed system, as shown in Figure 4, consists of three subsystems. The first subsystem 
includes the measuring devices (EM sensor, differential GPS and CCD camera) installed on the 
bucket wheel and the boom of BWE.  

The second subsystem is the EM control unit which collects, stores, transmits data and controls 
the operation of the EM sensor. GPS is connected and synchronized with EM sensor. Thus, the 
positioning and resistivity data from EM are transmitted simultaneously to control unit. The data, 
recorded in continuous mode at predefined sampling intervals (1s), were: time (UTC, coordinated 
Universal Time), coordinates (Latitude, Longitude, Altitude) and conductivity of the surveyed part of 
the mine face by the EM instrument.  

The third subsystem is the developed software, installed on a fully rugged laptop hosted in the 
control cabin of the BWE, consisting of four modules. The first module receives data from EM 
control unit, performs the required pre-processing, and sends the corrected data to automated 
algorithm module. Automated algorithm module predicts the probability of occurrence of a hard rock 
formation at a specific position, and sends this information to expert system module. Expert system 
estimates the probability of collision (between excavating buckets and hard rock formation) and if 
necessary, generates alarms. The last module of the third subsystem is the visualization unit, which 
provides the machine operator with all required information as well as with real-time video for the 
visual inspection of the mine-face.  
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Figure 4. Overall system for real-time monitoring of the excavation process of the BWE. 

 
Automated algorithm uses two different data-driven techniques. The first is called “simple 

mode” and is based on statistical process control. The second one called “advanced mode” is based 
on neural networks. Automated algorithm, either in simple or advanced mode, estimates the 
probability of occurrence of a hard rock formation based on the changes in resistivity values (Figure 
5). Then a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) estimates the risk of collision, between BWE and hard 
rock. More specifically, a Mamdani type FIS was created and trained [6]. The structural and 
operational characteristics of the used BWEs and the applied mining practices were used to modify 
the structure and the inference rules of the FIS and to maximize the exploitation of the existing 
factual and experiential knowledge about mining with BWEs. Moreover, we have also designed the 
graphical user-interface and the explanation-guidance facility (visualization unit) of the FIS in order 
to be comprehensible by the operator of the BWE. 
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Figure 5. (Above) Mine face surveying during terrace cutting by a BWE equipped with the EM geophysical sensor. 

(Below) Schematic diagram showing successive resistivity profiles obtained during terrace cutting (3 cuts). Developed 
automated algorithm uses a moving window to examine local changes in resistivity profiles as bucket wheel approaches 

the hard rock. 

The above developed software modules were integrated and transformed to a standalone 
application (HAROR, HArdROckReconnaissance) that was installed on a fully rugged laptop. The 
geophysical instrument (EM sensor, type CMD2) and the optical camera were connected to 
HARROR via the USB ports of the rugged computer. HAROR receives and records real time 
measurements from EM instrument and from a camera, processes-evaluates them and provides 
information in real time about the diggability of the excavated material, the probability of hard rock 
occurrence and the risk of collision. It also generates warning alarms for the BWE operator when 
risk of collision is increased. 

As shown in Figure 6 HAROR main screen is divided into four panels. The first panel (top left) 
displays the excavation process as it is shown by the connected camera. The second panel (bottom 
left) provides information about the probability of hard rock occurrence, the effort of BWE (or the 
diggability of the excavated material) and the risk of collision (hitting a hard rock). These parameters 
are displayed in a five-level color scale in order to be easily observable by the operator. The third 
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panel (on the right) shows buttons which are controlling acquisition, storage and display (plot) of 
measurements and evaluated parameters during the excavation process. Typical generated plots of 
the measured resistivity, estimated probability of hard rock occurrence, BWE effort (or diggability) 
and risk for hard rock hitting are shown in Figure 7. The computational time (comp. time) in seconds 
is also shown to ensure that the required calculations can be executed in less than 1 second which is 
the selected sampling time. Higher computational time could result in delays of the real-time 
procedure. The same panel also includes the button for activation/deactivation of the audio alarm as 
well as the HAROR info button. The audio alarm is triggered when risk of collision exceeds a certain 
level. The fourth panel (bottom right) displays several useful information regarding, time location 
and the current measurements of the connected sensors. Depending on the mode of real-time 
operation (simple or advanced) this panel can also provide information regarding the BW position 
and the slewing speed of the boom. 

 

 

Figure 6. HAROR main screen and menus during real time operation. 
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Figure 7. Available plots during HAROR operation. 

 

4. FINAL TESTING AND EVALUATION  
 
4.1. Final field test 

The final test included the operation of BWE equipped with the real-time inspection system in 
the especially prepared site, where hard rocks were buried at certain distance in front of the working 
face. The BWE was excavating the material in successive slices by slewing operation (terrace 
cutting). The mean height of the excavated slices was 6m and the working width of the face was 
~35m. Taking into account that the distance of the buried boulders from bench crest was 10m 
approximately, 35 successive slices were required to approach the boulders. The slewing speed of 
BWE boom was up to 20m/s. The last excavated slice was 0.5 m away from the location where the 
boulders were buried. 

During the excavation, the distance of EM sensor from the mine face was increasing from 0.5m 
(at the starting point of the slewing operation) to 1.0m (at the end of the slewing operation). Several 
stoppages of the BWE occurred during this test. In addition to real time monitoring, the obtained data 
were also stored and sorted in accordance to excavated slices. More than 8000 measurements were 
sorted, coded and stored for later evaluation. 

Figure 8 shows the bucket wheel trajectories, the angular location of the buried boulders, the 
slewing angles and the mine face at the beginning of the test. The thin layers within the reddish clay 
are hard or semi hard formations exhibiting relatively high resistivity. These hard formations, which 
due to their small thickness can be excavated by the BWE, were detected by the real time inspection 
system. However, by increasing the threshold limit of HAROR software (upper control limit of the 
used statistical process control) the generated unnecessary warning alarms were reduced 
significantly.  
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Figure 8. (Left) Trajectories of the BW, slewing angles and angular location of buried boulders at 50o from the advance 
direction axis. (Right) Mine face at the start of the field test. Within the reddish clay formation thin hard and semi hard 

layers are interbedded. 

 
Figure 9 shows snapshots of the excavation and the gradual approach of the bucket wheel to 

the location where the boulders were buried. Figure 10 shows screenshots of the results obtained 
after processing and evaluation of the resistivity measurements by HAROR application. In the screen 
of the rugged laptop installed in the BWE operator’s cabin the probability of hard rock occurrence, 
the BWE effort (based on the diggability of the excavated material) and the risk of collision were 
displayed in real time. Moreover via the connected camera the excavated area was visually inspected. 

 

 
 

 
Figure 9. Snapshots of the excavation process during the field test. The location of the buried boulders is indicated by the 

wooden rods. 
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Figure 10. Visualization of the results of the real time inspection system on laptop screen in the operator cabin. In the 
left photo the camera was installed outside the cabin focusing οn the excavation area. In the right photo camera was 
installed inside the cabin providing a more general view. In both photos the probability of hard rock occurrence, the 

BWE effort and the risk of collision are displayed using a five level color scale. 

Figure 11 shows the resistivity data and the estimated parameters (probability of hard rock 
occurrence, diggability and the risk of collision) during the excavation of a slice. The trend in 
resistivity values, due to the slewing operation of the BWE, is clear. During slewing operation the 
cutting depth is changing progressively resulting to varying distance of EM instrument from the mine 
face. This affects the measurement of apparent resistivity since the air gap between the instrument 
and the mine face changes. As the slewing angle is increased the air gap also increases and the 
resistivity measurements indicate a growing trend. This change is systematic and its effect on 
resistivity measurements of the excavated material is compensated by de-trending the obtained 
values during the pre-processing stage. High resistivity values (measurements No 68, 92, 245 and 
250) resulted from the occurred hard and semi hard lenticular formations within the reddish clay 
layers. At these values the estimated risk of collision is also high. These formations are shown in 
Figure 12.  
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Figure 11. (Top) Variation of the resistivity during the excavation of the 12th slice. Measurements were taken every 

second. (Bottom) Variation of the estimated parameters: Probability of a hard rock occurrence, diggability and risk of 
collision. 

 
Figure 12. Photograph of the mine face during the excavation. Thin hard and semi hard layers are interbedded within the 

reddish clays. 

The last excavated slice was ~0.5m away from the place where the hard rock boulders were 
buried (Figure 13). During the excavation of the last two slices the resistivity values measured at the 
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angular location corresponding to boulders site were increasing progressively as well as the values of 
risk of collision. Figure 14 exhibits the resistivity profile during the excavation of the semifinal cut 
(~0.8m away from the buried hard rock). Measurements 38-45 show the change in resistivity due to 
the buried hard rocks, while measurements 46-53 due to the semi-hard formation.  
 
 

 
Figure 13. Photograph of the mine face during the excavation of the cut slice. The distance of buried boulders (marked 

with the red circle) to bench crest was approximately 0.5m. Also the occurred semi hard formation (marked with the 
green oval) is shown. 

 
Figure 14. Resistivity profile during the excavation of the semifinal slice. The variation in resistivity due to buried hard 

rocks and to semi hard formation is shown. 

 

4.2. Problems encountered and corrective actions 

The problems encountered during the final test were mostly related to the harsh mining 
conditions. The main observed problems were: 

- Frequent interruptions of the excavator operation resulting in measurement gaps. 
Measurements continuity is essential for data evaluation employing the Advanced Mode of the 
automated algorithm. Tackling this problem requires the intervention of the operator in order to stop 
the measurement collection by selecting the pause button from HAROR main menu and to restart it 
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when the excavator is again operating. Because this is not convenient for the excavator operator, the 
use of Simple Mode of HARROR application was finally adopted.  

- Unnecessary warnings due to the presence of thin hard or semi hard layers or small lenticular 
hard rock formations that could be mined without creating problems to BWE. Preventing such 
warnings, requires proper selection of the relevant HAROR parameters which is driven by the 
application of optimization techniques and the verification from visual inspection. However these 
adjustments in HAROR are not frequent, provided that the geological conditions in the excavation 
area do not change radically. 

- Random variations of EM sensor distance from the mine face and changes due to 
maneuvering of BWE during mining and/or to undulated surface of mine face. In the final test such 
variations were limited due to especially selected site for conducting the test. However in normal 
mining conditions these variations can be quite often and the monitoring system must be improved to 
tolerate them. Non-systematic change of the EM sensor distance from the mine face cannot be 
mitigated by the de-trending technique used by HAROR. 

- Height change of the excavated slice. This change requires resetting the angle of the wooden 
arm that holds the EM sensor. In the developed system this is done manually by using a basket truck. 
This adjustment even though not frequent, is time consuming and requires halting of the excavator 
and the system. In order to keep the distance of EM sensor from the mine face constant and to adjust 
the arm angle automatically, it is proposed the construction of a robotic arm equipped with a distance 
measurement sensor and an angle adjustment mechanism. This arm could be designed and built at 
the stage of developing an industrial grade prototype. 

- The effect of vibrations, dust and weather conditions. The vibrations generated in the arm 
holding the sensor during the excavation of soft formations were negligible, while those during the 
excavation of thin hard layers were more intense. EM sensor measurements have shown that they are 
not affected by vibration, dust and weather. However the effect of these factors on the sensor 
electronics could not be estimated during these tests, since a considerably longer operating time is 
required. In an industrial-type system the sensor and the electronic parts should be resistant to 
vibrations, dust and adverse weather conditions. The existing commercial EM sensors are not 
designed and built for continuous operation in mining conditions. 

- Material falls from the mine face during the excavation. A PVC tube with foamy interior was 
used to protect the used sensor from material falls. In an industrial-type system, the sensor should be 
designed and built to withstand falls and strokes. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 

A real-time mine face inspection system based on geophysical sensors was developed for the 
early detection of hard rock formations during the excavation by BWE. More specifically, an 
Electromagnetic (EM) sensor was employed for the continuous measuring of the electrical resistivity 
of the material in the mine face. The resistivity data were processed and evaluated in real time by 
specially developed software to estimate the diggability of the excavated material ahead of the 
excavation face and the risk of collision. 

Final field tests and results indicated that the developed real time mine face inspection system 
was able detect the presence of hard rock inclusions in the excavating area and to generate early 
warning alarms for the operator of the BWE. The integration of the automated algorithm based on 
statistical process control, the fuzzy expert system and the visualization unit in a standalone 
application (HAROR) proved successful and convenient for real-time monitoring. HAROR is fully 
parameterized and can be adjusted to operate in different geological and mining conditions.  

The reliability of the system was mainly affected by the changing harsh mining conditions and 
the geological settings. Random changes in the distance of the EM sensor to face and in the height of 
cut can affect the performance of the system. Moreover the presence, within the reddish clay, of 
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several thin hard and semi hard layers which are diggable by BWE, creates unwanted warnings 
which should be eliminated by adjusting HAROR parameters.  

The knowledge gained from the development of this full-scale system and from the conducted 
field tests is considered valuable for the next potential step of this research project, which is the 
development of an industrial grade real time system. An industrial grade system should include the 
following: 

- A robotic arm (for holding the EM sensor) equipped with a distance measurement sensor and 
an angle adjustment mechanism. 

- Especially manufactured electronics and EM sensor resistant to vibrations, dust, falls and 
adverse weather conditions. 

- Use of EM sensors with capability to change to T-R layout and/or frequency for simultaneous 
measurements at different depths. 

- Software code in a lower level programming language (e.g. C++) to reduce the computing 
time during real time operation. This will allow the use of higher measuring frequency and is 
anticipated to improve the system accuracy. 
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ABSTRACT  

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs) are signed digraphs, which consist of nodes representing the 
factors that describe the behaviour of a system, and edges, which are weighted arcs connecting the 
concepts and representing the causal relationships among them. FCMs offer certain advantages, e.g. 
they can incorporate uncertainty, show high ability to demonstrate complexity, are not demanding in 
terms of funds and time. Thus, as a soft computing technique, they have been used in various and 
completely different applications from various areas. In this paper, the FCM approach is used as a 
means for qualitatively modelling and analysing the efficiency of bucket wheel excavators, a crucial 
component of continuous surface mining systems. Using both an extensive review of scientific 
literature and expert judgment as the basis of the analysis, a simulation framework is developed to 
perform qualitative simulations with respect to the efficiency factors of the bucket wheel excavator. 
To this end, several parameters, e.g. characteristics of the excavated material, number and thickness 
of lignite layers, bucket wheel capacity and fill rate, maintenance of the system, experience of the 
operator, etc., are employed to reveal cause/effect relationships, explore the dynamics of the system 
and carry out what-if and sensitivity analyses. The model is a first step towards simulations intended 
to help mining practitioners. The main goal is to propose a different simulation approach for complex 
mining systems that can interconnect the factors affecting system’s behaviour by providing a 
transparent and flexible model. In future research, the model can be combined with or tested against 
Learning Algorithms, which are used for automatic construction of FCMs from historical data, so as 
to develope a more advanced and accurate representation of the system under investigation. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Lignite is Greece’s most important indigenous energy resource, accounting in 2015 for 23.4% 
of the country’s primary energy supply [2]. Given the security of supply, the low extraction costs and 
the stable prices, it is estimated that lignite will continue to hold a strong position in the Greek 
energy mix in the near future. 

Most of the Greek lignite deposits have a multiple-layer structure characterized by the extreme 
splitting of lignite seams separated by non-lignite layers. The alternated waste layers, mainly marls 
and clays, are of varying thickness and cohesion and also exhibit intense spatial fluctuation. The 
most important deposits are located in the Ptolemais - Amynteon basin, in the area of Western 
Macedonia in northern Greece. Other deposits lie at Drama and Elassona, as well as in the south, at 
Megalopolis. There is also a large peat deposit of about 4 billion m3 at Philippi in the northern part of 
Greece (Eastern Macedonia). Only 30% of the total lignite reserves have been extracted to date and 
the remaining reserves are sufficient for over 40 years at current production rates. 

For the exploitation of most of these deposits, the continuous surface mining method is used. 
High capacity bucket wheel excavators (BWEs), conveyor belts and spreaders, operating in series 
and forming a network of continuous excavated material flow, are used to achieve high output rate 
with low cost of mined lignite per ton [4], [13], [20], [21]. This serial operation makes the production 
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levels that can be achieved very sensitive to the reliability of the various equipment units. Bucket 
wheel excavators are the first link in the chain that can affect significantly the output of the mining 
system, since their efficiency plays a crucial role in the appropriate long and short-term mine 
planning and design activities. 

There are a lot of parameters affecting the efficiency of BWEs including, in general, the 
properties of the material to be excavated and conveyed, the mechanical and operational parameters 
of the BWE, as well as the operational parameters of other components of the continuous mining 
system. So far previous research efforts have explored particular sets of parameters that influence 
BWE’s productivity. For example, Wade et al. [26], Panagiotou [16], O’Regan et al. [14] 
investigated the parameters affecting BWE diggability. Ural [25] investigated the effects of 
operational parameters, such as slewing speed, bench height, terrace height, block width, etc., on 
output efficiency of a specific BWE type and defined their optimum value. Tanasijević and Ivezić 
[24] proposed a procedure for the dependability efficiency analysis of BWEs based upon fuzzy sets 
theory, as a tool for fast estimation of the quality of service and the in depth analysis regarding the 
design, the constructive, the maintenance and the logistic characteristics of BWEs. Galetakis et al. 
[4] developed an expert system for the estimation of the effect of material diggability and excavated 
blocks thickness on the efficiency of BWE used for the selective mining of multiple-layered lignite 
deposits. 

This paper introduces the analysis of BWE efficiency making use of Fuzzy Cognitive Maps 
(FCMs), as a means for soft computing modeling. On this ground, the BWE’s efficiency model is 
developed to reveal the efficiency factors of the BWE and explore the dynamics of the system. In 
total, 10 factors were incorporated in the model, the selection of which was based on an extensive 
literature review and the authors’ expertise. The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 
introduces the FCM approach. Section 3 discusses the development of the BWE’s efficiency FCM 
and presents the analysis of the model towards revealing the interlinkages and interdependencies of 
the factors. Finally, Section 4 concludes with the main findings of this study. 

 
2. METHODOLOGICAL BACKGROUND 

 
2.1. Introduction to Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping 

Cognitive maps represent social scientific knowledge and model decision making in social and 
political systems. Cognitive maps are interconnected, directed, logic graphs consisting of nodes and 
edges/arrows, which are mainly used to analyse a system’s behaviour by investigating causal links 
among relevant concepts, and have their roots in Graph Theory [10]. Each variable is linked to one 
another by positive or negative signs. A positive value between concepts Ci and Cj means that an 
increase in concept Ci causally increases concept Cj, whereas a negative value between concepts Ci 
and Cj means that an increase in concept Ci causally decreases concept Cj. In this way, a binary 
comparison matrix of the cognitive map can be developed, where each variable is compared with one 
another according to causal relationships.  

Figure 1 contains an example adopted from [8]. Here e1 affects e3 and e4 in a positive way and 
e2 and e5 in a negative way. Moreover, e2 affects e1, and there are no variables by which e3 is 
affected. Furthermore, e4 affects e5 in a positive way. Finally, e5 affects e4 and e2 (negative and 
positive, respectively). 
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Figure 60. Example of causal cognitive map (adopted from (Hasiloglu & Cinar, 2008)). 

 
Based on the causal cognitive map of Fig. 1, the following 5x5 adjacency matrix E is 

constructed: 
 

E = 

⎣
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎡

0 −1 1 1 −1
−1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
1 1 0 −1 0 ⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥
⎤
 

 
Real life problems, however, rarely have crisp boundaries. Thus, conventional cognitive maps 

were extended by the use of Fuzzy Logic creating Fuzzy Cognitive Maps (FCMs), which were 
introduced by Kosko [10] and can be regarded as a combination of Fuzzy Logic, “efficient in 
representing heuristic, commonsense rules” and Neural Networks, “efficient in learning heuristics” 
[11], [22]. A fuzzy set is characterized by a membership-degree function, which maps the members 
of the universe U into the unit interval [0,1]. The value 0 means that the member is not included in 
the given set, 1 describes a fully included member. Hence, for the universe U a fuzzy set A is defined 
by Eq. 1 as: 

 
A = {x, μΑ(x)) | x∈A, μΑ(x)∈ [0,1]}                   (1) 

 
where μΑ(x) is the membership-degree function μ : x→[0;1] 

 
FCMs, like simple cognitive maps, consist of nodes and weighted arcs. Nevertheless, in the 

case of FCMs the weights of the arcs are fuzzy and take any value lying in the interval [-1, 1]. The 
components of the system may come from existing research in the field, i.e. from literature review, 
from field experts, or both [3], [7], [9]. More explicitly, a FCM consists of nodes or concepts, Ci, i = 
1…N, where N is the total number of concepts. Each interconnection between two concepts Ci and 
Cj has a weight, a directed edge Wij, which is similar to the strength of the causal links between Ci 
and Cj. Wij from concept Ci to concept Cj measures how much Ci causes Cj. The direction of 
causality indicates whether the concept Ci causes the concept Cj or vice versa. Thus, there are three 
types of weights [19]: 

• Wij > 0 indicates a positive causality between concepts Ci and Cj. That is, the increase 
(decrease) in the value of Ci leads to the increase (decrease) on the value of Cj. 

• Wij < 0 indicates an inverse (negative) causality between concepts Ci and Cj. That is, the 
increase (decrease) in the value of Ci leads to the decrease (increase) on the value of Cj. 

• Wij = 0 indicates no causality between Ci and Cj. 
It is important to note that Wij≠Wji in that causal relationship are not necessarily reversible. 

The weighting matrix is also known as adjacency matrix. 
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The method has been used in political and social sciences, computer sciences, engineering, 
medicine, decision support systems, time series forecasting, environmental management, energy 
planning, mathematics, and many others (e.g. [3], [5], [15], [18], [19]).  

 
2.2. FCM Structural Analysis 

The structural properties of a FCM can be analysed on the basis of Graph Theory and social 
networks analysis [15], [19]. The most commonly used indices, besides the number of concepts are: 
the number of connections, the number of transmitter concepts, the number of receiver concepts, the 
number of ordinary concepts, density, indegree, outdegree, C/N ratio, centrality, complexity and 
hierarchy index. 

More specifically, transmitter concepts only affect other system components, whereas receiver 
concepts are only affected by other system components. Ordinary variables are those with both 
transmitting and receiving functions [1]. The complexity index of a map is the ratio of receiver to 
transmitter variables [15]. 

The density (D) is an index of connectivity and expresses how connected or sparse the maps 
are and is calculated by the number of available connections (C) divided by the maximum number of 
connections possible between N variables, according to Eq. 2: 
 

𝐷𝐷 =
𝑁𝑁

𝑁𝑁(𝑁𝑁 − 1)
 𝐵𝐵𝐴𝐴 𝐷𝐷 =

𝑁𝑁
𝑁𝑁2 (2) 

 
Outdegree [od(vi)] shows the cumulative strengths of connections exiting the variable and is 

calculated by the row sum of absolute values of a variable in the adjacency matrix E (Eq. 3), whereas 
indegree [id(vi)] is the column sum of absolute values of a variable in the adjacency matrix E and 
shows the cumulative strengths of connections entering the variable (Eq. 4) [11]: 

 

𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻(𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖) = �𝑎𝑎𝚤𝚤𝑖𝑖����
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖−1

 (3) 

  

𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻(𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖) = �𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝚤𝚤����
𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖−1

 (4) 

 
Centrality is the most important measure for map complexity, borrowed from social networks 

analysis, and represents the degree of relative importance of a concept to the operation of the system 
[10]. It is estimated by the summation of variable’s indegree and outdegree according to Eq. 5 [1], 
[19]: 

 
𝐵𝐵𝑖𝑖 = 𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻(𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖) + 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻(𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖) (5) 

 
Finally, the hierarchy index (h) is a function of the outdegrees and number of variables in a 

given map and represents the type of system as fully ‘hierarchical’ (i.e. when h=1), or ‘democratic’. 
(i.e. when h = 0). Democratic maps are much more adaptable to changes because of their high level 
of integration and dependence [15]. The hierarchy index (h) is estimated by Eqs. 6, 7 and 8 [15]: 

 

ℎ =
12𝜎𝜎𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑2

𝑛𝑛2 − 1
 (6) 
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where:  
 

𝜎𝜎𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑2 =
∑ (𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 − 𝜇𝜇𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑)2𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑛𝑛
 (7) 

 
and 

 

𝜇𝜇𝑜𝑜𝑑𝑑 =
∑ 𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=1

𝑛𝑛
 (8) 

 
2.3. Dynamic exploration and simulation of FCM 

The mathematical representation of FCMs provides a snapshot of how the variables and 
linkages of the system, given its configuration, would resolve themselves, in the absence of change 
or intervention, with all feedback loops played out. This dynamic analysis is embedded in FCMs as a 
kind of inferential procedure and can either focus on the equilibrium end states or the transient 
behaviour during the iteration steps with reference to either all concepts or a subset of concepts of 
interest [6], [19]. Through this type of analysis, “what-if” scenarios are investigated, examining what 
state the system would go to if certain conditions are present.  

In order to explore the dynamic interactions between the concepts involved in the collective 
map, key variables are increased or decreased continually, a process known as “clamping” by [10]. 
Although the values of the final vector are not that important, the relative changes to the conceptual 
system indicate trends that can serve as guidance for decision makers, and for better appraisal of the 
system dynamics [13]. 

The initial stimulus is an input vector, i.e. the ‘activation level’, that takes values in the unit 
interval 0 to 1 and excites the FCM adjacency matrix E by applying a multiplication of the input 
vector with the adjacency matrix. For n number of concepts, the input vector is 1 by n, the FCM 
adjacency matrix is n x n, and the output is 1 by n. FCMs can handle different types of input data, 
that is, quantitative or qualitative or both. In case of quantitative data the input values should be 
normalised in the range 0 to 1. Zero values are attributed to concepts not present in the system, while 
value(s) of 1 indicate that the concept is present to its maximum extent.  

In every step (k), the value Ai of each concept Ci is affected by the other nodes attached to it 
and is updated based on the following activation Eq. 9 [23]: 

 

𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
(𝑖𝑖+1) = 𝑆𝑆(𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖

(𝑖𝑖) + �𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
(𝑖𝑖)

𝑁𝑁

𝑖𝑖=1
𝑖𝑖≠𝑖𝑖

∗ 𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) (9) 

 
where 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖

(𝑖𝑖+1) is the value of concept Ci at simulation step k+1, 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
(𝑖𝑖) is the value of concept Cj at step 

k, Wji is the weight of the interconnection between concept Cj and concept Ci and f is a 
transformation function (e.g. logistic or sigmoidal function) that limits the result of the product to the 
predefined activation interval {0, 1} [3], [15], [18]. In this study, the sigmoid threshold function is 
used (Eq. 10), which hinders quantitative analysis but allows for qualitative comparisons between 
different concepts and/or scenarios: 

 

𝑆𝑆(𝑥𝑥) =
1

1 + 𝐴𝐴−𝜆𝜆𝑥𝑥
 (10) 
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where λ is a real positive number (usually λ=1) and x is the value 𝐴𝐴𝑖𝑖
(𝑖𝑖) on the equilibrium point. 

The simulation does not produce exact quantitative values but helps to identify the general 
pattern of system’s behaviour via the achieved values of the concepts.  

The simulation process used in this study consists of five steps described by the following 
algorithmic procedure [19]: 

Step 1. Definition of the initial vector A that corresponds to the concepts identified by 
suggestions and available knowledge. 

Step 2. Multiply the initial vector A and the matrix W. 
Step 3. The resultant vector A at time step k is updating using the previous equations. 
Step 4. This new vector Ak is considered as an initial vector in the next iteration. 
Step 5. Steps 2–4 are repeated until Ak-Ak-1≤e (where e is a residual describing the minimum 

error difference among the subsequent concepts and in most applications is equal to 0.001) or Ak=Ak-

1.  
For the interpretation of the results, an average value for the concept under investigation is 

computed according to the following Eq. 11 [18]: 
 

𝑅𝑅(𝑥𝑥) = �
0, 𝑥𝑥 ≤ 0.5

𝑥𝑥 − 0.5
0.5

∗ 100%, 𝑥𝑥 > 0.5
 (11) 

 
where 0 corresponds to very low BWE efficiency and 1 corresponds to highest BWE efficiency. 

 
3. DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS OF THE BWE EFFICIENCY SYSTEM 

 
3.1. Development of the FCM  

The FCM model for studying the efficiency of bucket wheel excavators (BWE) was based on 
an extensive literature review and the authors’ expertise. In total, the model includes 10 concepts, 
which are briefly discussed hereinafter: 

 
• BWE efficiency (C1): The main metric providing a quantitative measure of the degree 

to which a BWE is achieving its maximum nominal excavation rate. 
• Operator’s skill (C2): The degree of training and experience an operator has 

accumulated over time, combined with her physical and mental capacity to 
continuously monitor the operation of the BWE, identify suboptimal operation and 
perform corrective actions. 

• Diggability (C3): A measure of how easily a specific soil type is excavated by a BWE. 
• Dimensions of excavated slice (C4): The physical dimensions of the slice cut by the 

BWE during slewing. Of particular interest is the actual cut of height, which can be 
much smaller than optimal in cases where the thickness of the excavated layer is less 
than the bucket-wheel radius. 

• Mechanical reliability (C5): BWE downtime due to structural and component failures 
reduces the time available for productive operation. 

• Auxiliary works (C6): The frequency, duration, and complexity of auxiliary works 
necessary for the operation of a BWE, e.g. cable shifts, conveyor shifts, ground clearing 
and levelling, reduce accordingly the BWE utilisation. 

• Downstream processes (C7): Given that the system is linear, the BWE is dependent on 
the reliability of all downstream material handling processes. All units of a branch have 
to be up and running for the BWE to be able to excavate. 
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• Selective mining (C8): It is dictated by geological factors, mainly the thickness of the 
layers to be excavated. Especially in multi-layer deposits, in order to avoid losses or 
dilution of lignite, the cut height can be as small as 15 cm, thus adding to the 
complexity of the operation and reducing the utilised capacity of the BWE. 

• Bad weather conditions (C9): They can affect both the condition of the excavated soil 
altering its diggability and the operator’s awareness of the existing conditions. 

• Bucket fill factor (C10): The main metric providing a quantitative measure of the 
degree to which the capacity of each bucket is actually utilised. It is dependent on many 
of the above-mentioned concepts. 

The cause-and-effect relationships among concepts were determined by the authors through 
discussion. The BWE efficiency FCM model is presented in Fig. 2 and was created using a 
computer-based FCM tool called Mental Modeler (freely available at: 
http://www.mentalmodeler.org)  [6]. The adjacency matrix is given in Table 1. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 61. The BWE efficiency FCM model. 

 

Table 16. The adjacency matrix of the BWE efficiency FCM model. 

 
C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7 C8 C9 C10 

C1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C2 0.15 0 0 0 0.5 0 0 0 0 0.5 
C3 0.6 0 0 0.85 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 
C4 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.66 
C5 0.75 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C6 -0.25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C7 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C8 -1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
C9 -0.1 0 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 

C10 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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3.2. Analysis of the BWE efficiency FCM  

As shown by the causal relationships among the concepts of the FCM (Fig. 2), the efficiency of 
BWE increases with an increase in “Operator’s skills”, “Bucket fill factor”, “Diggability”, 
“Dimensions of excavated slice”, “Downstream processes”, and “Mechanical reliability” and 
decreases with an increase in “Selective mining”, “Bad weather conditions”, and “Auxiliary works”. 
The graph theory indices for the collective FCM are given in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Graph theory indices for the collective FCM. 

Density Hierarchy 
Index 

Total Nr. 
Factors 

Total Nr. 
Connections 

Nr. 
Transmitter 

Nr. 
Receiver 

Nr. 
Ordinary 

Connection
/Factors 

0.16 0.028 10 16 5 1 4 1.6 
 
There is only one receiver variable, namely the “BWE efficiency” and five transmitter 

variables, i.e. “Operator’s skills”, “Diggability”, “Selective mining”, “Bad weather conditions” and 
“Downstream processes”. The map has in total 16 connections and the ratio between connections and 
factors is 1.6. The density is equal to 0.16 and the hierarchy index is calculated at 0.028, indicating a 
‘democratic’ map, i.e. a system that is open to change. Further, Table 3 presents the outdegree, 
indegree and centrality of the concepts of the collective map.  

 
Table 3. The most central factors in the collective FCM. 

Concepts Outdegree Indegree Centrality 

BWE efficiency 0.00 5.15 5.15 

Operator's skill 1.15 0.00 1.15 

Diggability 2.25 0.00 2.25 

Dimensions of excavated slice 0.96 1.85 2.81 

Mechanical reliability 0.75 0.50 1.25 

Auxiliary works 0.25 0.10 0.35 

Downstream processes 1.00 0.00 1.00 

Selective mining 2.00 0.00 2.00 

Bad weather conditions 0.20 0.00 0.20 

Bucket fill factor 1.00 1.96 2.96 

 
The most influencing concept in the map is the “Diggability”, followed by the “Selective 

mining” and the “Operator’s skills”. The most central concepts, apart from the “BWE efficiency”, 
are (in order of significance) the “Bucket fill factor”, the “Dimensions of excavated slice”, the 
“Diggability”, and the “Selective mining”.  

A number of simulations were conducted using the “clamping” process towards exploring the 
dynamic interactions between the concepts. The simulations were carried out using the FCM Tool 
2nd edition (available at: http://www.cs.ucy.ac.cy/fcmdss/index.php?option=com_content&view 
=article&id=61&Itemid=68), which works in the Matlab environment. In particular, the transmitter 
variables were set to specific activation levels and were increased or decreased continually, and the 
output values of the “BWE efficiency” was computed. For conciseness reasons, however, only the 
results of selected simulations are presented hereinafter for illustrative purposes.  

Simulation 1 – Worst-case conditions: In this simulation, the transmitter variables that increase 
the “BWE efficiency” (i.e. “Operator’s skills”, “Diggability”, and “Downstream processes”) are set 
to 0.1, whereas the transmitter variables that decrease the “BWE efficiency” (i.e. “Selective mining” 
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and “Bad weather conditions”) are set to 1. The system converges after 29 iterations and the 
efficiency of the BWE, based on Eq. 11, is estimated to 46.4%.  

Simulation 2 – Best-case conditions: In this case, the transmitter variables that increase the 
“BWE efficiency” are set to 1, and the transmitter variables that decrease the “BWE efficiency” are 
set to 0.1. The system converges after 28 iterations and the efficiency of the BWE, based on Eq. 11, 
is estimated to 97.2%. 

Simulation 3 – Sensitivity analysis for “Diggability”: In order to conduct the sensitivity 
analysis a series of simulations were performed holding constant the initial values of “Operator’s 
skills” (value: 1), “Downstream processes” (value: 1), “Selective mining” (value: 1), and “Bad 
weather conditions” (value: 0.5). The initial values used for “Diggability” were sequentially set to 
0.10, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1, representing a wide range of possible situations. The results are given in 
Table 4. 

 
Table 4. Results of Simulation 3 – “Diggability” sensitivity analysis 

“Diggability” initial value “BWE efficiency” output value 
0.10 84.0% 
0.25 85.9% 
0.50 88.5% 
0.75 90.5% 
1.00 92.1% 

 

As shown from Table 4, the efficiency of the BWE between the worst and best diggability 
conditions has a relative difference of approximately 10%.  
 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

The efficiency of BWEs is a critical issue for continuous mining systems, especially in multi-
layer lignite deposits. So far, several studies have been conducted aiming at analysing the parameters 
involved. Nevertheless, these studies are usually focused on a limited set of factors. This paper 
attempts to provide a more holistic discussion by determining the most decisive factors affecting the 
efficiency of BWEs, and the ways these factors interact with one another using the FCM technique. 
To the authors’ best knowledge this is the first attempt to model the efficiency of BWEs using FCM, 
towards examining the dynamics of the system. 

Based on literature review and experts’ opinion the BWE efficiency FCM model was 
developed. In total, the model includes ten different factors, namely: “BWE efficiency”, “Operator’s 
skills”, “Bucket fill factor”, “Diggability”, “Dimensions of excavated slice”, “Downstream 
processes”, “Mechanical reliability” “Selective mining”, “Bad weather conditions”, and “Auxiliary 
works”. The cause-and-effect relationships among concepts show that the efficiency of BWE 
increases with an increase in “Operator’s skills”, “Bucket fill factor”, “Diggability”, “Dimensions of 
excavated slice”, “Downstream processes”, and “Mechanical reliability” and decreases with an 
increase in “Selective mining”, “Bad weather conditions”, and “Auxiliary works”. Furthermore, a 
number of simulations were conducted, the results of which indicate significant differences in 
BWEs’ efficiency under favourable and hostile conditions, i.e. the efficiency ranges between 46% 
and 97%. Although simulations are not substitutes for quantitative predictions, nor do they provide 
real-value parameter estimations, they provide the means for theory testing and bridge the gap 
between ‘pure’ qualitative and quantitative approaches. Yet, this is a first step to this particular 
scientific field and, thus, further work remains to be done. 
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ABSTRACT 

Large reserves of lignite and suitable locations of basin, mountain-geological and climate 
conditions, geometry of deposit and physic-mechanical characteristics of working area enables use of 
high productive continual mechanization for excavation of overburden and coal throughout open cast 
mines within Kolubara coal basin. 

For excavation, transport and disposal of overburden in use are co called ECS systems 
(excavator-bucket wheel or chain, conveyer belts with rubber, spreaders), and for coal exploitation 
ECC or ECL (excavators, conveyer belts, crushing plant or loading place) systems. 

Use of this kind of systems has a lot of advantages comparing to discontinuous systems, but far 
more less flexibilities during occurrences of incidental cases, such as big land sliding or changes of 
technology and dislocation to new site caused by different circumstances. At Field D, which work 
continually for 58 years and with total production, for that time, of more than 500 mill.tons of coal, 
complex configuration of coal seams demanded special technology for work with often 
reconstructions and movement of systems. During 2007.almost all of production was stopped due to 
unsolved legal ownership, particularly problems about local cemetery. To ensure continuity in 
production it was necessary to relocate several systems to new location (former outside dump yard) 
and in a very short period and for that strict demanding and complex organization of works was 
conducted. This kind of work, at open cast mines, is always difficult and multiplex and with long 
time preparation period with no production which, in this particular case, had to be established in 
short time period.  

This paper work shows activities taken during dislocation of system, starting from planning, 
and engagement of all other mechanization until re-establishment of production at this mine. 

 
1. KOLUBARA COAL BASIN 

Kolubara coal basin is situated 60 km south-west from Belgrade and stretches at area of 600 
square kilometres. 

Surface lignite mines in Kolubara coal basin covers area of municipalities Lazarevac, Lajkovac 
and Ub. Mining is done with high-efficient continual equipment. For excavation, transport and 
disposal of overburden in use are technological systems so called ECS (excavators (bucket wheel or 
chain), conveyors-with rubber and spreaders), and for coal exploitation ECC or ECL (excavators, 
conveyer belts, crushing plant or loading place) systems. Average annual production of coal in 
Kolubara coal basin is 30mill. tons, from which 90% is combusted in power plant “Nikola Tesla”, 
and 10% is processed and in use for other purposes.  From coal in Kolubara coal basin more than 
50% of total electric energy in Republic of Serbia is produced.  

With river Kolubara coal basin is divided in two parts Western and Eastern, which is situated 
between rivers Turija, Pestan and Kolubara.  Eastern part is, according to exploration degree and 
preparedness for surfes mining of coal, divided in nine geological deposits: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and 
Sopic-Lazarevac. Curently, coal exploitation is proceed in fields C and D [1]. 
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Western part of basin is spatially settled between river Kolubara on east and rivers Tamnava 
and Ub on south-west. This area is divided in 6 geological deposits: Veliki Crljeni, Tamnava-West, 
Tamnava East, Zvizdar, Radljevo and Trlic. Currently in use are fields  Tamnava West and Field G. 

 

 
Figure 62. Spatial position of Kolubara coal basin 

 

2. OPEN CAST MINE “FIELD D” 2007-2009 

Open cast mine “Field D” currently employs 2500 workers. It spreads on 20 square kilometres 
and is most productive mine due to more than 60 years of production. Average annual production for 
the period from 2007-2009 is 13,5 mill. tons, and 40 mill. cubic meters of overburden. On this mine 
there is six overburden continual systems and two continual coal systems which have total length of 
36 kilometres. Here are 10 bucket wheel excavators with capacity of  20.000-50.000 m3/t per day, 7 
spreaders and 8 ES-s working on cleaning the roof of coal layer and preparation works [1]. 

 
3. SYSTEMS  DISLOCATION 

Settlement Vreoci with 3.300 settlers and more than 1000 households, as well as local cemetery 
with more than 6000 grave yards come up in front of mining activities from Field D in 2007. 
Unsolved problems with land purchase, household expropriation and no agreement with 
representative of local settlers about relocation of local cemetery led to almost stopping at this open 
cast mine, and for that suspension in coal production relevant for electro energy balance in Republic 
of Serbia. [1]. In mentioned year production of coal from this mine was very important.  

This was a problem that nobody expected. 
No plan or technical documentation anticipate or treated this sort of a problem. Management of 

Mining Basin Kolubara had to find solution which could overcome this problem for the purposes of 
continuance in production at this field. The only possible solution was to dislocate systems to 6-7 km 
remote location where needed amount of coal could be excavated after some overburden removal.  
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Dislocation of continual systems at open cast mine was always complex and hard work with 
long time preparation period with no production which, in this particular case, had to be established 
in short time period because there was no substitution mine which could overcome less coal from 
Field D. 

 In front of Kolubara’s management were a several problems which has to be solved quickly: 
problem of security and safety of dislocation for heavy equipment in total weight of 40.000 tons; 
problem to dislocate systems without disturbance on working coal production; not possible 
engagement of extra employees who can do heavy and complex jobs during dislocation; problem in 
additional engagement of auxiliary machines (bulldozers etc) because Kolubara’s auxiliary 
machinery were not enough for enormous work ahead; and the problem of finding the best solution, 
and how and where remove the systems to fulfil continuance in coal production. 

 

 
Figure 2. Basic equipment at Field D 
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Figure 3. Overwiev of systems position at Field D prior to dislocation  

 
 

 
Figure 4. Conteptual solution of dislocation for coal systems at new ramp 
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4. DINAMIC OF CONTINUAL SYSTEMS DISLOCATION  

In 2007-th at “Field D” Ia ECS system was stopped and relocated within 14 days on southern 
part (South Wing) where he started to work on area planned for further extension of “Field D”. 
System starts to work on 29-th November 2007, and instead bucket wheel excavator G-4, other 
bucker wheel excavator G-1 was engaged. Along with G-1 worked spreader O-1, and G-4 remained 
at position of V-th system for overburden.  

During 2008, due to completing of works in contour of “Field D”, Ib ECS system also stopped. 
Reconstruction and total relocation of this system lasted 12 days, and on 2-nd of April works begun 
on outer dumping area, formed in previous times during opening of “Field D” in 1961. on so called 
“Eastern dump”, with the work of bucket wheel excavator G-6 and spreader O-5.  

In 2009, after of 19 days for relocation and transportation of mechanisation, Ic ECS system 
starts to work on Eastern Dump on 9-th August, with bucket wheel excavator G-5 and spreader O-3. 

Second ECS system was also relocated in 2009 within 11 days. This system started to work on 
2-nd April on position of ex dump area from IV ECS system, eg. Inner dumping area of “Field D”.  

Forth ECS system was relocated and mechanisation was transported for 12 days, and on 2-nd 
November it started to work extending “Field D” toward south.  

 After 14 days of transportation of mechanisation on 25-th May started to work relocated V 
ECS system with bucket wheel excavator G-4 and spreader O-6 in position of eastern Dump. 

Coal systems ECL and ECC were relocated during annual repairment and without additional 
delay in coal production. 

 

 
Figure 5. Position of continual systems at “Field D” after dislocations 
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Figure 6. Position of continual systems at “Field D” prior and after dislocation 

 
During preparation works for dislocation of systems between December 2007 and June 2009 

surveying department at “Field D” executed 4411 recordings and marking of the routes for belt 
conveyers positioning and routes for mechanisation transportation. More than one million cubic 
meters of material was moved for earthy works on ramps and for the 35 kilometres of routes for 
mechanisation transportation and new conveyers positions. 

 Five bucket wheel excavators and four spreaders were transported over 60 kilometres, and 
overcome difference in height of 1100 meters. As for the routes of belt conveyers, 25 kilometres 
were dismounted and put at new position. Also, 46 power stations were disconnected and pulled and 
carried more than 200 kilometres to the new working positions.  

50 kilometres of rails were dismantled and resets, 11 thousand pontoons, 4 thousand frames, 60 
kilometres of rubber belts was shifted and more than 600 vulcanisations was done, 100 kilometres of 
high and low voltage were moved for systems relocation.  Around 25 kilometres of new access roads 
were made with more than 100 000 m3 of stone aggregates. 

In period from December 2007 to June 2009 in total 939 technological operations were 
conducted. 

 
CONCLUSION 

Economic-finance result of system’s dislocation at “Field D” is basic measure of justification 
and success. All works were done based to the conceptual solution of management in Kolubara and 
without expenses for outer services for development of technical documentation. 

 Planning and organisation of works for system’s dislocation was done by management of 
Mines Kolubara, and all work were carried with permanent employees from “Field D”. Coal 
production on this open cast mine wasn’t stopped, and production ratio, in last year of dislocation, 
was 99,32%, and plan for overburden systems, beside a delay of 82 days, was achieved with 
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111,48%. Minimal number of auxiliary machinery was engaged from extern public companies and 
private ownerships for dislocation’s work. 

Consequences from dislocation of systems and mining activities after are possibility for 
excavation of 8 million tons of coal on southern part of “Field D” and connection of  belt conveyers 
transporting systems from “Field D” and “Field B”. All of this was meaningfully for stabilisation of 
coal production and achievement of electro-energy balance in Republic of Serbia and long-time 
economic-finance benefit. 

 
Calculation: 

1,5 kg of coal = 1 kWh  electric energy 
8 million tons of coal = 8 billion kg   / 1,5 =  5,33 billion kWh 

 
1 kWh = 0,05 euro 

5,33 × 109  kWh × 0,05 euro = 266,6 million euro 
 

Dislocation of systems at “Field D” enabled gross finance-economy benefit of 266,6 million 
euro. 
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ABSTRACT 

This paper presents a real-time event driven data management tool, which was developed as a 
Productivity and Maintenance Planning Tool for the surface lignite mines in northern Greece. The 
mines operate using a continuous mining system, utilizing bucket wheel excavators, conveyor belts, 
spreaders and stackers. Each mine features its own control center installation comprising of PLCs, 
Aspect Servers, OPC servers and a SCADA system. The data management system is installed on the 
network backbone and draws data from the OPC servers. Data are automatically populated by events 
and data polls and can be subsequently modified by control tower personnel. Reports are typically 
generated on a daily basis for production monitoring, productivity, equipment performance and 
utilization as well as maintenance tasks. The system has been operational since 2011. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

Currently, about 20-30% of the electric power generated in Greece is from lignite-fired thermal 
power plants. The Public Power Corporation (PPC) of Greece currently mines lignite in two different 
mining areas. The most extensive center is located in northern Greece and comprises of four separate 
mines, while the other is established in southern Greece consisting of one single mine. Both mining 
centers mine lignite predominantly using the continuous surface mining method which utilizes 
bucket wheel excavators (BWEs), an extensive belt conveyor network to transport the excavated 
material, and spreaders for dumping the waste material. In addition, the mines operate coal bunkers 
using stackers and reclaimers. Mines may be interconnected so that they can share resources. 

In terms of maintenance planning and productivity analysis of the mining operation, industrial 
automation and control systems have been installed in certain lignite mines of the northern mining 
center. The South Field Mine operates two complete Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
(SCADA) systems, and each of the Kardia Mine and the Mavropigi Mine operate a separate SCADA 
system. 

Similar remote-control systems have been utilized at several mines throughout the world in 
order to keep a track of and evaluate the entire mining execution process. The De Beers Finsch 
underground kimberlite mine, located in South Africa, serves as an excellent example of mine 
planning and automation system integration. By implementing a series of management and control 
systems related to the automation of load-haul-dump (LHD) units, the shift production schedule, the 
access control as well as the SCADA system, the De Beers Finsch mine personnel have succeeded to 
ensure the sustainability of the underground mine in the most profitable and cost-effective manner 
[2]. 

The international literature also includes examples of the implementation of such control 
systems that apply to auxiliary mine operations. For instance, the Suvodol Coal Mine, part of the 
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Mine Power Complex ‘Bitola’ in Skopje, has installed an automation system to manage and control 
the drainage system of the area in order to ensure the capability to sufficiently extract the coal ore. 
Thus, a control and monitoring system has been implemented to each of the drainage well stations 
consisting of a custom-made SCADA system, frequency inverters, programmable logic controllers, 
wireless communication devices and process instrumentation [3]. 

The widespread implementation of such automation systems into the mining industry confirms 
the importance and the necessity of their existence in order for the mining operations to be developed 
in terms of safety and profitability. Up to now due to the high installation and maintenance costs of 
industrial automation systems, their application was limited to large operations. Open systems are 
slowly entering the industrial automation arena aiming to provide lower cost solutions to small size 
industries [4, 5]. 

 
2. OVERVIEW OF THE INSTALLED INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION AND CONTROL 

SYSTEM AT PPC 

The PPC lignite mines in northern Greece employ an industrial automation and control system 
being hosted by a control tower in each mine. The fundamental function of that system is to allow 
equipment control and monitoring through a SCADA system. More specifically, Programmable 
Logic Controllers (PLCs) are installed on mining equipment, which serve both to control the 
equipment and at the same time generate data related to equipment operation as well as potential 
equipment failure. Such data are transferred to a central connectivity server and then made available 
to other systems. Each PLC system is typically driven by a single controller, while controllers are 
managed by multiple control networks in order to optimize information throughput. The central 
connectivity server (OPC), receives the event data generated by PLCs and produces user accessible 
data which can be used for visualization or stored for further processing. Due to the large number of 
PLCs in these systems there are two OPC servers installed in each system to balance the load. For 
redundancy each OPC server is duplicated so there are four OPC servers installed at each mine [1]. 

 
3. DEVELOPMENT OF A PRODUCTIVITY AND MAINTENANCE PLANNING TOOL 

An event-driven data management tool was developed to manage the data received from the 
PLCs through the OPC servers and utilize them for productivity reports and maintenance 
management and reporting at the PPC mines. This Productivity and Maintenance Planning Tool 
application (named PET) was built around a database server. The database is populated by data and 
events received from the OPC servers through a dedicated utility program (dxserver). The database 
and database server sit on the network backbone. The data collected by the PET system is managed 
through a Windows application. Multiple windows clients can access the database server using 
client/server technology [1]. A brief overview of the entire network topology is schematically 
depicted in Figure 1. Figure 2 shows the SCADA system for one of the PPC mines, while Figure 3 
presents the visual interface of the PET system. The visual interface is a Windows based application, 
which tracks data flow, allows data management and generates numerous reports either print-
formatted or as excel spreadsheets. The application is fully parametric and allows mine personnel to 
customize the parameters tracked for each mine as well as several reporting features. 
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Figure 63.  Network topology of the SCADA system including the PET subsystem at PPC mines. 

 

 
Figure 64. The SCADA interface for one of the PPC mines. 
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Figure 65. The user interface for the front-end windows application. 

 

4. ENHANCING PRODUCTIVITY AND MAINTENANCE PLANNING AT THE PPC 
MINES 

The program features a number of windows forms, through which the control tower operators 
can modify the data, enter comments, and/or delete records, which have been erroneously recorded. 
All forms are color coded (Fig. 4) to ensure easy access to the data by the control tower operators. 
The windows forms also provide different views such as a summary view, a detailed view, access to 
historical records per equipment unit, access to historical records per group of equipment (branch) as 
well as other grouping and sorting options. 

Using these tools, it is very easy to identify repeated equipment failures or patterns within 
equipment or branch downtimes with respect to location, connectivity between branches, and even 
excavated / transported material. In addition, control tower operators can identify problems with PLC 
operation (erroneous timestamp after extreme weather events and other issues). They can also 
identify the distribution of failures in specific equipment parts (i.e., electrical motors, conveyor belts, 
etc.). 

The application features a number of reporting options as shown in Figures 5 and 6. Figure 5 
presents a grid of one of the main productivity and maintenance reports, where downtime conditions 
for each equipment unit are reported in detail (start and stop times, cause of delays or failures, etc.). 
This report can be generated on a per shift basis, on a daily basis, as well as for any period spanning 
a number of days (typically on a monthly basis) so that the mine personnel can get an overview of 
typical delays and causes for delays for the different equipment units. Figure 6 is one of the reports 
which details comments for every recorded failure. These comments are entered by the tower 
operators and give specific details on what caused the downtime or failure, on what actions have 
been taken on that particular shift to restore the unit, and potential instructions to the maintenance 
crew on additional maintenance needed. This report can also be generated on a per shift basis, on a 
daily basis as well as for any number of days. The program can also generate a number of charts that 
show production per bucket wheel excavator as a function of time, as well as production rates 
(tonnes per hour) for the BWEs (Figures 7 and 8). Production rates can be calculated using different 
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techniques (i.e., moving average, instantaneous production rates, etc.). The data can be used to track 
production from a specific bench as well as the productivity of equipment set up.  

 

 
Figure 66. Main interface form where tower operators manage records of equipment failures. 

 

 
Figure 67. Grid view of the one of the main productivity and maintenance reports. 
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Figure 68. Grid view of one of the reports used to schedule maintenance operations. 

 

 
Figure 69. Total production in tonnes (left column on chart) and shift production (right column) for one BWE. 
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Figure 70. Average and instantaneous production rates per shift per BWE 

A number of printable reports is automatically e-mailed to key mine personnel on a daily basis. 
E-mailed reports are fully customizable, including report type, report generation time, list of e-mail 
recipients, etc.  Electronic reports are typically dispatched at the beginning of the first shift so that 
maintenance crews can be optimally utilized. 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

The data acquired and managed by this Productivity and Maintenance Planning Tool provide 
the mine personnel with a powerful decision support system. Some of the benefits realized by the 
development, installation and improvement of this tool is the accurate representation of production 
time and downtimes (delays due to equipment failure, or other reasons) as these times are 
automatically recorded through events and data generated by the OPC servers. In previous systems 
which were installed at PPC mines, such data were manually recorded by the control tower operators 
and in many cases there were considerable discrepancies between recorded times and actual times. In 
addition, mine personnel have instantaneous access to historical data for all types of failures 
(electrical, conveyor belts, mechanical, mining related, etc.). In the coming months this tool will be 
enhanced by providing additional capabilities to manage maintenance of specific equipment such as 
motors, electrical transformers, etc. This additional module (MMS) will interface directly with the 
existing system and it will reside on a separate server that will provide access to a different group of 
personnel dealing exclusively with maintenance issues. It is anticipated that this added capability will 
streamline maintenance operations and considerably reduce maintenance costs. 

This Productivity and Maintenance Planning Tool can easily be adapted for other continuous 
and interlocked systems related to the mining industry such as thermal power stations, mineral 
processing facilities, cement processing plants, etc. 
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ABSTRACT  

The article presents the work carried out in the Poltegor Institute, which aims to reduce the 
number of failures of bucket wheel excavators operating in soils including unmineable intrusions. 
This will be achieved by adaptation of bucket wheel excavators already in service and newly built to 
for exploitation in such conditions, monitoring of the load bearing capacity of a bucket wheel 
excavator, developing a diagnostic signal analysis method for current superstructure damage hazard 
assessment and continuous endurance monitoring. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In existing as well as newly opened lignite mines there are more difficult mining conditions, 
mainly caused by the occurrence of unmineable inclusions and structures with excessive digging 
resistances in the overburden. In such conditions high dynamic loads as well as impulse ones occur 
during exploitation. 

As a result of the unfavourable phenomena mentioned above, in the "Poltegor-Institute" works 
aimed at a comprehensive solution to the problem of increased failure of excavators exploited in 
hard-mineable soils were undertaken. One of them is project financed by the Research Fund of Coal 
and Steel and the Ministry of Science and Higher Education entitled “Bucket wheel excavators 
operating under difficult mining conditions including unmineable inclusions and geological 
structures with excessive mining resistance - BEWEXMIN”. The project is being carried out jointly 
with three industrial partners: PGE Górnictwo i Energetyka Konwencjonalna SA, Oltenia Energy 
Complex from Romania and Public Power Corporation from Greece, who in their respective 
countries are the largest producers of electricity from lignite. In addition, the following universities 
and research institutes participate in the project: VUHU Výzkumný ústav pro hnědé uhli from Czech 
Republic, Technical University of Crete, National Technical University of Athens, University of 
Petrosani and KOMAG Mining Technology Institute. 

The BEWEXMIN project is divided into three work packages that are interrelated and form a 
complete set of activities pursuing the same goal, which is to reduce the failure of bucket wheel 
excavators in difficult mining conditions [1]. These work packages are described below: 

1. Optimal adaptation of currently exploited and new bucket-wheel excavators for 
mining of overburden including interlayers with excessive mining resistance and 
unmineable inclusions. 

2. Monitoring system of bucket wheel excavator load carrying structure efforts and 
method of diagnostic signals analysis for current assessment of threats of load 
carrying structure damages as well as constant control of residual strength of the 
structure 

3. Real-time mine-face inspection system, based on geophysical methods, capable to 
detect hard rock inclusions and geological formations which are difficult to be 
excavated by bucket-wheel excavators 
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2. OPTIMAL ADAPTATION OF CURRENTLY EXPLOITED AND NEW BUCKET-
WHEEL EXCAVATORS FOR MINING OF OVERBURDEN INCLUDING 
INTERLAYERS WITH EXCESSIVE MINING RESISTANCE AND UNMINEABLE 
INCLUSIONS 
 
2.1. Impulse load 

The aim of the first working package is to determine the requirements for the construction of 
bucket wheel excavators working in soils containing unmineable intrusions and interlayers with 
excessive mining resistances to obtain as low dynamic loads as possible and proper resistance of the 
excavators’ superstructures to these loads [2]. 

As part of the above task, a number of theoretical and practical works are carried out, which 
include, among others: 

a) development of a mathematical model of a bucket wheel excavator mining system 
with special consideration of the impulse load model, 

b) determining, on the basis of tests on real machines, the maximum values of stresses in 
the load-bearing structure from impulse loads during mining the soils with 
unmineable inclusions and the stress coefficient of mass vibrations as a function of 
excavated soils properties, 

c) development of a method for determining the design replacement force, allowing 
proper inclusion of impulse loads in the strength calculations of the load-bearing 
structure. 

In work package 1, a theoretical analysis of the dynamic load of the bucket wheel boom 
resulting from the impact of the bucket into unmineable obstacle was also carried out. In the 
considerations, the quasi-static Hertz theory was adopted, taking into account local plastic 
deformations and the scattering of excited elastic vibrations during the impact. For the simulation 
tests describing the collision of the bucket wheel with a unmineable obstacle, the impulse load model 
was proposed (Fig. 1), in which the magnitude of the load increase in time and depends on the 
rotational speed of the bucket wheel, which during the first phase of the collision decreases from the 
nominal value to zero. The moment of immobilization of the wheel, resulting from the course of the 
simulation, marks the end of the first phase of the collision, when all the pulse energy is used for 
elastic and plastic deformation. In order to prevent a sudden change of the contact force, which may 
cause occurrence of vibration in the simulations resulting from the equation integration procedure, 
the variation of the contact force in the second phase of the collision according to the dependence (1) 
was assumed in the model of the impulse load. 
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where: 
φk - angular speed of the bucket wheel,  
φkn - nominal angular speed of the bucket wheel,  
PI (t) max - maximum value of the contact force resulting from the simulation run for the first value φk 
= 0 after time t0,  
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K - initial speed of value load increase,  
tI - end time of the first phase of the collision, from the simulation run, for the first value φk = 0 after 
the time t0, 
 tII - end time of the second phase of the collision, from the simulation run for the first value of  PII(t) 
= 0. 

 

Figure 71 Schematic model of the bucket wheel’s impulse load proposed for simulation tests 

Where: 1.2 - straight line with a directional coefficient, K and – K respectively 
 
The rate of load increase is largely dependent on the size of the digging mechanism. As a 

measure of this size, one can use the power of bucket wheel drive. Therefore: 
 

sN NKK =                                                                            (2) 
 
Where: KN - normalized value of the initial rate of the load increase, Ns - power of the bucket 

wheel drive motor. 
Starting from the above-mentioned data taken from [3] and taking into account different nature 

of the variation of contact force a value of normalized initial increase rate of contact force equal to 
68 kN/(s·kW) can be assumed. Verification of this value requires further experimental testing. 

In order to achieve the objective of the WP-1 work package, i.e. to reduce the failure of bucket 
wheel excavators working in hard workable soils or in soils containing non-mineable inclusions, it is 
necessary to determine the maximum design loads of the excavator load structure from pulse loads. 

During the impact of bucket into unmineable obstacle the actual load may exceed what was 
assumed in the machine design process. As part of the first work package, a method was proposed 
for determining the dynamic surpluses in the excavator's load-bearing structure elements during 
impact on such structures. The maximum size of the impulse occurs when the bucket and associated 
rotating elements of the mining mechanism are completely stopped after collision with obstacle. 
Then this impulse gives to the end of the bucket wheel kinetic energy equal to: 

𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 = 𝑚𝑚𝑔𝑔
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�
2
       (3) 

Where: Ek – bucket wheel kinetic energy before impact, Ju - the mass moment of inertia of 
rotating masses reduced to the bucket wheel axis, v0 - circumferential cutting speed, R – bucket 
wheel radius. 

It can be assumed that when the maximum deformation occurs, it is transformed in its entirety 
and the deformations caused by this in the individual members of the structure are equal to the 
stresses caused by the static force applied at the point of the impulse's operation. This force can be 
determined from the condition of obtaining the same value of the energy of the elastic deflection of 
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the boom as given kinetic energy during the impulse loading. The value of this static force is then 
expressed by the dependence: 

 

𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴 = 𝐽𝐽𝑢𝑢∙𝑣𝑣𝑂𝑂
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          (4) 

 
Where: Fs – The value of force in the place of the impulse, Δw - deflection of the boom in the 

bucket wheel axis. 
It can be assumed that inaccuracies of the simplifications made will be compensated by an 

experimentally determined correction factor. Hence, the generalized force in the i-th bar of the 
structure caused by the impact will is: 

 
𝑆𝑆𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖 = 𝑆𝑆1𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐵𝐵𝐻𝐻𝑖𝑖          (5) 
 
Where: SUi – generalized force in the i-th bar, S1i - generalized force induced by unitary force 

with the direction of the impulse, kui – correction factor. 
 

2.2. Determination of the Bucket Wheel Suspension Stiffness 

Determination of the bucket wheel suspension stiffness aims to determination the value of the 
coefficient of elasticity of this boom. This coefficient is one of the parameters necessary to determine 
the impact impulse from hitting a not workable obstacle by a bucket. The theoretical maximum value 
of this impulse results from the kinetic energy of the rotating components of the bucket wheel drive 
and the energy of elastic deflection of the bucket wheel boom.  

The stiffness of the bucket wheel suspension can be determined on the basis of the bucket 
wheel boom deflection under the influence of the force acting vertically on the boom. For a real 
machine, this deflection can be determined experimentally or calculated theoretically. 

This article describes the methods adopted for determining the stiffness of the bucket wheel 
boom of the K45 bucket-wheel excavator. Then, the obtained values of deflection of the bucket 
wheel boom are presented in an experimental and theoretical manner. At the end, the results obtained 
with both methods are compared.  

Experimental Methods 
One of the methods of experimental determination of the value of the bucket wheel coefficient 

of elasticity is the measurement of the boom deflection under the influence of force of a known 
value, which loads the bucket wheel. For this purpose, one of the following two methods can be 
used: 

 
Method 1 is a method of direct measurement of deflection (f) of the bucket wheel boom under 

the influence of vertical force (F) from the known weight (see Fig.2). The deflection (f) is in this 
case the difference (Δy) between the distance (y0) between the unloaded bucket wheel boom and the 
ground and the distance (y) between the boom and the ground after loading the boom with force (F). 
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Figure 72 Diagram of boom deflection under the influence of vertical force 

Technically, the first method involves installing a displacement sensor on the bucket wheel 
boom to enable the measurement of the bucket wheel axis distance to the ground and to attaching the 
weight to the bucket positioned in the horizontal axis of the bucket wheel, via a set of ropes and 
dynamometer, to enable the measurement of the force of weight loading the bucket wheel boom. 
Then, the load on the bucket should be lifted and lowered several times by means of a crane. When 
lifting and lowering the weight with a crane, the force value in the dynamometer and the distance 
between the bucket wheel axis and the ground are to be recorded simultaneously 

 
Method 2 is an indirect method. It consists in measuring the angles of inclination of tangents to 

the boom deflection line under the influence of the force (F) of the bucket wheel attachment (see Fig. 
3). The tangent values of the measured angles are the values of the derivative of the deflection line of 
the bucket wheel boom at the measuring points. After integrating the derivative thus obtained, we 
obtain a boom deflection line. Knowing the deflection line of the bucket wheel boom, we determine 
the value of the deflection (f). In this case, the force (F) can be invoked as in the first method or by 
means of the rope system by forcing force (S) 

 
Figure 73 Diagram of deflection of the attached bucket wheel boom with winch force 

Technically, the second method consists in installing tilt sensors on the bucket wheel boom. 
One of the sensors should be installed as close as possible to the axis of vertical movement of this 
boom, and the other possibly close to the axis of the bucket wheel. The remaining sensors should be 
placed on the bucket boom, between the two extreme ones. This is to enable measurement of the 
difference in the boom inclination between successive sensor locations. Then, the weight should be 
attached to the bucket positioned in the horizontal axis of the bucket wheel boom by means of a set 
of ropes and dynamometer. Then the set of ropes with the dynamometer should be tensioned and 
loosened several times through the movement of the hoisting winch of the machine vertical 
movement system. The inclinometer and dynamometer readings should be recorded simultaneously 
during tensioning and loosening of ropes with the dynamometer. 

 
Method of Measurement 
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Method 1 directly gives the value of the boom deflection from the force of the load acting on 
the bucket. This is a big advantage of this method. However, it also requires the use of heavy 
equipment in the form of a crane. Moreover, it is necessary to freely hang the weight on the bucket. 

Method 2 is an indirect method. It requires the possibility of measuring a small angle 
increment and performing integral calculations. This causes the method to be less accurate and 
requiring the use of fairly accurate tilt sensors. In comparison with the first method, however, it has 
such an advantage that it does not require the use of additional equipment in the form of a crane and 
does not require the weight hanging on the bucket. Thanks to this, the method is cheaper and easier 
technically and safer to implement. 

Due to simpler technical implementation and greater safety, the second method has been 
selected (by us) to measure the deflection of the bucket wheel boom.  

Inclinometers or acceleration sensors were considered as inclination sensors. We have 
inclinometers type B1N360V from Hans TURCK GmbH and type IS2A60P from GEMAC 
Chemnitz GmbH. In accordance with the data sheet, these sensors allow measuring the angle of 
inclination with a resolution not higher (not worse) than: 0.72” for the B1N360V sensor and 0.50” 
for the IS2A60 sensor. 

Whereas, the B12/200 acceleration sensors allow measuring the acceleration with a resolution 
of 0.01m/s2, which allows you to measure the angle of inclination up to 30°: for vertical positioning 
of the sensor, with a resolution not higher (not worse) than 0.12° and for horizontal positioning of the 
sensor, with a resolution not greater (not worse) than 0.07°. 

 
Measurement 
Acceleration sensors have been selected for the measurement of the angle of inclination of the 

bucket wheel structure components. They enable the measurement of the angle of inclination with 
greater precision than the tilt sensors. The sensors have been set to work in a horizontal position 
using a special steel block. 

Fig. 4 below shows the sensor installed at the measuring point 1a, on the upper surface of the 
lower flange. A tilt sensor was attached to the side of this flange, which served as a control. Sensors 
were attached to the structure via neodymium magnets. 

 

 

Figure 74 View of the measuring point 

All measuring sensors were located on the upper surface on the lower flange of the bucket 
wheel boom structure, at distances from the vertical movement axis of the boom, as shown in Fig. 4 
below. 
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Figure 75 Diagram of distribution of measuring points 

A load (bulldozer) was attached to the bucket via a U2A 20t force gauge, using sets of ropes 
(see Fig. 6). At the same time, it was tried to make the rope between the bucket and the bulldozer 
loading it vertically to the ground (ground). 

 

 

Figure 76 Attachment of the auxiliary machine to the bucket 

Using the winch of the excavator’s bucket wheel boom rope system, the tension in the rope 
was induced. The force gauge readings for the measurement of the rope tension and the values of the 
acceleration sensor readings for the measurement of the boom deflection angles were read after 
stabilization of the load. Then, the loads were released, lowering the bucket wheel boom. After 
loosening the ropes connecting the bulldozer with the bucket, the readings of the measuring sensors 
were read. This operation was repeated 3 times. 

During these operations, the readings of the acceleration sensors and dynamometer were 
recorded. The acceleration values were converted into the value of the structure angle of inclination 
at the measuring points. For the obtained values of angles of inclination, see Table 1 below. The 
increments of angles of inclination and their values in relation to the boom vertical movement axis 
were calculated on the basis of the difference between the values of the angles of inclination with the 
load and without the load (see Table 2). For the obtained increments, the corresponding tangent 
value (see Table 3) was determined, which was the value of the derivative of the deflection line at a 
given measuring point. 
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Table 1. Absolute readouts 
a) Without load b) Under load 

Point 1a 2a 3a 5a F Point 1a 2a 3a 5a F 

Item degrees degrees degrees degrees kN Item degrees degrees degrees degrees kN 

1 23.667 26.427 13.127 3.284 2.21 1 23.025 25.841 12.582 2.758 204.85 

2 23.763 26.518 13.205 3.360 0.49 2 23.038 25.835 12.594 2.764 210.35 

3 23.750 26.525 13.211 3.366 0.45 3 22.866 25.699 12.468 2.641 243.68 

 
Table 2. Relative readouts 

a) Increments b) Relative values* 

Point 1a 2a 3a 5a F Point 1a 2a 3a 5a F 

Item degrees degrees degrees degrees kN Item degrees degrees degrees degrees kN 

1 0.642 0.586 0.545 0.526 202.64 1 0.116 0.060 0.019 0.000 202.64 

2 0.725 0.683 0.611 0.596 209.86 2 0.129 0.087 0.015 0.000 209.86 

3 0.884 0.826 0.743 0.725 243.23 3 0.159 0.101 0.018 0.000 243.23 

* Angle values relative to reference point 5a (boom vertical movement axis) 
 

Table 3. Derivative of the bucket wheel boom deflection 
a) Angle of deflection b) Tangent of the deflection angle 

x 3
3850 

2
0850 

5
850 0 m

m x 3
3850 

2
0850 

5
850 0 m

m 
Point 1a 2a 3a 5a F Point 1a 2a 3a 5a F 

Item 10-3 rad 10-3 rad 10-3 rad 10-3 rad kN Item 10-3 10-3 10-3 10-3 kN 

1 2.025 1.047 0.332 0.000 202.64 1 2.025 1.047 0.332 0.000 202.64 

2 2.251 1.518 0.262 0.000 209.86 2 2.251 1.518 0.262 0.000 209.86 

3 2.775 1.763 0.314 0.000 243.23 3 2.775 1.763 0.314 0.000 243.23 

 
The derivative of the line of the bucket wheel boom deflection was approximated by a linear 

function on the basis of the tangent values obtained at the measuring points (see Fig. 7). The X 
coordinate indicates the distance between the point and the axis of the bucket wheel boom vertical 
movement. The Y coordinate is the derivative value (tangent of the tangent) of the bucket wheel 
boom deflection line. 
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Figure 77 The derivative of the K45 excavator bucket wheel boom deflection line determined experimentally 

 
By adding up the deflection increments (derived values) in the next coordinates of the boom, 

counting from the axis of its vertical movement, the deflection values of the bucket wheel boom 
were obtained. For the obtained results of deflection at the selected points for given loads (j = 1,2,3), 
see Table 4 below. 

 
Table 4. Experimental values of the K45 excavator bucket wheel boom deflections 

j 
i 1 2 3 Fj Kj 
Xi [mm] 44900 33350 20850 kN kN/mm 

1 
Yi,j [mm] 

58 33 12 203 3.500 
2 68 39 15 210 3.088 
3 83 47 18 243 2.928 
 
 
Theoretical Method 
The theoretical value of deflection of the bucket wheel axis can be determined by the analytical 

method, either by treating the bucket wheel structure as a beam with variable cross-section, 
supported in a pivot bearing on one side and suspended on a rope sling or numerically, using the 
finite element method. 

The analytical method consists in solving, for a given load, the second order differential 
equation describing the curvature of the deflection of the analysed structure and determining the 
displacement of the bucket wheel axis on the basis of this deflection curve. 

The finite element method (FEM) is based on the creation of a discrete model based on the 
geometry of the boom structure, determination of boundary conditions by enforcing forces and 
determination of restraints, automatic generation of the discrete model finite element stiffness matrix, 
which allows determination of displacements of all finite element nodes and approximation of the 
bucket wheel axis displacement. 

The FEM allows, using computer aided support, obtaining relatively fast and accurate results, 
obtaining of which by analytical method is difficult. The FEM, in comparison to the analytical 
method, describes the behaviour of the structure in a more approximate way. However, due to much 
simpler use of it, and the possibility of computer-aided computations, it is now widely used in 
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engineering strength calculations of the structures and was therefore chosen as a theoretical method 
to determine the deflection of the bucket wheel boom. 

The numerical model used to determine the bucket wheel boom deflection mapped all the 
structural elements of the body assembly, i.e.: the bucket wheel boom, the counterweight boom, the 
fixed mast, the movable mast, the middle part and the platform of the body. All these elements were 
modelled with two-dimensional coating elements, which ensured a very accurate reproduction of 
stiffness of each of them. The shroud cables were modelled with beam elements with stiffness 
corresponding to the ropes mounted on the facility. The rope system rigging is designed to maintain 
the position of the mining boom required by the operator (hence, its flexibility is compensated by the 
winch) and therefore, it has been mapped with rigid elements, while maintaining full kinematics. The 
whole body was supported by flexible elements that represented the stiffness of the chassis assembly. 
The model was supplemented with mass elements representing the installed elements of the 
machine/electrical sections (e.g. gear, switchgear, etc.). The whole was consistent with the location 
of the mass centres (individual elements and the entire body) in accordance with the proof of 
stability. 

 

 

Figure 78 Diagram of boom deflection under the load (F) 

For the theoretical values of the K45 excavator bucket wheel boom deflection for selected 
coordinates, counting from the bucket wheel boom vertical movement axis and for selected loads 
with vertical force (F) (see Fig. 8), applied vertically to the edge of the bucket blade, obtained by the 
finite element method, see Table 5 below.  

 
 
 

Table 5. Theoretical values of the SchRs4000 excavator bucket wheel boom deflections 
(Bucket wheel boom vertical deflection under specific force) 

j i 1 2 3 Fj Kj 
 Xi [mm] 44900 33350 20850 kN kN/mm 
1 Yj [mm] 61 45 27 200 3.279 
2 76 56 34 250 3.289 
 
Comparison of boom stiffness measurements 
Figure 9 below shows the K45 excavator bucket wheel boom deflection lines, obtained by 

experimental method (the red line) and the same obtained theoretically (the blue line). The obtained 
deflection lines result from the vertical force acting on the cutting edge of the bucket with the value 
of 250kN.  
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Figure 79 K45 excavator bucket wheel boom deflection lines 

The theoretical deflection line of the bucket wheel boom shown in Fig. 9 is approximately a 
straight line, while the deflection line obtained experimentally is parabolic. The difference between 
the shape of both determined boom deflection lines results from the adopted simplification in the 
theoretical FEM model. In the FEM model, the shroud cables were modelled as beam elements. 
Despite the difference in the course of the deflection line, the value of the deflection in the bucket 
wheel axis obtained with both methods shows high consistency. The value of the deflection in the 
bucket wheel axis (coordinate x = 44900mm, measured from the boom vertical movement axis) is, 
respectively: the theoretical, f = 76mm and the experimental, f = 83mm. 

Due to the obtained experimental and theoretical consistency of the bucket wheel axis 
deflections, the method and adopted simplifications can be used in engineering calculations for 
theoretical determination of deflection and stiffness of the bucket wheel boom. 
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3. MONITORING SYSTEM OF BUCKET WHEEL EXCAVATOR LOAD CARRYING 
STRUCTURE EFFORTS AND METHOD OF DIAGNOSTIC SIGNALS ANALYSIS FOR 
CURRENT ASSESSMENT OF THREATS OF LOAD CARRYING STRUCTURE 
DAMAGES AS WELL AS CONSTANT CONTROL OF RESIDUAL STRENGTH OF 
THE STRUCTURE  

Method of monitoring condition of the load-carrying structure components is based on stress 
measurement at diagnostic (reference) points. These points should be selected so, that on their basis, 
effort of the load-carrying structure in its critical points (monitoring points) due to the threat of 
depleting the load capacity of the entire structure could be determined. A method of selecting the 
reference points was developed to achieve this goal. Selection of critical structures and the transfer 
(interpolation) procedure of the measured stress values to the critical locations are based on strength 
calculations of a FEM model of an excavator unit. An appropriate measuring system needs to be 
designed or selected for the measurement of stresses. The measuring system should be able to collect 
data from all measuring systems (sensors) with the appropriate sampling frequency. It should be 
resistant to ambient operating conditions including electrical and power interference and should 
allow calibration and troubleshooting of measuring systems.  

Signal from the measuring systems, after appropriate preparation (i.e. amplification, 
calibration, taring, etc.), after conversion to digital form, is introduced to the computing unit. The 
task of the computing unit is transferring the measured values from the reference points to the critical 
points, checking exceeding of critical stress values, counting fatigue cycles, monitoring the size of 
the external forces and the size of the load of the main electric drives.  

Counted variables cycles will be collected in a variable load spectrum array. Before entering 
into the spectrum array, variable loads will be adjusted for the value of the pre-compression stresses 
of the structure (internal stresses). The pre-compression stresses will be measured by drilled pinhole 
method or by relieving the structure assemblies. The occurrence of stresses exceeding the critical 
ones will be checked on a regular basis, without collecting them in the monitoring system database. 
Exceeding of the critical stresses will be derived from the system as a signal used to indicate an 
overload. The load recovery time will be determined as the mean value of the appearance of the 
variable cycles and stored in a variable cycle recovery array. 
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Figure 80 The ideogram of the load bearing structure monitoring system 

When estimating durability of machines already in operation, the initial load spectrum array 
must be entered into the system. The initial spectrum can be obtained by determining the time of the 
machine operation so far and it is referred to the expected load recovery time on an ongoing basis. 
On this basis, the system builds a dynamic initial spectrum array. 

After summing up the variable load spectrum and initial load spectrum, on the basis of the 
damage accumulation hypothesis, and after taking into account the type of notch and material 
properties (Wöhler curve), degree of wear of the structure is determined. On the basis of this 
durability and load recovery time spectrum, the structure life reserve (residual life) is estimated. 

The task of the load-carrying structure is to transfer loads to the support points. Loss of ability 
to perform the task is equivalent to the depletion of its life reserve and entering into a condition 
preventing its normal operation. Depleting the structure reserve is associated with its operation. In 
general cases, depleting the structure reserve may be due to its excessive strain or load capacity 
depletion. Excessive strains are associated with the occurrence of unacceptable deflections, 
horizontal deflections and vibration of structural components. Load capacity depletion is associated 
with reaching the critical effort or fatigue of structural components or loss of stability or 
transformation of the structure into a geometrically variable system. For a correctly designed 
structure with components in normal condition, there should be no depletion of its reserve as a result 
of excessive strains. This can happen as a result of the loss of load capacity by its components. The 
load-carrying structure is protected at the design stage by suitable selection of the structure design, 
the profiles used and the selection of material prior to the occurrence of excessive deflection and 
deformation. Therefore, the occurrence of such phenomena during the operation will be associated 
with the degradation of structural components or combinations thereof, or occurrence of oversize 
loads (despite the activation of means of overload protection). The situation is similar in the case of 
vibration of the structure. Vibration is the result of the structural resonance due to cyclically variable 
loads. Therefore, adequate analysis of proper vibration is carried out at the design stage. Variation of 
the proper vibration of the structure is the result of changes in its stiffness or weight of its assemblies 
or components. Therefore, the occurrence of this type of phenomenon is also related to the 
degradation of structural components or combinations thereof. This does not include the upgrading 
changes that may interfere with the existing structure or its rigidity and require repeating the strength 
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calculations. When designing the structure, its designers use the available calculation methods 
specified in the standards and studies as well as calculation supporting tools. Although these methods 
are improved, aiming to make the most accurate reflection of reality, they do not specify precisely 
the impact of loads on structural components and the possibility of mutual excitation of the structural 
assemblies. This is due to the current state of knowledge, computational tools available and various 
kinds of simplifications and approximations applied. Moreover, there is no precise information on 
the presence of abnormal loads during operation and the intensity of mining process available at the 
design stage. For this reason, it is impossible to estimate the effort and fatigue life of the structure 
accurately at the design stage.   

For the load-bearing structure, loss of stability is associated with the loss of ability to transfer 
external loads through the support. Such an event could take place in case of occurrence of loads 
abnormal to the work of the structure (in specific types of support through the exiting of the centre of 
gravity beyond the tipping edge). Such an event may also take place in case of degradation of 
structural components or connections at the points of support or in their vicinity or the occurrence of 
abnormal external loads.  

Transformation of the structure into the geometrically variable system is the result of changes 
in its structure. This may occur in case of destruction of certain structural components from the 
degradation of components or combinations thereof. 

As discussed above, the structure reserve depletion is largely the result of degradation of the 
structural components or combinations thereof. It can result from deterioration of the technical 
condition of individual components, fatigue processes occurring in them or exceeding the critical 
stress. These processes will result in changes in load capacity of the components. Therefore, 
monitoring of stresses seems to be the most appropriate. 

Monitoring the stress of all components of the structure would be ideal. Due to the complexity 
of the structure (many components), installation of a very large number of measuring and processing 
modules would be required. Such an extended system would be expensive and interpretation and 
analysis of the collected data would be difficult. It might be inefficient, energy-intensive, complex 
and prone to failures. Therefore, it seems advisable to limit the amount of measuring and processing 
modules to the optimal amount. Therefore, we propose the concept of monitoring points, on the basis 
of which, condition of the entire structure would be determined. This approach forces to develop a 
method of selection of monitoring points. This method will be a procedure to identify locations of 
particular importance for the structure strength stability and on the basis of which, the life of the 
entire structure will be possible to be evaluated in the monitoring process. 

It can easily assumed that monitoring locations can be selected in areas with difficult access, 
exposed to sensor damage or places with e.g. notch effect, where installation of the measuring 
system sensors will be impossible. Therefore, we proposed installation of the sensors in diagnostic 
locations, in which their installation is easier, and the sensors are less susceptible to damage and it is 
possible to interpolate their indications to the monitoring points.  

The purpose of the measuring system is to collect information about stress changes occurring 
at the diagnostics points, their preliminary preparation and conversion into digital form allowing 
their further processing. The measuring system consists of the sensors, amplifier devices and 
transmitting measurement signals and systems for digitization of these signals. Due to the harsh 
working environment, it is required that sensors and other components of the measuring system were 
resistant to or protected against mechanical damage. Due to the strong electromagnetic fields coming 
from the high-power electric drives, the system should be resistant to electrical/power interference. 
Another factor affecting the operation of the system is the possibility of interruptions in operation. 
They can be caused by interruptions in the power supply or shutdowns. Due to this, the measuring 
system should be immune to power failure and be able to perform self-calibration when power is 
restored. During the system use, damage to or failure of its components (such as sensors, measuring 
amplifiers, transducers etc.) may occur, and in this regard, a method of replacement and repair of the 
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measuring system components should also be developed. In order to select the measuring 
instruments, the ranges of the measured signals, and the required accuracy of the measured stresses 
must be known. In addition, the operating frequency range that the measuring system should operate 
within is also important. It depends on the suppression by the structure any transmitted stress 
changes and their significance for fatigue of the monitored structure. The number of measuring 
points is important as well. It depends on the number of diagnostic points accepted and configuration 
of sensors at the diagnostic points. A signal transmission system and measuring amplifier system 
should be selected on the basis of the number of measuring points and their arrangement on the 
structure. The measuring amplifiers should ensure adjustment of the analogue signal to digital 
converters, by means of which, the measured values will be transmitted to the computing unit. 
Selection of a/d converters should be based on the computing unit solution accepted and the required 
computing accuracy. 

The task of the computing unit is to process the measurement signals from the measuring 
system, the collection of measurement data (in the pass tables), and the preparation of output. A 
module development system (OS) is provided within the basic software. Launching the start-up 
procedure and restart after power restoration as well as the start-up of calculation and other software 
necessary to manage the monitoring system are the purposes of this system. 

The load-bearing structure is, after assembling, subjected to forces from the complete structure 
kerb weight consisting of the weight of its components and the equipment installed on it. In addition, 
stresses resulting from the structure assembly process occur in the structural components. These are 
constantly acting static stresses, and these are pre-compression stresses of the structure. They are also 
the average value of stresses in the structural components. During the design process, it is only 
possible to estimate the stresses caused by weight of the structure own components and devices. 
Assembly stresses are unknown, since the magnitude of their occurrence is virtually impossible to 
estimate and depends on the accuracy of performance and installation. We can assume that they are 
much smaller than the loads caused by the complete structure kerb weight. In contrast, the stresses 
from the complete structure kerb weight may be the main value of stress. To determine the value of 
these stresses, we can use one of three methods of determining the constant stress. The first of these 
is a method for complete structure relieving, a second one is the relaxation of the surface layer 
(drilled pinhole method), and the third one is a theoretical calculation or the use of design 
calculations.  

When installing a monitoring system on machines already in operation, there is a lack of 
knowledge about the previous processes of loading. Therefore, there is a need for using the method 
of initial load estimation. To estimate the initial condition, we propose to use one of two methods. 
The first one involves a one-time initial measurement of service loads and estimation of initial load 
spectrum for the previous lifetime basing on them. A static spectrum is the result. The second 
method, instead of the initial measurement, uses the data collected in the variable load spectrum, and 
determines the dynamic spectrum of initial loads as a result.   

The cumulative fatigue damage hypothesis is used for the calculation of fatigue life. It consists 
determination of the number of cycles to the fatigue failure. This is done based on the load spectrum, 
the notch size and the material fatigue strength. This requires the implementation of an appropriate 
calculation method. To achieve the task, one of the three fatigue damage accumulation hypotheses 
can be used: Palmgren-Miner, Serensen or Haibach hypotheses. 

Changes in stresses in the structural components caused by service loads are complex random 
waveforms. Their rating is based on the static theory of random processes and their analysis is based 
on the determination of the stress spectrum. Operational stresses are usually loads of wide spectrum 
of random processes. In this case, the stress distribution is obtained by counting the transitions 
between the minimum and maximum peak values. One such a passage is one cycle of changes. For 
simplicity, the stress range is divided into class intervals. By counting cycles of changes in individual 
class compartments, we can determine histogram of the frequency of occurrence of their values. The 
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variable load spectrum can be determined on the basis of this histogram. There are several ways to 
develop variable stress waveforms. These include the envelope, span pairs, complete cycles, 
counting of local extremes and level intersection methods. A suitable method of cycle counting and 
the method of determining the variable load spectrum were selected for the obtained measured values 
and algorithms for the computing unit. 

 
4. SUMMARY 

The issues described above are part of a comprehensive approach to the issue of the work of 
bucket wheel excavators in soils containing non-mineable inclusions. The BEWEXMIN project aims 
to develop tools to protect the excavator design against impacts resulting from contact of the bucket 
wheel with an obstacle by detecting these inclusions, reducing impact energy by optimization of 
bucket wheel drive and developing methods that take into account extraordinary loads in strength 
calculations, monitoring of superstructure and evaluation of its durability in real time. 

 
Work financed from resources for science in 2015-2018 granted for the implementation of an 

international co-financed project. 
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ABSTRACT 

 
One of the basic but most important procedures of an open pit mine is shifting of the conveyor 

belt and its relevant drive station and tail station. The cm-high accurate shifting of the conveyor belt 
and respective positioning of the drive stations and tail stations pontoons is of crucial importance as 
it secures -surveying wise- that the belt will operate flawlessly which will result in reduced belt 
maintenance. This paper presents a detailed analysis of the surveying method, equipment and 
computations needed -regarding both fieldwork and office work- for conveyor belts’ and drive 
station / tail station on pontoons’ shifting. 

 
INTRODUCTION 

Coal is an organic sediment consisting of a complex mixture of substances. It has a lot of 
commercial and industrial applications. It is an energy giving non-renewable source of energy while 
coal mining is one of the oldest industrial operations. The mining method selected for exploitation is 
determined mainly by the characteristics of the coal deposit and the limits imposed by safety, 
technology, environmental concerns, and economics. [1] 

Lignite, formed from peat compressed at shallow depths at temperatures below 100 degrees 
Celsius, it’s Greece’s main electricity generator. [2] Greece ranked in the 5th position in EU-28 –
behind Germany, Poland, Czech Republic and Serbia- in lignite production with 37.7mt, followed by 
Romania. [3] 

Greece’s Public Power Corporation (PPC)[4] lignite mines follow the open-pit mining method 
in which several benches with their corresponding conveyor belts are established in both the 
overburden strata and the coal seam. Western Macedonia Lignite Center of PPC consists of 4 mines 
which cumulative in 2017 had nearly 200km of conveyor belts in varying sizes mostly being 1200 
mm, 1600 mm, 1800 mm and 2400 mm. In a typical PPC mine the continuous method is mostly 
applied; one machine—the Bucket Wheel Excavator [5]—rips coal from the face and loads it directly 
into a hauling unit. [1] 

One of the basic but most important procedures of an open pit mine is the shifting of the 
conveyor belt and its relevant drive station and tail station. A conveyor belt shifting occurs usually 
every 30 days and its frequency is dependent on ground morphology (existence of hard formations or 
not), availability of the specific BWE and overall planning of the mine amongst other things. In Mine 
II the tailstation is being shifted 60-90m towards the bench in order for the BWE to be able to reach 
again the bench in its entire length (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. The new position (blue dash dotted line) of a conveyor belt in WMLC’s Mine II and the previous one (red line) 
in an AutoCAD drawing of the Planning Department of the Mine. The conveyor belt’s tail station is being shifted 70m 
towards the bench which the BWE is excavating  

 
The cm-high accurate shifting of the conveyor belt and respective positioning of the drive 

stations and tail stations pontoons is of crucial importance as it secures -surveyingwise- that the belt 
will operate flawlessly which will result in reduced belt Mine Itenance.  

For many years, surveying teams in WMLC were applying empirical methods for conveyor 
belt shifting. Moreover, the methodology involved climbing up to the drivestations disposal drum 
which was dangerous. Finally, they didn’t have the high precision surveying equipment of modern 
days. In the beginning of 2016 a study began –which lasted 6 months- in WMLC’s Mine II in which 
each drivestation, tailstation and their corresponding conveyor belts (in 50 m intervals) were 
surveyed with modern surveying equipment (dual frequency GNSS Receivers[6] and robotic high 
precision Total Stations) from scratch (Figure 2), in order to discover and point out potential 
misalignments of the conveyor belts and the XYZ coordinates of every drivestation and tailstation 
for further analysis. Final step of the study was the creation of a shifting methodology in which only 
modern surveying equipment is being used during the entire procedure including an afterwards 
verification. 

This paper presents a detailed analysis of the surveying method applied, equipment used and 
computations needed -regarding both fieldwork and office work- for conveyor belts’ and drive 
station / tail station on pontoons’ shifting. Finally, a comparison is being made over the 
vulcanizations made, over conveyor belts’ side tear segments, which are a clear indication of 
potential misalignments. 

 

 
Figure 2. Each conveyor belt in WMLC’s Mine II was surveyed with dual frequency GNSS receivers in 120 epochs for 

optimum Real Time Kinematic accuracy, in 50m intervals of the belts  
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1. Materials and Methods 

 
1.1. Defining parameters of the new methodology 

WMLC’s Mine II has over 90 km of conveyor belts (Figure 3) so conveyor belt vulcanization 
or / and replacing costs constitute a significant part of the annual running costs of the mine. Besides 
economical figures and cutting costs, trained personnel can be used elsewhere and at the same time 
health and safety can be increased within the mine due to lesser vulcanization work on slippy 
conveyor belts. First step of the entire process was to study the scanned drawings from drivestations 
and tailstations in PPC’s archive; from the drawings used it was obvious that the easiest and safest 
way for the axis of the conveyor belt to be defined, the closest pontoon of the drivestation to the 
disposal drum should be used and therefore surveyed along with the tailstations’ drum. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. WMLC’s Mine II conveyor belts (Images; Sentinel-2, 26-12-2015 & Google Earth)[7][8] 
 
In Figure 4, in a 2400 mm conveyor belt; 
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Figure 4. PWH PHB Weserhütte 2400mm Drivestation dimensions drawing (PPC S.A. Archive)[9] 

 
1. The drivestation’s pontoon is 8500mm wide, so each pontoon’s short side has an equal 

distance of 4250mm from the axis. 
2. The center of the disposal drum is at 6600mm from the first pontoons first long edge (from 

left to right), at 6365mm above exiting ground 
3. Disposal drum has Φ1530mm diameter and 
4. The drivestation’s pivot point is at 16000mm from the longitudinal axis of the disposal drum. 

The pivot point is the point where the drivestation is anchored from the transport crawler in 
order to be shifted.  
 

 

Figure 5. Damaged and covered in dried mud Drivestation’s Pontoon 
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Figure 6. Tailstation drum not fully clear due to conveyor belt misalignment 

 
By surveying and defining the pontoons’ exact coordinates, all information needed is obtained. 

Surveying teams, however, encountered serious problems during the surveying campaign; most of 
the drivestation’s pontoons were either damaged or / and covered in dried mud (Figure 5). Surveying 
teams overcame this difficult situation by firstly choosing the best Mine Itained side of the cleaned 
up (with the help from machinery supplied by fellow coworkers) pontoon and then surveying -using 
10cc accuracy robotic total stations- 3 different points (in I & II telescopic thesis in order to 
minimize vertical axis errors of the total station) on the same (small) side of the pontoon; 2 on the 
edges and one in the middle. Implementing Autodesk’s Civil 3D® [10]“Create Best Fit Line” 
command, made the creation of the optimal side of the pontoon possible and then by offset of 
4250mm the axis of the drivestation is obtained. 

Surveying teams overcame this difficult situation by firstly choosing the best Mine Itained side 
of the cleaned up (with the help from machinery supplied by fellow coworkers) pontoon and then 
surveying -using 10cc accuracy robotic total stations- 3 different points (in I & II telescopic thesis in 
order to minimize vertical axis errors of the total station) on the same (small) side of the pontoon; 2 
on the edges and one in the middle. The mid-point isn’t necessary to be at the middle of the small 
side of the pontoon but it is obligatory to be on a clean and intact spot. Base station and backsight 
coordinates of the total station are surveyed with a dual frequency GNSS receiver in 120 epochs. 
Implementing Autodesk’s Civil 3D® [10]“Create Best Fit Line” command, made the creation of the 
optimal side of the pontoon possible and then by offset of 4250mm the axis of the drivestation is 
obtained. 

Regarding the tailstation, each edge of the drum is surveyed (in I & II telescopic thesis) by 
using the reflectorless, with laser beam, function of the total station –with a constant vertical axis of 
the instrument-, so as to obtain the drum’s axis; it will result from the center of the line created by 
the 2+2 points surveyed. The total station is set up not far from the drum itself but at a suitable 
position so as both drum’s edges can be visible and surveyed. The accurate XYZ coordinates of the 
drum’s axis will emerge after the point has been offset by the drums radius towards the drivestation. 
The final axis of the existing conveyor belt is finalized from –once more- implementing the “Create 
Best Fit Line” command between the line created from the 3 points of the small side of the 
drivestation’s first pontoon offset by 4.25m and the tailstation’s drum point. 
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1.2. New Drivestation & tailstation position calculations  

 

 

 
Figure 7. Tailstations’ drum new position, office 

calculated 
Figure 8. Drivestations’ new position, office calculated 

 

Once the axial points of the drivestation and tailstation have been surveyed, the calculation for 
the shifting of the conveyor is feasible; if a 70m shifting of a 3446.25m long conveyor belt is needed, 
then the new position of the tailstation’s drum is calculated by creating the new point 70m 
perpendicularly from the previous position (Figure 7)  

In Figure 8, the calculations for the new positioning of a 2400mm drivestation’s pontoons are 
presented. In this scenario, the pivot point is kept in the exact same position and the rest of the 
coordinates needed for the stakeout of the new drivestation’s pontoons can be easily extracted in a 
*csv or *.txt file from Autodesk’s Civil 3D® and imported into the total stations software. The 
drivestation cannot be staked out with a dual frequency GNSS receiver due to lack of open sky. 

However, the new disposal point has been shifted by 34cm and as the corresponding next 
conveyor belt isn’t shiftable the old and new disposal points must be identical. This is achieved by 
matching the 2 disposal points whilst creating a block and rotating it in reference with the disposal 
point. 

The block will contain; 
• the new drivestation’s pontoons & disposal drum 
• the new tailstation’s drum  
• the new pivot point 

 
The end result is a drawing with everything setup for stake out in the field (Figure 9); 
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Figure 9. Drivestations’ new final position, office calculated, ready for staking out 

 
1.3. Fieldwork  

The conveyor belt shifting begins with a sparse staking out –with the use GNSS receivers- of 
the new position of the entire belt, approximately every 50-100m in order for the appropriate 
machinery to lay a thick layer of gravel. Then the exact position of the tailstation’s drum is being 
staked out along with a dense stake out of the new axis and finally the new positions of the 
drivestation’s pontoons and tail are staked out, using total station. While the transport crawler shifts 
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the drivestation, the laser beam from the total station (which points out the exact position of the axis 
of one out of two pontoons, POINT 1 or 2 in Figure 9) guides the shifting team as well as the 
crawlers’ operator. Additionally, wooden sticks with painted heads in red are being been placed, for 
error avoidance and additional guidance (Figures 10 & 11). It must be noticed that modern surveying 
equipment have COGO[11] functions, so if the drawing basis exists within the accompanying 
software, everything can be modified according to the specific needs in the field in real time. 

 

 
Figures 10, 11. Final staking out of the drivetrain’s pontoons new positioning with laser beam quidance 

 
Regarding the tailstation’s positioning, two points (one out of each pontoon) of the structure should 
be staked out (with a GNSS receiver for ease of use), in order to be fully aligned with conveyor 
belts’ new axis; 

 the pontoon’s axis underneath the tailstation’s drum (point C) and 
 the outer part of the widened beam over the second pontoon, offset by 2.85m from the 

conveyor belts’ axis (1300mm+400mm+350mm+800mm, point D) and at 13.4m 
(10000mm+2*1700mm) away from point C 
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Figure 12. PWH PHB Weserhütte 2400 mm Tailstation dimensions drawing (PPC S.A. Archive)[9] 

 
2. Results and Discussion 

Whilst the first half of 2016 contained an enormous surveying campaign of Mine II’s every 
drivestation’s pontoons and tailstation’s pontoons and drums, the second half was about instructing 
all surveying team members in Mine II the new methodology, implementing and enhancing it. So by 
2017, the mine should start pinpointing tangible results. 

According to the WMLC’s Conveyor Belt Sector, on a daily basis, vulcanization teams -both 
from PPC and subcontractors- are being sent to the 4 mines. Their core duties involve mainly the 
following vulcanization work categories; 

 
• Conveyor belts’ worn parts • Conveyor belt shortening 
• Torn apart conveyor belt • Conveyor belt extension 
• Traumatized conveyor belt part • Conveyor belt side rips and tears 
• New Project • Conversion 

 
Throughout the years, the category “Conveyor belt side rips & tears” has been considered to be 

of surveying interest; side tears are being created when the conveyor belt continuously brushes up 
against the crates. Responsibility for conveyor belts misalignment isn’t solely laid upon surveying 
teams, as there many more factors affecting the initial alignment; 

 
 Telescopic Boom machinery keep hitting and therefore misaligning the cranes while cleaning 

the mud underneath 
 many cranes missing crossplates and support struts 
 inaccurately placed cranes lengthwise and/or inclination on the vertical axis 
 over tightening of the conveyor belt 

Point D Point C 
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 old, worn and over-sloped conveyor belts 
 rough and unevenly inclined berms 

Though, misalignment still remains one of the basic reasons for “Conveyor belt side rips & 
tears” vulcanization works maintenance costs. Unfortunately, WMLC’s Conveyor Belt Sector keeps 
record of the categorized vulcanization teams’ everyday work, from 2017 on. So instead of 
comparing the before and after of the new conveyor belt shifting methodology implementation 
within Mine II, we will try to compare this specific category within the 3 mines that constitute 
Western Macedonia Lignite Center; it must be mentioned that Aminteon Mine due to the 
catastrophic landslide on early June 2017, doesn’t follow the continuous method (exclusively 
subcontractors excavation with conventional machinery) thus cannot be compared. 

From the Tables 1 & 2, derived from the WMLC mines annual reports, it is obvious that Mine 
II achieved a significant improvement over the rest 2 mines in sides 
 

 Mine II has double the total length in km (red column) than that of Mine III and almost triple 
the length of Mine I  

 Mine II managed to achieve less than one quarter (20) vulcanization works for side tears of 
conveyor belts in 2017 than those of Mine III (90) and Mine I (81), which will remain the 
same for the 2018 comparison of Mine II and Mine I mines. Mine III will have achieved 
better results in 2018 but still had 50% more vulcanization works than Mine II while it had 
62% less shiftings, shortenings and extensions and operated at a half total conveyor belts 
length.  

 In 2017, 66.7% of side narrow parts vulcanization works in Mine I was referring to non 
shiftable conveyor belts. At the same period the corresponding percentage in Mine III and 
Mine II were 44.4% and 85% respectively. In 2018, percentages practically remained the 
same (60%, 47.6% and 85.7% respectively. 

 In 2017, Mine III and Mine II completed the same amount of shiftings (49 and 47 
respectively) while Mine I completed 60 shiftings -same as it will in 2018-. Regarding 
conveyor belt’s extensions and shortenings, Mine III completed 65 and Mine II 49.  
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Table 1. Narrow side tear vulcanization works carried out in 2017 in each mine of Western Macedonia Lignite Center, 
corresponding Conveyor Belts total length (in km) and vulcanizations per type of Conveyor Belt in each Mine 

 In 2018 (raised in an annual basis, actual data until 01/08/2018), Mine III and Mine II will 
have completed the same amount of shiftings (66 and 64 respectively). Regarding conveyor 
belt’s extensions and shortenings, Mine III will have completed 27 and Mine II 82, while 
Mine I’s will increase to 41. 

 In both 2017 & 2018, the shifting’s quantity is identical between the 2 major mines; however 
Mine II has achieved cutting costs in side narrow parts vulcanization. This also stands for 
combined extensions and shortenings as well; even though in 2018 Mine II’s extensions and 
shortenings number has surged from 49 to 72, the mine managed to keep the vulcanization 
works cost really low, unlike Mine III did in 2017.  
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Table 2. Narrow side tear vulcanization works carried out in 2018 –raised in annual basis, actual data till 07/2018- in 
each mine of WMLC, corresponding Conveyor Belts total length (in km) and vulcanizations per type of Conveyor Belt in 

each Mine 

 

 

Table 3. Yearly comparison of shiftings and side tear vulcanizations per WMLC's mine 
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In Table 3, a yearly comparison of the increase or decrease of the (combined) number of 
shiftings / shortenings / extensions of each mine in regards to the corresponding number of side tear 
vulcanization works.  

• Mine II’s total number of shiftings / shortenings / extensions is clearly the lowest one in both 
2017 and 2018. 

• Vulcanization works number in both Mine III and Mine I follows the increase (Mine I) and 
decrease (Mine III) of the shiftings made, an indication of correlation between the 
vulcanization works and number of shiftings. 

• Mine III seems to have improved results, as a 25% decrease in shiftings led to a 60% 
decrease in vulcanizations. However, Mine I saw a 10% increase in shiftings followed by a 
27% increase in vulcanizations. 

• Mine II has the biggest change in total number of shiftings made, an increase of 45%. 
Simultaneously, it has achieved the smallest change in vulcanizations made, only a 20% 
increase. 

 
3. CONCLUSIONS 

 
• The proposed shifting methodology does not require any additional software or hardware in 

order to be implemented 
• While it does not require additional time in either office work or fieldwork, it is significantly 

more accurate than the previous empirical method because it relies upon drawings and 
measurements with modern surveying equipment. Additionally, there is control over the 
entire procedure; When the shifting procedure is finished, surveying teams survey the definite 
points of the drivestation and tailstation for next shiftings and as-built drawings 

• It is significantly safer because surveying –and the rest shifting- team members as well as 
shifting team members don’t have to climb up the drivestation 

• It has increased the level of self-confidence of the surveying team members 
• It increased the level of cooperation between surveying teams and the rest shifting teams of 

the mine 
• Conveyor belt repairs can take operations offline for a significant amount of time, so less side 

tear vulcanizations means more efficiency  
• The correlation between the disposal point and the collection point of the corresponding 

conveyor belt will be examined in the forthcoming year even though it is difficult to simulate 
it due to the nature of the materials in the conveyor belts and the unstable weather in the area 

• More statistical data over side tear vulcanization works must be obtained for overall 
conclusions as there are many factors affecting the constant alignment of a conveyor belt. 
However, while implementation of the proposed methodology cannot take the credit for 
lesser side tear vulcanization works and thus costs, there is a strong indication within the 
existing analysis that it has an important role in this achievement. Conveyor belts and their 
satellite costs are a significant part of the annual operating cost of WMLC and a high one to 
be neglected. 
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ABSTRACT  

The paper deals with the results obtained in the field of lignite and overburden rock cutting 
process using BWE-s in the conditions of Romanian lignite open pits, focused mainly on the newly 
arisen problem of occurrence in the working faces of structures with increased resistance.  Due to 
changing geological environment, in Romanian lignite open pits endowed with BWE-s, the 
occurrence of structures with increased resistance – continuous layers, boulders - and a general 
decreasing trend of   cuttability  parameters of all overburden rocks  is more  and more present.  
Based on results of previously performed researches, and the new ones facilitated by the activity in 
the frame of BEWEXMIN project, the team of professionals from the University of Petrosani, CEO 
and University of Alba Iulia has extended the researches from cuttability assessment and teeth – 
bucket improvement towards the analysis of the operation in these conditions and its impact on the 
mining system of BWE.  The main results of the performed theoretical, laboratory and field research 
is presented in the paper.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

In the open pit mines, both for coal harvesting and overburden rock removal, the use of Bucket 
Wheel Excavators (BWEs) is a traditional technology, mainly in Europe.  

In the past years, in many European open pits the geological and rock environment become 
continuously harsher.  

The occurrence of hard to excavate intrusions is more frequent, which lead to increase of 
downtimes due to failures, increased energy consumption, reduced productivity and overall increased 
production cost. The existing BWEs are not suitable to operate in such conditions.  

The main cause of this situation is that the actual BWEs were designed initially for loading 
bulk material.  

Their conversion and adaptation to coal and overburden rock harvesting from mine face dates 
back to early 50’s of past century, when the design, manufacturing and operation norms where 
established in Germany and later in other countries [1], [2].   

These machines were used at the beginning in easy mineable rocks, mainly lignite and brown 
coal and the corresponding -generally easy to be excavated – overburden rock.  

Later, on the basis of gained experience, the BWE’s widespread in other countries, such as 
Poland, Czech Republic and Romania.  

There they were used in various - different from the original one - rock environment.  
The main problems were the increase of the values of cutting forces and specific energy 

consumption, their important variability, and lower seam thickness, which are a cumulative effect on 
excavator’s structural part overloading.  
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The design norms, transferred from earliest ones, became inadequate mainly related to the 
dynamic loads specific to the new operating environment, in terms of equivalence coefficients   of 
dynamic load based on amplifying corresponding static loads [3]. These different assumptions do not 
consider the real character of overloads which lead to sudden failures or failures due to fatigue. 

Even the newest Europe-wide used norm (DIN 22261), [7] uses the former dynamic 
coefficients, while the experience demonstrated that the real value of dynamic loads is much higher. 

That is the reason for which the main goal of the mentioned BEWEXMIN project is to propose 
and develop proposals able to handle with the above-mentioned unwanted effects in terms of 
prediction and effect avoidance.  

This goal can be fulfilled by the adaptation of existing BWEs to new conditions and to extend 
the results toward the design of new ones [4], [5], [6].  The constructive changes required must be 
based on deep knowledge of the phenomena occurring in the mentioned operating conditions, on 
which the project intend to contribute.  

On the other hand, it is desirable to develop such a continuous monitoring system which can 
predict the possible failure caused by the occurrence of dangerous loads in critical parts of the load 
bearing structural elements in accordance with the current operating conditions.  

The research has been foreseen in three directions, as follows: establishment of the 
requirements set to the load bearing structure of BWE, having in mind the minimization of dynamic 
loads; based on this, the next directions will be the development of the monitoring system, and a 
proactive approach based on continuous survey of the face, involving different geophysical methods 
and devices, in order to detect in real time the possibility of occurrence of hard inclusions.  

 

2. SHORT OVERVIEW OF PERFORMED RESEARCH  

In recent years, on working faces of open pit mines in many European countries it is clearly 
visible the increased amount of hard to be excavated  structures and interlayers with excessive 
mining resistance.  

These occurrences cause continuously serious problems during the operation of BWEs.  
These kinds of occurrences were seldom before and only observed in some open pit mines, in 

different countries.  
This is the raison for the low accent on studying this phenomenon, and if done, it was focused 

mainly on specific problem of involved mine and the results rarely were published.  
When searching the literature we can find many references regarding the dynamic overload of 

the driving system of the bucket wheel and its avoidance. It is a general lack of mining environment 
description and it is difficult to correlate it with the failures occurred.  

Some former researches were focused on bucket design and drive’s overload protection using 
hydraulic safety clutches [7]. It is true, that interrupting the kinematic chain between the bucket 
wheel and the drive contributes to limit the transmission of extreme loads towards the structure, but 
this must be considered as an emergency act.  

Another specific research was related to size the size of sparse boulders related to the bucket’s 
dimension. It has an important influence on the extension and severity of damages, because in case 
of large bucket volume, greater than 4 m3, the boulder can be extracted from the face, and it produces 
damages on the on board conveyor flows.  

 If the boulder size exceeds the bucket’s one, then the impact with teeth and bucket cutting 
edge produces high dynamic load on the mining system and load bearing structure.  

Because the BWEs used in Germany are mainly with high volume buckets, the German 
specialists focused their attention mainly on preventing belt conveyor protection.   
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Even if the available sensors are well known and well developed, the results were in this case 
also weak related to the investment, mainly from point of view of data processing software. A 
detailed report on these issues we can be find in [5].  

The results of the above-mentioned countermeasures were not very encouraging ones, the main 
finding was the conclusion that it is not possible to design and set-up a BWE in such way to be 
universal for any kind of mining environment in terms of safety, reliability and productivity.  

The common weakness of previous researches is the lack of any correlation between damages 
and mining environment, between cause and effect.  

Another difficulty encountered is the optimal location and number of sensors to be implanted 
in such a way that the acquired data provide maximum of information about the stress-strain state of 
the boom’s elements and their processing itself, given the large spatial extent of the load carrying 
structure.  

Apart from these experimental approaches, we may consider also theoretical ones, i.e. such 
theoretical models development which describe the effect of an external variable or impulse load on 
the load carrying structure and the bucket wheel.  

Such a model of the time variation of an impulse load has been developed based on the 
collision between two elastic-plastic bodies. [6] 

Searching answers to the mentioned open problems, the team of Petrosani University, has 
developed a bucket wheel 3D CAD model (Figure 1) on which by simulation we obtained its 
influence on the torque on wheel’s axle. (Figure 2) 

 

 
Figure 81. 3D model of the bucket wheel    

In the same time, we mounted strain gauges on different parts of the boom structure at different 
bucket wheels which continuously measured data were transmitted by wireless system and recorded. 
(Figure 3).   
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Figure 2. The impulse load time variation (top) and the effect on the wheel’s axle torque (bottom) 

The spectral analysis results (periodogram) of the measurement node with the largest values of 
strain are presented in Fig. 4.  

Because the strain gauges use is very difficult and unreliable, we continued to use also 
accelerometers.  

Additionally, we developed a model of the boom and we studied the spectra of its vibrations, 
excited by the mentioned resultant variable load. (Fig. 5)  
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Figure 3. Location of electro-resistive transducers (ERT) on the bucketwheel boom 
 

 
Figure 4. Periodogram of the measured stress using ERTs for node P4 
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Figure 5.  Strain simulation of boom under dynamic load 
 
The correlated data processing is under way, but preliminary results show an acceptable 

concordance with theoretical ones.  
 

3. RESULTS  

The measurements performed until now have demonstrated that the load’s signature has a 
vibration shape and is variable and it consist on the superposition of two components.   

One is the proper vibration of the BWE’s structure masses including the bucket wheel, the 
other is the vibration due to the influence of the excavating forces and other dynamical excitations.   

The two components have close frequency spectra, and it is difficult to be discriminated from 
the general spectral picture the spectrum of vibration produced by the cutting force variability. The 
solution of this problem is the second main goal. The third research direction is to make connection 
between BWE operating parameters, the structure dynamic characteristics and the properties of the 
excavated rock environment in order to assess the real stress-strength state in critical points.  

As result of this issue it will be possible to realize an adaptation of the existing BWE-s to 
operation in rocks with hard to excavate intrusions, and on the other hand to provide norms and 
design methods towards the development of a new generation of BWE-s.  

The envisaged monitoring system will be useful not only to predict and avoid failure due to 
sudden excessive load, and for assess the degree of fatigue and on this basis to establish the 
remaining lifetime of the load bearing structural elements. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

The research performed until now in the mentioned above three directions revealed the 
followings: in the direction related to the real time recognition of the occurrence of a boulder in order 
to allow the avoidance of its collision with the bucket wheel, the partners used many geophysical 
tools in real faces with hard intrusions or in “implanted” ones to find the deviation of different 
physical properties of intrusions from the basic rock’s one.  In some cases, as in Husnicioara open pit 
sandstone inclusions the results were not satisfactory.  

Referring to the second research direction which is focused on establishing the effect of a 
sudden increase of cutting force on the structural elements of the BWE (tooth, bucket, bucket wheel, 
on board belt conveyor, boom, drive system etc.) and to propose on this basis structural and 
constructive modifications or operating procedures in order to prevent or avoid the possible failure.  

Such solution could be a monitoring system which uses filtering software able to detect the 
unwanted change, and an expert system to assist the decision taken by the operator or the automatic 
steering system. 
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ABSTRACT  

The paper deals with a method of residual lifetime assessment of the BWE-s operating in 
Romanian lignite open pits which is based on the correlation between the failure history of a fleet of 
BWE-s with different age and different working hours in working environment with different degree 
of difficulty with a laboratory- field fatigue assessment method based on hardness increase with the 
number of loading cycles of the elements of the boom structure.  The results allow estimating the 
residual lifetime of the existing excavators and also to the forecast of overall system reliability of 
new or refurbished excavators to be implemented.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Using surface hardness measurements on structural elements with a long history of cyclical 
loading as an indicator of the fatigue state is relatively new in the analysis of structures, subject of 
this kind of loading.  

The representative structures subject of this approach are mainly the metallic bridges, cranes, 
buildings, mainly submitted to seismic loads, offshore and subsea structures, pipelines, and other 
mechanical parts, as gears.  In the past time the load carrying structures of huge earth-moving 
machines, such as Bucket Wheel Excavators (BWE) became subject of this approach.  

It was determined that the fatigue resistance coefficient decrease can be correlated with Brinell 
Hardness (HB) increase in the case of steel.  Despite the different opinions of the specialists 
regarding the so called cyclic softening-hardening of steels, the hardening process in the vicinity of 
zones suffering plastic strain has been confirmed.  

There are many theoretical approaches, not all showing the direct correlation of hardening and 
number pf cycles. Such a correlation between the fatigue resistance coefficient (fatigue ratio) and 
Brinell Hardness has been statistically determined as in fig. 1. [7]  

Another reference regarding a new interpretation of the Bauschinger effect is [8], where the 
hardening / softening of steel plates submitted to repeat bending loads.  

The hardness increase with the number of variable load cycles – determined from the overall 
working hours -was determined on samples collected from critical parts of BWE boom elements and 
compared with hardness increase of genuine steel samples of same brand, submitted to tensile stress 
until failure, on which the hardness has been measured in the vicinity of breakage.  

The hardness relative increase is significant leading to the conclusion that the hardness can be 
considered as an indicator of fatigue resistance, i.e. for the assessment of remaining lifetime of the 
structure in cause.  
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a) b) 

 
Figure 1. a)  Brinell Hardness increase with fatigue resistance coefficient decrease , according to  

https://barfatigueblog.org/2017/08/08/hardness-versus-fatigue-strength/, b)Hardening-softening of steel plate submitted 
to bent load  according to [8] 

 

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

In our approach, three types of measurements were considered, as follows:  
Joint hardness and tensile strength measurements on samples made by the same kind of steel as 

the BWE boom elements, revealing an increase of surface hardness increase in the proximity of 
breakage relative to the hardness in the body of the sample; 

Hardness and strength measurements on samples obtained from the BWE boom members, 
which where replaced during renewal of the respective structural element after failure; 

In situ hardness measurements on selected points of constitutive elements of boom, using 
portable non-destructive hardness measurement devices, the points being selected on the basis of 
FEM analyses and fault history of the given BWE.  

 

 
 

Figure  2   Brinell Hardness relative increase as a function of operating hours 
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  Hardness based mechanical properties decay analysis is a less-used method of investigating 
structural features in mining machinery, but it can provide some properties that evolve over time in 
materials in the load-carrying structure of the machine. 

The average Brinell Hardness variation of samples collected from BWE boom elements 
related to samples made from the same kind of steel, in original state, has been plotted, according to 
Fig. 2  

We extended the hardness measurement on a batch of 7 machines type ERc1400-30/7 from 
different open pits from Oltenia coal basin, on the same subassembly, respectively, the bucketwheel 
boom, and the data being synthetized in table 1.   

In the Fig. 3, the average hardness has been plotted in correlation with the age of service of 
different BWE -s from which the samples were collected. It can be observed that the general trend of 
HB is increasing; the last point value is due to the fact that the steel is other kind than the rest of 
BWE-s, and other deviations are due to the averaging and different load history (less operating hours 
at same age). 

 
Table 1. Results of hardness measurements on the bucketwheel boom of E1400-30/7 excavators 

No Equipment/mine Operating 
hours[hr] Year of  start  Average   

hardness [HB] 

1 E14-07 -Rosiuta-Motru 50400  2000 120.66 

2 E14-04-Pinoasa-Rovinari 51313 1991 155.28 

3 E14-03-Pinoasa-Rovinari 64220 1989 124.44 

4 E14-08-Rosiuta-Motru 69264 1993 116.99 

5 E14-04 Tismana-Rovinari 72815 1986 158.99 

6 E14-02-Rovinari Garla 95925  1983 151.65 

7 E14-02-Tismana - Rovinari 115684  1971 137.95 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Evolution of average hardness measured on boom elements of excavators according to the operating 
time 
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Nevertheless, the differences of hardness between different elements of the boom structure can   

provide useful information about the fatigue level of different structural parts, for the identification 
of those in which the probability of expected failures is greater. This is very useful for sensors 
placement location for state monitoring.  

To measure the hardness we used a portable device in the MIC 20 range to perform 
measurements on both sides of the boom, right/left wall, according to figure 4. The hardness 
measurement was performed after a mechanical pre-cleaning of the sampling area, at the lower/upper 
part of the diagonal strut, as in figure 5.  

 

 
Figure 4.  Constructive elements of a bucketwheel boom 

 

 
Figure 5 .  Hardness  measuring points 

 
We performed the hardness measurement on two machines type E 1400-307, 07 and 08, from 

the same open pit, under approximate temperature and excavation conditions to assess the hardness 
for which the structural properties of the materials are close. After processing the data, we have 
compiled and illustrated in figures 6 and 7.  

From the figures we can find that in average the decay of properties is not affected by the 
operating time between excavators, but it is a clear difference between left and right wall (girder).  

Also, the graphs indicate a difference between the joints (nodes) which shows an asymmetry 
between left and right and a concentration of hardening at the extremities of the boom relative to 
middle segment.  

This fact, with correlation with other analyses can be useful for deriving a complex, 
multifactorial discrimination method of detecting the most vulnerable parts of the boom.   

Left wall (girder) 

Right wall (girder) 
Bucket wheel 
drive gear 
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Figure 6. Distribution of hardness on the boom’s right wall members of excavators: a) E14-07, b) E14-08 
according to table No. 1 

Figure 7. Distribution of hardness on the boom’s left wall of excavators  E14-07, E14-08  
according to table No. 1 
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Table 2.  Faults occurred at some representative BWE s relative to age, throughput and  operating hours 

 
@ load carrying system involved faults  
 

 

3. INFLUENCE OF THE AGE OF BWE ON FAULTS FREQUENCY  

The carrying structure of BWE suffers in time degradation by fatigue that affects the 
functionality of these machines, degradations that can be generated jointly by corrosion,  due to the 
environment  of working area, by  the remaining deformations of the elements , generally caused by 
accidental crashes or by the fall of material blocks on the structure,  cracks in structural elements  
which may occur due to overloading  to non-conforming welds, decrease of  fatigue resistance of 
materials. 

The degradations that may occur over time on mobile heavy-duty machinery may be disposed 
of in the form of punctual charts of type defects for these machines. These charts have been drawn 
up after conducting the technical expertise of 25 machines used in lignite open pits or coal deposits. 

The evolution of faults in the load carrying structure of some of  these ERc1400-30/7 type 
machines operating  in the open pits from CEO, resulted from an in-situ analysis carried out in 2016, 
is presented in table 2. The data from Table 2 shows that the number of faults was almost constant 
for a period of about 30 years, after which they grow.  

 In figures 8 to 12 different correlations between operating hours, failures occurred, 
throughput, rate of failure, production rate are presented.  

 

 
 

Figure 8.  Main Correlation chart 
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Figure 9.  The number  of failures  according to the age of the machine 
 

 
Figure 10. The number of failures according to the throughput 

 

 
Figure 11. The number of failures according to the operating hours 
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Figure 12. Correlation between the intensity of faults and production rate 
 

By correlating the fault intensity with haardness growth, we can forecast the expected faults 
number dependence on the average hardness , as in figure 13.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 13. Correlation between fault intensity with hardness growth 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Hardness based mechanical properties decay analysis is a usefull method of investigating 
structural features change in mining machinery, and it can provide some information on the 
properties that evolve over time in the components of the load-carrying structure of the machine. 

The hardness relative increase with the duration of service is significant, leading to the 
conclusion that the hardness can be considered as an indicator of fatigue resistance, i.e. for the 
assessment of remaining lifetime of the structure in cause. 

Different correlations between operating hours, failures occurred, throughput, rate of failure, 
production rate were derived, which are useful for state monitoring of the BWE carrying structure.  

By correlating the fault intensity with hardness growth, it is possible to forecast the expected 
faults number dependence on the average hardness. 

The differences of hardness between different elements of the boom structure can   provide 
useful information about the fatigue level of different structural parts, for the identification of those 
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in which the probability of expected failures is greater, which is  useful for deciding the  sensors 
placement location for state monitoring. 

The results, in correlation with other analyses can be useful for deriving a complex, 
multifactorial discrimination method of detecting the most vulnerable parts of the boom.   

The method presented itself is a new way to expertise and assess the state of the BWE-s and to 
forecast the remaining lifetime reserve.  
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ABSTRACT 

Landslides are destructive phenomena, related to negative environmental and economic effects. 
In many cases, geological faults hold a key-role, as they are responsible for the triggering of 
landslides. In the present paper, we examine the geological setting of the wider Amynteon lignite 
mine region (Western Macedonia, Greece), where a complicated landslide phenomenon occurred on 
June 10th 2017, leading to the cancellation of mining activities and the partial evacuation of the 
adjacent Anargyri village. The mine is located in a lignite-bearing Neogene lacustrine sequence, 
while six major fault zones are documented in the broader area, two of them affecting the mine itself. 
They are the NE-SW trending normal fault zones (Anargyri and Vegora faults) and the mine is 
located at the transfer zone between the overlapping tips of these two zones. Anargyri and Vegora 
faults are dipping to the NW and SE, respectively, forming a graben, as well a multitude of internal 
secondary faults. The presence of the geological faults is decisive for the mine stability, as they cause 
fragmentation of the lithological formation and cohesion degradation, while the hydrological 
conditions and mining activity further affect the mine stability. The combination of those factors led 
to the Amynteon lignite mine landslide phenomenon, proving the great importance of geological 
faults study during excavation activities. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

This paper focuses on the importance of faulting in mining activities, especially the surface 
continuous mining ones and is examining a large-scale landslide that took place on June 10, 2017 at 
the lignite mine of Amynteon, Western Macedonia, Greece. This major and complex landslide 
caused the collapse of a large part of the mine, destruction of machinery, cancelation of mining 
activities, partial destruction and evacuation of the adjacent Anargyri village and multiple socio-
economic impacts. The study area is in the region of Western Macedonia, at an altitude of ca. 600 m 
and it is located between lakes Vegoritis and Chimaditis, close to the town of Amynteon. The smaller 
village of Anargyri is located on the southwest side of the mine (Figure 1). 

2. GEOTECTONIC SETTING 
 
2.1. Geological setting 

The bedrock of the broader Western Macedonia area is comprised mainly of Pelagonian units. 
Palaeozoic metamorphic rocks are overlain either stratigraphically or tectonically by younger 
Mesozoic and Tertiary rocks [1]. Palaeozoic granite intrusions, as well as ophiolites and associated 
sediments are also present. The main part of the bedrock in the study area comprises of Triassic-
Jurassic carbonates and the Middle-Late Cretaceous transgressive sediments. The bedrock is 
uncomformably covered in places by post-alpine sedimentary formations, mainly lacustrine Middle 
Pliocene – Lower Pleistocene sediments, while Upper Quaternary deposits (mainly conglomerates, 
red beds, alluvium and scree) cover locally both. The Pliocene formation comprises of three main 
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horizons: the lower one is dominated by conglomerate, containing ophiolitic clasts, red clay and 
marls. A middle horizon comprises of fine-grained sediments, mainly white marl, with thin lignite-
bearing layers. The uppermost horizon contains alternations of white marl and marly limestone with 
occasional sandy layers. The total thickness of the Pliocene deposits is more than 700 m at the 
central part of the basin. The Lower Pleistocene sequence is rather cohesive and consists of red clays 
with gravel parts at its lower part and red clay and breccia at its upper one [2]. 

 

 
Figure 82. Location of the mine in relation to Amynteon town and the adjacent lakes. 

Three major horizons of Pliocene sediments outcrop in the broader Anargyri – Amynteon area. 
The lowermost horizon consists of conglomerate and red clay formations, changing gradually to sand 
and marl formations. The medium horizon consists of fine-grained sediments, clays and marls, 
including lignite beds. At the upper horizon alternations of marls and marly limestone, while locally 
sand layers and lenses are intercalated with the lignite bodies. 

2.2. Structural setting 

The area of NW Greece has been subjected to several deformations, which caused the 
formation of a variety of tectonic structures. Successive deformation phases affected the geotectonic 
evolution of the area, forming its current structure [3]. The overthrust the Pelagonian carbonates is 
imprinted on the schistosity and folding and is characterized by abundant ophiolitic mélange. The 
Late Cretaceous – Late Eocene compression formed NW – SE trending folds and thrusts. The major 
folding resulted in the formation of NW – SE trending anticline and syncline structures. During the 
Middle – late Miocene, an E – W compressional phase caused the strike-slip faults trending WNW – 
ESE. Some of them were reactivated as normal faults during the subsequent extensional neotectonic 
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events. The compressional deformation was completed during the late Miocene. This phase formed 
E-W reverse faults in the ophiolitic masses and reactivated of the inherited strike-slip faults. 
 

 

Figure 83. Fault distribution diagrams of the broader area, showing (i)  the major NW – SE and ENE – WSW directions, 
(ii) dip directions, the majority of which is dipping to SSE and ENE, (iii) dip values ranging between 45° and 90°, the 

majority of which shows very high dip values (85° – 90° dip slip faults) and (iv) the pitch angle values ranging between 
85° and 90°, confirming the extensional regime (dip slip typical normal faults) (modified from [4]). 

The most recent and relevant to the current research deformation stages are the neotectonic 
ones. Two main neotectonic extensional periods are traced in the broader NW Greece region [2,4]. 
The Late Miocene – Pliocene one created or reactivated NW – SE trending normal faults, forming 
large depressions of the same direction, following mainly the NNW-SSE trending pre-existing 
syncline. The subsequent Middle-Late Quaternary tectonism is still active. This NNW – SSE 
trending extension caused the formation or reactivation of NE-SW to E-W striking normal faults 
(Figure 2). They caused further fragmentation and subsidence, forming smaller transverse sub-
basins. The faults created or reactivated during this stage played the most important role in the 
neotectonic evolution of the area. One of the most important faults in the area is the Aliakmon - 
Servia one, which delineates the southern boundary of the Kozani - Ptolemais basin. A segment of 
this fault was activated during the May 13th, 1995 Kozani - Grevena Mw 6.6 earthquake [5–8]. 

2.3. Active faulting and seismicity 

Amynteon lignite mine is located near the northern border of Ptolemais basin. Six main fault 
zones have been mapped in the broader area (Figure 3). They are Komnini - Asvestopetra (possibly 
extended to Pyrgi village), Emporion - Perdika, Anargyri (or Chimaditida - Anargyri), Perea - 
Maniakion, Vegora (or Vegoritida - Agios Panteleimon) and Nymfeon - Xinon Neron - Petres Lake 
[4]. The Amynteon mine is located between Anargyri and Vegora faults. A multitude of secondary 
faults also affect the area of the mine and might have contributed to the weakening of the rock/soil 
mass in combination with hydrogeological factors (see [9–13] and references therein).  
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Figure 84. Simplified structural map of the study area (modified from [14], after [4]). 
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Figure 85. Map of the most important neotectonic faults of the broader area and the epicenter locations of the known 
seismic events of the study area for the time period between 1800 and 2007. Concentrations of microseismic events are 

observed at Nymfeon – Petres Lake, Anargyri and Emporion - Perdika faults [15]. 

Figure 4 shows the most important neotectonic faults of the wider area and the epicenter 
distribution of the known seismic events of the study area for the time period between 1800 and 2007 
(historical earthquakes and instrumentally recorded of the last years). The epicentral locations of the 
seismic events are shown in different symbols, based on the magnitude. No strong earthquakes have 
been recorded within the Ptolemais basin area.  

The broader area is characterized by low seismicity. The background seismicity, i.e. the 
instrumentally recorded earthquakes up to 2015, shows that magnitudes are ranging between 2.0 and 
4.8. The majority of the magnitudes are up to 3.9 (Figure 5), while the mean value of the epicentral 
depth is 9 – 10 km. Seismic events of Ms 4.0 or higher are shown in Figure 6. No earthquake-induced 
surface ruptures have been observed. 

 
Figure 86. Left: Frequency of the earthquake seismic events distance from the Anargyri village. Right: Frequency of 

seismic events magnitude in the study area. The magnitude values range between 2.0 and 4.8 [12]. 

 
Figure 87. Epicentral locations of seismic events of magnitude larger than Μ 4.0 in the Amynteon lignite mine area. 
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On October 25th 1982, an earthquake (Ms 4.8) occurred (National Observatory of Athens, 
40.58°N, 21.58°E, Laboratory of Geophysics AUTh, 40.5428°N, 21.6291°E) at the southern 
boundary of Chimaditida Lake, close to Anargyri fault, approximately 3.7 km SW of Anargyri 
village. In the broader study area, an earthquake of Ms 5.2 occurred in Vegoritida Lake (Arnissa, 
Maniaki and Pyrgi villages) in 1984. However, no strong seismic events have been recorded since. In 
2015, no significant seismic events have been recorded in the close area of mine and Chimaditida, 
while in 2016 the microearthquakes of Table 1 were recorded. 

Table 17. Seismic events in the study area during 2016 (National Observatory of Athens catalogues, Kolovos, 
http://www.gein.noa.gr/el/seismikotita/katalogoi-seismwn) 

Date Time (GMT) Latitude 
(N) 

Longitude 
(E) 

Depth 
(km) 

Magnitude 
(Local) 

2016 JAN 16 20 52 1.2 40.57 21.59 23 2.3 
2016 JAN 27 10 7 12.6 40.62 21.62 11 1.7 
2016 FEB 6 18 21 40.8 40.6 21.59 17 2.1 
2016 AUG 5 23 35 27.6 40.64 21.62 10 1.4 
2016 SEP 9 11 31 29.8 40.6 21.64 15 1.6 
2016 SEP 25 13 44 54.4 40.6 21.64 16 1.8 
2016 OCT 11 5 11 50.9 40.57 21.6 10 2.3 
2016 NOV 27 5 47 49.7 40.61 21.57 12 2.2 
2016 NOV 27 8 36 28.2 40.59 21.6 10 2.1 
2016 NOV 27 8 37 45.1 40.6 21.6 11 2.5 
2016 DEC 3 13 35 17.3 40.59 21.61 12 1.9 

 
Table 18. Empirical relationships, estimating moment magnitude, surface wave magnitude, maximum displacement and 

average displacement. 

 

 
Faults 

  
Empirical relationships 

Maximum 
displ.(m) 

Average 
displ.(m) 

Length WC94 AJ98 PC04 WC94 PC04 WC94 

km lower 
Mw Mw upper 

Mw 
lower 

Ms 
Ms 

upper 
Ms 

lower 
Ms 

Ms 
upper 

Ms 
   

Nymfeon-Petres 
fault  

28 6.1 6.8 7.5 6.6 6.8 6.9 6.4 6.8 7.2 1.34 1.13 0.65 

Nymfeon 
segment 

18 5.9 6.5 7.2 6.4 6.6 6.7 6.2 6.6 7.0 0.81 0.60 0.46 

Petres segment 7 5.4 6.0 6.6 6.0 6.1 6.3 5.6 6.3 6.5 0.28 0.15 0.22 
Chimaditida-
Anargyri 
segment 

11 5.6 6.2 6.9 6.2 6.3 6.5 5.9 6.4 6.8 0.46 0.28 0.31 

Vegora- 
Vegoritida 
segment 

18 5.9 6.5 7.2 6.4 6.6 6.7 6.1 6.6 7.0 0.79 0.58 0.45 

Vegora segment 6 5.4 5.9 6.5 5.9 6.0 6.2 5.5 6.2 6.5 0.23 0.12 0.19 
Levea-Filotas 
segment 

12 5.6 6.3 6.9 6.2 6.3 6.5 5.9 6.4 6.8 0.47 0.29 0.31 

(WC94): [16] Mw = 4.86 + 1.32log (SRL) 
(AJ98): [17] Ms = 5.13 + 1.14log (L) 
(PC04): [18] Ms = 0.9log (SRL) + 5.14 

Mw: Moment magnitude 
Ms : Surface wave magnitude 
SRL : Surface rupture length (km) 
L : Fault length (km) 
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Some of the faults in the area have been characterized as active [2,4,7,14], based primarily on 
geological and secondarily on seismotectonic criteria, i.e. association with deformation of recent 
sediments and seismicity respectively. They are the Vegora, the Nymfeon – Petres Lake and the 
Anargyri fault zones. The average and maximum expected earthquake magnitude (Ms) of the three 
major faults of the study area is associated with the geometry of these faults [16–18]. The estimated 
surface wave magnitudes for the Vegora – Vegoritida fault and the Nymfeon – Petres fault are Ms 
6.5 – 6.6 and Ms 6.8, respectively, while the estimated surface wave magnitude of the Chimaditida – 
Anargyri fault is Ms 6.2 – 6.4 (Table 2). 

 

2.4. Active faulting in the area of Amynteon mine 

Of the faults that have been mentioned in the previous paragraphs, Vegora and Anargyri faults 
are directly associated with the Amynteon mine, as it is located in the transfer zone between the tips 
of those two faults. 
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Figure 88. Simplified geological map of the Ptolemais – Amynteon region [2]. The dashed lines in the areas N and NE 
of Anargyri show the probable extensions of the Vegora and Anargyri faults, delimiting the northern and southern parts 

of the Amynteon mine area. 

2.4.1. Anargyri fault 

Anargyri fault is one of the major faults of Amynteon-Ptolemais basin and defines the southern 
shore of Chimaditida Lake, as well as the southern marginal lignite mine [4]. It strikes N60oE and 
dips to the NW. It forms the Chimaditida Lake, which is the most recent (Quaternary) structure of 
the basin. Based on drilling data from the lignite-bearing sediments, the estimated fault throw is 130 
m. The Anargyri fault affects the entire Pliocene-Quaternary sequence (Figure 7). This fault has a 
very well defined morphological expression, forming a well-developed quasilinear scarp that fades 
away towards the NE (Figure 8 and Figure 9). 
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Figure 89. Left: the Anargyri fault (red ellipse) defines the southern Chimaditida Lake shore and its extension towards 
Anargyri village enters the mine area (shaded area) at its south-central part. Right: Slope angle map in relation to the 

Anargyri fault (yellow dashed line) [14]. 

 

 
 

A.  

B.  

C.  

D.  
Figure 90. The surface trace of the Anargyri fault, dipping to the NW (red line) and morphological sections across its 

scarp. 
 

2.4.2. Vegora fault 

Vegora fault is a major normal fault along the western shore of Vegoritida Lake, with a NE – 
SW strike (between 30° and 40°), while the estimated dip angle is 60° SE (Pavlides, 1985). The total 
length of Vegora fault is 20 km and it deforms the Mesozoic Pelagonian carbonates, forming the 
Vegoritida Lake. This fault zone is extended to WSW into the Pliocene and Quaternary sediments of 
Ptolemais basin, affecting the recent sediments. The fault throw is estimated between 200 and 500 m. 
It is also considered as an active structure, as it deforms Holocene scree that overlies the fault 
slickenside. The northern part of Amynteon mine is considered to be delimited by the extension of 
this fault to the SW. In published geological maps, this extension is considered as a probable and 
antithetic fault at the northern part of Chimaditida Lake (Figure 7), which together with Anargyri 
fault define the mining area Figure 10). In the agriculturally cultivated area, the fault is covered by 
very recent sediments (historical, lacustrine sediments) with no typical topographic expression. 
However, at the northeastern part of the mine area, a tectonic scarp has been developed in recent 
years (Figure 11), also known as “Kyrkos fault” to mine engineers, showing aseismic creep on the 
fault surface trace. These scarps (Figure 12) extend up to a landslide zone that was triggered on May 
2016. The traces of this fault are associated with the extension of the Vegora fault. The evolution of 
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the scarps, as well as the area affected by the massive landslide of June 2017 are easily traceable by 
comparing series of satellite images [19]. Although it is clear that the northern scarps of the mine are 
delimited by this fault, additional geophysical data as well as morphotectonic analysis is needed to 
identify its detailed characteristics. 

 

 
Figure 91. Mine area as of September 2014. The dashed yellow lines define the Anargyri and Vegoritida faults. 

 
Figure 92. The northern part of the mine area. The yellow line shows the tectonic scarp (surface fault trace), also known 

as “Kyrkos fault”. 
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Figure 93. View of the “Kyrkos fault” scarp at the northern margin of the mine, as of July 2017. 

 
Figure 94. Three-dimensional bedrock determination of the Valtonero-Aetos area, based on the vertical electrical 

sounding results [20]. 
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An electrical sounding geophysical survey carried out close to the northern mine margin, 
between Aetos and Valtonera village [20], confirms the existence in the area of the major NE – SW 
faults, as well as the transverse NW – SE faults (Figure 13). There are therefore adequate 
information showing increased structural complexity in the area in and near the mine. 

3. DISCUSSION 

In addition to the aforementioned two main fault zones, the lignite-bearing deposits of 
Amynteon mine show a very complex deformation pattern, as many smaller faults of shorter lengths 
and displacement affect the sedimentary sequence (Figure 14). This complex deformation is caused 
by the interaction of the two main Anargyri and Vegora fault zones, which form a local transitional 
transfer zone between them. The June 2017 massive landslide completely disrupted the internal 
structure of the sequence (Figure 15) and this highly fractured nature of the material may have 
contributed to the landslide itself [21]. 

 

 
Figure 95. Amynteon lignite sequence is characterized by a highly complex deformation pattern, caused by the 

interaction of cumulative displacement in the transfer zone between the two main Anargyri and Vegora fault zones. The 
photo was taken in 2010. 

 
Figure 96. General overview of the June 2017 landslide. The internal structure of the sediments has been completely 

disrupted. 

The faults in the interior of the mine show shorter length and displacement values and form 
complicated tectonic structures. A variety of deformation structures can be observed, such as layer 
displacement, grabens with complicated internal structure, bending, bed-parallel slip, pseudo-reverse 
phenomena such as reverse faults, anticlines, folds etc. This kind of phenomena are quite common 
throughout the area (e.g. Figure 16 and Figure 17), as well as in coal mines worldwide, forming 
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tectonic structures by combining normal (extensional) faults with compressional features. Regional 
compressional phenomena may also be associated with local “pincée” type compression (Figure 18). 

Surface ruptures attributed mainly to mining activity have been formed in other sites in the 
broader area, most notably at Mavropigi, a village that was forced to be evacuated due to severe 
damages caused by gradually evolving surface rupturing [22,23]. 

 

 
Figure 97. Reverse faulting at Notio Pedio, in Ptolemais basin. 

 
Figure 98. Left: Parallel to the bedding, lignite formations slip, due to the normal faults displacements (Kardia Mine). 

The estimated displacement step for each bed is 0.25 m. Right: Theoretical interpretation of the mine area [24]. 
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Figure 99. Evolutionary stages of a pincée structure: 1) Initial deposition of horizontal beds, 2) Formation of a small 
graben due to extendion, 3) Bed “folding” into the graben due to weak compression, or simply due to gravitational 

reorganization of the downthrown material in a smaller space, 4) Final stage after the erosion [4]. 

In conclusion, the Anargyri lignite mine is delimited by two normal, extensional fault zones, 
striking E – W to ENE – WSW. The Anargyri fault is located at the southern part of the study area, 
dipping to the north, while the extension of Vegora fault is located at the northern part of the lignite 
mine, dipping to the south. Although the seismicity of the study area is low, these faults are 
considered active, based on geological criteria. There are no historically recorded surface ruptures 
attributed to seismic events. Inside the mine area there are several secondary normal faults, parallel 
to sub-parallel to the main normal fault zones, as well as transversely to them, creating a complex 
tectonic structure. The plasticity of the beds (mainly marls), the dipping angles of the formations and 
the combination of different faults lead to slip events and “compressional structures”, caused by 
extensional regime.  The faults of the area, as discontinuities of the formations, act as detachment 
planes, expediting landslide phenomena, as the shear stress is reduced on the fault plane.  

In general, the internal structural deformation of a mining area is tended to be neglected as a 
factor of stability and is only considered in the frame of mining potential. The Amynteon mine 
massive landslide shows that a complex deformation pattern can cause significant fragmentation, 
hence lowering cohesion and act as an additional factor that may expedite an imminent failure. 
Taking also into account the possibility of a fault zone being active, the need for detailed structural 
analysis in similar cases is imperative. 
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ABSTRACT  

Excavations and slopes in mines all over the world get deeper and steeper. This has been 
possible because of the significant technological achievements in mining technology and the 
increased efficiency of the excavating and hauling equipment. As mines become deeper, stability 
problems become more important and need to be evaluated and assessed even on a daily or hourly 
basis. Mining personnel must have access to accurate information on excessive slope movements 
and/or imminent failures. To assess slope conditions requires installing and maintaining a substantial 
monitoring system. Most such systems can generate significant data per hour or per day depending 
on the specific monitoring application. This vast amount of data needs to be efficiently processed and 
transformed to information that can be stored and evaluated quickly and efficiently in order to make 
operational decisions. 

This paper presents a cloud based database software monitoring system that can efficiently 
record, transfer, store, analyze and evaluate monitoring data and generate easy to view and easy to 
use information. Data can be manually uploaded by mine personnel or automatically retrieved from 
monitoring devices. The data are stored in a firebird cloud database where they are automatically 
analyzed to generate appropriate displacement, velocity and other time series data. The results can be 
easily compared with other data, such as precipitation values, deep inclinometer readings, etc. The 
system can reliably and quickly generate information about excessive movements, alarm levels etc. 
and alert authorized personnel. Utilizing this system in every day mine operations in high and 
difficult slopes enhances safety and increases productivity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In major projects, such as mining operations, the need of a centralized data management 
system is crucial, for day to day decision making and long term planning. The database system needs 
to manage a considerable amount of data for more than one project, usually with many users 
involved from data uploading or preparation of reports and diagrams to evaluation of results. Many 
users from top management to local engineers need to have immediate access using mobile phones, 
tablets, laptops, etc. 

Taking into account this need, an integrated data management system was developed over the 
last few years. The graphical user interface, that is used to control the data management system, 
consists of a Windows based application designed to communicate with the database using 
client/server protocols. The first version of this system was primarily designed to store, analyze and 
evaluate tunnel monitoring data [1]. An important update in 2012 allowed the users to import their 
own data structures, including data from different types of instruments, such as total stations, 
inclinometers, piezometers, stress cells, etc. Some of the new features include: instrument grouping 
and data correlation, even between different types of instruments, variable calculations with custom 
equations, display of monitoring points and instruments in multiple map environments such as 
Google maps and AutoCAD layouts, generation of reports, tables and graphs, as well as warning and 
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alarm levels. This database application system was also successfully used to import, analyze and 
evaluate monitoring data from an active mine in Greece [2]. 

The latest significant update in the database occurred in early 2018 where a web interface was 
added to the system. The new user-friendly web interface allows remote uploading of raw data, 
automatic calculations of the imported data and immediate visualization of results on a web browser. 

All the aforementioned functionalities are described in this paper, highlighting some of the 
most important issues raised during the development of the system. Some of the upcoming features 
are also discussed in order to demonstrate the continuous development of the database according to 
the users’ needs. 

2. DATABASE STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONALITIES 

The data management system was developed as a client/server database system using Firebird 
2.5 (an open source relational database system). The design of the database structure was based on 
the necessity to import measurements from different types of devices (instruments, sensors, total 
stations, etc.) in a central data management system. This feature facilitates the storage and 
management of a large volume of data from any type of device (total stations, GPS, inclinometers, 
piezometers, etc) without having to embed the characteristics of each sensor or measuring device 
into the system. In addition, a centralized management system allows comparison of the results from 
all these different types of monitoring devices, such as the movement rate of a mine slope (velocity) 
in relation to the precipitation data for the same area [3]. 

The initial design of the database included this feature by grouping the data into multiple 
hierarchical levels [4]. However, in order to optimize the grouping and management of devices as 
well as the evaluation of measurements, a new feature was developed that allows a device to belong 
in one or more tags (or named groups). Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the updated 
database structure. 

Output files from any device can be uploaded into the web-based front end of this system. The 
import function supports multiple data formatting options, such as .xls, .csv, .txt, etc. File import can 
be completed either manually, using files from the user's device (tablet, laptop, PC, etc.) or 
automatically via an ftp server. Every device type, such as inclinometers, tiltmeters, total stations, 
etc., includes its own calculated variables, such as cumulative displacement, tilt, vector displacement, 
etc. These variables can be defined by the user with custom fully parametric equations, which are 
similar to Excel spreadsheet formulas and are setup only once for each type of device. As soon as a 
file is imported, the system invokes the necessary routines to compute all calculated records. In a few 
seconds, raw measurements and calculated data are available for each device. Data can be exported 
into excel files and/or presented in charts and reports. 

During data processing the system identifies missing information or multiple entries and the 
user is prompted by a pop-up message either to continue or cancel the import process. It is possible, 
however, that some of the imported values may have been derived from incorrect measurements. In 
this case the user has two options: either to mark the corresponding measurements as rejected, in 
order to exclude the calculated variables from the calculation procedure, or to suppress output of the 
measurements (in order to allow calculation continuity without displaying the results in the diagrams 
and/or tables). Additionally, it is possible that the location of a monitoring point, for example a 
survey target, may change slightly due to mining or other operations and the first measurement at the 
new location may appear as a peak value in the diagram. In this case the value should not be marked 
as rejected because it is a valid measurement; however, it can be marked as a new reference value. 
Calculations will then be adjusted accordingly to allow for continuity in the measurements. 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of the updated database structure 

Furthermore, predefined warning and alarm levels can be set for the raw or the calculated 
variables of any device. When drastic changes occur (values above or below predefined limits) in the 
measured or calculated values then users can be notified via email. 

Device or instrument locations projected on maps, together with predefined charts and value 
limits can also be displayed when belonging to the same tag (group), as shown in Figure 2. With the 
option of “tags”, devices of the same project can be grouped so that they can be viewed together 
regardless of their location or type. For the same type of devices, selected monitoring information 
such as velocity and vertical movement, can be viewed in the same time series as seen at the bottom 
of Figure 2. Other chart types can be generated such as rainfall, or different correlations between 
variables. 

Users can also locate the monitoring points in multiple map environments such as Google 
maps, AutoCAD layouts or images based on their coordinates. Different coordinate systems, used in 
different parts of the world are also supported by this system, as well as conversion codes to convert 
these coordinates to standard latitude and longitude values. 
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Figure 2. Tags and related diagrams 

3. RESOLVED ISSUES 

A number of complexities of data storage, validation and calculations that emerged during the 
system development process and operation and how they were addressed are presented next. More 
specifically, the issues discussed, include options that have been developed in this data management 
system, concerning (a) data evaluation that need to be correlated and displayed for a specific time 
period as selected by the user (b) development of charts with common reference points for survey 
targets or other measured data (c) data reduction and display options for inclinometers, (d) record 
handling for tiltmeters and data error correction, and (e) parametric configuration for importing data 
files. The result of this effort was to develop a number of management tools in order to facilitate data 
evaluation. 

3.1. Data evaluation for a specific time period 

During the implementation of a project many devices (or sensors) are installed on different 
dates and collect measurements at different time intervals or frequencies. For proper data evaluation 
there is a need to compare measured data from different devices for a specific time range, 
irrespective of when they were installed and the number of measurements per device. A user friendly 
data management system, allows an easy correlation of measurements from different sensors and 
varying timestamps. This becomes extremely important when managing a large number of sensors 
with a wide variability on installation dates and measurement frequencies. 

This functionality is implemented by defining a specific time period (by using a calendar) in 
the data visualization system. The default date range is 30 days but the user can define any other 
date/time range. In addition, only the devices that have actual data during the selected time period 
appear on the charts and the map (Google Earth or other type), for easy comparison and evaluation 
(Figure 3). Thus, the user can easily select different time periods, check which instruments have data, 
and evaluate the data for the selected time period. 
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Figure 3. Date range through calendar selection and instruments display on the map 

3.2. Survey Targets: Charts with a common reference point for many targets 

In projects such as mining operations, it is necessary to evaluate the cumulative displacement 
or the vector displacement of specific survey targets installed at a particular area of interest, such as 
regions where high rates of movement have been observed. In order to evaluate and compare the 
movement of these targets in a single chart they should be presented with a common reference date. 
In most cases, however, the selected targets are not installed all at the same time, making the 
comparison of cumulative or vector movements more difficult. Additionally, the user should 
compare measurements for different time periods and intervals which would be very time consuming 
with a typical excel spreadsheet. 

This functionality was added to the data management system, by allowing the user to specify 
whether the value of the variable shown in the chart becomes zero at the beginning of the selected 
time period and is considered as a temporary reference point for all subsequent measurements. For 
example, Figure 4 shows the cumulative displacement of 3 targets (S1, S2, and S3) that have been 
installed at different dates without forcing the initial values to zero. The installation dates of the 
targets depicted in Figure 4 are shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 19. Installation dates for targets in Figure 4 

Survey Target Installation date Common initial date for evaluation 

S1 01/02/2018 05/06/2018 
S2 12/04/2018 05/06/2018 
S3 17/05/2018 05/06/2018 
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Figure 4. Time series graph showing targets with different installation dates 

 
According to Table 1, target S1 was installed in February, S2 in April and S3 in May of 2018. 

If movements need to be evaluated for a time period in June, e.g., June 5th to June 18th, this period 
should be selected through the calendar form (Figure 3). When the “force to zero” option is selected 
for the selected variable (cumulative displacement) the graph in Figure 5 is generated, which allows 
an easy comparison of the movements of the three survey targets for the requested time period. As 
shown in Figure 5, for the selected time period, targets S1 and S2 have almost identical cumulative 
displacement, while target S3 presents lower cumulative displacements. This feature allows the user 
to easily understand that movements monitored by targets S1 and S2 are similar but different than 
these monitored by target S3. 

 
Figure 5. Time series graph showing targets with common initial date for evaluation 
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3.3. Inclinometers: Data reduction and display options 

Inclinometer surveys can generate a huge amount of data points, especially when it is 
necessary to continuously monitor a moving slope (e.g. on a daily basis). Therefore, the process of 
storing, archiving and reducing all the raw data, by calculating the necessary variables, and 
visualizing the results should be immediate. 

This process is efficiently carried out by the data management system and is concluded in a 
few seconds after importing all the inclinometer readings. Based on recent inclinometer readout units 
consisting of wireless tablets with mobile data transmission capabilities, the collected data can be 
transferred from the field to the data management system immediately after measurements are 
completed. The system then immediately performs data reduction and the users can see and evaluate 
the data through the web interface, regardless of their location. The incremental and the cumulative 
displacements are calculated using the inclinometer constant and the increments of depth in the 
respective equations, which makes this system capable of handling different probe outputs as 
provided by different manufacturers. It is even possible to manage the data collected from 
measurements in the same hole using different inclinometer probes. The data are calculated and 
presented in the same graph regardless the inclinometer model used. Figure 6 shows all the variables 
calculated for each measurement depth for each measurement date/time. 

 

 

Figure 6. Raw and calculated data for each inclinometer reading 

Furthermore, the need to evaluate the results of inclinometer readings at different time periods 
as well as change the reference date in the presented results, has led to the development of additional 
options in the data management system to facilitate this process. 

More specifically, when an inclinometer chart is displayed, such as the cumulative 
displacement graph, the selected time period by default corresponds to the entire range of 
measurements. The initial (reference) date corresponds to the first inclinometer survey and the last 
date refers to the last survey. Figure 7(a) presents an initial and six subsequent surveys between 
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04/04/18 to 13/06/18. By default the user sees all seven surveys in the cumulative displacement 
graph and the location of the inclinometer on the map above the chart. However, the user may decide 
to visualize and evaluate data for a narrower time period. Figure 7(b) presents charts which include 
only the last three surveys, i.e. from 15/05/18 until the final survey of 13/06/18. The inclinometer 
curves are automatically generated from the collected data by suppressing data not in range. The 
user, however, may also select to use a different reference date, as can be seen in Figure 7(c) where 
the reference date is selected as 15/05/18 and only the subsequent surveys are presented. The 
different displacement values when using different reference curves is easily seen by comparing the 
graphs in Figure 7(b) and 7(c). 

Based on these features, the inclinometer survey data can be evaluated immediately after data 
are collected in the field, even from different inclinometer probes (which is not recommended for 
accuracy reasons) and for different survey reference dates providing a robust data evaluation option. 

 

 
Figure 7. Time period and reference date options for inclinometer graphs 

 

3.4. Datastream isolation 

Some monitoring devices are equipped with multiple sensors which operate and collect data 
simultaneously. One such device is the bidirectional tiltmeter, which collects tilt measurements in 
two directions (i.e., North – South and West – East) as well as temperature measurements. The 
measured data are logged and exported in the same file and many data reduction software store the 
data from different sensors as a single multiple value record for different dates. Occasionally, 
however, it is necessary to treat either the raw or the calculated values corresponding to a single 
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device as separate entities. For example, if a malfunction occurs in one of the tiltmeter sensors, e.g. a 
cable is cut, then an entire datastream corresponding to that entity needs to be isolated. At a later 
time when the sensor is repaired and the device is fully functional, all datastreams should be restored. 
Thus there is a need to isolate and reject certain measurements within a single measurement record. 

To satisfy this need, an option has been added to the database management system that allows 
datastream isolation by rejecting selected values within a single measurement record. Figure 8 shows 
an example where the records corresponding to sensor with W-E direction are marked as rejected in 
the top right window. Tools are available to select a range of measurements where the specific 
datastream rejection will be applied. With this feature, the data management system can easily be 
used to evaluate data even during periods with problematic or malfunctioning sensors. All collected 
data, from functioning and malfunctioning sensors are stored in the database, but only the non-
rejected records are used for tilt calculation and visualization. 

 

 
Figure 8. Datastream isolation options 

3.5. Data error correction after a period of rejected values 

It is well known that monitoring data collected from field campaigns often include to some 
extent erroneous or inaccurate records. These errors are either small enough so that they do not affect 
the results or can be corrected through appropriate calculations using calibration tables, etc. 
Sometimes, the calculated data are based on average values derived by processing a large amount of 
raw data, thus eliminating or significantly reducing possible errors. As a result, such measurements 
remain reliable within the accuracy limits of an instrument and can be safely evaluated. 

However, in some cases larger systematic errors can occur, which may affect monitoring 
reliability. As a result the actual behavior of the monitored location is not well represented by the 
monitoring results. These errors may relate to malfunctions of the measuring or datalogging device.  

Another case is related to shifting or re-positioning of survey targets and/or adjusting the 
coordinates of the base station. Calculations after adjustments are performed setting the first good 
measurement as a new reference point. Figure 9 shows the time series for vector displacement of a 
survey target with initial measurement date at 29/10/13 and a time period of rejected values between 
25/01/14 and 14/03/14. The first correct measurement after the rejected period is set at 15/03/14.  
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Four data management options are available in order to help the user interpret and evaluate 
movements monitored by this survey target. These options are detailed below: 

(1) One Reference Record: The initial measurement date  
In this case the initial measurement date is set as the only reference point for all measurements. 

After the period of rejected measurements a sudden increase in the vector displacement is observed, 
which may be due to the new location of the survey target being monitored or due to the correction 
of the positional error of the measuring device (e.g. robotic total station, GPS receiver). 

(2) Two Reference Records: The initial and the first correct measurement after the rejected 
period – Reset new reference 

The first correct measurement after the period of rejected values is set as a new (second) 
reference point (15/03/14) and the calculated variable (vector displacement) at this point is reset as 
zero value. Every measurement after this date is calculated without having as reference date the 
initial measurement as in the previous case but the new reference point at 15/03/14. 

(3) Two Reference Records: The initial and the first correct measurement after the rejected 
period – Copy previous value to new reference  

The calculated displacement of the previous date of the new reference, which is the last correct 
measurement before the period of rejected values (at 24/01/14) is copied to the displacement value of 
the new (second) reference point (at 15/03/14), to consider the already measured displacement until 
the date of the target's repositioning or the correction of positional errors. The displacement value of 
the new (second) reference date is also added to the calculated value of every measurement after this 
date (15/03/14). 

(4) Two Reference Records: The initial and the first correct measurement after the rejected 
period – Copy previous value to new reference and add the expected value for the missing period 

In this case the displacement value calculated by linear interpolation for the period of rejected 
values is added to the value of the new (second) reference point (at 15/03/14). The previous correct 
displacement value is also added to the new reference date, as in the previous case. The new value of 
the second reference date is also added to the calculated values of every measurement after this date 
(15/03/14). 
 

 
Figure 9. Different data evaluation options for measurements following a period with rejected values 
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Figure 10 shows a similar example for tiltmeter measurements, where due to a problem in the 
cable of the W-E sensor there was a period of rejected values between 13/1/18 02:44 and 17/1/18 
12:30. The chart shows the time series for the tilt of W-E sensor for the first and the third option as 
was previously described.  

Line (1) has only one reference record, the initial measurement date. It is observed that the 
calculated values of tilt after the period of rejected values do not correspond to the actual tilt, because 
the reference point from which the difference of the measured angle is calculated has changed. Line 
(3) has two reference records, defining as a new reference point the date of the first correct 
measurement after the rejected measurements. It is observed that the tilt line after the period of 
rejected values is smoothed as the systematic error that was previously added to the measurements 
has been removed.  

With these functionalities, the user can easily manipulate the data and easily generate charts for 
reporting or further evaluation. Data reduction and presentation options are controlled by the user.  

 

 
Figure 10. Tilt - Date chart with one (1) or two (3) reference measurements 

 

3.6. Import file configuration: Format issues while importing raw data 

The web interface of the data management system allows the user to import data in different 
file formats depending on the type of monitoring device. A number of different format types are 
supported, and the user can select the appropriate one in order to easily upload the measured data. 
Examples include, coordinate output from a robotic total station, data from a 12 channel datalogger, 
or hand collected measurements from standpipe piezometers, etc. However, even if these files follow 
a well-established data format, problems may occur when importing measurements due to intentional 
or unintentional changes of the file format of a specific measuring device. Some of the issues 
encountered are described below. 

 
Different file format due to user's preferences 
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The same measuring device may allow different settings for different users, including but not 
limited to language, date formats, numbers of rows and columns, etc. This will result in different data 
file formats that may or may not be supported by the data import filters. Figure 11 shows an example 
where recorded data are displayed in Italian (a) or in English (b, c). But even for cases (b) and (c) the 
file format is different because the user has added some notes in the first rows of the file so the 
number of rows of the import file has also changed. The variability in data file formats, even from 
the same measuring instrument, can significantly complicate the semiautomatic import of 
measurements in the data management system. This issue has been encountered many times and has 
been addressed by building robust import algorithms that can accommodate such differences. This 
issue needs to be addressed in large projects with multiple devices (i.e. total stations) and many users 
while it is less of a problem for smaller projects.  

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 11. Different file format for the same instrument 
 

Different file format due to the regional settings of the user's (uploader's) device 
The output file format of an instrument may be affected by the regional settings of the platform 

(laptop, pc, tablet, etc.) used to download the data from the instrument. For example, depending on 
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the user preferences on the laptop, the decimal separator may be "." or ",". Figure 12 shows two 
output files using (a) a decimal point and (b) a comma as the decimal separator. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 12. Different file format due to regional settings of the user's device 
 
Additional issues have been encountered with the date format. In Europe the date is usually 

represented as DD/MM/YY, where in US it is MM/DD/YY. For example the first day of June 2018 
can be represented as 01/06/18 (Europe) or 06/01/18 (US). Furthermore, users can adjust the regional 
settings of the laptop to any of these formats. In order to overcome problem when importing data 
from different sources, the data management system uses robust algorithms when reading the 
different files and compares results with previous recordings so in this way such errors are 
significantly reduced. 

 
Inconsistent file format due to user setup 

File formats and sensor setup should be consistent so as to minimize customization and manual 
interventions when importing data to a data management system. Sometimes, however, users may 
setup sensors and/or data files in an inconsistent format. Figure 13 shows an example of an output 
file from a tiltmeter, in which sensor measurements are primarily logged in the N-S and W-E 
directions. Sensor 3, however, follows a different pattern and data are logged in the following 
sequence: W-E, N-S. This is an inconsistency during sensor setup (probably due to a change in the 
cable connection sequence in the datalogger) that can create issues when importing data. 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Different sensor sequence in the output file of a tiltmeter 
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It is easily understood that developing import procedures to a data management system is not a 
trivial matter. In addition, deviations from specified file formats are expected in large projects. This 
means that monitoring systems and/or data management systems should always be supported with a 
quality control/assurance functionality in order to ensure that data are reliable and accurate. This 
requires a robust software package with multiple options that serve individual user needs. 
Nevertheless, fully automated procedures for data import and data reduction and visualization are 
still not the norm in geotechnical monitoring. 

4. UPCOMING FEATURES 

The data management system is constantly being improved and new options are developed to 
make the interface more user-friendly and functional according to the user needs. 

An important feature that will be developed in the near future is a well-organized alarm 
notification system. An alarm can be activated when a single measurement value exceeds the default 
limit set for a monitoring device. Therefore, an alarm can be displayed for a single sensor or a single 
topographic monitoring target. This does not mean, however, that there is a critical event such as a 
downward movement of an entire slope. In order to evaluate a situation and generate a warning or an 
alarm, data from different sources should be combinedly evaluated. Such combinations could include 
alarms and measurements from more than one similar or different devices located in the same area. 
A combination of increased precipitation, together with increased piezometer values as well as large 
displacement vectors could be used to indicate potential slope movements. Such a system should be 
well organized to combine the alarm values from different regions and/or instrument types and to 
correctly interpret the severity of the incoming alarms. The email notification to predefined users 
with respect to alarm levels would also contribute to increase the safety of operations. 

Additional features will be related to data import, so that the user responsible for uploading 
measurements will be able not only to insert a comment but also to edit the measurement records 
according to this comment. Comments can be used to document changes in device layout (e.g. re-
positioning of a survey target), erroneous measurements, heavy rainfall at a specific date, or even an 
observed crack. It is expected that the data management system will provide options for logging 
these comments so as to contribute to a more reliable evaluation of measurements. 

Finally, the web interface will be updated to allow users to customize the output. Although 
there may be multiple monitoring campaigns active at a given time, there may be an area of 
particular interest that needs to be evaluated on a daily basis. The update will allow users to select 
the area and the devices (charts and tables) that will be initially presented. These changes will be 
possible through a web-drive dashboard. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper a robust cloud-based data management software application is presented. The 
database is cloud-based while the user interface is available both as a Windows application and as a 
browser based application. This geotechnical monitoring system has evolved over many years and 
has been successfully used for slope monitoring in large surface mines. 

During the initial development of this system, special consideration was given to (a) the 
routines that pertain to data import from various input files, (b) numerous features that allow users to 
customize output in ways that help them visualize and evaluate measurements for different 
monitoring scenarios, (c) features that allow seamless integration of the front end (windows and 
web) to the back-end data management system, etc. 

The data management system is constantly updated to include new features, such as additional 
options for warning and alarm notifications, logging of field information correlated to the 
measurements and many others. All improvements are based on the experience of the developing 
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team as well as interaction with the industry and aim to produce a top-of-the-line user-friendly 
geotechnical monitoring package. 
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ABSTRACT  

Opening a new surface coal mine is a very complex process depending on a large number of 
factors that directly or indirectly define the conditions and dynamics of mining operations. The 
investigation of the future excavation area should be at such a level that available data should show 
the state of the terrain as realistic as possible on that occasion. It happens often that the influence of 
certain parameters is ignored or for some other reason is being eliminated, which later creates great 
complications, which often lead to human and equipment vulnerability.  

In this paper, influence of interlayers coal clay particles was analysed, slope geometry of the 
opening cut of the OCM RADLJEVO NORTH, as well as on its position in relation to the OCM 
TAMNAVA WEST FIELD internal dump site. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Surface mine OCM RADLJEVO NORTH is located about 50 km from Belgrade, west of OCM 
TAMNAVA WEST FIELD (Figure 1.). 

 

 
Figure 1. Location of the OCM RADLJEVO NORTH within the Kolubara coal basin, (contour of the basin marked with 

a red line). 

The thickness of the carbon series in the RADLJEVO NORTH seam ranges up to 90 m. The 
layers of xylitol coal with the interlayers of spent, amorphous and ground coal, as well as, coal clay 
of wetlands are covered with aleuritic clays, sandy sediments of flowing wetlands, rarely clean well 
sorted sands of river sediments. The total geological resources of coal were determined in the 
quantity of 532.316.714 t, with the average quality of the lower heat value of LHV = 7249 KJ / kg. 

After the May 2014 floods, at the OCM TAMNAVA WEST FIELD, there was an awareness 
regarding the problem of forming a safe use opening cut of the new RADLJEVO NORTH mine. Due 
to the change in the overburden dump technique in the OCM TAMNAVA WEST FIELD (Figure 2), 
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there was a breakdown of the internal dump site, which deviated from the designed level of the 
internal dump site. 

 

 
Figure 2. Internal dump site OCM TAMNAVA WEST FIELD with the direction of the OCM RADLJEVO NORTH 

opening cut.  

 

By analysing the previously designed partial and general slopes of the OCM TAMNAVA 
WEST FIELD internal dump site, there was a knowledge of the necessity of their correction, i.e. 
their mitigation and leaving the block of coal and roof sediments in the zone towards the future 
opening cut. This block will have the role of a safety causey that the final slope of the OCM 
TAMNAVA WEST FIELD internal dump site will rely on (Figure 3). 

 

 
Figure 3. Cross section of internal dump site OCM TAMNAVA WEST FIELD. 

 

2. ESTIMATE OF SLOPES STABILITY FACTORS ON THE INTERNAL DUMP SITE OF 
THE OCM TAMNAVA WEST FIELD 

The analysis of the stability of slopes of the OCM TAMNAVA WEST FIELD internal dump 
site was done by application of the Morgrnstern-Price method, along with the Mohr-Coulomb 
criterion of fracture, for the degree of sedimentation where the pore pressure coefficient is ru = 0.2. 
For different heights and their different slopes, have been made calculations (results shown in Figure 
4) to define the slope geometry that provides the required safety factor values (Fs). 
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Figure 4. Safety factors for partial slopes of the OCM TAMNAVA WEST FIELD internal dump site.  

 

Based on the data from the above diagram, the height of the partial slope of the internal dump 
site H = 15 m can be adopted, as well as its inclination α = 20o. 

Figure 5 shows the results of the stability analysis of the general slope of the internal dump 
site, for its different heights and slopes. On the basis of these obtained data, and in accordance with 
the legislation, the height of the general slope Hg = 54 m and the inclination α = 11o can be adopted. 

 

 
Figure 5. Safety factors for the general slope of the OCM TAMNAVA WEST FIELD internal dump site. 

 

3. POSITION OF OPENING CUT IN RELATION TO THE INTERNAL DUMP SITE OF 
THE OCM TAMNAVA WEST FIELD 

 
The opening cut must be so done that it does not risk the existing mining works with its 

geometry and position, while at the same time guaranteeing the safety of future planned works. 
According to the originally planned positioning and geometry of the OCM TAMNAVA WEST 
FIELD internal dump site, the safety factor (Fs) of the slope is made consisting of the internal dump 
site inclination and a block of coal that remains in the zone between the internal dump site and the 
opening cut. The length of coal measured at its bottom side is 269 m. Because of its poor physical 
and mechanical parameters, interlayers coal clay deposits in the coal represent the plane at which the 
total masses move. Figure 6 shows the analysis of the stability of the observed slope (safety factor 
Fs=1.01). 
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Figure 6. The originally planned general slope of the internal dump site and coal block (Fs = 1.01). 

 

For reasons of increasing the stability of this slope, it is necessary to move the seal of the 
opening cut to the west in order to increase the width of the safety zone around the internal dump site 
and the opening cut. This shift should be about 100 m, so the length of the left coal will then be 
about 370 m, with the safety factor Fs = 1.33 (Figure 7). 

 

 
Figure 7. Corrected general slope of internal dump site and coal block (Fs = 1.33). 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

From the previously stated, the reason for the correction of the opening cut of the OCM 
RADLJEVO NORTH position was corrected and the necessity of its shifting towards the west in the 
length of about 100 m, leaving one block of coal and roof aleurite sediments at an average length of 
about 370 m as a safety block to the OCM TAMNAVA WEST FIELD internal dump site. 

The reason for the correction of the opening cut position was due to the change in the post-
storage technology after the floods of May 2014, that is, the reduction of the accommodation space. 
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Figure 8. Correction of the opening cut position.  

 

By moving the initial position of the opening cut of the OCM RADLJEVO NORTH for about 
100 m towards the west (Figure 8), conditions for its safer work and its uninterrupted development 
towards the west in the width of about 2 km (north-south direction) will be met. 
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ABSTRACT 

Progressive failure of slopes is a relatively common problem in surface lignite mines. In the 
present work, a probabilistic methodology that takes into account the inherent geotechnical 
uncertainty is suggested for the evaluation of a homogeneous slopes' reliability during progressive 
failure phenomena. The proposed methodology is built upon the reliability index based Point 
Estimate Method combined with finite elements computations. Shear strength parameters are 
considered non-correlated random variables following normal distribution. Stability for various 
safety states, up to the ultimate failure state, is expressed and evaluated in terms of global reliability 
indices and global probabilities of failure. For illustrative purposes, a typical case example is solved 
following the suggested methodology. It is anticipated that the established reliability model may be 
further extended in order to take into consideration slopes’ transition failure probabilities during 
progressive failure. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Progressive failure of slopes is a relatively common problem encountered in surface lignite 
mines [1, 2]. In many instances, working pit slopes experience great deformation levels before 
approaching ultimate limit states. The non-uniform stress-strain distributions developing along slip 
surfaces, in combination with the presence of brittle – prone to strain-softening – soils, are the main 
causes for progressive failure occurrence [3]. Since the progressive failure of slopes is primarily 
attributed to the non-uniform stress-strain levels upon potential shearing surfaces, limit equilibrium 
methods are not capable of credibly simulating this complicated process. Instead, finite element 
models are more applicable for this purpose, due to their ability of capturing the stress-strain 
behavior of soil. The capability of finite element models to simulate soil strain-softening behavior, 
by the reduction of shear strength parameters with the accumulated shear strains, has been used by 
various researchers [4, 5, 6]. In an attempt to incorporate geotechnical uncertainty, other researchers 
approached the problem from a reliability point of view, examining the probability of progressive 
failure propagation along certain slope slip surfaces [7, 8, 9]. However, in these works, probabilistic 
simulation of slopes’ progressive failure was formulated within the framework of limit equilibrium. 
In this study, the probabilistic modeling of slopes’ progressive failure was conducted via the finite 
element method. In particular, the evaluation of an excavated slope’s reliability during the 
development of progressive failure conditions, is performed using a finite element model (developed 
on program Plaxis 2D [10]), combined with the probabilistic point estimate method. A detailed 
description of the proposed reliability model, accompanied by the essential assumptions and 
simplifications made, are given in the next sections, followed by an illustrative case example. 

2. SLOPES PROGRESSIVE FAILURE RELIABILITY MODEL 

In this work, a reliability model able to probabilistically simulate slopes’ progressive failure is 
proposed. For this purpose, a finite element slope model is merged with the point estimate method 
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[11, 12]. For the individual slope’s progressive failure states, stability is evaluated in terms of global 
slope failure probability or in terms of the complementary event of global slope reliability.      

2.1. Deterministic approach 

Figure 1 illustrates the alteration of principal stresses due to the unloading process taking place 
during excavation of a typical cut. As a result of the developing shear strains due to the produced 
gravity forces, soil shear strength is unevenly mobilized along potential slip surfaces [13].       

 

 
Figure 100. Principal stresses alteration due to slope excavation [13]. 

 
This unloading process during slope excavation may be simulated by finite elements, through 

the successive removal of soil element clusters, modeling the actual staged construction procedure of 
the slope. The major and minor principal stresses, σ1,i and σ3,i, along a potential slope slip surface, at i 
locations upon it, may be employed for the evaluation of normal and shear stresses, σi and τi, 
respectively, according to Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). 
 

1, i 3, i 1, i 3, i
i

σ +σ σ - σσ = + cos(2θ)
2 2

                   (1) 

 
1, i 3, i

i
σ - στ = sin(2θ)

2
                     (2) 

 
Angle θ represents the angle between the direction of the minor principal stress and the 

orientation of soil element plane failure, where in most unfavorable conditions, corresponding to the 
maximum developing shear stress, it is determined by the soil friction angle φ through Eq. (3). 
 

φθ = 45+
2

                      (3) 

 
The available shear strength si, at slope working conditions, is calculated by the Mohr-

Coulomb failure criterion, and the soil shear strength parameters c and φ, according to Eq. (4). 
 

i is = σ tanφ+c⋅                      (4) 
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In this manner, for a slope under working stress conditions, local safety factors SFL,i along 
potential slip surfaces, are computed as ratios of available to mobilized shear strengths by Eq. (5). 
 

i
L, i

i

sSF =
τ                       (5) 

 
In addition, global safety factors SFG may also be established through the averaging of the 

available and mobilized shear strengths at n locations along potential slip surfaces, by Eq. (6). 
 

1  2  n

1  2 n

n
i

i=1
n

i

i=1

s s +s +...+ sn
nG τ + τ + ... + τ

τ nn

SF = =
∑

∑
                    (6) 

 
 For the direct simulation of slope progressive failure, the capability of finite element models 
to yield areas of local overstress is utilized. In particular, in the portions of the slip surface where the 
shear stress becomes equal to the shear strength and the local safety factor approaches the value of 1, 
residual strength parameters are assigned. As a result, stress relaxation produced in the failed 
portions of the slip surface, induces overstress in the remaining sections (that do not fail) upon the 
shear surface. Assigning, in turn, residual shear strength values in the adjacent portions of the slope’s 
slip surface that sequentially fail, the process of progressive failure is simulated throughout 
consecutive calculation stages, as shown in Figure 2. 
 
 

 
Figure 101. Progressive failure simulation along slope’s slip surface failed portions. 

 

2.2. Probabilistic treatment 

In this work, local and global safety factors, as were defined and formulated in the previous 
section, shall be used as critical indicators for the evaluation of slope’s stability. Through their 
probabilistic treatment as performance functions of variable nature, statistics associated with 
computation of their values will be determined. For this purpose, the probabilistic point estimate 
method is merged with the finite element model. For a performance function Y, indicating either a 
local or global safety factor, evaluation of Y is performed at certain distances of one standard 
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deviation σ above and below the mean μ of the random variables. In case that Y depends on two 
random variables X1 and X2, its evaluation is performed at locations determined by Eq. (7), Eq. (8), 
Eq. (9) and Eq. (10). Then, evaluation of Y is realized by Eq. (11), Eq. (12), Eq. (13) and Eq. (14). 
 

[ ] [ ]+
1 11X = μ Χ +σ Χ                      (7) 

 
[ ] [ ]-

1 11X = μ Χ - σ Χ                      (8) 
 

[ ] [ ]+
2 22X = μ Χ +σ Χ                      (9) 

 
[ ] [ ]-

2 22X = μ Χ - σ Χ                    (10) 
 

( )+ +
++ 1 2Y = Y X ,X                    (11) 

 
( )+ -

+- 1 2Y = Y X ,X                       (12) 
 

( )- +
-+ 1 2Y = Y X ,X                                                                                                                   (13) 

 
( )- -

-- 1 2Y = Y X ,X                    (14) 
 
Weighting factors P, may be determined by the correlation coefficient between the involved 

random variables ρΧ1,X2, according to Eq. (14) and Eq. (15). 
 

( )1 2++ -- Χ ,Χ
1P = P = 1+ ρ
4
⋅                   (14) 

 

( )1 2+- -+ Χ ,Χ
1P = P = 1- ρ
4
⋅                   (15) 

 
 The lower order statistics of Y, and in particular, the mean, variation and standard deviation 
are determined by Eq. (16), Eq. (17) and Eq. (18). 
 
[ ] ++ ++ +- +- -+ -+ -- --μ Υ = P Y + P Y + P Y + P Y⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅                 (16) 

 

[ ] [ ]( )2 2 2 2

++ +- -+ --++ +- -+ --

2
Var Υ = P Y + P Y + P Y + P Y - μ Υ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅                (17) 
 
[ ] [ ]σ Υ = Var Y                              (18) 

 Assuming that Y follows a normal distribution, the reliability index β is determined by Eq. 
(19). Through the integral of the cumulative standard normal distribution function Φ[β], as this is 
evaluated by Eq. (20), the probability of failure PF is calculated by Eq. (21). 
 

[ ]
[ ]

μ Υ -1
β =

σ Υ
                     (19) 
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2

2

β
z-

-

1Φ[β] = e dz
2π

∞
∫                    (20) 

 

FP = 1-Φ β                       (21) 
 

2.3. Case example 

In order to examine the risk of a progressive failure from a probabilistic point of view, the 
established computational scheme is applied on a typical slope example. The finite element model 
representing the construction of an excavated slope of 6 m height and 45° inclination is displayed in 
Figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 102. Finite element model simulating the construction of an excavated slope. 

 
The slope’s potential slip surface is simulated by an elastic-perfectly plastic Mohr-Coulomb 

soil model. Shear strength parameters are simulated as random variables following normal 
distributions. Statistical parameters of the random variables are shown in Table 1. Cross-correlation 
between random variables was neglected (ρφ,c=0).    

Table 20. Soil material parameters’ statistics assigned to the assumed shear band. 

Material parameter Mean value μ Coefficient Of Variation COV (%) Standard deviation σ 

Friction angle φ (⁰) 20 10 2 
Cohesion c (KPa) 25 20 5 

 
The rest of the soil outside the shear band is simulated by a linear elastic material model. The 

assigned deterministic properties for the elastic soil material are displayed in Table 2. 
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Table 21. Deterministic material properties of the linear elastic soil outside the slope shear band. 

Parameter Value 
Young’s modulus Ε (KPa) 25000 

Poisson’s ratio ν (-) 0.3 
Unit weight γ (KN/m3) 18 

 
The residual soil properties assigned to the portions of the slope’s shear band that have failed 

are shown in Table 3. In this study, it is noted that the residual properties that represent soil strain-
softening behaviour during the simulation of slope progressive failure are treated as deterministic 
quantities.  

   
Table 22. Residual material properties assigned to the failed portions of the shear band. 

Parameter Value 
Residual friction angle φr (°) 10 
Residual cohesion cr (KPa) 5 
Young’s modulus Er (KPa) 5000 

3. RESULTS 

The non-uniform shear stress distribution along the slope’s slip surface, after the excavation is 
completed, is depicted in Figure 4. The Figure clearly shows the continuous decrease of the applied 
shear stresses from the toe to crest. In addition, as may be seen from Figure 5, a respective constant 
reduction of the shear strain along the slip surface is also observed. The non-uniform stress-strain 
distribution is leading to the uneven distribution of local safety factors, as displayed in Figure 6. The 
local safety factor value of 1 in the first portion of the slip surface near the slope’s toe, as shown in 
Figure 6, evidences a local slope failure. Through the probabilistic treatment of the slope stability 
model, distribution of the respective local failure probabilities along the slope’s slip surface is shown 
in Figure 7. Local failure probability at the first portion of the slip surface raises to 28%.    

The continuous decrease of the local probability of failure from the toe to the crest indicates a 
potential mode of slope progressive failure. The high local failure probability at the second portion of 
the slip surface is rather attributed to the quite large coefficient of variation of the respective local 
safety factor, as this is depicted in Figure 8. The mean global slope safety factor reduction, for the 
various safety states during progressive failure is displayed in Figure 9. For the initial state 0, where 
all portions of slip surface are operating under peak shear strength conditions, the global safety factor 
mean raises to 2.10, whereas for the final state 6, where six portions of the slip surface have been 
failed, the mean global safety factor is equal to 1.07. 

The uncertainty associated with the evaluation of the global slope safety factor, for the various 
states of progressive failure, expressed in terms of the coefficient of variation is shown in Figure 10. 
A slight fluctuation of the variability (between 12% and 14%) corresponding to the evaluation of the 
global safety factor is observed. On the other hand, Figure 11 illustrates a significant decrease of the 
global slope reliability index, which is rather dominated by the large drop of the global mean safety 
factor during the development of slope progressive failure. The significant increase of global slope 
probability of failure, for the various states of slope progressive failure is exhibited in Figure 12. 
Very close to the slope’s ultimate limit states, in particular at state 6, global slope probability of 
failure raises to 18%. 
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Figure 103. Shear stress distribution along slope’s slip surface. 

 
 

 
Figure 104. Shear strain distribution along slope’s slip surface. 
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Figure 105. Local safety factor distribution along slope’s slip surface. 

 
 

 
Figure 106. Local failure probability distribution along slope’s slip surface. 
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Figure 107. Local coefficient of variation distribution along slope’s slip surface. 

 
 

 
Figure 108. Global mean safety factor at the states of progressive failure. 
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Figure 109. Global coefficient of variation safety factor at the states of progressive failure. 

 
 

 
Figure 110. Global reliability index at the states of progressive failure. 
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Figure 111. Global reliability index at the states of progressive failure. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, a practical reliability model for the probabilistic simulation of slopes' progressive 
failure was developed. A finite element slope stability model was combined with the probabilistic 
point estimate method. The risk associated with the global stability of slopes, during development of 
progressive failure was investigated. The significant increase of global slope failure probability at the 
various states of progressive failure was evidenced, and it was principally attributed to the 
remarkable reduction of the mean value of the global safety factor. Regarding the uncertainty 
associated with the calculated global safety factors at the states of progressive failure, only slight 
changes were observed. Even if the stability of brittle soil slopes seems to be assured by large global 
safety factors and respective probabilities of failure, the probability for progressive failure initiation 
is noteworthy and should not be ignored. The proposed methodology for the assessment of slope 
stability risk may be proved useful to surface mine owners, in the case where slopes undergo 
progressive failure problems. 
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ABSTRACT 

Tectonic structure system crossing the mine benches of Southern Field Mine in Ptolemais basin 
could activate tension forces towards the open slopes, creating thus possible instability conditions. 
Detailed study of the geological conditions contributes to detect any instability factors and explain 
the mechanism of possible failure. Continuous observing, measuring and mapping of tension cracks 
and deformation movements is of major importance in order safety measures to be taken to avoid any 
mining failure.  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Greece is the fifth largest lignite producer within the European Community. The exploitable 
lignite reserves in the Florina-Ptolemais-Kozani tectonic basin come up to 1,7 billion tons, 
representing 2/3 of the total lignite reserves of Greece. During last years the Western Macedonian 
Lignite Center produces about 30-40 million tons of lignite annually to feed 4 thermal power plants, 
with a total installed capacity of 3775MW (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. Simplified geological map of the Ptolemais Kozani area 
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This lignite is produced in 4 big mines, with the Southern Field Mine being the biggest lignite 
mine in the Balkan peninsula, feeding the Agios Dimitrios Power Plant since 1983. During the last 
years the mining activities in Southern Field Mine are conducted at the Sector 6 which is extended to 
the eastern part of the South Field Mine (area of the old settlement of Haravgi-Klitos) (Figure 2).  

 

Figure 2. View of Sector 6 of Southern Field Mine 

Its annual lignite production ranges between 13-15 million tons and total excavations range 
between  60 x l06 – 80 x l06 m3 (bulk). Big bucket wheel excavators connected to long conveyor belts 
run in continuous operation digging the mine benches (Figure 4). [1] 

The sediments of the Ptolemais basin, where the main lignite deposits are located, belong to 
Neogene (Pliocene) and are covered by those of Quaternary (Pleistocene and Recent). [2]  

The overburden is defined by three coloured sediment series consisting of clays, gravels, sands, 
sandstones and conglomerates, named by their colour as red, yellow and green series (Figure 3 and 
4). [2]  

The Southern Field Mine deposit is characterized as a "zebra" type or multiseam lignite deposit 
dominated by the multiple interchanges of lignite and thin sterile intercalations consisting mainly of 
clays, marls and sands (Figure 3 and 4). [2]  

A typical stratigraphic column is given in Fig. 3 [3]. 
Major and minor faults crossing NE-SE and E-W the lignite layers, acting as structural 

discontinuities upon which local failure of a bench or an overall slope can occur, may be considered 
as possible instability factors which have to be studied in order to eliminate or avoid any mining 
slope failures (Figure 5).  
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The knowledge of the geometry, the geological structure and the quality characteristics of both 
the lignite and the sterile intercalated layers is of utmost importance in designing the optimum lignite 
recovery. [1]  

 

Figure 3. Typical stratigraphic column [3] 

On March 2016 tension cracks on the floor of the second mine bench were observed, giving 
alert for possible activation of instability conditions. Although this is not unusual in large and deep 
open pit mines, it had to be studied since they are combined with faulted zones which dominate and 
characterize the area.  

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In order to avoid any instability problems and apply slope stability principles properly, the 
geometry, the geological structure, the groundwater conditions and the mechanism of possible 
sliding must be understood well. Next, site conditions must be applied precisely to the model for 
analysis. [4]  

To assess the instability conditions, mine photo (Figure 4), mine plan (Figure 5), borehole 
records, geological and geotechnical mapping and geological cross section AA΄ (Figure 6) of the 
area were studied. Special attention was paid on stratigraphy (Figure 3 and 4), the nature of 
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geological layers, the tectonic structure, the direction and dipping of mining benches, the inclination 
of lignite layers and the water works crossing the fault zones.  

 

 

Figure 4. Face view of Sector 6 of Southern Field Mine 

 

Figure 5. Geotechnical map of Sector 6 of Southern Field Mine 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The operation of Southern Field Mine is very important for the power supply of Greece and its 
uninterrupted operation is often critical.  

Mining operations may take place even in moving slopes, as long as safety of personnel and 
equipment is satisfied. [5]  

Mining operations can proceed safely with minimum interruption if failure mechanisms are 
understood and slopes are properly monitored even in moving slopes. [6]   

Geotechnical planning and design in surface mining operations is a very important issue and 
should be considered in all phases of mine operation, from the exploration phase to the postclosure 
stage.  [7] 

In fact, it is challenging to determine the failure mechanism. Experience and knowledge when 
combined with good observation lead to successful predictions on failure mechanisms on failed 
slopes or slopes to be excavated. It is essential to estimate probable failure mechanism in order to use 
proper and adequate method during slope stability estimation or slope stability analysis. 

When the stability of a bench, which is important in a particular mining operation, is suspect, 
its stability must be assessed on the basis of the geological structures, groundwater conditions and 
other controlling factors which occur in that specific slope.  

While the overall slopes are clearly important in terms of the economics of the entire mining 
operation, the stability of individual benches is usually a meter of more immediate concern to the 
engineering responsible for the day-to-day mining operations. [8]  

Slope failure in a bench, which carries a main haul road or huge bucket wheel excavator 
connected to long conveyor belts, can cause severe disruption to the mining programme. It is also in 
these relatively small failures, which can occur with very little warning, that lives can be lost and 
equipment damaged. [9]  

The stability of an individual bench is controlled by local geological conditions, the shape of 
the overall slope in that area, local groundwater conditions and also by excavation technique used in 
creating a slope. These controlling factors will obvious vary so widely for different mining situations 
that is impossible to give general rules on how steep a bench should be to ensure that it will be 
stable. [8]  

Sector 6 is developing towards the eastern part of the South Field Mine, leaving open slopes 
westwards (Figure 4 and 6).  

The geological structure is dominated by a system of normal faults F17, F10, F16 and F15, 
striking in NW-SE, NE-SW and E-W directions and dipping at 720 – 780. Thrusts of faults range 
between 30m – 70m.  

Faults F17, F10 and F15 form the boundaries of a block which is dipping towards the open 
slopes and occupies the main part of Sector 6 of the Southern Field Mine (Figure 5). 

These faults reaching the top surface of lignite act as structural discontinuities upon which 
local failure of a bench or an overall slope can occur. 

The surface of the mine is located at 700m – 720m and the lignite bottom is at 535m.  
The thickness of the overburden ranges between 60m and 80m while the thickness of the coal 

deposit ranges between 30m and 60m.  
The lignite bottom in the central part of Sector 6 is at 620m while towards the open slopes 

dipping to 535m. Arrows in figure 5 show this direction towards the short shaded area. 
The mining activities are developed in 7 benches, 6 of them named as S, having a mean 

thickness  of 20m (Figure 6). 
The general inclination of lignite layers is 3,4o. However locally it gets steeper reaching 4.50.  
Although this angle is not too steep, the presence of faults, especially the F10 which strikes 

parallel to the mine benches and the dipping of lignite layers towards the open excavations cause 
possible instability conditions. This is deteriorated by the reduced cohesion in fault zones and the 
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earth forces developed due to the dipping of coal layers towards the open slopes. The whole situation 
becomes worse due to the presence of thin clay layers between the coal ones which could be possible 
sliding surfaces. [10]  

There are not serious water problems inside the coal layers. Water comes from the overburden 
sand and gravel layers and is collected by channels at the toe of slopes and driven towards pump 
stations. However problems arise when these channels run through faulted zones and water enters 
inside the weak zones. 

 

 

Figure 6. Cross section AA΄ of Sector 6 of Southern Field Mine (distorted scale) 

As it has been referred the first indications of instability appeared in the floor of the upper 
bench S2 as tension cracks running parallel to the fault F10. This area is indicated with the long 
shaded area in Figure 5.  

Impending slope failures can be detected and analyzed long before any crack formation at the 
slope crest becomes visible. [10]  

The answer to the question of the failure type is not only of scientific significance but it has 
practical implications concerning the suitability and the effectiveness of the stabilizing measures to 
be taken and also the proper interpretation of the slope monitoring data. [10]  

In this case it is assumed that if a failure is to occur this is going to be a plane failure (Figure 7) 
along clay layers which are present inside the coal deposit.  

The thin clay layers are often present in the marl-lignite intercalations of the Ptolemais mines, 
they are characterized by a significantly low residual strength (5°-10°) [5] and they often serve as 
part of the compound sliding mechanisms of the local mines.  

This is assumed because  
a) `the plane on which sliding will occur strikes parallel or nearly parallel to the 

slope face. 
b) The failure plane “daylights” in the slope face and its dip is smaller than the 

dip of the slope face. 
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Figure 7. Assumed slope failure model 

The most important factor for the stability is the shear strength available in the planar part of 
the failure surface, which shows that a progressive failure is taking place.  

The sliding will occur if the dip of the failure plane is greater than the angle of friction of this 
plane. The main driving force acting on the slope is the gravitational force which is directly 
proportional to the slope inclination. 

Since no water in lignite layers exists it is assumed that the slope is completely drained. In 
practical terms, this means that there is no water pressure in the tension cracks or along the sliding 
surface due to earth forces developed due to the geometry of the slope. There may be moisture in the 
slope but as long as no pressure is generated, it will not influence the stability of the slope. However, 
if water enters through heavy rain or from drainage channels inside the tension cracks, this will build 
up water pressure in the tension crack and will cause instability conditions. 

Because of the current mining activities and the urgent demand for coal production remedial 
measures had to be taken in order the mining works to be continued and any danger for mining 
failure to be avoided.  

The remedial measures which decided were:  
1. Filling of any cracks with clay. 
2. Continuous observing, monitoring and mapping of tension cracks on primary 

and secondary faulting zones.  
3.  Collecting of waters running on the floor of the benches.  
4. Sealing up of any trenches at the faulted zones with clay or rubber pieces from 

old conveyor belts or making passages with plastic or metallic pipes 
5. Giving priority to the excavations on the upper benches  
6. Flattening of slopes  
7. Strictly following the mining planning  
8. Avoiding any excavations in the toe of slopes 
9. Avoiding any excavations in the lower benches 

After two years of operation no serious slope failure has occurred. The mine continuous 
normally its operation succeeding all its production targets satisfying the lignite demand in the 
Power Plant Station. Minor local failures occurred in cases when water entered inside faults 
(Figure 8) and when detachment and sliding of lignite layers from marls occurred in the faulted 
zone. (Figure 9).  
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Figure 8. Water intrusion from a channel in a fault zone 

 

 

Figure 9. Local slope failure due to detacment of lignite from marl in the fault zone 

4. CONCLUSION 

In surface mining crack formation is recognized as a precursor of impending slope failure and 
collapse.  

The first benefit from the early failure detection and the slope monitoring is an improved safety 
environment. The second is the deeper understanding and better control of the slope stability in the 
mine. 

Mining operations may take place even in moving slopes, as long as safety of personnel and 
equipment is satisfied. 
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Major and minor faults crossing the lignite layers and acting as structural discontinuities may 
be considered as possible instability factors which have to be studied in order to eliminate or to avoid 
any mining slope failures. 

The stability of an individual bench is controlled by local geological conditions, the shape of 
the overall slope in that area, local groundwater conditions and also the excavation technique used in 
creating a slope.  

Apart from the overall slope special attention must be paid to the individual slopes since local 
failures may affect the progress of mine works. 

Any cracks striking parallel to faulted zones should be considered as possible tension cracks 
initializing possible slope failure. 

Any water flow must be collected in order to avoid flooding of cracks and faulted zones. 
Thin clay layers should be considered as sliding planes activating slope failure.  
The designed geometry of slopes must be strictly followed in order to avoid any instability 

problems. 
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ABSTRACT  

The paper investigates the stability of slopes in PPC lignite mines in Greece, where continuous 
surface mining is applied with excavation depths up to 200m. Experience with the behaviour of such 
excavations shows that slope instabilities are usually governed by sliding along a sub-horizontal, 
unfavourably sloping, interface between coal and an underlying stiff, high plasticity clay or marl 
layer, very close to the bottom of the slope, where shear stresses are largest. 

The typical mechanism of such instabilities is triggered by the sharp contrast in stiffness 
between adjacent lignite and clay/marl layers causing different elastic rebound upon removal of the 
horizontal confinement during excavation. The resulting differential horizontal strain causes shearing 
along the lignite-clay interfaces and the development of significant negative excess pore water 
pressures in the stiff clay. Shearing is larger in deeper interfaces (close to the base of the slope) and 
increases drastically in cases of unfavourably sloping interfaces (towards the mine). If the shear 
stresses approach the peak strength of the interface, creep movements become appreciable, gradually 
reducing the available strength of the interface towards a low residual value. This strength reduction 
is accelerated by dissipation of the negative excess pore water pressures in the clay, as pore water 
can drain towards the adjacent lignite (through tension cracks caused by the elastic rebound). 

The paper investigates the effect of these parameters on slope stability by a set of parametric 
analyses. The results are plotted in dimensionless graphs which can be used in preliminary stability 
analyses of lignite slopes. It is shown that (in addition to height and inclination) the most important 
parameter is the inclination of the sub-horizontal lignite-clay interface at the base of the slope. 

The paper also reviews several slopes in the PPC lignite mines which remained stable despite 
movements with relatively constant velocities reaching up to 100 mm/day, while others have failed 
when velocities accelerated abruptly although much smaller. These cases show that the absolute 
magnitude of slope velocity is not always relevant in predicting slope instability, while slope 
acceleration (plotted as the inverse of velocity versus time) is a better indicator. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Lignite (brown coal) exploitation is of primary interest in Greece because lignite is a local 
resource that currently contributes in the production of more than 30% of domestic electricity 
demand [1]. While its contribution in power generation gradually reduces with time, mainly due to 
international carbon tax policies and subsidies of competing renewable energy technologies, lignite 
exploitation for power generation is expected to remain commercially profitable in Greece, provided 
that mining operations are optimized and managed efficiently. 

The Hellenic Public Power Corporation (PPC) operates several lignite mines in Greece for 
electricity production in coal-firing power plants. Most of the major mines are in Western Macedonia 
(Amyntaion-Ptolemais Field) with smaller mines in central Peloponese (Megalopolis Field). In all 
mines, continuous surface mining techniques are employed, with large bucket excavators and a 
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network of conveyor belts to transport the ore to the power stations and the sterile overburden for 
disposal by spreaders (usually by backfilling already exploited mines). 

The Amyntaion-Ptolemais Lignite Field is developed in a ca. 150 km long and ca. 15-20 km 
wide tectonic graben (basin), up to 200 m deep, which extends in the NNW-SSE direction from 
Prilep (FYROM) in the north up to Servia (Greece) in the south. The graben was created in the 
Middle to Upper Miocene, during a paroxysm of post-alpine tectonism, by normal faulting of the 
basal formations which include late Cretaceous limestones and Paleocene-Eocene flysch, and was 
gradually filled with lacustrine sediments [2]. The Lower Horizon of these sediments, hosting most 
of the lignite seams, is about 50-80 m thick, consists of very stiff to hard clays and marls, and was 
deposited between the upper Miocene and lower Pleistocene. The deposition of marls was associated 
with clay sedimentation and simultaneous precipitation of carbonates (mostly due to changes of the 
pH and temperature of the water), resulting in clay deposits with an appreciable content in calcium 
carbonate (marls). As these deposits have undergone gravitational consolidation with overburden 
pressures corresponding to 150-200 m of fill, and cementation by carbonate bonding, their present 
strength is high (UCS = 0.5 - 1 MPa). A characteristic hard Basal Marl is encountered at the bottom 
of the lignite sequence and is used to mark the bottom of the exploitable deposits. The lower Horizon 
of the sediments is covered by a thick (70-120 m) Upper Horizon of Pleistocene steriles including 
bluish marls, brownish stiff clays and occasional weak conglomerates and water bearing sandy layers 
[3], [4]. A relatively thin (5-10m) cover of fluvial Holocene deposits completes the sequence near the 
present ground surface. 

The Megalopolis Lignite Field is smaller in extent (ca. 40 by 10 km) and thinner (up to 100 m 
deep), has similar geologic history but developed at a later geologic era; thus its lignite seams have 
higher moisture and lower energy content while the steriles have lower strength compared to the 
Amyntaion-Ptolemais deposits (due to smaller gravitational consolidation and weaker cementation 
by carbonates). Although shallower, the mining slopes of the Megalopolis Field present analogous 
stability problems with the deeper Amyntaion-Ptolemais Field, due to their lower shear strength. 

The PPC mines are exploited by removal and disposal of the Upper Horizon steriles and 
excavation and exploitation of the lignite seams in the Lower Horizon. Excavation is usually 
performed by large bucket-wheel excavators operating on benches of the slope; the ore and the 
steriles are transported by a network of conveyor belts to distances of several kilometers. After 
exploitation, the mines are backfilled by steriles of the same or another mine. The above exploitation 
method creates excavation slopes with a sequence of benches (60-150 m wide) and drops (15-25 m 
high) having an overall inclination (v:h) between 1:4 and 1:7 (Figure 1). 

 
2. GEOTECHNICS OF LIGNITE SLOPE STABILITY 

A typical ground profile in the PPC lignite mines includes a thick zone of sterile overburden 
(50-120 m deep) covering the exploitable deposits (30-80 m thick) giving a total excavation depth 
100-200 m. The exploitable deposits include packets of lignite seams separated by sterile interlayers 
consisting of hard clays, usually with medium (15-35%) to high (35-50%) carbonate content (marls). 
The sterile interlayers in the lignite packet have thickness varying between a few millimeters and 
several tens of centimeters (or even more). Steriles with lower carbonate content (less than 15%) are 
more common in the upper steriles, usually have high plasticity (PI>30-40%) and low friction angle 
(18-22 degrees); deeper steriles usually have medium to high carbonate content, lower plasticity 
(PI=10-30%) and higher friction angle (22-26 degrees). 
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Figure 112. Typical exploitation of mine slopes using large bucket-wheel excavators and conveyor belts. Continuous 

advance of the slope requires a sequence of benches (60-120 m wide) and drops (15-25 m high), having an overall 
inclination (v:h) between 1:4 and 1:7. The figure shows five, 25 m high benches in the upper steriles of the Mavropigi 

mine in the Ptolemais Field. 

 
Sterile materials are very stiff to hard due to heavy gravitational consolidation in conjunction 

with appreciable cementation by carbonate bonding. Steriles with low to medium carbonate content 
have low to medium cementation but are heavily compacted by gravitational consolidation having 
low porosity (void ratio 0.60-0.80), low moisture content (20-30%) and relatively high unit weight 
(19-20 kN/m3). Due to low porosity, they tend to strongly dilate with shearing, developing 
significant negative excess pore water pressures under undrained conditions. The negative excess 
water pressures increase the effective stresses in the short term, temporarily increasing strength (and 
improving stability conditions) until drainage reduces the excess pore water pressures back to zero. 
On the contrary, deeper, medium to high carbonate content steriles (marls) were usually cemented by 
strong carbonate bonds early in their depositional history, when their porosity was still large. The 
high strength of the carbonate cementation bonds has prevented subsequent compaction 
(consolidation) under additional overburden, maintaining their initial high porosity up to the present 
day. Thus, typical deep marly steriles have very high porosity (void ratio 1.0-2.2), very high moisture 
content (35-80%) and very low unit weight (15-18 kN/m3), despite their high initial cementation-
induced strength which often reaches 1 MPa. In these high-porosity materials, structure tends to 
collapse with shearing; thus, the material loses its cementation strength and tends to reduce its 
volume, developing significant positive excess pore water pressures under undrained conditions. The 
positive excess water pressures decrease the effective stresses, decreasing strength and occasionally 
lead to stability failure. 

Lignite layers have very low unit weight (13-14 kN/m3), very high moisture content1 (80-
120%), very high porosity (void ratio2 2 – 3), relatively high compressive strength (UCS = 0.4-0.8 
MPa), relatively high friction angle (30-35 degrees) but are brittle and crack easily when the in-situ 

1 Defined in geotechnics as the weight ratio of water to dry matter (=wet matter minus water) 
2 Defined in geotechnics as the volume ratio of voids to matter (=total volume minus voids) 
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confinement is reduced (due to very low tensile strength) [5]. Thus, in deep excavations, where the 
in-situ horizontal stress is reduced significantly by the excavation, the lignite beds in the slope 
develop vertical cracks and thus deform more than the overlying and underlying sterile layers (which 
deform plastically without cracking). Lignite cracking increases mass permeability and thus 
enhances and accelerates drainage of the neighbouring sterile layers, affecting their shear strength 
(see discussion above). The deepest lignite packet is usually underlain by a hard, strongly cemented, 
very high porosity basal marl which forms the bottom of the exploitable deposits in the basin. 

As filling of the basin occurred relatively late in the tectonic history of the area, and thus post-
depositional tectonic faulting is rather low, lignite and sterile layers are usually sub-horizontal 
(maximum inclination of a few degrees) and relatively continuous with few dislocations (jumps) by 
some tens of centimeters up to a few meters. Most dislocations breaking the sequence of the lignite 
beds in the horizontal plane are co-depositional faults, caused by underwater slope instabilities 
during deposition of the loose and weak lacustrine deposits containing the organic materials which 
eventually produced lignite. Despite that, lignite strata are occasionally crossed by tectonic faults 
(with jumps of several meters), especially close to the boundaries of the graben where tectonic 
activity was more intense. 

Experience with the PPC mines shows that slope instabilities are usually associated with 
sliding along a sub-horizontal lignite-to-clay/marl interface, located either slightly above or (more 
often) slightly below the base of the slope. The sliding surface usually reaches the ground surface 
along a near-vertical tension crack at some distance behind the crest of the slope. 

Sub-horizontal lignite-to-clay/marl interfaces are critical in slope stability for the following 
reasons: 
1. An interface close to the bottom of the slope is more critical than similar interfaces at higher 

elevations (because the mass of the sliding body increases with depth) and similar interfaces 
much deeper than the bottom of the slope (for kinematic reasons). 

2. These interfaces have lower shear strength compared to the overlying lignite and even the 
underlying clay/marl for the following reasons: 
a. The significant reduction of the in-situ horizontal stress in the slope due to the deep 

excavation, causes significant horizontal tensile strains in the slope. As the E-moduli (in 
unloading) of the brittle coal layers and the more ductile clay/marl interlayers are different3, 
their corresponding tensile strains are different, causing shearing along the coal-clay 
interfaces. The resulting shear stresses can often exceed the peak strength of the interface 
leading to a post-peak (or even residual) shear strength, which is much lower than the peak 
strength of stiff clays and carbonate-cemented clays (marls). Shearing along these interfaces 
causes the development of appreciable negative (in low porosity clays) or positive (in high 
porosity bonded marls) excess pore water pressures which temporarily increase (or 
decrease) the effective stress normal to the interface, increasing (or decreasing) its 
corresponding frictional shear strength. Unfortunately, the beneficial for stability strength 
increase is short-lived, because groundwater reaching the interface (mainly through cracks 
in the lignite – see below) dissipates quickly the negative excess pore water pressures, 
drastically reducing the effective stresses and the corresponding frictional shear strength. 

b. Due to the high tensile strains, the brittle lignite seams develop vertical cracks, thus 
providing free access of groundwater to the lignite-clay interfaces, which reduce (dissipate) 
any negative excess pore water pressures caused by the shearing. This effect is more 
pronounced at the interfaces, as it will take longer times to dissipate the excess pore 
pressures in the interior of a thick layer of intermediate sterile. 

3  The E-modulus of the lignite in unloading is much smaller, mainly because the lignite is brittle and develops vertical 
cracks which open freely, while the clay is more ductile and deforms plastically without cracking. 
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3. Usually, a lignite-to-marl interface is more critical than a geometrically similar lignite-to-clay 
interface. The reason is that marls usually have high initial porosity because cementation by 
carbonate bonds usually develops early in the sedimentation history, when the freshly deposited 
material still has high porosity, and prevents further densification (consolidation) under the 
weight of subsequent overburden sediments. Upon shearing, the carbonate cementation bonds 
break and the material tends to collapse (reduce its volume significantly) because it can no 
longer support the overburden pressure with its current (high) porosity. Under undrained 
conditions, the tendency for structure collapse causes the development of significant positive 
excess pore water pressures which reduce the effective stresses, reducing the shear strength of 
the material. On the contrary, low porosity clays are dilatant and thus their strength increases 
with shearing (even temporarily). 

4. Such interfaces are relatively flat and continuous, as discontinuities are rather rare. Thus, the 
potential failure surface at the base of the slope can follow such an interface along great lengths. 

When the combination of strength and geometry of a lignite-to-marl interface close to the 
bottom of the slope gives a low safety factor for stability (SF = 1.1 to 1.2), the slope moves by 
sliding along the critical (and other neighbouring) interfaces. The rate of movement of a slope can 
range between a few mm/day to a few tens of mm/day and, depending on the conditions (e.g. 
rainfall), can be steady, accelerating or decelerating with time. In a specific slope, the rate of 
movement is larger when the safety factor is lower; however, reaching conclusions about the safety 
factor of a slope from the rates of movements of other slopes is not safe, because the correlation 
between safety factor and rate of movement depends on other factors which can vary significantly 
among even similar slopes (e.g. the inclination and strength characteristics of the critical interface). 

These movements are usually manifested via “overhanging coal” conditions, where a coal layer 
close to the bottom of the slope moves more than the underlying sterile (marl), creating an 
overhanging coal layer (Figure 2). As slope movements evolve, the protrusion of the overhanging 
coal increases and when the bending capacity of the protruding coal is exceeded, the overhang fails 
and crumbles to the base of the slope. 
The typical mechanism triggering slope instability along a critical lignite-to-marl interface starts with 
relative movement (sliding) of the interface, caused by elastic rebound of the upper coal (due to the 
removal of the horizontal confinement by the deep excavation) which creates large shear stresses 
along the interface. In some cases, such movements are aggravated by a static (i.e., non-seismic) 
frictional activation (sliding) of neighbouring major sub-vertical tectonic faults marking the edges of 
the graben, due to the reduction of the normal stresses on the fault by the excavation of the mine. 

If the marl below the critical interface has low porosity, the shear stresses cause significant 
negative excess pore water pressures which temporarily increase the shear strength of the interface 
and can maintain the stability of the slope in the short-term. Unfortunately, these negative excess 
pore water pressures tend to dissipate relatively quickly with time, due to cracking of the brittle 
overlying coal (which increases its mass permeability) and the occasional presence of some high 
permeability deep sandy horizons, which facilitate access of groundwater to the interface, increasing 
the pore water pressure back to the ambient hydrostatic value, which gradually reduces the shear 
strength to a lower long-term (drained) value. In this case, long-term failure of the slope is more 
critical. 
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Figure 113. Critical lignite-to-marl interface close to the base of the slope. The coal expands horizontally more than the 
underlying marl (due to tension cracking) and overhangs the underlying marl. When the overhang exceeds the bending 

capacity of the lignite cantilever, the coal breaks and falls at the toe of the slope (left part of Figure). 

 
Alternatively, if the marl below the critical interface has high porosity, conditions become 

more adverse for stability in the short-term, because the shear stresses break the carbonate bonds 
causing structure collapse (i.e., strong tendency for volume reduction) which reduces the shear 
strength of the interface in two ways: (1) by eliminating cohesion due to breaking of the bonds, and 
(2) by developing appreciable positive excess pore water pressures (due to the tendency of the marl 
to reduce its volume) which reduce  the frictional component of shear strength. The combined effect 
of these two factors is a sharp drop of strength along the critical interface which can cause slope 
instability in the short-term. Although the positive excess pore water pressures tend to dissipate 
relatively quickly with time, by drainage through tension cracks of the brittle coal, the loss of 
cohesion of the marl is never recovered and thus its long-term strength, although higher than the 
short-term strength, is always much lower than the initial one. In this case, short-term failure of the 
slope is much more critical, but even long-term conditions are adverse for stability. 

It is pointed out that the usual peripheral dewatering of the mines via pumped wells is not 
effective in improving the stability of the slope because such dewatering is usually limited in the 
upper higher permeability horizons (sandy sterile strata above the lignite zones) but cannot influence 
the pore water pressures along the critical coal-to-marl interface since: (1) the depth of dewatering 
does not reach the depth of the critical interface and (2) even if it did, the average horizontal distance 
of the peripheral dewatering wells from locations along the critical interface is too large to achieve 
drainage (over 300-600 m in typical slopes). 

Following the above logic, if the shear stresses along the critical lignite-to-clay/marl interface 
are well below the short- and long-term peak strength of the interface, the slope remains stable, 
possibly moving with some acceptable velocity (caused by the advancing production fronts), 
provided that these additional movements do not cause appreciable strength reduction along the 
critical interface (by creep). On the contrary, if the shear stresses along the critical lignite-to-
clay/marl interface exceed or even approach the short- or long-tem peak strength of the interface, 
then continued movement of the slope will reduce the available strength of the interface below the 
peak value, eventually leading to slope instability in the short- or long-term, depending on the initial 
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porosity of the critical clay/marl layer (see discussion above). In all cases, the long-term (drained4) 
shear strength at large strains (residual5 value) is a safe value of the shear strength to be used in 
stability analyses of lignite mining slopes. 

Laboratory measurements of the drained strength along such interfaces show that, while the 
peak drained strength can be appreciable (cohesion 15-30 kPa, friction angle 22-26 degrees), the 
corresponding residual strength is much lower, corresponding to practically zero cohesion (about 5 
kPa) and friction angle about 20-24 degrees. Thus, with prolonged movement of the slope, the shear 
strength along the critical interface can drop, causing instability. 

In addition to the geometry of the slope, groundwater conditions and the shear strength along 
the critical interface at the base of the slope, the inclination of this interface with respect to the 
horizontal is very important in controlling slope stability. Experience shows that even very mild, but 
adverse, inclinations of the critical interface (dipping towards the excavation by only a few degrees) 
can drastically reduce the safety factor of the slope. Such unfavourably sloping interfaces (by 2-6 
degrees) are very common in the PPC lignite mines, due to slight tilting of the lignite-bearing 
deposits by neo-tectonism and the gradual rise of the bedding planes close to the edges of the graben. 
Most of the observed slope instabilities in PPC lignite mines are associated with such unfavourably 
sloping interfaces. 
 
3. MONITORING OF MINING SLOPES 

Realistic design of slopes in lignite mines has to account in detail the above critical factors: 
geometry of the slope, groundwater pressures, mechanical characteristics and inclination of the 
critical interface. Thus, geotechnical investigations are a very important issue of the mine planning 
process in relation to the sustainability of surface mining projects [6], while geotechnical modelling, 
with due attention to groundwater conditions, is one of the critical issues related to optimizing mine 
production and performance [7]. Despite the density and elaboration of ground investigations, most 
of the above factors are largely unknown, uncertain or variable. 

Due to the above, and independently of the elaboration of the engineering design, monitoring 
the actual response is of paramount importance in ensuring safety of the slopes and adapting 
excavation speeds during the advancement of the production fronts and after final excavation of the 
permanent slopes. Thus, continuous slope monitoring is integrated in the PPC surface mining 
standard procedures. Slope monitoring is usually performed by geodetic measurement of rates of 
movement in three-dimensions (in mm/day) using a set of reflector targets on the slope and high 
precision  geodetic instruments (total stations) placed in stable positions across the slope. In most 
cases, 3D coordinates of the targets are recorded and daily movements are calculated by subtraction. 
In slopes considered stable and having practically constant rates of movement, monitoring is often 
performed by measuring only the distance of each target from the total station. In critical slopes with 
large and/or accelerating rates of movement, inclinometers and standpipe piezometers are also 
installed to determine the geometry of the sliding surface and the corresponding pore water pressure 
regime. 

Experience shows that a wide range of velocities (rates of movement), between a few mm/day 
and a few tens of mm/day, can occur in stable slopes, with the slope behaving satisfactorily as long 
as these speeds do not accelerate appreciably with time. Our experience indicates that the absolute 
velocity of movement in a slope cannot be used as a criterion to distinguish between safety and 
incipient slope instability. Safety threshold velocities up to about 20-30 mm/day, often used 
empirically in mining industry, can be irrelevant in many cases; there are examples of mining slopes 

4 Even in cases where the short-term (undrained) strength is smaller, i.e., in collapsible high porosity marls, 
experience shows that the short-term (fully undrained) conditions do not control the stability of the whole slope due to 
relatively rapid drainage via the cracked lignite. 

5 To account for loss of cohesion and elimination of any tendency for dilation, by prolonged shearing 
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moving with higher (but relatively constant) velocities over long periods of time without failing 
catastrophically, while other slopes have failed abruptly when slope velocities as low as 10-
15mm/day started to accelerate. 

Figure 3 shows the rates of movement (mm/day) measured at several locations of the south 
slope of the Mavropigi mine (Ptolemais-Amyntraion field), in an area very close to the edge of the 
basin, approaching the final permanent slope. The objective is to exploit all the lignite in the area, 
reaching up to the end wall of the basin, because the coal has very good quality and includes very 
little sterile interlayers. As the deposits have good mechanical characteristics and the bedding planes 
are favourable for stability (their inclination dips away from the mine) the average inclination of the 
ca. 85m deep mine is about 1:2.5. The end wall of the basin is a schist covered with a tectonically 
transported mass of crystalline limestone with base inclined unfavourably towards the mine. As the 
limestone has much higher permeability than the underlying schist, rainwater seeping through the 
limestone, reaches the limestone-schist interface reducing its shear strength and accelerating the rates 
of movement of the slope. The high speeds of movement in March and especially in early July 2018 
are clearly associated with high rainfall intensities in the area and are reduced a few days after the 
end of the rains. However, the slope has remained stable, despite rates of movement well exceeding 
40 mm/day over several days, and extensive cracking at the crest of the slope. 

 

 
Figure 114. Measured rates of movement at the limestone area of the Mavropigi south slope over a period of five 

months. The high rates of movement in March and in early July 2018 are associated with high rainfall intensities in the 
area. The slope remains stable despite rates of movement well exceeding 40 mm/day over several days. 
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Figure 115. Evolution of the horizontal rate of movement (in mm/day) at characteristic targets on the south-west slope of 

the Amyntaion mine over a two-month period prior to the great slide of 10/6/2017. Top part: temporal evolution of 
velocity. Bottom part: temporal evolution of inverse velocity (1/v). 

Figure 4 (top part) shows the evolution of the horizontal rate of movement (in mm/day) at 
characteristic targets on the south-west slope of the Amyntaion mine over a two-month period prior 
to the great slide of 10/6/2017. The figure shows that until 21/5/2017, slope displacement velocities 
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were practically constant (20-40 mm/day). After 21/5/2017, velocities started to accelerate and the 
slide was triggered after 31/5/2017, and especially on 3/6/2017 when heavy rainfall filled the open 
tension cracks with rainwater. After that date, rates of movement accelerated abruptly with values 
over 200 mm/day in most targets, reaching 700 mm/day on the day before the catastrophic failure of 
the slope which occurred on 10/6/2017. 

Figure 4 (bottom part) shows the evolution of the inverse displacement velocity (1/v) after 
21/5/2017 (1/v data before that date are not shown because they show extreme scatter and are 
inconclusive). The inverse velocity method for predicting time to failure in slopes was proposed by 
Fukuzomo [8] and its effectiveness has been proven in many types of slopes, including open pit 
mines [9]. The dataset shown in the bottom part of Figure 4 confirms that slope failure should occur 
on 10/6/2017 (see the thick black line, averaging the trends of all targets). However, if one considers 
only the dataset between 22/5/2017 and 30/5/2017 the trend is not clear, which means that in the 
present case, the inverse velocity method could provide a definite prediction of time to failure 
starting from about ten days before failure; after that date, slope velocities increased so much that 
even the simple velocity – time plot (top part of  Figure 4) would provide definite predictions about 
the upcoming catastrophic slide. 
 
4. ANALYSIS OF STABILITY IN LIGNITE MINING SLOPES 

This section investigates the parameters which control the stability of lignite mining slopes. 
Based on experience, the analysis assumes that failure of such slopes occurs along a sub-horizontal 
interface between an overlying lignite zone and an underlying stiff plastic clay-marl layer at the base 
of the slope. Figure 5 shows a typical sliding surface, having a relatively small inclination to the 
horizontal plane (angle β΄, tan β΄ = 1/h΄). The sliding surface is assumed to reach the crest of the 
slope, at distance (S) from the crest, with a planar transition sloping at 30 degrees to the vertical 
plane. As the length of the sub-horizontal sliding surface is much longer than that of the inclined 
transition, the assumed geometry of the transition has negligible effect on the calculations. 

 
Figure 116. Geometry and forces on a typical sliding mass of a lignite mining slope. 

 
The investigated lignite slope has an overall height (H), average inclination β (tan β = 1/h) and 

consists of a series of benches, each having width (Lo), height (Ho) and individual slope about 45 
degrees (controlled by the characteristics of mining equipment). To achieve a specific average 
inclination (1:h) the required bench width (Lo) is equal to: 
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The forces acting on the sliding mass are: The weight (W) of the sliding mass, where γ is the average 
unit weight of the ground (in the range 15-17 kN/m3) and (S) is the distance from the crest of the 
slope where the sliding surface emerges: 

 
2

21 2 1
2

S SW H h h
H h H

γ
   = + − +  ′    

 (2) 

The water force (U1) in the tension crack at the high side of the sliding mass: 
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where (λ1) is the fraction of the water force with respect to being completely water-filled (λ1 = 1) and 
completely dry (λ1 = 0), and (Y) is the depth of the sliding surface at the kink point (Figure 5). 

In Figure 5, (N) is normal force and (T) is the shear force acting at the base of the sliding 
surface. In effective stress analysis, the normal force (N) has two components: the effective normal 
force (N΄) and the water pressure (U2): N = N΄+ U2 and: 
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H h
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where (L΄) is the length of the base of the sliding surface and (λ2) is the fraction of the steady-state 
groundwater force acting at the base of the sliding mass, with respect to steady-state flow in the slope 
with piezometric surface at ground surface (λ2 = 1) and no water pressure (λ2 = 0). The steady-state 
groundwater pressure (p) along the base of the sliding mass is assumed to be parabolic with 
maximum value ( 2 wp Yλ γ= ) at the deepest point and zero at the toe of the slope. 

 
Force equilibrium on the sliding mass gives: 

1cos sinN W Uβ β′ ′= −  (5) 

1sin cosT W Uβ β′ ′= +  (6) 
The limiting shearing resistance (Tu) along the base of the sliding mass is the sum of the cohesive 
and frictional components: 

( )2 tanuT c L N U φ′ ′ ′= + −  (7) 
where (φ΄ , c΄) are the effective friction angle and effective cohesion along the base of the sliding 
mass (interface between an overlying lignite zone and an underlying stiff plastic clay-marl layer). 
Experience with the stiff interface clays/marls of the PPC mines in Greece shows that for peak 
strength conditions (at small shear strains): φ΄p = 22-26 degrees, c΄p = 15-30 kPa, while for residual 
strength conditions (at large shear strains): φ΄r = 20-24 degrees, c΄r = 0-5 kPa. 

Using equations (2) to (7), the overall safety factor of the slope is calculated by the formula: 
SF = Tu / T, in terms of the following input: geometry parameters: H, S, 1:h, 1:h΄, action 
parameters: γ, γw , λ1 , λ2 , effective strength parameters: φ΄, c΄. 

The above analysis was applied in lignite slopes with the following constant parameters: bench 
height Ho = 25m, average unit weight of ground γ = 17 kN/m3, unit weight of water γw = 10 kN/m3, 
λ2 = 1 (steady-state hydraulic flow conditions at the base of the sliding surface), effective ground 
cohesion c΄= 5 kPa, effective friction angle φ΄ = 22 degrees. The following parameters were varied 
in the analyses: total slope height H = 50 ÷ 200m, average slope inclination (1:h) in the range 1:4 ÷ 
1:6, inclination of the base of the sliding surface β΄ = 0 ÷ 6 degrees, and λ1 = 0 ÷ 1 (fraction of the 
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water force in the tension crack, with respect to complete filling). The results of the analyses are 
summarised in Figure 6 to Figure 9. These graphs can be used in preliminary assessments of slope 
stability and in sensitivity analyses to investigate the relative effect of the various parameters on the 
calculated safety factor of the slope. 

 

 
Figure 117. Correlation of the slope safety factor (SF) with the total slope height (H), for four average slope inclinations (1:h 

= 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, 1:7) and the following values of the remaining parameters: c΄ = 5 kPa, φ΄ =22 deg, β = 3 deg, λ1 = 0.75. 
 

Figure 6 plots the correlation of the slope safety factor (SF) with the total slope height (H), for 
four average slope inclinations (1:h = 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, 1:7) and the following values of the remaining 
parameters: c΄ = 5 kPa, φ΄=22 deg, β = 3 deg, λ1 = 0.75. The safety factor reduces with increasing 
slope height by approximately the same magnitude for all investigated slope inclinations (the plotted 
lines are practically parallel). The effect of reducing the average slope inclination is significant: in a 
150m deep mine, the safety factor reduces from 1.32 to 1.05 when the average slope inclination 
increases from 1:7 to 1:4. 

Figure 7 plots the correlation of the slope safety factor (SF) with the inclination (β) of the 
critical lignite-marl interface at the base of the slope, for four average slope inclinations (1:h = 1:4, 
1:5, 1:6, 1:7) and the following values of the remaining parameters: c΄= 5 kPa, φ΄=22 deg, H=150m, 
λ1 = 0.75. The safety factor reduces drastically with increasing inclination of the critical lignite-marl 
interface towards the excavation (unfavourable inclination). Varying the inclination of the critical 
lignite-marl interface between zero (horizontal surface) and 6 degrees (dip towards the excavation), 
reduces the safety factor from 2.09 to 1.01 (for slope inclination 1:7) and from 1.47 to 0.82 (for slope 
inclination 1:4). This effect is very important, much more important than the effect of the average 
slope inclination (Figure 6), considering that the inclination of the critical lignite-marl interface was 
varied only slightly (between 0 and 6 degrees) and that this parameter cannot be measured or 
assessed with accuracy, because the inclination of the base of the sliding surface can vary due to 
random tilting of the bedding planes and the presence of faulting. 

These conclusions are accentuated in Figure 8, which is similar to Figure 7 with the difference 
that the inclination (β) of the critical lignite-marl interface at the base of the slope is now favourable 
for stability (dip away from the excavation). The safety factor now increases drastically with 
increasing inclination of the critical lignite-marl interface. Varying the inclination of the critical 
lignite-marl interface between zero (horizontal surface) and 4 degrees (dip away from the 
excavation), increases the safety factor from 2.09 to 5.17 (for slope inclination 1:7) and from 1.47 to 
3.13 (for slope inclination 1:4). Based on these results, it is concluded, that the inclination of the 
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critical lignite-marl interface at the base of the slope (along which the failure surface develops) is the 
most important, but quite uncertain, parameter in stability analyses of lignite mine slopes. Favourable 
inclination can drastically improve slope stability, while even the slightest unfavourable inclination 
decreases the safety factor very significantly. 

Figure 9 plots the correlation of the slope safety factor (SF) with the water pressure factor (λ1) 
in the tension crack, for four average slope inclinations (1:h = 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, 1:7) and the following 
values of the remaining parameters: c΄ = 5 kPa, φ΄=22 deg, H=150m, β = 3 deg. The lowest value (λ1 
= 0) corresponds to a dry crack (no water filling of the tension crack) and the largest value (λ1 = 1) 
corresponds to a full crack (full water filling of the tension crack). Although the effect of the (λ1) 
factor on the safety factor of the slope is very important, in most practical cases the tension crack is 
almost filled (λ1 = 0.65 – 0.90) and thus the variability of the calculated safety factor is reduced 
significantly. 

 

 
Figure 118.  Correlation of the slope safety factor (SF) with the inclination (β) of the critical base interface, for four 
average slope inclinations (1:h = 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, 1:7) and the following values of the remaining parameters: c΄= 5 kPa, 

φ΄=22 deg, H=150m, λ1 = 0.75. The base of the failure surface dips towards the excavation (unfavourably). 
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Figure 119.  Correlation of the slope safety factor (SF) with the inclination (β) of the critical base interface, for four 
average slope inclinations (1:h = 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, 1:7) and the following values of the remaining parameters: c΄= 5 kPa, 

φ΄=22 deg, H=150m, λ1 = 0.75. The base of the failure surface dips away from the excavation (favourably). 

 
Figure 120. Correlation of the slope safety factor (SF) with the water pressure factor (λ1) in the tension crack, for four 
average slope inclinations (1:h = 1:4, 1:5, 1:6, 1:7) and the following values of the remaining parameters: c΄ = 5 kPa, 

φ΄=22 deg, H=150m, β = 3 deg. 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

Experience with PPC mines shows that slope instabilities are usually associated with sliding 
along a sub-horizontal lignite-to-clay/marl interface, located either slightly above or (more often) 
slightly below the base of the slope. The sliding surface usually reaches the ground surface along a 
near-vertical tension crack at some distance behind the crest of the slope. The sterile interlayers are 
very stiff to hard due to heavy gravitational consolidation in conjunction with appreciable 
cementation by carbonate bonding. Medium to high carbonate content steriles (marls) were usually 
cemented by strong carbonate bonds early in their depositional history, when their porosity was still 
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large. The high strength of the carbonate cementation bonds has prevented subsequent compaction 
(consolidation) under additional overburden, maintaining their initial high porosity up to the present 
day. Thus, typical deep marly steriles have very high porosity and very low unit weight despite their 
high initial cementation-induced strength which often reaches 1 MPa. In these high-porosity 
materials, structure tends to collapse with shearing (cementation bonds break); thus, the material 
loses its cementation strength and, furthermore, tends to contract (reduce its volume), developing 
significant positive excess pore water pressures under undrained conditions. The positive excess 
water pressures decrease the effective stresses, decreasing strength (in addition to strength reduction 
caused by the broken cementation bonds) and occasionally lead to stability failure. The typical 
mechanism triggering slope instability along a critical lignite-to-marl interface starts with relative 
movement (sliding) of the interface, caused by elastic rebound of the upper coal (due to the removal 
of the horizontal confinement by the deep excavation) which creates large shear stresses along the 
interface. In some cases, such movements are aggravated by a static (i.e., non-seismic) frictional 
activation (sliding) of neighbouring major sub-vertical tectonic faults marking the edges of the 
graben, due to the reduction of the normal stresses on the fault by the excavation of the mine. 

If the marl below the critical interface has low porosity, the shear stresses cause significant 
negative excess pore water pressures which temporarily increase the shear strength of the interface 
and can maintain the stability of the slope in the short-term. Unfortunately, these negative excess 
pore water pressures tend to dissipate relatively quickly with time, due to cracking of the brittle 
overlying coal (which increases its mass permeability) and the occasional presence of some high 
permeability deep sandy horizons, which facilitate access of groundwater to the interface, increasing 
the pore water pressure back to the ambient hydrostatic value, which gradually reduces the shear 
strength to a lower long-term (drained) value. In this case, long-term failure of the slope is more 
critical. 

Alternatively, if the marl below the critical interface has high porosity, conditions become 
more adverse for stability in the short-term, because the shear stresses break the carbonate bonds 
causing structure collapse (i.e., strong tendency for volume reduction) which reduces the shear 
strength of the interface in two ways: (1) by eliminating cohesion due to breaking of the bonds, and 
(2) by developing appreciable positive excess pore water pressures (due to the tendency of the marl 
to reduce its volume) which reduce  the frictional component of shear strength. The combined effect 
of these two factors is a sharp drop of strength along the critical interface which can cause slope 
instability in the short-term. Although the positive excess pore water pressures tend to dissipate 
relatively quickly with time, by drainage through tension cracks of the brittle coal, the loss of 
cohesion of the marl is never recovered and thus its long-term strength, although higher than the 
short-term strength, is always much lower than the initial one. In this case, short-term failure of the 
slope is much more critical, but even long-term conditions are adverse for stability. 

In addition to the geometry of the slope, groundwater conditions and the shear strength along 
the critical interface at the base of the slope, the inclination of this interface with respect to the 
horizontal is very important in controlling slope stability. Experience shows that even very mild, but 
adverse, inclinations of the critical interface (dipping towards the excavation by only a few degrees) 
can drastically reduce the safety factor of the slope. Such unfavourably sloping interfaces (by 2-6 
degrees) are very common in the PPC lignite mines, due to slight tilting of the lignite-bearing 
deposits by neo-tectonism and the gradual rise of the bedding planes close to the edges of the graben. 
Most of the observed slope instabilities in PPC lignite mines are associated with such unfavourably 
sloping interfaces. 

In order to investigate the relative effect of various parameters on the calculated safety factor 
of typical lignite mining slopes, a method is developed to analytically calculate the safety factor of a 
lignite slope in terms of the following input: 
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1. Geometrical parameters: H (total slope height), S (distance of tension crack from the crest of the 
slope),1: h (average slope inclination) , 1:h΄ (inclination of the critical interface at the base of the 
slope) 

2. Action parameters: γ (average unit weight of the ground), γw (unit weight of water), λ1 (water 
pressure factor in the tension crack), λ2 (fraction of the steady-state groundwater force acting on 
the critical interface at the base of the sliding mass). 

3. Effective strength parameters of the critical interface: φ΄(friction angle), c΄(cohesion) 
The results of the parametric analyses show that the inclination of the critical lignite-marl 

interface at the base of the slope (along which the failure surface develops) is the most important, but 
quite uncertain, parameter in stability analyses of lignite mine slopes. Favourable inclination can 
drastically improve slope stability, while even the slightest unfavourable inclination decreases the 
safety factor very significantly. 

Slope monitoring is integrated in the PPC surface mining standard procedures to supplement 
design adapting it to local conditions. Experience shows that a wide range of velocities (rates of 
movement), between a few mm/day and a few tens of mm/day, can occur in stable slopes, with the 
slope behaving satisfactorily as long as these speeds do not accelerate appreciably with time. Local 
experience indicates that the absolute movement velocity in a slope cannot be not used as a criterion 
to distinguish between safety and incipient slope instability. Safety threshold velocities often used 
empirically in mining industry, can be irrelevant in many cases; there are examples of mining slopes 
moving with higher (but relatively constant) velocities over long periods of time without failing 
catastrophically, while other slopes have failed abruptly when slope velocities as low as 10-
15mm/day started to accelerate. The inverse velocity method for predicting time to failure has been 
proven in open pit mines and is used in PPC mines for the assessment of monitoring data. 
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ABSTRACT  

This paper describes the installation, functions and benefits of the indurad iBelt volumetric 
conveyor belt measurement solution developed for a Bucket Wheel Excavator at PPC, Greece. The 
indurad iBelt is a modular conveyor belt control solution based on original indurad radar sensors 
designed and built for harsh environments.  For PPC, iBelt was installed on the E3 excavator boom 
conveyor belt in the South Field coal mine. iBelt measures the excavated material volume in real 
time and displays all information in the operators cabin HMI to feed it into the industrial network of 
the mine.  PPC engineers now have the ability to control the productivity of the excavator from a 
remote engineer station, which has resulted in a 20% increase in average hourly production of the 
excavator. iBelt is therefore a reliable and highly robust step towards the digitalization of mines and 
advanced process control. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

iBelt is the world’s first conveyor belt volumetric measurement solution that combines high 
accuracy and stability of measurement results with highest robustness and zero maintenance. The 
beginnings of the iBelt project with PPC date back to mid-2015 when indurad was first contacted by 
PPC Lignite Centre of West Macedonia on behalf of a solution to accurately monitor the volume 
stream output originally on an excavator in the South Field lignite mine. Previous approaches had all 
ended unsatisfactorily, and after several meetings it became clear that the specific robustness of 
indurad radar technology could actually answer the special requirements in the either cold or hot 
North of Greece around Ptolemaida. Please see below for some impressions of the machine itself: 

  
Figure 1. The PPC South Field lignite BWE (left) and detail shot of the conveyor belt (right) 
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Figure 2. Original plans used during this project, showing the PPC excavator and the belt dimensions 

The main challenge in the PPC project was almost a textbook definition of a typical iBelt 
project: Competing technologies, such as mechanical weighing solutions, are installed in PPC South 
Field Mine and they suffer in extreme environmental conditions with high dust concentrations, 
winter rains, low temperatures, fog and dirt everywhere. Bulk material and other dirt particles also 
easily enter the mechanics of belt scales and make regular maintenance, cleaning and even re-
calibration a persistent and cost-intensive requirement [1]. In South Field Mine the mechanical belt 
scales are installed in a conveyor belt more than 3km away from the excavators, because of the 
following limitations: 

• The scale must be located in the area of lowest tension on the conveyor 
• The material to be weighed must settle on the belt before it is weighed 
• The conveyor inclination should not exceed the angle at which the material will slide 

backward and be re-weighed 
• If the conveyor has a concave curve, the scale must be located at least 12 metres from the 

point of tangency, to avoid lifting of the belt 
    
Some of the major shortcomings of belt scales can be seen in the illustration below: 
 

 
Figure 2. Illustration with major error sources of belt scales 
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The request of the PPC engineers wasthe , reliable, real time measurements of the bulk material 
excavated 24 hours a day, to be visualized in the Operators cabin of the BWE, with minimum 
maintenance and downtime. 

The radar-based iBelt solution, however, was designed and to work specifically under such 
conditions and has proven the test of time with installations from Chile’s Atacama desert to Russia’s 
far East near Vladivostok. Thus, temperature range -20 to 40° C in Northern Greece’s weren’t going 
to be a problem, nor the dust and dirt in the South Field lignite field.  

After getting clear on technical potential of the iBelt solution, PPC did the math of the 
commercial part, approaching it with a long-term perspective and an eye on sustainability: Although 
the primary investment CAPEX for equipment like belt scales is comparably lower than for iBelt, the 
accumulating OPEX costs make the total costs of ownership much higher over time. Consequently, 
the decision for iBelt in the case of PPC was clearly born out of the desire to have stable and reliable 
conveyor belt volume measurements in a critical process point but without the need to assign special 
staff to keep the system running. The key to almost every decision for iBelt is long-term process 
thinking instead of short term investment aspects. Following to that, indurad received the PO in 
spring of 2016 and immediately began customizing PPC’s own iBelt.  

 
2. IBELT FOR PPC: SOLUTION LAYOUT 

Any iBelt starts with our standard layout: one iDRR (indurad DualRangeRadar) sensor is 
installed above the conveyor belt with a distance of (ideally) 1.5 times the belt width. Typically, one 
iDVR (indurad DopplerVelocity Radar) is installed in the same mount or casing to measure the 
material speed to arrive at volumetric measurements. Alternatively, fixed belt speeds can be 
integrated, in rare cases third-party equipment such as encoders can be used. However, indurad 
generally recommends using the iDVR sensor for speed measurements to avoid substantial 
measurement errors by travelling rolls, slippage and other error sources.  

Irrespective of the type of conveyor belt, the accurate belt speed is required in order to 
calculate mass flow over time. iBelt either uses a fixed belt speed parameter, which can be entered 
via the iWEB interface or input signal by Modbus TCP/IP. Both belt speed (m/s) and cross section 
(m²) are multiplied for volume flow (m³/s). The volume flow is given in t/hr.  

In the case of PPC, the steel beam structure of the BWE’s boom proved to be at an ideal 
distance for both the iDRR and the iDVR measurements. All plans and mounts were therefore 
customized to this environment as the ultimate goal was to determine the volume stream on the 
reclaimer itself. Please see below for some impressions: 

       
Figure 4. Final installation plans (left) with similar perspective in actual installation (right) 

In the PPC project and in any typical iBelt installation, the iDRR is installed with orthogonal 
orientation towards the conveyor belt, while iDVR speed sensor is ideally installed with an 
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orientation of in between 30-35° deg to the material stream for optimum material speed 
measurements. Please see below, iDRR radar measurements in red, iDVR sensor in blue. 

 

  
Figure 5. Excerpts from the original PPC iBelt plans 3D visualizations with iDRR (red) and iDVR (blue) 

This standardized installation principle has two main advantages: First, the iDRR sensor can be 
installed on any conveyor belt, irrespective of inclination. Second, the iDVR sensor measures the 
material speed, not the conveyor belt speed. Slippage-induced errors in the speed measurement are 
therefore avoided.  All plans were based on exact conveyor belt drawings provided by PPC. 

 

 
Figure 6. Installation of with iDRR and iDVR  

3. IBELT FOR PPC: HARDWARE FACTS 

A complete iBelt solution installs on any type of conveyor belt (no width restrictions) and 
contains sensors for volumetric measurements and belt speed measurement. Further sensors for belt 
misalignment and belt wear measurement are available that were not installed in the PPC context. 
Please find more information below for the sensors used in the PPC iBelt. 
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iDRR iRPUembedded Unit 

This 7kg embedded unit has a size of 
303x132x126 and contains both iDRR and 
iRPU in one single full metal body casing. IP 
66. Also contains a second chamber for cramp 
connections. Optionally an integrated camera 
(iCAM), WLAN/3G is available. This sensor 
has been specifically developed for the mining 
industry and requires no maintenance.  

 

indurad DopplerVelocityRadar iDVR-M 

indurad DopplerVelocityRadar iDVR-M is 
optimized for belt speed measurement with a 
speed range between 1m/s and 10m/s. All data 
is processed and sent via CAN to the iRPU. The 
iDVR is always the last device in the CAN Bus 
chain as it is internally terminated. No 
maintenance required. 

 
4. IBELT FOR PPC – INSTALLATION, COMMISSIONING AND SOFTWARE 

The installation work of the iBelt mounts and sensors was entirely conducted by PPC’s South 
Field Engineers, during the summer months of 2016. At the same time PPC Engineers installed a 
new HMI visualization with PLC automation on the Bucket Wheel Excavator (BWE). Indurad 
provided mechanical drawings for mounts. In early September 2016, the commissioning of iBelt 
could commence, followed by the standard indurad routine of remote commissioning by iRemote 
connection. This way the indurad Engineer could parameterize the solution based on the customer 
requirements without causing travel cost and local safety introduction.  

The solution was finally installed and commissioned little later on the E3 bucket wheel 
excavator in November 2016. Production with the system online started almost immediately after the 
final commissioning and produced reliable and precise measurements from day one on. In early 
2017, PPC could issue the letter of final acceptance.  

WEB INTERFACE AS SCADA The actual value of iBelt lies in the process data created for 
PPC. All of these data were made available to PPC via the indurad iWEB HMI (Human Machine 
Interface) and per PLC integration in the BWE main control cabin. iWEB also allows to monitor the 
retrospective development of the volume flow to analyze the process over time. This data analysis 
function contains: 
 Dynamical zoom 
 Dynamical resolution settings 
 Drag & Draw selection of time intervals 
 Explicit setting of time interval. 

A webserver runs on the radar processing unit, combining setup and maintenance modules with 
operator interfaces on one platform. Access is as easy as opening a webpage. Usually, cost intensive 
SCADA integration can be avoided, no additional software installation or maintenance of the same is 
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required. The iWEB interface visualizes all important process data like current volume flow is and a 
scalable timeline of volume flow.  

 
Figure 7. iBelt Volume Flow Overview with iWEB. All relevant production data available at one glance.   

 
Figure 8. iBelt Volume Flow also allows for defining data period (last month, last day, last minute from… to…) to view 

production details over time (= x axis) 
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All PPC production data is stored on the internal memory in differing resolutions, depending 
on the age of data: The newer the data, the greater the expectable depth of information. All 
information can be downloaded for further analysis (e.g. with excel or for long term backup) by a 
simple mouse click. iBelt has contributed to making the local PPC process more efficient by the 
following results, features and benefits: 
 iBelt for PPC helps avoid conveyor belts from running empty, as it reliably detects both belt 

load and belt movement. Belt running empty can easily be identified, turned off, power can 
be saved in significant quantities. 

 iBelt for PPC does not require frequent re-calibration, saving on money and manpower while 
still providing reliable information 

 With no re-calibration and literally zero maintenance in operation, drives to the installations 
positions almost equal zero, saving fuel and manpower for other tasks 

 iBelt for PPC delivers volumetric data rather than mass data – this allows for planning the 
consecutive phases of transporting bulk material much more precisely than before and allows 
to mitigate the negative effects of over- and underfilling in the process chain 

 iBelt is a robust industrial grade solution with an extremely long expectable lifetime.  

 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION – 10% MORE IN AVERAGE HOURLY PRODUCTION 

“The iBelt system is installed on E3Bucket Wheel Excavator boom conveyor belt in South Field coal 
mine. The material volume excavated is measured and displayed in the operators cabin HMI. 
Furthermore the iDDR is connected to the Ethernet network of the excavator and so to the industrial 
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network of the mine. The engineers from a remote engineer station have the ability to control the 
productivity of the excavator, through the iWEB HMI. The Operator of the BWE knowing the volume 
of excavated material in Real Time, adjusts the excavators operation to achieve an optimized 
performance. The result in conjunction with the new HMI automation in the Operators Cabin was a 
16% increase in average hourly yield of the excavator. With further optimization and improved 
utilization of the iBelt system capabilities, the benefits for PPC could be maximized.” 

 
REFERENCES 
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Gearless Drives for Medium Power Belt Conveyors 

Ulf Richter 
 

ABB Automation GmbH, Hänchener Str. 14, 03048 Cottbus, Germany 
 
 

ABSTRACT  

Producers who handle ores, rock, coal and the like are heavily dependent on high-capacity 
conveyor belt systems that are reliable, efficient and very robust. The hourly cost of a conveyor 
breakdown can be substantial, so uptime is a parameter of primary importance. ABB has long 
supplied conveyor systems that meet the stringent demands of producers in a wide range of industries 
(Fig. 1). 

ABB’s new permanent magnet (PM) motors for medium-power gearless conveyor drives 
(GCD) reduce production costs and increase competitiveness. A PM motor, combined with gearless 
technology, also fulfills eco-design requirements, saves energy, reduces failure rates and lowers 
maintenance overheads. 

 
GEARBOXES 

ABB classifies conveyor systems by power band (Fig. 2). Low-power belts are found in almost 
every material-handling plant; medium-power belts are used extensively for shifting rock and coal; 
and high-power belts are for more dense commodities, like copper or iron ore that are transported 
over long distances or steep ascents. 

 

 

 
Figure 1. Typical conveyor drive with gearbox. 

 
In the high-power regime, conventional conveyor drives face challenges, mostly associated 

with the gearbox. Building a gearbox that can handle powers above 3.5 MW is a non-trivial task and 
even when built they are maintenance-intensive when in operation. Further, their lifetime is relatively 
short. Other challenges are posed by the vast array of drive constructions - ranging from mobile 
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units, where motors are housed within the drive station’s steel enclosure, to stationary structures 
where the motor is foot-mounted on concrete foundations. 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Conveyor classification according to installed power. 

 
Such problems can be avoided by using a gearless drive. A GCD uses a low-speed synchronous 

electric motor mounted on a pulley shaft that is designed to handle the high torque produced by such 
motors. The motor is controlled by a variable-speed drive (VSD) to produce a shaft rotational speed 
of typically 50 to 90 rpm. There are usually several drive modules in a drive station and there can be 
multiple drive stations on the conveyor. The power of existing GCDs goes from around 2.5 to 6 MW, 
with a total connected power in the range of 5 to 20 MW. 

— 
A GCD is of lean construction and, because it has relatively few parts, it is long-lasting and 
maintenance-light. 

 
A GCD is of lean construction and, because it has relatively few parts, it is long-lasting and 

maintenance-light. Indeed, drives delivered to the Prosper Haniel coal conveyor in Germany in 1985 
are still running today. GCDs are also attractive from an energy-saving point of view: The gain of 6 
to 8 percent they bring to the efficiency of medium-power systems represents significant cumulative 
savings in electrical costs over the lifetime of the installation (Fig. 3). 

 

 
 

Figure 3. 200 kW direct-drive (Gearless PMSM) and geared drive (Geared SCIM) efficiency comparison, including 
converter, motor, transformer and gearbox losses. 

 
However, a major disadvantage of current GCD technology is that its capital cost is high, 

which makes it competitive with conventional designs only in the higher power bracket and where a 
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long operating life is foreseen. As well as cost considerations, if GCDs are to be commercially 
feasible in the medium-power segment, lower weight, more efficient cooling and a more compact 
size are required. In other words, a new approach is needed if customers with medium-power 
applications are to benefit from GCDs. 

— 

ABB has used its long experience to develop a series of PM motors specifically for ABB GCD for 
medium power. 
 
New GCDs using low- or medium-voltage permanent magnet motors 

Permanent magnet motors have been around for decades – in ship propulsion, pumps, fans, 
blowers, wind power generators, automotive, etc. Now ABB has used its long experience in this field 
to develop a series of PM motors specifically for ABB GCD. 

With a torque range of up to 500 kNm, these new ABB GCDs are ideal for a large number of 
applications – both newbuild and retrofit – and their costs are comparable with equivalent 
conventional geared systems. 

This pioneering GCD concept is lightweight, compact and can be air or liquid cooled. The 
motors can be foot-mounted or shaft-mounted, whereby the latter is quicker to install, easier to align 
and requires less concrete foundation work (Fig. 4). The heavy-duty design is robust enough to deal 
with the shocks and vibrations associated with handling cement, rock, coal and other common mined 
materials. An IP66 rating means the motor is completely protected from dust and water 
contamination. An added benefit is that the GCD has lower operational noise levels. 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Foot-mounted (right) and shaft-mounted (left). The motor mounted to and suspended by the pulley shaft 
has favourable characteristics, such as quick installation or swap-out. However, the foot-mounted version is the 

easiest to design and dimension, especially as the motor weight has no influence on the dimensioning of the pulley 
shaft. The choice depends on customer preference. 

 
A GCD has significant operational advantages over geared equivalents: 

• Fewer components, so it has a higher reliability (about 50 percent lower failure rate) 
and less maintenance is required 

• Higher energy efficiency with lower energy consumption (up to 8% saving) 
• Lower noise emission 
• Operational cost savings (OPEX) 
• No monitoring and testing of gearboxes 
• No oil (reduced fire risk) 
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• Extended life cycle (expected motor lifetime of 25 years is 10 years longer than with 
the gearbox-equipped equivalent)  

 
Gearless drives are especially beneficial in installations where: 

• The planned life cycle is longer than 10 years 
• Gearboxes are a source of trouble 
• High availability is required, or no redundant production lines exist 
• Material buffers are small or non-existent 
• Maintenance work is hard to perform (high altitude, high or low temperatures) 
• Maintenance personnel is difficult or expensive to source 
• Ambient conditions are harsh 

 

 
 

Figure 5. GCD: Customer Values 
 
GCD cost/benefit analysis - a practical example 

The following example demonstrates how the new GCD can reduce operational costs for a 
mining conveyor system. It is based on the following conveyor system design: 

• Conveyor line: 10 flights 
• Drives: 40 in total 
• Power: 1,350 kW 
• Tonnage: 12,000 t/hr 
• Energy cost: $60/MWh 
• Annual operation time: 6,348 hours 

 
The results are presented in Fig. 6 which shows the cumulative cost savings (including 

investment) of a conveyor system equipped with the GCD compared to the same system with geared 
drives. 

The considered cost factors are energy (electricity), system maintenance, repair, loss of 
production and overhaul. Overhaul considers the cost for replacing gearboxes reaching the end of 
their live after 15 years. The five pillars show the saved cost for each time frame. It is obvious that 
savings in electricity and overhaul are most significant for this example. After 15 years, a mine 
would have saved about $25 million by using the GCD for medium power. 
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Figure 6. Cumulative cost savings of GCD versus geared WRIM drives for a mining conveyor system. Conveyor 
length: 40 drives of 1,300 kW, 80 rpm; no buffer capacity. 

 
Pilot project: retrofit of a 200 kW conveyor drive  

In July 2017, after one year of planning, ABB started a pilot project with the title “gearless 
conveyor drive with PM motor” in an open-pit lignite mine close to Cottbus in Germany. 

The new medium-power gearless drive runs in parallel to the existing geared drive on the 2.5 m 
wide discharge belt of a bucket chain excavator, located at the end of the discharge boom. The belt 
has a capacity of 15,400 tons/hour and moves sand - with inclusions of large rocks (ice-age 
foundlings) that give rise to mechanical shock and vibration. The ambient temperatures faced by the 
equipment are extreme: -25 to +40 °C. 

The GCD package consists of a PM motor, frequency converter and a transformer (Figs 7-8). 
Both drives, geared and gearless, are connected to the same pulley shaft. This setup allows exact 
benchmarking. 
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Figure 7. The GCD package at the pilot project 

— 

The GCD package consists of a PM motor, frequency converter and a transformer. 
 
The two drives are sized according to customer specifications and allow 100 percent 

production with each drive independently. The time taken for dismantling, installing and 
commissioning was only two weeks. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. Pilot gearless drive. 
 
The pilot project has established the feasibility of installing gearless conveyor drives on mobile 

mining machines and shows the suitability of PM torque motors to drive conveyors. The GCD so far 
has performed very well under the challenging conditions. 
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— 

GCD delivers an efficient, long-lasting and reliable solution that helps operators to increase 
production and annual revenue, and decrease costs. 

 
The potential for energy savings, reduction of failure rate and maintenance, etc. have also been 

demonstrated. Also, the pilot project proves that it is possible to install gearless drives as an 
alternative to conventional geared drives and at the same time fulfill eco-design requirements 
according to ISO 50001 (energy efficiency) so that the environmental certifications held by mining 
companies is maintained. 

 
Conclusion 

GCDs based on PM motor technology deliver an efficient, long-lasting and reliable solution 
that helps mining and other industries to increase production and annual revenue, and decrease costs. 
GCD drastically reduces the effort for maintenance, repair and asset management. While the upfront 
investment is typically higher when compared to a conventional drive (for a 1.5 MW GCD, the 
investment for the drive is about 10 to 30 percent higher; the combined cost of the mechanical and 
electrical equipment of the whole conveyor will be less than 5 percent higher), the savings in 
maintenance, energy cost and downtime lead quickly to a return on investment of typically less than 
one or two years. When analyzing the total cost model for a GCD acquisition, it should be borne in 
mind that the conveyor system usually occupies a critical path in the mining or production facility - 
should the conveyor malfunction, the work rates of excavators, crushers and other processing 
equipment will be adversely affected too. 

The introduction of a GCD for medium-power conveyor drives based on a PM synchronous 
motor offers exciting possibilities for mining applications. This new concept allows implementation 
of a gearless motor into an existing or new medium-power conveyor – an exercise that has been 
practically difficult and technically infeasible using conventional synchronous motors up to this 
point. 
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Mining 4.0 - Our Digital Journey 
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ABSTRACT  

Up to 60% of OPEX result in the transportation cost within a mine.[1] There is a trend to use 
continuous conveying technology as a cost-effective transport method. Increased application of long 
as well as steep incline systems can be observed in the markets. The demand for a predictive 
maintenance is rising. Therefore, solutions for a stationary as well as mobile monitoring of conveyor 
belts is necessary. Data management and analysis are important conditions on the journey for an 
innovative service provision. Cloud technology represents an interface for data exchange. 
Digitalization is the basis for new business models. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Transportation cost represent the largest cost factor in the operation of a surface mine and also 
for underground mine. Therefore, taken measures for cost reduction in this area have a great impact.  

So far, innovations in continuous material handling provided technologies which had limited 
possibilities for mining. Vertical conveyors offer new options - 1500 tons of ore can be conveyed 
from 1000 m depth. Moreover, MegaPipes can convey up to 10.000 m3 of hard rock per hour 
parallel to the mine slope. Belt strengths up to 10.000 N/mm open the option for long and high 
inclined conveyor systems at the same time.  

In addition, potential customer can expect an intensive monitoring of operating parameters, a 
high system availability as well as an effective service provision. Hence, in this area our offers meet 
the market participants’ challenges and herewith form the vision of Mining 4.0.  

 
 

2. CONTINUOUS CONVEYING TECHNOLOGY IS THE MOST EFFECTIVE 
TRANSPORT METHOD 

For transporting large volume flows continuous conveying technology is the most effective 
method. This statement is not new. Previous constraints regarding incline and conveying height 
became less due to innovations in these fields. As a result, application possibilities in continuous 
conveying technology underwent an expansion.  

Basis of the current service offer of ContiTech in the field of conveyor belts are mobile and 
permanently installed monitoring systems. These systems monitor the condition of the conveyor belts 
and result in an excellent precondition for an effective predictive system maintenance. Visualized 
protocols include the status description of the conveyor belt and recommendation for action in an 
easy understandable way for system operator and service partner.   
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Figure 121. Surface Scanner for monitoring belt usage and surface. 

 

 

3. CONTI+ - DATA MANAGEMENT AND EFFCTIVE INSTRUMENT FOR 
MONITORING CONVEYOR BELT CONDITIONS 

This software tool is in use already for many hundred times and facilitates monitoring of 
conveyor belts and conveyor systems. Besides storage of essential systems parameters, pictures, 
movies, and protocols, this tool determines the dynamic remaining term of conveyor belts. All 
information and data are provided in a transparent way as well as online on various possible devices. 
As a result, responsible persons from small to large enterprises utilize this tool for their decision 
making processes which are herewith based on a realistic fundament. Interesting new possibilities for 
an effective management of conveyor systems are enabled.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 2. User Interface of CONTI+ - App. 
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4. MINING 4.0 – OUR DIGITAL JOURNEY 

In the centre of vision Mining 4.0 are methods for efficient cost improvements and reduction of 
unexpected downtime. We are aware that new business model can only be realized if the effects 
convince the customer and a quantifiable added value arises.   

With a fundament of high quality conveyor belts and automated monitoring of relevant 
parameter ContiTech is currently developing new service concepts. Therefore, products are cross-
linked via CONTINETAL.cloud with available information. Customer-specific as well as system-
specific evaluations will further contribute to optimize service packages. To point out, key is and will 
be the value added for our customer.  

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. Online data management of conveyor belts. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

Continuous conveyor technologies are the most efficient transport method for large flow 
volumes. Innovations in conveyor belt technologies significantly expand fields of applications.  

Reliable monitoring systems as well as consequent utilization of digital technologies open up 
completely new business models. As a result, long-term as well as transparent cost overview and 
minimal ownership costs are ensured plus unexpected downtime is avoided.   
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ABSTRACT 

The opening and development of large opencast lignite mines with complex continuous 
mining systems is subject to a large number of environmental and social risks. The impact of the 
mines is constantly increasing, therefore monitoring and adjusting to changes are becoming a priority 
for the managers of mining companies.  

The process of controlling social and environmental risks, which could temporarily or 
completely stop lignite mining production on opencast mines, is based on the analysis and 
determination of the probability of occurrence, the operation reliability of the opencast mine, the 
necessary safety reserves of lignite and the required costs for minimizing the impact of the risk to a 
minimum.  

Social risks are related to sustainable development, harmonization with the local community 
and government legislation. Environmental risks can be controlled, when it comes to sustainable 
mining, and partially uncontrolled, in relation to natural disasters. Together they represent a serial 
stochastic process with probabilities which define the reliability of the opencast mine production as a 
whole.  

The set methodological approach allows for practical interactive control of the social and 
environmental risks during opencast lignite mining in real space and time, and is the basis for 
optimizing the process of sustainable mining.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The reliability of an opencast mine as a business system implies adapting and complying with 
real risks. Given that there is no zero risk, it is necessary to conduct good quality identification, 
analysis and valorization of risks in all areas of business, and then identify measures to reduce risk or 
bring risk to an acceptable state. 

Modern business systems, such as opencast mines, are conditioned and accompanied by a very 
wide range of potential hazards and threats, which very often and completely negatively affect the 
company's business and performance. There is a variety of external factors (social changes, uncertain 
economic situations, inadequate and heavily burdensome legislations, narrow selection of competent 
workforce etc.) which often can’t be influenced. Also, numerous internal threats for the business 
system safety could arise from the business domain (in terms of organization and business 
processes), and domains of and sociological influences and ecology. 

Opencast mines have a considerable number of environmental and social aspects (Figure 1) 
with high risk intensities during their whole lifespan, starting with the sensitive process of 
transforming resources into coal reserves, the process of obtaining permits for mining, to the process 
of development and closure (Figure 2) [4]. The impact of these aspects is constantly increasing, so 
tracking and alignment with changes is almost a priority for managers of mining companies. 
Especially when it comes to the increasingly complex risks, which are related to the need for 
obtaining a series of approvals related to the environment and the local community, urban planning, 
displacement, water, landfills and hazardous waste disposal, emissions, as well as the development 
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of the community and employment. Other natural unpredictable risk factors, such as earthquakes, 
floods and large landslides, which threaten infrastructure facilities and mining equipment, as well as 
increased risks associated with inevitable global climate change, should be added to this. 

 

OPENCAST 
MINE

 Social aspects

Air pollution, Noise, Vibrations, Waters, Soil, Flora, Fauna, Microclimate, Use of surface, Visual 
appearance, Energy, Natural heritage, Accidents, Disasters etc.

Displacement (settlements and population, road, public infrastructure, cultural monuments), 
Use of surfaces, Urbanization of rural population, Concentration of economic 

activities, Development of other economic activities, Closure of opencast mine etc.

Financial  market, Organization, Personnel, Business processes, Equipment, Finances etc.

Environmental 
aspects

Business 
aspects

RISK

 
Figure 1. Business, environmental and sociological aspects with high intensity of internal risks for the sustainable 

operation of the opencast mine  
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Figure 2. Changes in reliability and risk in the life cycle of an opencast mine  

Since mining companies work in conditions of uncertainty and turbulent environments, 
whether it’s business, technological or natural uncertainty, it is essential that they continuously and 
proactively affect the internal and external risks to which they are exposed. This is especially 
important considering the long lifespan of large opencast lignite mines which consists of discrete 
stochastic activities (Figure 1) and relatively frequent changes in the environment, especially when it 
comes to uncontrolled natural disasters. In all phases of making the Environmental and Social Impact 
Assessment (ESIA), it’s almost impossible to predict a range of social and environmental risks in the 
most important and longest part of the mining process, related to opencast mine development. 

This approach to dealing with uncertainty of operations is a controlled risk management 
process aimed at sustainable opencast mining, which implies harmonization of economic growth and 
development with the interest of environmental protection and social development. In this way, 
economic sustainability represents a necessary, but not sufficient, requirement for realization.  The 
approach, i.e. the methodological framework for risk management, is also very important when it 
comes to opencast mining. In accordance with the classic definition, risk is defined as the product of 
the probability of occurrence and the consequences of risks. In this sense, the risk of system failure is 
the product of failure probability and costs incurred after it. However, such an approach does not 
show the risks of losses that exceed the acceptable limit. In this regard, the approach to the analysis 
of social and environmental risks based on the principle of potential losses was developed, which 
includes determining the probability and time of failure. These risks are presented in a serial link of 
elements whose individual reliability should minimize total capital and operating costs and losses 
due to failure, among other things, through the net present value cash-flow model. In this way, the 
complex management of social and environmental risks is objectified. 
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2. ANALYSIS OF SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS ON LIGNITE OPENCAST 
MINES 

As a rule, all phases of the opencast mine life cycle seen as a discrete random process are 
followed by a large number of geological, technological, technical, economic, ecological 
(environmental), social and financial risks. It is not possible to precisely and with certainty determine 
the importance any of the mentioned risks might have on the realization of lignite mining and what 
might be the realization reliability of particular activities (Figure 1). The management of risks on 
opencast mines is especially important considering that the overall risks and losses in mining are due 
to failure and simultaneous unknowns that determine the stability and costs of lignite production. 

Opencast mining and a significant part of the necessary accompanying activities bear a number 
of direct, indirect, permanent and temporary complex spatial changes and certain adverse 
environmental impacts, which from the aspect of the impact analysis and controlled risks as a whole 
make it an extremely complex problem (Table 1). Negative impacts of opencast mining, which can 
be controlled in the short and long term, most often appear as: 

• spatial (change of the terrain morphology, destruction of the land, resettlement and 
displacement of settlements, relocation of infrastructure, construction of specific 
infrastructure, construction of specific communications), 

• technical-technological (landslides, ground subsidence due to drainage, noise and vibrations), 
• physical-chemical (physical destruction, water pollution, air pollution, chemical oxidation, 

biological activity, microclimate changes, seismic influences). 
Negative spatial environmental effects are characteristic, with lower and higher intensity, in 

almost all stages of opencast mining, from exploration and preparatory work, the period of mine 
opening, the period of full production, to the period of closure and post closure. The technical-
technological and physical-chemical effects of opencast mining are intensive during the period of 
preparatory work, opening, achieving full production and closure of the opencast mine. 

On the other hand, uncontrolled environmental impacts also have a major impact on the 
operation of opencast mines, and cause serious crisis situations that need to be defined in more detail. 
These are, above all, natural disasters, most of which are getting more frequent due to climate 
change. The emergence of a crisis situation in relation to an opencast mine can be due to very 
different causes, such as earthquakes, landslides, floods, infrastructure destruction, social unrest and 
even epidemic diseases. 

Special attention is increasingly required for social and environmental risks in relation to costs 
(Figure 2). Risks can be divided into controlled risks, which are predictable and could have short-
term planned control in the opencast mine area, and uncontrolled risks, which are related to external 
influences whose occurrence cannot be predicted short term and as a rule relate to the contour of the 
mine. Uncontrolled risks, which are particularly related to ecological hazards, may have catastrophic 
consequences on mining and lead to a prolonged temporary suspension of work, as well as the 
complete closure of the opencast mine with great losses. From a sociological point of view, 
uncontrolled risks most often relate to the intermingling of settlements and expropriation in the 
function of mining. 

Proper crisis management is usually addressed in three phases: the preparation of a tactic if a 
crisis cannot be prevented, the preparation of planning documents and crisis resolution if it appears, 
and forming a post-crisis conclusion in order to continuously improve management. The 
establishment of such an approach requires time and careful preparation. 

Except in the context of risk as failure, management in opencast mining increasingly needs to 
pay attention to social and environmental risks from the aspect of the lignite production cost, (Figure 
3). 
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Figure 3. Social and Environmental sustainability in the function of Costs 

Table 1 shows important controlled and uncontrolled environmental and socio-economic 
lignite mining impacts in relation to opening and development activities. 
 
Table 1. Opencast lignite mining Controlled and Uncontrolled Environmental and Socio-Economic impacts 

 
Activities Controlled Environmental 

Impacts 

Uncontrolled 
Environmental 

Impacts 
Socio-economic Impacts 
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n Infrastructure 
Development, 
Overburden 

Removal, Lignite 
mining. 

Land disturbance, 
Geomechanical stability, 
Mining output stability, 
Vegetation disturbance, 
Noise, Dust, Aesthetics, 

Water and Energy 
consumption, Surface 

and underground water 
discharge, disruption 

and pollution, Air 
emissions, Biodiversity 

protection, Resource 
efficiency. 

Earthquakes, 
Floods, 

Landslides ... 

Worker H&S, Community 
H&S, Capacity building, 
Skills development, Land 

and asset acquisition - 
displacement, Politics, 
Enhanced community 

services, Jobs, Royalties, 
Taxes, Capital investment. 

L
ig

ni
te

 
H

an
dl
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g 

Lignite transport 
to TPP, 
Storage. 

Land disturbance, 
Vegetation disturbance, 
Noise, Dust, Water and 
Energy consumption. 

Earthquakes, 
Floods, 

Landslides ... 

Worker H&S, 
Community H&S, 
Jobs, Investments. 

O
ve

rb
ur

de
n 

an
d 

W
as

te
 

D
is

po
sa

l Overburden and 
mine waste to 

inside or outside 
dumps. 

Land surface 
disturbance, 

Water contamination, 
Aesthetics. 

Earthquakes, 
Floods, 

Landslides ... 

Worker H&S, 
Community H&S, 

Investments. 
 

 
Social and environmental risks are generally defined as a possibility of unwanted consequences 

caused by future hazardous events. The effectiveness of risk management depends on risk cause 
identification and on the measures that are being implemented to reduce possible failures and 
negative consequences. Reducing the probability of failure is a more effective way of managing risks 
than analyzing and subsequently removing the consequences of unwanted events. Risk is essentially 
an unreliability, and its value is the probability of complementing the reliability up till value one. 
Same as any process, the risk management process has a measure of efficiency that depends on the 
quality of the implementation of process analysis and the risk management plan (Figure 4), where the 
measures are implemented to reduce the unreliability and its negative consequences. Also, effective 
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risk management involves a range of activities for overcoming the potential risks (failures), that must 
be continuously carried out over the lifetime of the opencast mine, in order to maintain its reliability 
at an acceptable level. 

The most commonly used methodology in risk assessment, also known as semi-quantitative 
risk analysis, is based on the interaction between the likelihood that the risk will arise and the 
consequences that a social or environmental risk might cause to a business activity, process or to the 
company as a whole. The product of the scores expressing the probability of failure and the 
consequence from failure gives the each individual risk score. This traditional approach based on risk 
matrix is suitable for situations where the opencast mines system failure is caused by single failure 
events [7]. However, in most cases, failure is due to various factors whose overall risk is difficult to 
express in this way. Therefore it is necessary to calculate total risk for the mutually exclusive 
individual events of social and environmental failures and the risks associated with them, with 
respect to risk acceptability criteria.  

In general, a risk can be acceptable or unacceptable.  
An acceptable risk, which includes insignificant, minor and moderate risk, implies exposure to 

a risk which is tolerated without taking any measures. The risk is also acceptable in situations where 
the cost of taking measures is disproportionate to the potential benefits, but it can be controlled with 
measures or plans to reduce or mitigate the consequences of risks.  

An unacceptable risk is usually passed on to a third party or being avoided by abandoning 
activities which carry such a risk. Transferring risk to a third party or sharing a risk with a third party 
is practically the best response to significant and unacceptable risks. In those events where extremely 
dangerous consequences can occur, it is necessary to further verify the probability of such an event, 
in order to define the required level of risk mitigation activities. The non-acceptance of a high and 
extreme risk by avoiding most often causes the abandonment of an activity which carries such a risk. 

In Figure 4, a general model of social and environmental risks analysis process and risk 
management process is presented. The results of the risk analysis are used as a basis for risk 
management. The risk analysis process is iterative.  
 

Risk identification

Providing 
resourses

Planning

Risk assesment

Risk evaluation Control

Monitoring

OPENCAST 
MINE

OPENCAST 
MINE

RISK ANALYSIS RISK 
MANAGEMENT  

Figure 4. A general model of the risk analysis process and risk management process  

The first cycle through the risk analysis process identifies the perceived risks, which become 
more or less important when the cycle is completely repeated. In order to understand the importance 
of the risk to the opencast mine, it is necessary to assess the probability of its occurrence and its 
consequences. This assessment may be limited to a qualitative or semi-quantitative description, 
which suffices in many cases, when it comes to individual causes of risk. The probability and 
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consequences of summarized risks can then be quantified and unified, and thus serve for a more 
detailed and more realistic analysis.  

The process of analyzing social and environmental risks or unreliability includes the following 
common process activities [9]: 

• Risks identification - forming a list of all potential risks for the operation of the opencast 
mine.  

• Assessment of individual risks - determining the importance of risk based on the assessment 
of the probability of occurrence and the consequences of risks for the operation of the 
opencast mine. 

• Evaluating individual risks - deciding whether the degree of each risk is (not) acceptable. 
• Risk summarization - a summarized evaluation of several risks serially connected, with the 

establishment of eligibility criteria. In case of risk unacceptability, it is necessary to 
determine the measures that make the risk more acceptable.  

Social and environmental risk management includes the following basic activities: planning, 
resource provision, control and monitoring (Figure 4). Considering that the process of elimination or 
reduction of risk is carried out simultaneously with other business activities, risk management 
practically starts at the exploration phase for the opencast mine, along with the process planning. 
Those risks are identified and evaluated, plans for their partial elimination are set, and this process 
continues throughout the life cycle of the opencast mine (Figure 2). The probabilities of occurrence 
and the impact of identified risks are assessed, taking into account the previous experience and data, 
paying attention to the methods and criteria, and considering the increasingly more frequent and 
complex changes in the environment.  

Quantitative and qualitative methods or some of their variations are used for the risk analysis, 
as part of the risk management process [1, 9]. The mining industry commonly uses qualitative risk 
analysis methods to analyze hazards and business risks, including many classified as catastrophic 
risks [11]. Despite the widespread use, qualitative methods suffer from a number of limitations. For 
instance, the use of language to describe hazards and risks creates inherent subjectiveness. The 
resultant uncertainty combined with the natural or statistical variability within the often scarce 
information that is available further complicate scenario predictions and comparisons, particularly 
around catastrophic failure events that society so often associates with mining. Peoples’ 
inexperience, perceptions and assumptions particularly in times of skill shortage and high employee 
turnover, are also part of the dilemma.  

Today, quantitative methods for risk assessment are increasingly being used in the world, as 
they also give more objective risk assessments on the basis of better decision making in the domain 
of managing business, environmental and sociological risks.  
 
3. PROBABILITY ASSESSMENT AND SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS 

MANAGEMENT 

An analysis of social and environmental risks is necessary in order to support the correct 
management decisions on lignite opencast mines. Risk analysis helps with identifying a number of 
alternatives for the reliable realization of the expected production, in accordance with a set of certain 
criteria and limitations that influence the risk assessment. 

For mutually exclusive individual events of social and environmental failures, the appropriate 
risks should be assessed and accumulated to the total risk (of an exceedance event) [8, 12]. Total 
risks are divided into social, environmental, which can be easily controlled by project design, 
operational measures and investments, and uncontrollable environmental risks associated with 
ecological disasters (earthquakes, floods, enormous landslides, etc.) (Figure 5). The total estimated 
risk is then verified by comparing the eligibility criteria for the elements of the socio-ecological 
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subsystem, such as the minimum permissible values of reliability, risk of failure and present value of 
losses. 
 

 
Figure 5. Enormous landslides (2.8 km2) on opencast coal mine Collolar in Turkey which sadly killed ten employees 

(2011) 

The process of assessing the total risk of scenarios with mutually independent social and 
environmental failures involves (Figure 6): 

- Identifying all potential hazards and failure scenarios. 
- Estimating the probability of occurrence of each failure scenario. 
- Estimating the consequences (losses) for each scenario in regard to its occurrence. 
- Estimating the risk associated with each failure scenario. 
- Estimating the total risk by accumulating the risks associated with the separate failure 

scenarios. 
- Comparing the total estimated risk with the criteria of risk admissibility. 
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PROCESS OF CONTROLING SOCIOLOGICAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS OF LIGNITE OPENCAST 
MINES 

SOCIOLOGICAL ASPECTS
ENVIRONMENTAL 

ASPECTS

SOCIO-
ECONOMIC

HEALTH AND 
SAFETY

QUALITY OF 
LIFE SOIL AIR WATER

CONTROLLED IMPACTS
Local community, H&S, 

Resettlement, Expropriation

UNCONTROLLED IMPACTS
Strikes, Politics, Laws and 

Regulations

CONTROLLED IMPACTS
Local community, H&S, 

Resettlement, Expropriation

UNCONTROLLED IMPACTS
Strikes, Politics, Laws and 

Regulations

IDENTIFICATION, ASSESMENT 
AND EVALUATION OF 

INDIVIDUAL S&E RISKS OF 
FAILURE

TOTAL S&E RISK

RISK REDUCTION COSTS

RISK ACCEPTIBILITY CRITERIA

UNACCEPTABLE RISKCORRECTIONS ACCEPTABLE RISK REALIZATION OF 
ACTIVITIES  

Figure 6. The process of assessment and management of social and environmental risks of failure 

According to the classic definition, the risk of social and environmental failure is practically 
the possibility of occurrence of a situation or event that can have negative consequences on the 
function and operation of the opencast mine, and it’s defined as: 
 
𝑅𝑅 = 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝑁𝑁                                                                                                                                                     (1) 

Where: Pf - probability of social and environmental failure (exceedance probability) 
 C - losses caused by failure  

The basic losses from failures due to social and environmental causes can be classified in 
several main categories: 

• Loss of life or damage to health. 
• Losses associated with damage to the environment, contours and infrastructure of the 

opencast mine.  
• Financial losses including loss of production, cost of intervention and repair, losses due to 

change of laws, environmental disasters, social unrest, cost overruns, inflation, capital costs 
changes, exchange rate changes, etc.  

• Loss of reputation, including mistrust in production stability and management, change of 
contract, impact of the share value, social changes, etc. 

Depending on the category, losses can be expressed in monetary units, the number of deaths, 
loss of time, the amount of lost production, the amount of pollutants released into the environment, 
etc. Total failure losses in opencast mines are usually expressed in monetary units.  

For i mutually independent failures, the total risk of failure is:  
 
𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡 = 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠1 ∙ 𝑁𝑁1 + ⋯+ 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖                                                                                                                        (2) 
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Where: Rt - total risk of social and environmental failure 
 Pfi - probability of failure of the i-th element (i = 1,…, n) 
 Ci - expected losses due to the failure of the i-th element 

Any individual risk of failure Ri = Pfi*Ci could be acceptable, while the overall (aggregate) risk 
might be unacceptable. The total risk of failure in the serial systems which consist of social and 
environmental elements might be unacceptable because it may cause a high risk of system failure as 
a whole, even though the risk of failure of every individual element is permitted. 
The maximum allowed risk tolerance level (Rmax) or the maximum acceptable probability of failure 
(Pf max) is:  
 
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥 = 𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥

𝑁𝑁�                                                                                                                                  (3) 

 
The limit of the risk of failure R being less than Rmax corresponds to the limit probability of 

failure Pf  being less than the acceptable level of Pf max (Pf ≤ Pf max): Pf ≤ Pf max = Rmax /C. When this 
condition is met, the risk of failure R is less than Rmax (R ≤ Rmax) and practically represents the 
maximum acceptable failure loss. 

If the minimum reliability or operational probability of the element Po min = 1 - Pf max = 1 - 
(Rmax/C) is at least equal to the maximum allowed risk of failure (Rmax) in order to keep the risk of 
failure at a certain level, then the maximum risk of failure for the given minimum system reliability 
is:  
 
𝑅𝑅𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝑥𝑥 = (1−𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑚𝑚𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖) ∙ 𝑁𝑁                                                                                                                         (4) 
 

This equation encompasses the states of social and environmental systems in which the risk of 
failure is below the maximum allowed level of Rmax, where the failure element which entails 
significant losses must be more reliable than the failure element that entails less losses. Elements 
which generate massive failure losses must be planned with a higher level of reliability. 

Operation probability until the failure of social, controlled and uncontrolled environmental 
elements within a serial connection as a subsystem of a complex opencast mining system (Figure 7), 
can be described by different laws of distribution, depending on the characteristics of the system and 
its elements, operating conditions, failure characteristics, and so on [6, 13]. The simplest, in practice 
of system stationary probabilities, verified and the most used is the exponential distribution with the 
following stationary distribution function of system elements (i) operating time: 
 
𝑅𝑅𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖(𝐻𝐻) = 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑆𝑆(−𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝐻𝐻), 𝐻𝐻 = 1, … ,𝑛𝑛                                                                                                      (5) 
   
Where: t - set operating time, ai - distribution parameter (failure intensity).  

The mean operating time to failure of system elements is:  

𝑇𝑇𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 = ∫𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 (𝐻𝐻)𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = ∫ 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑆𝑆(−𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝐻𝐻) 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 1 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖�                                                                                     (6) 
 

On the other hand, risk or the renewal probability after a failure by the time t at an exponential 
law of time distribution for restoring of system elements with the parameter bi (renewal intensity) in 
time from 0 to t is: 
 
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖(𝐻𝐻) = 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑆𝑆(−𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝐻𝐻)                                                                                                                           (7) 
 

The mean renewal time of the system elements is:  
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𝑇𝑇𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 = ∫𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜 (𝐻𝐻)𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = ∫ 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑆𝑆(−𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝐻𝐻) 𝐻𝐻𝐻𝐻 = 1

𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖�                                                                                       (8) 
 

The structural schemas that represent the graphical display of elements in the system can 
define unambiguously operation or failure of the system [3]. System elements are connected in 
series. If the system consists of (n) elements connected in series, the system probability operation 
Pso(t), for the probability of each element operation Poi(t), is: 
 
𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜(𝐻𝐻) = 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜1(𝐻𝐻) ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜2(𝐻𝐻) ∙ … ∙ 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖(𝐻𝐻) = ∏ 𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖(𝐻𝐻)𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖=1                                                                             (9) 
 

Probability of the system operation is: 
 
𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖(𝐻𝐻) = 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑆𝑆(−𝑎𝑎1 ∙ 𝐻𝐻)𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑆𝑆(−𝑎𝑎2 ∙ 𝐻𝐻) …  𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑆𝑆(−𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝐻𝐻) = 𝐴𝐴𝑥𝑥𝑆𝑆(−𝐻𝐻 ∑ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖=1 )                                        (10) 
 
Probability of the system failure is: 

 
𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑠𝑠 = 1−𝑃𝑃𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜(𝐻𝐻)                                                                                                                                  (11) 
 

Mean time of the system operation is: 
 
𝑇𝑇𝐴𝐴𝑜𝑜 = 1

∑ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
𝑖𝑖=1

�                                                                                                                                  (12) 

 
Mean losses of the serial social and environmental elements from failure (Ci) by time t is:  

 
𝐿𝐿(𝐻𝐻) = 𝐻𝐻 ∙ ∑ 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 ∙ 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

𝑖𝑖=1                                                                                                                         (13) 
 

When t → ∞, limited stationary operation elements probabilities (Poi) and the renewal elements 
probabilities elements after failure (Pfi) of the serial social and environmental mining subsystem are: 
 
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜𝑖𝑖 = 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖

(𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 + 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖)
� ,𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑖 = 𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖

(𝑎𝑎𝑖𝑖 + 𝑏𝑏𝑖𝑖)�                                                                                              (14) 

 
The graph of process state and probabilities of social (Po1, Pf1), controlled (Po2, Pf2) and 

uncontrolled (Po3, Pf3) environmental elements in a serial system connection is shown on Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 7. Probabilities of social (Po1, Pf1), controlled (Po2, Pf2) and uncontrolled (Po3, Pf3) environmental elements in a 

serial system connection 

Opencast mine production systems, as a rule, have extremely high losses due to failures of 
elements, including elements related to social and environmental risks. It is customary to estimate 
losses due to failure through the availability (the ratio of realized and maximum possible production) 
[2]. However, bearing in mind that the failures occur at different times, the financial impact on 
production losses and the cost of regenerating system elements are important, so it’s useful to use the 
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present value of total losses at a given time t in risk assessments, through the known equation PVi = 
Ci/(1 + r)ti, where r is the discount rate. 

Often, in opencast mining, the cost of recovery is greater than the loss of production, so 
accepting only the capacitive utilization does not indicate the real losses due to cancellation. 
Ecological risks that cannot be controlled, like catastrophic events such as disaster, floods and 
earthquakes, and increasingly frequent storms generally caused by global warming, can cause high 
costs for the opencast mines in terms of cost recovery and consequential losses due to production 
interruption. It is customary for the reliability analysis in these cases to use geometric distribution 
with a parameter related to the return period (Tr) of catastrophic events with a probability p, where p 
= 1/Tr, with the function f(t) = p(1 - p)t. The return period is an unconditional time until the 
occurrence of a catastrophic event without the assumption of such an event in the first year [5, 10]. 
The probability that a catastrophic event will not occur during the analyzed period of the project of n 
years is:  
 
𝑃𝑃𝑜𝑜 = (1−𝑆𝑆)𝑖𝑖                                                                                                                                      (15) 
 
 The risk, that is, the probability that the event will happen at least once during the analyzed 
period of the project is: 
 
𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠 = 1−(1−𝑆𝑆)𝑖𝑖                                                                                                                                  (16) 
 
4. SOCIAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL RISKS ANALYSIS ON OPENCAST MINE 

TAMNAVA-WEST FIELD 

Opencast mine Tamnava-West Field, with an annual output of 15 Mt of lignite, is the most 
important supplier for the Thermal Power Plants (TPP) Nikola Tesla of Electric Power of Serbia. 
Social and environmental risks significantly affect the stability and costs of the production of this 
opencast mine. Analysis has shown that, due to social problems (land acquisition, migration, strikes, 
etc.), production halts for a month every biennial year, and the costs due to production losses and 
additional fees add up to around 5 M euros. Controlled environmental impacts (emissions of harmful 
gases and materials, local landslides, climatic seasonal effects, etc.) occur annually and terminate the 
operation for two months with costs related to losses in production, rehabilitation and fees of about 
10 M euros. Uncontrolled environmental impacts seriously jeopardized the work of the surface mine. 

As a result of extreme rainfall in April 2014, the surface of Tamnava-West Field was almost 
completely flooded (Figure 8). The repair of the opencast mine and submerged equipment, which 
lasted ten months, cost about 100 M euros, while the losses in the production of lignite, which was 
interrupted for five months, resulted in a loss of a 15 M euros profit. For a more precise definition of 
uncontrolled catastrophic risks such as floods, it is important to determine the time of the planned 
period of occurrence n, provided that the catastrophic event will not occur with a given permissible 
probability Po min equal to or greater than 90% for the realization of the maximum tolerable risk of 
failure of Rmax (4). On the other hand, the legally anticipated return period is 100 years, so p = 0.01. 
From here it is clear that n = 10 years since (15): Po min = (1 - 0.01)10 = 0.9. The risk or probability 
that the event will occur in this period is 10%. 
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Figure 8. Flooded opencast mine Tamnava-West Field (April 2014) 

The assessment of social and environmental risks has been done in two variants. In Variant 1 
(V1) the analysis was performed with the indicated conditions, with failure and renewal intensities, 
probabilities, losses given in Table 2. Significant changes were made in Variant 2 (V2). In order to 
increase the reliability of mining from the aspect of social and environmental risks, it was determined 
that an additional retention embankment should be created, with a price of about 6 M euros, which 
reduces the renewal time of uncontrolled environmental impacts to two months. It was also planned 
to increase the volume of the lignite stockyard (Figure 9) with costs of about 60 M euros, which 
provides additional 15 days of supply reserves for the TPP. That also conditionally reduces the 
renewal time of social and environmental elements of the system. Failure and renewal intensities, 
probabilities, losses and risks for Variant 2 are given in Table 3. 

 
Figure 9. Expansion of lignite storage area Tamnava-West Field, marked with purple 

Table 2. Parameters and analysis of social and environmental risks in Variant 1 

Parameter Social Environmental 
Controlled 

Environmental 
Uncontrolled 

Failure intensity (year-1) (6) 0.1 1 0.1 
Renewal intensity (year-1) (8) 12 6 1.2 
Nonexceedance probability (15)  0.96 0.86 0.92 
Exceedance probability (16) 0.04 0.14 0.08 
Losses (M euros) 5 10 115 
Risk (1) 0.2 1.4 9.2 
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According to Variant 1, the total serial nonexceedance probability (9) is 0.76, the exceedance 
probability (11) is 0.24, and the total losses are CV1 = 135 M euros. Total risk of failure amounts to 
(2): 
 
𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁1 = 0.04 ∙ 5 + 0.14 ∙ 10 + 0.08 ∙ 115 = 10.8                                                                                    
 

The present value of total losses at a planned time of exceedance t = 10 years in risk 
assessments, where r is the discount rate equaling r = 8% is: 
 
𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁1 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁1

(1 + 𝐴𝐴)𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁1� = 135
1.0810� = 62.5 

 
Table 3. Parameters and analysis of social and environmental risks in Variant 2 

Parameter Social Environmental 
Controlled 

Environmental 
Uncontrolled 

Failure intensity (year-1) 0.1 1 0.1 
Renewal intensity (year-1) 24 8 6 
Nonexceedance probability (12)  0.98 0.89 0.98 
Exceedance probability (12) 0.02 0.11 0.02 
Losses (M Euro) 3 68.5 14 
Risk (1) 0.06 7.54 7.9 
  

According to Variant 2, the total serial nonexceedance probability (9) is 0.85, the exceedance 
probability (11) is 0.15, and the total losses are CV2 = 85.5 M euros. Total risk of failure amounts to 
(2): 
 
𝑅𝑅𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁2 = 0.02 ∙ 3 + 0.11 ∙ 68.5 + 0.02 ∙ 14 = 7.9                                                                                    
 

The present value of total losses at a given time of construction of the retention embankment 
and extension of the lignite storage area in t = 5 years, where r is the same discount rate r = 8% 
equals:  
 
𝑃𝑃𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁2

(1 + 𝐴𝐴)𝑡𝑡𝑁𝑁2� = 85.5
1.085� = 58.2 

 
A comparative analysis of the variants shows that the social-environmental system in Variant 2 

is more reliable by 12%, that the risk of failure is reduced by 37% and that the present value of losses 
is reduced by 7%. Of course, the shortening of the deadline for the expansion of the coal stockyard 
area in V2 leads to a larger current value of losses in relation to V1. In any case, the increase in the 
volume of the opencast mine lignite storage area leads to an increase in reliability and other 
operational and technological elements of the mining system. Considering that the lifetime of the 
opencast mine will be over 20 years and that the probability of the number of exceedances is 
significantly increasing, the implementation of V2 is fully justified and the facilities for increasing 
reliability and risk reduction are in the realization phase. 
 
5. CONCUSIONS 

Opencast coal mining is a costly and hazardous endeavor when it comes to environmental and 
social risks during mining. Responsible and sustainable mining demands compliance of social, 
environmental and economic components. 
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It’s definitely necessary to do a basic and the most common semi-quantitative risk analysis, 
which is based on the interaction between the probability that the risk will arise and the negative cost 
consequences for every individual social and environmental risk. However, when it comes to 
complex, mutually exclusive individual events of social and environmental failures and the risks 
associated with them in opencast coal mining, it is necessary to use quantitative Risk Assessment 
Based on Assessing Individual Risks proceeding from risk acceptability criteria.  

After the identification of all potential socio-ecological risks, the probability of their 
occurrence and corresponding losses are calculated, the total risks with the criteria of risk 
admissibility using the present value of total losses at a given time are finally determined.  

Generally, in addition to social risks, in a series of probability calculations, controlled and 
uncontrolled environmental risks are included. The probability of uncontrolled hazard risks is 
calculated on the basis of the return period during mining. 

Tamnava-West Field opencast coal mine has been used as an example of socio-ecological risk 
analysis, with concrete data on hazardous events. It was established that enhanced defense measures 
for the protection of the opencast mine from uncontrolled flood risks and the triple increase in the 
volume of coal stockyard are in function of timely reserves for the opencast coal mining system. The 
adopted Variant 2 provides the required total serial nonexceedance probability of 0.85, the 
exceedance probability of 0.15, and the total loss of 85.5 M euros. Total risk of failure amounts to 
7.9. Work on the realization of additional retention embankment and rehabilitation of existing 
channels and retentions have been completed, while the commissioning of new additional stockyards 
is expected in 2019.  

The set methodological approach for control and assessment of socio-ecological risks opens 
new possibilities for optimizing management and overall risks of opencast mining systems and 
subsystems using the reliability theory. 
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ABSTRACT 

PPC’s Mining Business Unit in seeking to achieve free from injury and disease lignite mines’ 
workplaces, in collaboration with PPC’s Department of Health & Safety at Work, works to lead and 
coordinate efforts to prevent workplace death, injury and disease. For the Public Power Corporation 
S.A respect for the society and the environment, it’s not just a legal obligation but a fundamental 
corporate goal, a key part of the broader business policy and a cornerstone of corporate social 
responsibility. Mining Business Unit has integrated the planning, management and performance 
evaluation of health & safety issues through the development of a Health & Safety Management 
System according to international standard OHSAS 18001 at its workplaces (mines and support 
units). The objective of this paper is to review the effectiveness of this system in Lignite Centers’ 
operation and to show the gains and the simplicity of development and implementation, the lessons 
learned and the opportunities of further development and continual improvement. Occupational 
health & safety system performance is not easily measured. The complexity of occupational health & 
safety is such that simple quantified measures are often inadequate and does not represent the overall 
performance of the System or its impact on organisation’s safety culture. Increased attention has 
been given to positive performance indicators and audit tools as measures of some aspects of health 
& safety management system performance. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

During the last decade , the approach of the development and implementation of Occupational 
Health & Safety Management Systems (OHSMS) for the management of health & safety issues, has 
become popular and has been introduced in large and medium-sized companies. Experience shows 
that OHSMS is a logical and useful tool for the promotion of continual improvement of Occupational 
Health & Safety (OHS) performance at the organisation’s level. OHS is a discipline dealing with the 
prevention of work-related injuries and diseases as well as the protection and promotion of the health 
of employees. 

Public Power Corporation SA (PPC) is the leading producer and supplier of electricity in 
Greece, with approximately 7.5 million customers. Its infrastructure extends from lignite mines to 
power stations and renewable energy. PPC’s Mining Business Unit consists  of  the  Department  of  
Central Support of Mines which  is  located  in  Athens and the  Lignite  Centre  of  Western 
Macedonia (LCWM)  in  Northern  Greece – Macedonia. The former Lignite  Centre  of  
Megalopolis (former LCM)  in  Southern  Greece – Peloponnese is now part of PPC’s subsidiary 
under the name Lignitiki Megalopolis S.A. Five open-cast mines are located at PPC’s Lignite 
Centres (West Macedonia and Megalopolis) with an annual lignite production of about 35Mt (2017). 

Within the framework of continuous improvement in Health & Safety issues, Public Power 
Corporation/Mining Business Unit (MBU) redefining its strategy through: 
 Management Commitment 
 Employee involvement and continuous consultation 
 Continuous evaluation and review of  Health & Safety initiatives 
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 Management of OH&S on the basis of carrying out risk assessment and ongoing review  
  Encouraging effective 'bottom-up' communication 
 OH&S performance measurement and monitoring 

Although the evaluation of the level of OHS according to published statistics, classifies PPC’s 
mines among the safest mines sites across Europe, PPC’s MBU has decided to integrate its planning, 
management and performance evaluation of OHS issues through the development and 
implementation of an OHSMS according to international standard OHSAS 18001 requirements. 
Within the last 4 years, three out of five lignite mines have already certified by independent 
Certification Bodies according to OHSAS 18001 requirements. The other two mines as well as 
Support Units are under certification. This paper assess the effectiveness of certified OHSMS in 
improving OHS conditions at PPC’s open-cast lignite mines. 
 
2. RATIONALE FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF CERTIFIED OHSMS 

Precursors of undesired OHS outcomes lie in areas relating to [1]: 
• people (including leadership, behavior and degree of ownership) 
• organisations (including culture) 
• systems (across all business areas) 
• processes (especially technical, but also administrative) 
• physical plant and processing (technical and technological) 

The health and safety management system comprises three levels of control [2]: 
Level 3 - effective workplace precautions provided and maintained to prevent harm to people at the 
point of risk. 
Level 2 - risk control systems (RCSs): the basis for ensuring that adequate workplace precautions are 
provided and maintained. 
Level 1 - the key elements of the health and safety management system: the management 
arrangements (including plans and objectives) necessary to organise, plan, control and monitor the 
design and implementation of RCSs. 

A certified OHSMS takes a systems approach. This is based on the “Plan, Do, Check, Act” 
cycle, which is composed of items such as policy, objectives, procedures and roles as Figure 1 
depicts [3]. 

 

   
Figure 1 : Plan-Do-Check-Act diagram 

 
Therefore, the core elements of a management system, as OHSAS 18001, are policy, planning, 

operation, monitoring and review which comprises the aforementioned three levels of control.  
Several studies shows that the use of OHSMS play a fundamental role in tackling OHS challenges, 
improving worker safety, reducing workplace risks and creates better and safer working conditions 
[4]. The results of several studies revealed that the safety performance of OHSAS 18001-certified 
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companies is better than that of non-certified companies as well as the effectiveness of OHSMS in 
improving OHS outcomes [4], [5], [6]. Findings of studies shows that certified companies are most 
likely to enforce OHS rules and procedures which has an important role in improving OHS 
performance. Their enforcement can improve the safety behavior of employees, which may in turn, 
prevent accidents [4].  

Several researchers have demonstrated that OHSAS 18001-certified companies have an 
adequate and functioning safety management system in order to control occupational hazards and 
have a stronger management commitment, better organized safety training, higher workers’ 
involvement in safety, more efficient safety communication and feedback, explicit safety rules and 
procedures, fairer safety behavior and reasoned safety promotion policies [7]. Implementation of 
OHSAS 18001 will not automatically ensure high safety activities in a company. However, it creates 
a basis for a systematic work in the area of OHS documented policies and procedures, detailed 
working instructions, audits at planned intervals, management reviews, targeted training, explicit 
roles and responsibilities, preventive and corrective actions and measuring and monitoring of results. 

The implementation of certified OHSMS drives mining company from the Reactive stage to 
the Generative stage according to the evolutionary model of Safety Culture [8] (Fig.2). 
 

 

Figure 2. The evolutionary model of Safety Culture 

Τhe evolutionary model of Safety Culture, is an evolutionary ladder consisting of five levels. 
The model assumes that the safety culture of a company has reached a certain level of maturity. The 
model distinguishes between five culture levels. Each culture level reflects the development phase of 
the company in terms of safety. 
 
3. OHS PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT 

OHS performance can be described as a measure of the level of effectiveness of those business 
activities aimed at the prevention of injury and disease to persons in the workplace. The most 
important reason for measuring OHS performance is to monitor the level of success of activities 
aimed at preventing workplace injury and disease and to identify OHS areas for improvement [9] as 
well as to provide information on the progress and current status of the strategies, processes and 
activities used by an organization to control risks to health and 
safety. Measurement information sustains the operation and development of the health and safety 
management system, and so the control of risk, by: 

─ providing information on how the system operates in practice; 
─ identifying areas where remedial action is required; 
─ providing a basis for continual improvement; and 
─ providing feedback and motivation 
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In order to assess the effectiveness of an OHSMS a company should measure the degree of 
conformance with the management system requirements, namely OHSAS 18001 and the outcomes 
of OHS initiatives.  
The effectiveness of implementing OHSMS could be measured through [10]: 
• Prevention of accidents 
• Improving safety consciousness of management and workers 
• Legal compliance 
• Effective on-site safety and health management  
• Improving quality and productivity 
a set of indicators should be used across all of these areas.  
 
4. LAGGING AND LEADING INDICATORS 

Indicators have been used for many years in mining and other high-reliability and high-risk 
industries. Indicators are useful in determining progress in the implementation of management 
systems, and whether business objectives and targets have been met. The many indicators that health 
& safety professionals use can be divided into two categories: lagging and leading indicators. 

Lagging indicators (also referred to as re-active or outcome indicators) measure the end result 
of OHS processes, policies and procedures. They are a record of things that have already happened. 
Since they record things after the fact, they inform a reactive health and safety culture. They measure 
negative or unwanted outcomes such as injuries, illnesses or deaths [11].  They also referred as 
outcomes indicators as they measure the final outcomes. 

Leading indicators (also referred to as pro-active, positive or predictive indicators) focus on 
future health and safety performance with the intent of continuous improvement. They are indicators 
that can give advance warning about what might be going wrong. They can be used to measure 
activities undertaken to positively impact on outcome performance at the workplace, and to identify 
problem areas where additional preventative action is required.  

Using leading indicators, mining companies can identify whether proactive risk-lowering 
decisions and actions are being effective, and why a desired result has or has not been achieved (as 
measured by a lagging indicator). In this way, leading and lagging indicators together trace cause and 
effect pathways [9]. Although, the sensitivity of the outcomes (as measured through lagging 
indicators) to the various leading indicators can be difficult to determine, there is a strong 
relationship between leading and lagging indicators and OHS performance as Figure 3 shows [11]. 
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Figure 3: Relationship between leading and lagging indicators, and performance 

 
Lagging indicators demonstrates output performance while leading indicators demonstrate 

input performance. Quadrant 1 indicates poor results and poor proactive measures. Quadrant 2 
indicates good results (relying on luck) and poor measures. Quadrant 3 indicates good measures does 
not match the results, possibly due to inappropriate measures or due to the time lag between 
measures and results. Quadrant 4 is where an organization can be reassured that they are on a 
continuous improvement. This diagram also gives an indication of the effectiveness of a certified 
OHSMS. An effective certified OHSMS place an organization at Quadrant 4.  
 
5. ASSESSMENT OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF CERTIFIED OHSMS AT PPC’s MINES 

5.1 Quantitative Results 
 

As it is already mentioned, PPC’s Mining Business Unit has developed and implemented a 
certified OHSMS according to international standard OHSAS 18001, in addition to OHS procedures 
and initiatives which are implemented  centrally by PPC’s Department of Health & Safety at Work. 
In order to assess the effectiveness of certified OHSMS at PPC’s mines, we will take into 
consideration OHS leading and lagging indicators of the former Lignite Centre of Megalopolis, 
which has been certified according to OHSAS 18001 requirements since the mid of 2014. 

Various researchers in quality management systems have shown that measuring direct effects 
of certified management systems at outcomes is difficult. As the OHSMS is certified according to 
OHSAS 18001 since the mid of 2014 (2013 was the development and implementation year), eight 
years measurements are taken into consideration (2010-2017), namely four years before the 
certification (2010-2013) and for years after the certification (2014-2017). 
Within that framework, leading indicators such as: 
• Safety training 
• Number of safety audits contacted 
• Number of near misses reported 
• Number of employees that are periodically under medical supervision 
• Hazard assessments contacted 
• Meetings of employees safety committee and number of recommendations made 
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• Full scale drills of Emergency Preparedness  
are considered more representatives to assess the effect of the certified OHSMS on them. Table 1 
shows leading indicators measurements before and after the certification according to OHSAS 
18001.   
 

Table 1: OHS Leading indicators of Lignite Centre of Megalopolis 
 

 2010 2011 2012 2013
* 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Number of hours in Health & 
Safety training per employee  N/A N/A  8,3 10,8 8,3 9,7 9,6 11 

Number of safety audits 14 12 8 20 32 42 55 69 
Number of near misses 
reported 0  0 0 4 2  4 4 3 

Number of employees that are 
periodically under medical 
supervision 

77 44 105 52 154 364  537 424 

Hazard assessments  Assessment studies since 2000 
 New 

assessmen
t studies 

  
Revised 

assessmen
t studies  

  

Meetings of employees safety 
committee (yearly) 

0  0 0 0 2  3 3 3 

Full scale drills of Emergency 
Preparedness 

0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 

 
Before certification After certification 

(*Implementation year) 
 
As it concerns Megalopolis’ Lignite Mine lagging indicators: 
• Accident Frequency Indicator 
• Accident Seriousness Indicator 
• Number of accidents 
are considered more representatives to assess the effectiveness of the certified OHSMS on OHS 
outcomes. Table 2 shows lagging indicators measurements before and after the certification 
according to OHSAS 18001.   
 

Table 2: OHS Lagging indicators of Megalopolis’ Lignite Mine 
 

 
2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Accident Frequency Indicator 4,94 4,46 7,89 4,85 4,66 2,19 5,65 1,88 
Accident Seriousness Indicator 101 91 184 97 92 58 77 46 
Number of accidents 9 8 13 8 8 4 10 3 

 
Before certification After certification 

 
Overall, statistical comparison of leading and lagging indicators between two periods (four 

years each), before and after the certification is as follows. 
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Table 3: Statistical comparison of OHS indicators 
Leading indicators  

Safety training (hrs/employee) same level 
Number of safety audits 267%  increase 
Number of near misses reported 225%  increase 
Number of employees that are 
periodically under medical 
supervisison 

432%  increase 

Hazard assessments  Assessment studies since 
2000 (2010-2013) 

 New assessment studies 
and biannual review 
(2014-2017) 

Meetings of employees safety 
committee  

From none (2010-2013) 
 to  11 (2014-2017) 

Full scale drills of Emergency 
Preparedness 

From none (2010-2013) 
 to 4 (2014-2017) 

Lagging indicators 
 Accident Frequency Indicator 34%  reduction 

Accident Seriousness Indicator 42%  reduction 
Number of accidents 34%  reduction 

 
The average annual accident rates during the period after the certification are lowered by 34%-

42% than that of the period before the certification. These results are in line with other studies who 
noted that accident rates decrease when a company is OHSMS certified [4], [6], [10],[12].  

It is also worth noted that leading indicators are dramatically improved the period after the 
certification compared to the period before the certification, which indicates the effect of certified 
OHSMS on safety climate and safety culture. These results are also in line with studies which noted 
the positive consequences of certification on values, logics and discourses [12] as well as the higher 
levels of safety management practices and safety behavior of certified companies compared to non-
certified [6]. The lack of difference in safety training, before and after the certification, contributed to 
a significant safety training program which has started before. The difference on this criterion is that 
after the certification, training is more focused on specific issues according to hazard assessments 
findings which are now revised periodically. 
 
5.2 Qualitative Results 
 

Certified management systems must be evaluated not only on a scale estimating the extent in 
which they make work environment better or worse, but also in terms of how they may qualitatively 
influence the scope, intentions and contents of OHSMS [12]. 
Except from quantitative leading indicators, there are also some salient qualitative non measured 
factors that management consider the key features of the system as follows: 
 Internalization of values (tidiness and order) 
 Responsible line managers 
 Employee involvement through roles, accountabilities and communication about safety issues 
 Use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 
which are under close monitoring after the implementation and certification of OHSMS.  
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More employees are involved in OHS issues either as internal auditors of OHSMS or trainers 
in specific OHS subjects (especially foremens and engineers at shift level) or members of emergency 
teams.   

 
6. CONCLUSION 

Α certified OHSMS per se is not effective in terms of preventing and reducing the number of 
accidents  at work, if management commitment, safety climate and safety culture are absent. 
However, the development and implementation of an OHSMS can blow a wind of change in the 
organization and mobilize management and employees to the direction of bringing health and safety 
to the frontline together with productivity and other business objectives. Through the use  of a set of 
leading and lagging indicators, the effectiveness of a certified OHSMS in an organization could be 
determined as a preventative and corrective mechanism.  

Accident rates were found to be significantly reduced after the development-implementation-
certification of an Occupational Health & Safety Management System according to OHSAS 18001 
international standard requirements at PPC’s lignite mines.   

From the above analysis it is obvious that four years after the development and implementation 
of certified OHSMS, Megalopolis’ Lignite Mine is at Quadrant 4 of Figure 3 (Continuous 
Improvement) and with Accident Frequency Indicator at 1.88 for 2017, ranked among the safest 
mines worldwide. 

The development-implementation and certification of OHSMS have formulated a safety 
climate which reflected at the OHS outcomes. It can be said that, OHSAS 18001 certification gave at 
PPC’s lignite mines health and safety culture gains, strength and momentum from within.   

The sensitivity of the outcomes (as measured through lagging indicators) to the various leading 
indicators can be investigated thorough research among many mining companies with proper data 
collection and it warrants further studies in the future. 
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ABSTRACT 

Coal surface mining can have significant effects on environment, related to both physical 
disruption of land morphology, habitats and ecosystems. It can also affect substrate factors such as 
ground/surface water quality. More significantly however, coal mine sites could leave behind a 
legacy of secondary detrimental effects due to permanent land form alterations. Traditionally, mine 
site rehabilitation should return sites to safe and geotechnical and geochemical stable conditions 
where, land forms, soils, hydrology, habitats and flora and fauna are self-sustaining and compatible 
with surrounding land uses. To this end coal mine sites are usually returned to their pre-mine uses, 
which, for the majority of mines is agriculture, wildlife habitat or forestry. 

However, new ethos in mine closure plans is the repurposing of mine sites i.e the identification 
of a creative, successful and economically sustainable future use taking advantage of the existing 
infrastructure and being the result of a successful collaboration of mining companies, regulators, 
land-use planners, investors, and citizens to identify the most beneficial use. 

This paper examines some rehabilitation practices, leading to repurposing of mine sites on 
some mostly typical lignite and coal mines worldwide. Some good national examples are also used to 
point out how mine closure plans can be drafted before mine activity closure, leading to the creative 
and successful re-use of decommissioned mines. 

The case study presents a rehabilitation plan of Megalopolis lignite fields, where continuous 
surface mining has been applied. 

 
Keywords: Coal, Surface Mines, Rehabilitation, Lignite Fields, Closure, Sustainable 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Coal mining contributes towards the economic development of a country, while some of the 
beneficial impacts of mining projects include employment and income opportunities, infrastructural 
and community development.  

However, mining activity, has also a great impact upon environment. One of the critical 
parameters which affect the viability of the surface mining projects in the new competitive market 
refers to the stringent environmental conditions in relation to the continuously varying mining 
conditions [1] 

Surface mining activity removes the soil and rock above coal deposits, or seams. This form of 
extraction changes the landscape and has impacts on local flora and fauna, particularly where 
diversion of forest land for mining takes place. Surface mining and associated activities can 
significantly modify the landscape at the site and hence have a major impact on land use options and 
human activities, from recreational or aesthetic perspectives. Further modifications to landscape can 
occur if it is necessary to divert surface waters in proximity to the mine. The overall effect on the 
landscape will depend ultimately on the size of the mining operations and to some extent on the 
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geometric configuration of the deposit. The effect of mining on water and soil quality is also of great 
concern. Acid mine drainage and metal leaching from mine waste dumps are naturally occurring 
processes which are accelerated by intensification of mining operations [2], [3]. Inadequately closed 
mines may continue to degrade surrounding land, water bodies and air [4]. In this framework, 
effective life-of-mine strategic planning of surface lignite mining projects incorporating 
sustainability concepts, with emphasis on mine closure phase, is essential for an integrated approach 
[5]. 

Post-mining land use is generally determined by economic, social and technical factors as well 
as mine site properties. Factors identified as important in the selection process include land resources 
(e.g. physical, biological and cultural characteristics), ownership, type of mining activity, legal 
requirements, location, needs of the community, economic, environmental, technical and social 
factors. The suitability of former mining sites for different activities depends, for example, on current 
land use surrounding the site, infrastructure and facilities, and the extent of any environmental 
impacts, such as soil and water contamination [6], [4].  

Possible alternative for post-mining land-uses are presented in Table 1. The most common 
post-mining land use purposes include agriculture, forestry, recreation, construction, conservation 
and lakes. Post-mining landscapes can harbour unique natural, cultural and economic potential. 
Examples of these are pastures, aquaculture, wildlife habitats, educational, sport and leisure facilities 
and industrial uses [4]. 

 
Table 23. Possible alternative for post-mining land-uses [7] 

Land-use Types Exercised Post-mining Land Uses 

Agriculture Arable farmland, garden, pasture or hay-land, nursery 
Forestry Lumber production, woodland, shrubs and native forestation 

Lake or Pool Aquaculture, sailing, swimming, water sports etc., water supply 
Intensive Recreation Sport field, sailing, swimming, fishing pond, hunting 

Non-intensive Recreation Park and open green space, museum or exhibition of mining activity 

Construction 
Residential, commercial (e.g. shopping centre), industrial (e.g. factory), 

educational (e.g. university), sustainable community. 
Conservation Wildlife habitat, water supply (surface and groundwater) 

Pit Backfilling Possibility of landfill (as last resort) 

 
Post-mining conditions should provide ecosystem services and produce lands capable of 

supporting societal needs in the future. Successful mine rehabilitation, as needed to satisfy today’s 
society demands, requires engineering, design, and purposeful reconstruction of the full mining 
disturbance, not just its surface, and control of waters leaving the mine site [8]. 

In general, there will always be differences in pre-mining and post-mining ecosystems and 
landscapes. Reclaimed mining land, often has significantly lower levels of biodiversity and 
ecosystem services than land that has not been mined [9]. 

This paper presents mine closure paradigms leading to repurposing of mine sites worldwide. 
Past and future rehabilitation works in Megalopolis Lignite Centre, Greece, are also presented that 
are aligned with the emerging new ethos in mine closure plans. 

 
2. MINE CLOSURE PLANS 

Nowadays, mining companies following national legislation or in the framework of their 
Corporate Environmental Responsibility view closure and rehabilitation planning as an integral part 
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of the operating plan. Numerous guidelines on mine closure and mine closure planning have been 
drafted by international organizations (the World Bank, the International Council on Mining and 
Metals, The United Nations Development Programme, etc). Closure guidelines exist at national scale 
(e.g., the Finish Mine Closure Handbook, Guidelines for Preparing Mine Closure Plans in Western 
Australia, Swedish Guidelines, US, Canadian, etc) and industry sector guidelines [10], [11]. 

In the European Union, the mining wastes, materials that must be removed to gain access to the 
mineral resource, are regulated by the 2006/21/EC Mining Waste Directive (MWD). The MWD has 
specific provisions for closure and after-closure procedures for waste facilities. The 1st Best 
Available Techniques Reference document for Management of Tailings and Waste-Rock in Mining 
Activities that was developed in 2009 is currently under review. 

The terms restoration/ rehabilitation/remediation/ reclamation/ regeneration are often used 
interchangeably in literature [11]. However, there are different formal definitions of each which 
apply in different circumstances. Pearman, G. (2009) summarised these different meanings of these 
words in a mine closure perspective to provide an explanation for each term [12]: 

Reclamation is the process of converting derelict land to usable land and may include 
engineering as well as ecological solutions. In other words, reclamation is about to restore the land 
surface to some sort of productive use. 

Restoration, in an ecological sense, seeks to artificially accelerate the processes of natural 
succession by putting back the original ecosystem’s function and form. In an archaeological sense, 
the term implies the repair of old man-made structures to something approaching the original style, 
often using traditional materials and methods. Thus, restoration is reclamation that is guided by 
ecological principles and promotes the recovery of ecological integrity; reinstatement of the original 
(pre-mining) ecosystem in all its structural and functional aspects 

Rehabilitation is progression towards the reinstatement of the original ecosystem and an 
aspect of reclamation. Some ecosystems may have been changed so dramatically that a return to the 
original landscape is no longer possible and rehabilitation - a partial return to a previous state - could 
be the only option. It noted though that under MWD rehabilitation means the treatment of the land 
affected (by a waste facility) in such a way as to restore the land to a satisfactory state, with 
particular regard to soil quality, wild life, natural habitats, freshwater systems, landscape and 
appropriate beneficial uses. 

Remediation generally applies to the environmental clean-up of land and water contaminated 
by organic, inorganic or biological substances. It involves treatment to reduce harm to humans and 
environment. 

Regeneration: Increasingly, society is demanding more from post-mining landscapes so that 
they can return economic as well as ecological benefits to offset negative closure impacts. 
Regeneration implies that a broad socio-economic (and environmental) perspective is being taken, 
including the mine site but also the environment and communities beyond the mine site itself. 

A study conducted in the framework of the revision of the 1st Reference Document for 
Management of Tailings and Waste-Rock in Mining Activities, based on the experience from 
completed and on-going remedial programmes for closed and abandoned mines concluded that [11]: 

• There is a need for proper closure and remediation of closed and abandoned mine sites 
• A systematic long-term approach is necessary to address the issues 
• Remedial programmes can be performed on many scales (national, regional, river basin, 

etc.) 
• Financing the remedial programme is always an issue and resources are always limited 
• Limited resources make it necessary to prioritise between sites (facilities) and to rank the 

sites in order of priority 
• Rehabilitation works beyond those necessary to ensure safety and eliminate health 

hazards should not be attempted if funds are not sufficient to ensure lasting 
environmental improvements  
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• Any decision to perform remediation at a site should be based on solid information and 
go through a stakeholder consultation process 

• The end result of any rehabilitation programme should be self-sustaining sites, 
compatible with the surroundings and requiring minimal on-going maintenance 

• Follow-up and feedback is important in order to improve the remedial programme, the 
implemented remedial measures, to develop the regulatory framework for operating and 
future mining operations, promote stakeholder involvement, etc. 

Likewise, the recent Guidelines for Preparing Mine Closure Plans, published by the 
Government of Western Australia [13] point out that the rehabilitation objectives must be established 
through defining the post-mining land use(s) and site-specific closure objectives consistent with 
those land use(s). These Guidelines define rehabilitation is as the return of disturbed land to a safe, 
stable, non-polluting/noncontaminating landform in an ecologically sustainable manner that is 
productive and/or self-sustaining and consistent with the agreed post-mining land use. Rehabilitation 
outcomes may include revegetation, which is defined as the establishment of self-sustaining 
vegetation cover after earthworks have been completed.  

Rehabilitation normally comprises the following:  
• developing designs for appropriate landforms for the mine site;  
• creating landforms that will behave and evolve in a predictable manner; according to the 

design principles established; and  
• establishing appropriate sustainable ecosystems. 
Principles of mine closure planning are for rehabilitated mines to be (physically) safe to 

humans and animals, (geo-technically) stable, (geo-chemically) non-polluting/non-contaminating, 
and capable of sustaining an agreed post-mining land use.  

The following key principles and approaches should be considered when preparing a Mine 
Closure Plan [14]:  

• Planning for mine closure should be fully integrated in the life of mine planning and 
should start as early as possible and continue through to final closure and relinquishment.  

• Mine Closure Plans must be site-specific.  
• Closure planning should be risk-based, taking into account results of materials 

characterisation, data on the local environmental and climatic conditions, and 
consideration of potential impacts through contaminant pathways (including but not 
limited to site activities or infrastructure) and environmental receptors.  

• Consultation should take place between proponents and stakeholders which should 
include acknowledging and responding to stakeholders’ concerns. Information from 
consultation is central to closure planning and risk management. The closure objectives 
and completion criteria of the mine should be development in consultation with key 
stakeholders 

• Post-mining land uses should be identified and agreed upon through consultation before 
approval of new projects. This should take into account the operational life span of the 
project and should include consideration of opportunities to improve management 
outcomes of the wider environmental setting and landscape, and possibilities for multiple 
land uses. For existing mining projects, post-mining land uses should be agreed as soon 
as practicable.  

• Materials characterisation needs to be carried out prior to project approval to a sufficient 
level of detail to develop a workable closure plan.  

• Closure planning should be based on adaptive management. Closure plans should 
identify relevant experience from other mine sites and research, and how lessons learned 
from these are to be applied.  

• Closure plans should demonstrate that appropriate systems for closure performance 
monitoring and maintenance and for record keeping and management are in place 
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3. POST-MINING LAND-USE OPPORTUNITIES  
 
3.1. Repurposing 

As mentioned above, options for post-mining land use are varied. Recent mine closure projects 
have proved that they can return economic as well as ecological benefits both at local but also at 
regional scale.  

The Eden Project was built in a 160-year-old exhausted china clay quarry in Cornwall, UK. 
Two huge enclosures consisting of adjoining domes are housing plant species and emulating natural 
biomes, a rainforest environment and a Mediterranean environment. The site has also an outside 
botanical garden which is home to many plants and wildlife native to Cornwall and the UK. The 
project, that attracts thousands of visitors each year, aims to educate them about the importance of a 
sustainable environment through the study and education of plants [15]. 

One of the biggest projects of integrated of coal mining closure focussing in giving mined 
lands a new and constructive future use is currently executed by the Lausitzer und Mitteldeutsche 
Bergbau-Verwaltungsgesellschaft mbH (LMBV) in Germany. LMBV, that is owned by the Federal 
Republic of Germany, represented by the German Federal Ministry of Finance, was assigned the 
responsibility for phasing out and restructuring the lignite mining regions of Central Germany and 
Lusatia [16]. 

LMBV has concentrated its activities on remediation of former lignite mining areas: i.e., in 
conversion of these regions to new and constructive future use. LMBV administered more than 
30,000 hectares of real estate in Lusatia and Central Germany. This real estate includes forest areas 
being re-cultivated, areas for agricultural use, former industrial facilities, bodies of water and their 
shorelines, as well as former open-cast mines that still in remediation. Many of these surface areas 
are now usable or will become usable in the near future. The remaining real estate has been in the 
process of preparation, in the form of remediation measures, for specific future use in accordance 
with the stipulations of state and regional planning policy. With ongoing progress in remediation, the 
offering of marketable real estate accordingly increases. This offering primarily includes newly 
created areas suitable for industrial and commercial parks; wind and solar parks; residential building; 
streets, paths, and highways; agriculture and forests; leisure and rehabilitation projects; and nature 
preserves [17].  

Examples of projects of the LMBV in the Lusatian and Central – German lignite regions and 
similar repurposing projects from other countries, focussed on coal mines, are given in the following 
paragraphs. 

 
3.2. Green energy infrastructure 

Many mined lands have been given a second productive life as have been used to 
accommodate green energy infrastructure.  

Photovoltaic systems are operated at abandoned mines around the world. Germany’s largest 
photovoltaic power station, the Meuro solar park, that is a 166 MW photovoltaic power station 
located in the Lusatian lignite region, is built on a former lignite mine. In the Lusatian region in a 
former open pit area is also located the Finsterwalde solar park (80 MW).  
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Meuro solar park [18] Finsterwalde solar park  

Figure 122. Solar parks in the Lusatian and Central – German lignite regions 

In Kidston gold mine, Australia, the mining operations left behide an open-cut mine with 
craters up to 300 meters deep. A project is under way to turn the mine into a massive renewable 
energy hub. The first phase is the construction of a 50MW Solar Project on top of the tailings of the 
gold mine. The second phase is a hybrid solar and hydro project. It will comprise of a 250MW 
pumped hydroelectricity storage facility and a 270MW solar PV power plant. The project will turn 
the craters into a pumped hydroelectric energy storage system [19]. 

The Woodlawn zinc and copper mine, Australia, located approximately 250 km southwest of 
Sydney, left a large pit where a bioreactor was placed in 2004. The Woodlawn Bioreactor currently 
manages around 20% of Sydney’s putrescible waste and capturing its emissions to generate clean 
energy for up to 30,000 homes. Since opening, over 4.1 Mt of waste has been processed at the 
facility, most of which has been used to generate green electricity. The project also includes a 
windfarm that harnesses 48.3 megawatts per year and a solar farm utilising increased sun exposure 
from cleared land to produce 2.5 megawatts of energy per year [20]. 

 
3.3. Recreation opportunities in new water bodies 

Flooding, as a part of an extensive regeneration programme, several decommissioned lignite 
opencast mines in the Lusatian and Central – German lignite regions, created two Lake Districts in 
Germany. The Lusatian Lake District, the largest artificial network of watercourses in Europe is 
among the most spectacular LMBV projects. The Central German Lake District likewise 
represents an aquatic sports facility of large scale. In this Lake District, the lakes are not only 
connected to each other: they are also linked to existing rivers – such as the Pleisse and the White 
Elster – to form one large watercourse network. 

The Central German Lake District offers numerous perspectives for new uses. As a tourist 
destination, it includes 12 large pit lakes. Sites for recreation, tourism and water sports have 
emerged, such as the Cospudener, Markkleeberger and Störmthaler lakes, south of Leipzig, the 
Schladitzer lake north of Leipzig, and the Grosser Goitzschesee lake at Bitterfeld. Sea promenades, 
beaches, restaurants and numerous water sports have already turned these lakes into popular national 
attractions. 
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Artificial lakes south of Leipzig 

 
A holiday resort at the Störmthaler lake 

Figure 123. Artificial lakes in the Central – German lignite region 

Leipzig New Lakeland is currently undergoing a transformation with almost 70 km2 of lakes 
and waterways. A series of tourism trails allowing the area to be explored by boat is especially 
prominent. Waterways connect the city of Leipzig with the new lakes of the mined landscape. 
Around 200 km of navigable waterways are to be created. 

The Geiseltal lake with a water surface of 18.4 km2, a depth of up to 80 meters and more than 
40 km of shoreline offers the best conditions for recreation, tourism and water sports. North of the 
lake stretches the heap of Klobikau, on whose western part vineyards have been successfully 
cultivated for some years. The Marina Mücheln on the southwestern shore of the Geiseltal lake is a 
central point of contact for locals and guests. The marina itself is designed as an ensemble with 
boathouses, a holiday home and a harbour. 

The Lusatian Lake District is a key element of the redevelopment. A large number of new 
lakes with a total water surface of 140 km2 have being created. The flooding of the lakes takes place 
from the rivers Spree, Schwarze Elster and Neisse. The Lusatian Lake District as a tourist destination 
includes 23 lakes. Of these, 9 lakes with the existing Senftenberger lake are connected by navigable 
channels. The planning includes the expansion of maritime connections so that they can also be used 
by sailboats and passenger ships.  

 

 
Artificial lakes in the Lusatian Lake District 

 
Canal between Geierswalder and Partwitzer lakes 

Figure 124. Artificial lakes in the Lusatian lignite region 

Water activities are already possible at Gräbendorfer, Partwitzer, Geierswalder, Sedlitzer and 
Bärwalder lakes in geotechnically safe areas. Rehabilitation is not yet complete in the Lusatian Lake 
District. There may be temporary restrictions on the use of farm roads and other areas as a result of 
ground fissures on tipping areas and the associated additional testing of geotechnical safety. 

The activity opportunities include sailing, surfing and paddling, swimming and diving, water 
skiing and boating. Many lakes have surfing and Sailing schools established. In some lakes there are 
marinas. The Lusatian Lake District also offers habitat to many passing, resting and breeding water 
birds. The low-nutrient soils of the mining landscape are habitat for rare animals and plants. 
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The major use of the lakes is recreation. Many lakes also became part of protected areas for 
nature conservation (e.g. Lake Rassnitz, Lake Paupitzsch, Lake Gremmin). A few lakes are used for 
fish breeding (e.g. the Muldereservoir). In the majority of the pit lakes, however, fishery is done only 
on the basis of the natural development of the fish community after an initial stocking. A few lakes 
are used for purposes of water management, mainly flood protection (e.g. Lake Borna, Lake 
Zwenkau after reaching planned water level). The function as geochemical sink is most impressive in 
the Mulde reservoir due to the permanent through-flow of the complete River Mulde. It acts as a sink 
for heavy metals originating from abandoned ore mines in the Ore Mountains at the Czech-German 
border. In this way, the River Elbe is protected from strong contamination [21]. 

Weaver’s opencast coal mine, in the Waikato New Zealand, was closed in 1993. The opencast 
pit was allowed to fill with water, forming a small lake, and the surrounding area has been smoothed 
out and planted in grass and shrubs to form a recreation area. The pit is now called Lake Puketirini 
and is used by a diving school due to its depth, to train divers for under water engineering projects. 
Lake Puketirini is available for activities such as kayaking, boating, and water-skiing. Walking and 
cycling around the lake are also popular recreational activities [22]. 

 
3.4. Heritage preservation and recreation 

The Ruhr Valley in western Germany was once the country’s industrial heartland. Coal mines 
and iron and steel mills changed drastically the landscape. After the decline of the industries, the 
industrial landscape was transformed through a special framework of projects named IBA Emscher 
Park. Dealing primarily with ecological issues, IBA projects aimed at reversing the ecological, 
aesthetic, and social abuse of the landscape, including a special treatment for slag heaps. 

The Emscher Landscape Park combines industrial heritage and landscape art with a lot of 
nature. The park in the northern Ruhr region consists of gardens and parks, foot and cycle paths and 
numerous tips with unique landmarks. 

Underground mines left behind waste tips and subsidence lakes. The stone dumps and slack 
heaps are typical elements of the landscape in the Ruhr area and part of the industrial heritage. 
Within the framework of Emscher Landscape Park several heaps were designed by artists and 
landscape architects. Now dumps and heaps are important points of identification for the inhabitants 
and landmarks in the Region, visible from far away [23].  

On the tipped cone tip of the former Schleswig mine in Dortmund-Asseln a mountain biking 
area has been designed. On the Prosper tip in Bottrop operates Alpicenter, the longest indoor skiing 
hall in the world. Other tips are sites of arts and parts of the route of landmark art. Before a tip can 
be used for new purposes the danger of fire must be excluded as fractions of coal remaining in the tip 
material can inflame under pressure and can smolder in the inner body of the tip for a long time. 

The Zollverein industrial complex in Land Nordrhein-Westfalen consists of the complete 
infrastructure of a historical coal-mining site, with some 20th-century buildings of outstanding 
architectural merit. It has been inscribed into the UNESCO list of World Heritage Sites since 2002 
and is one of the anchor points of the European Route of Industrial Heritage [24]. 

The grounds of the former Zeche Nordstern coal mine have been turned into an example of an 
industrial landscape park. In 1997, the disused industrial site was turned into the Nordstern Park, a 
public recreation area with a variety of leisure facilities. The 160-ha site is covered with a network of 
paths and viewing axes, lined with gardens, open areas of meadow and a large number of 
playgrounds and quiet zones. In the parka there is an amphitheatre for audiences of up to 6,000 in the 
summer.  

 
3.5. Other infrastructure 
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The LMBV has created seven industrial parks in Lusatia and Central Germany lignite regions. 
These sites were selected in close cooperation with the state, the regions and the municipalities for 
industrial and commercial use and were re-developed into modern high-performance industrial areas 
on the basis of development plans. The industrial areas were integrated into a liveable post-mining 
landscape with a wide range of residential, recreational and recreational opportunities.  

Sites of former coal mines located within easy reach of roads and railroad networks often make 
optimal facilities for logistics service providers. One such site is located in a former coal mine of an 
area of approximately 1 km2 northwest of Dortmund, Germany.  

 
4. THE MEGALOPOLIS CASE 

 
4.1. The Megalopolis Lignite Centre 

The Megalopolis Lignite Centre (MLC) is located in central Peloponnese and until recently 
was owned and operated by the Public Power Corporation (PPC) of Greece SA. Under the new law 
4533/2018 the exploration and exploitation rights at the MLC are passed to the subsidiary company 
“LIGNITIKI MEGALOPOLIS SA”.  

Mining and deposition of waste rock are carried out in three open-cast mines: the Choremi 
mine, the Marathousa mine and the Kyparissia mine. Mining activity began in 1970 from the 
Thoknia mine, which has already been depleted since 1994. The continuous surface mining systems, 
employing bucket wheel excavators, belt conveyors, stackers and spreaders, are used in the 
exploitation, in combination with non-continuous mining equipment. Alfios and Elisson rivers flow 
between the mines. In Alfios River several diversions of its riverbed were made, for the protection 
and proper operation of the mines. Both rivers will be diverted in the future for the development of 
the mine. 

Lignite production on an annual basis is about 9 million tons. In order to achieve this 
production, it is necessary to transport about 40 million m3 of materials (lignite and waste rock). 
Annual production is expected to decline from 2028 to 5 million tons. The horizon of exploitation of 
the mining activity is 2040, parallel to the operation of the thermal power plants, which it supplies 
with lignite. The environmental rehabilitation of the mines will be completed by 2045 [25].  

 
4.2. Rehabilitation Approach 

In MLC, lignite mine wastes have been used so far for backfilling of excavation voids or 
deposited in heaps according to the waste management plan that includes the proposed plan for 
closure, including rehabilitation, after-closure procedures and monitoring required by both MWD 
and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) Directives.  

The environmental terms of the mining activity in the MLC incorporate appropriate measures 
aiming to prevent the potential impacts during the operation of the activity and measures to be taken 
during closure and environmental rehabilitation of the intervention area. The measures aim to 
address the environmental impacts, by the following hierarchical order: 

• Prevention - avoidance 
• Decrease in intensity and extent 
• Restoration 
Closure design and rehabilitation of the intervention area of the MLC take into account both 

the existing environmental situation and the one that will occur after the end of the production 
period. The closure and environmental rehabilitation activities for the MLC apply to the following 
main categories: 

• surface areas of the final excavations and internal deposits, 
• surface areas of external deposits, and 
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• premises of ancillary facilities. 
The long-term goals of the closure and rehabilitation design are focused on establishing stable 

and safe environmental conditions that will require minimum maintenance and monitoring. To this 
end, the relevant actions will be carried out in accordance with the following five basic criteria, 
applicable to the mining industry. 

 
Table 24. Key criteria for closure and environmental rehabilitation of MLC [25] 

Criteria Description 

protection of public health and safety 
Creation of conditions that will not pose a risk to the safety and health of 

people, fauna, flora and generally to the safety of the man-made and natural 
environment 

geotechnical stability 
All remaining structures, including those made in the natural relief of the 
project area, should exhibit geotechnical stability in order to ensure public 

health, safety and protection of the immediate environment. 

geochemical stability 
All remaining materials should be geochemically stable and should not pose 

a potential risk to future users of the area, public health or the immediate 
environment, especially soil, water resources, flora, fauna, etc. 

biological stability 

Rehabilitation works should lead towards a self-sustaining ecosystem typical 
of the area. The restoration program should respond to the future land uses of 

the area and aim at restoring safe and stable conditions that will encourage 
the natural regeneration and the biodiversity development in the project area. 

landscape adaptation 
Rehabilitation of the environment should lead to the landscaping of the area 
of intervention in a way that is harmoniously connected and integrated into 

its natural features. 

 
The general environmental protection measures implemented by PPC SA include the 

following: 
• Unconditional compliance with the Approved Environmental Terms for the Operation of 

Mines and the implementation of the Environmental Restoration Program. 
• Design aiming to prevent the potential environmental impacts through the adoption of 

best methods and techniques to avoid the occupation of new areas and to reduce the 
disturbances caused by the mining activity (internal disposals instead of external 
disposals at uninterrupted areas). 

• Maximum utilization of waste rock for backfilling of excavation voids and the 
rehabilitation of depleted mines. 

• Reduction of volume of mining waste produced. 
• Gradual systematic environmental rehabilitation of the intervention areas of the Project, 

to reduce the nuisance and gradual, smooth harmonization of the restored areas with the 
natural environment of the wider region. 

• Implementation of rehabilitation methods adapted to the particular environmental 
conditions of the area (e.g. private plants nursery etc.) and the use of alternative planting 
materials and methods (e.g. endemic species, test plantings, etc.). 

• Conservation and enhancement of biodiversity and landscape physiognomy. 
• Measures for fire protection of vegetation. 
• Extensive collaboration with Researchers, Universities and other social partners to 

protect the natural environment in the immediate and wider area of intervention, and to 
enhance the performance of environmental rehabilitation.  
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4.3. Rehabilitation works 

Between 2004-2012, more than 6.5 km2 of the external deposits of the Choremi and Thoknia 
mines have been rehabilitated. Main planted species include Robinia pseudoacacia, Cupressus 
arizonic, Pinus pinea, Eucalyptus sp, that are fast-growing and resistant with limited maintenance 
requirements. Other species that have been used are Pinus halepensis, Spartium junceum, Olea 
europaea, Castanea sativa, Juglans regia, Ficus carica, Cedrus sp. and Catalpa sp.  

 

 

 

Figure 125. Rehabilitation in external deposits of Megalopoli mines 

After the deposition of waste rock for the filling of Thoknia open pit mine remnant void and 
the formation of geological barrier, by-products of the desulfurization plants of the Power Stations 
are deposited.  

Ponds have been created in the remnant Kiparissia field and at the pumping sites in Marathousa 
and Choremi mines [26]. Recent studies have concluded that the mine operation has no remarkable 
influence on the quality of the surface and groundwaters in the area [26], [27].  

 

  

Figure 126. Planting and maintenance works in external deposits of Choremi mine  

Tree plantings for timber production and for the optimization of the rehabilitation of the 
deposits by the end 2045 will cover a total area of 6.24 km2. By the end of rehabilitation works a 
total area of 7.8 km2 will be available for agricultural use. Another future plan of the area includes 
the creation of lakes. In the pit of Choremi mine a lake of a total surface area of 11.5km2 will be 
created. In Kiparissia pit a small lake a total surface area of 0.25 m2 will also be created.  
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Figure 127. Current rehabilitated areas (left) and rehabilitated areas in 2045 (right)  

 

Figure 128. Planned wetlands in Choremi and Marathousa mines, according to PPC EIA Study [25] 

Other current or future projects in the framework of the MLC closure plan are presented in the 
following paragraphs. 

In the area of external deposits of Choremi mine PCC SA has completed a study in order to 
promote the agricultural and livestock production and also to boost the development of agritourism 
in the whole region. The study area has a size of 2.5 km2. Within this area 10 plots of land will be 
formulated along with the supporting technical infrastructure (roads and 6 irrigation reservoirs). The 

deep waters 
(depth >5m) 

shallow waters 
(depth <5m) 

cane 

wet meadows 
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reservoirs will provide irrigation water and in combination with plantation of water-bearing trees will 
create opportunities for observation and recreation. The project also aims to create hedgerows with 
selected species that are resistant to weather conditions, vary in size, arbours, flowering, fruit and 
colours that will serve as windbreaks but also will formulate an attractive environment and improve 
the biodiversity.  

The PPC Renewables SA has licenced the construction of a 50 MW photovoltaic power station 
in an area of deposited heaps of the MLC. The project also incorporates tree plantings and the 
construction of 2 ponds serving as wetlands. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 129. Proposed farmland plots in Choremi (left) and planned photovoltaic power station (right) 

In the MLC’s reclaimed areas, the Megalopolis motocross track operates, that hosts Greek and 
international tournaments. This project has been referenced as an example of successful case study of 
Mine Closure in a recent EU funded project [28]. 

 

 

Figure 130. Megalopolis motocross track 

As already mentioned part of the void of Thoknia exhausted mine is used for the deposition of 
by-products of the desulfurization plants of the Power Stations. Another part is reserved for 
landfilling of hazardous waste, mainly asbestos wastes that will be produced from the future 
decommissioning of the units of the thermal plants of the PPC or from other public buildings such as 
schools, hospitals etc. in the Peloponnese Region. 

At the external deposits of Marathousa mine an area has been granted for the construction of an 
industrial park.  
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Finally, the PPC has signed a Memorandum of Cooperation and Understanding with the 
Ministry of Culture for the protection, preservation and enhancement of the archaeological sites of 
the MLC area.  

 

 

Figure 131. The archaeological site of Kyparissia mine 

5. CONCLUSION 

Modern rehabilitation plans consider a number of different factors which may influence 
decisions in selecting a rehabilitation strategy that have environmental, economic and social 
dimensions. These include:   

• The conservation value of the proposed environmental outcome 
• The economic productivity of the proposed future land capability 
• The consistency of the proposed land use with local and regional plans and other 

infrastructure 
• The importance to local communities and land owners of the proposed scheme 

Current practices adopted by PPC SA advocate measures that re-construct disturbed areas 
within MLC to comply with regulatory requirements and to satisfy the needs of multiple land users 
as well as needs of the public sector. So far, rehabilitation works are aligned with international good 
practices and the restrictions resulting from the mine operation.  

However now, more than 10 years before mine closure, there is an opportunity to integrate the 
mitigative approaches that have been used into a holistic rehabilitation plan. 

A multi-disciplinary approach should be adopted in order to develop a new vision for the area, 
taking into account a thorough assessment of constraints and opportunities. 

Whether the vision for the area would be the development of museums or education centres 
and archaeological sites, visitor attractions, scientific centres, recreational areas, gardens or parks, 
forestry or agriculture, green or other infrastructure, this should be developed as soon as possible. 
Emergent technologies and Best Management Practices focusing on holistic approaches should be 
used for creating solutions to restore the complex MLC site.  

The local knowledge available through PPC SA staff, land users, government officers and 
practitioners can be integrated with technical know-how for successful reclamation outcomes.  

The active participation of Local and Central Authorities, land owners, local communities, 
regulatory authorities, mining proponents and other affected parties in the final decision of the 
reclamation is very important to the effectiveness of the plan. While achieving consensus is 
desirable, it is realized that this may not be possible in all cases. It is important that at a minimum, all 
views and opinions of the parties involved are clearly and accurately documented and considered in 
the decision-making process. 

The concept of economic sustainability should be central to these plans requiring the 
collaboration of PPC SA, regulators, land-use planners, investors, and citizens to identify the most 
beneficial use of, leading to the creative and successful re-use of the area. Repurposing of MLC can 
take advantage of existing infrastructure and reclamation projects already completed and contribute 
to the local economy after the final closure of the area. 
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ABSTRACT  

Lignite is a significant and essential part of the Greek electricity generation mix. Historical 
data demonstrate the critical contribution of lignite plants throughout the years. EU energy policies 
are currently focusing, among other targets, to the decarbonization of European electricity market. 
Greece, as an EU member state follows the EU trend by adopting all relevant regulation at national 
level. Scope of this paper is to investigate the impact of environmental EU and national policies into 
the generation output of lignite plants in Greece. The measures of the EU Emissions Trading System 
(EU ETS) and the Transitional National Emission Reduction Plan (TNERP) are presented and their 
impact on lignite plants generation in the Greek Wholesale Market between 2013 and mid 2018 is 
discussed. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

By overviewing the European energy regulatory framework the past decade, it is clear that the 
goal of achieving a decarbonized economy is a solid and stable choice for the EU and this is very 
unlikely to change in future years. The Greek Electricity System used to be highly dependent during 
the past decades on lignite plants in order to meet its growing demand needs. However, Greece, as a 
member of the EU, has to align with the various European energy Directives and Guidelines 
regarding energy policies. Scope of this paper is to present two key European environmental policies 
which greatly affect lignite plants generation and to investigate, through a statistical analysis, their 
impact on lignite plants output in the Greek wholesale electricity market. 

 
2. THE EU PATH TO DECARBONIZATION  

In 1997, the Kyoto Protocol [1] set for the first time legally-binding emissions reduction 
targets, for 37 industrialized countries, leading to the need for policy instruments in order to meet the 
Protocol targets. In 2000, the European Commission presented a Green Paper [2], a draft of first 
ideas on the design of a greenhouse gas emissions trading scheme within the European Union, which 
served as a basis for creating the European Union Emissions Trading System (EU ETS). The EU 
ETS Directive [3] was adopted in 2003 and the system was launched in 2005, when the Kyoto 
Protocol entered into force.  

In December 2009, The Treaty of Lisbon [4], set goals for the decarbonization of European 
energy markets, specifically stating that “in the context of the establishment and functioning of the 
internal market and with regard for the need to preserve and improve the environment, Union policy 
on energy shall aim … to promote energy efficiency and energy saving and the development of new 
and renewable forms of energy”. Under this context, the Directive 2009/28/EC [5] set mandatory 
national targets for Renewable Energy Sources (RES) share in the generation mix until 2020 for all 
EU countries. In February 2015, the European Commission announced an Energy Union Package 
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[6], aiming to ensure affordable, secure and sustainable energy for Europe and its citizens, with 
specific measures covering five key areas including energy efficiency and decarbonization of the 
energy sector. This Energy Union Package is a policies framework regarding climate and energy 
with timeframe until 2020 and it combines various Union policy sectors into a single, coherent 
strategy. In order to achieve the ambitious EU commitment of an at least 40% domestic reduction in 
greenhouse gas emissions compared to 1990 by 2030, the package defines that “the cornerstone of 
Europe’s climate policy is a well-functioning EU Emissions Trading System”. 

 In 2015 the European Commission published another Energy Union Package, The Paris 
Protocol, a blueprint for tackling global climate change beyond 2020 [7]. This European 
Commission communication set the European expectations and goals regarding the new global 
agreement on climate change during the 2015 United Nations Climate Change Conference (also 
known as COP 21 or CMP11) [8] and it also set the next EU steps before the Conference by focusing 
on the 40% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions target. COP 21 negotiated the Paris Agreement 
[9], a global agreement on the reduction of climate change, dealing with greenhouse-gas-emissions 
mitigation, adaptation, and finance, starting in the year 2020, with the long-term goals to keep the 
increase in global average temperature to well below 2 °C above pre-industrial levels; and to limit 
the increase to 1.5 °C. In 2016, EU signed the Paris Agreement, among 55 other countries and the 
Agreement was set into force in November 2016.  

By the end of 2016, the European Commission presented a new package of measures with the 
goal of providing the stable legislative framework needed to facilitate the clean energy transition, the 
so called “Winter Package”, or “Clean Energy Package” [10]. One of the fundamental goals of the 
package is decarbonization of the economy, driven by efficient integration of RES, dispersed 
generation, storage technologies, electric vehicles and demand response into energy markets. 
Currently, the European Commission proposals for renewable energy and energy efficiency are 
under Committee approval, while the amendments on Electricity Regulation and the Electricity 
Directive are being drafted.  

 
2.1. The EU Emissions Trading System 

The EU ETS aims to be the key tool for reducing greenhouse gas emissions cost-effectively in 
the European region by delivering a meaningful price on carbon emissions, thus stimulating cost-
efficient greenhouse gas emission reductions. Furthermore, the European Commission wants the EU 
ETS to fully play its role as a technology neutral, cost-effective and EU-wide driver for low-carbon 
investments [6].  

The EU ETS is based on the 'cap and trade' principle [11]. A cap is set on the total amount of 
certain greenhouse gases that can be emitted by installations covered by the System. Within the cap, 
companies receive or buy emission allowances which they can subsequently trade with one another 
according to their needs. The cap is being reduced over time in order for total emissions fall. After 
each year, a company must surrender enough allowances to cover all its emissions, otherwise heavy 
penalties are imposed. The system covers the various sectors and gases emissions that can be 
measured, reported and verified with a high level of accuracy, including carbon dioxide (CO2) 
emissions in the power generation sector.  

The EU ETS has undergone various changes since 2005 and it is currently on phase 3 (2013-
2020), which focuses on a single, EU-wide cap and on auctioning as the default method for 
allocating allowances within the EU ETS. Auctioning takes place in two auction platforms, the 
European Energy Exchange (EEX) [12] and the ICE Futures Europe (ICE) [13]. The legislative 
framework of the EU ETS for phase 4 trading period was revised in 2018 [14] to enable it to achieve 
the EU's 2030 emission reduction targets in line with the 2030 climate and energy framework [15]. 
The revision focuses on increasing the pace of annual reductions in allowances by 2,2% per year and 
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on helping industry and the power sector to meet the innovation and investment challenges of the 
low-carbon transition via several low-carbon funding mechanisms. 

According to last year’s report prepared by the European Environmental Agency (EEA) 
regarding Trends and projections in the EU ETS [16], the EU ETS has clearly resulted in reduction 
of emissions since 2005, as shown in Figure 1, however, projected scenarios reported by the EU 
Member States in 2017 do not align with the 2030 targets. The report indicates that until 2016, 
halfway of the third trading period, power generation continues to drive emission reductions in the 
EU ETS. According to the report, CO2 emissions prices remained low during the examined period, 
however, during 2018 a sharp increase on prices was preserved [12], as shown in Figure 2, which 
may lead to significant changes in the verified emissions output of 2018, compared to previous years. 

 

 

Figure 132. Emissions, allowances, surplus and prices in the EU ETS 2005-2016, source: [16] 

 

Figure 133. EU Futures CO2 Emissions Allowances for 2013-2020 in the EEX Secondary Market, source: [12] 

2.2. The Transitional National Emission Reduction Plan 

In order to further control industrial emissions, the European Commission has developed a 
general framework based on integrated permitting, meaning that permits must take account of a 
plant’s complete environmental performance to avoid pollution being shifted from one medium - 
such as air, water and land - to another. Priority be given to preventing pollution by intervening at 
source and ensuring prudent use and management of natural resources. In Article 32 of the Directive 
2010/75/EU [17], it is stated that “during the period from 1 January 2016 to 30 June 2020, Member 
States may draw up and implement a transitional national plan covering combustion plants which 
were granted the first permit before 27 November 2002 or the operators of which had submitted a 
complete application for a permit before that date, provided that the plant was put into operation no 
later than 27 November 2003”. The plan must cover emissions by one or more of the following 
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pollutants: nitrogen oxides, sulphur dioxide and dust. Article 33 of the same Directive states that 
“during the period from 1 January 2016 to 31 December 2023, combustion plants may be exempted 
from compliance … and from their inclusion in the transitional national plan referred to in Article 
32”, provided a set of conditions are fulfilled. 

In this context, the Greek state drafted and submitted for approval to the European Commission 
its Transitional National Emission Reduction Plan (TNERP), concerning the following lignite units: 
Agios Dimitrios I-V, Kardia III-IV, Megalopoli III-IV and Meliti I. The TNERP was approved in  
2013 and in November of the same year an amended plan was submitted to the European 
Commission, after request by the lignite units owner company, excluding Kardia III-IV units. The 
amended TNERP was approved by the European Commission with Decision C (2014) 4533/final 
[18] and it was implemented into national Law the next year. In addition, the lignite units’ owner 
company, which was until May 2018 the sole owner of all lignite units in the Greek electricity 
System, submitted for approval to the European Commission a request for exemption from 
compliance for units Amyndeo I-II and Kardia I-IV, according to Article 33 of the Directive 
2010/75/EU [17], declaring that those units will not operate for more than 17.500 operating hours 
between 2016 and 2023. This approach was chosen by the company since those units also provide 
district heating services for six months per year (October – March). Finally, the company has also 
decided to perform all necessary environmental upgrades on units Agios Dimitrios I-V in order to 
comply with the TNERP targets. Application of the aforementioned requirements will lead to a 2.451 
MW decrease of lignite units’ total net installed capacity by 2030, which is currently 3.904 MW. 

 
3. LIGNITE UNITS IN THE GREEK WHOLESALE MARKET 

 
3.1. The Greek Wholesale Electricity Market Model 

The Greek wholesale day-ahead electricity market is currently organized as a centralized 
mandatory pool [19, 20]. According to this market model, each generating unit submits energy and 
reserves offers in addition to declarations of techno-economic data and availabilities. The Market 
Operator solves a short-term unit commitment problem on a daily basis, the Day-Ahead Scheduling 
(DAS), where a 24-hour co-optimization of energy and reserve offers is performed under a set of unit 
and system constraints (i.e. minimum-up/down time constraints, min/max power output restrictions, 
ramp up/down rate limits, system reserves requirements, transmission limits, etc.). The DAS 
objective is the maximization of the social welfare, or equivalently the minimization of the total 
production cost minus the load utility, within the 24-hour period of the next day [21]. In the 
mandatory pool model all energy offers and bids are required to pass through the Day-Ahead market, 
while no physical delivery bilateral energy transactions are allowed. The Greek electricity wholesale 
market is organized by this market model since 2012 and it is governed by the Market and System 
Operator Codes [22, 23], which were approved by the Regulatory Authority for Energy (RAE) the 
same year [24, 25].     

The aforementioned optimization of offers and bids under the various technical system and 
units constraints within the 24-hour period of the day leads to a market model that actually co-
optimizes both energy and reserves within this time frame by providing a market solution which is 
also operational from the system view. However, this approach, due to mainly the system reserves 
requirements, the minimum-up/down time constraints of generating units and the startup cost of 
generating units which has been modeled in the market algorithm as a shutdown cost in order to 
disincentivize frequent generating units shut down, leads to market solutions in which units may be 
chosen by the algorithm to be online, even for the entire 24-hour period, at their technical minimum, 
regardless of the System Marginal Price (SMP) being lower than the unit submitted offer. This 
approach leads to technically feasible market solutions, where however, the above unit state is very 
common, as it is shown in the past market solutions [26],  
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Another important element in the current Greek wholesale day-ahead electricity market are 
generating units’ offers limitations. In the Market Operator Code it is specified that all generating 
units must submit offers to the Day-Ahead Market above a certain threshold in €/MWh, which is 
their calculated minimum average variable cost. This requirement was set by the Regulator in order 
to mitigate exercise of market power by the generators, especially since the market share of the 
incumbent remains high as shown in the Market Operator and the System Operator reports [27, 28]. 

 
3.2. Lignite Units In The Greek Electricity System 

According to the latest Transmission System Operator yearly adequacy report [29] available, 
the total installed net capacity of lignite units in the Greek Electricity System is 3.904 ΜW, as shown 
in Table 1. Until 2030 it is expected the decommissioning of lignite units of total installed net 
capacity of 2.451 MW and the construction of a new lignite unit in Ptolemaida of 660 MW installed 
capacity, while it is yet unknown if the permit of Meliti II specified in the TNERP will lead to an 
actual investment.  

 
Table 25. Lignite Installed Net Capacity in the Greek Electricity System 

Unit Name Installed Net Capacity (MW) 
Agios Dimitrios I 274 
Agios Dimitrios II 274 
Agios Dimitrios III 283 
Agios Dimitrios IV 283 
Agios Dimitrios V 342 

Amyndeo I 273 
Amyndeo II  273 

Kardia I 271 
Kardia II 271 
Kardia III 280 
Kardia IV 280 

Megalopoli III 255 
Megalopoli IV 256 

Meliti I 289 
Total 3.904 

 
An important characteristic of all lignite units in the Greek electricity system is that their 

technical minimum is quite high compared to their net capacity, with this ratio being usually above 
55%. Furthermore, most of the units are quite old, resulting in rather lower efficiency, while the 
lignite quality is poor, with a lower heating value below 1.400 kcal/kg. All the above factors lead to a 
specific emission factor for Greek lignite units between 1 ton CO2/MWh for newer and more 
efficient plants to 1,5 ton CO2/MWh for older plants, which is approximately three times higher  than 
a typical natural gas unit, which has a specific emission factor of 0,44 ton CO2/MWh [30, 31]. This 
has great impact on the lignite unit variable cost which is formed by three components; a fuel cost, 
an operation and maintenance cost and an emissions cost component. Lastly, Greek lignite units have 
generally high Equivalent Forced Outage Rate demand (EFORD), resulting in lower overall average 
unit availability, compared to a typical Greek System natural gas-fired unit [29]. 

 
4. ANALYSIS 

 
4.1. Methodology Overview 

The impact of the EU ETS and the TNERP policies on lignite plants generation in the 
wholesale market is being examined for the period from January 1st 2013 until June 30th 2018. 
During those years, the Greek wholesale electricity market model had minor changes affecting 
production units dispatch, while this period covers the entire phase 3 application of the EU ETS until 
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now. Furthermore, it includes the period beyond 2016 when TNERP was applied. Therefore, it 
covers the entire period of the application of a stable and mature environmental market mechanism, 
but also a discontinuity caused by the application of a mechanism that directly affects lignite units 
generation. 

The analysis approach is based on statistical analysis of various key parameters that are 
assumed to have impact on lignite generation. Therefore, the dependent variable of the statistical 
analysis is lignite generation (MWh), while the control variables decided are a) lignite units’ 
availability (MW) b) lignite units’ net capacity (MW) c) emission rights price (€/tn) d) System load 
(MWh) and e) SMP (€/MWh).  

  Regarding variables a) to c) which are related to the units, considering high EFORD of lignite 
units, it was assumed that average availability should be taken into account on the statistical analysis. 
Regarding total net capacity, it is obvious that it is related to the production output of lignite units, 
regardless of the fact that no new lignite unit was commissioned during the examined period. 
Emission rights price is also a key variable related to the EU ETS mechanism, which directly affects 
lignite units’ minimum average variable cost, which is, as discussed above, the lower bidding cap for 
all generating units; furthermore it affects one of the three variable cost elements of production units. 
Regarding variables d) and e), the total System load has a direct impact on thermal units generation, 
while the SMP price is another potential market indicator. Additionally, it should be noted that SMP 
is related to the emission rights price, which is a cost component affecting all thermal units. 

Regarding data sampling, hourly data could have been used for four out of five variables, 
however, the emission rights price does not change throughout a month’s period. The producer 
owning the Greek System lignite units, purchases carbon emission rights which are being allocated 
to generating units at the end of each month for the next month’s period, therefore thermal units 
emission variable cost remains constant throughout each month. For this reason, monthly values 
were chosen for the performed analysis; a total of 66 (months) x 6 (variables) values. Regarding 
lignite generation and system load, total monthly values in MWh were used; for availability and net 
capacity average monthly values summed for all units in MW were calculated; while for the 
emission rights price and the SMP, the monthly average price in €/MWh was used. 

Statistical analysis follows three steps. Initially, graphical analysis is performed in order to 
identify possible correlation of each variable with the dependent variable. On the next step, Analysis 
Of Variance (ANOVA) is performed, as a means for exploratory data analysis regarding yearly and 
monthly lignite units production [32]. Lastly, based on the ANOVA results, a regression model is 
presented, serving as a basis for performing stepwise regression and forward selection. The later 
method involves starting with no variables in the model, testing the addition of each variable using a 
chosen model fit criterion, adding the variable whose inclusion gives the most statistically significant 
improvement of the fit and repeating this process until none improves the model to a statistically 
significant extent. All statistical analysis was performed with IBM SPSS 24 [33, 34]. 

 
4.2. Graphical Analysis 

Figures 3 and 4 show that there is no clear correlation between lignite units’ production and 
CO2 price. Some outliers are distinctively shown on the bottom right of Figure 3. Figure 4 however 
shows that that the outlier data belong in year 2018, during which, a CO2 emissions rights price rally 
was observed. A more clear correlation could be identified if values referred to daily or weekly data, 
or if more 2018 high CO2 emissions rights price data were available. 
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Figure 134. Lignite production and CO2 prices plot 

 
Figure 135. Lignite production and CO2 prices plot, years 

indication 
 

 
Figure 136. Lignite production and average monthly 

availability 
 

 
Figure 137. Lignite production and System Load 

 

 
Figure 138. Lignite production and SMP 

 
 

Figure 139. Lignite production and SMP, years indication 
 

Figure 5 shows light correlation between lignite units’ production and average monthly 
availability, which however faints as availability reaches higher values. Figures 6-8 show a similar, 
light correlation between lignite units’ production and system load (Figure 6) and the SMP (Figures 
7-8). Figure 8 shows however a distinct values group for 2018 regarding the SMP. 

 
4.3. Statistical Analysis 
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Table 2 shows the results of the ANOVA [35] tests when comparing mean yearly lignite 
production per year. The mean difference of the test is statistically significant at a 0,05 level 
according to the Least Significant Difference (LSD [36]) test. A significant result means that at least 
one of the groups tested differs from the other groups. By analyzing the results, mean production 
values for years 2013, 2014 and 2015 but also for years 2016, 2017 and 2018 are statistically equal 
and marked on the ANOVA table with yellow color, while Figure 9 means plot shows the same 
grouping. 

 
Table 26. ANOVA test, LSD, multiple comparisons, dependent variable: Production_GWh 

(I) Year (J) Year 
Mean Difference (I-
J) Std. Error Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 
Lower Bound Upper Bound 

2013 2014 -2,8500 105,3374 ,979 -213,556 207,856 
2015 139,7000 105,3374 ,190 -71,006 350,406 
2016 516,3167* 105,3374 ,000 305,611 727,023 
2017 392,2917* 105,3374 ,000 181,586 602,998 
2018 616,3750* 129,0114 ,000 358,314 874,436 

2014 2013 2,8500 105,3374 ,979 -207,856 213,556 
2015 142,5500 105,3374 ,181 -68,156 353,256 
2016 519,1667* 105,3374 ,000 308,461 729,873 
2017 395,1417* 105,3374 ,000 184,436 605,848 
2018 619,2250* 129,0114 ,000 361,164 877,286 

2015 2013 -139,7000 105,3374 ,190 -350,406 71,006 
2014 -142,5500 105,3374 ,181 -353,256 68,156 
2016 376,6167* 105,3374 ,001 165,911 587,323 
2017 252,5917* 105,3374 ,020 41,886 463,298 
2018 476,6750* 129,0114 ,000 218,614 734,736 

2016 2013 -516,3167* 105,3374 ,000 -727,023 -305,611 
2014 -519,1667* 105,3374 ,000 -729,873 -308,461 
2015 -376,6167* 105,3374 ,001 -587,323 -165,911 
2017 -124,0250 105,3374 ,244 -334,731 86,681 
2018 100,0583 129,0114 ,441 -158,003 358,120 

2017 2013 -392,2917* 105,3374 ,000 -602,998 -181,586 
2014 -395,1417* 105,3374 ,000 -605,848 -184,436 
2015 -252,5917* 105,3374 ,020 -463,298 -41,886 
2016 124,0250 105,3374 ,244 -86,681 334,731 
2018 224,0833 129,0114 ,088 -33,978 482,145 

2018 2013 -616,3750* 129,0114 ,000 -874,436 -358,314 
2014 -619,2250* 129,0114 ,000 -877,286 -361,164 
2015 -476,6750* 129,0114 ,000 -734,736 -218,614 
2016 -100,0583 129,0114 ,441 -358,120 158,003 
2017 -224,0833 129,0114 ,088 -482,145 33,978 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 

 

Figure 140. Means plot of yearly lignite production 
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In Table 3, Tukey's range test (Tukey's HSD [37]) results are presented, where the grouping 
identified for years 2013-2015 and 2016-2018 is also clearly shown, indicated by yellow and red 
color, while a third group for years 2015 and 2017 is also identified. 

 
Table 27. Tukey’s HSD for mean yearly lignite production 

 
Year N 

Subset for alpha = 0.05 
1 2 3 

Tukey HSDa,b 2018 6 1141,483   
2016 12 1241,542   
2017 12 1365,567 1365,567  
2015 12  1618,158 1618,158 
2013 12   1757,858 
2014 12   1760,708 
Sig.  ,372 ,244 ,809 

Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed. 
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 10,286. 
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the group sizes is used. 

 
Table 4 shows the results of the ANOVA tests when monthly production is considered. The 

test compares all mean production values per pair of months, regardless of year, showing that most 
months have statistically equal mean values. 

 
Table 28. Tukey HSD, multiple comparisons, dependent variable: Production_GWh 

(I) Month (J) Month 
Mean Difference (I-

J) Std. Error Sig. 
95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
1 2 371,1667 167,9649 ,550 -202,437 944,770 

3 510,9167 167,9649 ,125 -62,687 1084,520 
4 723,9833* 167,9649 ,004 150,380 1297,587 
5 500,5000 167,9649 ,143 -73,104 1074,104 
6 348,2000 167,9649 ,643 -225,404 921,804 
7 44,4433 176,1631 1,000 -557,157 646,044 
8 131,4433 176,1631 1,000 -470,157 733,044 
9 342,3033 176,1631 ,728 -259,297 943,904 
10 353,1833 176,1631 ,688 -248,417 954,784 
11 210,7833 176,1631 ,987 -390,817 812,384 
12 59,4033 176,1631 1,000 -542,197 661,004 

2 1 -371,1667 167,9649 ,550 -944,770 202,437 
3 139,7500 167,9649 ,999 -433,854 713,354 
4 352,8167 167,9649 ,625 -220,787 926,420 
5 129,3333 167,9649 1,000 -444,270 702,937 
6 -22,9667 167,9649 1,000 -596,570 550,637 
7 -326,7233 176,1631 ,781 -928,324 274,877 
8 -239,7233 176,1631 ,966 -841,324 361,877 
9 -28,8633 176,1631 1,000 -630,464 572,737 
10 -17,9833 176,1631 1,000 -619,584 583,617 
11 -160,3833 176,1631 ,999 -761,984 441,217 
12 -311,7633 176,1631 ,827 -913,364 289,837 

3 1 -510,9167 167,9649 ,125 -1084,520 62,687 
2 -139,7500 167,9649 ,999 -713,354 433,854 
4 213,0667 167,9649 ,980 -360,537 786,670 
5 -10,4167 167,9649 1,000 -584,020 563,187 
6 -162,7167 167,9649 ,998 -736,320 410,887 
7 -466,4733 176,1631 ,280 -1068,074 135,127 
8 -379,4733 176,1631 ,588 -981,074 222,127 
9 -168,6133 176,1631 ,998 -770,214 432,987 
10 -157,7333 176,1631 ,999 -759,334 443,867 
11 -300,1333 176,1631 ,859 -901,734 301,467 
12 -451,5133 176,1631 ,326 -1053,114 150,087 

4 1 -723,9833* 167,9649 ,004 -1297,587 -150,380 
2 -352,8167 167,9649 ,625 -926,420 220,787 
3 -213,0667 167,9649 ,980 -786,670 360,537 
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5 -223,4833 167,9649 ,971 -797,087 350,120 
6 -375,7833 167,9649 ,531 -949,387 197,820 
7 -679,5400* 176,1631 ,015 -1281,141 -77,939 
8 -592,5400 176,1631 ,057 -1194,141 9,061 
9 -381,6800 176,1631 ,580 -983,281 219,921 
10 -370,8000 176,1631 ,622 -972,401 230,801 
11 -513,2000 176,1631 ,165 -1114,801 88,401 
12 -664,5800* 176,1631 ,019 -1266,181 -62,979 

5 1 -500,5000 167,9649 ,143 -1074,104 73,104 
2 -129,3333 167,9649 1,000 -702,937 444,270 
3 10,4167 167,9649 1,000 -563,187 584,020 
4 223,4833 167,9649 ,971 -350,120 797,087 
6 -152,3000 167,9649 ,999 -725,904 421,304 
7 -456,0567 176,1631 ,311 -1057,657 145,544 
8 -369,0567 176,1631 ,628 -970,657 232,544 
9 -158,1967 176,1631 ,999 -759,797 443,404 
10 -147,3167 176,1631 ,999 -748,917 454,284 
11 -289,7167 176,1631 ,884 -891,317 311,884 
12 -441,0967 176,1631 ,360 -1042,697 160,504 

6 1 -348,2000 167,9649 ,643 -921,804 225,404 
2 22,9667 167,9649 1,000 -550,637 596,570 
3 162,7167 167,9649 ,998 -410,887 736,320 
4 375,7833 167,9649 ,531 -197,820 949,387 
5 152,3000 167,9649 ,999 -421,304 725,904 
7 -303,7567 176,1631 ,849 -905,357 297,844 
8 -216,7567 176,1631 ,984 -818,357 384,844 
9 -5,8967 176,1631 1,000 -607,497 595,704 
10 4,9833 176,1631 1,000 -596,617 606,584 
11 -137,4167 176,1631 1,000 -739,017 464,184 
12 -288,7967 176,1631 ,886 -890,397 312,804 

7 1 -44,4433 176,1631 1,000 -646,044 557,157 
2 326,7233 176,1631 ,781 -274,877 928,324 
3 466,4733 176,1631 ,280 -135,127 1068,074 
4 679,5400* 176,1631 ,015 77,939 1281,141 
5 456,0567 176,1631 ,311 -145,544 1057,657 
6 303,7567 176,1631 ,849 -297,844 905,357 
8 87,0000 183,9963 1,000 -541,351 715,351 
9 297,8600 183,9963 ,894 -330,491 926,211 
10 308,7400 183,9963 ,870 -319,611 937,091 
11 166,3400 183,9963 ,999 -462,011 794,691 
12 14,9600 183,9963 1,000 -613,391 643,311 

8 1 -131,4433 176,1631 1,000 -733,044 470,157 
2 239,7233 176,1631 ,966 -361,877 841,324 
3 379,4733 176,1631 ,588 -222,127 981,074 
4 592,5400 176,1631 ,057 -9,061 1194,141 
5 369,0567 176,1631 ,628 -232,544 970,657 
6 216,7567 176,1631 ,984 -384,844 818,357 
7 -87,0000 183,9963 1,000 -715,351 541,351 
9 210,8600 183,9963 ,991 -417,491 839,211 
10 221,7400 183,9963 ,986 -406,611 850,091 
11 79,3400 183,9963 1,000 -549,011 707,691 
12 -72,0400 183,9963 1,000 -700,391 556,311 

9 1 -342,3033 176,1631 ,728 -943,904 259,297 
2 28,8633 176,1631 1,000 -572,737 630,464 
3 168,6133 176,1631 ,998 -432,987 770,214 
4 381,6800 176,1631 ,580 -219,921 983,281 
5 158,1967 176,1631 ,999 -443,404 759,797 
6 5,8967 176,1631 1,000 -595,704 607,497 
7 -297,8600 183,9963 ,894 -926,211 330,491 
8 -210,8600 183,9963 ,991 -839,211 417,491 
10 10,8800 183,9963 1,000 -617,471 639,231 
11 -131,5200 183,9963 1,000 -759,871 496,831 
12 -282,9000 183,9963 ,923 -911,251 345,451 

10 1 -353,1833 176,1631 ,688 -954,784 248,417 
2 17,9833 176,1631 1,000 -583,617 619,584 
3 157,7333 176,1631 ,999 -443,867 759,334 
4 370,8000 176,1631 ,622 -230,801 972,401 
5 147,3167 176,1631 ,999 -454,284 748,917 
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6 -4,9833 176,1631 1,000 -606,584 596,617 
7 -308,7400 183,9963 ,870 -937,091 319,611 
8 -221,7400 183,9963 ,986 -850,091 406,611 
9 -10,8800 183,9963 1,000 -639,231 617,471 
11 -142,4000 183,9963 1,000 -770,751 485,951 
12 -293,7800 183,9963 ,903 -922,131 334,571 

11 1 -210,7833 176,1631 ,987 -812,384 390,817 
2 160,3833 176,1631 ,999 -441,217 761,984 
3 300,1333 176,1631 ,859 -301,467 901,734 
4 513,2000 176,1631 ,165 -88,401 1114,801 
5 289,7167 176,1631 ,884 -311,884 891,317 
6 137,4167 176,1631 1,000 -464,184 739,017 
7 -166,3400 183,9963 ,999 -794,691 462,011 
8 -79,3400 183,9963 1,000 -707,691 549,011 
9 131,5200 183,9963 1,000 -496,831 759,871 
10 142,4000 183,9963 1,000 -485,951 770,751 
12 -151,3800 183,9963 1,000 -779,731 476,971 

12 1 -59,4033 176,1631 1,000 -661,004 542,197 
2 311,7633 176,1631 ,827 -289,837 913,364 
3 451,5133 176,1631 ,326 -150,087 1053,114 
4 664,5800* 176,1631 ,019 62,979 1266,181 
5 441,0967 176,1631 ,360 -160,504 1042,697 
6 288,7967 176,1631 ,886 -312,804 890,397 
7 -14,9600 183,9963 1,000 -643,311 613,391 
8 72,0400 183,9963 1,000 -556,311 700,391 
9 282,9000 183,9963 ,923 -345,451 911,251 
10 293,7800 183,9963 ,903 -334,571 922,131 
11 151,3800 183,9963 1,000 -476,971 779,731 

*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
 

Table 5 displays a better grouping of data, where statistically equal means for monthly 
production are clustered. Mean production values form homogenous groups for months July, 
December and January, while the rest of the months is grouped together. Also, April forms a 
different group according to production means. This information is indicating that dummy variables 
should be used during the modeling process. This observation is also clearly shown in the monthly 
production means plot in Figure 10.   
 

Table 29. Data grouping according to statistically equal means for monthly production 

Production_GWh 
Tukey HSDa,b   

Month N 
Subset for alpha = 0.05 
1 2 

4 6 1097,400  
3 6 1310,467 1310,467 
5 6 1320,883 1320,883 
2 6 1450,217 1450,217 
10 5 1468,200 1468,200 
6 6 1473,183 1473,183 
9 5 1479,080 1479,080 
11 5 1610,600 1610,600 
8 5 1689,940 1689,940 
12 5  1761,980 
7 5  1776,940 
1 6  1821,383 
Sig.  ,057 ,170 
Means for groups in homogeneous subsets are displayed. 
a. Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 5,455. 
b. The group sizes are unequal. The harmonic mean of the 
group sizes is used 
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Figure 141. Monthly production means plot 

 
If more data were available, it would be interesting to investigate the interaction between years 

and months, however, those tests are not performed due to the small data set available, requiring a 
bigger number of degrees of freedom in order to estimate possible interactions. 

 
4.4. Modelling 

Purpose of the modelling process is to investigate correlation between lignite units production 
with the rest of the variables. From the ANOVA analysis above, it is shown that lignite production 
means for years 2013-2015 and 2016-2018 do not differ statistically. Furthermore, a clear reduction 
trend is obvious, as shown in Figure 10. The same figure also shows seasonality, which is however 
less obvious for years 2014 and 2017. 

 

 

Figure 142. Lignite Production means trend 
 
The total data available is limited, therefore it is not possible to perform time series modelling, 

where at least 5.000 values would be needed in order to draw clear conclusions for this set of 
variables [38]; therefore, regression modelling is performed [39]. In order to import seasonality into 
the model, dummy variables are created, taking the value “1”, if the value refers to a specific year or 
month and taking the value “0” elsewhere. This means that 5 dummy variables should be used for the 
6 years examined, standing for 6 years minus 1 for the reference year and 11 dummy variables 
should be used for the 12 months examined, again standing for 12 months minus 1 for the reference 
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month. The reference year and month are arbitrarily chosen. However, according to the variance 
analysis for mean yearly production in Table 3, only one dummy variable can be used for the 
modeling process, taking the value “0” for reference years 2013-2015 and 1 for the rest of the years. 
In the same way, according to Table 5 only two dummy variables could be used, where the first takes 
the value “1” for months 7, 12, 1 and “0” elsewhere, while the second takes the value “1” for months 
2,3,5,6,8,9,10,11 and “0” elsewhere, with the reference month being month April. 

The rest of the variables X are the one initially chosen, presented in 4.1; a) lignite units’ 
availability (MW) b) lignite units’ net capacity (MW) c) emission rights price (€/tn) d) System load 
(MWh) and e) SMP (€/MWh). The results of regression modeling are presented in Table 6. 

 
Table 30. Regression model summary 

 
 
The model R2 change is 76,5%, which is satisfactory but not high enough in order for the 

model to be used for predictions. This value means that approximately 76,5% of unexplained 
dispersion of variable Y, that is lignite production, can be explained by the independent variables X 
and it implies that either a variable is missing from the model or X variables transformation is 
necessary. Durbin Watson value [40] is near the rejection area, therefore, the existence of positive 
correlation is marginally not rejected, which is nevertheless something common for time series data. 
However, as already stated, the model cannot be used for predictions, therefore, its performance is 
satisfactory.  

Table 7 displays the coefficients of the model, where it is shown that availability is statistically 
unimportant to a great degree. System load is also marginally statistically unimportant, while all 
other variables are statistically important. All diagnostics of the model (homoscedasticity, normality, 
multicolinearity etc.) have no negative indications, therefore we assume that model conclusions are 
statistically correct. 

 
Table 31. Regression model coefficients 

 
 
In order to address the fact that some of the variables of the regression model are statistically 

unimportant, stepwise regression and forward selection is performed, since those methods are used in 
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order to select only the statistical important variables on our model, by excluding variables that 
contribute the least. Regression modeling identified an unimportant variable, unit availability. By 
performing stepwise regression, month dummy variables which were previously statistically 
important are excluded from the model, indicating that more month dummy variables could be used, 
making however the model more complex. Month dummy variables express seasonality, therefore it 
was decided to keep them in the final model presented in Table 8. 

 
Table 32. Final stepwise regression and forward selection model 

 
 
This model has improved R2 of 80%, compared to the initial regression model and it takes into 

account system load, availability, months and years as described above, but also the interaction 
between availability and year, showing that availability had different impact on lignite production 
during years 2013-2015 compared to years 2016-2018. However, an alternative model was also 
examined, as shown in Table 9, which takes into account CO2 prices, the SMP, months and years, as 
described above, without considering any interactions of the two variables with months or years. 

 
Table 33. Alternative stepwise regression and forward selection model 

 
 
This model has lower R2 than the model presented in Table 8, of 74,9%. If all variables and all 

interactions are inputted in a stepwise regression and forward selection model, the final model after 
the elimination process is the one presented Table 8, as it shows that CO2 prices and the SMP do not 
contribute statistically to the model. However, the model presented in Table 9 is worth mentioning, 
since it shows that CO2 prices and the SMP alone can explain lignite production. 

 
5. CONCLUSIONS 

As shown in the graphical analysis, there is no clear correlation between lignite production and 
CO2 prices for years 2013-2017. However, the 2018 outlier data indicate that once CO2 prices start to 
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rise sharply, a clear correlated pattern appears. This could mean that relatively low CO2 emission 
rights prices during the first years of the EU ETS mechanism, typically between 5 and 8 €/ton CO2, 
did not have a direct impact on lignite units production, an observation which is in line with the EEA 
2017 report [16]. Graphical analysis also shows that average availability, system load and the SMP 
are more correlated to lignite production. Reduced CO2 prices correlation to lignite production can 
also be an impact of the current market model, which, as described, promotes keeping lignite units 
online, regardless of their market offers, due to system or unit technical constraints [21]. Finally, it 
should be noted that lignite units are considered as base units and this is reflected in the producer 
bidding strategy in the Day-Ahead market. Therefore, it seems that the EU ETS mechanism, even 
though it directly affects lignite offers, even in a greater degree than competitive gas technology 
units [30], due to a) relative low emissions allowances prices present for most of the examined 
period, b) the pool market model and possibly c) producer’s bidding strategy, had limited impact on 
lignite units production, at least compared to the other parameters examined. 

The ANOVA tests and the Tukey’s range test when examining mean yearly production, show 
that two distinct groups of data exist; one for the period 2013-2015 and one for the period 2016-
2018. This is a clear indication that the TNERP, applied in 2016 [17, 18], had a direct impact on 
lignite generation. According the scheme, some lignite units had to comply with the restriction for 
17.500 operating hours between 2016 and 2023, thus remaining online only for a few months each 
year past 2016. Furthermore, in order to comply with the scheme requirements, some lignite units 
had to reduce generation levels, in order to not exceed a certain level of SOx and NOx emissions, 
while some other units have to remain offline in order to perform all necessary environmental 
upgrades to meet emissions requirements set by the TNERP. It should be also noted that application 
of TNERP in 2016 was followed by a considerable decrease in natural gas prices [41], which 
resulted in a change of the merit order list of Greek thermal units. When examining mean monthly 
lignite units productions according to ANOVA and Tukey’s range tests, three distinct groups are 
identified, one for months July, December and January, one for month April and one for the rest of 
the months. The first set of months consists of the peak load months [29], therefore it is expected all 
thermal plants production to be high during this period, while April is typically the lowest demand 
month in Greece, usually including the hour of minimum demand during the year, on Sunday Easter. 
However, regardless of seasonality, lignite units with an operating hours limitation were chosen to be 
online during peak months by the producer, in order to meet yearly peaking demand. Regarding the 
rest of the months, further grouping could be performed, for example months were lignite units 
provide heating services (October – March period), resulting in two more subgroups, one for months 
October, November, February and March and one for May, June, August and September. Further 
tests were however not performed, due to the small data set available, requiring a bigger number of 
degrees of freedom in order to estimate possible interactions; and due to the fact that this would lead 
to a complex model, when dummy variables during the modelling phase had to be used. This 
approach is reserved for future research after phase three of the EU ETS has been concluded. 

Observations of the graphical analysis and the statistical tests were used in order to create a 
statistical model in order to investigate correlation between lignite units production with the rest of 
the examined variables. Due to lack of sufficient data in order to perform time-series modeling, 
regression modeling was performed. The model was enhanced by dummy variables in order to 
include the years and months data clustering reflecting seasonality but the resulting R2 of 76,5% 
makes it not suitable for forecasting purposes. Model fit also indicates that either a variable is 
missing from the model or some X variables transformation is necessary. As already discussed, 
further months grouping could provide better results, while, regarding the missing variable, the 
natural gas price could be a possible option. However, an interesting observation concluded by the 
model coefficients is that average lignite availability is statistically insignificant. This could be 
explained by the fact that in the Greek System for the examined period there is sufficient lignite 
capacity, therefore, the outages rate of lignite units does not affect greatly lignite units’ production. 
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The regression model also shows that system load is statistically unimportant, but it should be taken 
into account that month dummy variables already reflect load seasonality. 

Stepwise regression and forward selection was performed in order to improve the initial 
regression model, a method which eliminates statistically unimportant variables. The analysis also 
took into account interactions between dependent variables, resulting in two improved models. The 
first model, with an R2 of 80%, describes lignite production by taking into account system load, 
availability, months and years, but also the interaction between availability and year, showing that 
availability had different impact on lignite production during years 2013-2015 compared to years 
2016-2018. This observation validates once more the impact of TNERP application on lignite 
production in 2016, while this model totally ignores CO2 emissions allowances prices, showing that 
EU ETS has insignificant impact on lignite production. From the policy maker point of view, this 
shows that an environmental mechanism that sets clear emission and operation restrictions has 
immediate impact on high polluting units production. However, the second model, with an R2 of 
74.9%, takes into account CO2 prices, the SMP, months and years, without considering any 
interactions between those two variables and months or years, showing that CO2 prices and the SMP 
alone can explain lignite production. The model presented in Table 9 shows that lignite production 
increases as SMP increases, which is expected since after 2016 natural gas prices decrease lignite 
units are more expensive than gas-fired units, therefore acting also as peak units along with hydro 
units and interconnections [26], while lignite production decreases as CO2 emissions price rises. This 
shows that the market alone can provide the right incentives towards production reduction of high 
polluting technologies, provided the right price signal is given by market emissions reduction 
mechanisms, such as the EU ETS.  

Concluding the analysis, it is shown that both the TNERP and the EU ETS mechanisms do 
have an impact on lignite units production in the Greek System. However the degree of observed 
results depends on structural parameters such as the market model or the cap of emission allowances 
traded, but also on other factors such as competing technologies production cost and units 
availability. The findings presented in this paper can be of use to either policy makers when 
designing environmental policies or to market participants when considering lignite units market 
participation and estimation of future lignite exploitation. 
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ABSTRACT  

Each year, the mining industry generates a significant amount of mine tailings. Disposal of 
mine tailings (MT) has environmental impacts such as air pollution from dust emissions and release 
of heavy metals to surface and underground water. The EU funded project ‘Integrated mineral 
technologies for more sustainable raw material supply (ITERAMS)’ as a part of its aims is trying to 
develop an alkali activated materials from low-Aluminium mine tailings from the Kevitsa mine in 
northern Finland using different alkali activator solutions investigated firstly the compressive 
strength of the final products. Based on the final strength of the prepared samples, the selected 
activator (sodium silicate here) was subsequently used for the further experiments. The alkali 
activated mine tailings (AAMT) were prepared by mixing different concentrations of sodium silicate 
solution, water and the MT powder. The MT contains X-ray amorphous material in addition to 
Quartz, Tremolite, Dolomite, Forsterite and Enstatite. Using a curing temperature of 40 °C led to 
strengthened and dense materials. The structure and morphology of the alkali activated products was 
determined by Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) which also confirmed the presence of phases 
leading to an increase in the compressive strength. It should be noted that the alkali activation of MT 
constitute new and novel materials with potential environmental protection applications such as low 
permeability covers for surface deposits of tailings to seal the surface tailings disposal area. Alkali 
activation involves the manipulation of materials within the tailings to change the properties of the 
resulting material. The water penetration and the permeability of oxygen are crucial factors for 
proper functionality of the installed covering layer. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION  

The mining industry has been subjected to increase the environmental principles in recent 
years. Disposal of mine tailings in impoundments can cause environmental and safety problems 
including serious water pollution arising from contamination of surface water, groundwater and soils 
due to the leaching of heavy metals, mill reagents, and sulphur compounds. Mine tailings are waste 
materials generated by mining operations and generally contain process water, gangue minerals, 
heavy metals, and any toxic substances used in the dressing of the ores [1]. Developing cost-effective 
and environmentally acceptable strategies for the disposal of such waste has thus become critical for 
the productivity of mining operations. 

There are different approaches to reduce the potential environmental hazards imposed by 
mine tailings: (i) isolation of MT, (ii) chemical stabilization of MT, and (iii) a combination of these 
two methods [5]. For the isolation techniques the tailings impoundment surface are capped [2]. The 
chemical stabilization includes addition of chemicals or cementitious materials to immobilize the 
heavy metals in MT through chemical reactions. For the simultaneous use of isolation and 
stabilization techniques the tailings surface can be treated by binders such as organic polymers, water 
glass and Ordinary Portland cement (OPC) to improve surface erosion resistance and reduce water 
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infiltration, which isolates the underlying tailings from the surrounding environment [3]. Although 
OPC has its benefits in stabilization of certain mine tailings, it has several drawbacks such as low 
acid resistance, high cost, and high energy consumption and CO2 emissions related to the production 
of OPC. 

In recent years, the utilisation of mine tailings has been getting much attention globally; this 
phenomenon can help reduce the emission of greenhouse gases by stabilization or isolation of 
tailings and providing cheaper alternative materials for building and construction, and for natural 
resource conservation. Different applications proposed for mine tailings include road construction 
[4], ceramics [5], construction materials [6], light-weight aggregates [7], mine backfilling [8], and 
utilizing tailings as a source of metals and chemicals [9]. 

A promising method, namely alkali-activation or geopolymerization of tailings, has been 
suggested to immobilize tailings as a raw material for construction. By alkali-activation, different 
mineral raw materials can be turned to valuable cementitious-like materials with low environmental 
impact. Recently, alkali-activated cements (AAC) produced from various industrial by-products such 
as slag and fly ash at low cost have been reported to have superior strength and stability performance 
in concrete applications even under aggressive environmental conditions [10–14]. Alkali activation 
of mine tailing can represent one of these low cost treatments to generate matrices for the 
encapsulation of hazardous elements [15–18]. However, the effect of activator concentration can lead 
to brittleness problems or decrease in strength in low and high concentrations of the alkaline 
activator respectively [14]. For MT not containing a high amount of aluminium the addition of an 
external source of Aluminium has to be considered. 

To our knowledge, no previous practical studies have been conducted using just alkali 
activator solution, water and mine tailings for the production of AAMT. The use of a sodium silicate 
solution alone could reduce the cost of alkali activator in the production of the final AAMT.  

This study attempts to emphasis on this path by using sodium silicate solution for the 
production of environmentally friendly AAMT. Obenaus-Emler et al. (2017) have previously 
reported a target applications for the ITERAMS concepts and technologies regarding tailings which 
validated by industrial and research partners at partners’ mine sites. The impact of ITERAMS will 
promote new mining practices and the development of novel technologies to store and utilize mine 
tailings and solid waste [19]. In this study low alumina mine tailings were activated using different 
alkali activators. Based on the initial results of the compressive strength of the final product the 
activator was selected. Sodium silicate showed to be an acceptable activator and further experiments 
were performed using it at different concentrations (10-30 wt. %). The strength of AAMT products 
were examined in the period of 7, 14 and 28 days. Furthermore a detailed microstructural 
characterization of the final products was conducted to help understand the origin of the properties of 
the resulting products. 

 
2. EXPERIMENTAL 

 
2.1. Sample Synthesis 

Mine tailings were supplied from Kevitsa Mining Oy in Northern Finland in the Lapland 
province. Sodium silicate solution from VWR chemicals with a modulus (Ms = SiO2/Na2O) of 3.5 
was selected as an alkali activator. Potassium silicate solution was selected as another alkali activator. 
The solution was prepared by mixing a commercial potassium silicate solution (Kasil 2135; PQ Europe) 
with potassium hydroxide to obtain K2O/SiO2 = 0.8 (65 wt. % of H2O). Sodium hydroxide with a 
purity >99% was achieved from Merck (Germany) and nitric acid (64-66%) from Sigma-Aldrich.  

 
The alkali activated materials (AAMs) were prepared by blending the tailings with 

combinations of activators (sodium silicate, potassium silicate, sodium hydroxide, potassium 
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hydroxide). The molarity of each activator solution was 6 and additional water was added to the 
mixture in order to achieve a required slurry concentration. The mixing was continued for a further 5 
min, then the slurry transferred to prismatic beam moulds (20×20×80 mm) and vibrated for 60 s on a 
vibrating table. The samples were sealed and cured at 40 °C for 7 days before determining the 
compressive strength. Regarding their hardening behaviour and resulting compressive strength the 
mixture containing sodium silicate solution, water and tailing powder indicated the highest 
compressive strength of 4 MPa after curing for 7 days.  

According to the results of the initial experiments sodium silicate solution was selected as the 
activator for the further experiments. Different percentage of the sodium silicate solution (10, 15, 20, 
25 and 30 wt. %) were added to the tailings and mixed for 5 min. Finally, water was added to the 
mixture in order to adjust the liquid-to-solid mass ratio of 0.23. The slurry was stirred for another 5 
minutes , transferred to prismatic beam moulds (20×20×80 mm) and vibrated for 60 s on a vibrating 
table. Again, the samples were sealed and cured at 40 °C for 7, 14 and 28 days. The following 
properties were determined after curing: solubility in water, chemical analysis and morphology 
structure, water absorption and compressive strength. The recipes of the tested mixtures are given in 
table 1.  
 

Table 1. Composition of the samples (Mass %)  
Label Mine Tailing Sodium Silicate Water Water / Binder  
IT-NSi-10% 73.20 10 16.80 0.23 
IT-NSi-15% 71.07 15 13.93 0.23 
IT-NSi-20% 68.93 20 11.07 0.23 
IT-NSi-25% 66.93 25 8.07 0.23 
IT-NSi-30% 63.75 30 6.25 0.23 

 
3. CHARACTERIZATION 

 
3.1. X-Ray Fluorescence 

The milling of the material was prepared using a vibratory disc mill (Retsch RS 200) for 1-5 
min to get the desired particle size. Particle size analysis of the powdered material was performed 
with a LS 13320 laser diffraction particle size analyser from Beckman Coulter, using air as a 
dispersion medium. The chemical composition results of the mine tailing was determined by X-ray 
fluorescence (XRF, PANalytical AxiosmAX) equipped with a rhodium tube with a maximum power 
rating of 4 kW. The result of XRF analysis of the selected tailing sample is given in Table 2. The 
tailings have considerably low amount of Al2O3.  

 

Table 2. Composition of the tailings as determined by XRF 
Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 SO3 K2O CaO TiO2 MnO Fe2O3 LOI 

 0.58 21.82 3.99 47.96 0.15 0.23 11.28 0.37 0.17 12.06 1.6 
 

3.2. Solubility Test 

The solubility tests have been done on 13 tailing samples in order to select the most reactive 
sample with high solubility in silica and alumina. Although the alumina content in the samples are 
low a high alumina solubility is more favourable for alkali activation. The solubility experiments 
were carried out using samples initially milled in a Retsch disk mill to a particle size between 1 μm 
and 10 μm. The dissolution experiments were conducted in polypropylene bottles with 6 M NaOH 
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solution, at a solid/liquid ratio of 40 w/w. The samples were stirred on a horizontal shaking table for 
24 h at 23±0.5 °C, filtered afterwards through a 0.4 μm filter paper and finally acidified with 6M 
HNO3 to pH lower than 2. The final solutions were analysed with ICP-OES. 

The solubility in 6 M NaOH solution after 24 hours is shown in Fig. 1. The results show that 
about 10 wt.% of the overall silica and a round 2-8 wt.% of the overall alumina content is soluble in 
the solvent. The amount of calcium in the solution is very low which might be caused by the 
formation of Ca-containing precipitates while leaching this will be further assessed by mineralogical 
investigations. 

  

 
Fig. 1. Alkaline solubility of silicon and aluminium. Results are expressed as soluble weight percentage based on 

the amount in the original material. 
 

3.3. Microstructural analysis 

The original mine tailing and the synthesised AAMT were characterised with field emission 
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM) using a Zeiss Ultra Plus microscope fitted with an electron 
dispersive (EDS) detector an energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX). An accelerating voltage 
of 15 keV was used to analyse the structural and chemical texture of the samples. The samples were 
carbon coated with a 7–9 nm carbon layer. 
 

3.3.1. SEM–EDX analysis of the hardened AAMT 

The microstructure of the MT and MT containing 30 wt. % of sodium silicate after 28 days 
curing are presented in Fig. 2 (a, b). The figure shows a SEM micrograph of a representative location 
of each sample. The morphology of AAMT samples changed with addition of alkali activator. The 
change in nature of reaction product is evident in SEM and EDX. Generally, the micrographs show a 
homogeneous, compact and uniform microstructure. Modification of the MT was observed with 
formation of larger aggregates compared to unreacted MT. Treatment of MT with a higher amount of 
sodium silicate resulted in an improvement in the compressive strength.  

The microstructure of MT with a 30% sodium silicate content (Fig. 2b) reveal a morphology 
consisting of a random array of sheet-like unaggregated particles. The structure appeared to be more 
homogenous and denser with continuous gel matrix which is due to the high dissolution of 
amorphous silica, magnesia and calcium present in the raw materials. The flat areas in the structure 
become more obvious and the degree of the reticulation appears to decrease. This may be a reason 
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that the combination with sodium silicate can improve the final strength. The compressive strength 
was higher compared to the other mixes containing different activator contents. 

EDS elemental analysis confirms the presence of all the expected elements in MT treated 
with sodium silicate (Si, Al, Na, Mg, Fe and Ca) (Fig. 2 c), with the additional presence of C from 
the carbon coating. The presence of sodium silicate can control the microstructural properties of the 
final product.  

 

 
 

Fig. 2. Representative SEM micrographs of (a, b) original MT, and IT-NA-30%, (c, d) Backscattered SEM micrographs 
of MT, and IT-NA-30%. 

 

3.4. Soaking Test 

The effect of water absorption on AAMT was investigated in accordance with BS EN ISO 
62:1999 [18]. Overall 15 prismatic beams (20×20×80 mm) were prepared and cured for 28 days 
using the procedure mentioned above. First all the specimens were dried in an oven at 105 °C and 
then allowed to cool to room temperature before weighing. This process was repeated until a 
constant mass of the specimens was reached. Water absorption tests were conducted by submerging 
the specimens in a water bath at 23°C for 24 hrs. After immersion for 24 h, the specimens were taken 
out from the water and the surface water was removed by wiping with a clean dry cloth. The 
specimens were reweighed within 1 min after removing them from the water. The water absorption 
capacity was determined using the following equation: 
 

𝑊𝑊𝑓𝑓(%) =
𝑊𝑊𝑠𝑠 −𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖

𝑊𝑊𝑖𝑖
× 100 

 

a b 

d c 
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where, Wa is water absorption (d.b. %), Wf  is weight of specimen after immersion (g) 
and Wi is weight of specimen before immersion (g). 

 
3.4.1. Water Absorption results 

The plot of water absorption and compressive strength for different sodium silicate additions 
(Fig.3.) shows a trend of increasing compressive strength with decreasing water absorption. The 
water absorption of the specimens decreased with the higher sodium silicate concentration, which 
indicates a denser structure (less porosity) [20, 21] resulting in a higher compressive strength. The 
lowest values of water absorption (10.2 %) of the 28-day cured specimen at 40°C from AAMT with 
30 wt. % sodium silicate indicated higher degree of reaction for this sodium silicate addition 
compared with other specimens, and result in the highest compressive strength (15.84 MPa). When 
the MT activated with high amount of sodium silicate solution the resulting material develops a very 
dense structure with the lowest apparent porosity. In fact good correlation is observed, mostly 
between compressive strength and the water absorption in AAMT.  

 

 
Fig 3.  The effect of the amount of sodium silicate solution on water absorption and compressive strength of AAMT 

 
When the amount of sodium silicate solution is increased the amount of soluble silica in the 

mixture is increased as well. Hence the polymerization processes is accelerated to some extent. The 
best-fit curves were obtained using the least squares method and the fitting quality was analysed by 
the coefficient of determination (R2), for which the correlation coefficients R2 are all >0.90. 
 

3.5. Compressive test 

The compressive strength of the specimens was measured using portions of prismatic beams 
broken by flexural testing according to the ASTM C116-90 recommendation 50. All the broken 
prismatic beams were measured under a compressive load with a constant displacement rate of 
2mm/min. The compressive load was measured with a Zwick Z100 Roell testing machine with a 
maximum load capacity of 100 kN. The results were obtained from the average of six tested 
replicates. 

 
3.5.1. Compressive Strength 
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The compressive strength of the treated MT samples with different activators after curing at 
40 °C for 7 days is presented in Fig. 4. The maximum compressive strength is obtained for the 
mixture containing sodium silicate solution (4 MPa). In addition, the sodium silicate solution causing 
an increase in the solubility of the silica solution in the mixture.  

 

 
 

Fig. 4. Compressive strength of the final products after 7 days of curing at 40 °C. 
 
According to initial compressive results, and the economic point of view, the sodium silicate 

solution has been selected for the subsequent experiments. The compressive strength of the treated 
MT samples with increasing amount of sodium silicate solution after curing for 7, 14 and 28 days at 
40 °C is summarized in Fig. 5. The addition of sodium silicate causes an increase in compressive 
strength of the treated samples. The presence of silicon could result in the formation of several 
polymeric or simple structures. Furthermore the strength and compressibility of the MT treated 
sodium silicate solution is related to the structure as confirmed with microstructure analysis (Fig. 2.). 
It should be noted that the curing time has a considerable impact on mechanical strength 
development. 

 
Fig. 5. Compressive strength of the final products after 7, 14 and 28 days of curing at 40 °C. 
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Compressive strength was observed to rise with alkali content which is related to the amount 
of the soluble silica. It can be noted that increasing the activator solution content from 10 to 30 wt. % 
gradually increases the strength of the final product. Generally speaking the highest strength of all 
mixes was attained with the addition of 30 wt. % of sodium silicate solution. The compressive 
strength of the IT-NA-30% after 28 days is 15.84 MPa showing an increase by 18 % in comparison 
to the IT-NA-10%.  

 
4. CONCLUSION 

Stabilization of mine tailings using optimized alkali-activation solutions transforms such 
waste into a matrix with adequate strength. The laboratory studies were aiming to determine the 
efficient proportion of activator solution for stabilizing the tailings under consideration. Five alkali-
activated mine tailing mixtures were produced adding varying amount of sodium silicate solution in 
order to improve the final strength. Test specimens were cured at 40 °C and the chemical 
composition of the resuling matrix was determined by SEM/EDX. Furthermore the water absorption 
and compressive strength was investigated. The addition of sodium silicate to MT results in higher 
compressive strength and lower water absorption. The amount of sodium silicate solution and the 
curing time are two major factors affecting the behaviour of AAMT. The SEM investigations show 
the formation of more compact microstructure when increasing the sodium silicate content of the 
mixture.  

A possible explanation is as follows: Higher sodium silicate addition contributes to the 
dissolution of silica and subsequent formation of a higher amount of alkali-activated gels resulting in 
a higher compressive strength. The AAMT reach their ultimate strength within approximately 28 
days. 

Adding a sodium silicate solution up to 30 wt. % resulted in a compressive strength of the 
final product of up to 16 MPa after 28 day of curing at 40 °C. The compressive strength increased 
with the increase of alkaline solution from 10 to 30 wt. %. Among the mixtures of this study, the 
mixtures having 30 wt. % sodium silicate can be considered as the optimum mixture for reasonable 
compressive strength under the curing condition studied here. 
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ABSTRACT 

In a developing world, the spreading and progress of industry, agriculture and social service 
is a necessity. Such a progress is often associated with an increase of occupational accidents. 
Unfortunately, occupational accidents are destined to reiterate itself and the reasons are in very case 
the same (human mistake, poor regulatory enforcement, etc.). There are 2.78 million deaths per year 
and 374 million non-fatal work related injuries and illnesses each year. The human rate of this daily 
adversity is high and the economic onus of not enough occupational safety and health practices is 
assessed at 3.94 per cent of global Gross Domestic Product each year. Work accidents occur in 
Energy sector as other sectors with the difference that happens more often. Petroleum and Natural 
Gas sector play the most crucial role in the world in power generation. Many accidents happen in 
Petroleum and Natural Gas fields and the negative outcomes affect the surroundings. In this attempt, 
the official statistics on Turkish crude petroleum and natural gas sector are analyzed for the period 
between 2011 – 2016. All studied data are taken from Social Security Institution of Turkey (SGK), 
which includes the fatalities, serious injuries, minor injuries and working population for Turkish 
Petroleum Industry for the period 2011-2016. Fatal Accident Rate (FAR), Serious Injuries Rate 
(SIR) and Individual Risk (IR) are calculated together with F-N curve analysis. Moreover, OSHA 
incident rate (based on lost workdays) is also calculated. Furthermore, some recommendations are 
made in order to take the necessary preventative measures to decrease all the necessary rates related 
with occupational accidents. It should be mentioned that his method of analysis could be applied to 
chemical-petrochemical activities and surface mining activities (continuous and non-continuous) for 
the exploitation of coal deposits. 

 
Keywords: Energy Sector, Occupational Accidents, Turkey 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In a developing world, the spreading and progress of industry has incredible benefits but 
regrettably such an industrial expansion brings with it some menaces. It has presented that market 
systems in many countries have the weakest capabilities to devise and implement a monitoring 
structure that protects both the workers and consumers [1,2]. The risks of globalization can often be 
realized by observing the number of occupational accidents, which has continuously exhibited an 
increasing trend. Unfortunately, occupational accidents are destined to take place consistently and 
the reasons are very akin in most occasions (human mistake, poor regulatory enforcement, etc.) 
[3][4]. Work accidents may happen suddenly, but their causes last for years. Work accidents can be 
considered as one of the most crucial problems of the worldwide business because of the undesirable 
effects they pose [5]. Problems related with work place safety threaten not only worker’s life and 
health, but also the labor productivity and endanger companies. Subsequently healthier and safer 
work environment is the main premise to a more productive work [6,7]. It has an sublime importance 
to diminish the fatalities, serious injuries and physical disabilities ensuing from work accidents by 
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confening the unsafe conducts of the employees and creating a stable and safe working environment 
which is significant for the function of human resource management [8,9]. 

 
2. OBJECTIVES AND METHODOLOGY 

In this study ‘work accident statistics’ which took place in Turkish Petroleum and Natural 
Gas industry were examined methodically between 2011 and 2016. During this analysis, the 
statistical yearbooks regularly published by Social Security Institution (SGK) have been used as a 
data source. This division of oil and gas industry is defined by NACE [10] and containss the 
production of crude petroleum, the mining and extraction of oil from oil shale and oil sands and the 
production of natural gas and recovery of hydrocarbon liquids.The most concessive data related to 
occupational accidents is collected and published by SGK which is a public institution. According to 
data collected from these statistical yearbooks [11,12,13,14,15,16], the number of Fatal Accident 
Rate (FAR), the number of Serious Injuries Rate (SIR), Individual Risk (IR) and F-N Curve are 
calculated between 2011 and 2016 for Petroleum and Natural Gas industry which are mostly used by 
British Chemical Industry. Furthermore, as a second approach OSHA incident rate (based on lost 
workdays) is also calculated. Changes in trends with the years are analyzed, estimated and 
interpreted [17]. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The word safety has two explanations; first describes a position in which a person feels 
secure while the second explanation implies that the possibility of conversion from safe to unsafe 
state must be sufficiently low. On the other hand, an accident sequence is shown below: 
 

Hazard → Accident/Failure Event → Undesired Consequences    (1) 
 

The word ‘Hazard’ in the sequence refers to an item that can inflict harm or pose danger to 
human life, property or environment. The failure event indicates the presence of a flaw in the 
functioning of a part of the system [18,19]. 

One of the complications in understanding the field of risk management is the limited 
understanding of the word ‘risk’ itself. The product of the probability of a failure event and the 
resulting consequence of the failure event constitute the risk [20]. 

 
Risk = Probability of the failure event occurring × Undesired consequences   (2) 
 
The first measure to quantify the ‘Risk’ is the term Fatal Accident Rate (FAR). FAR is a 

measure of the risk present from hazards that have experienced actual failure events in at least one 
fatality. The FAR is usually quoted as the number of fatalities that occur in a defined group of people 
per 108 hours of exposure to the total number of hours worked. 

 
𝐹𝐹𝐴𝐴𝑅𝑅 = = 10

8  × ∑ 𝑁𝑁(𝑤𝑤𝑍𝑍)𝑠𝑠
𝑍𝑍=1

𝐷𝐷×𝐻𝐻×∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑍𝑍
𝑠𝑠
𝑍𝑍=1

         (3) 

 
Where N is number of fatalities in year i, m total year of statistic, wi the  workers per year i, 

D the number of days per year i and H the number of hours per day. 
The form of the above equation means it is possible to compare the FAR for individual years, 

or sum the results from a number of years to gain the FAR for a longer time period - both approaches 
are valid. Due to the fact that FAR is measured in Petroleum Industry (onshore and offshore fields) 
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the schedule in Turkey is 3 weeks work and 2 weeks off where its shift is 12 hours and since one 
year has 52 weeks, the working days for a person is 224 (32 weeks* 7 days). 

The following term is Serious Injuries Rate (SIR). SIR is a measure of the risk present from 
hazards that have experienced actual failure events and the undesired human consequences in the 
form of serious injuries. The SIR is also quoted as a function of 1×108 exposure hours, and is 
calculated in a very similar manner to the FAR: 

 
𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒𝐒 = 𝟏𝟏𝟏𝟏

𝟖𝟖  × ∑ 𝐒𝐒𝐦𝐦
𝐢𝐢=𝟏𝟏 (𝐰𝐰𝐢𝐢)

𝐃𝐃×𝐇𝐇×∑ 𝐰𝐰𝐢𝐢
𝐦𝐦
𝐢𝐢=𝟏𝟏

          (4) 
 
Where S is number of serious injuries in year i and m total year of statistic, D is the number 

of days per year i, H the number of hours per day and wi the workers per year i.  
The Individual Risk (IR) is the probability of death in a calendar year for an individual 

member of a specified group. 
 
IR=  ∑ 𝑁𝑁(𝑤𝑤𝑍𝑍)𝑠𝑠

𝑍𝑍=1
∑ 𝑤𝑤𝑍𝑍
𝑠𝑠
𝑍𝑍=1

            (5) 

 
Where N is the number of fatalities in year i across the population wi. 
Furthermore, one way of representing the frequency of ‘N-or-more’ fatalities is through the 

use of an F-N curve. Two concepts are involved in an F-N curve. The ‘F’ is the annual frequency 
with which a particular type of fatal event occurs. The ‘N’ is the number of fatalities caused by a 
particular failure event. The F-N curve plots annual event frequency against N or more fatalities in 
the event [21,22]. 

The OSHA formula that is used from American Industry for Incident Rate (based on lost 
workdays) are presented below 

 
IncidentRate(based on lostwork days) = ∑ L(wi)m

i=1
DxHx(∑ wi)m

i=1
 x 200.000   (6) 

 
Where L is the number of lost work days in year i and m total year of statistic, D is the 

number of days per year i, H the number of hours per day and wi the workers per year i.  
The term Incident Rate is defined as the number of occupational injuries and/or illnesses or 

lost workdays per 100 full-time employees while the term lost workdays is defined as the number of 
days (consecutive or not) after but not including the day of injury or illness during which the 
employee would have worked but could not do so, that is, during which the employee could not 
perform all or any part of his or her normal assignment during all or any part of the workday or shift 
because of the occupational injury or illness. 

Table 1 presents Social Security Institution (SGK), the number of fatalities, serious injuries 
and (Minor) Injuries In this context minor injuries are defined as the number of workers having work 
injuries by 1, 2 , 3 and 4 incapacity days while serious injuries are considered as the number of 
workers having work injuries 5 or more incapacity days. 

 
Table 1. Number of fatalities, serious juries and minor injuries in Petroleum &Natural Gas sector from 2011-2016 [ 11, 12, 

13, 14, 15,16] 

Year 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Total Number of Workers 3451 3403 3387 3356 3118 3038 
Total Number of Minor 

Injuries 106 88 74 117 53 49 

Total Number of Serious 54 50 44 48 31 30 
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Injuries 
Total Number of Injuries 160 138 118 165 84 79 
Total Number of Deaths 1 0 3 1 0 0 

 
When the data is examineded in Figure 1, it is obvious that there is a reduction in the number 

of workers each year which is the expected outcome of reduction in oil price since 2012. 
Nevertheless, the important drop in oil prices started in 2014 (Figure 2) as well as the reductionin 
drilling operations.The total number of employees diminished by 12 % in 6 years period. 

 

 
Figure 1. Number of workers in extraction of crude petroleum and natural gas sector between 2011-2016 

 

 
Figure 2. Oil prices from 2010 to 2014 

Figure 3 nominates that there is a reduction in both minor and serious injuries if the data for 
2014 is excluded (red arrows). If it is assumed that any worker is injured in a given year only once, 
the percent of injured workers is calculated from Table 1 and presented in Figure 3. The percent of 
injured employee reduceded from 4.64 % to 2.60 in 6 years with the exception of 2014. It is seen that 
every 5 worker out of 100 injured in 2014 and this exceptional difference can be attributed to the 
augmented drilling operations in 2014 (Figure 5 and Figure 6). There were two leading driving 
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reasons for augmented drilling operation, higher oil prices in the period of 2010 – 2014 (Figure 7) 
and increased exploration activities on geothermal growth. The fatalities (Figure 7), on the other 
hand, are few and in some years does not exist. 

 

 
Figure 3. Presentation of Minor Injuries and Serious Injuries between 2011-2016 

 

 
Figure 4. Percent of workers injured between 2011-2016 
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Figure 5. Percent of workers injured between 2011-2016 

 

 
Figure 6. Percent of workers injured between 2011-2016 
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Figure 7. Number of fatalities between 2011-2016 

From Table 1 and by the use of Equations 3, 4 and 5 Fatal Accident Rate (FAR), Serious 
Injuries Rate (SIR) and  Individual Risk (IR) are calculated. The outcomes are presented in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Calculations for the terms FAR, SIR and IR from 2011-2016 per 108 exposed hours 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
FAR 10.41 5.24 14.03 13.21 10.74 9.09 
SIR 562.06 545.03 519.10 517.78 487.81 467.34 
IR 0.00029 0.00015 0.00039 0.00037 0.00030 0.00025 

 

Table 2 shows that Fatal Accident Rate is low. It starts with 10.41 fatalities per 108 exposure 
hours and then follows a decrease with 5.24 fatalities per exposure 108 hours (2012). In period 2012 
to 2013 there is the only increase and then from 2013 until 2016 there is a downward trend which 
reaches 9.09 fatalities per 108 exposure hours. In the Serious Injuries Rate is observed that from 2011 
to 2016 there is a respectful decrease. In 2011 SIR  starts with a value of 562.10 per exposure 108 
hours and until 2016 reaches the value of 467.34 per exposure 108 hours where this entails a 
reduction of 16.85%. The Individual Risk is also low due to the fact the deaths are few and flactuates 
the three first years. Individual Risk from 2013 to 2016 follows a reduction equal to 35.89%. Figure 
8 shows the FAR and SIR per 108 exposure hours. 
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Figure 8. Fatal Accident Rate (FAR) & Serious Accident Rate (SIR) per 108 exposure hours from 2011-2016 

 
As far as it concerns the F-N Curves, it should be mentioned that is a useful way of 

comparing industries. Similar curves have been developed for several industries and activities and 
examples are contained in Evans [23] book. This is the legal requirement in the United Kingdom 
(U.K) as stipulated in the Health and Safety at Work Act in 1974 and it is also called criterion lines 
[24]. This use of F-N curves has been challenged by some authors [25,26] as it does not conform to 
decision theory, which has demonstrated that it is the expectation (or average) fatalities per accident 
that should be used to determine the optimum investment in control measures [27].  

 
The calculations for F-N Curve for Turkish Petroleum Industry are presented in the Table 3. 
2011:1 event with 1 fatality 
2013: 2 events with 3 fatalities 
2014: 1 event with 1 fatality 
 
Figure 9 showss the F-N Curve graph for the data set of fatal accident events across the 

Turkish Petroleum industry for the period between 2011 and 2016. It is obvious from the graph that 
the accidents per year with N or more fatalities are reduced due to the fact that there are only few 
events (3) with one fatality, one event with two fatalities and no events with more than two fatalities. 
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Figure 9. F-Curve for Petroleum Industry between 2011 and 2016 

 

SGK statistics presents Table 4 which includes the total lost work day and days of temporary 
incapacity for both outpatient and Inpatient occasions from 2011 to 2016 

 
Table 4 Number of total work lost days, days of temporary incapacity both (outpatient) and (inpatient) for Turkish 

Petroleum sector from 2011 to 2016 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Days of temporary incapacity 

(Outpatient) 1226 1254 1283 934 809 686 

Days of temporary incapacity 
(Inpatient) 23 82 44 3 28 21 

Total work lost days 1249 1336 1327 937 837 707 
 
The Figure 10 presents the days of temporary incapacity (outpatient), days of temporary 

incapacity (inpatient) and the total work lost days from 2011 to 2016.The days of temporary 
incapacity (outpatient) have a small augmentation for one year and then there is a gradually 
reduction, where in 2016 almost reaches half of the days from 2011. On the other hand, the 
temporary days of incapacity (outpatient) fluctuate with the highest value to be in 2012, 82 days 
spending in hospital for the employees for a whole year and the smallest value of spending the 
employees in hospital for a whole year to be in 2014 only 3 days. 
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Figure 10 Total work lost days-Days of Temporary Incapacity (Outpatient)-Days of Temporary (Inpatient) from 

2011 to 2016 

 
According to equation (6) the Table 5 shows the outcomes for Incident Rate (based on lost 

work days) 
 
Table 5 Outcomes for Incident Rate (based on lost work days) according to OSHA from 2011 to 2016 

 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 
Incident Rate (based on lost work days) 26.00 27.09 27.44 25.62 24.44 23.25 

 
Incident Rate of lost work days follows a small augmentation in the starting years of our 

research due to both increase in outpatient and inpatient lost work days. From 2013 to 2016 there is a 
gradually reduction especially to outpatient lost work days. The minimum value of Incident Rate 
based on lost work days takes place the last year of our research in 2016. Apart from Petroleum 
Industry all these calculations can be implemented in chemical-petrochemical activities and surface 
mining activities (continuous and non-continuous) for the exploitation of coal deposits [28].  

 
4. CONCLUSION 

The current review highlights the fatal accidents, serious accidents, minor accidents and the 
number ot total work lost days both oupatient and inpatient between 2011 and 2016 for Turkish 
Petroleum and Natural Gas sector but it can laso be implemented in chemical, petrochemical and 
surface mining (continuous and non-continuous) for the exploitation of coal deposits . 

• As far as it concerns the fatalities, with annual average of death 0.67 (per year) show that the 
results are good with the note that Turkish Petroleum industry is small compared to other 
ones. 

• Minor and serious Accidents  have a decreasing trend between 2011 and 2016 with the 
exception of 2014 due to increase in drilling activities. 

• Total work lost days also follow downward trend with from 1249 (2011) to 707 (2016) which 
corresponds to a change of 57%. This is a sign of improvement in safety practices within oil 
industry. 
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ABSTRACT  

The primary purpose of rehabilitation in post mine area in West Macedonia Lignite Centre, 
Northern Greece is the recovery of the nature and ecosystem, and the creation of a self-sustaining 
land surface. However, the effective utilization of post mine area for the productive uses such as 
agricultural crops and other potential economic have been taken into consideration in recent years. 
About 1,000 ha of these land are already covered annually with cereal crops, but require specific 
treatment if they are to be rehabilitated for fruit land production. A 5ha orchard and a vineyard were 
established by the Public Power Corporation SA in an old mine to evaluate the adaptability of 12 
fruit trees species in this specific environment. In 2001 were planted  15 apple, 9 pear, 10 cherry, 3 
walnut, 9 peach, 1 nectarine, 1 plum, 4 grapevine, 1 quince, 1 jujube, 1 raspberry, 1 gooseberry and 2 
persimmon varieties. After 15 years of cultivation several problems recorded regarding adaptation on 
soil or climatic conditions. Success of crop adaptation was judged on the basis of yield, blossom set, 
incidence of disease and survival rates in comparison to adjacent control orchards. Grapevine, 
cherry, walnut, apple and jujube trees responded quite well while persimmon, plum, peach, 
raspberries pear and quince trees revealed severe adaptation problems. Fruit yield in rehabilitated 
soils did not exceed 60% of control orchards yield while tests for heavy metal did not show 
significant differences compared with local market fruits. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The lignite production activities carried out for more than five decades in Ptolemais lignite-
bearing basin, in the Region of West Macedonia, Northern Greece, have caused significant 
modifications in numerous environmental constituents of the greater area mainly due to their size and 
the applied surface mining method [1,2]. 

The primary purpose of rehabilitation in post mine area is the recovery of the nature and 
ecosystem, and the creation of a self-sustaining land surface. However, the effective utilizations of 
post mine area for the productive uses such as agricultural crops and other potential economic use 
options have been taken into consideration in recent years [3]. In case that the selected land use is 
‘agricultural land’ the type of crops or tree species could be planted are relevant to the suitability of 
soil for supporting growth of plants since the soil of a mine site might be in extreme conditions with 
a heavy lack of nutrients and a high level of toxicity [4]. Climatic conditions as well as determine the 
adaptation of species in a region. In this research, evaluated the adaptation of tender-fruit trees in a 
post mine area [5]. 

 
2. METHODOLOGY 

The study area was located on a waste damp, in rehabilitated land cultivated for more than a 
decade with cereal crops. A 5ha orchard and a vineyard were established by the Public Power 
Corporation SA to evaluate the adaptability of 12 fruit trees species in this specific environment 
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(Figures 1 and 2). Slopes varied from nearly level to gentle, making farm management easier as well 
as permitting cold air drainage and surface water drainage. According to the results of lab analyses 
the soil was characterized by an alkaline pH and normal electrical values. The particle size 
distribution varied from moderately coarse to fine low clay percentages, a typical feature of recently 
formed soils. The organic matter content varied from medium to high due to lignite of low calorific 
value been dumped. Reduction of organic matter content with depth, which is typical in normal 
agricultural soils, was not observed. There was a high CaCO3 content since mine spoils were formed 
by marls. Cation exchange capacity (CEC) was high, mainly due to high concentrations of Fe in 
assimilable form. Sufficient concentrations of the exchangeable cations K+ Ca2+ and Mg2+ were 
determined while the Phosphorus concentrations were below the accepted availability level of 
20mg/kg. Regarding the availability of micronutrients, only Zn exhibited deficiency, while the Fe 
and Mn concentrations were too high. Moreover Co and Ni concentrations were below the level of 
toxicity and the probability to trace them in the food chain was very low, taking into consideration 
the high soil pH values, which does not favour the mobility of metals and, consequently, the increase 
of their availability to plants [6]. 

In 2001 were planted 15 apple, 9 pear, 10 cherry, 3 walnut, 9 peach, 1 nectarine, 1 plum, 4 
grapevine, 1 quince, 1 jujube, 1 raspberry, 1 gooseberry and 2 persimmon varieties. Plant care 
program on the advice of horticulturists of West Macedonia Technological Institute, included 
fertilization according to soil test or leaf tissue analyses, appropriate staking of new trees, pruning 
and pesticide applications.  

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

During 2010-2014 growing periods detailed notes concerning health of the fruit trees, relative 
amount of blossom, relative yields, soil characteristics, farm management and special problems in 
rehabilitation success were taken (Table 1). 

Grapevine, cherry, walnut, apple (except Gala and Scarlet varieties) and jujube trees responded 
quite well yielding up to 60% of control orchards yield while tests for heavy metal didn’t show 
significant differences compared with local market fruits. Peach and Persimmon were the most 
sensitive fruit crops, damaged by late spring frosts. Raspberries failed probably due to the high soil 
pH values. Pear and Quince withstand low spring temperatures bud suffered from severe fire blight 
infection (except Nashi and Harrow sweet varieties) resulting in destruction of all trees 10 years after 
planting. 

It seems that in order for fruit tree crops on the rehabilitated soils not to be restricted due to soil 
infertility, rates of fertiliser to be applied should exceed normal agricultural dressings. Further 
investigation on the use of soil amendments such as bio solids, mulch and compost for improvement 
of crop growth and yield, is necessary [7]. 
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Figure 1. The 5ha orchard of West Macedonia Lignite Centre 
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Figure 2. Aerial photograph of Ptolemais lignite-bearing basin (a) and the 5ha orchard located in the reclaimed waste 
heap of Main Field Mine 

 
 
 

 

Ptolemais 

West Macedonia Lignite Centre 
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Table 1. Adaptation, response and problems recorded of fruit tree species planted on rehabilitated soils in West 

Macedonia Lignite Centre. 
 

Tree species Variety / rootstock Adaptation Problems 

Apple 

Red chief / MM106 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Golden delicious / M26 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Golden smooth / M26 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Scarlet / M106 ֍    
Jona gored / M26 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Jona gold / M26 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Gala / M26 ֍    
Pink kiss / M26 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Pink kiss / M9 ֍  ֍   
Fuji / M26 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Guerin / M26 ֍  ֍   
Firiki / M26 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Red chief spur / M26 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Fuji kiku 8 / M9 ֍  ֍   
Red chief sandige / M26 ֍  ֍    

Pears 

Kristali / OHF333 ֍  ֍  Fire blight 
Toska / OHF333 ֍  ֍  Fire blight 
Kontoula / OHF333 ֍  ֍  Fire blight 
Nashi ֍     
Abate fetell ֍  ֍  Fire blight 
Williams / OHF333 ֍  ֍  Fire blight 
Highland / OHF333 ֍  ֍  Fire blight 
Harrow sweet / OHF333 ֍  ֍   
General Leclerc / OHF333 ֍    Fire blight 

Cherries 

Grace star / Gi ֍  ֍  ֍  
UFO ֍  ֍  ֍  
Black star / Gi ֍  ֍  ֍  
Kordia / Gi 6 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Ferrovia / Gi 5 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Regina / PIKU 1 ֍  ֍  ֍  
Lapen / Gi 5 ֍  ֍    
Tragana / CAB ֍  ֍  ֍  
Bakirtzi / CAB ֍  ֍  ֍  
Harond giant / CAB ֍  ֍   

Walnuts 
Franquette ֍  ֍  ֍  
Pentro ֍  ֍    
Melanez ֍  ֍    

Peaches Andros / GF677 ֍    
Fayette ֍    

Nectarine Red gold / CF677 ֍  ֍  

Grapevines 

Xinomavro / 41B ֍  ֍  ֍  
Shiraz / 41B ֍  ֍    
Chardone / 110R ֍  ֍    
Cabarnet / 41B ֍  ֍  ֍  

Persimmon Vanilla ֍    
Hana fugiou ֍    

Quince Giant ֍   Fire blight 
Jujube Lag ֍  ֍    

Raspberry  ֍    
Gooseberry  ֍  ֍   

֍  ֍  ֍  Well adapted, good growth, 50-60% of control orchards yield 
֍  ֍  Well adapted medium growth, 30-50% % of control orchards yield 
֍  Poor adaptation, limited growth and yield 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The lignite mining activities carried out since 1950’s in West Macedonia Lignite Centre, 
Northern Greece, have caused significant modifications in numerous environmental constituents of 
the greater area mainly due to their size and the applied surface mining method. To this extent, the 
primary purpose of rehabilitation in a post mine area of about 16,000 ha is the recovery of the nature 
and ecosystem, and the creation of a self-sustaining land surface.  

However, all decisions related to the reclamation of mine land should take into account the 
need of developing new economic activities, which will compensate, even partly, the loss of 
thousands of jobs related directly or indirectly with mining and electricity generation activities. For 
this reason, the effective utilization of post mine area for productive uses, such as agricultural crops, 
has been investigated in recent years. About 1,000 ha of mine land that has already been reclaimed is 
covered annually with cereal crops, but require specific treatment if they are to be rehabilitated for 
fruit land production.  

The 5 ha orchard, which was established in 2001 in the reclaimed waste heap of Main Field 
mine, was the ideal place to evaluate the adaptability of 12 fruit trees species in this specific 
environment. After 15 years of cultivation several problems recorded regarding adaptation on soil or 
climatic conditions. Success of crop adaptation was judged on the basis of yield, blossom set, 
incidence of disease, and survival rates in comparison to adjacent control orchards. Grapevine, 
cherry, walnut, apple and jujube trees responded quite well while persimmon, plum, peach, 
raspberries pear and quince trees revealed severe adaptation problems.  
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ABSTRACT  

Opencast mining is important for local and global economy, but this operation mostly and 
inevitably leads to substantial environmental damage.  Potential future use of the post-mining lands 
basically depends on the nature of the land, soil conditions, and communal structure of nearby 
surrounding to be rehabilitated by technical, biological, agricultural means or forestry applications. 
Vegetation cover has significant functions on post-mining landscapes so, in order to reduce the 
probability of negative impacts, selection of suitable plant material, which may be preferably native 
but also introduced plant species, is critical. In West Macedonia Lignite Centre, about 1,500 ha of 
these land have already reforested by the Public Power Corporation S.A., with Robinia pseudacacia 
L., one of the most criticized non-native tree species in Europe, because its rootstocks spread into 
neighbouring areas, repressing native species. The tree is an excellent species for revegetating poor 
or damaged soils and its fast-growing nature, makes it popular for former lignite mine reclamation, 
reforestation and erosion control. Robinia forests represent a valuable nectar and pollen source in late 
spring for many insects, especially Hymenoptera, such as Apis mellifera. That has increased 
dramatically the regional honey producing potential. In this study, the annual potential honey 
production of 1,500ha black locust forests established in reforested old mines land, was estimated 
from 50,000 to 70,000 kg honey, depending on the year, which is sufficient for up to1,000 bee hives 
to survive for one year. For the efficient utilization of this valuable honey producing source by the 
beekeepers, a plan should be developed, to facilitate accessibility to the region and proper beehives 
dispersion. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Coal mining forms an important industry branch, which covers a large segment of energy 
demand in Greece. While coal mining entails infrastructure and jobs for West Macedonia region, 
have caused significant modifications in numerous environmental constituents of the greater area 
mainly due to their size and the applied surface mining method. Potential future use of the post-
mining lands basically depends on the nature of the land, soil conditions, and communal structure of 
nearby surrounding to be rehabilitated by technical, biological, agricultural means or forestry 
applications. In West Macedonia Lignite Centre, about 1,500 ha of old lignite mines land have 
already reforested by the Public Power Corporation S.A., with Robinia pseudacacia L., one of the 
most criticized non-native tree species in Europe, because its rootstocks spread into neighbouring 
areas, repressing native species [1]. Known as the black locust in the USA and as false acacia in 
Europe, Robinia pseudoacacia L. belong to the Fabaceae family and has been imported all over 
Europe since the beginning of the eighteenth century thanks to its ability to adapt to different 
environmental conditions. The tree has nodules of nitrogen-fixing bacteria on its roots which make it 
an excellent species for revegetating poor or damaged soils and its fast-growing, sun-light loving and 
unpretentious nature makes it popular for former brown-coal mine reclamation, reforestation and 
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erosion control (Figure 1). In addition, black locust starts flowering early, often at an age of six years 
[2] and the flowers are highly valued for their source of nectar and pollen for many insects, 
especially Hymenoptera, such as Apis mellifera (Figure 2). Black locust honey is often sold as acacia 
honey [3] and the production of this type of honey is very common and economically important [2]. 
The research objectives of this study is to evaluate the honey producing potential of the largest black 
locust forest can be found in Greece, created by PPC plantations in West Macedonia Lignite Centre, 
by estimation of the number of flowers and nectar production of R. pseudoacacia. 

 
2. METHODOLOGY 

The study area was previously used for brown-coal mining and has now been recultivated with 
different tree species. The black locust plantations started 30 years ago and continued up to 2016 
covering more than 1,500ha with average density 2,000 trees per ha. Plantations were classified in 
four categories depending on the tree age, planting density, and canopy diameter (Τable 1). 

For each category three 100m2 plots selected randomly and all trees harvested at May 2015 
flowering period and flowers weighted. Furthermore, a sample of 100 inflorescences of each plot 
were selected randomly, weighted and the total number of flowers was counted. 

The total flower number for each plot is calculated:  
 
n plot flowers = total weight of flowers / (weight / number of sample flowers).  
 
The mean flower number per hectare for each category is calculated by multiplying the mean 

flower number of the 3 plots by 100.  
Nectar estimation is based on literature information [4, 5, 6]. R. pseudoacacia blossoms flower 

for 5.5 days and produce 1.6–3.7 mg nectar per flower over 24 h. Robinias nectar has a sugar 
concentration of 34–67%, so the sugar mass per flower over 24 h is 0.8–2 mg. 

 

     
Figure 1. Robinia pseudoacacia L. plantations used for slope stabilisation and erosion control in Amynteon mine, West 

Macedonia Lignite Centre, Greece. 

Table 34. Area of Robinia forest categories according to the age and canopy coner percentage and estimated nectar 
production 

 Robinia forest category Area 
(ha) 

Mean Number 
flowers/ha 
(millions) 

Nectar/ha  ⃰
(kg) 

Nectar 
production 

(kg) 
A 10 years old,  

canopy cover > 90% 
874.5 

 
10.24 112.6 98,500 
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B 10 years old,  
canopy cover 70-90% 

321.7 11.41 
 

125.5 40,400 

C 10 years old,  
canopy cover 50-70% 

17.8 9.75 107.3 1,900 

D 6-10 years old,  
canopy cover 70-90% 

247.3 8.83 97.1 24,000 

E 6-10 years old,  
canopy cover 50-70% 

36.0 7.89 86.8 3,100 

 Total 1,497.3   167,900 
⃰Assuming 2mg nectar yield/flower/day, and average flowering period of 5,5 days 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on aerial photographs (Figure 4) the total Robinia forests area classified in five 
categories depending on the canopy cover percentage (Τable 1). 

Mean number of flowers/ha and corresponding nectar production/ha were higher in plantations 
with an age >10 years than younger plantations. Farkas and Zajacks reported, nectar and honey yield 
of black locust in Hungary, increases from year 6 to year 15 [6]. Within the same age plantations 
those with lower canopy cover produced more flowers/ha compared to those with greater canopy 
cover. In Eucalyptus nitens as tree density decreased, the production of flowers and capsules 
increased on both a per-tree and per-hectare basis [7]. 

Robinia flowers attract the honey bee as well as other bee species. Papilionate flowers, such as 
those of Robinia pseudoacacia L., show tripping mechanisms that prevent pollen release: only those 
bees which apply the right force on petals induce pollen to be deposited on their bodies. Apis 
mellifera is considered a poor visitor of such flowers, since individuals are usually too weak to trip 
the mechanism.  

This deficiency has been acknowledged as the reason why honey bees usually avoid flowering 
Fabaceae [8], visit already tripped flowers [9] or turn to alternative strategies, such as robbery, to 
collect nectar on them [10, 11]. 

 

       
Figure 2. (a) The flowers of Robinia pseudoacacia L. (b) Bee hives located at the foot of the reclaimed waste heap of 

Amynteon mine.  
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph of Robinia pseudoacacia L. plantations (dark green colour) in the waste heap of Amynteon 

mine, West Macedonia Lignite Centre, Greece. 

 

In the first day of anthesis we recorded many visits of Xylocopa sp. And Bombus sp. on 
Robinia flowers but none of Apis melifera honeybees. In 

fact Apis mellifera cannot access nectar in Robinia flowers at the beginning of anthesis with 
petals perfectly distended and fresh, therefore the main collection starts when flowers show the first 
evidence of ageing. Ageing flowers may differ in the arrangement [12] and turgescence of their 
petals due to water loss during flowering or due to previous visits of other pollinators. We estimate 
70-90% of the total nectar secretion of Robinia flowers can be utilized by A. mellifera colonies . 
That means 50-70 t of honey/year are obtainable in Robinia forests of Lignite Center in West 
Macedonia which is sufficient for up to1,000 bee hives to survive for one year. Nectar flows vary 
from year to year as are very dependent on local weather conditions. Good forage activity cannot be 
expected under 20οC. Heavy rains, which is often the case at the flowering of the black locust 
enhance the aging and destruction of flowers and thus can cause severe losses exceeding 50% of the 
expected nectar flow. 

Robinia honey, is the latest crystallizing among honeys, has a mild flavour, has an important 
role on the international honey market, considering both quantity and quality. Among European 
countries producing significant amount of Robinia honey are Hungary, Romania, Italy, France and 
Slovakia. Since a prerequisite of producing Robinia honey is the effective positioning of beehives in 
order to the colonies be maximally able to collect the nectar, a plan should be developed, to facilitate 
accessibility to the Lignite Centre of West Macedonia R. pseudoacacia plantations and proper 
beehives dispersion. 
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4. CONCLUSION 

Opencast mining is important for global economy and regional development. However, this 
operation threaten quality of environmental in numerous ways. Particularly in cases of large-scale 
coal and lignite mines, the disturbance of land is an unavoidable impact that affects both nature and 
society. Therefore, the development of a site-specific land reclamation programme is essential for 
minimising the adverse environmental impacts. To this extent, the establishment of a vegetation 
cover has significant functions on post-mining landscapes. This is also the case of West Macedonia 
Lignite Centre, where about of 1,500 ha of waste heaps final surfaces have already reforested with 
Robinia pseudacacia L.. This is one of the most criticized non-native tree species in Europe, because 
its rootstocks spread into neighbouring areas, repressing native species. Nevertheless, this tree is an 
excellent species for revegetating poor or damaged soils and its fast-growing nature, makes it 
popular for former lignite mine reclamation, reforestation and erosion control.  

Robinia forests represent a valuable nectar and pollen source in late spring for many insects, 
especially Hymenoptera, such as Apis mellifera. That has increased dramatically the regional honey 
producing potential. In this study, the annual potential honey production of 1,500ha black locust 
forests established in reforested old mines land, was estimated from 50,000 to 70,000 kg honey, 
depending on the year, which is sufficient for up to1,000 bee hives to survive for one year.  

Taking into consideration the above facts, the efficient utilization of this valuable honey 
producing source must be taken into account in decision-making and planning procedures related to 
the selection of the optimum mix of land uses for the reclaimed mine land.  
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ABSTRACT 

Energy sufficiency is a primary target for all countries worldwide. Fossil fuels lie at the top of 
the list of resources that must be exploited to accomplish this target. Continuous surface mining 
occupies a high proportion of the category of coal/lignite production, thus holding a leading role both 
in the energy and financial markets. In addition, these large-scale operations extend to more areas of 
human life with various environmental, social and economic impacts. All the above, constitute the 
evaluation and assessment of a lignite deposit, in terms of sustainable exploitation, a particularly 
complex process. This paper attempts to contribute on this field by presenting an indicator for 
sustainable development called “TOSDIMA” (TOtal Sustainable Development Indicator for Mining 
Activity) and by implementing it in a lignite deposit in Greece. TOSDIMA is synthesized by three 
Environmental, four Economic and two Social sub-indicators which are directly linked with the 
sustainable development assessment. The proposed method includes the analysis and quantification 
of the sub-indicators and their synthesis for estimating the TOSDIMA value for the lignite deposit. 
The proposed framework can constitute a useful tool for planning exploitation strategies, managing 
mining activities, supporting and validating research and operational objectives, by always taking 
into consideration sustainability standards and viable development perspectives. 

 
Key words: TOSDIMA, Lignite Deposits, Mining Management & Planning 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Mining industry is a key factor of national economies and energy sufficiency worldwide. In the 
21st century, the exploitation of natural resources is considered to be an extremely sensitive and 
important topic, as it implicates environmental, social and economic aspects with significant impacts 
on the financial markets, the societies, the human life and the global ecosystem. In these terms, 
sustainable exploitation and development is considered to be crucial in all activities of the mining 
sector. All the above, constitute the evaluation and assessment of natural resources, and especially 
lignite deposits, in terms of sustainable exploitation, a very composite and complex attempt. 

In this light, many researchers have worked on aspects of sustainable development in surface 
mining. Many countries depend on coal mining in order to ensure their energy adequacy, constituting 
the matter of sustainability, on this field, a primary research topic. In China, Yu [1] and Song et al. 
[2] discussed the matter of environmental and sustainable development in coal mining. Chikkatur et 
al. [3] examined the sustainable development of the Indian coal sector and Crayon et al. [4] used a 
GIS-based methodology to identify sustainability conflict areas in mine design for a surface coal 
mine in the USA. As it can be clearly understood by the above research works, sustainability in coal 
mining is a matter of global interest.  

In a more applied and operational aspect, several research works have been made on the 
development of various indicators and criteria suitable to research, estimate and assess sustainable 
mining. In 2003, Hilson and Basu [5] described the critical background issues when devising 
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Sustainable Development Indicators (SDIs). Moreover, Chen’s et al. [6] applied a multicriteria 
analysis in order to evaluate and measure SDIs, within economic categories under uncertainty, for 
the mining industry of China. According to the research works which are mentioned above, it can be 
clearly seen that the development and proper use of SDIs is not an easy process and demands a 
detailed analysis. Furthermore, Roumpos et al. [7] published a comparative analysis and evaluation 
of the application of specific SDIs that represent economic, environmental, and social performance 
of the mining companies. 

As can be seen from the above, the mater of sustainable development research in the mining 
sector, with the form of analysis via indicators, is also a topic of global interest, which is applied in 
various types of mining. In Niger, for example, Chamaret et al. [8], proposed a top-down/bottom-up 
approach for developing SDIs and applied the method to the Arlit uranium mines. From a different 
point of view, Putzhuber and Hasenauer [9] used statistical models to assess and apply sustainability 
impact indicators at the Eisenwurzen region in Austria, an old and famous mining area within the 
Alps, creating thus a diagnostic tool able to provide insights for assessing SDIs. 

Furthermore, Dong et al. [10] covered a different type of mining, in specific phosphorus mines, 
by selecting and applying 31 evaluation indices covering aspects like general management, 
environmental protection, mining techniques, mining economy, waste management, providing thus 
an important guidance for the sustainable development of phosphorous mines. Finally, a very 
interesting research work is the one of Marnika et al. [11], who formulated and proposed 36 SDI’s 
for mining sites in protected areas (NATURA 2000, etc.), which were categorized in 7 groups and 
each one’s importance value was determined on the scale of 0 – 5. They also developed a decision 
support tool, based on these indicators, and assessed 12 different mining scenarios. 

The trend to analyse and design mining activities via SDI’s kept rising through the years and 
many researchers attempted to propose new ways and techniques, either for developing new 
indicators or for working properly with them. Azapagic [12] developed a framework for SDI’s as a 
tool for performance assessment and improvements in the mining and minerals industry. His 
footsteps were followed, the following year, by Roumpos et al. [13], who developed a decision 
making model based on indicators, which formed a final index, for the evaluation of the exploitation 
strategy for lignite deposits. From another prospect Worrall et al. [14] created a sustainability criteria 
and indicators framework for suiting the needs of legacy mine land. Their resulting framework 
consisted of 14 criteria and 72 indicators. Finally, an interesting view on mining sustainability was 
also the work of Poveda [15] concerning a methodology for pre-selecting SDIs and its application to 
surface mining operations. 

Moreover, most researchers attempted to assess different aspects of the mining activities with 
SDIs. From an economic point of view, Rodriguez [16], proposed a productivity index for measuring 
the economic sustainability of the Spanish mining industry. Focusing on social analysis, Horsley et 
al. [17] published their framework for sustainable livelihoods and indicators for regional 
development in mining economies, and on the same page Suopajarvi et al. [18] published their study 
on social sustainability in northern mining communities, focusing on European North and Northwest 
Russia. From an environmental perspective, Wozniak & Pactwa [19] discussed the environmental 
activity of Poland’s mining industry by analyzing the value of SDIs and their use in this field.  

In conclusion, SDIs occupy a key role in contemporary mining development covering many 
environmental, social and economic aspects. They are used to evaluate alternatives in mine planning 
[20], to classify the exploitation of various natural resources [21], to evaluate the sustainability 
performance of mining companies [22] and in many other applications. Finally, sustainable 
development is also important in other types of exploitation, like Deep-Sea Mining, taking under 
consideration economic, technical, technological and Environmental aspects [23].  

Considering the development of continuous surface mining projects for the exploitation of 
multiple-seam lignite deposits, in relation to their large-scale operations and the current economic, 
social and environmental conditions, a further investigation for the sustainability of these projects is 
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essential. In this framework, an integrated TOtal Sustainable Development Indicator for Mining 
Activity (TOSDIMA) is developed in this paper and it is applied in a lignite deposit in Greece.  

 
2. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 

The application of sustainable development indicators in a lignite deposit is an attempt to 
evaluate the future mining works which are not active at the time of the assessment. In the case of a 
mine in operation, most of the parameters associated with indicators are directly measurable. On the 
contrary, in the case of a lignite deposit, the available information is based on the drilling data and 
the technical studies regarding its future development. Therefore, the number of the available 
indicators, which reflects the viability of the mining activity, is limited. 

 
Based on a previous work [30], a quantitative model for the evaluation of a lignite deposit in 

combination of a power plant operation, is based on the parameters of Table 1.  
 

Table 1:  Parameters of a lignite deposit evaluation model [30] 

Parameter Symbol Unit 

Lignite reserves R t 

Low calorific value H kcal/kg 

Capacity of power plant P MW 

Efficiency of power plant n % 

Hours of power plant operation (annually) T h/y 

Annual lignite production of the mine L t 

Project life time N y 

Time of negative cash flow for power plant 

construction and mine opening phase 
k y 

Mining capital expenditure I1 € 

Depreciation time period for mining 

equipment 
μ y 

Power plant capital  expenditure I2 € 

Depreciation time period for power plant 

equipment 
ν y 

Mining operating cost cm €/t 

Power plant operating cost cp €/kWh 

Environmental cost cenv €/t 

Electricity selling price p €/kWh 

Discount rate ε % 

Tax rate t % 
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Based on the model parameters, the analytical form of Net Present Value of project cash flow 

is the following: 
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The above model is based on quantitative parameters. However, other criteria should be taken 

into account for the evaluation of the lignite deposits under current environmental, economic and 
social conditions. A first approach in the evaluation of a lignite deposit, including quantitative 
criteria of these three main categories of indicators, could be based on the environmental cost (ξ1), 
the fixed cost (ξ2) and the variable cost (ξ3) according to the following equations: 

 
ξ1 = f(κ, ε) ∙ g(N, ε) ∙ 860∙P∙T

106∙H∙n
∙ cenv ∙ 106(1 − t)      (2) 

 
ξ2 = Ι1 +  I2 + f(κ, ε) ∙ g(Ν, ε) ∙ [(1 − δ1) ∙ P∙T

1000
∙ cp + (1 − δ2) ∙ 860∙P∙T

106∙H∙n
∙ cm] ∙ 106(1− t) (3) 

 
ξ3 = f(κ, ε) ∙ g(N, ε) ∙ [δ1 ∙

P∙T
10000

∙ cp + δ2 ∙
860∙P∙T
106∙H∙n

∙ cm] ∙ 106(1− t)    (4) 

where, 

δ1: the percentage of the operating cost that corresponds to the  fixed cost of power plant (~ 
60%)  

δ2: the percentage of the operating cost that corresponds to the  fixed cost of mining 
operations (~70 %) 

 
In a further analysis based on the multi-criteria decision making approach, the choice of the 

indicators should be carefully made in order to propose a framework which will be effective and will 
contribute to safe conclusions. In this context, environmental, economic and social indicators could 
be applied to cover the environmental, economic and social characteristics of the lignite mining 
project. The corresponding sub-indicators form the framework for the sustainability’s evaluation 
through the total indicator (TOSDIMA).  

The TOSDIMA model is based on the following steps: 
(a) Definition of surface mining sub-indicators 
(b) Determination of SDI values according to the definition 
(c) Synthesis of TOSDIMA  
The values of the indicators range from 0.1 to 0.9, assuming that 0 and 1 value correspond to 

unrealistic lignite mining conditions [28]. Initially, the environmental, economic and social 
indicators are derived by a balanced participation of the individual indicators by category and then 
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the TOSDIMA is averaged. Below, the nine (9) indicators, which form the TOSDIMA, are briefly 
presented. 

Firstly, the three sub-indicators that form the total environmental indicator can be described as: 
the “Distance from Natura 2000”, the “Land Rehabilitation” and the “Lignite quality”. The “Distance 
from Natura 2000” sub-indicator defines whether the Natura 2000 area is affected by the 
exploitation. Natura 2000 is a network of core breeding and resting sites for rare and threatened 
species, and some rare natural habitat types, which are protected in their own right [29]. The criterion 
of quantification for this sub-indicator is the distance of the lignite mining activity from the Natura 
area. The “Land Rehabilitation” sub-indicator defines how the reclamation proceeds in relation to the 
excavation. The criterion of quantification for this sub-indicator is the ratio between the restored and 
the non-restored land. The “Lignite quality” sub-indicator is defined by the value of the extracted 
lignite‘s Low Calorific Value comparing to specific limits. 

The four sub-indicators that form the total economic indicator can be defined as: the 
“Reserve”, the “Stripping ratio”, the “Inside – Outside dumping area” and the “Distance from Power 
Plant”. The “Reserve” sub-indicator defines whether the deposit can fully supply a Power Plant. The 
“Stripping ratio” sub-indicator is defined by the ratio of the waste material volume which is required 
to be excavated in order to extract tonnage of lignite. The “Inside-Outside dumping area” sub-
indicator is defined by the ratio between the inside and the outside dumping volume. The “Distance 
from Power Plant” sub-indicator is defined by the distance between the mine and the supplied Power 
Plant.  

The two sub-indicators that form the total social indicator are the “Employment” and the 
“Expropriation of Villages” indicators. The “Employment” sub-indicator is defined by the number of 
employees coming from the wider area in relation to the total number of employees. The 
“Expropriation of Villages” sub-indicator is defined by the time that the expropriation will take place 
from the start of mining activity. 

The calculation of the quantitative data of sub-indicators is based on the parameters of the 
above mentioned model. 

 
3. THE STUDY AREA  

The exploitation of lignite mines, mainly by Public Power Corporation of Greece, in the areas 
of Ptolemais – Amyntaio (Western Macedonia, Greece) and Megalopoli (Southern Greece) has 
historically played a key role in the Greek electricity generation system, and in the overall 
development of the country. Lignite remains a significant domestic fossil fuel resource, accounting 
for almost a third of the total electricity generation in Greece [24]. Greece holds the fourth largest 
lignite production capacity in the European Union [25]. Based on the total remaining reserves and 
assuming that the current consumption rate will remain the same in the future, it is estimated that the 
available lignite in the mines under exploitation are sufficient to cover the production needs for the 
next 35 years [26]. Until now, a total of 2 billion tons of lignite had been mined, while the remaining 
exploitable reserves are estimated to about 3 billion tons.  

The extracted lignite quantities till the end of 2017 correspond to about 40% of the total known 
mineable reserves. In the year 2017, a total of 37.5 million tons of lignite were extracted in Greece 
[24]. 

The current study was carried out in the lignite deposit of Komnina – Mesovouno (Greece), 
which is located within the concession area of PPC SA in Western Macedonia, 8 to 15 kilometers 
northeast of the city of Ptolemais. The lignite deposit of Komnina – Mesovouno is surrounded by the 
villages Anatoliko, Pelargos and Mesovouno (Fig. 2). 
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Figure 2. Komnina – Mesovouno deposit and mine limits. 

 
The lignite field belongs to the broader Florina-Vegoritis-Ptolemais lignite basin (north-

western Macedonia, Greece). According to the tectonic zones of Greece, the study area belongs to 
the Pelagonian zone. Geomorphologically, this principal lignite basin is subdivided by ridges and 
hills into several sub-basins trending NE-SW, almost perpendicular to the main direction of the large 
basin [27]. 

The Komnina lignite deposit and the adjacent Mesovouno lignite deposit are located in a valley 
within a long and relative narrow lignite field. Between the two deposits there is available a ridge 
showing no lignite appearance. The area of the two lignite fields covers approximately 10 km2. 

 
4. APPLICATION OF TOSDIMA IN KOMNINA – MESOVOUNO DEPOSIT 

 
4.1. Environmental indicators 

The minimum distance of the mining activities from the nearest Natura area is set at 5 km, as 
shown in Fig. 3. There will be no interaction between exploitation and Natura area.The value of the 
environmental indicator “Distance from Natura 2000” for the Komnina – Mesovouno lignite deposit 
is 0.9. 
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Figure 3. Mining activities distance from Natura 2000 area 

 
In Fig. 4 the reclamation after the mine closure is presented. Table 2 shows the land cover 

before the start of mining activities and after the completion of the restoration.  
After the mine closure, the area where the mining activities were developed will have been 

restored. The value of the environmental indicator “Land Rehabilitation” for the Komnina – 
Mesovouno lignite deposit is 0.9. 
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Figure 4. Map of reclamation after the mine closure 

 
Table 2.Land cover before the start of mining activities and after the completion of the restoration 

Land cover 
Before the start of mining 

activities (m2) 
After the completion of the 

restoration (m2) 

Urban fabric 427,064  

Agricultural land 13,567,239 8,086,432 

Forest land 356,590 5,524,631 

Lake  739,830 

Total 14,350,893 14,350,893 

 
The “Lignite quality Indicator” is estimated by the Low Calorific Value (LCV) of the lignite 

and it is defined as 0.1, when the value of the LCV is less than or equal to the minimum observed 
(851 kcal/kg, Kyparissia lignite mine), and as 0.9, when the value of LCV is equal to or more than 
the maximum observed (2,100 kcal/kg, Vevi deposit). Then, the “Lignite quality Indicator” is 
calculated by linear interpolation. The value of the “Lignite quality Indicator” for the Komnina – 
Mesovouno deposit (1,693 kcal/kg) is 0.639. 

 
4.2. Economic indicators 

The “Reserve Indicator” is estimated by the number of years that the deposit can entirely 
supply a Thermal Power Plant (TPP), given that the average operation time of TPP is 30 years and 
the minimum acceptable supply time from a mine is 10 years. 

According to the above model, the annual required lignite production (L), in order to cover the 
supply needs of TPP, is calculated by the following equation: 

 
L = 860∙𝑃𝑃∙𝑇𝑇

𝛩𝛩∙𝑖𝑖
            (5) 

 
For P = 450 MW, T= 7,446 h (365 days × 24h/day x 0.85), Θ = 1,692 kcal/kg and n = 0.4, the 

required annual lignite production for the supply of a 450 MW TPP is about 4.26 × 106 t/year. Based 
on the above, the Komnina – Mesovouno deposit, with reserve of 102.5 × 106 t of lignite, can support 
the supply of a 450 MW TPP for about 24 years (102.5 × 106 t / 4.26 × 106 t/year = 24.06 years). 

The “Reserve Indicator” is defined as 0.1, when the supply capability of a deposit is less than 
or equal to 10 years, and as 0.9, when the supply capability is equal to or more than 30 years. Then, 
the “Reserve Indicator” is calculated by linear interpolation. The value of the “Reserve Indicator” for 
the Komnina – Mesovouno deposit is 0.660. 

The “Stripping ratio” sub-indicator is defined by the ratio of the volume of the waste material 
which is required to be excavated in order to extract tonnage of lignite. The “Stripping ratio 
indicator” is defined as 0.1, when the value of the stripping ratio is more than or equal to the 
maximum calculated (11.2 m3/t for Lofi – Meliti deposit), and as 0.9, when the stripping ratio is 
equal to or less than the minimum calculated (4.23 m3/t for Domeniko deposit). Then, the “Stripping 
Ratio Indicator” is calculated by linear interpolation. The value of the “Stripping Ratio Indicator” for 
the Komnina – Mesovouno deposit (7.15 m3/t) is 0.603. 

The “Inside – Outside Dumping Area Indicator” is estimated according to the volumes of 
waste materials in the inside and the outside dumping area. 
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In Fig. 5 the inside – outside dumping areas of Komnina – Mesovouno mine is presented. 
 

 
Figure 5. Map of the inside – outside dumping areas of Komnina – Mesovouno mine. 

 
The total amount of the waste materials is 714 × 106 m3, 132 × 106 m3 of which will be 

deposited in the two outside dumping areas, while the rest (582 × 106 m3) will be deposited in the 
inside dumping area. 

The “Inside – Outside Dumping Area Indicator” is defined as 0.1, when the total amount of 
waste materials is deposited in the outside dumping area, and as 0.9, when the total amount of waste 
materials is deposited in the inside dumping area. Then, the “Inside – Outside Dumping Area 
Indicator” is calculated by linear interpolation. The value of the “Inside – Outside Dumping Area 
Indicator” for the Komnina – Mesovouno deposit is 0.752. 

The “Distance from Power Plant Indicator” is estimated by the length of lignite transport route. 
The Komnina – Mesovouno mine will supply a unit, located in Amyntaio TPP. In Fig. 6 an indicate 
lignite transport route is presented. The length of this route is about 15 km. Taking into account the 
average transport distance from the lignite excavation area to the mine crest, which is approximately 
1.6 km, the length of indicative lignite transport route is calculated about 17 km. 

The “Distance from Power Plant Indicator” is defined as 0.1, when the length of the lignite 
transport route is more than or equal to the maximum observed (40 km, supply of Meliti – Florina 
TPP from Amyntaio mine), and as 0.9, when the lignite transport route is equal to or less than the 
minimum observed (supply of Kardia TPP from Kardia mine). Then, the “Distance from Power Plant 
Indicator” is calculated by linear interpolation. The value of the “Distance from Power Plant 
Indicator” for the Komnina – Mesovouno deposit is 0.560. 
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Figure 6. Map of indicative lignite transport route 

 
4.3. Social indicators 

The “Employment Indicator” is estimated by the number of employees who are residents of the 
wider area in relation to the total number of employees. 

The “Employment Indicator” is defined as 0.1, when no employees are residents of the wider 
area, and as 0.9, if all the employees are residents of the wider area. Then, the “Employment 
Indicator” is calculated by linear interpolation. The value of the “Employment Indicator” for the 
Komnina – Mesovouno deposit is estimated at 0.9. 

The “Expropriation of Villages Indicator” is based on the time the expropriation takes place, in 
relation to the start and also the duration of the mining activity. Fig. 7 shows the minimum distance 
of mining activities from the nearest villages. 
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Figure 7.  Distance of mining activities from the nearest villages 

 
According to the 85th article of the Regulation on Mining and Quarrying Activities [31], 

mining activities are not allowed to approach villages of more than 250 m. Figure 7 shows that the 
corresponding restriction is observed for the nearest villages, except the Komnina village, which is 
located within the boundary of the mine. The expropriation of this village is necessary and will carry 
out at the end of ninth operation year of mine, when the mining activities will approach the village at 
250 m, while the operation of the mine is expected to last about 28 years [32]. 

The “Expropriation of Villages Indicator” is defined as 0.1, in case of the immediate necessity 
of the expropriation for the needs of the exploitation, and as 0.9, when an expropriation is not 
required. Then, the “Expropriation of Villages Indicator” is calculated by linear interpolation. The 
value of the “Expropriation of Villages Indicator” for the Komnina – Mesovouno deposit is 0.357. 

 
4.4. Analysis of the results 

A simplistic expression for Total Sustainable Development Indicator (TOSDIMA), based on 
the weights of the indicators is the following weighted value Z:  

 
Z = Σ ΧiWi         (6) 

 
where Xi is the value of indicator i and Wi the corresponding weight. 
Another expression, based on the ideal point approach, is the following:   
 
Z = {Σ Wi

2 (1- Χi)2 }1/2          (7) 
 
The Sustainable Development Indicators by category, as well as the overall indicator 

(TOSDIMA), as it results from the balanced participation of the individual indicators, are presented 
in Table 2. 
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Table 2.Valuation of indicators 

Indicator Value 

En
v 

Distance from Natura 2000 0.900 
0.813 Land Rehabilitation 0.900 

Lignite Quality 0.639 
Ec

o 
Reserve 0.660 

0.644 Stripping Ratio 0.603 
Inside-Outside Dumping Area 0.752 
Distance from Power Plant 0.560 

So
c Employment 0.900 

0.629 
Expropriation of Village 0.357 

Total Sustainable Development Indicator 0.697 0.695 
 
Based on the average values of sub-indicators, the value of the Total Environmental Indicator 

(0.813) is quite high because Komnina – Mesovouno deposit is located at a satisfactory distance 
from Natura 2000 area, the environmental reclamation of land after mining operations will be 
complete and the quality of extracted lignite is among the highest in Greece. 

The corresponding value of the Total Economic Indicator (0.644) is quite satisfactory. The 
reserve of the deposit is sufficient for the 24-year supply of a 450 MW power plant, the stripping 
ratio is good compared to the lignite deposits in Greece, while the dumping schedule ensures the 
minimum possible waste material volume for outside dumping. The distance of the deposit from the 
power plant is not an impediment for the exploitation. 

The Total Social indicator (0.629) has the lowest value of the three indicators. The 
expropriation of the Komnina village will be needed the ninth year of the exploitation. All employees 
are expected to come from the local community. 

Taking into account the values of the three Total indicators, the average value indicating the 
total Sustainable Development Indicator for Mining Activity in Komnina – Mesovouno deposit is 
0.695. This value could be used as a basis for comparing this lignite deposit with other deposits in a 
decision making process for a surface mine development. For a further analysis, the weighted 
indicators according to the equations (6) and (7) should be applied. In addition, more advanced 
expressions of TOSDIMA could incorporate a stochastic evaluation of the deposit. For a hierarchical 
ranking of candidate lignite fields for mine development, a combination of the quantitative 
optimization model (eq. (1)) and a multi-criteria approach (eq. (2-4) and TOSDIMA) can be 
implemented to the optimal choice of a lignite field for mine development. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

The exploitation of the lignite deposits in Greece ensures the country's energy sufficiency. The 
exploitation of lignite deposits should be carried out according to sustainable development terms. 
Sustainable development, under the mining activities, aims at optimizing the environmental, social 
and economic performance of mining operations. 

In this work, the evaluation of the sustainability of a lignite deposit is attempted, through a new 
total indicator, by combining equally environmental, economic and social sub-indicators. Through 
this total indicator an original stable framework could be created. Within this framework, the 
deposits in Greece will be ranked, via the comparative analysis of their TOSDIMA values, where the 
one with the highest value gathers the most favourable (in terms of sustainable development) 
conditions for exploitation. 

The proposed framework can constitute a useful tool for planning exploitation strategies, 
managing mining activities, supporting and validating research and operational objectives. 
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ABSTRACT  

Lignite plays a dominant role for energy production in Greece, covering over 50% of the 
demand for electricity generation. Energy crisis requires, additionally to alternative energy sources, 
an increase in energy supply from both old and new deposits. Due to the low quality of mined lignite, 
methods of upgrading in terms of power plants’ efficiency and environmental performance need to 
be applied. In this work, the technique of Selective Size Reduction (SSR) was adopted for two 
deposits in North Greece, Amynteon and Ahlada, in order to improve lignite quality through 
reduction of its mineral matter content. The variation of the qualitative characteristics of the grain 
fractions produced by SSR provided useful information on both the suitability of these fractions for 
combustion in the power plants of the area, as well as on the emissions of greenhouse gases. The 
results have shown that fractions, which were produced from the first stage of crushing, with a 
recovery between 83% and 95%, had lower ash by 18-27% than the raw material and were of 
acceptable quality for combustion in the power plants of the area. Beneficiated fractions could give 
energy efficiency between 34 and 36%, while a reduction in CO2 emissions up to 29%. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Greek brown coals constitute the major energy resource in Greece, accounting about 30% of 
the primary energy consumption and over 50% of power generation. Mineable coal deposits amount 
to 4.6 billion tons and are exploited by the Public Power Corporation of Greece. Over the last five 
years, lignite production is almost constant at the level of ~50Mt per annum. This output ranks 
Greece as the second largest lignite producer in the European Union and the fifth in the world. 
Almost all of the output is burned in power stations, which are all, more or less, mine mouth plants, 
whereas approximately 1% is used to produce dry lignite and briquettes. The total electric generating 
capacity is 5289MWe. Consumer prices are significantly below those of European Union and 
cheaper than those of oil or gas [1-6]. 

The quality of the run of mine lignite is not constant and/or uniform, but exhibits 
inhomogeneity and large fluctuations. The alteration of intercalated and lignite layers during the 
excavating process results in mixing of the thin layers of waste with lignite, worsening the already 
poor quality of the product, by increasing its ash content and consequently decreasing its calorific 
value. This variability in quality causes problems in the lignite handling and ash removal facilities, as 
well as detrimental effects on industrial processes such as slagging and fouling, increasing 
maintenance costs. As a result, the efficiency of the power plants decreases, with significant negative 
impact on the CO2 emissions and the cost of electricity produced [6-8].  

The competitiveness of the lignite sector in Greece will greatly depend on its ability to keep a 
constant fuel quality and power plant efficiency, meeting at the same time CO2 emission limits, as 
specified by the Kyoto Protocol. The application of the Emission Trading Scheme has greatly 
affected the power generation sector, by increasing the operating cost of current units, as well as the 
investment cost for new units [6, 8]. 
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Present study aimed at investigating the effect of a simple and cheap quality control technique, 
Selective Size Reduction (SSR), in improving lignite quality from two deposits in Northern Greece, 
through reduction of its mineral matter content. The qualitative characteristics of the grain fractions 
produced by SSR were determined, in order to provide information on the suitability of these 
fractions for combustion in the power plants of the area, the energy efficiency, as well as CO2 
emissions. 

 
2. EXPERIMENTAL 

The samples which were used in this study were delivered from Amynteon and Ahlada mines 
of Western Macedonia in Greece. Representative samples, after air drying, homogenization and 
riffling, were ground by a jaw crusher and a ball mill to a particle size of -250μm and subjected to 
qualitative analysis. Proximate and ultimate analyses were carried out according to the ASTM 
standards (D5142, D5373, D4239) using programmable laboratory furnaces and a CHNS Flash 2000 
type analyzer. Gross calorific value (Qg) was determined by a Leco AC-300 type calorimeter 
(D5865), while the chemical analysis of ashes by an X-ray fluorescence spectrometer (XRF), type 
SRS-303 of Siemens (D4326). Carbon dioxide emitted from carbonate minerals during combustion 
was determined by an asbestometer type Dietrich-Fruhling. 

The methodology of SSR was applied as follows: Raw samples were initially crushed with a 
jaw crusher and classified by sieving to particle sizes between -100mm and -0.1mm (1st stage). 
Consequently, the coarser fraction was crushed and sieved to same particle sizes as before and a new 
size distribution was obtained (2nd stage). The procedure was repeated up to the 4th stage of crushing. 

Representative samples from all fractions of all stages of crushing were analyzed using the 
above techniques, aiming to determine the optimum cut size of the screening, in terms of recovery, 
ash content, net calorific value (Qn), CO2 emissions and energy efficiency. The latter was calculated 
as [9]: 

 
n=(0.0066xQn) + 25.1          (1) 
 
where, 
Qn=[[Qg-5.85x9x(100-Ad)x0.05]x(100-M)]]/100 – (5.85xM) (kcal/kg    (2) 
 
Ad: ash content (%dry) 
M:  moisture content (%) 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The proximate and ultimate analyses results of raw fuels are represented in Table 1. As can be 
seen, Ahlada lignite had much higher ash content than Amynteon lignite, 45% and a lower carbon 
content, resulting in a reduced calorific value. The concentrations of nitrogen and sulphur were low 
for both fuels, implying low toxic emissions of SO2 and NOx during combustion. From the chemical 
analysis of ashes in Figure 1 it can be observed that Amynteon ash was very rich in CaO, while  

 
Table 1. Proximate Analysis, Ultimate Analysis and Calorific Values of the Fuels (%dry) 

Sample Volatile 
matter 

Fixed 
carbon 

Ash C H N O S Qg
1 

Amynteon 
lignite 

46.5 31.5 22.0 38.7 3.4 1.7 33.2 1.3 3073.7 

Ahlada 
lignite 

36.4 18.6 45.0 27.3 2.1 0.6 24.2 1.1 2124.8 

1Gross calorific value (kcal/kg) 
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Ahlada ash in SiO2 and to a lesser extent in CaO. Amynteon ash was also abundant in SiO2, 
whereas both ashes contained significant amounts of Fe2O3 and Al2O3.  

Basic criteria, for the successful applicability of the SSR technique as a simple and cheap 
upgrading method of lignite, were considered the yield of improved samples, the content of ash, the 
calorific value and the percentage of CO2 emitted from inorganic substances during combustion 
(moisture content as received, although an important parameter too, could not be measured 
accurately, because the samples were air dried). Best separation between organic and inorganic part 
of the samples occurred during the first stage of crushing for both lignites. The results are presented 
in Table 2 and Figures 2 and 3.  

The fractions which were characterized as upgraded, in comparison to the raw fuels, were 
grouped together. The cumulative qualitative characteristics were then determined for each 
beneficiated material, in order to investigate whether the methodology produced fractions of specific 
quality, acceptable for use in the power plants of the area of Western Macedonia. Table 2 shows that 
the increasing distribution of ash from the coarser towards the finer fractions was raised up to 40% 
for Amynteon lignite and up to 120% for Ahlada lignite and was most probably related to the more 
brittle lignite partings. The highest degree of liberation of organic material from minerals occurred 
for particle sizes of -25+16mm in case of Amynteon lignite, while -100+50mm in case of Ahlada 
lignite. For Amynteon lignite, as upgraded fraction was selected the -100+2mm, which was 
recovered by 95%, had 18% ash on a dry basis and a Qn of 1673kcal/kg (Figure 2a and Figure 3a). 
The reduction of ash with respect to the initial sample was 18%, whereas the increase in lower 
heating value was ~1%. On the other hand, for Ahlada lignite, as upgraded fraction was selected the -
100+2mm, with a recovery of 83%, ash content on a dry basis 33% and Qn of 1336kcal/kg (Figure 
2b and Figure 3b). For this fuel, the reduction of ash with respect to the raw sample was much 
greater 27%, while the increase in lower heating value was 2.8%. 

 
Table 2. Qualitative Characteristics of Lignite Fractions produced by Selective Size Reduction 

 
Particle size 

(mm) 
Cumulative weight 

(%) 
Cumulative ash 

(%) 
Cumulative Qn 

(kcal/kg) 
Amynteon 

lignite 
Ahlada 
lignite 

Amynteon 
lignite 

Ahlada 
lignite 

Amynteon 
lignite 

Ahlada 
lignite 

+100 8.1 2.2 19.4 18.2 1622.2 1645.0 
-100+50 23.2 5.2 19.2 19.6 1625.3 1617.3 
-50+25 57.5 18.4 15.7 20.2 1668.9 1605.7 
-25+16 72.6 27.0 15.4 26.3 1676.3 1476.6 
-16+8 88.7 50.9 17.5 30.0 1674.0 1400.3 
-8+4 92.6 70.3 17.9 32.3 1673.5 1359.2 
-4+2 94.5 82.5 18.0 33.0 1673.0 1336.0 
-2+1 95.8 89.3 18.6 34.5 1670.4 1325.0 

-1+0.5 96.7 94.1 19.4 36.2 1668.1 1318.7 
-0.5+0.3 97.5 96.5 20.2 38.7 1665.7 1309.8 
-0.3+0.1 98.8 99.3 20.9 40.3 1664.2 1306.8 

-0.1 100 100 21.6 42.9 1661.0 1302.3 
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Figure 1. Chemical analysis of lignite ashes in major oxides 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Variation of cumulative weight and cumulative ash (a), cumulative weight and cumulative Qn (b), 
as a function of particle size for Amynteon lignite 
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Figure 3. Variation of cumulative weight and cumulative ash (a), cumulative weight and cumulative Qn (b), 
as a function of particle size for Ahlada lignite 

 
The considerable improvement of ash content and Qn of the samples obtained from the SSR 

method is important for industrial units, as ash can cause operational problems (slagging/fouling, 
corrosion) and environmental pollution (SO2, toxic heavy metals), while the lower heating value 
determines the degree of loading of the units, for which a specified power can be achieved. Both 
these parameters define the efficiency and availability of the facilities and thereby the power cost. 
The results of Table 2 show that the selected upgraded fractions meet the fuel specifications for the 
power plants of the area, i.e. ash content 13-55% on a dry basis and lower heating value 1300-
2030kcal/kg. 

A comparison between the qualitative characteristics of the beneficiated materials and those of 
the raw fuels is made in Table 3 and Figure 4. As can be seen, for Amynteon lignite the reduction of 
CO2 produced from carbonate minerals of the selected fraction was 19.7% and the energy efficiency 
36.1%, remaining practically unchanged. For the upgraded fraction of Ahlada lignite, CO2 emissions 
can be lowered by 29%, while the energy efficiency increased by ~1%, reaching a value of 34%. 
Concerning the refuse (fractions -2mm), which constitutes approximately 5% and 17% of the initial 
sample of Amynteon and Ahlada lignites, respectively, with an ash content of 40-42%, it could be 
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worth to investigate its use as an additive of raw materials of the cement industry, or alternatively its 
blending with other waste materials for use in soil amendment and amelioration. 

 
Table 3. Qualitative Characteristics of Lignite Upgraded Fractions 

Sample Particle size 
(mm) 

Cumulative 
ash 
(%) 

Cumulative Qn 
(kcal/kg) Lignite CO2 

(%) 

Energy 
efficiency 

(%) 
Amynteon lignite 

(raw) 
+100-0.1 22.0 1660.0 6.6 36.0 

Amynteon lignite 
(upgraded) 

+100+2 18.0 1673.0 5.3 36.1 

Ahlada lignite (raw) +100-0.1 45.0 1300.3 2.4 33.6 
Ahlada lignite 

(upgraded) 
+100+2 33.0 1336.0 1.7 33.9 

 
 

 
Figure 4. Variation of qualitative characteristics of upgraded samples, as a function of those of raw fuels. 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

The application of SSR, a simple method with no use of chemical additives, to low quality 
lignites, proved to be successful for the beneficiation of the samples, without any optimization of the 
process what so ever. Upgraded materials produced from the first stage of crushing presented 
improved combustion characteristics with respect to raw fuels and were of acceptable quality for 
combustion in the power plants of Western Macedonia. Ash reduction varied between 18% and 27%, 
revealing decreasing deposition problems in boilers and less environmental pollution. CO2 emissions 
from minerals were lowered up to 29%, whereas the lower heating value of beneficiated samples was 
improved up to 3%. 
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ABSTRACT  

Agriculture is a sector that can provide considerable quantities of biomass to be used in 
regional biomass power facilities. Agricultural residues represent an attractive alternative source to 
fossil fuels in Greece and the considered available quantities have been evaluated up to over 4.5x106 
dt/yr (dry tones/year, dt=tn) [1]. In this study, an analysis and cost evaluation for the development of 
an agricultural biomass supply chain is conducted regarding energy crops. It concerns the tillage, 
collection, processing and storage of perennial herbaceous biomass, to be cultivated in the depleted 
Continues Surface Mines in Ptolemaida (PCSM) area, that belongs to the Public Power Corporation 
(PPC), and is scheduled to be restored and rehabilitated after mine's exhaustion. This is for the full 
compliance with the environmental terms set by the Ministry of Environment that allocate 37% 
(5.471 hectares), of the total restoration area for cultivation. The residues that are produced from the 
cultivation of Cynara Cardunculus L (Cardoon), have been investigated and analyzed in terms of 
quantities, energy potential and spatial distribution, in an attempt to identify and determine the ability 
of this particular feed stock to support district heating or electricity production either by itself or by 
co-firing with lignite in the neighboring PPC’s Power Generation plants. Moreover the economic 
viability of this particular feedstock, from the investor’s point of view is also examined, by 
comparing the costs of the different harvesting, transporting and storing methods in conjunction with 
proprietary or hired equipment. The results revealed that, the most cost-effective harvesting method 
is in bulk; the machinery equipment used for harvesting and transporting the crop are proprietary; the 
personnel employed in harvesting transport and storage are in an employment relationship with the 
collector, and that storage is more economical when it is bulk windrows in open space with cover to 
protect against weather conditions. Moreover the thermal content of the biomass itself can easily 
support district heating or power generation up to a certain extent.  

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

According to the Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA), elaborated by the Public Power 
Corporation (PPC) [1], for the evaluation of the consequences resulting from the closure of the 
PCSM, there is a series of proposed environmental rehabilitation interventions aiming to rectify the 
adverse effects, caused by the mining activity, on the geomorphological and landscape features of the 
area over the past years.  According to this assessment, by the end of the 2050s, after the completion 
of the mining and restoration works, 81.7% of the total area of PCSM to be licensed will be covered 
with forest land, cultivated land and lakes, compared with the 20.8% of the current status. Α 
representative depiction of the final plan after restoration is shown in figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Final restoration map [1] 
 

Considering that the wider area of Ptolemais constitutes the energy centre of Greece and in 
combination with the set Environmental Impact Terms, that allocate a large percentage of the PCSM 
land for agricultural purposes (37%), the restoration of the area offers a unique investment 
opportunity for introducing a Renewable Energy Source (RES), in the Greek state’s overall energy 
balance by cultivating energy crops. The outcome serves two purposes: On one hand it will 
contribute to the fulfilment of the commitments endorsed by the European council [2] for an increase 
of the proportion of RES, in the EU’s final energy consumption to at least 20%, and on the other 
hand it will provide a profitable investment not only in terms of the direct revenue gained by selling 
the biomass, but also, in terms of the CO2 emissions reduction that constitutes an indirect source of 
revenue. 

The aim of this present work is to assess for all the components that constitute the cost of the 
cultivation of Cynara Cardunculus L-Cardoon as energy crop within the PCSM land, based on the 
energy potential output that the allocated area of 5.470 ha can provide.  

There are four main components that constitute the total biomass investment cost, namely the 
cost of land, the cultivation cost, the processing cost and the safe storage cost. The evaluation of each 
particular component requires a different approach that is being assessed and discussed.  

In the first part the characteristics of the Cardoon as an energy crop are presented [3], and its 
adaptability to the particular climatic conditions of the PCSM area is assessed. Moreover the biomass 
and energy yield of the crop is determined. In the second part, an analysis and evaluation of the 
different parameters composing the total investment cost are performed. Moreover, for the estimation 
of the harvest, transportation and safe storage costs, an analysis of the currently available 
technologies is accounted for and a comparison between proprietary and hired equipment is 
demonstrated in order to highlight the most viable and economical solution for the overall operation 
of the supply chain. 
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2. CROP CHARACTERISTICS - REQUIREMENTS AND YIELD  

Cynara Cardunculus L - Cardoon is a perennial herbaceous plant species that is native to the 
Mediterranean region and highly adaptable to the local climate conditions that are characterized by 
moist and mild cold winters and hot summers. 

Although the lifespan of a single plant and therefore the number of possible development 
cycles remains unknown, experiments have shown that the crop duration lasts for at least 15 years 
[3]. The plant itself has a vertical deep-root system able to penetrate several soil meters in depth. It 
grows over the winter /spring period, when it attains stem height of up to 2-2.5m and a width of 1.5-
2m, and presents no serious disease problems. In the summer period its over ground part is drying 
up, while the root and the buds at its base are kept alive. After the harvest that takes place between 
June and August, the new cycle begins with the start of rains by the sprouting of the underground 
buds. The plant rises from the stump very quickly developing rosettes and provided that the plant 
density is adequate, 15.000 plants/ha, the whole cultivation territory is covered in a few days. The 
crop grows well in neutral soils, it is moderately tolerant to salinity and  requires deep soils, 
moderate limy, with light texture, preferably loamy with capacity of retaining water along with the 
soil profile (1-5 m). The plants will be harvested in the second year of growing, since at this time the 
plant have completed its development, i.e, formation of stalks, flowers and seeds [3]. 

The expected biomass yield of cardoon ranges from 10 - 15 dt ha-1 yr-1 without irrigation (500 
mm rainfall), when the crop is well established. However, if the crop receives 2–3 irrigation 
applications from mid-April to late May, dry biomass yields in excess of 20-25 dt ha−1 may be easily 
attainable. This is in agreement with data obtained in the Mediterranean basin [4,5].  

The gross heating value of the dry biomass is measured at 16.5 GJ/tn (seed excluded), to 18.5 
GJ/dt (seed included) [4,7].  Such yields correspond to 5.7 – 7.5 oil equivalents (TOE) ha−1 for the 
rain fed and greater than 11.0 toe ha−1 for the irrigated crops respectively. 

 
3. CROP CHARACTERISTICS - REQUIREMENTS AND YIELD  

Within the framework of PPC's environmental strategy for the exploitation of lignite deposits, 
the primary objective is the restoration of the areas of the depleted mining sites converting them into 
cultivation and reforestation land as well as artificial lakes.  

The total area dedicated to cultivation after completion of the Ptolemaida Mining Restoration 
Project is estimated to be 5,471 ha, (1 ha=10.000m2), or 37.0% of the total area, and is considered to 
be a medium scale cultivation. For the selection of the most appropriate crops and the investigation 
of their environmental impact, an experimental cultivation program commenced in 1986 and was 
implemented on the land that has resulted from the PCSM deposits of PPC. The species used were 
similar to the ones grown in the neighboring areas (like hard and soft wheat), aiming to identify the 
evolution of the fertility and explore the adaptability of energy crops in the soils of the new 
territories to be created. The assessment of the results of all past years indicated that the productivity 
of the soils developed in the restored deposits of raw materials in mining, ranges to the same level as 
that of the wider region and in some cases it is further improved [1]. Moreover, the cereal crops 
produced from the reclaimed soils of exhausted PSCM mines appear to contain almost identical 
nutrients and trace elements to those grown in the cultivated soils produced in the wider area [1] 
upstream of the lignite PCSM.  

For the evaluation of the cardoon biomass and energy yield of the area under discussion the 
following assumptions have been made:  

A plant density of 15.000 plants/ha is considered 
The soil used is almost neutral (pH 6.5-7.5) 
The cultivation available area is 5.470 ha 
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Harvesting takes place in late July-October when the moisture content of cardoon ranges 
within 7-10% 

Gross heating value (GHV) of 18 GJ/dt (seed included). 
The dry biomass yield is 20 dt ha−1 (irrigated twice within the April-May period) 
The duration of the cultivation is 10 years 
Total Biomass yield = 5.471 ha x 20 dt/ha = 109,420 dt  
Total Energy yield = 109.420 dt x 18 GJ/dt = 1,969.56 TJ 
 

4. INVESTMENT COST EVALUATION 

There is an extensive amount of literature regarding the estimation of the biomass cost [13, 14, 
15]. The calculation of biomass cost of feeding the biomass into the energy unit incorporates a series 
of different components being expressed in the following general relation: 

Biomass cost = Production Cost + Harvest Cost +Transport Cost + Storage Cost 
In this present work the cost of biomass has been determined regarding the output quantities to 

be gained under the assumptions made before. 
 
4.1. Production cost 

The production cost of the energy crop is expressed in terms of the economic compensation 
that a farmer needs to get in order to grow that energy crop. Three main components of the 
production cost are accounted for: 

 
Production Cost = Cost of land + Cost of cultivation + Cost of risk 
 
Cost of land 
 
The land of the PCSM under discussion is a property of PPC and has been gained through 

expropriations over a series of years. It comprises dry and irrigable fields. The land can either used 
by the owner or to be rent to farmers. In any case there is a cost of exploitation incorporated in the 
calculation. For the scope of this work the cost of land taken into account refers to the current 
potential land rental rate of 100 €/ha to be paid by the farmer for a yield of 20 tn/ha. This results to a 
land cost of 5 €/tn.  

 
Cost of cultivation 
 
The Cardoon cultivation under discussion is considered to be a medium scale cultivation the 

cost of which includes all expenditures, (machinery and labour included), associated with the 
planting and growing the energy crop. The main costs are those of sowing, fertilization, irrigation, 
weed control, brokerage, overheads and wind-up, (when terminating cultivation), and they include 
both labour and machinery costs. Brokerage, overheads and wind-up are not included since they 
mainly refer to contractors’ costs and are beyond the scope of this assessment. Cultivation costs are 
analysed for two periods: The initial sowing year, when the yield is estimated at 10 dt/ha, and the rest 
9 year period when the plants have attained their full size and the yield is estimated at 20 t/ha. The 
cost breakdown for a plant density of 15.000 plants/ha, (≈115,000 seeds ha-1 or 2 kg ha-1 of seeds) [6, 
7, 9], is presented in Tables 1 and 2. The prices indicated are current market prices and the 
machinery used is farmer owned. 
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Table 1. Cost Analysis (1st year of cultivation) 

  
Required 
Quantity Unit Cost Total 

Cost Τotal Area  Cost 

  (Kg/ha) (m3/ha) (€/kg)  (€/m3) (€ /ha)  (€/5.471 ha) 
Plowing (labour & machinary) 

    
100 547,100 

Seed 2 
 

50 
 

100 547,100 
Compound Fertilizer  700 

 
0.23 

 
161 880,831 

Herbicides/insecticides 5 
 

38 
 

190 1,039,490 
Irrigation 

 
2,500 

 
0.08 200 1,094,200 

Total         751 4,108,721 
 
The final results also include land-use and transportation costs, which are excluded since these 

are estimated separately. One of the parameters determining production costs is the length of time in 
which the farmer will recover his fixed initial costs of establishing the cardoon. A ten year period is 
used in the analysis, which is consistent with the duration of cultivation. In order to calculate the 
costs for the differing lengths of time, Khanna et al method [10] is used. Costs in the first year, (751 
€/ha), are amortized over the entire period whereas costs in the second year, (480 €/ha) are amortized 
over one fewer years. The discount rate used is 4%, Using these parameters, and by dividing the 
cost/ha by the yield/ha the cultivation cost (CC) in €/tn of cardoon is obtained according to equation 
(1):  

 
CC = 751€/ha 𝑥𝑥 0.04

1−1.04−𝑠𝑠   + 480 €/ha x 
0.04

1−1.04−(𝑠𝑠 −1) x 
1

𝑦𝑦 𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖/ℎ𝑓𝑓
  = 7.88 €/tn   (1) 

 
Where, t = No of years over which costs are spread (amortized), y = yield in tn/ha. 
This does not include land rent costs. 
 

Table 2. Annual Cost Analysis (9 years of cultivation) 

  
Required 
Quantity Unit Cost Total Cost Τotal Area  Cost 

  (Kg/ha) (m3/ha) (€/kg)  (€/m3) (€ /ha)  (€/5.471 ha) 
Compound Fertilizer  500 

 
0.18 

 
90 492,390 

Herbicides/Insecticides 5 
 

38 
 

190 1,039,490 
Irrigation 

 
2,500 

 
0.08 200 1,094,200 

Total         480 2,626,080 
 
Cost of Risk 
 
The cost of risk describes the compensation - risk premium that the farmer requires in order to 

shift production from a cereal to an energy crop and is associated with an additional real or perceived 
risk undertaken by this change [11]. Its size varies between farmers and depends on the type of the 
crop. A higher risk premium is generally ascribed to perennial energy crops due to the limited 
knowledge and experience of growing these crops and the low flexibility in land use i.e. the ability to 
choose a crop based on current prices on the market. The price of cereals has a considerable impact 
on the relative viability of cereals and energy crops. An increase in wheat prices is likely to increase 
the price of certain inputs in the short term. In addition to the effect on the cost of land, higher cereal 
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prices are also likely to increase the risk premium ascribed to the growing of perennial energy crops 
since the farmer risks missing out on future high economic returns from cereal crop production. Its 
evaluation [12], is best described in terms of the Net Present Value (NPV). The NPV for cropping 
system j over a period of T years is defined by equation (2). 

 
NPVij = ∑ 𝛿𝛿𝑡𝑡 𝑇𝑇

𝑡𝑡=1 𝐺𝐺𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑡𝑡          (2) 
 
where δ is the discount factor, and Gijt denotes the gross margin (cash flow), of crop j 

cultivated in year t under state of nature i. Although an accurate evaluation of the cost of risk is 
beyond the scope of the current paper, an average percentage value of 15% has been accounted for in 
the evaluation of the cultivation cost in order to compensate for the risk.    

 
4.2. Harvest cost 

Harvesting the cardoon crop is the first step in the supply chain that takes place on farmland 
and as most agricultural works today it is fully mechanized. Making use of the breakdown of the 
harvest cost presented in table 3, evaluation for the two different harvest methods, bales and bulk, is 
performed. Moreover, the cost of proprietary or leased harvesting equipment, (silage combine 
harvesters and balers), is distinguished. The results are presented in table 4. 

 
Table 3. Cardoon Harvest cost breakdown 

  Parameter Value Unit 
  AREA – PERSONEL      

1 Annual Cardoon Biomass Yield 109,420 dt (tn) 
2 Harvesting Period 120      days 
3 Cultivated area 5,471 ha 
4 Area Yield per tn 0.05 ha/tn 
5 Dry Biomass yield 20 tn/ha 
6 Bale weight 0.3 tn 
7 Number of bales per tn 3.33 bales/tn 
8 Annual yield Potential 109,420 tn 
9 Daily collection capacity (area) 46 ha/day 

10 Daily collection capacity (weight) 911.83 tn/day 
11 Hourly collection capacity (8 hrs) 113.98 tn/hr 
12 Maximum Transport load 15 tn 
13 Cost of bunding material 3.49 €/tn 
14 Labor cost (employees) 0.48      €/tn 
15 Labor cost (contractors) 0.69      €/tn 
16 Labor cost (drivers) 0.37      €/tn 
  MACHINERY     
17 Average combined harvester capacity 2.7 ha/hr 
18 Hourly harvester capacity 54 tn/hr 
19 Combine Harvester operational cost 3.5 €/tn 
20 Combine Harvester maintenance cost 0.15 €/tn 
21 Baler operational cost * €/tn 
22 Tractor operation/maintenance cost 2 €/tn 
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23 Baler maintenance cost 0.05       €/tn 
24 Average Silager capacity 2.7 ha/hr 
25 Hourly Silager capacity 54 tn/hr 
26 Silager operational cost 3.5 €/tn 
27 Silager maintenance cost 0.15 €/tn 
28 Diesel cost 1.4        €/lt 

 
Table 4. Harvest Cost 

Leased (€/tn) Owned (€/tn) 
Bales Bulk Bales Bulk 

40 * 19.29 12.61 
 
It should be noted that regardless of whether the potential investor owns or rents the land or the 

equipment, there must be a certain minimum harvesting area for which the cost of harvest is the same 
as the cost of rent. This is the Break Even Point (BEP), beyond which the investment is becoming 
profitable. The area resulting is 2.873 ha, and is evaluated by equation (4): 

 
Breakeven Point =  TCO

 Leasing cost−operating cost        (4) 

TCO is the annual Total Cost of Ownership that results for a ten year period of operation. The 
parameters involved in the calculation include the costs of purchase, depreciation, interest, tax, 
insurance, fuel, maintenance and repairs. 

 
4.3. Transportation cost 

The transport of biomass is usually limited by the energy density of the bulk material. 
Knowing the calorific value of Qnet (MJ/kg) and the bulk density ρbulk for a particular type of 
biomass, the bulk density Qvol is calculated by equation (5): 

 
Qvol = Qnet x ρbulk MJ/m3          (5) 
 
The lower the energy density, the lower the total amount of energy that can be loaded and 

transported resulting to increased transport costs. 
This section examines the cost of transporting the harvested chopped biomass from the field to 

the storage point that is located at a central point on the field so as to minimize transport distances, 
after harvesting. Two modes are examined. Transport in bales and in bulk. For the purpose of this 
work we consider that crops are transported to an average distance of 10 km to the storage area. The 
evaluation accounts for the cost components assembling the total transport expenditure.  Parameters 
such as, annually covered distance, trucks (annual fuel consumption, ownership, maintenance), 
personnel (hourly compensation, overtimes, standby costs), have all been accounted for. Moreover, a 
comparison between leased and privately owned vehicles is performed. The results are presented in 
table 5. 

 
Table 5. Transportation Cost (10 km) 
Leased (€/tn) Owned (€/tn) 

Bales Bulk Bales Bulk 
3.7 1.35 3.17 1.17 
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4.4. Storage cost 

The storage mode affects the quality and the cost of the fuel. The aim is to keep the fuel quality 
at a high level by preventing the mass loss on one hand and the increase of its humidity on the other. 
The biomass storage warehouse is assumed to be located at a central point of the harvested area in 
order to keep the transportation distance and cost to a minimum (10 km). The above storage methods 
are referring to biomass harvested either in bales (round and rectangular), or in bulk form. Round and 
rectangular modes of storage are depicted in figure 1. The size estimation of the storage area is based 
on the annual cardoon biomass yield accumulated within a 120 - day harvest period. 

The modes examined and presented in this work are: 
Outdoor storage with burlap cover, method with the highest loss of mass, (1-1.5% / month). 
Storage in a sheltered space, without drying infrastructure (0.5% / month loss of mass) 
Storage in a closed space with the possibility of drying, avoiding its degradation while 

simultaneously improving its energy content (zero dry mass loss). 
For a bale size of Φ1.67 m x 1.5, and a stack up in 3 rows (4m height), the required area for the 

harvested quantity (109,420 dt ≈ 400,000 bales), is estimated at 50 ha. For rectangular bales 2.4m (L) 
x 1.3m (W) x 1.2m (H), stacked up in 4 rows (4.8m height), the required area for the harvested 
quantity (109,420 dt ≈ 110.000 bales), is estimated at 8.5 ha.  
 

           H= 1,2m 
       Diameter    Distance between bales    Width = 1,5m                                  L= 2,4m                     W= 1.3m 
       Φ=1,67m       d=0,3m   

             A= 50 ha                                                                A= 8.5 ha 

Figure 2. Bale stacking modes 
 

4.5. Bulk Storage 

The storage surface area is directly dependent on the accumulation method. A simple circular 
stack maximizes the mass that can be stored per surface unit. However, the constraints associated 
with the management of the available equipment for biomass accumulation and ventilation, lead to a 
rejection of this particular mode and to a selection of a different distribution in the heap and more 
extended storage space as shown in the table 6 below. For Biomass bulk density = 273 kg/m3 at an 
angle of repose=36ο, the resulting required area is 10.9 ha. 

 
Table 6. Windrow Piles characteristics 

Pile 
Width        

(m) 

Pile 
Length 

(m) 

Angle 
of 

repose 
(ο) 

Pile 
Height 

(m) 

Pile 
Volume 

(m3) 

Cardoon 
Biomass 
stored 
(tn) 

Area 
Covered 

(m2) 

Storage 
Capacity 
(tn/m2) 

No of 
piles 

needed 

Area 
required  

(ha) 

18 502 36 6.6 30,004 9,092 9,036 1 12 10.9 
 
The parameters considered for the evaluation of the storage cost for each different mode are: 
For the free storage: floor preparation, cost of land rental, burlap for pile coverage  
For the Open storage: cost of land, shedding, construction cost 
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For Closed Storage: cost of land, building cost 
For the determination of the cost on a per-ton delivered basis, the following equation (6) has 

been used where the factor 10% represents the annual cost of ownership.  
 

Storage Cost (SC) = 
(building/rental cost)/€   x 10%yr+ cost of land/€)

stored quantity �tnyr�
     (6) 

 
The results for each mode are presented in Table 7. 
 

Table 7. Storage Cost  
Free Storage (€/tn) Open Storage (€/tn) Closed Storage €/tn) 

Bales Bulk Bales Bulk Bales Bulk 
Round Rectangular   Rectangular   Rectangular   
5,43 3,72 2,61 12 6 30 15 

 
5. DISCUSSION 

The results have revealed that the optimal method for handling the cardoon biomass cultivated 
in the PCSM area is harvesting and transporting it by proprietary equipment and free storing it in 
windrow piles. The cost for the whole logistics chain is evaluated at 30.45 €/tn), and its percentage 
composition is shown in figure 3. The current market price for the biomass from energy crops with a 
moisture content of 8-10% and a GHV of 18 GJdt-1, lies between 65 - 75 €/tn with a tendency to 
increase. This price does not include any form of allowances. Following modest scenarios for a retail 
price of 70 €/tn, there is a remarkable annual gross margin profit of approximately 40 €/tn or 800 
€/ha resulting, making it an uncontroversial stimulus for a potential investor wishing to invest on the 
cultivation of Cardoon in the PCSM area. In the contrary, the gross profit margin for hard wheat 
cultivation is estimated at 31 €/tn or 620 €/ha (82 €/tn selling price including allowances – 51 €/tn 
cost of production) [7]. The comparison favors the energy crop cultivation. The benefit will be by far 
greater if one considers the rights of CO2 emission acquired the current rate of which is 17.5€/tn, 
with a prospect to reach 25 €/tn by 2025 or 55 €/tn by 2030 if the European Commission decides to 
align the permitted pollutant levels with the objectives of the Paris climate agreement. Of course this 
profit can also be split between producer and consumer. Further to the gross profit made, additional 
issues that are considered, regard the accumulated thermal capacity of 1,969.56 TJ. (≈470 Tcal). This 
thermal capacity is adequate for the annual supply of a 30-35 MWe biomass power generation plant 
or, feed partially the new 75 MWe biomass power plant being built by PPC Renewables in the 
nearby area. Moreover, a thermal plant with a combustion yield of 80%, supplied with this thermal 
load operating on a 24 hour basis for 200 days (October –April), yields 547 GWhth a thermal 
capacity that exceeds Ptolemaida needs for district heating. An alternative proposal is to use the 
biomass for co-firing with lignite at a proportion of (5%) in one of the PPCs’ existing power plants. 
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Figure 3. Biomass cost composition (%) 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Analyzing and processing the parameters that constitute the cost of cultivating, harvesting, 
transporting and storing biomass and comparing the results produced, some general conclusions 
about the optimal supply chain management method are emerging. Cultivation of Cardoon - Cynara 
Cardunculus L in the PSCM is viable providing a yield of 20 dt ha-1. The most cost-effective biomass 
logistics chain is the one in which: proprietary machinery is used, the personnel employed is in an 
employment relationship with the collector. Storage is more economical when it is bulk in open 
space windrow lines with cover to protect against weather conditions. The yields obtained, by 
implementing the most economical modes result to a total cost for biomass cultivation in the PCSM 
area of 30.45 €/tn. The thermal capacity of the harvested biomass can either be used  for district 
heating, or, back up one of the PPC’s nearby power plants by 5%, or support a biomass combustion 
power plant of 30-35MW. 
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ABSTRACT  

Having reached its peak in 2004, the production of lignite and lignite power accordingly have 
been steadily declining in Western Macedonia, coming to a mere 50% of its corresponding 
production in 2004. Estimates for the next 15 years indicate that this decline will continue towards 
the end of this period, resulting in lignite production in the region dropping to 1/3 compared to that 
of 2004. In this paper, there is documentation by quantitative indicators of the heavy negative impact 
that will be brought on the Western Macedonia economy by the escalation of the decommissioning 
of lignite units, both in terms of Gross Added Value and in terms of income generation for the wider 
region, unless simultaneous large-scale development actions and substantial employment support are 
promptly implemented. In addition, the paper presents the basic parameters of a New Deal for the 
lignite utilization as a raw material in the production of high added value products, along with its use 
in power generation, creating a secure and viable bridge for the transition of Western Macedonia to 
the post- lignite era. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Dating back to the mid-1950s, the lignite industry grew in the energy axis of Western 
Macedonia at rates never before experienced in Greece. The security of national energy supply, the 
predictable availability cost as well as the reliability enhancement of long-term energy planning 
rendered domestic lignite as the dominant fuel on a national level. Lignite activity in Western 
Macedonia includes open-cast mines over a total area of 160 square kilometres, while from the onset 
of lignite exploitation, 6 Thermal Power Plants (TPP) amounting to a total installed power capacity 
of 4,4 GW were erected, thereby covering 70% of the electric power needs in Greece for decades. On 
the other hand, the size as well as the operational needs of the lignite industry, in effect those of the 
Public Power Corporation (PPC), triggered mobility of the local workforce on a large scale. 
Traditional professional skills were substantially confined. Conditions of one-dimensional 
development with all the traits of pathogenesis were established. A high negative environmental 
impact ensued, putting heavy pressure both on human and natural environment. During the last 15 
years, the penetration of natural gas in power generation, the rapid development of renewable 
energy, the liberalization of the electricity market, the implementation of stricter environmental 
emission limits and the introduction of the carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions pricing in the electricity 
market pricing, have exerted strong pressure on the competitiveness of domestic lignite. All of the 
above characteristics illustrates that Western Macedonia has entered the post-lignite era.  

The significantly negative impact to the Western Macedonia economy by the escalation of 
decommissioning of lignite units, is documented by quantitative indicators while the basic 
parameters of a New Deal for the lignite utilization as a raw material in the production of high added 
value products, creating a secure bridge for the transition of Western Macedonia to the post- lignite 
era are also presented.  
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2. THE PERSPECTIVES OF LIGNITE IN WESTERN MACEDONIA IN A 
CONVENTIONAL EXPLOITATION CONDITIONS  

Both current and future conditions that outline the prospects of the lignite industry in Western 
Macedonia are now completely different from the past, i.e. regarding the development of lignite 
activity and, above all, irreversible: 

• Strict environmental constraints that put pressure on existing lignite plants and almost 
prohibitive for installation of new, conventional units 

• Expensive allowances for carbon dioxide (CO2) 
• Excessive lignite units with low flexibility of cooperation with stochastic Renewable 

Energy Sources (RES) 
• Large penetration of  RES 
• Introduction of imported, competitive fuels with significantly higher operational 

flexibility and comparatively better environmental performance  
•  Lower electricity prices in neighbouring markets, putting pressure on the Greek 

market 
 

On the basis of the above, it is clear that lignite, as a primary source of electricity generation, 
will be under escalating pressure and with constantly decreasing competitiveness, with a very high 
probability that in the next decade it will cover only 15% of the national electricity generation. Such 
an evolution certainly will have negative effects on the productive and social network of Western 
Macedonia.  

 
2.1. The price of decarbonisation for the economy of Western Macedonia  

The European Union energy and climate policy architecture has at its core target to deliver 
decarbonisation. On the basis of a long-term vision of reducing greenhouse-gas emissions by 80-95 
per cent by 2050 compared to 1990, the EU has set a binding 40 per cent emissions reduction target 
to be achieved by 2030 compared to 1990 [1]. 

On the Western Macedonia regional level, the Technical Chamber of Greece/Department of 
Western Macedonia has estimated the consequences of the decarbonisation process in quantitative 
terms: 

• The lignite mining and power generation sectors provide a 2.6 income multiplier, in the 
local labour market, according to the most recent available data of 2013 [3]. 

• Based on 2009 data, decommissioning of 300 MW lignite installed capacity would 
deprive the local economy of 83 million EUR on an annual basis. If 2,400 MW are 
decommissioned, without any supporting actions taking place, the figures may prove 
nightmarish and irreversible for the productive and social network of Western 
Macedonia [2]. 
 

Moreover, according to the Consultation document for the National Strategy for Adaptation 
Measures to Climate Change, Ministry of Energy (2015), where the vulnerability of each region was 
examined in terms of economic activity sectors, it was estimated that the negative impact on Western 
Macedonia could potentially be four times that of other Greek regions, with the economic losses 
mainly deriving from the reduction of mining activity, practically of the lignite industry. And all the 
above will be taking place in a Region where the unemployment rate is approximately 30% with that 
among young people at the highest European Union level. 
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3. THE NEED FOR A NEW AGREEMENT ON DOMESTIC LIGNITES  

In order to investigate the possible future options of Western Macedonia evolution in relation 
to domestic lignite, three scenarios were examined as follows:  

 
3.1.  Scenario Α:  Escalated decommissioning of lignite firing Units – Business as usual 

For Western Macedonia, the implications of this scenario are predetermined: heavy 
deindustrialisation, loss of the energy character of the area, risk of destabilization of the productive 
network, difficulty in rebuilding the local economy [3]. 

 

 

Figure 1. Escalated decommissioning of lignite fired Units in Western Macedonia – Business as usual. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, the escalation of the lignite withdrawal, without large-scale 
development actions and a strong indicator of employment support, will have a heavy negative 
impact on the economy of Western Macedonia. Over the next seven years, 1400 direct, indirect and 
induced jobs will be lost. Within fifteen years, the value of Western Macedonia will be reduced both 
by 250 million euros in terms of Gross Added Value and income generation, and by 4000 jobs.  

 
3.2. Scenario Β: Conventional actions on local scale 

This scenario involves action and interventions of a conventional nature such as combined 
combustion of lignite and natural gas, extensive upgrading of lignite units, use of biomass fuels and 
utilization of dry lignite. 
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Figure 2. Conventional actions on  local scale. 

As outlined in Figure 2, the up-taking of conventional actions and interventions has the 
potential to cumulatively prolong energy activity in Western Macedonia without, however, 
preventing productive shrinkage. The positive effect of this scenario is that through these 
interventions, the necessary time for differentiation of the region's productive model could be given. 

 

3.3. Scenario C: Long-term actions - New Deal 

This scenario, through a New Deal for Greek lignite, requires the use of lignite, in addition to 
conventional power generation, to be converted to products of high added value. It requires long-
term actions, excellent planning, consistency in implementation and long-term acceptance from 
regional and local authorities. It requires significant investment in research and technological 
development, strong extroversion, international alliances and, above all, consistent support from the 
Greek government. 

 
Figure 3. Long-term actions (productive reconstruction) - New Deal. 

The aim of the New Deal is to capitalize on existing know-how and infrastructure through 
interventions that radically change the conventional energy character of Western Macedonia, thus 
creating a safe and viable means of transition of the region into the post lignite era [4,5,6]. 
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4. OUTLINE OF THE NEW DEAL EFFECT ON DOMESTIC LIGNITES 

The exploitation of lignite in Western Macedonia has taken place in an utterly conventional 
way, namely extraction of lignite, combustion and ash management. In practice, there is no 
utilization of lignite in non-electrical uses. However, lignite can be used as raw material in the 
production of a range of products and energy carriers with a very high added value. According to the 
first intermediate results of the Technical Chamber of Greece /Department of Western Macedonia 
Working Group, which is dealing with the New Deal's prospects for Greek lignite, 5 million tonnes 
of Greek lignite can alternatively be converted into 1 million tonnes of Methanol, 2 million tons of 
Urea, 2.5 million tonnes Coke, or 1bn m3 Synthetic Natural Gas [4,5,6]. 

The use of lignite in the production of these commodities-energy carriers, offers the possibility 
of a generalized productive reconstruction of Western Macedonia, creating many and differentiating 
business opportunities with a substantial positive impact on local employment. 

 

 
Figure 4. Value of different products produce from Greek lignite (for each million tonnes of lignite raw material) 

As shown in Figure 4, the commercial value of one tonne of Greek lignite is approximately   25 
euros. Through the combustion of lignite in the conventional lignite units of Western Macedonia, its 
value is 45-55 euros, as is the value of the MWh produced. In comparison, with the same amount of 
lignite, methanol can be produced with a commercial value of around 100 euros, or synthetic 
gasoline with a commercial value ranging from 450 to 650 euros. 

Similarly, the impact on employment is shown in Figure 5. While conversion of 1 million 
tonnes of lignite into electricity maintains about 150 direct, indirect and induced jobs, the production 
of added value products significantly increases the employment rate. In the case of synthetic gasoline 
production, the employment rate is increasing by an order of magnitude, creating multi-faceted 
satellite entrepreneurship and new high-skilled jobs. 
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Figure 5. Job creation of different products based on Greek lignite (for each million tonnes of lignite raw material) 

In any case, most of the available technologies are commercially mature and obviously require 
capital-intensive investments. However, with oil prices exceeding $ 80-85 per barrel, the use of 
lignite in high added value products will become increasingly attractive in the future [6]. For 
Western Macedonia, the necessary steps towards a New Lignite Agreement are briefly summarized 
as follows:  

• Analysis of the economic, environmental, technical and social parameters of the new 
coal utilization technologies  

• Evaluation, ranking and prioritization of technologies and requirements of a 
Technological Foresight through multi-criteria analysis  

• Integration of the most promising technologies into a future-proof business model for 
Western Macedonia 

• Detailed design and implement the New Deal 
An approach that takes into account technological developments, environmental constraints, 

national and European energy policies, the geostrategic of Energy and, of course, the real potential 
and competitive advantages of Western Macedonia is needed. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

The escalation of environmental constraints, the entry of new fuels and renewable energy 
technologies into power generation and the tendency for decentralized energy systems lead to a 
drastic reduction in lignite production in Western Macedonia. This will increase the pressure on the 
productive and social network of the region, particularly in terms of jobs. Following the business as 
usual scenario, 1800 jobs will have been lost over the next 15 years, while with the conventional 
scenario, there will be simply a postponement of the negative impact by about five years. An active 
response to the problem is the use of lignite as a raw material in the production of a range of products 
and energy carriers with a very high added value through a development platform, a New Deal for 
local lignite. The aim of the New Deal is to capitalize on existing know-how and infrastructure 
through interventions that will radically change the conventional energy nature of Western 
Macedonia, creating a safe and viable means of transition of the region towards the post lignite era. 
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ABSTRACT 

In Mongolia more than 500.000 t of “Coal Combustion By-products” (CCB’s: Fly Ash, Bottom 
Ash, Boiler Slag) are generated by 5 Power Plants. Most of these CCB’s are usually disposed to 
special designed ponds without any environmental or social benefits. Particularly the pozzolanic 
material behaviors qualify CCBs as stable construction material, e.g. for backfilling operations in 
underground mines. 

 In Nalaikh - 30 km southeast of Ulaanbaatar - hundreds of small scale miners are digging for 
coal, leaving behind a multitude of unsecured surface openings and unclear branches towards the 
subsurface (Fig.1). During the peak season in winter up to 2.000 Nina-miners work in around 200 
mine shafts. Nalaikh’s coal counts to about 70% of the 1 Mio. t coal burned every year in UB’s ger 
district. 

 The abandoned small scale mines, over time, often pose a permanent threat to humans in the 
neighborhood. Stabilization of these mine sites is a crucial part of a rehabilitation concept that has 
been developed at GMIT for the Nalaikh mining area. The aspect of rehabilitation in mining areas is 
becoming more and more important in society. For the bigger mine sites in Mongolia rehabilitation 
concepts are available. For the smaller mine sites and especially for the Ninja-mines of Nalaikh such 
concepts are not yet available, even if the necessity is given and commonly accepted.  

 Currently the “German Mongolian Institute for Resources and Technology” (GMIT) is starting 
a project “Backfilling and Securing of abandoned Small Scale Coal Mines with Coal Combustion 
By-Products (CCB’s) generated at Power Plant Sites and with Domestic Coal Combustion By-
Products generated at Ger District Sites” (BASMIC) to improve both, the sustainable usage of 
CCB’s and the stability of abandoned small scale mines. 

 BASMIC analyses CCB’s and CCB’s in combination with other materials to determine their 
suitability as backfill material for abandoned mining sites. The abandoned small scale coal mines 
should be backfilled with CCB’s, to ensure ground support and regional stability. 
 

 
Fig.1: Mining Licence Area of Nalaikh. Photo: Knippertz, 2017 
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1. COAL COMBUSTION IN MONGOLIAN POWER PLANTS 

During the year-round incineration of coal in the power plants of Ulaanbaatar as well as in the 
surrounding area, different fractions of residues remain as so-called “coal combustion by-products” 
(CCB’s). More than 500.000 t CCBs are generated by the Central Energy System of Mongolia, 
consisting of 5 Power Plants with an electrical capacity of 796 MW. 

Due to the mandatory electrostatic separators for collecting fly ash in industrial countries 
CCB’s can be divided in the fractions with the following mass distribution 

 
1. Fly Ash  (ca. 74 mass %), 
2. Bottom Ash  (ca. 20 mass %) 
3. Boiler Slag  (ca. 6 mass %) 
 
In Mongolia only the TPS4 power plant collects fly ash with an electrostatic separator. Other 

(thermal) power plants generate much higher mass-% of bottom ash and boiler slag.    
 

2. DISPOSAL AND RECOVERY OF CCB’S  

CCB’s generally hold high recovery and recycling characteristics. Particularly the pozzolanic 
material behaviors qualify CCB’s as stable but flexible construction material.   

Although CCB’s in Mongolia are used for recovery purposes due to the huge amounts of 
generated CCB and a lack of recovery opportunities most of the CCB masses are usually disposed to 
special designed ponds without any environmental or social benefits. Moreover due to land shortages 
in Ulaanbaatar the construction of new ash ponds is desired neither from a social nor from an 
environmental view. 

The recycling properties of CCBs for stabilizing ground and underground applications are 
proven. In particular, due to the pozzolanic properties, ash is a popular material for backfilling 
operations in underground mines, especially in industrialized countries like Germany. Backfilling of 
CCBs in German underground mines has improved the stability both in the subsurface and on the 
surface during the last decades without any doubt. 

In industrial states opportunities are created to recover up to 40% of the CCBs as an additive in 
a variety of applications such as a cement substitute in concrete and a filler for asphalt. Coal ash is 
also used in construction projects to level out uneven terrain. The remaining 60% is disposed in 
ponds and landfills. In developing countries the disposed part of CCBs is significant higher while 
CCBs can serve as material substitutes, e.g. for cement and therefor prevention of energy dissipation 
for cement production. Many actual publications regarding the characteristics of CCBs. Hence the 
recovery of CCBs do not allow other conclusions: Recovery and recycling of CCBs is a task of high 
relevance for the Mongolian society for environmental and social reasons. 

 
3. SMALL SCALE COAL MINING IN NALAIKH 

In Mongolia small scale mining activities at the surface and in the underground take place in 
many places. These are in most cases unauthorized mines operated by only one or a few workers. 
Special characteristics of these activities are e.g. low qualification of the miners, primitive technical 
equipment (often only with shovel and hoe), the work in the pits take place under considerable 
danger (every year people die due to sudden slides and caves to the surface). 

Hundreds of small scale miners are digging for coal in the southern part of Nalaikh, leaving 
behind a multitude of unsecured surface openings and unclear ramifications towards the subsurface. 
These abandoned small scale mines, over time, often pose a permanent threat to other neighboring 
miners as well as to every human and animal staying at the site. 
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Small scale mining activities cause environmental, health and social problems. It seems of 
fundamental interest to the Mongolian Government that legal, technical, socially and 
environmentally compatible solutions are being developed for non-legal small-scale mining 
activities. Alone 2 out of 17 articles of the "Policy to ensure sustainable economic development" of 
2016 were launched, in order to liberate the nationwide small-scale mining from the shadows of the 
illegality. The Mongolian Ministry of Environment estimates that an area of approximately 4,000 ha 
of unregulated abandoned mining has been left in 566 places of 15 aimags.  

Some small scale mining activities in Mongolia have left a noticeable burden to the 
surrounding area. Innovative processes for the environmental improvement are necessary at such 
sites. In particular there are many approaches for interdisciplinary research such as the reuse of 
CCBs. 

In and around Nalaikh the environmental impacts of mining (related) activities has been 
investigated within a GMIT-project. Samples of soil, water and air were taken and analyzed. Besides 
these ecological components also the socio-economic conditions are of importance for the derivation 
of recommendations for a better understanding and management of Nalaikh’s environment 
(rehabilitation concept).  

The above mentioned socio-economic results are based on interviews with 17 people from 
different residential areas of Nalaikh (Fig.2).  
 

 
Fig.2: Residential areas in Nalaikh, with the “Normal settlement” in the center, the “Ger settlements” (red lines, I-XIII) 

and the “Mining Area” in the south. Pötter, 2017 

 
An interesting finding of the socio-economic research was, that the people living outside the 

mining area blame the mining activities for a variety of environmental damages (which in this case is 
not true).  

 
Soil analysis in the project area focuses on heavy metal contents, additional soil features were 

analyzed. In general the soil features are good, heavy metal concentrations are within the guidelines, 
accept for Arsenic (As). The Geoaccumulation index (Igeo) 

 
Igeo = ln (C) (with C = measured value/ (reference value (= 8,6 ppm As) * 1,5) 
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indicates no major influence of mining activities on the As content in the soils (Fig.3). The 
maximum Igeo along two transects (black dotted lines in Fig.3) is 0,13. Point Y-06 (red colour) with 
the absolute maximum of all samples (2,13) represents the ash basin next to the power plant.  

 

 
Fig.3: Geoaccumulation index in the research area. Walk, 2017. 

A-topsoil, FL-fluvial sediment, G-geogenic substrate, Y-anthropogenic substrate 

 
Water analysis in the wells as well as in adjacent streams is mainly concentrating on As. 

Contamination of (ground) water with As is well known for major parts of Mongolia and also for 
coal mining areas and poses a health risk to the affected people. The highest measured As-
concentrations were found in surface waters around Nalaikh, with > 100µg/l in Bus Nuur (WHO-
guideline is 10 µg/l) (Fig.4). The drinking water quality in Nalaikh is within the guidelines. 
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Fig.4: Dissolved (Asdis) and total Arsenic (Astot) in selected water samples in the Nalaikh region. Walk, 2017. 

P-precipitation water, GW-ground water, SW-surface water, YW-anthropogenic water body (ash basin), SW-08=Bus 
Nuur. 

 
Mining combined with general human activities in Nalaikh is also subject to high particulate 

matter (PM) pollution in the air. PM and black carbon were measured. During winter the average PM 
2.5 concentration in Nalaikh is 200 µg/m³ (WHO-guideline is 25 µg/m³) (Fig.5). The main source for 
air pollution are Nalaikhs’ ger settlements. 
  

 
  

Fig.5: Annual course for PM2.5 concentration for Nalaikh (2016). Pötter, 2017 

 
In general it can be stated, that there is little ecological impact of the mining activities on the 

environment. Anyway, ecological recommendations were given to Nalaikh’s authorities. Further 
geotechnical measures (like backfilling) are necessary in the mining area to ensure a long-term 
stability of the environment.  
 
4. GOALS OF THE BASMIC-PROJECT  

The BASMIC projects purpose is to investigate on a theoretical basis whether there are 
opportunities to use CCB’s from the power plants for backfilling and securing abandoned small scale 
mining sites in Nalaikh beginning with a laboratory investigation on the CCB’s to show, whether 
their properties hold the demanded characteristics to propose an improvement in ground and 
underground stability. 
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The technical suitability of the CCBs generated in Mongolian power plants as backfill material 
should also be demonstrated in combination with other materials for abandoned mining sites on a 
laboratory scale. 

In the long winter time in Mongolia CCB’s are also generated in another manner than 
described. Significant amounts of ashes are generated by coal combustion in the Ger districts. While 
the fly ash is usually completely emitted unfiltered into the air, a significant amount of rust ash is 
produced, which is disposed uncontrollably by the individual dwelling-house or -yurt owners in most 
cases. These procedures are usually associated with damages to the environment. 

Furthermore a part of BASMIC is to examine how it can succeed in the Ger districts to bring 
people together to collect their ash as well in order to use these for backfilling the abandoned small 
scale mines. A more detailed sociological study should bring out how to change the environmental 
awareness of the people living in the Ger districts with regard to the handling of the ashes generated 
by the household combustion adapted to the prevailing conditions, taking into account the socio-
cultural characteristics of the Mongolian residents.  
 
5. IMPLEMENTATION OF BASMIC AND FOLLOW-UP PROJECT 

The first task of BASMIC is to demonstrate the characteristics of Mongolian CCBs in 
combination with other materials for abandoned mining sites on a laboratory scale. CCB samples 
should be collected after incineration at different power plant sites in water-resistant containers and 
subsequently mechanical and chemical processed at GMIT’s Labs. 

The second task is to investigate a change in environmental awareness of the people living in 
the Ger districts with regard to the handling of the ashes generated by the household combustion. For 
this purpose, methods should to be investigated which were already successfully used in other 
sociological investigations with the same aim.  

Of course, the output of the BASMIC-project should be operated into practice in a subsequent 
project. For this purpose, first an industrial partner should be found, ideally a coal-fired power plant. 
In this subsequent project, it would be desirable if an abandoned small scale mining site could be 
backfilled with known and manageable measurements as described in the pre-recorded project. 

Another aspect to be explored in an advanced project would be to discuss the economics that 
transport CCBs to the abandoned mining sites would entail. In this comparison, the benefits to the 
environment would have to be included, also in view of the fact that the power plants in the future 
would have to operate less (financial) effort to acquire valuable space for their ponds. 

The study of the benefits of CCBs with regard to the safety of handling primary raw materials 
such as coal is undoubtedly one of Mongolia's future tasks and has already been recognized as such 
by the government. GMIT should therefore make targeted input of its scientific capabilities to bring 
benefits to Mongolian society. 
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ABSTRACT  

The exploitation of a continuous surface lignite mine is a complex framework that requires 
high capital and operational expenditures, resources and intensive use of continuous excavating, 
transporting and dumping equipment for several decades. When the lignite mine enters the closure 
phase, the environmental reclamation of the wider exploitation area constitutes a multidisciplinary 
intervention of high impact for the lignite and energy producers as well as local societies.  

This paper investigates the critical technical, geological, socio-economic, environmental and 
permitting questions and associated operational risks involved with the environmental reclamation 
of a lignite field into mine closure phase, based on empirical evidence and managerial practices 
followed in relevant projects. The selection of a low risk reclamation technology is analysed as a 
critical decision-making problem for lignite mining organizations and environmental stakeholders 
to achieve cost effective and environmentally acceptable reclamation solutions.  

Recommendations and proposals for development of a risk-based multi-criteria methodology 
advised, perceived as a tool for efficient control of risks in managing projects of lignite mines 
environmental reclamation. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Continuous surface mining projects are very complicated because of the uncertainties 
associated with their dynamic situation. Project risk may relate to geological, technical, 
environmental, social, economic or other factors.  Especially the environmental parameters play a 
significant role in mining operations. Direct factors, such as the cost of the necessary measures for 
the protection of environment and the financial liabilities of the legislation, as well as indirect 
factors, namely the reaction of local society, create crucial uncertainties at all stages of the projects 
life cycle and an increase of the corresponding risk.  

In the case of exploitation of lignite deposits, the new competitive environment of the lignite 
mining and corresponding power plants operations, which affects their competitiveness, mainly 
refers to (a) the economic conditions in relation to electricity market, (b) the stringent 
environmental legislation, (c) the more complicated and continuously varying mining conditions 
and (d) the technological advances of new high-efficiency and low-emission power plants [1]. 

Regarding in particular mining conditions, the geometrical characteristics of multi-seam 
lignite deposits as well as the spatial variability of the quantitative and qualitative deposit 
characteristics have a strong effect on the economic viability and the environmental sustainability of 
the corresponding surface mining projects. The environmental impacts of the related projects arise 
almost inevitably and may include: land use, modification of morphology, air emissions, visual 
impacts or other disturbances (noise, vibrations, etc). They are connected to the landscape – 
topography patterns and other ecological processes. Suitable strategic planning aims at the 
restriction of the possible environmental impacts from mine operation in minimum.  
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The environmental protection and land reclamation programmes applied in surface mines aim 
at the minimisation of the long-term impacts in relation to the project viability, which in turn is 
closely connected with mine planning, production scheduling and project management procedures. 
The selection and implementation of measures for the elimination of adverse environmental impacts 
and proper restoration of the post-mining land are based on certain terms and conditions determined 
by the following documents: 
− The Regulation of Mining and Quarrying Operations. 
− The National and European laws and directives. 
− The environmental permits. 

The main issues introduced by the environmental permits include (a) development and 
implementation of a land reclamation programme, according to specific guidelines (b) management 
of various waste streams (c) monitoring of the environmental quality. Environmental permits refer 
also to the costs of implementing the above-mentioned terms and conditions for the permitting 
period and until mine closure / rehabilitation. This cost includes all the activities required for 
environmental management during mining operations and land reclamation according to the plans 
that have been approved by the authorities [2].  

When the lignite mine enters the closure phase, the environmental reclamation of the wider 
exploitation area constitutes a multidisciplinary intervention of high impact for the lignite and 
energy producers as well as local societies. Taking into consideration the observation of balance 
between ecology, economy and production, the main objective of mine land reclamation should be 
the continuous upgrade of the environment. Based on the rules of aesthetics as well as of landscape 
architecture, the reclaimed areas should be perfectly integrated to the landscape [3].  

A holistic approach model for the mine planning of surface mining projects should be based 
on an integrated approach to the long-term strategic mining planning and development, taking into 
account the latest technical, environmental, economic and social data with regards to the operation 
of surface mines (Figure 1). In this framework, in order to identify the process with the largest 
environmental impact, all stages of the system’s life-cycle must be examined with a detailed 
coverage of the mining activities (i.e. excavation, material handling, and dumping) [4].  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Mineral resource utilization in relation to corresponding factors 
 
This paper investigates the critical technical, geological, socio-economic, environmental and 

permitting questions and associated operational risks involved with the environmental reclamation 
of a lignite field into mine closure phase, based on empirical evidence and managerial practices 
followed in relevant projects. The selection of a low risk reclamation technology is analysed as a 
critical decision-making problem for lignite mining organizations and environmental stakeholders 
to achieve cost effective and environmentally acceptable reclamation solutions.  

Mineral resource 
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Mine planning and design 

Economic viability Optimization factors 
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2. STAGES OF MINE DEVELOPMENT AND THE CRITICAL CLOSURE PHASE 

For large-scale projects and activities, like the exploitation of a lignite field for electricity 
production, it would be appropriate to consider the anticipated impacts in terms of their implications 
for sustainable development. Emphasis should be placed development of infrastructure viable in the 
after-lignite time period to ensure long-term sustainability. The environmental planning and design 
regarding the closure phase should be applied in all mine development stages (Figure 2).  

In the optimization process sustainability parameters should be incorporated in all phases of 
the mining project, throughout the whole mine life cycle, from the first exploratory stages to the 
post mining period [5].   

The duration of lignite exploitation projects usually lasts several decades, with an increasing 
trend in larger and deeper excavations, corresponding towards fewer, larger and deeper operations. 
Although each project is unique, because of differences in geological and technical characteristics, 
for the analysis of the environmental impacts during the mine development/operation period, all 
surface mining projects can be divided into the following phases (Figure 3) [6], [7]:  

a. The exploration phase. The mine activities of this phase include: exploration, road 
construction, rock core drilling, geochemical analysis (principal mine planning action). The 
relevant environmental impacts are considered as minor. However, depending upon prevailing 
legislation, environmental planning can commence. This may require the preparation of a 
brief environmental impact assessment and management plan, based on the exploration permit 
that provides the measures for mitigating impacts caused mostly by the construction of access 
roads and core drilling.  
Furthermore, in this phase the relationship between the community and mining company is set 
up and depending on how it is managed, can result in either positive or negative perceptions of 
the company for a long time, including the later stages of mine development and operation..   

b. The development phase. It is the period from the beginning of mining activities until the full 
installation of the equipment in the last mine bench. Although a relatively shorter period 
comparing to the total mine life, through the development of infrastructure, this phase is 
probably of greatest impact in the short term and has long-term implications. The waste 
material (overburden and interburden) is dumped outside the mine and the reclamation has not 
started. The principal mine planning actions that are related to environmental effects include: 
access and haul road development, site clearing and grubbing, earth moving and surface water 
management, mine dewatering, utilities installation, building and infrastructure construction. 
The corresponding principal environmental management actions include: installation of 
pollution control facilities, general environmental management (air, water, land), as well as 
construction phase reclamation and closure.  

c. The maturity / full production phase. In this phase high levels of production are achieved 
and the operating costs are low. Referring to the local community and the environment, this is 
the longest period of impacts. Approximately in the middle of this phase, all waste is dumped 
inside mine and, at the same time land reclamation begins from outside dumps. In that phase, 
the principal environmental management actions include: General environmental 
management, performance assessment / audit, monitoring, concurrent reclamation, final 
closure design, partial closure and partial bond release.  
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Figure 2. Stages of mine planning and scheduling of continuous surface mines 
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Figure 3. Life cycle phases of an open-pit lignite mine 
 

d. The mine closure or aging phase. This is the last phase of the mine life cycle, when the 
production is declining till the exhaustion of the mine. The impact of this phase depends largely 
on the degree of forward planning and the available means to sustain benefits, such as 
institutional capacity and financial resources. In this phase, principal mine planning actions 
include: elaboration of the final impact assessment study, implementation of closure plan, 
facilities decommissioning, dismantling, decontamination, burial, removal, asset recovery and 
recycling, final reclamation, including post closure planning for recultivation of mine sites, 
rehabilitation and use, mine water management, innovative uses of final pit voids, subsidence 
management, administrative structures, socio-economic studies, investigation of the 
contribution of land forest reclamation to the environmental protection and to mitigating 
climate change, optimal exploitation of reclaimed mine areas or preservation of cultural 
heritage.  
It is worth noticing that in this phase the rapid drop of lignite production and the consequent 
loss of incomes for the mining company may result to a very limited budget to finance 
environmental management and land reclamation activities. This fact increases risks related 
directly to the deterioration of environmental quality, with secondary impacts on human health 
and life standards, unless an effective bonding system is applied.    

e. The post closure phase.  It is the post-mining phase, after the exhaustion of mine. In this phase 
the environmental management is related to treatment, maintenance, monitoring, and final bond 
release. 

 
 

A characteristic example of mines in mature/full production phase, including also mining 
areas in the post closure phase, is the case of Ptolemais mines in north Greece (Fig. 4).  

Based on these steps, five main risk factors categories, with sub-factors of each category, 
associated with mine closure of continuous surface mining projects are defined and classified.  

The planned environmental reclamation of these mines according to the strategic mining 
planning is shown in Fig. 5.  

Examples of specific mining areas for the investigations of risk factors are also shown in 
Figure 5 [14-16]:   

A: Subsidence investigation. Area of new railway line and road construction  
B, C: Slope stability analysis. Outside waste dumping area.   
D: Technical-Geotechnical – environmental investigation. Area of a new power plant under 

construction. 
E, F: Pit lakes stability analysis - hydrogeological management. Remaining pit voids.  
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Figure 4. General overview of the Ptolemais mines, north Greece (December 2017) 

 
 

Figure 5. Land reclamation plan of the Ptolemais mines according to a strategic mine plan 
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Considering the above described steps of a surface mine development, it is obvious that the 
reclamation is an integral part of mining activities. Knabe [8] provided one of the earliest 
descriptions for methods and results of strip-mining reclamation in Germany. According to his 
analysis, the most important component of reclamation in German opencast mines was the separate 
disposal of topsoil or fertile layers like loess, in order to cover the spoil banks after grading and to 
provide a basis for good crops. In this framework, he concluded that the investigation of the 
agricultural value of the different layers before mining is very important.  
 
3. RISK FACTORS IN MINE CLOSURE PHASE 

Effective planning and management of continuous surface mining projects require 
identification of risk sources, as well as the quantification and incorporation of risk into the decision-
making process. The related risk models define risk according to the objectives of the system under 
consideration and the nature and risk tolerance of the various stakeholders involved. For a 
comprehensive and systematic way of identifying and analyzing risks, a risk management approach 
can be adopted within a project management context, according to the mining project objectives. The 
risk management framework could be more efficient by combining qualitative and quantitative risk 
analysis. 

Dey [9] suggested a project management model to identify risk factors of a project, to analyse 
their effect on various activities, and to derive responses in line with project objectives, the 
organization’s policy, and business opportunities. The model combined identification of risk factors 
and analysis of their effects, while allowing responses through desired actions and controlling these 
responses in an interactive way by involving all project stakeholders.  

The risk-based decision-making with a main input the results of risk assessment could be 
applied in the environmental reclamation planning of continuous surface lignite mines in closure 
phase. 

Formally, risk is defined the product of the probability of occurrence and the consequence of 
an incident/event that could be happen in real life ([10-11]). This mathematical expression 
constitutes a fundamental element of the risk management and it has been mostly applied in risk 
analyses developed in recent decades to support needs of decision making under uncertain 
conditions. The accurate identification of risk probability of occurrence and consequence, however, 
is not always feasible due to unavailability of reliable data and/or lack of official statistical evidence. 
In such cases, the risk is identified and quantified upon experts’ judgment and disciplinary 
knowledge aggregation. This approach has been currently adopted in the investigation of 
restoration/reclamation risks on the basis of scientific interpretation of mining practices and 
empirical evidence as well. 

The methodology followed in this paper for risk factors and sub-factors identification, with the 
descriptions of tasks and decision nodes as a sequence of steps is illustrated in the flowchart in 
Figure 6. The process describes the involvement of a team of experts aiming at analysing and 
defining the suitable restoration methods and technologies. They were given all available data and 
details concerning the strategic planning and design in mines closure phase in relation to mines 
reclamation. The data were based on literature reviews, best practices and empirical evidence. The 
main questions include the following: 

 
(i) Are the available data appropriate/sufficient? 
(ii) Is the restoration project properly defined? 
(iii) Is the risk based analysis satisfactory? 
(iv) Is the risk identification satisfactory?  
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Figure 6. Methodology for Risks Investigation (Process Flow Diagram) 

 
 
 
 

Description of tasks and decsion nodes

START
1. Mobilizing/assigning the team of experts
2. Data collection (literature reviews, best practices, empirical evidence)
3. Analyzing/defining the restoration methods & technologies

N1 Are the data collected appropriate/sufficient?
4. Performing Supplementary research
5. Shaping the restoration project concept

N1 No 6. Setting the project targets & implementation milestones
Yes 7. Defining the project objectives and discipline work areas

N2 Is the restoration project properly defined?
8. Performing Corrective actions
9. Investigating restoration uncertainties & risks

10. Investigating risk probablities & impacts
N3 Is the risk-based analysis satisfactory?
11. Use experts' knowledge and empirical eveinence
12. Identifying main risk categories (level-1 classification)
13. Identifying risk sub-categories (level-2 classification)
N4 Is the risk identification satisfactory?
14. Further refining and analysis

N2 No 15. Documentation & Reporting
FINISH

Yes

Legend 

i=task node
N3 No

Yes Ni =decsion node

executive line

Initiation/Termination
Node(s)

N4 No

Yes

START

FINISH
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3.1. Technical risks 

Several technical parameters must be examined in order to avoid risks related either to the 
deterioration of the environmental quality due to inadequate waste management (e.g. during the 
decommissioning phase) or to the preparatory actions during mine operation, which affect the 
effectiveness of the land reclamation plan.     
− Landscape formation incompatible with existing infrastructures (roads, railways, buildings, 

photovoltaic park, etc) 
− Re-handling of disposed waste material. 
− Restrictions due to remaining/exploitable mineral resources  
− Mine closure requirements before the exhaustion of the reserves  
− Failures of excavation machinery  
− Inappropriate mine decommissioning plan (for large facilities, plants and equipment)  

 
3.2. Geological - Geotechnical risks 

This category of risks refers to technical failures that are related to some of the most severe 
environmental damages in the recent history of surface mining. In these cases, time is a critical factor 
that complicates further risk management, since some types of failures, such as landslides and 
ground water contamination phenomena may occur or may last, respectively, many years after the 
mine closure.  

 
− Landslides, slope instabilities and soil deformations  
− Pit lakes stability problems  
− Subsidence phenomena  
− Hydrogeological management problems 
− Inappropriate reinstatement of the terrain relief and topography   
− Seismicity and tectonics 

 
3.3. Socio-economic risks  

Every mining project must contribute to the national, regional and local development and 
welfare. In this context, project proponents and supervising authorities must be able to communicate 
and collaborate effectively with public interest groups and all stakeholders in order to avoid political 
damage. This is a critical step for the minimisation of risks that may lead to financial losses or even 
cancellation of a mining project. Public involvement in environmental management of surface 
mining projects must be seriously considered as an alternative for successfully addressing various 
environmental and socioeconomic issues, including the prediction of the budget that is required for 
financing environmental protection and land reclamation works throughout the entire life of a mine, 
as well as the associated risks. In several cases, uncertainties were minimised when mining 
companies, supervising authorities and the public are committed by a ‘contract-based’ agreement 
[12].  

 
− High capital expenditures of reclamation works 
− High maintenance cost of reclaimed lands  
− High cost of environmental monitoring and control measures 
− Requirements for land acquisition 
− Utilization of low quality and productivity soil 
− Protests of local communities against the reclamation plans 
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− Low returns to local and regional economy 
− Low priority of reclamation plan, according to a strategic mine closure plan 
− Visual amenity and aesthetic impacts 
− Lack of technical and economic capabilities for beneficial modification of the post mining area 
− Low value of reclaimed land 

 
3.4. Environmental risks 

Environmental protection and land reclamation are widely recognised as key-elements for the 
development of every mining activity. Although the legal framework regulates most of the issues 
related to environmental impacts, some problems still exist. The development of an environmental 
management strategy, which will be based on both remedial and preventive actions, starting from the 
early stages of mine development, is possible to improve the overall environmental performance of a 
mine and reduce the relevant risks. This strategy should incorporate the main principles of 
sustainability, allowing assessment of all environmental threats associated with the mine operation 
throughout its life cycle. Also, it should allow the development of processes that support the 
monitoring and periodic evaluation of the environmental management strategy and the decision 
making as far as the optimal mine development strategy is concerned [11]. 

According to Glossary of Risk Assessment Terms [13], environmental risks include risks to 
natural ecosystems or to the aesthetics, sustainability or amenity of the natural world. 

 
− Requirements for re-exploitation of already restored mines area 
− Effects on groundwater, surface water, noise and air quality  
− Loss and/or alteration of biodiversity and biotopes 
− Post-mining natural hazards 
− Post-mining drainage problems 
− Effects to flora, fauna and vegetation 
− Effects to surrounding habitats 
− Legal requirements for the management of mining by-products (ash, sludge)  
− Incompatibility with the surrounding environment and landscape. 
− Low soil fertility 
− Remaining pit voids 
− Unavailability of topsoil material  
− Misalignment of the rehabilitation plan from the objectives of sustainable development 

 
3.5. Permitting risks  

According to a study prepared for the US National Mining Association [10], unexpected and 
often unnecessary delays in obtaining environmental permits affect the development of mining 
projects in numerous ways. Mining companies, particularly these operating in Europe or other 
developed countries, accept that there will always be some delays and will build appropriate 
contingency and mitigation measures into their business plan. However, delays for unforeseen 
reasons, or the delays to the expected process, are a real problem for the industry, and by extension, 
the economy as a whole. The key findings of this study are the following: (a) Unexpected delays in 
the permitting process alone reduce a typical mining project’s value by more than one-third, (b) the 
higher costs and increased risk that often arise from a prolonged permitting process can cut the 
expected value of a mine in half before production even begins, (c) The combined impact of 
unexpected, and open-ended, delays and higher costs and risks can lead to mining projects becoming 
financially unviable.  
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− Delays of the permission process 
− Deviations of the reclamation plan from development plans approved by authorities 
− Conditions, technologies and activities of high cost and complexity requested by Environmental 

authorities  
− Constraints due to claims and requests addressed by the stakeholders 

 
4. CONCLUSION 

The exploitation of a continuous surface lignite mine is a long-lasting project that requires high 
capital and operational expenditures. When the lignite mine enters the closure phase, the 
environmental reclamation constitutes a multidisciplinary intervention of high impact for the mining 
company and local societies. Nevertheless, the success of every action plan of mine land reclamation 
depends on a series of preventive and mitigation measures that must be implemented from the 
beginning of the deposit exploration to the aging phase of the mine life-cycle.    

For every lignite mining project, the risks related to technical, geological, socio-economic, 
environmental and permitting factors can be identified based on empirical evidence and managerial 
practices. Furthermore, the minimisation of these risks can be considered as a critical decision-
making problem for the mining companies and all the involved stakeholders aiming at the 
optimisation – balancing of costs and environmental acceptance of reclamation solutions.  
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ABSTRACT  

The restoration of continuous surface lignite mines that fuel mine-mouth located thermal power 
plants is a complex, long-term and multidisciplinary initiation, particularly in the case of mines that 
have been operating for many decades and now enter the closure phase. Various environmental, 
technical, economic, social and engineering factors have to be early considered during the 
assessment and evaluation of alternative restoration technologies of which reclamation is the most 
critical. This context inserts critical decision-making risks, since projects of this nature have 
considerable environmental and social impacts. Therefore, the project decision makers have to 
select the most appropriate and lower risk solution among a set of several restoration/reclamation 
alternatives. The paper identifies the decision-making problem and suggests a multi-criteria 
methodology combining the AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) and TOPSIS (Technique for 
Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) techniques with a case study for ranking of the 
lower risk restoration/reclamation alternative in a closing lignite mine. The methodology is 
suggested as a low cost and easy development tool for lignite mining operators, reclamation project 
managers and environmental stakeholders.   

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The continuous surface lignite mines are large-scale excavation sites of high importance for the 
production of primary energy as the lignite exploited from these mines fuels high capacity thermal 
power plants. Usually, the operation life of a lignite mine lasts for many decades. However, after an 
intensive exploitation period the material of lignite basin is depleted. Then, the mine enters to 
closure phase where regulatory and other requirements necessitate restoration of the sites and 
upgrading of the post-mining land uses with beneficial effects to environment and society. 

Literature reports various restoration methods. Some are technical dealing with engineering 
solutions for remodeling of post-mining landscape by taking, mainly, measures for environmental 
upgrading ([1], [2]). Other, refer to the potential of natural restoration known as ‘spontaneous 
succession’ [1], while other suggest hybrid or ‘near natural’ solutions ([3], [4]). Most of the 
methods cited, however, consider the reclamation as a fundamental restoration activity consisted of 
extended earthworks for removal of the excavated soils and reuse of this material for resurfacing of 
pits and voids shaped during the exploitation period [27]. 

Reclamation is an activity of extended human-made intervention, where numerous 
restoration factors of high importance are considered. These factors are socioeconomic status, 
landscape, topography, geology, slope stability, water and air quality, biodiversity, reforestation, 
soil productivity, seismicity, permitting, land use and infrastructures. All these factors are co-
evaluated during the elaboration of relevant restoration plans in which reclamation constitutes the 
most critical activity ([2], [5], [6]). 
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Reclamation planning is a complex and multidisciplinary task requiring synergy between 
mining managers, engineers, environmentalists and experts from various fields of science and 
technology in order to outline a set of techno-economically feasible and environmentally 
sustainable restoration/reclamation alternatives, from which the most advantageous has to be 
selected. However, any restoration/reclamation project plan contains its own uncertainties and risks. 
The early identification of these risks and the consequences of their impacts enables decision 
makers to have a substantial basis of understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of each 
alternative and select, on reasonable basis, the one that concentrates the lower risks. 

The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the decision-making problem related to the 
selection of an appropriate post-mining restoration/reclamation method and suggest a Multi-Criteria 
Decision Making (MCDM) methodology as a decision-making support tool for implementation in 
similar project contexts. The paper is structured as follows: second section refers to the concept of 
restoration planning and the related to risks and third section presents practical decision-making 
problems and questions. The forth section describes a hybrid MCDM methodology outlined as a 
combination of AHP (Analytical Hierarchy Process) ([7], [8], [9], [10]) and TOPSIS (Technique for 
Order of Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution) implemented in a case study for selection of the 
lower risk restoration/reclamation method ([10], [11], [12], [13]). The fifth, section presents the 
results of the methodology implementation, while the last section discusses essential views of the 
proposed methodology and highlights areas for further research. 

 
2. RESTORATION RISKS 

In many countries, like Germany [1], Czech Republic [2], India [5], UK [14], US [15] and Greece 
[26], the restoration of mining sites and industrial deposits constitutes a regulatory requirement. For 
the continuous surface lignite mines, restoration represents a multidisciplinary and properly planned 
effort of returning the mined-out lands to a form of acceptable environmental condition and 
productivity [5] with beneficial returns to society, economy and sustainable development. 
Nevertheless, mining practice and history show that there is a multitude of restoration philosophies 
and methods. This is because restoration does not follow a standard type of development, since 
mines differ significantly from one to another. The exploitation models are very different and 
depend on the specific to each mine exploitation targets, post exploitation geo-environmental 
content and the regulatory and legislative constraints. Empirical evidence and literature refer three 
generic restoration types: (a) technical restoration focused on high escalation engineering solutions 
and integrated developmental interventions ([2], [16]), (b) natural restoration driven by interactions 
between bio-ecological factors [1] and (c) combined restoration solutions produced in terms of 
synergies between human intervention and natural restoration processes ([2], [4], [6]). 

The basis for a techno-economically effective and environmentally friendly restoration plan 
is the successful reclamation of the mine-out lands. The term reclamation refers to large scaled 
earthworks for removing of excavated soils from the mine disposal areas and using the removed 
material for extended resurfacing of open pits, benches and voids inappropriately shaped during the 
exploitation period ([2], [5]). In principle, reclamation constitutes a landscape reinstatement 
framework aiming the mine-out site to return to its original state in terms of land-use, ecology and 
productivity. Thus, reclamation enables the landscape remodeling and aligned with other human-
made interventions and natural processes, contributes to the recovery of area(s) affected during, and 
because of, the mining processes.  

From the project management point of view, reclamation may be seen a sub-project in a 
wider restoration project or a standing alone restoration project maintaining its own customization 
mode in terms of planning, organization, human resources, budget, schedule and equipment. Once a 
restoration/reclamation project initiates, managers, engineers and restoration experts are working in 
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synergy to produce a multidisciplinary assessment analyzing the geo-environmental situations of 
the post-mining surface and the techno-economic analysis of the restoration/reclamation 
framework. In this analysis, critical factors are taken into consideration, such as, quality of disposed 
soil, watercourses (lakes and rivers), air pollution, quality of topsoil and fertility, infrastructures 
(roads, railways and welfare facilities), abandoned mining machinery, toxicity of discarded wastes, 
reforestation, recreation, post mining geo-hazards, land use reforming, etc. The data required for the 
restoration analysis are collected through field investigations across the mined-out sites, laboratory 
analysis of water and soil, satellite imagery and cartographic products ([2], [17]), reviews of 
statistical records, scientific literature and technical documents retrieved from the files of mine 
facility. Further to post-mining conditions analysis, the restoration plan recommends several 
alternative methods of restoration/reclamation, as technically appropriate and suggests the most 
advantageous one as appropriate for implementation. The, the plan is delivered to the involved 
parties (environmental agencies, investors, municipalities, steering committees, etc.) for evaluation 
and decision making. 

On the other hand, the mine restoration/reclamation projects, being long-term interventions 
(restoration lasts from few years to decades and depend on the size of restoration area, landscape 
and topographical heterogeneity, near mine infrastructures, watercourse networks, land use 
complexity, eco-biological features, regulatory constraints, etc.) of high complexity incorporate, 
unavoidably, various types of inherent risks. According to the conventional risk management 
practices, these risks have to be, as early as possible, identified with an analysis of the probability of 
occurrence and the impacts that any specific risk relates. This work is critical for the examination of 
every single reclamation/restoration alternative, in order the lower risk and most beneficial one to 
be properly documented and, at final stage, selected by the decision makers. 

The reclamation/restoration risks are thoroughly investigated in relevant work addressed by 
Roumpos et al. [18]. Thus, further elaboration on this topic falls out of the scope of this paper. The 
identified risks are grouped in five main categories, while each category is entirely divided in sub-
categories. The main risk categories encountered are: (a) Technical Risks, (b) Geological and 
Geotechnical Risks, (c) Permitting Risks, (d) Socio-Economic Risks and (e) Environmental Risks. 
Hereunder, these risks and their impacts are analyzing in a case study presenting the decision-
making purposes of a certain restoration/reclamation project.  

 
3. DECISION MAKING: PROBLEMS AND QUESTIONS 

The restoration of continuous surface lignite mines are projects of high technical, environmental 
and socioeconomic complexity. The success of these projects depends on reasonable decisions 
taken in the pre-investment phase. An unsuccessful decision should promote an ambiguous or 
controversial restoration/reclamation project or, conversely, to advise as non-feasible or non-
sustainable a project that has the appropriate evidence and substantial basis for implementation. The 
decision-making required to select the most advantageous restoration/reclamation method is very 
critical, since its consequence should be a project to be successfully performed, suspended or failed. 
Therefore, the pre-investment decisions are crucial and demonstrate if a restoration/reclamation 
project has the appropriate level of maturity for implementation, or not. 

The reclamation/restoration projects present significant differences from each other. This 
fact introduces various technical and managerial problems. That means that for some of the primary 
factors considered for the situation of the mine-out area may be conflicting. For example, a large 
scale, but low cost, resurfacing framework in a mining site polluted by toxic discarding materials is 
very possible to generate environmental impacts of higher severity and hazardousness to those it 
comes to mitigate. This kind of activity can be also charged by other constraints, so that the restored 
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land is proven inappropriate for reforestation, replantation or re-cultivation, therefore, it might be 
subject to rejection by environmentalists, permitting authorities and/or socioeconomic analysts. 

In project management contexts, various decision making practices are reported which 
depend on the project size and type, the collective knowledge and performance of experts and 
managers, the environmental restoration policies, the budgetary and resource constraints and other 
geo-environmental factors as well. Some of these practices are very formal and tend to move within 
the requirements of the administrative and legal protocols. Other are more empirical and based on 
experts’ technical judgement of making comparisons with previous projects of similar scale, type 
and techno-economic profile. Other practices are seen to be combinations of empirical evidence and 
analysis of the geo-environmental and ecological situation of the under restoration mining plants or 
focus on pure socio-economic aspects of the restoration/reclamation plan. In any case, project 
managers and restoration experts, in order to execute and operate a restoration/reclamation project 
of high performance and progress, are usually obliged to solve various problems and answer to 
managerial questions of high criticality, such as: 

 
• Which method is most beneficial to society and environmental friendly? 
• Which alternative method is most cost-effective against others? 
• Which alternative method should be appropriate for getting quickly the required permits? 
• Which alternative requires minimum reconstructions/modifications/deviations of existing 

infrastructures? 
• Which alternative enables best remodeling of landscape and visual amenity? 
• Does the restoration/reclamation project budgeted well? 
• Are the environmental, ecological and biodiversity requirements completely met? 
• Are the alternative methods in line with the requirements of sustainable development? 
• Do alternative methods satisfy the needs for new businesses opportunities, reduction of 

unemployment and ensuring the livelihood of local communities? 
• Are the alternatives appropriate for the recovery of biodiversity, reforestation, replantation 

and re-cultivation? 
• Are the water management proposals appropriate for development of recreational facilities? 
• Are the post-mining geo-hazards and soil stabilization measures well defined? 
• Does seismicity, at the wider mine region, allow erection of building facilities at the 

reclaimed lands? 
• Are the toxic wastes management activities adequate to ensure people’s safety and sanity? 
• Are the available mechanical means and resources for the reclamation works execution? 
• Are there any possibilities for resumption of the mining activities in future? 
• Should the occupational health and safety precautions during the field reclamation works 

execution be properly keeping? 
 

From the above it is obvious that decisions embody significant and multilateral uncertainties 
generating various managerial and operational risks. Since the main objective of the decision 
making is the selection of the lower risk alternative, it is worthwhile these risks not to be embodied 
in a restoration/reclamation plan as an empirically costed contingency element. Instead, the 
scientifically substantial manner is risks to be classified in groups of content specific entities, 
interpreted in terms of criteria for evaluation of the risk of each restoration/reclamation alternative 
method and properly quantified in form of numerical data. Therefore, all restoration/reclamation 
methods can be evaluated with respect to their significance over each risk specific criterion enabling 
definition of a total ‘score’ for each alternative, so that the alternative with the lower total risk score 
to be demonstrated and suggested to the interested parties as appropriate for implementation. 
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4. SUGGESTED DECISION MAKING METHODOLOGY 

The methodology suggested by the authors focuses on MCDM techniques and aims to be 
demonstrated as a tool of supporting reasonable decision making for evaluation of post-mining 
restoration/reclamation projects. The objectives of the suggested methodology are: 
 
(a) To interpret the reclamation/restoration risks [18] in terms of project evaluation criteria and to 

show how the relative weight of every single criterion and sub-criterion can be expressed in 
numerical form; 

(b) To show how any alternative restoration/reclamation method can be decomposed in a risk-
based classification matrix according to pattern for classification of risk impacts as entities of 
low, medium or high severity; 

(c) To present how the relative weights of the criteria identified can be used for the numerical 
expression of each alternative over every single risk (and sub-risk) to produce the overall risk 
of each alternative enabling the final ranking of all alternatives; 

(d) To prove the applicability of the methodology in an experimental research referred to a 
restoration/reclamation project presenting technical and geo-environmental characteristics 
similar to an under decommissioning continuous surface lignite mine in Greece. 

 
The methodology is consisted of two main techniques: AHP applied for the quantitative expression 
of risk-based criteria and TOPSIS for the calculation of the overall risk of each alternative. 

AHP is a groupware technique where experts use their experience and knowledge to break 
down the decision making problem into hierarchy and solve it following an evaluation process 
based on quantified selection criteria. In AHP, the decision makers perform pairwise comparisons 
according to the 1-9 evaluation scale advised by Saaty ([7], [8], [9], [19]) to evaluate the impacts of 
all criteria on each other and to structure and normalize a reciprocal pairwise comparison matrix. 
Then, a control follows to check the mathematical consistency of the computational process. 
TOPSIS is based on the assumption that the most advantageous solution (alternative) should have 
the shortest distance from the ideal solution and the farthest distance from the negative ideal 
solution (the distance of measuring is meant to be Euclidean entity). Thus, each alternative 
maintains a certain distance from the ideal and a certain distance from the negative solution 
respectively that can be expressed in a numerical form enabling the final ranking ([10], [11], [13]). 
Figure-1 depicts the methodology, as an algorithmic process model, including the AHP and 
TOPSIS techniques (see nodes from No.9 to No.15), the interim tasks and the decision nodes (see 
N1, N2, N3 and N4 nodes). 

 
5. IMPLEMENTATION 

This section reports the implementation of the suggested methodology through a case study 
referring to a (hypothetical) project of restoration/reclamation of a surface mine with continuous 
operations. 

 
5.1. Case Study 

The case study regards refers to a project of restoration of a surface mine with continuous 
operations equipped with bucket wheel excavators, conveyors and spreaders that is in operation for 
20 years and its remaining mine life is approximately 10 years. The mine contributes in meeting the 
lignite demand of a power plant located 12 [km] Westerly from the mine. The area of planned 
mining activity covers approximately 9.0 [km2]. The mining area is hilly with surface altitudes 
ranging between (+) 700 [m] and (+) 900 [m] above the mean sea level. The lignite basin has a 
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channel form and it is progressively broadened from NE to SW direction along with increases of 
surface altitudes. The deposit is of multiple-layered form and lignite seams are almost horizontally 
bedded. However, a series of normal faults results in a progressive and systematic deepening of the 
beds and in a corresponding increase  
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Figure-1: Suggested Decsion Making Methodology

Decsision Making Process Diagram

Description of tasks and decsion nodes

START
1 Identification of the Mined-Out area 
2 Data collection, field investigation & literature review(s)
3 Analysis of area geo-environmental factors and conditions

N1 Do all geo-environmental factors are propel analysed?
4 Corrective actions & supplementary research
5 Assessment of alternative restoration/reclamation methods

N2 Are all alternatives techno-economically feasible
& environmentally friendly?

6 Corrective actions & further analysis
N1 No N4 No 7 Identification of Restoration/Reclamation Risk Criteria & Risk Impacts

Yes 8 Numerical analysis of the risk impacts for each alternative
Yes 9 Evaluation of risk weights (AHP reciprocal matrix & priority vector)

N3 Is the risk priority vector (eigenvector) mathematically consistent? 
Yes 10 Repetition of risk weighting process

11 TOPSIS Calculations for introduction of risks/sub-risks weights
N2 No 12 Evaluation of the ideal and negative ideal solutions

Yes 13 Ranking of alternatives over the ideal/negative solutions
14 Identification of the most advantageous method/project
15 Presentation of results to the decision making bodies

N4 Are there any further improvements suggested?
16 Approval of the restoration/reclamation plan
17 Entering to project implementation phase

FINISH

Legend i=task node Ni =decsion node
Yes

N3
No executive line Initiation/Termination

Yes Node(s)

START

FINISH
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of the thickness of overburden material towards the East-South rim of the basin. The main deposit’s 
characteristic is the occurrence of conglomerate hard material in the overburden formations. 

At a distance of 2.0 [km] NE to the mine, there is a village with 100 inhabitants. A river with 
NE-SW direction is located along the mine. This river was relocated for needs of the exploitation 
development. Prior to the beginning of the mining activity, the land use was mainly agricultural and 
forestry. The outside waste dumbing area is located 1.5 [km] NW from the mine, while dumping 
activities are not any more performed. Nowadays, the waste material of the exploitation is 
transported to the inside dumping area. Following the mine closure, a lake has planned to fill the 
existing area voids. 

Due to confidentiality, the project identity is not disclosed. The purpose of the case study is to 
demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of the suggested methodology in contexts of multi-
criteria evaluation and selection of restoration/reclamation projects. 

 
5.2. Description of Alternatives 

In the restoration/reclamation plan, three (3) restoration/reclamation alternatives advised as techno-
economically feasible and environmentally friendly solutions. These alternatives are as follows 
(comparative cost data sourced from [22], [23], [24], [25]): 
 
• (A1) Technical Restoration/Reclamation: the alternative refers to an extended project with high 

capital expenditures (3.500-5.000 €/ha) and 3-4 years estimated period of implementation. The 
project targets are: (a) large-scale reclamations for recovering of the affected landscape, (b) 
treatment of contaminated, polluted or toxic soils and waters, (c) measures and infrastructures 
enabling development of recreation activities, (c) upgrading of biodiversity at post-mining 
ecosystem(s). The measures and main infrastructures suggested for implementation are: 
excavation and backfilling of removed earth material; soil and slope stabilization; land 
compaction and levelling; complete redesign and reconstruction of existing roads; erection of 
buildings for accommodation of 300 visitors; erection of recreation and cultural facilities (sport 
camps and a museum for the mining history); reforestation/replantation to the 35-40% of 
project area; regeneration of the near lake settlement; installation of fire protection system; 
utilities for irrigation, sewing, water supply, power and communication; removal of polluted, 
contaminated and toxic wastes and water bodies; replacement of removed/selected topsoil; 
measures ensuring good land fertility; measures for recovery of sensitive habitats and biota; 
measures for increase of employment; 

• (A2) Restoration focused on Natural Processes: the alternative refers to a project with low 
capital expenditures (less than 500 €/ha) and 10 years minimum estimated period of 
implementation. The project targets are: (a) medium to low scale reclamations for recovering 
the affected landscape, (b) treatment of contaminated, polluted or toxic soils and waters, (c) 
protection of biodiversity at post-mining ecosystem(s). The measures and main infrastructures 
suggested for implementation are: selective backfilling at the most adversely excavated lignite 
layers and seams; soil and stabilization at locations with the highest possibility of post-mining 
erosion effects; removal of polluted, contaminated and toxic soil, mining wastes and water 
bodies; installation of fire protection system; irrigation and water management measures; 
measures for recovery of sensitive habitats and biota; replacement of removed/selected topsoil 
at locations with physical re-cultivation capability and good fertility; implementation of a long-
term environmental monitoring and physical restoration plan (also known as ‘spontaneous 
succession’ [2]) plan; 

• (A3) Combined Solution: the alternative refers to a project with moderate capital expenditures 
(800-1500 €/ha) and 5-7 years estimated period of implementation. The project targets are: (a) 
large-scale reclamations for recovering the affected landscape, (b) treatment of contaminated, 
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polluted and toxic soils and waters, (c) measures and infrastructures enabling mainly the 
development of agroforestal activities, (c) upgrading of the biodiversity at post-mining 
ecosystem(s). The measures and main infrastructures suggested for implementation are: 
excavation and backfilling of removed earth material; soil and slope stabilization; compaction 
and levelling; local modifications of existing traffic network; erection of low scale recreation 
and cultural facilities (sport camps and a museum for the mining history); 
reforestation/replantation of the 25-35% of the project area; installation of fire protection 
system; removal of polluted, contaminated and toxic soil, mining wastes and water bodies; 
replacement of removed/selected topsoil at the 40-50% of the project area; measures for 
recovery of sensitive habitats and biota; implementation of a long-term environmental 
monitoring and physical restoration plan. 
 

5.3. Risk Based Analysis 

Formally, risk is defined the product of the probability of occurrence and the consequence of an 
incident/event that could be happen in real life ([20], [21]). This mathematical expression constitutes 
a fundamental element of the risk management and it has been mostly applied in risk analyses 
developed in recent decades to support needs of decision making under uncertain conditions. The 
accurate identification of risk probability of occurrence and consequence, however, is not always 
feasible due to unavailability of reliable data and/or lack of official statistical evidence. In such 
cases, the risk is identified and quantified upon experts’ judgment and disciplinary knowledge 
aggregation. This approach has been adopted in the research of Roumpos et al. [18] where the 
investigation of restoration risks has been performed based on scientific interpretation of mining 
practices and empirical evidence as well. Upon this research, a table of risk severity impacts has been 
formulated (Table-1) reflecting the classification of risks and the units/parameters by which the risk 
severity can be measured on practical basis. In turn, the risk severity is classified in three (3) main 
categories as low, medium and high, followed by the numerical values of risk severity impact. These 
values are in compliance with PMI [20] practices in a view the risk severity escalation not to follow 
necessarily linear order, but could be in accordance, in a more conservative approach, with the 
sequential relation a(n)=2n, n∈N0. Thus, 20=1 refers to low impact, 21=2 to medium impact and 
22=4 to high impact [21]. Table-2 presents the results of the performed risk-based analysis. 
 

5.4. Definition of Risk Weights: application of AHP  

The definition of the relative weight of each criterion has been performed by applying the AHP 
technique ([8], [9], [10], [19]) and in accordance with the following steps: 
 
• Step-1: establishment of a pairwise comparison matrix for weighting the main risks; the experts 

compose a square matrix consisted of two triangular sub-matrices by making pairwise 
comparisons of each criterion with each one of the other criteria using the Saaty scale of 
comparison (Table-3a). Calculation mode: if a(i, j) is an element of this matrix (k: column and 
l: row) the lower diagonal element is produced using the formula a(k, l)*a(l, k)=1 (Table-3b); 

• Step-2: normalization of the pairwise comparison matrix and extracting the relative weight of 
each criterion, WRi | i=1, 2, .., n, n∈N; n is the number of criteria; WR(i) represents the 
priority, or eigenvalue, vector (Table-3c). Mathematical conditions: 0<WRi<1 and ∑ = 1n

i=1 ; 
• Step-3: performing of consistency control to validate the consistency of priority vector; the 

control aims to check, if the consistency ratio, CR, of priority vector, is less than 0.10; if so, 
the data of priority vector is appropriate for further utilization as inputs in TOPSIS 
calculations. Otherwise, the risk weighting process is repeated; 
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• Step-4: the same steps are followed to produce the priority vectors WR(i, j) of each group of 

sub-criteria. 
 

5.5. Ranking of Alternatives: application of TOPSIS  

The TOPSIS application aims to define the score of each alternative and the final ranking of the 
alternatives and, hence, to demonstrate the lower risk, or ‘best’, alternative restoration/reclamation 
method. The steps developed for TOPSIS technique application are the following: 
 
• Step-1: calculation of S={ ∑ Rv(i, j) }i=1,j=m

i=1,j=1
1/2, where, i=number of criteria/sub-criteria, 

j=number of alternatives and Rv(i, j) the risk severity value of each alternative j over the 
criterion i (data extracted from Table-2) and division of each Rv(i, j) element by S to get the 
R(i, j) vector; 

• Step-2:  multiplication of each R(i, j) element by WR(i) to get the vector V(i, j); 
• Step-3: determination of the ideal solution A* by forming vector V*(j) that contains the 

minimum value elements of vector V(i, j) (the lower risk element of each criterion); 
• Step-4: determination of the negative ideal solution Α΄ by forming vector V’(j) that contains 

the maximum value elements of vector V(i, j) (the higher risk element of each criterion); 
• Step-5: calculation of the separation from the ideal solution (Euclidean distance) by forming 

the vector Si*= { ∑ [j=m
j=1 V(j)*-V(i, j)]2 }1/2; 

• Step-6: calculation of the separation from the negative ideal solution (Euclidean distance) by 
forming the vector Si΄= { ∑ [j=m

j=1 V(j)΄-V(i, j)]2 }1/2; 
• Step-7: calculation of the relative closeness to the ideal solution Cj*=Sj΄*(Sj*+Sj)-1; the 

elements of Cj* vector represent the score of each alternative; the optimum or ‘best’ alternative 
is the one with the highest total score: max [Cj*]=max [C1*, C2*, …, Cj*]. 

 
5.6. Results 

The results of final ranking are shown in Table-4: C3*=0,8189<C2*=0,5150<C1*=0,4469. The lower 
(total) risk alternative is A3 that relates to the combined restoration/reclamation method as 
appropriate; second best is alternative A2 and last, the higher risk alternative, is A1 (see Table-4). 
 
6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The MCDM methods should be implemented in projects of open surface lignite mines restoration. 
The selection of the lower risk restoration/reclamation method is very critical for ensuring the 
reclamation/restoration project is completed within budget and schedule and it is also socially 
acceptable, environmentally friendly, and according to the objectives of sustainable development. In 
mining project management, the target of MCDM methods is to identify and suggest to decision 
makers the lower risk restoration/reclamation method from a set of available alternatives. 
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Risk-ID Units & Parameters of Risk Evaluation Low (L) Medium (M) High (H) Impact
L - M - H

R1 Technical Risks
R1.1 length of interfered infrastructures [km] none one (1) more than one (1) 1-2-4

R1.2 1 million [m3] less than 1 mil  [m3] between 1 & 2 mil [m3] more than 2 mil 1-2-4

R1.3 [%] of the proven mine reserves  [m3] less than 10% between 10% & 20% more than 20% 1-2-4

R1.4 [%] of the proven mine reserves  [m3] less than 10% between 10% & 20% more than 20% 1-2-4

R1.5 incidents per month none one (1) more than one (1) 1-2-4

R1.6 [%] delay of total t ime plan in months less than 10% between 10% & 20% more than 20% 1-2-4

R2 Geological and Geotechnical Risks
R2.1 cases of instability / [km2] up to 2 per [km2] between 2 & 5 / [km2] more than 5 / [km2] 1-2-4

R2.2 cases of subsidences / [km2] up to 2 per [km2] between 2 & 5 / [km2] more than 5 / [km2] 1-2-4

R2.3 average terrain slopes [inclination %] slopes < 10% 10% < slopes < 25% slopes >25% 1-2-4

R2.4 area [%] of watercourses / [km2] up to 2% between 2 & 5 % more than 5% 1-2-4

R2.5 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] up to 5% between 5 & 10 % more than 10% 1-2-4

R2.6 Seismic Zone (*) Zone-I Zone-II Zone-III 1-2-4

R3 Permitting Risks

R3.1 approval time in months less than 6 months between 6-12 months more than 12 months 1-2-4

R3.2 number of discrepancies [%] less than 5 between 5 & 10 more than 10% 1-2-4

R3.3 [%] increase of reclamation budget [€] less than 5% between 5 & 10 % more than 10% 1-2-4

R3.4 impact of stakeholders claims low intensive moderately intensive highly intensive 1-2-4

R4 Socio-Economic Risks
R4.1 CAPEX of the reclamation project [€/ha] less than 1000 €/ha bet. 1000-3000 €/ha more than 3000 €/ha 1-2-4

R4.2 [%] of reclamation CAPEX [€] less than 5% between 5 & 10 % more than 10% 1-2-4

R4.3 [%] of reclamation CAPEX [€] less than 5% between 5 & 10 % more than 10% 1-2-4

R4.4 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] less than 2% between 2 & 5 % more than 5% 1-2-4

R4.5 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] less than 2% between 2 & 5 % more than 5% 1-2-4

R4.6 months of delays less than 6 months between 6-12 months more than 12 months 1-2-4

R4.7 [%] of reclamation CAPEX [ €] less than 5% between 5 & 10 % more than 10% 1-2-4

R4.8 transition period [months] less than 4 months between 4-10 months more than 10 months 1-2-4

R4.9 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] less than 5% between 5 & 10 % more than 10% 1-2-4

R4.10 Missing resources in [%] of CAPEX [€] less than 5% between 5 & 10 % more than 10% 1-2-4

R4.11 [%] increase of land value [€] less than 5% between 5 & 10 % more than 10% 1-2-4

R5 Environmental Risks
R5.1 Probability of reexploitation less than 0.15 between 0.15 & 0.30 more than 0.30 1-2-4

R5.2 Increase of pollution potential [%] less than 1% between 1 & 5 % more than 5% 1-2-4

R5.3 [%] changes of the biotic content less than 1% between 1 & 5 % more than 5% 1-2-4

R5.4 Probability of post-mining hazards less than 0.05 between 0.05 & 0.10 more than 0.10 1-2-4

R5.5 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] less than 5% between 5 & 10 % more than 10% 1-2-4

R5.6 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] less than 10% between 10 & 20 % more than 20% 1-2-4

R5.7 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] less than 10% between 10 & 20 % more than 20% 1-2-4

R5.8 [%] of mining by-product volume less than 10% between 10 & 20 % more than 20% 1-2-4

R5.9 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] less than 20% between 20 & 40 % more than 40% 1-2-4

R5.10 [%] of reclaimed soil volumes more than 70% between 70% & 35 % less than 35% 1-2-4

R5.11 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] less than 35% between 70% & 35 % more than 70% 1-2-4

R5.12 [%] of the required topsoil volume [m3] more than 70% between 70% & 35 % less than 35% 1-2-4

R5.13 criticality of non-sustainable deviations low criticality medium criticality high criticality 1-2-4

(*) According to the New Anti-Seismic Regulationof Greece ('NEAK')

Table-1 Classification of Risk Severity Impacts
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Table-2: Risk Based Analysis

Risk-ID Units & Parameters of Risk Evaluation
Alternative
A1 - Rv(1, j)

Alternative
A2 - Rv(2, j)

Alternative
A3 - Rv(3, j)

R1 Technical Risks
R1.1 length of interfered infrastructures [km] 4 1 2
R1.2 1 million [m3] 4 1 2
R1.3 [%] of the proven mine reserves  [m3] 2 1 2
R1.4 [%] of the proven mine reserves  [m3] 2 2 2
R1.5 incidents per month 4 1 2
R1.6 [%] delay of total time plan in months 4 2 2
R2 Geological and Geotechnical Risks

R2.1 cases of instability / [km2] 2 4 2
R2.2 cases of subsidences / [km2] 2 4 2
R2.3 average terrain slopes [inclination %] 2 4 2
R2.4 area [%] of watercourses / [km2] 4 2 2
R2.5 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] 1 4 2
R2.6 Seismic Zone (*) 2 1 1
R3 Permitting Risks

R3.1 approval time in months 4 2 1
R3.2 number of discrepancies [%] 4 2 1
R3.3 [%] increase of reclamation budget [€] 4 2 1
R3.4 impact of stakeholders claims 2 4 2
R4 Socio-Economic Risks

R4.1 CAPEX of the reclamation project [€/ha] 4 1 1
R4.2 [%] of reclamation CAPEX [€] 4 2 1
R4.3 [%] of reclamation CAPEX [€] 1 4 2
R4.4 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] 4 1 2
R4.5 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] 1 4 2
R4.6 months of delays 2 4 2
R4.7 [%] of reclamation CAPEX [ €] 1 4 2
R4.8 transition period [months] 4 1 2
R4.9 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] 1 4 2

R4.10 Missing resources in [%] of CAPEX [€] 2 1 2
R4.11 [%] increase of land value [€] 2 1 1

R5 Environmental Risks
R5.1 Probability of reexploitation 2 2 2
R5.2 Increase of pollution potential [%] 1 4 2
R5.3 [%] changes of the biotic content 1 2 1
R5.4 Probability of post-mining hazards 1 2 1
R5.5 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] 1 4 2
R5.6 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] 2 4 2
R5.7 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] 2 4 2
R5.8 [%] of mining by-product volume 1 4 1
R5.9 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] 2 4 1

R5.10 [%] of reclaimed soil volumes 2 4 2
R5.11 [%] of the reclamation area [km2] 1 2 1
R5.12 [%] of the required topsoil volume [m3] 2 2 2
R5.13 criticality of non-sustainable deviations 1 4 1574 
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Table-3a: Scale of Criteria comparison (Saaty and Vargas, 1991)

1 Equal importance

3 Moderate importance of one criterion over another

5 Strong or essential importance

7 Very strong importance

9 Extreme importance

2, 4, 6, 8 Values for inverse comparison

Table-3b: AHP Reciprocal Matrix

Main Risks R1 R2 R3 R4 R5

Technical R1 1,00 2/3 2/3 3/5 1/2

Geological/Geotechnical R2 3/2 1,00 1/2 1/3 1/2

Permitting R3 3/2 2,00 1,00 1/2 1/3

Socio-Economic R4 5/3 3,00 2,00 1,00 3,00

Environmental R5 2,00 2,00 3,00 1/3 1,00

Table-3c: Normalized Matrix and Priority Vector, WR i  (Risk Weights)

Main Risks R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 WRi

Technical WR 1 0,13 0,08 0,09 0,22 0,09 0,110

Geological/Geotechnical WR 2 0,20 0,12 0,07 0,12 0,09 0,120

Permitting WR 3 0,20 0,23 0,14 0,18 0,06 0,161

Socio-Economic WR 4 0,22 0,35 0,28 0,36 0,56 0,349

Environmental WR 5 0,26 0,23 0,42 0,12 0,19 0,260

1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,000

Consistency Control:

CI = 0,086 RI = 1,12 CR = 0,041 < 0,10
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The methodology suggested demonstrates the combination of AHP and TOPSIS techniques 
in projects related to the closure phase of open surface lignite mines. The AHP allows the analysis 
and quantification of project risks. All identified risks are interpreted in form of selection 
criteria/sub-criteria, where every single risk is characterized by its own relative weight (numerical 
value) that is produced by pairwise comparisons, normalization and consistency calculations. In turn, 
TOPSIS uses, as an input, the relative weights of the criteria identified by the AHP for definition of 
the numerical analysis and definition of the ideal and the negative ideal solutions and, thereof, for the 
final ranking of all restoration/reclamation alternatives. Literature suggests that both techniques are 
being extendedly used in projects of industry and technology, engineering and manufacturing 
systems, logistics, business and marketing, scientific research, etc. ([9], [10]). AHP is suggested as a 
simple, easy to use and programmable group technique. The data required for the AHP application 
are collected through properly prepared questionnaires delivered to experts for aggregating, in 
explicit form, their knowledge at every specific risk or alternative. The use of questionnaires ensures 
the confidentiality of the technique. On the other hand, TOPSIS is suggested as an easily understood 
analysis of each alternative over each selection criterion, while the computational context of the 
technique seems to be quite simple and not dealing with complex calculations. 
The case study presented in the paper proves that the combination of AHP and TOPSIS constitute an 
efficient tool enabling incorporation of project risks for the evaluation and selection of the lower risk, 
or ‘best’, restoration/reclamation alternative through an easily controlled and low cost procedure. 
The quantitative results of the multi-criteria evaluation process can be presented, in a simplified and 
communicable manner to decision making bodies/agents, in order for them to discuss, criticize and 
adopt the ‘best’ alternative based on an efficiently quantified, objective, mathematically consisted 
and techno-economically reasonable outcome.  

Concluding, some perspectives for further research could be advised. One relates to 
investigation of project risks in more advanced mode. For example, the crisp values 1, 2 and 4 
corresponding to risk impacts classification as low, medium and high, should be further analyzed in 
five levels by defining interim numerical values between low and medium and between medium and 
high level of severity. Thus, the risk impact classification and analysis can be formulated in more 
reasonable basis allowing better analysis of risks and risk impacts. Another perspective is the crisp 
values to be substituted by means of fuzzy variables to express the uncertainty of each specific risk 
in more physical manner by using appropriate linguistic expressions. From the previous, it seems that 
there is room for further improvement of the methodology incorporating the uncertainty in a more 
advanced form, but complicated also, as the calculations of fuzzy AHP techniques are more 
complex. Finally, researchers can investigate, also, other equivalent MCDM techniques, such as 
PROMETHEE series, ELECTRE series, Bayesian networks, neuro-fuzzy algorithms or other hybrid 
techniques [10]. 
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ABSTRACT  

Mavropigi and Kardia lignite mines, located on western margins of South lignite bearing 
Ptolemais basin (NW Macedonia, Greece), have an annual lignite production of 15*106 tones 
available, to provide it as partial contribution to the 3000 MW  Power Plants’ Electric System. 

The confined loose water bearing formations under lignite seams, in fact can be extremely 
dangerous as water may enter the excavation area, after piping or heaving the mine bottom and 
benches. 

In present paper there is an effort to simulate in three dimensions the underneath lignite seams 
aquifer’s groundwater flow into the loose Neogene sediment’s porous media ,only to confront 
heaving and piping effects. The model has developed in order to implement a depressurization water 
well’s system of appropriate magnitude and other dewatering of mine  measures or acts to be 
dimensioned. 

The studied part of this aquifer was simulated in two layers of 1086 nodes each one, which lie 
in a square grid with a distance of 300 m between them. The simulation was performed on 
FREEWAT MODFLOW-2005 application in cooperation with Q-GIS open source that held all 
geological and hydrological information. The results of 3 stress periods model running revealed that 
is feasible the decompression of the aquifer under approximately 1500 m3/h average pumping rate in 
both mines. The afterwards decompression, dewatering of free aquifer is not included to present 
investigation, because the appropriate ground water lowering to ensure slope stability is not 
geotechnical investigated yet. 

The possibility of an artificial recharge on the decompressed aquifer is prospected to be 
simulated in future by the same numerical model. Thus it will be a further future investigation, going 
to the right direction of regional water resources rational management. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In the region of South lignite bearing basin of Ptolemais (Macedonia, NW Greece) (Fig. 1), 
Public Power Corporation of Greece has developed a great mining activity in order to provide 
adequate lignite quantities to 3000 MW Power Plants. 

Mavropigi and Kardia (Southwest field) mines (Fig. 2.) are two of the exploitation fields in 
which Ptolemais lignite bearing basin has been divided. The known lignite deposits of both fields 
rises up to 360*106 tn lignite with 15*106 tones average annual production. 

Water inflow in the mining area creates slope stability problems, makes it difficult to operate 
and can even jeopardize the safety of the work [1, 2]. The loose water bearing formations under 
lignite seams, in fact can be extremely dangerous as they are likely to be under pressure (confined) 
and thus water may enter the excavation area after piping (groundwater vertical upwards flow 
through veins or faults filled with permeable porous material etc.) or heaving the mine bottom and 
benches. 
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Mavropigi and Kardia open pits are located on western margins of South lignite bearing 
Ptolemais basin, on Askion mountain’s foothills. The up till now review of hydrogeological studies 
on the mine’s area existing aquifers, clusters 3 group of aquifers. In this modeling case study the 
simulation was oriented only in the under lignite aquiferous system that was confirmed in area of 
Mavropigi mine [3] and in area of Kardia Southwestern Ptolemais Mine Field [4]. These under 
lignite aquifers are very significant for Mavropigi and Kardia mines’ operations integrity causing 
potential piping and heaving inrushes’ problems. 

The under pressure aquifer of Mavropigi-Kardia (Northwestern Greece) strip mine projects is 
located on western margins of South lignite bearing Ptolemais basin next to Askion Mountain. 

This aquatic system is under pressure, cause upon its roof is covered by impermeable 
formations consisting by lignite and clay marl seams (Figure 3). It is extended almost in whole 
Komanos horst region from Askion foothill till Vermion foothills, covering 92,5 km2 with average 
thickness of 260 m, and keeping reserves of water exceeding 1,6*109 m3 [3]. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Region of research. South lignite bearing basin of Ptolemais (Macedonia, NW Greece) 
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Figure 2.   Mavropigi and Kardia mines layout. Water wells location map. 
Boundary conditions of  model’s layers I, II 

 
The piezo metric groundwater levels in the part aquifer’s sector that include Mavropigi Kardia 

mines, ranges from 600 m a.s.l. in Mavropigi region till 570 m in Soulou river let region east of 
Kardia mine (Figure 4.). The main direction of flow in the region of Mavropigi – Kardia mines is 
North Northeast to South Southwest, revealing a mean gradient 2,5% in Southwest part of Mavropigi 
mine, 0,25% in Northeast part of  Mavropigi  mine and 1% in the region of Kardia mine [4] (Fig. 4.). 
The recharge of this narrow area under simulation is realized by lateral inflows of the large regional 
Komanos horst aquifer towards the model area (Fig.4). 

A general review of the results deduced by analysis and interpretation of 28 wells pumping 
tests performance’s data acquisition indicates a range of transmissivities between 10 -4 and 10-2 
m2/sec [4]. 

 
2. METHODOLOGY  

Main subject of a dewatering study is the determination of basic elements needed to plan 
depressurizing systems. The solution of such a problem requires the knowledge of hydrological, 
hydrogeological conditions, the hydraulic properties of aquifer that appear in the region of mine 
estimation,  in combination with future mine’s exploitation plans scheduled. 

To be specific the engineers in cooperation with geologists have to determine the number, 
location and technical prescriptions of drainage wells in order to avoid under the lignite aquifer 
inrush risk on Mavropigi and Kardia mines. The solution is based usually on mathematical model 
simulation of groundwater flow results [4,5,6]. 
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In these under pressure sub lignite horizons the water level in Mavropigi and Kardia mines 
central part is recorded approximately at 600 a.s.l., that means 160 m higher than the prescheduled 
deepest stand of Mavropigi exploitation bottom’s elevation of +440 m a.s.l. [7] (Fig. 8., Fig. 11.) It 
also means that piezometry is 280 m higher than the prescheduled deepest stand of Kardia  
exploitation bottom’s elevation of +320 m a.s.l [8] (Fig. 8., Fig. 11.). 

It’s absolute necessity of depressurizing the aquifer at least at a water level of 490 a.s.l. [6], in 
order to secure the deeper sector of Mavropigi  mine against heaving and piping underseepage 
hazard. This sector will be exploited into the next decade [7].  

There is also a need of 160 m lowering of pressure in the region of Kardia mine. The 
piezometry must be reached below the +440 a.s.l. at 1.1.2032, in order to secure Kardia mine’s 
exploitation against heaving and piping under seepage hazard, into the period 2023-2042. 

Additional to these withdraws must operate a dewatering well point system for the lowering of 
water table after decompression complete, in order to secure the mines from classical slope stability. 
These quantities  are expected to be significant but didn’t take into account in the present simulation . 

In order to design the dewatering process we used as basic tool a mathematical model, based on 
the solution of differential equation that describes the time variant water flow in porous media all 
over field, expressed as follows: 
 
𝜕𝜕(𝑖𝑖𝑥𝑥∗𝜕𝜕ℎ𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)

𝜕𝜕𝑥𝑥
+

𝜕𝜕(𝑖𝑖𝑦𝑦∗𝜕𝜕ℎ𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)

𝜕𝜕𝑦𝑦
+

𝜕𝜕(𝑖𝑖𝑘𝑘∗𝜕𝜕ℎ𝜕𝜕𝜕𝜕)

𝜕𝜕𝑘𝑘
=S*𝜕𝜕ℎ

𝜕𝜕𝑡𝑡
+ 𝑄𝑄                                                                                           (1) 

 
where:  kx is the permeability in X direction 
ky is the permeability in Y direction 
kz is the permeability in Y direction , 
h is the piezo metric head or pressure in node 
S is coefficient of storage, 
Q is the inflow or outflow per unit area. 
 
This is Boussinesq continuity equation, which governs groundwater flow and naturally satisfies 

the preservation of mass [9].  This equation was also incorporated by McDonald et al to the first 3D 
MODFLOW models [10]. The system of partial derivative equations, that governs non-permanent 
three dimensional water flow in non - homogeneous and non-isotropic aquifer has been solved with 
finite difference method of slice successive over relaxation technique.  

The studied part of this aquifer was simulated in two confined layers in early stages that in late 
stages become unconfined convertible layers [5, 14] with 1086 nodes each one. The layer I consists 
mainly by green fine to medium sandy with clay. The layer II consists mainly by gravel layers with 
sand.  The nodes lie in a square grid with a distance of 300 m between them.  FREEWAT Mudflow’s 
application undertook the solution of equations’ system in cooperation with Q-GIS open source [15, 
16, 5], that held all geological and hydrological information.  

The FREEWAT platform is based on open source solutions to perform an integrated coupling 
between the QGIS desktop software, surface and subsurface model engines, mostly based on fully 
distributed and numerically-based codes developed by the USGS [6,13], and other software 
applications, and the SpatiaLite spatial database[13].  

When the process of evaluating and predicting groundwater flow was started, these data were 
transformed into files that the core program of MODFLOW2005 could read [6,14].  

Simulating Mavropigi mine aquifer part three types of boundaries conditions are settled (Fig. 4, 
Fig. 5): 

Impermeable boundaries 
Prescribed recharge boundary 
Prescribed heads boundary 
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Impermeable boundary type is considered in nodes where no flux passes through this boundary. 
 

 
Figure 3. Two layers groundwater model 

 

 
Figure 4. Groundwater flow pattern (1.1.2008). 

Piezo metric equipotential lines in 1.1.2008 
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Figure 5. Prescribed head boundary fluctuation 

 

 
Figure 6. Transmissivity values distribution map. SVD determination. 
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Figure 7.  Storage coefficient inverse modelling determination 

 

 
Figure 8.  Prediction of groundwater flow pattern 1.1.2019. Piezo metric equipotential lines in 1.1.2019 

 
The boundary conditions of the model were selected according to geological and hydro 

geological conditions of the Mavropigi mine area. 
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The borders between consolidated sediments schists of Askion and unconsolidated sediments 
of South lignite bearing Ptolemais basin were treated in West side of model net as impermeable 
boundary. Such a type of boundary was installed at a small part of Southeast to Northwest direction 
fault that separates Komanos horst from internal Ptolemais basin. In South end of model net a part of 
fault that separates Kardia mine from South lignite bearing Ptolemais basin  is considered as 
impermeable. 

During calibration by inverse modeling the prescribed constant head fluctuation (Fig. 5) in line 
BΓ was introduced. This flunctuation is the outcome of unsaturated zone water balance in the north 
east unconfined part (Fig. 6) of the hole aquifer. 

By inverse modeling subroutine UCODE 2014 runs,  the spatial transmissivity distribution that 
is depicted on figure 6 was  defined and  then the transmissivities were introduced (expressed as 
permeability’s input data)  to the mathematical model MODFLOW. The inverse modeling involved 
Singular Value Decomposition SVD technique. 

As far as it concerns a storage coefficient the value of approximately 0.001 fitted the real 
groundwater level fluctuation with model results, after sensitivity analysis and calibration procedure. 
The compliance between ground water level fluctuation and appropriate storage coefficient (Fig. 7) 
involved weighted linear regression [20].  
In late stages, while layers become unconfined a value of S equal to 0.07 is set to layer I and S equal 
to 0.10 is set to layer II. 

The initial conditions at 1.1.2019 ( Fig. 8.) of the groundwater simulation were settled as the 
results of a 10 year stress period ( 2008-2019) mean values [11,13] of  recharges and out charges 
simulation near the date of the drainage initialization period (1.1.2019). 

This simulation was carried out on an annual basis for a period of 25 years (until 2032) and 
aims at estimating the water inflows into the mining site during the study period, as well as planning 
the best possible drainage measures to be implemented, in order for the exploitation’s works to 
continue without problems inside the mine.  

For this purpose, several alternative drainage scenarios (with different pumping rates, different 
number of wells drilled, etc.) were investigated and simulated and the optimum one is selected. In 
particular, the number, location and technical characteristics of the drainage boreholes to be 
constructed, in order to prevent the risk of groundwater inflow from the lignite deposit’s subjacent 
aquifer into Mavropigi mine, are specified for each scenario. 

The selected scenario has three stress periods (Fig. 12.). First stress period corresponds the up 
till 1.1.2023 (Fig. 5.) need of depressurization the deepest part of Mavropigi. Second stress period 
(2023-1.1.2032) is starting depressurization of Kardia in addition with Mavropigi. In third stress 
period (2032-2042) Mavropigi decompression terminates and begins  water level recovery in the 
region.  Kardia’s decompression is continuing in third stress period.  

 
3. RESULTS 

The model results, in the worst case scenario, estimate inflows of 950 m3/h in Mavropigi mine, 
while the best dewatering design scenario (among the tested ones) that can confront most effectively 
these inflows in a realistic and operationally applicable way,  is based on 600 m3/h of initial pumping 
peripheral the exploitation and an increase of 200 m3/h  to the mine internal area corresponding to 
10-20 additional wells to be drilled,  equipped by pumps  and operate for the next 4 years (2019-
2023)  into mine Mavropigi.  

The groundwater flow pattern prediction for 1.1.2023 (Fig. 9.), that ensures geotechnical safety 
in Mavropigi, indicates inverse groundwater flow direction from South to North and duplication of 
hydraulic gradient. Despite the zero pumping rates in Kardia region during first stress period there is 
a  worthwhile drawdown of 40 m in Southwest lignite Ptolemais Field, but not sufficient for 
geotechnical safety in Kardia. 
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After that first stress period (Fig. 12.), that involves no dewatering to Kardia mine, the next 
stress period (second  period) continues for 10 more years following  the same pumping rates 
mentioned in first stress period for Mavropigi mine. Additional to these the second stress period, that 
ensures at his end geotechnical safety for both mines, involves 1100 m3/h pumping rates  into Kardia 
mine (2023-2032) coming from 10-20 additional wells in Southwest lignite of Ptolemais Field.  

The groundwater flow pattern prediction for 1.1.2032 (Fig. 10.) indicates rein verse 
groundwater flow direction from North to South and duplication of hydraulic gradient in Kardia. 

The third stress period (2032-2042)  years, involves decompression pumping only in Kardia 
region, while in Mavropigi region is finally attenuate to no pumping (Fig. 12.). The zero pumping in 
Mavropigi results in a partial recovery of groundwater level in Mavropigi mine neighborhood as it 
reveals in groundwater flow pattern prediction for 1.1.2042 (Fig. 11.).   

 
4. DISCUSSION 

The results of the method are reliable and are confirmed by the current drainage practice 
applied in the Mavropigi mine. This methodology is a particularly effective and an operationally 
useful practice for drainage planning of lignite deposits that will be or are under exploitation. 

The model results on the selected scenario are reliable, confirmed by the up till now following 
dewatering process and subjected in calibration and future revision of the dewatering process 
modeling. 

By incorporating the vertical component of flow 3D FREEWAT platform’s application 
MODFLOW model, gave us the capability of simulating two layers  and two possible conditions 
(free and under pressure state transition)  that can appeared in first layer. Thus the 3D solution can be 
considered more accurate in comparison with the two dimensional finite difference  application [4]. 

There is a difference between the FREEWAT application and RE finite element model. In 
comparison with the results of the RE finite element model [1] that overestimated the dewatering 
measures involving the need of more than 60 wells in order to achieve the level of +440 m.  

In its conceptual model RE uses unnecessary wells patterns that cover all region of 
exploitation, in contradiction with our model, that installs wells only aligned along lines that would 
remain stable for a long time, providing a sustainable well’s operational life. Indeed, as open cast 
mine’s operations due to strip mining’s excavations creates a continuously modified in topography 
environment that threads damages to dewatering water wells or destroys them. In contrary with 
partial recovery of wells technique, it is more convenient and friendly to rest mining activities the 
depressurizing wells group to be aligned along lines that would remain stable for a long time, 
providing a sustainable well’s operational life.  
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Figure 9. Prediction of groundwater flow pattern in 1.1.2023. Piezo metric equipotential lines in 1.1.2023 

 

 
Figure 10.  Prediction of groundwater flow pattern 1.1.2032. Piezo metric equipotential lines in 1.1.2032 
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In addition to this in the RE’s flow conceptual  model incorporate both decompression stage 
and dewatering of the remain free water table till dry, meaning lowering  of aquifer till level +440 
a.sl. In the present conceptual model  a geotechnical study of  heaving and piping risk (according to 
US standards of safety [19]), that precede the groundwater  flow model. This geotechnical study, 
concludes that the safety maximum decompression ground water level in Kardia is +440 and in 
Mavropigi +490, meaning 50m higher  than lower bottom excavations’ levels.  

 
 

 
Figure 11.  Prediction of groundwater flow pattern 1.1.2042. Piezo metric equipotential lines in 1.1.2042. 
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Figure 12.  Subsurface hydrologic unit future water budget. Recharge and drainage withdraws rate. Ground water level 

piezometry prediction in deepest exploitation level of each mine 
 

5. CONCLUSION 

The results of 3 stress periods model running revealed that is feasible the decompression of the 
aquifer under approximately 1500 m3/h  average pumping rate in both mines. These results of 
MODFLOW can refeed Q-GIS data base [16] in a total holistic management of ground and surface 
waters of the area, that takes account also the demands of city, agriculture and industry in water. 

After evaluated, by geotechnical slope stability investigation, the after decompression 
necessary a.s.l.of groundwater horizon, the future model’s runs are called to calculate the appropriate 
well points discharge rates to   reach this  safety lowering water level. 

It is suggested to proceed in investigation by modeling how likely is the implementation of 
artificial recharge of groundwater horizon in the region of peripheral Mavropigi dewatering wells 
feasible, during the third stress period, in order to compensate the environmental impacts of 
dewatering as fas as possible. 
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ABSTRACT  

Lignite mines dewatering efficiency in Western Macedonia Lignite Centre is based on a 
complex pumping system with appropriate capacities. This paper discusses the results of two series 
of water and sludge samplings from pumping stations of mines in Western Macedonia Lignite 
Centre. These samples were analysed in order to identify the water quality of mine pumping stations. 
Particularly, physicochemical parameters and the concentration of suspended particulates solids were 
tested. The results showed that the pumped water quality of Western Macedonia Lignite Centre 
mines is within the limits set by the local authorities for the protection of the aquatic receiver of mine 
water discharges. Many samples meet even the EU standards for the suitability of drinking water. 
Consequently, the pumping system of these mines is characterized sufficient enough. Moreover, 
sludge samples were tested via X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) analytical technique. The analyses 
results showed that the mineralogical composition of sludge samples is similar to the 
geoenvironmental profile of the greater mining area. The paper concludes by outlining some methods 
for the mine pumping station upgrade. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

Extensive groundwater quantities are being pumped from the Western Macedonia Lignite 
Centre in order to dewater the open pit lignite mines and secure their operation. This paper discusses 
the results of two series of water and sludge sampling from pumping stations of  mines in Western 
Macedonia Lignite Centre. Particularly, the concentration of suspended solid particles in the water of 
the pumping stations was measured. Generally, suspended solid particles are dispersed in water 
either through suspension or dissolution. They may be consisted of inorganic or organic particles or 
immiscible liquids. Inorganic solids such as clay, sludge and other soil components are often found 
in surface water. Organic materials such as plant fibres and organic solids (bacteria, etc.) are also 
common components of surface water [1]. 

The separation of suspended solid particles is typically done by means of gravity forces with 
the use of settling techniques. The particles are considered precipitated and removed from the fluid 
when they reach the bottom of the settling zone and enter and remain in the sludge area. The 
sedimentation time of the suspended particulates solids differs and it depends on their type and their 
size [2]. 
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Table 35. Sedimentation time of suspended particulates solids 

Material Size (μm) Sedimentation time 

Sand 10.000/1.000/100 1 sec/10 sec/125 sec 
Slurry 10 108min 

Bacteria 1 180hrs 
Colloids 0.1 Many days 

 
1.1. Geological background 

The study area is part of a tectonic graben, over 250km in length that extends from northern 
Greece into the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia. The basin is divided into two elongated 
grabens (Fig 1.) that are characterized by different stratigraphic evolution and different subsurface 
morphology. The basin formation occurred at the end of the Tertiary era and its creation is 
considered to be a consequence of subsidence in large NW–SE fault zones. 

The different sedimentation rates of the basin resulted in frequent intercalation between the 
lignite layers and the sterile which consist, mainly, of marls and subsequently from clay and sand. 
The end of the genesis of the lignite coincides with the change in the climatic conditions and the 
beginning of the ice age. 

The basement underlying the basin includes Paleozoic schists, ophiolites and granites. Above 
the basement, lays the Pelagonian Structural Zone, which consists from Mesozoic dolomitic 
limestones, interlaying with volcanic sediments with ophiotic blocks, and flysch. The basin itself is 
filled with Tertiary and Quaternary sediments up to 1000 m thick. The upper part of the basin fill 
includes Miocene to Pleiocene sand, sandy clay, lignite and marl, mainly of fluvial to lacustrine 
origin. More specifically, in the surface lay the Quaternary sediments, then the Pleio-Pleistocen unit 
that has a thickness of 20-100m and consists of sand and clay which intercalate with marls and 
conglomerates. Below this sequence lay the Pleio-Miocene deposits consisting of layers of lignite 
and sand. These sediments are rich in CaCO3 since it can be found in all the sediments of the 
sequence, including the lignite. 

 
Figure 143. Synthetic geological map [3], [4]. 
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1.2. Mine pumping station description 

The examined pumping stations are located in Amyntaio Mine, Kardia Mine, South Field and 
Mavropigi Mine of Western Macedonia Lignite Centre. Their characteristics are presented in the 
following Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Pumping stations characteristics 

Mine pumping station Storage capacity(m3) Pumped water quantity for 2015 yr(m3) 

Amyntaio Mine 410.000 8.378.951 
Kardia Mine 120.000 6.509.460 

South Field Mine - N.Komvos 300.000 2.891.000 
South Field Mine – E7 250.000 3.944.000 
South Field Mine – E6 600.000 9.546.000 
South Field Mine – E4 20.000 2.394.600 

Mavropigi Mine 17.000 2.735.520 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Amyntaio and South Field Mine E6 pumping stations. 
 

 
Figure 3. Total pumped water quantity of Western Macedonia Lignite Centre for 2015. 
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Figure 4. Pumping station of Western Macedonia Lignite Centre location. 
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1.3. Methodology - Results 

During 2016, two series of water and sludge sampling took place in Western Macedonia 
Lignite Centre Mines in order to examine their quality. The first sampling campaign took place on 
23/05/2016. Water and sludge samples were taken from the input and the output of each pumping 
station. It is must be mentioned that on the previous day, on 22/05/2016, in the Prefecture of Kozani 
there was a heavy rainfall. The second series of sampling was held on 14-16/11/2016. The in situ 
measurements were made using portable laboratory equipment and included: pH, T (0C), 
conductivity (μS / cm) and dissolved oxygen O2 (mg /lit). 

For the suspended particulates solids measurement, a filter with pore size of 0.45 μm was used. 
The filter, after the filtration, was dried and weighed again. The difference in filter weight before and 
after filtration was the suspended solids in mg per litre of filtered sample. The measurement process 
was simple and lasted about 3-4 hours for each sample. The suspended particulates solids values for 
the two series samplings, were within the limits set by the local authorities for the protection of the 
aquatic receiver of mine water discharges (35mg/lit).The metal analyzes of the pumping water were 
done with the use of atomic absorption spectrophotometer.  

 
Water analyses results 
With respect to the quality of the pumping water, in both samplings, the values of both 

physicochemical parameters and particulate matter were within the limits set by the European Union. 
Based on the water analyses, the efficiency of pumping stations (Table 3) could be characterized 
very good. However, the results of the two series of analyses are not the same and the efficiency of 
pumping stations is differentiated. Regarding all the results of the second series of sampling, there is 
a decrease in pumping station efficiency, except for Kardia and Neos Komvos pumping stations. It 
should be mentioned that in E4 pumping station, the efficiency was changed from 87% in the first 
sampling to 7% in the second one. This is related to a problem revealed related to the dimensioning 
of the pumping station and its difficulty to assimilate large water quantities, as it happens in 
consecutive days of heavy rainfall. 

Concerning total dissolved solids (TDS), as it is shown by the results of the field analyzes, 
during the second sampling, they are increased in the output compared to the input in Kardia, 
Mavropigi, Neos Komvos and E6 pumping stations. On the other hand, during the first sampling, the 
variations of the TDS input and output measurements are much smaller. In addition, some values of 
the total dissolved solids were up to the limits. These excesses were due to the presence of carbonate 
salts and are related to the alumino-manganic precipitates which are accumulated in the pumping 
stations [5]. 

Table 3. Sampling –Pump station efficiency. 

  Sampling– Effieciency % 
  SS TDS Cd Cr Cu Ni Pb Zn 

Sampling 1st 2nd 1st 2nd  1st  2nd  1st 2nd  1st  2nd  1st 2nd 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 

Kardia 50 75 43 -33 15 97 61 126 31 13 55 2 -19 
-

550 -4 36 

Ε6 83 66 -7 8 10 20 35 -15 20 38 30 17 35 
-

603 14 14 
Νeos 

Komvos 89 96 2 -12 29 78 26 48 33 75 5 6 35 55 15 42 
Ε7 61 18 0 -45 9 89 60 8 3 16 32 63 20 -41 -10 -54 
Ε4 87 7 -64 0 9 99 43 3 -36 2 -49 -52 24 51 -9 30 

Mavropigi 
  

3 -1 -14 67 44 13 34 25 -2 20 -10 44 -22 35 
Amyntaio 62 72 -13 47 4 0 91 2 23 -90 63 -45 52 2 7 -59 
Average 72 26     9 64 51 9 15 11 19 2 20 

  
6 
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Regarding the other measured metals, pumping stations’ efficiency for Cd and Cr is quite 
good. For the other metals, no differentiation is observed in neither of the two sampling series. At 
this point, it should be mentioned that the concentration of the metals in both series of samplings for 
all the pumping stations, are within the limits, set by the EU regarding drinking water quality. 
Moreover, all the results are analogous to the geology of the area and are consistent with similar 
studies carried out by Sachanidis et al (2015). 

 
Figure 5. Chemical analyses results of first series of water samplings. 
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Figure 6. Chemical analyses results of second series of water samplings. 

 
Sludge analyses results 
For the sludge samples analyses, X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) analytical technique was 

used. The total number of samples was 28, where respectively 14 samples from each sampling phase 
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were studied. Based on the XRD results, an estimate of their mineralogical composition was made, 
as well as an estimate of the percentage of participation of the mineral phases in each sample.  

Quartz and carbonate minerals (calcite, Mg-rich calcite, dolomite, ancerite) were found as the 
main mineral phases in almost all samples and specifically they were 40-80% of the mineral phases. 
In this point, it should be mentioned that in Amyntaio mine a relatively smaller proportion of 
carbonate minerals and higher of quartz and feldspars was found. 

The content of feldspars (plagioclase and alkali feldspars) in most of the samples ranges from 5 
to 15%. Most of the sludge samples also contain clinopyroxene and graphite but they usually did not 
exceed the 10%. The content of mica (biotite, muscovite), secondary and metamorphic (chlorite, 
epidote, garnet, staurolite) and clay minerals was found to be less than 10%. 

Fe-Ti-Cr-Al-Cu-Zn-Ni-Mn-Mg oxides and hydroxides were identified at relatively low levels 
as non-essential phases (~ 1-5%). However, the sludge samples from E6, E7 and Mavropigi pumping 
stations, contain more than 5% minerals that contain Cu. Finally, the samples from E4 and Amyntaio 
pumping station contain minerals from the spinel group and Fe-Ti oxides about 10%. 

 
1.4. Upgrade mine pumping station methods 

Taking into account both the data and the corresponding requirements of the pumping stations 
of Western Macedonia Lignite Centre, the existing pumping stations could be characterized as 
sufficient. They are considered to be able to cope with the present mine conditions. It is proposed, 
however, to optimize the existing pumping stations operation in order to achieve better pumping 
systems function and reduce the degradation, operating and maintenance costs. In particular, the 
actions that are proposed are the following: a) Inverters installation in order to control engine 
operation at the desired speed level so as to achieve less power consumption and b) Soft starters 
installation as to protect the pump assemblies both in electrically and hydraulically way. This will 
bring the lowest power consumption during starting and stopping procedure. 

Moreover, some maintenance work, which is considered to be necessary for each pumping 
station, must be carried out at regular basis. Specifically, the maintenance work includes: repair of 
coatings, paints, insulation, equipment leaks and overhead pipelines, regular inspection and cleaning, 
lubrication of moving pumping parts, usual pump oil control and electrical circuits fuses control. 

In addition, another intervention that is proposed is the removal of suspended solid particles of 
pumping stations. The proposed method is addition of specific coagulant in order to have chemical 
precipitation. Two kinds of flocculants can be used in order to remove the suspended solid particles. 
They are calcium oxide (Ca(OH)2) and ferric chloride sulfate (FeClSO4). These flocculants can 
achieve binding and removal of suspended solid particles and phosphates and the effective control of 
the floating sludge phenomenon in mine pumping stations. 

 
2. CONCLUSION 

Lignite mines dewatering efficiency in Western Macedonia Lignite Centre is based on a 
complex pumping system with specific capacities. In order to evaluate the pumping system operation 
of Western Macedonia Lignite Centre mines, chemical and mineralogical analyses of two series of 
water and sludge samplings were conducted. The physicochemical parameters and the concentration 
of suspended particulates solids were within the limits set by local authorities for the protection of 
the aquatic receiver of mine water discharges. Moreover, all the water results are analogous to the 
geology of the area. Quartz and carbonate minerals were found as the main mineral phases in almost 
all samples followed by feldspars with percentage ranging from 5 to 15%. Consequently, the existing 
pumping stations could be characterized sufficient and suitable to the present mine conditions. In 
order to achieve the optimization of mine pumping system regular maintenance work and total 
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removal of suspended solid particles of pumping stations with the use of specific flocculants is 
suggested. 
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ABSTRACT 

Strategic planning and operation of continuous surface mining projects are in many ways 
influenced by the Geological, Geotechnical, Hydrogeological and Hydrological conditions of the 
mineral deposit and the mining field. The Hydrological conditions prevailing in lignite deposits with 
extensive horizontal spatial distribution often relate to streams or rivers which are mainly associated 
with the formation of the deposits. They have a significant effect on: (a) the long term planning and 
mining sequence from the initial cut to the depletion of the mine, (b) the boundaries of the mining 
field which may change during planning and operations processes, (c) the slope stability of the 
excavations, (d) the mine closure and land reclamation. 

This paper investigates the hydrological conditions related to the development of Megalopolis 
continuous surface mines, in the Peloponnese Peninsula, Greece. The analysis is focused on the 
successive diversions of Alfeios River for the expansion of the lignite mining activities and the 
corresponding risk factors. Alfeios is the longest river in the Peloponnese. The river is about 110.00 
km long, flowing through the regional units of Arcadia and Elis. Its origin is located close to the 
village of Dorizas, about halfway between Tripolis and Megalopolis, in the highlands of Arcadia. 

Emphasis is placed on the considerations, the methodology and the final design for the planned 
sectional diversion of Alfeios River, for the extension of the boundaries of the Choremi mine. In 
order for the mining activity to expand towards the south-most part of the Megalopolis Mine 
Complex (Choremi mine), it is necessary for a section of approximately 2.70 km of the Alfeios River 
channel to be relocated further to the south. The study for the abovementioned diversion takes into 
consideration the Hydraulic, Geotechnical and Structural aspects of the complete project. 

Particularly, as far as the Hydraulic design is concerned, a detailed hydrological analysis was 
conducted for the calculation of the flood runoff, using the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) unit 
hydrograph method. The design flow values were estimated for design periods T of fifty (50) years 
and one hundred (100) years. The flow of Alfeios River was simulated using one-dimensional, step 
by step, steady flow analysis for open channels. 

Furthermore, for the verification of the overall design, all the necessary Geotechnical 
considerations were addressed. Detailed, long-term, steady state seepage models were constructed, 
both for non-ruptured and ruptured lining, in order to determine the maximum possible level of the 
water table due to the hydraulic load in the channel. In addition, extended stability analyses were 
performed for the diverged channel slopes, the embankments and the southern mine slopes, taking 
into account the pore water pressure conditions dictated by the aforementioned steady state seepage 
analysis. The performance of the clay lining was estimated and special erosion control measures 
were prescribed considering the flow conditions in the channel. 

Finally, the energy dissipation works at the confluence of Alfeios River and two significant 
secondary streams in the area (Kserilas Stream and Ag. Giannis Stream), were designed and verified 
by specific structural analysis, according to Greek and European Codes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Lignite (brown coal) exploitation is of primary interest in Greece as lignite currently 
contributes in the production of more than 30% of domestic electricity demand [1].Continuous 
surface mining operations are dynamic complex systems, with a long-term horizon.  They are related 
to many technical, environmental and other uncertainties connected with the dynamic situation that 
they present. The required investments for the corresponding mining operations are characterized by 
high risk. In this framework, the determination of the mine limits before the beginning of the 
exploitation is a very interesting and challenging problem. Furthermore, the mining operations are in 
many ways influenced by the geological, geotechnical, hydrogeological and hydrological conditions 
of the mineral deposit and the mining field. Thus, geotechnical and hydrogeological investigations 
are a critical issue of the mine planning process in relation to the sustainability of surface mining 
projects [2]. The spatial distribution of the mineral deposit characteristics, especially in the 
boundaries of the mining area, is very important for defining the final mine limits.    

Strategic planning and design of such projects, referring to the sequence of mine exploitation, 
that begins with the opening phase of the mine) and continues through all exploitation life, require an 
integrated approach conditions [3]. The changing technical, environmental, economic and social 
conditions affect the economic performance of the projects. The optimal sequence of mine operations 
in continuous surface mines in relation to the location of basic mining infrastructure is a very 
interesting optimization problem. Simulation techniques and optimization algorithms could be 
applied as an integral part of mine planning and design process [4].  

The hydrological conditions prevailing in lignite deposits with extensive horizontal spatial 
distribution often relate to streams or rivers which are mainly associated with the formation of the 
deposits. They have a significant effect on: (a) the long term planning and mining sequence from the 
initial cut to the depletion of the mine, (b) the boundaries of the mining field which may change 
during planning and operations processes, (c) the slope stability of the excavations, (d) the mine 
closure and land reclamation. 

This paper investigates the hydrological conditions related to the development of Megalopolis 
continuous surface mines, in the Peloponnese Peninsula, Greece. The analysis is focused on the 
successive diversions of Alfeios River for the expansion of the lignite mining activities and the 
corresponding risk factors. Alfeios is the longest river in the Peloponnese. The river is about 110.00 
km long, flowing through the regional units of Arcadia and Elis. Its origin is located close to the 
village of Dorizas, about halfway between Tripolis and Megalopolis, in the highlands of Arcadia. 

In Fig. 1 the mine limits of the initial mining study (1978) as well as their extensions are 
presented in relation to the hydrographic network. The final diversions of the rivers are required in 
order to recover the currently exploitable reserves. 
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Figure 144. General map of Megalopolis mines and hydrographic network 
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2. PRESENT CONDITIONS 

At present, the southern boundaries of the Choremi mine are adjacent to the existing channel of 
Alfeios River. For the expansion for the mining activity to expand towards the south-most part of the 
Megalopolis Mine Complex (Choremi mine), it is necessary for a section of approximately 2.70 km 
of the Alfeios River channel to be relocated further to the south (Fig. 2). 

Moreover, the junction of the two secondary streams in the area, Kserilas Stream and Ag. 
Giannis Stream and the existing Alfeios River channel, is formed naturally, without adequate scour 
and erosion protection and lacking specific hydraulic design considerations. 

 

 
Figure 145. (a) Especially constructed new dam in Alfeios borders and (b) new (2nd) south diversion of Alfeios river. 
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3. PROPOSED DIVERSION WORKS 

The relocation of Alfeios River is divided into two main sections along its axis, separated by 
the junction with the Kserilas Stream (Figs 3 & 4). The origin of the new trench is located 
approximately 1,200 m downstream to the existing relocation projects. The first 1,500 m of the new 
trench axis is parallel to a railway line found to the south of the mine, with a general northwest 
direction. It continues to the southwest until it is joined by Kserilas Stream to flow towards the west 
into the entrance of an existing triple box culvert. Prior to the entrance of the culvert, the Ag. Giannis 
Stream intersects from the South. 

 

 
Figure 146. Layout of the south-most part of the Megalopolis Mine Complex. The red line designates the existing 

Alfeios channel. The blue line to the south corresponds to the axis of the sectional diversion project. 

 
For the first section, prior to the intersection with the Kserilas Stream, the hydraulic cross-

section is trapezoidal, with a bottom width of 10 m and a slope inclination of 3:1 (base : height). For 
the second section of the relocation, the trench cross-section is of similar design with an increased 
bottom width of 25 m. 

The total length of the relocated trench is about 2,664 m and the channel's bottom inclination is 
set at 0.15%, with a starting bottom level of +373 m and a bottom level of +369.45 m at the entrance 
of the existing triple box culvert. 

For the first section of the relocation project, the freeboard is set at 1.75 m, while the 
corresponding freeboard for the second section (wider bottom trench), is set at 1.89 m. The 
corresponding maximum trench depth at various locations of the project ranges from 8.36 m to 11.38 
m. At the crest of the trapezoidal trench, an 11.40 m wide berm is designed, in order to provide 
access for maintenance purposes along the axis of the project. 
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Figure 147. Plan view of the sectional diversion works. 

 

The cross-section profile of the project is generally formed with 3:1 inclination benches of 15 
m height separated by 8 m width berms (Fig. 5). 
 

 
Figure 148. Indicative cross-section profile of the new channel of Alfeios River. 

 
Throughout the project, where the proposed cross-section profile is not occurring solely 

through excavation works, the construction of suitable embankments is proposed, consisting of 
heavily compacted excavation materials from the A-6 or A-7 classes of the AASHTO soil 
classification system [5]. As far as the construction and the foundation of the embankments is 
concerned, all the necessary actions prescribed in the national technical specifications are going to be 
met. 

The hydraulic insulation of the proposed new trench consists of compacted clay lining (CCL) 
with a thickness of 1.10 m and hydraulic conductivity k≤10-9 m/s. The clay material will be provided 
from excavation products with the appropriate on-site treatment. The lining layer resides on 
geotextile fabric sheets. The thickness and specifications of the lining material were specifically 
chosen in order to achieve acceptable underground hydraulic conditions, regarding total stability and 
minimization of water flow towards the Choremi mine pit, related to the hydraulic load of the new 
river trench. 

For the purpose of scour and erosion protection, a 0.30 m thick layer of suitable grading rock 
riprap was prescribed. 

The insulation layer and the scour and erosion protection layer are separated by non woven, 
needle punched geotextile fabric sheets, which are anchored at the crest of the trench. 

Similarly, at the Kserilas - Alfeios confluence area, the trench is insulated with compacted clay 
lining and protected by means of rock filled Reno type mattresses, instead of plain rock riprap. The 
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confluence area is specifically designed in order to facilitate the gradual join of the energy grade 
lines of the two streams. 

Finally, the energy dissipation works at the confluence of Alfeios River and the two significant 
secondary streams in the area, Kserilas Stream and Ag. Giannis Stream, were designed and verified. 
Specifically for the Kserilas Stream, a reinforced concrete step by step layout combined with 
material-retaining basins was designed, as well as slope and bottom protection works. The design 
facilitates the necessary access for maintenance purposes. Similarly, for Ag. Giannis Stream, a step 
by step energy dissipation system formed by rock filled gabions and Reno type mattresses was 
prescribed. 

 
4. HYDRAULIC ANALYSIS 

 
4.1. Design Flow 

For the calculation of the flood runoff, detailed hydrological analysis was conducted. The area 
of interest is situated in the Megalopolis region, in the highlands of Arcadia. Two main catchment 
basins of great significance to the hydrological model are found. The first basin (Λ1 194.77 km2) 
drains off into Alfeios River while the second (Λ2 142.70 km2) drains off into Kserilas Stream. In 
order to calculate the flood runoff, both in the upstream and downstream to the confluence sections, 
the Soil Conservation Service (SCS) unit hydrograph method was used. The hydrograph was 
calculated for each of the abovementioned basins. The flood runoff downstream to the confluence 
section was estimated using the synthesis of the two individual hydrographs of the respective basins 
(Λ1 & Λ2). Finally, the flood runoff of the Ag. Giannis Stream (Λ3.1 1.03 km2) was calculated using 
the rational method, due to its insignificant basin area. 

The design flow values were estimated for design periods T equal to fifty (50) years and one 
hundred (100) years respectively and sediment transport flow was also taken into account. The 
estimation of the maximum sediment transport flow for a design period equal to that of the 
hydrological investigation was conducted using the Stiny-Herheulidze method [6]. The design flow 
values for the relative basins for design periods T of 50 and 100 years are shown in the Tables 1 & 2. 

 
Table 1. Design flow values for T=50 years 

Location 
Flood Runoff 

(m3/s) 

Sediment Transport Flow 

(m3/s) 

Design Flow Values 

(m3/s) 

Alfeios River Upstream (Λ1) 314.73 37.47 352.20 

Kserilas Stream (Λ2) 231.86 27.60 259.46 

Alfeios River Downstream 
(Λ1+Λ2) 514.04 61.20 575.24 

Ag. Giannis Stream (Λ3.1) 4.58 0.55 5.13 
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Table 2. Design flow values for T=100 years 

Location 
Flood Runoff 

(m3/s) 

Sediment Transport Flow 

(m3/s) 

Design Flow Values 

(m3/s) 

Alfeios River Upstream (Λ1) 383.86 45.70 429.56 

Kserilas Stream (Λ2) 290.09 34.53 324.62 

Alfeios River Downstream 
(Λ1+Λ2) 

633.93 75.47 709.40 

Ag. Giannis Stream (Λ3.1) 5.17 0.61 5.78 

 

4.2. Freeboard Calculation 

The calculation of the freeboard level in the diversion channel is in accordance with the 
"Design Standards No.3 Canals and Related Structure, United States - Department of the Interior, 
Bureau of Reclamation, 1967" [7]. 

 
4.3. Roughness Coefficients Calculation 

The estimation of the Manning's n coefficient was performed using the Blodgett, 1986a 
formula, as suggested by the issue of the "Federal Highway Administration", entitled "Hydraulic 
Engineering Circular No. 15, Third Edition - Design of Roadside Channels with Flexible Linings" 
[8]. In this formula, the n coefficient is dependant of the water level and the D50 granule size of the 
protective layer (Table 3). 

 
Table 3. Roughness Coefficients 

Location Lining Type Manning's n 

First section Rock riprap D50 = 0.10 0.041 
Second section Rock riprap D50 = 0.15 0.037 

Kserilas Stream step by step (bottom) Reinforced Concrete 0.016 
Kserilas Stream (slopes) Reno type mattresses 0.025 

Confluence area Reno type mattresses 0.025 
Ag. Giannis stream Gabions 0.025 

 
4.4. HEC-RAS Hydraulic Simulation 

In order to estimate the hydraulic capacity of the proposed cross-section, a hydraulic 
simulation was performed using the step by step method for steady state conditions. The method was 
applied using the HEC-RAS software of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers [9]. 

The total simulated length of Alfeios River and Kserilas Stream is approximately 3,343 m and 
377 m respectively. Furthermore, fifty seven (57) individual cross-sections were used for the 
simulation of Alfeios River and twelve (12) for the Kserilas Stream. The distance between each 
cross-section is chosen to be less than fifty (50) meters according to national specifications. In 
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addition, suitable boundary conditions were used in the simulation model as far as channel 
inclination, flow depth and junction points are concerned. 

The use of the uniform hydraulic model allowed the determination of the flow profile and the 
maximum water level for each cross-section, using the flood design flow values for both T=50 and 
T=100 years design periods. 

Especially regarding the Kserilas Stream confluence works, two simulations were deemed 
necessary. For the first simulation, simultaneous flow from both Alfeios River and Kserilas Stream 
has been included in the hydraulic model (Fig. 6). In this uniform hydraulic model, water level 
elevation is formed because of losses due to the entry in the existing triple box culvert, while the 
flow in Alfeios is subcritical, resulting in flow velocity reduction along with significant flow depth 
increase. 

The second simulation was performed considering dry conditions in the Alfeios River, in order 
for the flow velocity and water level in Kserilas Stream to remain unaffected. Thus, maximum 
velocity and flow profile in the step by step energy dissipation area are successfully calculated. This 
type of data was also of great significance to the formation of realistic scenarios used for the stability 
and structural analysis of the energy dissipation works. 
 

 

Figure 149. Hydraulic profile of the diverted section of Alfeios River (Scenario 1- Simultaneous flood flow in Alfeios 
River and Kserilas Stream). 

 

5. GEOLOGY & GEOTECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The geotechnical aspect of the project concerns the complete and safe design of all the 
technical parameters and structural details for the new sectional diversion of Alfeios River trench. In 
particular, the specific definition of the proposed materials and all the necessary works throughout 
the project are addressed, as well as the stability and strength analysis for all of the retaining and 
reinforcement elements of the project. 

Detailed, long-term, steady state seepage models were created, both for non-ruptured and 
ruptured lining, in order to determine the maximum possible level of the underground water table, 
due to the hydraulic load in the channel. 
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In addition, extended stability analyses were performed for the diverged channel slopes, the 
embankments and the southern mine slopes, taking into account the pore water pressure conditions 
dictated by the aforementioned steady state seepage analysis. 

The overall geotechnical design, addresses the definition of the technical parameters for the 
insulation, scour and erosion protection works, taking into account the mechanical and permeability 
characteristics of the subsoil materials and the flow conditions in the channel. Moreover, the 
performance of the clay lining was estimated and found to be adequate. 

 
5.1. Geological - Geotectonic Data 

According to data collected from the geological map sheet “MEGALOPOLIS” (1:50.000 
scale) of the Institute of Geology & Mineral Exploration [10], the terrain of the broader area of 
interest consists of alluvial deposits, more specifically, unbound aluminum-silicate materials, gravel, 
crockers and variations of marigolds, clays, humus clays and lignite with sand and conglomerates. 

The area of interest belongs to the wider geotectonic areas of Pindos and Gavrovo - Tripoli 
(Domestic Greek). Tectonically, Pindos zone is lying on the Gavrovo - Tripoli zone. The general 
axes of the faults is of NW - SE direction which are directly related to the majority of carbonaceous 
sources. The tectonic of the region is particularly active until today and has played a key role in 
shaping the geomorphological profile, the development of the hydrographic element and the 
formation of hydrogeological conditions. It is worth noting that the area is characterized by rugged 
and uneven terrain, which is due to the intense tectonism, and also because of the quite coherent 
geological formations that prevail in the area and create slopes with great inclination. 

 
5.2. Earthquake Data 

The diversion of Alfeios River project takes place in the Megalopolis area, in Arcadia region. 
According to the Greek Antiseismic Regulation [11], the project's area corresponds to the Second (II) 
Seismic Zone depending on the local hazard resulting in reference peak ground acceleration (PGA) 
equal to 0.24 g (Fig. 7). Finally, the subsoil is generally of "Γ" to "Δ" type, consisting mainly of 
medium to high plasticity clay, sands and scarce pockets of gravel. 
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Figure 150. Map of the main faults and epicenters of seismic activity from February - August 1980 period. The project 

area is marked in the red rectangle. 

Furthermore, taking into consideration the distance of the project area to potentially active 
faults, further increase in the design seismic action is deemed unnecessary. 

 
5.3. Steady State Seepage and Stability Analysis Modeling 

Detailed, two dimensional, long-term, steady state seepage models were constructed, both for 
non-ruptured and ruptured lining, in order to determine the maximum possible underground water 
table level due to the hydraulic load in the channel (Figs 8 & 9). In total, four (4) finite element 
analysis models were constructed, corresponding to four (4) cross-sections along the axis of the 
project in order to cope with potentially varying conditions as far as geometry, subsoil 
stromatography and underground water are concerned. Of particular importance are the cross-
sections that refer to the highest embankment and deepest trench locations. 

The results of the steady state seepage models acted as initial conditions for corresponding 
overall stability models for the trench slopes, the embankment slopes and the southern Choremi mine 
slope profile. 
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Figure 151. Cross-sectional profile results of the steady state seepage analysis (Intact CCL). 

 

 
Figure 152. Cross-sectional profile results of the steady state seepage analysis (Ruptured CCL). 

 
The subsoil mechanical parameters of the seepage and stability models were deduced from 

specific geotechnical investigation [12] and in accordance with Ore Deposit Drilling Results [13] and 
the work of prof. Kavvadas which concerned the stability of the final slopes of the Megalopolis 
Lignite Center in the regions of the villages of Choremi, Tripotamos and Thoknia [14] and the report 
for the landslide at the Megalopolis Lignite Center [15]. Of great importance to the stability analysis 
modeling, is the thin clay layer of poor mechanical properties found below and sometimes above the 
lignite deposit layers, that is believed to be mainly responsible for the landslide events of the 14th of 
September of 2013 [16]. 

As far as the underground water table is concerned, data from the environmental impact 
assessment study for the drainage of the Megalopolis mines [17], clearly show that the south part of 
megalopolis mine is lacking of a definite phreatic line. Instead, there are isolated, localized pockets 
of saturated sandy-clay materials that should not pose as major stability threats provided that suitable 
measures are taken at the time of excavation. Thus, the results of the steady state seepage analysis 
models were chosen to be fed as very unfavorable initial conditions to the stability models, 
considering that they are produced by a constant, steady hydraulic load, corresponding to a flood 
flow with design period T of 50 years. 

A different approach would dictate the use of transient analysis with a time dependant 
hydraulic load produced from flow hydrographs, that would perhaps lead to lower level water table 
and more favorable initial condition scenarios than the ones produced from the steady state seepage 
analysis. Driven by the need to achieve the safest possible design for the sectional diversion project 
of Alfeios River, the results from the steady state seepage models were chosen to be integrated in the 
stability analysis models. It is worth mentioning that steady state seepage analysis was conducted for 
both intact and ruptured lining condition. The latter naturally led to even higher and more 
unfavorable underground water level table, though it is important to keep in mind that as the seepage 
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model is two dimensional, the crack in the liner is considered to extend in the out of plane dimension 
along with the length of the trench. This, of course, is highly unlikely to occur in reality, especially 
taking into account the self-healing nature of CCL. 

Furthermore, by implementing analytical finite element seepage models, the evaluation of 
performance of the insulating layer was possible. The simulated results clearly reveal great 
improvement in the expected conditions in the mine pit compared to existing pumping log data. 

Moreover, extended stability analyses according to the Greek Guidelines for the design of 
Highway Projects [18] were performed for the diverged channel slopes, the embankments and the 
southern mine slopes, taking into account the pore water pressure conditions dictated by the 
aforementioned steady state seepage analyses. 

As far as seismic loading is concerned, pseudo-static analysis is used in accordance with the 
Greek Antiseismic Regulation [11]. 

Additional regulatory traffic loads are used on the crest of all of the embankments in 
accordance with the Greek Guidelines for the design of Highway Projects [18]. 

According to the extensive stability analysis for the diverged channel slopes (Fig. 10), the 
embankments and the southern mine slopes, all the regulatory factors of safety for static, dynamic 
and rare hydraulically unfavorable conditions were met. Some needed, localized modifications, of 
minor importance were revealed concerning the final design of the uppermost part of the Choremi 
mine slope, but these are in no way related to the diversion project itself. The above seems to be a 
product of particularly unfavorable considered mechanical characteristics for the relevant soil layers, 
along with exaggerated seismic action (return period of 475 years) and hydraulic conditions, but 
nevertheless it must be considered as advisable action during the expansion of the mining operation. 

 

 
Figure 153. Cross-sectional profile for the stability analysis of the diverged channel slopes, the embankments and the 

southern mine slopes. 

As far as the stability of the scour and erosion protection measures is concerned, FHWA 
HYDRAULIC TOOLBOX software was used in order to determine the relevant factor of safety 
between the maximum shear stress and the permissible shear stress in the channel. The general 
methodology used, is described in the FHWA-NHI-05-114/2005 "Design of Roadside Channels with 
Flexible Linings" [19] manual. Based on the results of the hydraulic analysis, throughout the 
diversion project, the overall design of the scour and erosion protection lining is proven to be 
successful as far as stability is concerned. 

 
6. KSERILAS STREAM ENERGY DISSIPATION WORKS 

The energy dissipation works at the confluence of Alfeios River and Kserilas Stream are of 
great significance and were designed and verified by specific stability and structural analysis, 
according to Greek and European Codes. The need for such works is dictated by the significant 
bottom level difference of over 4 m between the two channels. Two alternative solutions were 
examined from a technical and economical aspect. 
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The first solution consists of a typical USBR type IV stilling basin layout [20] (Fig. 11). While, 
this solution seemed adequate in the initial stages of design, it quickly became apparent that it led to 
bulky and costly structures that were not suitable for the non permanent nature of the relocation 
project. 

 

 
Figure 154. Three-dimensional representation of the typical USBR type IV stilling basin layout of the first alternative 

solution. 

The second alternative solution, which is the solution of choice for this particular project 
consists of a combination of light reinforced concrete structures and embankments with scour and 
erosion protection layering (Fig. 12). 

 

 
Figure 155. Three-dimensional representation of the prescribed energy dissipation works in Kserilas Stream. 

The total length of the prescribed energy dissipation structures is equal to 65.00 m, with an 
elevation difference between the entry point and the exit point equal to 4.15 m. 

Specifically, the abovementioned layout consists of three (3) consecutive steps, configured by 
three different types of reinforced concrete retaining walls, with a total height of 3.50 m each, 
measured from the foundation to the crest. Beneath each wall, transversal cut-off curtains were 
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designed, in order to further contribute to the overall stability while minimizing failure hazard due to 
piping phenomena. Between each step, reinforced concrete stilling and sediment basins of adequate 
dimensions and capacity are designed. 

The layout is laterally bound by embankments of similar design characteristics to the rest of the 
project. The crest width is equal to 11.40m and slope inclination is set to 3:1 (base : height). The 
utilization of materials from structural excavation is deemed suitable for the construction of the 
embankments, being from the A-6 or A-7 classes of the AASHTO soil classification system. As far 
as the construction and the foundation of the embankments is concerned, all the necessary actions 
prescribed in the national technical specifications are going to be met. For the slope scour and 
erosion protection, rock filled Reno type mattresses are prescribed to be layered above well 
compacted clay liner. 

Regarding the maintenance of the stilling and sediment basins, two reinforced concrete access 
roads of 4.00m width each are designed on the eastern embankment. 

The concrete strength for the entire project is selected to meet the C40/50 class, based on the 
strict regulatory demands of the Greek Concrete Technology Regulation published in 2016 [21]. 
Emphasis is given on durability requirements, which relate to the environmental conditions that the 
structure is exposed to. In particular, the selected exposure classes best describing this particular 
project are XC2, XC4, XF1, XF3, XA1 and XM2. The structures will be reinforced with steel rebar 
of the B500c strength class. 

The energy dissipation works were designed as to meet several hydraulic, structural and 
geotechnical criteria. Specifically, the whole structure is a product of detailed hydraulic design and is 
verified against overall stability, overturning, sliding, foundation soil overstressing, piping, scour and 
erosion hazard and structural failure. All of the above verifications concern four specifically chosen 
state scenarios. 

The first scenario represents the transitional stage from dry conditions to a fully flooded state 
in Kserilas Stream. In this scenario, Alfeios River is considered to be dry and the energy dissipation 
works are working at full capacity. 

The second and third scenarios represent conditions of normal flow in Kserilas Stream. In these 
scenarios, Alfeios River is considered to be dry and the energy dissipation works are working in their 
normal state. The two distinct scenarios concern either dry or saturated subsoil conditions. 

The fourth and final scenario represents fully flooded steady state conditions both in Kserilas 
Stream and Alfeios River. 

The above scenarios were verified for both static and dynamic conditions where it was deemed 
necessary. 
 
7. CONCLUSION 

All of the described Hydraulic, Geotechnical and Structural considerations, as well as the 
methodologies implemented for the final design of the planned sectional diversion of Alfeios River, 
clearly reveal the complexity of such an endeavor. However, the holistic scientific approach that was 
undertaken, will surely lead to a successful implementation of the final design and an overall safe 
and complete project so that the mining activity will expand towards the south-most part of the 
Megalopolis Mine Complex.  

 
LICENSING 

The diversion project, as described, is included in the following Environmental Permit, according to 
the M.D. of Ministry of Environment & Energy: 8684/27-04-2018 [22]. 
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ABSTRACT  

The operation of large open-pit lignite mines represents a significant source of fugitive dust 
emissions connected to energy production. In the process of extracting and handling excavation 
materials (overburden, lignite, waste material), a series of fugitive dust emission sources are 
recorded. The quantification of the emissions of each individual source and the investigation of 
atmospheric dispersion are subjects of great interest, because of the specificity of diffuse emission 
sources and the wide range of the particular characteristics of the excavation and handling materials. 
They constitute the foundation for the development and implementation of the environmental 
management and decision-making system that aims to avoid exceedance of air quality limits in the 
neighbouring residential areas. In this study, the contribution of the surface mining on the air 
environment of Western Macedonia, an industrial area in NW Greece, is investigated. Four open 
lignite mines (South field, Kardia, Mavropigi, Amyntaio) feed the lignite power plants operating in 
this area, contributing  to the atmospheric pollution of the region. This study is referred to the PM10 
emissions, emitted from the newer of the above mines (Mavropigi). Specifically, the percentage of 
the contribution of each individual activity – emission of fugitive dust over the period of one year is 
calculated. Furthermore, the dispersion of PM10 emitted from the whole mines operating in the area 
is simulated.  For this purpose, emission factors were used that were calculated specifically for the 
mines of the Western Macedonia region in the context of the THEOPHRASTOS project, funded by 
the Lignite Centre of West Macedonia / Public Power Corporation SA. Specifically, the contribution 
of the individual PM10 emission sources recorded in the continuous and non-continuous extraction 
method was quantified and particularly by the following activities - PM emission of the Mavropigi 
mine: shovel excavation and loading, hauling and dumping, moving vehicles on unpaved haul road, 
bucket-wheel excavators, excavator’s head, stacker head, multiple cross point. At the same time, 
there was an effort to investigate the dispersion of air pollutants emitted from each individual mine 
(South field, Kardia, Mavropigi, Amyntaio) and source activity and assess the contribution of the 
mining activities to the air quality of the surrounding areas, by using a three-dimensional, nestable, 
prognostic meteorological, and air pollution model. The results can contribute to the implementation 
of measures and scenarios for the air quality management in the area. 

 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Particulate Matter (PM) is a major pollutant in air environment of open cast lignite mines. 
Ambient air quality depends on emission sources and meteorological conditions. In an open-pit mine 
there co-exist fixed (e.g., power plants), mobile (e.g., trucks, bulldozers, etc.), and fugitive (e.g. 
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loading and unloading of material) sources of emissions. It has been found that particulate matter 
from non-combustion sources is by far the main pollutant generated in an open-pit mine [1,2,3]. Its 
dispersion has been found to be a major concern in air quality modeling of open cast mines.  

The basic step in looking at potential solutions to the air pollution problem is to quantify the 
mass of PM that are being emitted into the atmosphere and especially the investigation of the 
contribution into the whole PM emissions of each separately activity, such as topsoil and overburden 
removal, lignite extraction, transportation on haul road etc. On the other hand, the reliable 
quantification of the total pollutants emissions from the fugitive sources, is an obligation of the 
mining enterprises according to the 166/2006 Regulation [4], with a special emphasis on the 
contribution of each mining activity (excavation – transportation – deposition for barren, lignite and 
ash) to the total dust emissions and represents the first step in applying corresponding 
countermeasures.  

The usual practice to quantify the mass of particulate material emitted into the atmosphere by 
activities inherent to open-pit mining is to estimate such emissions based on the emission factors 
recommended by the USEPA for this purpose [5,6].  However, there is a disagreement over the 
specific emission factors that must be used for each activity and the applicability of such factors to 
cases quite different to the ones under which they were obtained [7]. The quantification of dust 
emissions from open pits is strongly related to the exploitation method applied, the equipment used, 
the dust and other transported materials characteristics (e.g. silt content) as well as to the 
meteorological characteristic of the area. As a result, real data covering the area under study are 
necessary for a reliable calculation of dust emissions. The quantity of PM emitted from Mavropigi 
mine is calculated by using emission factors which have been developed for the specific mines of the 
area, in the frame of THEOPHRASTOS project [8]. This project was supported by Lignite Centre of 
Western Macedonia of Public Power Corporation of Greece and focused on the PM10 emission 
factors development of each mining activity (excavation, transportation, deposition for barren, lignite 
and ash). In summary, regarding the methodology applied, field measurements were conducted for 
all the main fugitive dust sources in the four open lignite mines in Western Macedonia, in “upwind-
downwind” configuration. The data collected were used as input in Reverse Dispersion Modelling 
[9]. More details can be found in [10,11].   

Finally, the dispersion of PM10 emitted from each individual source activity of the four mines 
in the area (South field, Kardia, Mavropigi, Amyntaio)  and the contribution of the mining activities 
to the air quality of the surrounding areas are investigated, by using a three-dimensional, nestable, 
prognostic meteorological, and air pollution model.   

 
2. MATERIALS AND METHOD   

 
2.1. General Description of the Area 
 

Lignite is an important energy source for Greece, contributing more than 50% (53.15%)  of the 
country’s production in 2011, the reference year of this study. The most important lignite resources 
are in West Macedonia where four mines are in operation, constituting the Lignite Centre of Western 
Macedonia (LCWM) – the South Field, the Kardia Field, the Main Field (Mavropigi), and the 
Amyntaio mine (Fig.1). These are surface mines and operate using the German continuous mining 
method, i.e. with large electrical bucketwheel excavators, as the main extraction mean, conveyor 
belts for moving overburden, midburden and lignite, and stackers. There is also a large number of 
diesel powered equipment supporting the main installed electrical units. The annual production is 
around 50 million tonnes of lignite (2012). The remaining lignite reserves in West Macedonia are 
estimated to be 1.4 billion tonnes. Using current data, this is projected to lead to a potential closure 
of lignite mining at the West Macedonia PPC mines in 2050. Surface mining includes excavation, 
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haulage, dumping of waste and pilling of lignite. The mining, hauling and dumping processes are 
significant sources of fugitive dust emission.  
 

 
Figure 1. Map showing the opencast lignite mines of Western Macedonia, Greece. Kozani and Ptolemaida, the main 

towns in the area are also shown, as well as the locations of the receptors Pentavrisos, Oiksmos, Mavropigi, Pontokomi, 
where PM10 concentration measurements were taken.   

 
2.2  Main PM Sources in the Mavropigi Mine 
 

Two mining methods are used in the Mavropigi mine - the continuous (German) method, using 
bucketwheel excavators for mining, conveyor belts for hauling and stackers for dumping, and the 
truck and shovel method using large dumpers and trucks for hauling and dumping of material. These 
processes include the following sources of PM10 emission:  
• Bucketwheel excavator mining (BE) 
• Bucketwheel excavator head 
• Stacker 
• Stacker head 
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• Shovel excavation and truck loading 
• Truck travel on gravel and dirt road 
• Truck dumping 
• Bunker 
• Ash handling 
• Complex 
The individual source contribution to the total emissions was estimated for a period of one calendar 
year (2012).   

 
2.3. Model Configuration, Data and Field Observations 

The Air Pollution Model (TAPM) was used in this study. TAPM is a nestable, prognostic 
meteorological and air pollution model that solves fundamental fluid dynamics and scalar transport 
equations to predict meteorology and pollutant concentration for a range of pollutants important for 
air quality assessment. For computational efficiency, it includes a nested approach for meteorology 
and air pollution, with the pollution grids optionally being able to be configured for a sub-region 
and/or at finer grid spacing than the meteorological grid, which allows a user to zoom-in to a local 
region of interest quite rapidly. More information can be found in [12,13,14,15]  

The model was applied for two periods of one month each, representing the cold and warm 
periods, respectively respectively, using 25 vertical model levels ranging from 10 m up to 8000 m, 
and four horizontally nested domains incorporating 37×37 horizontal grid points with a 30-, 10-, 3- 
and 1-km spacing for the meteorology, and 3-, 1-, 0.3- and 0.1-km spacing for the dispersion model, 
respectively (Fig. 2). NCEP synoptic analysis data were used to define the outer grid boundary 
conditions [12, 13].  

 

Figure 2. The four nested grids used for the simulation of meteorology. 
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The various PM10 emitting sources such as excavators, conveyor belts, excavator heads, 
complex, stackers, bunker, mining, hauling and dumping contractors, and equipment movement on 
dirt roads, were considered as linear, surface or volume sources for the simulation of mining, hauling 
and dumping sources of PM10 emission (Fig.3). As already mentioned, for each one of the above 
sources, emission factors have been used as they were calculated under the framework of project 
THEOFRASTOS of the LCWM [10]. This calculation was performed in conjunction with 
concentration measurements “upwind – downwind” of each source and reverse dispersion modelling 
[9].  

In the following, we assume a 24-hour operation of the continuous mining equipment and 10-
hour operation of the activities-sources of non-continuous mining, as a worst-case scenario. Once the 
activity parameters were defined, the topography of the area in high resolution (90m, STRM3) was 
imported to the model. TAPM evaluation was performed by producing PM10 concentrations 
forecasts in six selected sites-receptors located in Pentavrisos, Ptolemaida, Oikismos DEH (PPC), 
Mavropigi, Pontokomi, and Kozani.   
 

       
(a)       (b) 

       
(c)       (d) 

 
Figure 3. Locations of PM10,linear, surface and volume sources (excavators, conveyor belts, excavator heads, compelx, 
stackers, bunker, mining, hauling and dumping contractors, equipment movement) digitised for the simulation of (a) 
South Field, (b) Kardia Field, (c) Main Field (Mavropigi Mine), (d) Amynatio Mine.  

 
For the dispersion simulation, the month of the hot period with the highest average monthly 

concentration was chosen. Figure 4 shows the average monthly concentration of PM10 at the 
Western Macedonia basin in 2012, from measurements of PPC and TEIWM. It is evident that July is 
the month with the highest average monthly concentration.  
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Figure 4. Average monthly PM10 concentration at the receptors near the Mavropigi mine in 2012 (PPC measurements). 

A month of the cold period, January 2013, was chosen respectively. Figure 5 shows wind rose 
diagrams at the Pontokomi receptor, approximately 5.5 km SE of the Mavropigi mine limits, for each 
of the simulation months. 

 

Figure 5.  Wind rose diagrams from the Pontokomi receptor for the simulation months, i.e. June 2012 (left) and January 
2013 (right). 

The wind direction in both months is from the NW being strongest in January. The highest 
percentages of calms were found in July.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Emissions Calculation 
 

The following mining activity parameters were used, provided by LCWM. 
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Table 36. Mavropigi mine operational parameters for the period 01/2012 – 12/2012. 

Parameter Quantity Units 
Waste removal  84952667 t 
Lignite mining 5888469 t 
Ash quantities moved  988085 t 
Strip ratio 7.4 m3/t 
Waste specific gravity 1.95 t/m3 
Ash specific gravity 0.85 t/m3 
Lignite specific gravity 1.23 t/m3 
Truck capacity for compact material 14 m3 
Waste quantity hauled with trucks 38466979 T 
Lignite quantity hauled with trucks on asphalt road 3226647 T 
Ash handler operation hours 3364 T 
Lignite quantity hauled on dirt road 3226647 T 
Lignite conveyor belt travel length  3.7 Km 
Waste conveyor belt travel length 2.46 Km 
Stackers operation hours for mixed material 12799 h 
Stacker heads number 8   
Excavator operation hours for lignite 2352 h 
Excavator operation hours for waste 24861 h 
Lignite excavator heads number 16   

 
 
Figure 6 presents in pie chart format the percentages of contribution for each activity to the 

total emission of escaping dust from the Mavropigi mine for 2012.  

 
Figure 6. Contribution of each activity at the Mavropigi mine to the total escaping dust emissions of the mine during the 

period 01/2012 – 12/2012. 
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The total emissions are distributed to the individual activities as follows: 

• Shovel excavation and truck loading (28.87%),  
• Truck hauling on dirt road (24.11%), 
• Bucketwheel excavator head – waste mining (8.69%), 
• Stacker head – mixed (8.59%), 
• Bucketwheel excavator – waste mining (6.54%), 
• Stacking – mixed (6.54%), 
• Stacker head – waste (4.92%), 
• Truck dumping (3.50%), 
• Bucketwheel excavator head – lignite (2.30%),  
• Ash handling (2.82%), 
• Stacking – waste (1.58%),  
• Bucketwheel excavator – lignite mining (1.04%),  
• Complex (0.49%) and 
• bunker (0.01%).  

The maximum PM10 contribution to the total mine emissions are from the activities related to 
truck & shovel excavation and loading, and truck hauling on dirt roads.  

 
3.2. Dispersion  

Figures 7a and 7b show PM10 pollution contours for per month as derived through 
simulations. They present the average monthly levels of PM10 concentrations produced by the 
emissions of the three mines (South, Kardia and Mavropigi) for the studied worst-case scenario. 

 

 
Figure 7. PM10 pollution contours due to emissions from the Mavropigi, Kardia and South Field mines in July 

2012 (left) and January 2013 (right).  
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The higher dispersion and transport of PM10 at greater distances during the cold period is 
characteristic of the prevailing conditions of that period, namely stronger winds and a more shallow 
mixing layer. 

In Table 2, second row (Measured Average - MA), the average PM10 concentrations of the 
simulation period, as measured at the stations are given. Row three shows the corresponding values 
obtained from the simulations (Simulation Average - SA), i.e. the PM10 concentration contribution 
at the respective receptor attributed to the mines’ (Amyntaio, Mavropigi, Kardia and South Field) 
emissions, according to the studied worst-case scenario. Row four shows the PM10 concentration 
contributed by the mines for the operation data considered in the simulation, as a percentage of the 
measured concentration at the same period and receptor (Overestimated Mine Contribution %, 
OMC%). 

It is noted that the concentrations at the receptors due to mine emissions, and thus the mines 
contribution percentage (row four in the table) refer to the scenario of mines operation considered, 
while the measured values correspond to the actual mines operation. For a more accurate estimation 
of the mines contribution, we define some indicators of mines influence in the range of 0 to 10. By 
setting the value of 10 to the Oikismos area receptor, where the highest concentrations were 
measured (73 μg/m3), as well as the highest mines influence (70 μg/m3), we define three indicators: 

 
1. The Relative Indicator of Measured PM10 concentrations (RIMPM10) from all sources. 

It rescales the measured PM10 concentrations at each receptor to a standard scale of 0-10 
with reference to the concentrations measured at Oikismos. 

2. The Relative Indicator of Calculated PM10 concentrations (RIMP10C) for the 
contribution due to the mines emissions. It rescales the calculated PM10 concentrations at 
each receptor to a scale of 0-10, relative to the concentrations calculated for Oikismos. 

3. The Overestimated Relative Indicator of Mines Influence (ORIMI). It rescales the 
relative influence of the mines from their operation as a percentage of the measured 
concentrations to a standard scale of 0–10, with the highest value assigned for Oikismos (10).    

  
This way all three indicators can be presented in a scale of 0 to 10, where the value of 10 was 

set at Oikismos. In rows 5, 6 and 7 of Table 2,  the indicator values for Pentavrisos, Ptolemaida, 
Oikismos, Mavropigi, Pontokomi and Kozani are presented. 

 
Table 2.  Observed, predicted PM10 concentrations and contribution indicators of surface mining PM10 

emissions  
 

1 Receptor Pentavrisos Ptolemaida Oikismos Mavropigi Pontokomi Kozani 

2 MA (μg/m3) 45 58 73 57 38 29 

3 SA (μg/m3) 12 32 70 48 14 3 

4 OMC% 27 55 96 84 38 10 

5 RIMPM10 6.2 7.9 10.0 7.8 5.2 3.7 

6 RIMPM10C 1.7 4.6 10.0 6.9 2.0 0.4 

7 ORIMI 2.8 5.7 10.0 8.7 3.9 1.0 
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The above values are shown graphically in Fig. 8. It is evident that Ptolemaida has equal or 
slightly higher PM10 concentration indicator value than Mavropigi, but the later has much higher 
mining contribution indicator value.    

 

 
Figure 8. Surface mining contribution indicators on atmospheric pollution of specific receptors, computed by 

using observed and predicted (worst case scenario) PM10 concentration. 
 

The above analysis refers to two-month average values, on in the hot period and one in the 
cold. One should note the very wide range of average daily concentrations at the receptors, 
particularly those closer to the PM emitting activities.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

More than 50% of the total annual PM10 emitted mass from a specific surface lignite mine 
(Mavropigi) in Western Macedonia was produced by activities related to non-continuous mining and 
specifically from truck & shovel excavation and loading, and truck hauling on dirt roads. The 
relative indicator of PM10 concentration measurements, as they were taken at receptors and were 
caused by all PM10 emission sources in the area, the relative indicator of measured PM10 calculated 
concentrations as they were calculated from simulations and are caused only by the mines’ (South 
field, Kardia, Mavropigi, Amyntaio)  dust emissions, and the overestimated relative indicator of 
mines’ influence, are useful tools for the assessment of the relative contribution of the fugitive dust 
emissions on the PM10 concentrations measured at the selected  receptors in the area. Finally, it is 
possible to design and implement an integrated system for the management of the various mining 
activities, incorporating an operational module for the forecasting of their contribution to the PM10 
concentration levels at selected receptors, aiming at the improvement of air quality in the area 
affected by the operation of the surface mines.   
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ABSTRACT  

Twenty one clay samples of Pliocene – Pleistocene age were collected from five active and 
three inactive mines of Western Macedonia Lignite Centre and were tested by the INAA and ICP-
OES methods to determine the concentrations of 10 major and 39 trace elements. The content of 
clay samples in carbon and sulphur and the loss of ignition were also determined. 

According to the results of a statistical processing that was conducted, the comparison of trace 
elements concentrations of clay samples collected from the entire lignite-bearing Neogene basin of 
Ptolemais as well as the comparison of the same concentrations with the mean values of the Earth's  
crust (MVEC), preliminary conclusions have been drawn concerning the spatial (horizontal and 
vertical) distribution of trace elements concentrations in the clays contained in overburden and 
intercalate waste of the lignite deposit. Furthermore, useful information has been gathered about the 
behaviour of trace elements contained in clay layers during lignite combustion - utilisation 
processes. 

The average concentrations of all the analysed major elements are similar to the MVEC. 
Regarding trace elements, Co, Cs, Hf, Rb, Sc, Th, U, La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb, Lu, Cu, Pb, Zn, 
Ni, Cd, Ba, Sr, Y, Sn, Zr, Be and V exhibit enrichment factors that vary from 0.5 to 3.0 among the 
different mines of the examined area, while the highest enrichment factors exhibit the elements Sb 
(3.5 ppm), Ag (4.1 ppm) and Cr (4.6 ppm) (average values in the entire Ptolemais – Amynteon 
basin). Nevertheless, the elements of greatest environmental concern (As, Se, B, Cd, Hg, Mo, Pb) 
are present in clays in low concentrations.  

Taking into consideration the alkaline pH values of the surface water, groundwater and soils 
of Ptolemais basin, the probability to occur severe pollution incidents due to toxicity caused by the 
trace elements contained in the clays of the lignite deposit is negligible.   

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The greater lignite-bearing basin of Ptolemais-Florina is the largest and most important in 
Greece including 65-70% of the total lignite reserves of the country (Figure 1). The certain lignite 
reserves exceed 4 billion tones [1, 2].  

Lignite extraction and combustion can adversely impact the environment in many ways. In 
the particular case that is investigated in the present study, a probable increase in trace or major 
elements concentrations contained in clay layers that are included either in the lignite deposit, 
though they are less in number and thinner than the layers of marls, or in the overburden strata are 
considered as a potential threat for the quality of waters and soils.   

During the lignite combustion the inorganic components undergo a series of physical and 
chemical processes, which are possible to lead to increased concentrations of major and trace 
elements in the fly and bottom ash. The same but to a lesser extent (it depends on the co-excavation 
of lignite and clay layers due to the so-called zebra-type structure of the deposit) also occurs with 
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the elements of the intermediate clayey and marly layers of the lignite deposit located in Ptolemais 
basin [3, 4].  

Trace elements are defined the elements with concentration in a lignite layer less than 0.02% 
wt or <200ppm [5]. For the purpose of this study the term trace element refers to those elements 
typically present in coal at concentrations <0.1 wt% [6]. Trace elements concentrations in coal 
basins depends on many factors, such as their occurrence during the plants growth, enrichment 
during decomposition of organic matter, burial, sedimentation, diagenesis and carbonization as well 
as mineralization [6, 7]. Furthermore, the horizontal and vertical distribution of trace elements in a 
coal deposit is determined by geological parameters, such as the nature and geochemical 
characteristics of rocks, the climate, hydrological pattern and leaching processes taking place above, 
below and at the margins of the coal bearing formation [5, 6, 8, 9, 10]. 

The objective of the present work is the determination of the concentrations of 12 major and 
39 trace elements in 21 samples of clays contained in the overburden strata and in the lignite deposit 
of eight surface mines located in Ptolemais basin, West Macedonia, Greece. The spatial variation of 
these concentrations is also examined. Finally, the trace elements concentrations are compared with 
the average concentrations of Earth’s crust and the relevant enrichment factors are estimated as a 
preliminary assessment of the potential threats for the environment. It should be noticed that the 
number of clay samples that have been analysed is limited compared with the horizontal expansion 
of the lignite deposit. So, the present study is based on the assumption of a homogenous and 
isotropous deposit, at least within the borders of each one of the mines under investigation.      

 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 

Twenty one clay samples of the Pliocene - Pleistocene age were collected from four active 
surface mines: South Field (S), Sector 6 (TE), Mavropigi (MA) and Amynteon Field (AM), and 
from three inactive mines: Kardia (KR), North Field (N) and Anargiri Field (AP) of Western 
Macedonia Lignite Centre, Ptolemais, Greece (Figure 1). The samples were collected from the open 
bench slopes following the time-stratigraphy and litho-stratigraphy of each formation according to 
specifications and trying to avoid pollution due to mixing with material coming from other seams. 
Each sample weighed 10kg and was collected from a vertical trench in order to be representative of 
the composition of the entire lignite seam [11]. 

Chemical analyses for the determination of trace elements concentrations were carried out 
using Instrumental Neutron Activation Analysis (INNA) and Inductively Coupled Plasma - Optical 
Emission Spectrometry (ICP-OES) methods. More analytically, ICP OES method was used for 
chalkofiles elements: Cu, Pb, Zn, Ag, Νi, Cd, Βi. Preparation for the analysis of these elements 
included total digestion with hydrochloric acid (HCl). The elements Ba, Sr, Υ, Sc, Zr, Be, V were 
prepared with fiction, using metaboric or tetraboric acid LiB4O7/LiBO2. ΙΝAA was used for 
determining the concentrations of the following elements: Au, As, Br, Co, Cs, Hf, Ιr, Μο, Rb, Sb, 
Sc, Se, Te, Th, U, W, La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb, Lu. Sulphur and carbon contents were 
determined using a LECO device.  Loss of ignition was also determined.  
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Figure 1.  Simplified geological map of the Ptolemais-Amynteon basin (IGME) 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION 

According to the lab analyses results presented in Table 1, the trace and major elements 
contained in the clay layers of Ptolemais and Amynteon lignite deposits exhibit low concentrations 
compared with the mean values of main rocks of the Earth’s crust [11, 12, 13, 14].  

From the 39 trace elements that were examined in the present study, Au, Ir, Mo, Se, W, Ag 
and Bi exhibit concentrations below the detection limits of the analytical instruments. 

The enrichment factor (EF), which is the quotient of the average concentration of a certain 
group of clay layers divided by the mean values of main rocks of the Earth’s crust, is less than 1 in 
all the examined mines for the elements Br, Sc, Ta, Lu, Cu, Ba, Sr, Y, Sn, Be and V and less than 2 
for the elements Co, Rb, Th, U, La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb, Zn and Zr. The elements Cs, Hf and 
Cd exhibit EF less than 3, with the maximum EF values to have been determined in the mines of 
Kardia, Sector 6 and West Field, respectively. The EF of Pb is less than 4 and the maximum EF 
value has been determined in Sector 6 mine, while the EF of Ni and Sb are less than 5 and the 
maximum values have been determined in Amynteon and Kardia mines, respectively. Only As and 
Cr exhibit systematically high EF. The range of variation of EF is from 2 to 8 for As and from 3 
to10 for Cr, with the minimum and maximum values to correspond for As to the mines of 
Amyndeon and Kardia and for Cr to the mines of Kardia and West Field.          
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Table 1. Trace and major elements concentrations in the clay layers of Ptolemais – Amynteon lignite deposit 

 

 
* Det. limits: Detection limits, in ppm,   
**M.C.A.: Average composition of Earth's crust, in ppm (Mason and Moore, 1982)  
***Average: Mean arithmetic value        
****E.F.: Enrichement factor 

 

Samples Au    
ppm

As      
ppm 

Br      
ppm

Co     
ppm

Cr      
ppm

Cs      
ppm

Hf      
ppm 

Ir       
ppm   

Mo     
ppm  

Rb     
ppm

Sb     
ppm

Sc     
ppm

Se     
ppm

Ta     
ppm

Th     
ppm

U       
ppm

W      
ppm

Det.limits.* 5,0 2,0 1,0 1,0 1,0 0,5 0,5 5,0 5,0 20,0 0,2 0,1 3,0 1,00 0,50 0,50 3,00
Μ.C.A.** 0,004 1,8 2,5 25 100 3 3 0,001 1,5 90 0,2 22 0,05 2,0 7,2 1,8 1,5
S.AL1 8,0 10,0 <1 24 472 6,4 5,8 <5 <5 75 0,9 11,3 <3 <1 11,4 2,8 <3
S.AL3 7,0 <2 <1 34 401 6,5 4,2 <5 <5 139 0,9 18,3 <3 <1 12,7 3,0 <3
S.AL18 <5 4,0 <1 15 321 3,2 4,0 <5 <5 53 0,7 7,1 <3 <1 6,4 3,5 <3
Average 6,7 5,3 <1 24,3 519,3 5,4 4,7 <5 <5 89,0 0,8 12,2 <3 <1 10,2 3,1 <3
E.F. 3,0 0,4 1,0 5,2 1,8 1,6 <3,3 1,0 4,2 0,6 <1 1,4 1,7 2,0
TE.AL1 <5 9,0 <1 25 522 6,0 6,3 <5 <5 90 0,9 10,8 <3 <1 11,9 2,2 <3
TE.AL3 <5 <2 <1 38 345 6,4 3,5 <5 <5 135 0,9 18,8 <3 2 12,1 2,7 <3
TE.AL16 <5 6,0 2,0 25 425 7,4 9,6 <5 <5 75 0,4 12,8 <3 <1 12,8 4,1 <3
Average <5 5,7 1,3 29,3 528,0 6,6 6,5 <5 <5 100,0 0,7 14,1 <3 1,3 12,3 3,0 <3
E.F. 3,1 0,5 1,2 5,3 2,2 2,2 <3,3 1,1 3,7 0,6 0,7 1,7 1,7 2,0
KR.AL1 <5 24,0 <1 43 482 11,2 4,8 <5 <5 171 1,8 17,7 <3 <1 18,9 3,5 <3
KR.AL2 <5 4,0 2,0 5 94 2,2 0,8 <5 <5 29 <0,2 2,6 <3 <1 3,0 0,9 <3
Average <5 14,0 1,5 24,0 364,5 6,7 2,8 <5 <5 100,0 1,0 10,2 <3 <1 11,0 2,2 <3
E.F. 7,8 0,6 1,0 3,6 2,2 0,9 <3,3 1,1 5,0 0,5 <1 1,5 1,2 2,0
N.AL1 <5 5,0 <1 27 593 4,7 7,0 <5 <5 88 0,7 12,4 <3 <1 10,9 2,8 <3
W.AL1 <5 7,0 <1 27 548 5,7 5,5 <5 <5 78 0,8 14,3 <3 <1 11,8 2,5 <3
W.ALS2 <5 <2 <1 33 559 2,0 5,0 <5 <5 48 0,5 10,9 <3 <1 4,9 1,3 <3
W.ALM3 <5 3,0 <1 32 754 5,9 4,0 <5 <5 109 0,7 14,9 <3 <1 9,4 2,3 5,0
Average <5 4,0 <1 30,7 933,0 4,5 4,8 <5 <5 78,3 0,7 13,4 <3 <1 8,7 2,0 <3,7
E.F. 2,2 0,4 1,2 9,3 1,5 1,6 <3,3 0,9 3,3 0,6 <1 1,2 1,1 2,4
AM.AL1 <5 3,0 <1 13 782 1,9 4,4 <5 <5 55 <0,2 8,1 <3 <1 5,1 1,6 <3
AM.AL3 <5 2,0 <1 34 272 3,9 6,2 <5 <5 89 0,4 22,5 <3 <1 9,4 2,8 <3
AM.AL14 <5 5,0 <1 46 616 6,9 4,1 <5 <5 52 0,7 23,8 <3 <1 12,4 3,8 <3
AM.AL16 <5 3,0 <1 42 501 5,9 5,2 <5 <5 62 0,6 20,7 <3 3 11,6 4,0 <3
AM.AL17 <5 <2 <1 43 492 5,2 5,0 <5 <5 77 0,5 20,7 <3 <1 11,4 4,1 <3
AM.AL18 <5 6,0 <1 47 598 8,0 4,0 <5 <5 66 0,8 23,8 <3 2 13,1 3,7 <3
Average <5 3,5 <1 37,5 673,8 5,3 4,8 <5 <5 66,8 0,5 19,9 <3 1,5 10,5 3,3 <3
E.F. 1,9 0,4 1,5 6,7 1,8 1,6 <3,3 0,7 2,7 0,9 0,8 1,5 1,9 2,0
AP.AL1 <5 4,0 3,0 19 251 4,5 5,4 <5 <5 71 0,7 15,3 <3 <1 9,7 2,4 <3
AP.ALS2 <5 5,0 <1 15 502 1,9 4,9 <5 <5 50 0,3 8,6 <3 <1 5,0 0,8 <3
AP.ALM3 6,0 <2 <1 23 129 3,5 6,5 5,0 <5 92 0,4 20,9 <3 <1 9,3 2,2 <3
Average 5,3 3,7 1,7 19,0 392,3 3,3 5,6 <5 <5 71,0 0,5 14,9 <3 <1 8,0 1,8 <3
E.F. 2,0 0,7 0,8 3,9 1,1 1,9 <3,3 0,8 2,3 0,7 <1 1,1 1,0 2,0
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Table 1. (continue) Trace and major elements concentrations in the clay layers of Ptolemais – Amynteon lignite deposit 

 

Samples La      
ppm

Ce     
ppm

Nd      
ppm

Sm     
ppm

Eu     
ppm

Tb       
ppm

Yb     
ppm

Lu      
ppm

Cu     
ppm

Pb     
ppm

Zn     
ppm

Ag     
ppm

Ni      
ppm

Cd     
ppm

Bi      
ppm

Ba      
ppm

Sr      
ppm

Y       
ppm

Sn     
ppm

Zr      
ppm

Be      
ppm

V       
ppm

Det.limits.* 0,50 3,00 5,00 0,10 0,10 0,50 0,10 0,05 1,00 5,00 1,00 0,50 1,00 0,50 10,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 1,00 5,00
Μ.C.A.** 30 60 28 6 1,2 0,9 3,4 0,5 55 13 70 0,07 75 0,2 0,2 425 375 33 22 165 2,8 135
S.AL1 37,9 61 31 5,4 1,1 <0,5 2,7 0,41 20 39 80 <0,5 164 <0,5 <10 329 121 24 10 192 2 85
S.AL3 34,6 62 27 5,8 1,4 <0,5 2,9 0,42 33 47 117 <0,5 310 <0,5 <10 359 166 27 17 130 2 116
S.AL18 24,4 45 20 3,9 0,9 <0,5 2,0 0,31 16 8 69 <0,5 137 <0,5 <10 162 136 18 7 142 1 42
Average 32,3 56,0 26,0 5,0 1,1 <0,5 2,5 0,38 23,0 31,3 88,7 <0,5 203,7 <0,5 <10 283,3 141,0 23,0 11,3 154,7 1,7 81,0
E.F. 1,1 0,9 0,9 0,8 0,9 0,6 0,7 0,76 0,4 2,4 1,3 2,7 <2,5 0,7 0,4 0,7 0,5 0,9 0,6 0,6
TE.AL1 36,4 61 25 5,3 1,1 <0,5 2,5 0,37 19 37 80 <0,5 159 <0,5 <10 333 117 25 11 204 2 76
TE.AL3 33,0 66 29 5,8 1,5 <0,5 3,1 0,47 32 81 77 <0,5 39 <0,5 <10 371 156 29 18 118 2 119
TE.AL16 41,0 78 32 7,0 1,4 1,2 4,9 0,68 26 28 111 <0,5 232 0,7 <10 265 68 39 12 297 2 64
Average 36,8 68,3 28,7 6,0 1,3 0,7 3,5 0,51 25,7 48,7 89,3 <0,5 143,3 0,6 <10 323,0 113,7 31,0 13,7 206,3 2,0 86,3
E.F. 1,2 1,1 1,0 1,0 1,1 0,8 1,0 1,01 0,5 3,7 1,3 1,9 <2,8 0,8 0,3 0,9 0,6 1,3 0,7 0,6
KR.AL1 37,3 74 24 5,0 0,9 <0,5 2,5 0,35 45 28 107 <0,5 453 <0,5 <10 491 91 23 18 162 3 139
KR.AL2 10,1 15 9 1,5 0,3 <0,5 0,6 0,09 6 5 49 <0,5 50 <0,5 <10 89 100 8 3 33 1 32
Average 24 44,5 16,5 3,3 0,6 <0,5 1,6 0,2 25,5 16,5 78,0 <0,5 251,5 <0,5 <10 290,0 95,5 15,5 10,5 97,5 2,0 85,5
E.F. 1 0,7 0,6 0,5 0,5 0,6 0,5 0,4 0,5 1,3 1,1 3,4 <2,5 0,7 0,3 0,5 0,5 0,6 0,7 0,6
N.AL1 32,1 62 25 5,7 1,2 <0,5 3,0 0,46 21 12 72 <0,5 161 <0,5 <10 355 112 26 13 239 2 98
W.AL1 34,2 63 22 5,2 1,2 0,8 2,1 0,31 27 12 87 <0,5 232 <0,5 <10 371 120 26 15 217 2 94
W.ALS2 18,6 33 13 3,3 0,9 <0,5 1,7 0,25 17 5 59 <0,5 314 <0,5 <10 221 121 18 11 174 1 60
W.ALM3 28,3 50 22 4,6 1,0 <0,5 1,9 0,28 24 28 88 <0,5 311 0,7 <10 305 148 24 15 149 2 91
Average 27,0 48,7 19,0 4,4 1,0 0,6 1,9 0,28 22,7 15,0 78,0 <0,5 285,7 0,6 <10 299,0 129,7 22,7 13,7 180,0 1,7 81,7
E.F. 0,9 0,8 0,7 0,7 0,9 0,7 0,6 0,56 0,4 1,2 1,1 3,8 <2,8 0,7 0,3 0,7 0,6 1,1 0,6 0,6
AM.AL1 18,3 36 13 3,4 0,8 <0,5 1,9 0,28 10 6 33 <0,5 66 <0,5 <10 339 127 15 8 141 1 50
AM.AL3 37,4 72 34 7,1 1,6 0,9 3,7 0,56 39 14 98 <0,5 169 <0,5 <10 389 215 36 23 213 2 128
AM.AL14 39,6 74 32 6,8 1,4 0,7 3,1 0,45 73 20 151 <0,5 453 <0,5 <10 334 72 36 24 137 2 148
AM.AL16 37,6 68 28 6,5 1,5 <0,5 2,6 0,39 45 14 105 <0,5 382 <0,5 <10 345 123 31 21 192 2 121
AM.AL17 38,1 73 30 6,6 1,5 0,5 2,8 0,42 47 14 100 <0,5 375 <0,5 <10 349 117 31 21 178 2 120
AM.AL18 39,5 74 30 6,8 1,5 1,1 3,2 0,47 73 19 151 <0,5 461 <0,5 <10 339 73 37 24 144 3 148
Average 35,1 66,2 27,8 6,2 1,4 0,7 2,9 0,43 47,8 14,5 106,3 <0,5 317,7 <0,5 <10 349,2 121,2 31,0 20,2 167,5 2,0 119,2
E.F. 1,2 1,1 1,0 1,0 1,2 0,8 0,8 0,86 0,9 1,1 1,5 4,2 <2,5 0,8 0,3 0,9 0,9 1,0 0,7 0,9
AP.AL1 33,3 62 24 5,7 1,2 1,3 2,6 0,37 26 54 77 <0,5 94 0,6 <10 383 210 29 16 192 2 102
AP.ALS2 19,3 37 16 3,4 0,9 <0,5 1,7 0,25 11 5 46 <0,5 104 <0,5 <10 295 170 17 9 176 1 47
AP.ALM3 37,7 68 28 6,9 1,8 1,0 2,7 0,42 35 13 88 <0,5 58 <0,5 <10 442 249 35 22 252 2 128
Average 30,1 55,7 22,7 5,3 1,3 0,9 2,3 0,35 24,0 24,0 70,3 <0,5 85,3 0,5 <10 373,3 209,7 27,0 15,7 206,7 1,7 92,3
E.F. 1,0 0,9 0,8 0,9 1,1 1,0 0,7 0,69 0,4 1,8 1,0 1,1 <2,7 0,9 0,6 0,8 0,7 1,3 0,6 0,7
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Table 1. (continue) Trace and major elements concentrations in the clay layers of Ptolemais – Amynteon lignite deposit 

 

 
 
 
It should be noted that similar concentrations in the trace elements As, Cd, Co, Crtot, Cu, Ni, 

Pb, Zn, Mo and V as well as the major elements Ca, Mg and Mn have been determined by the recent 
study of NTUA regarding the south part of Ptolemais basin [15]. 

 
Horizontal variations of trace elements concentrations 

 
Horizontal variations in trace elements concentrations of clay layers are evident both within the 

lignite bearing strata and the overburden. In the mines of South Field, Kardia and Sector 6 (i.e. in the 
south part of Ptolemais basin) the minimum values of the average per mine  concentrations are 
observed for the elements Cr, Hf, Sc, Ag, Cd, Sr, Y, Sn, Zr, V and all the rare earth elements that 
were examined (La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb, Lu). The maximum concentrations are usually 
observed in the mines of Amynteon, Anargiri and Sector 6: La, Ce, Nd and Sm in Amynteon mine, 
Cs, Hf, Rb, Sb, Sc and Tb in Anargiri mine, Yb, Lu, U and almost all the rare earth elements in 
Sector 6 mine, Cr in Mavropigi mine, while the siderophile elements Ni and Sn, the chalkophiles  Pb, 

Samples SiO2       

%
Al2O3      

%
Fe2O3     

%
MnO   

%
MgO     

%
CaO      

%
Na2O   

%
K2O       
%

TiO2           

%
P2O5       

%
C             
%

S           
%

LOI***  
(%)

Det.limits.*
Μ.C.A.** 59,30 15,36 7,14 0,12 3,46 5,07 3,81 3,11 0,73 0,24 0,02 0,03

S.AL1 50,14 9,63 4,35 0,10 1,54 14,78 0,56 1,30 0,52 0,05 2,55 0,02 17,73
S.AL3 47,17 13,68 7,60 0,12 3,76 8,54 0,85 1,98 0,67 0,14 2,42 0,02 15,89
S.AL18 33,18 6,62 1,86 0,02 6,34 17,10 0,51 0,70 0,35 0,08 11,15 0,13 32,19
Average 43,50 9,98 4,60 0,08 3,88 13,47 0,64 1,33 0,51 0,09 5,37 0,06 21,94
E.F. 0,73 0,65 0,64 0,67 1,12 2,66 0,17 0,43 0,70 0,38 268,67 2,18
TE.AL1 50,63 10,23 4,61 0,11 1,60 13,19 0,56 1,20 0,54 0,05 2,72 0,01 18,08
TE.AL3 45,68 13,89 7,56 0,11 4,30 8,18 0,50 2,00 0,67 0,12 2,09 0,01 16,20
TE.AL16 51,54 11,49 2,65 0,03 3,87 6,07 0,56 1,52 0,60 0,08 5,40 0,11 20,22
Average 49,28 11,87 4,94 0,08 3,26 9,15 0,54 1,57 0,60 0,08 3,40 0,04 18,17
E.F. 0,83 0,77 0,69 0,69 0,94 1,80 0,14 0,51 0,82 0,35 170,17 1,67
KR.AL1 49,68 16,05 8,30 0,16 3,21 4,29 0,33 2,34 0,67 0,09 0,75 0,01 15,72
KR.AL2 7,92 2,39 1,27 0,03 0,90 46,75 0,06 0,32 0,10 0,06 9,05 0,01 38,91
Average 28,80 9,22 4,79 0,10 2,06 25,52 0,20 1,33 0,38 0,08 4,90 0,01 27,32
E.F. 0,49 0,60 0,67 0,79 0,59 5,03 0,05 0,43 0,52 0,31 245,00 0,38
N.AL1 62,26 12,04 5,18 0,10 1,55 4,80 1,44 1,64 0,67 0,06 0,89 0,01 11,24
W.AL1 55,26 12,87 6,01 0,11 2,55 6,42 1,18 1,52 0,65 0,07 1,08 0,01 14,00
W.ALS2 58,42 8,52 4,32 0,08 3,93 8,86 1,49 1,23 0,47 0,06 1,75 0,01 11,49
W.ALM3 52,81 11,55 6,13 0,10 3,75 8,63 1,11 1,73 0,57 0,11 2,20 0,03 14,24
Average 55,50 10,98 5,49 0,10 3,41 7,97 1,26 1,49 0,56 0,08 1,68 0,02 13,24
E.F. 0,94 0,71 0,77 0,81 0,99 1,57 0,33 0,48 0,77 0,33 83,83 0,64
AM.AL1 81,56 7,56 2,84 0,06 0,90 1,51 1,49 1,43 0,51 0,04 0,05 0,01 2,14
AM.AL3 56,63 14,91 7,17 0,10 3,76 4,98 2,16 1,61 0,80 0,15 0,41 0,14 6,70
AM.AL14 47,80 17,95 7,33 0,04 6,05 1,49 0,44 1,02 0,86 0,07 2,12 0,04 15,96
AM.AL16 57,31 15,23 6,53 0,06 5,14 1,89 1,29 1,42 0,80 0,07 0,90 0,04 9,17
AM.AL17 56,08 15,97 6,60 0,05 5,11 1,81 1,23 1,43 0,81 0,07 1,01 0,03 9,70
AM.AL18 48,35 18,22 7,91 0,04 6,03 1,49 0,45 1,10 0,86 0,09 2,14 0,03 15,96
Average 57,96 14,97 6,40 0,06 4,50 2,20 1,18 1,34 0,77 0,08 1,11 0,05 9,94
E.F. 0,98 0,97 0,90 0,49 1,30 0,43 0,31 0,43 1,06 0,34 55,25 1,86
AP.AL1 56,45 12,68 5,69 0,10 2,23 6,94 1,48 1,43 0,71 0,07 1,12 0,02 11,41
AP.ALS2 66,95 8,72 2,92 0,07 1,48 7,50 2,17 1,27 0,45 0,06 1,24 0,01 7,52
AP.ALM3 61,78 14,46 6,84 0,10 2,95 3,83 2,45 1,80 0,90 0,12 0,12 0,08 3,58
Average 61,73 11,95 5,15 0,09 2,22 6,09 2,03 1,50 0,68 0,08 0,83 0,04 7,50
E.F. 1,04 0,78 0,72 0,75 0,64 1,20 0,53 0,48 0,93 0,35 41,33 1,41
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Cd, Zn, Ag abd the lithophiles Cs, Ba, Sr, Y, Zr and V exhibit considerably higher concentrations in 
the north part of the basin, in the mines of Amynteon and Anargiri.  

In the south-central area of Ptolemais deposit, between the sampling points of Sector 6 and 
Kardia mines, which are located at a distance of less than 2km, significant variations of trace 
elements concentrations are observed. Only As, Br, Sb and Ni exhibit higher average concentrations 
in Kardia mine, while Co, Cr, Hf, Sc, Ta, Th, U Pb, Zn, Ba, Y, Sr, Zr and all the 8 rare earth 
elements that were examined exhibit higher concentrations in Sector 6 mine, with the EF to differ 
more than 100% in the cases of As, Pb and Zr. Similarly, spatial differences have been determined in 
the trace elements concentrations of the neighbouring mines of Amynteon and Anargiri (north part of 
the lignite deposit), where Pb and Sr exhibit significantly higher concentrations in Anargiri mine and 
Co, Cr, U, Zn and Ni in Amynteon mine. 

In Figure 2 are shown the variations of the concentrations of 7 trace elements among six mines 
of the Ptolemais – Amynteon basin, for the upper and the deeper clay layer of each mine. It is 
obvious that, as far as the deeper layers are of concern, Kardia mine exhibits the lowest 
concentrations. It is also evident that the pick concentrations of the upper and deeper layer for each 
element are not detected in the same mine.      

 

 

 
Figure 2. Variations of the concentrations (in ppm) of 7 trace elements among six mines of the Ptolemais – Amynteon 

basin, for the upper and the deeper clay layer of each mine 
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Regarding major elements, almost all (SiΟ2, Al2Ο3, Fe2O3, MnO, Na2O, K2O, TiO2, P2O5, C 
και S) exhibit minimum concentrations in the south part of the basin, apart from CaO and MgO, 
which have been observed in low concentrations in the mine of Amynteon and Anargiri. All the 
other major elements, mainly SiΟ2, Fe2O3 and MgO, exhibit maximum concentrations in these two 
mines, probably because of the presence of the metamorphic schists and gneiss-schists of the Upper 
Palaeozoic.   

In general, from the above-presented results it is obvious that, in the central part of Ptolemais 
basin, the concentrations of the majority of trace elements in the clay layers are varying when 
moving in the same time-stratigraphic horizons from one mine to another. These variations, which 
concern both the trace and major elements, can be explained by the local palaeogeographic 
conditions and, particularly, the hydrographic network of the Pliocene lake, which was fed with large 
quantities of clastic, fine, carbonaceous materials (Kardia mine) and clayey and sandy materials 
coming from the west margins of the basin (Amynteon and Anargiri mines). Moreover, the observed 
variations of the trace elements concentrations in certain stratigraphic horizons of the lignite-bearing 
formation are directly connected with the changes of their lithologic composition (gradual transition 
of lateral contacts of clays to sandy clays or marly clays).  

 
Vertical variations of trace elements concentrations 

 
Because of the limited number of the clay layers of the lignite-bearing formation, it is difficult 

to come to safe conclusions regarding the vertical distribution of the trace elements. However, for 
some elements, it is clear that their concentrations vary in relation to the depth. The element As 
exhibits minimum concentrations in the lower clay layer in the mines of South Field, Sector 6, West 
Field, Amynteon and Anargiri. Cs and Hf exhibit minimum concentrations in the upper clay layer of 
the overburden strata of Amynteon and Anargiri mines, respectively.    

Maximum concentrations in the upper layers exhibit As, in the south part of the deposit 
(10ppm in South Field mine and 24 ppm in Kardia mine) and Sb (1.8 ppm in Kardia mine). For the 
other trace elements, Rb, Th, U, rare earth elements (La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb,  Lu), Cu, Pb, Zn, 
Ni, Ba, Sr, Y, Sn, Zr, Be and V there is not clear tendency of increased or decreased concentrations 
in relation to the stratigraphy of the lignite deposit and the overburden strata.     

In the mines of Kardia and Anargiri, Cr exhibits minimum (94ppm) concentrations in the lower 
clay layers of the deposit, while its maximum (616ppm) concentrations are observed in the lower 
layers of Amynteon mine. The increase of Cr concentrations in Amynteon mine is directly related to 
the palaeogeographic conditions and the sediments of Pleiocene - Pleistocene that were formed with 
the transport of ultrabasic material from streams and rivers that flew from the south part of Ptolemais 
basin to Amynteon basin [16, 4].        

For the trace elements Αs, Hf, Cs, Sb, Th, U, the most of rare earth elements (La, Ce, Nd, Yb, 
Lu), Ni, Ba and Y, the concentrations picks are observed in the first clay layer of Kardia mine and 
the deepest clay layer of Sector 6 mine.  

In Figure 3 is shown the variation of the concentrations of selected trace elements (Co, Cs, Th, 
Cu, Pb) in the clay, sandy-clay and marly-clay layers of six mines of Western Macedonia Lignite 
Centre. In the mine of Anargiri, the lower concentrations are observed in a sandy-clay layer. In the 
neighbouring mine of Amynteon, the maximum concentrations are systematically exhibited by the 
third and the deeper clay layer, while minimum concentrations for all the presented trace elements 
are exhibited by the upper clay layer. In the mines of Kardia and South Field the deeper clay layers 
have always lower concentrations than the upper ones. Finally, in the mine of Sector 6, the 
concentrations of Th and Cs remain practically constant in the three clay layers that were sampled, 
while the middle layer exhibits higher concentrations for the elements Pb, Co and Cu.    
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Figure 3. Variation of the concentrations (in ppm) of selected trace elements in the clay (AL), sandy-clay (ALS) and 
marly-clay (ALM) layers of Anargiri (AP), Amynteon (AM), West Field (W), Kardia (KR), Sector 6 (TE) and South 

Field (S) mines 
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The deeper clay layers of the overburden in the mine of Anargiri and the upper clay layers in 
the mine of Amynteon are separated by a Quaternary fault of maximum vertical displacement of 
120m. For many trace elements, the average concentrations determined in the samples of Anargiri 
mine are considerably less than those of the samples collected in Amynteon mine (e.g. Cr 392.3ppm 
vs. 673.8ppm, Pb 24.0ppm vs. 47.8ppm, Ni 85.3ppm vs. 317.7ppm). The wide variations of the 
concentrations within a such close distance is explained by the presence of fine, sandy clay and 
marly clay material originated from the metamorphic rocks of the mountains that form the west 
margins of Amynteon basin.    

In the south-central part of Ptolemais basin (Kardia and Sector 6 mines) there is clear 
difference of the concentrations of most trace and major elements between the overburden and 
lignite-bearing strata. In the north part of the basin this difference are not so clear. In Kardia mine, 
the strong relation between trace elements concentrations and time-stratigraphic characteristics of the 
deposit is attributed to the lithology of the overburden and the presence of coarse and fine clastic 
sediments, more or less carbonated and/or sandy.   

 
General remarks 

 
The relatively higher concentrations in the north part and the south-central part (Kardia and 

Sector 6 mines) of the lignite-bearing basin are attributed to the local palaeogeographic conditions 
and, particularly, to the hydrographic network. The lakes of Pliocene were fed with large amounts of 
clay and coarse sediments from the surrounding mountains and from numerous palaeochanels of the 
lower Pleistocene rivers, which transported materials of different lithological-petrographic 
composition. This is the case of deposition of ultramafic strains in several areas distributed from the 
south margins of Ptolemais basin to Amynteon basin [16]. More analytically, the maximum 
concentrations of the trace elements are connected with spatial variations (horizontal and vertical) 
that are attributed to the existence of clay minerals, argillaceous sediments, sandstones, partly to 
weathering of limestones and dolomites, to the transfer from mafic and ultramafic rocks (dunites, 
peridotites, pyroxenites) for the elements Th, U, Y and Ni, and metamorphic rocks, mainly clay 
shales. The occurrence of Ba is linked with alkali feldspar and biotite [17, 14, 8]. 

From an environmental point of view, it is worth noticing that the trace elements As, Cd, Hg, 
Mo, and Se, which are considered as trace elements of greatest environmental concern, have low 
concentrations in relation to the average concentrations of the main rocks of the Earth’s crust. The 
trace elements of moderate environmental concern (Cu, Ni, V, Zn), the trace elements of minor 
concern (Ba, Co, Mn, Sb, Sr), the radioactive elements (Th, U) [7] and the elements of 
environmental concern that are usually present in very low concentrations (Be, Sn, Te) exhibit also 
low to very low concentrations. 

Cr exhibits higher concentrations in relation to the mean values of the main rocks of the 
Earth’s crust. The higher enrichment of this lithophile element, in relation to the rest of the examined 
elements, can be explained from its geochemical affinity with oxides and oxygen compounds in the 
silicate rocks of the sedimentary basin and mainly from the disintegration of the chromium minerals 
of the serpentinised peridotites of the mountains that surround the lignite-bearing basin [12, 16, 15]. 

 
4. CONCLUSIONS 

The trace and major elements contained in the clay layers of Pliocene - Pleistocene epochs of 
of the Ptolemais and Amynteon lignite deposits exhibit low to very low concentrations. For 11 out of 
39 trace elements that were investigated in this study the determined EF are less than 1, while for 
another 13 trace elements the EF are less than 2. The trace elements Hf, Cd, Pb, Ni and Sb exhibit 
enrichment factors that vary, among the different mines, from 0.5 to 5.0. Only As and Cr exhibit 
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systematically higher EF than the other elements, with their maximum EF values per mine varying 
from 2 to 10.  

The average concentrations of all the analysed major elements are similar to the MVEC. 
Regarding trace elements, Co, Cs, Hf, Rb, Sc, Th, U, La, Ce, Nd, Sm, Eu, Tb, Yb, Lu, Cu, Pb, Zn, 
Ni, Cd, Ba, Sr, Y, Sn, Zr, Be and V exhibit enrichment factors that vary from 0.5 to 3.0 among the 
different mines of the examined area, while the highest enrichment factors exhibit the elements Sb 
(3.5 ppm), Ag (4.1 ppm) and Cr (4.6 ppm) (average values in the entire Ptolemais – Amynteon 
basin). Nevertheless, the elements of greatest environmental concern (As, Se, B, Cd, Hg, Mo, Pb) are 
present in clays in low concentrations.  

In combination with the low alkaline pH values prevailing in the surface water, groundwater 
and soils of Ptolemais basin, the probability to detect toxic conditions due to the presence of trace 
elements and other residues in the waters and soils of Ptolemais area is negligible. 
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ABSTRACT  

The active, opencast, lignite mines in the Ptolemais Basin, NW Greece, provide world-class 
outcrops for characterising and understanding normal fault systems from km- down to mm-scale. We 
have visited and mapped these mines 26 times at ca. 3 month intervals since October 2009. The data 
collected during each fieldwork campaign were structural measurements, interpretations, various 
resolutions of photographs and GPS locations for all exposed faults and related structures observed 
in each mine. Part of this unique dataset has been imported within a fully georeferenced 3D 
structural interpretation package and has been used for fault and horizon interpretations. Our 
motivation for this work is to advance our generic understanding of the structure and development of 
normal faults, but in this contribution, we focus on some of our findings that might be of more 
general interest to mine planners and designers. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The Ptolemais Basin is an elongated intramontane lacustrine basin and is part of Florina-
Ptolemais-Servia Basin which is a NNW-SSE trending graben system that extends over a distance of 
120 km from Bitola in the Former Yugoslavian Republic of Macedonia (F.Y.R.O.M.) to the village 
of Servia, south-east of Ptolemais, NW Greece [1]. The basin is filled with a 500-600 m (in a few 
areas up to about 1000 m) thick succession of sediments which are divided into the Upper Miocene 
to Lower Pliocene Lower Formation, the Pliocene Ptolemais Formation and the Quaternary Upper 
Formation. The Ptolemais Formation contains the upper and lower lignite seams which alternate with 
clays, marls, sandy marls and sands [1, 2]. 

The basin is bounded by two fault systems which can be related to two extensional episodes [3, 
4]. The first, Late Miocene episode resulted in the origin of the Florina-Ptolemais-Servia Basin in 
response to NE-SW extension, which was subsequently subjected to NW-SE extension during the 
Quaternary, resulting in the NE-SW-striking faults which currently bound a number of sub-basins, 
including the basins of Florina, Ptolemais and Servia [3] (Fig. 1).  

There is little surface evidence of the Late Miocene NW–SE-striking faults that control the 
basin margins, although their presence is confirmed from boreholes [3] and from some recent 
exposures along the western margin of the Ptolemais Basin in the vicinity of Mavropigi lignite mine 
(Fig. 1). The surface geology is dominated by the Quaternary faults, which have orientations ranging 
from the expected NE–SW strikes to the north of the region, to NNE–SSW orientations to the north 
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of the Mavropigi Mine, and through to approximately east–west strikes in the vicinity of the Kardia 
and Notio mines (Fig. 1).  

 

 
Figure 156. Geological map of the Ptolemais Basin showing the major fault structures and the locations of the four 

active, open-pit lignite mines (modified after [1]). 

In this paper we present (1) the general characteristics of the normal faults observed within the 
lignite mines in Ptolemais Basin, (2) the structures associated with the contemporaneous bed-parallel 
slip and normal faulting observed in Kardia Mine and (3) our interpretation of the compressional 
structures observed in Notio Mine. 
 
2. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE NORMAL FAULTS  

The exposed lignite-marl sequence is displaced by numerous normal faults with maximum 
displacement up to 65 m (e.g. Fig. 2). The faults form soft-linked systems [5], characterised by a 
prevalence of fault tips as opposed to branch-points, with ductile bed rotations between faults 
accommodating transfers of strain between adjacent faults. Quantitative analysis of the faults 
indicates that these systems are extremely soft and that for a given throw, these faults are both 
shorter and more segmented than many other fault systems [6, 7]. Furthermore, these faults have 
anomalously high fault displacement to fault rock thickness ratios compared to normal faults in other 
areas. Wide zones of fault rock (e.g. breccias, cataclasites) are not developed in these faults. Small-
scale lenses and splays that, with increasing displacement, would be pulverized and converted into 
fault rock in other lithologies, are preserved in these rocks, allowing their detailed structure to be 
examined at high strains. 
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Figure 2. True scale and × 3 vertically exaggerated panoramic view of the active, open-cast, Kardia Mine in (a) April 

2012 and (b) May 2014. Faults are drawn as yellow lines and a selection of horizons is highlighted. The letters (C, F, R, 
Q, P, T and S) are the names of the interpreted fault zones. After [8]. 

 
Vertically exaggerated field photographs (e.g. Fig. 2) clearly show folds present in these mines. 

The folds are spatially related to the faults and show normal and reverse drag geometries, which 
indicates that they are part of the same geological deformation event. Reverse drag refers to folding 
within the volume surrounding a fault, resulting in layers that are concave towards the slip direction 
[9], with the development of hanging wall rollover and footwall uplift. Reverse drag is a much larger 
scale feature than normal drag and defines the displacement field associated with the faults. Often it 
is difficult to identify reverse drag in the field, especially in areas of high fault density. We expect 
greater expression of reverse drag on the hanging wall rather than on the footwall of the normal 
faults in the Ptolemais Basin, as it has been estimated that the footwall uplift/hanging-wall 
subsidence ratio is 1:2 for these faults [10]. The vertically exaggerated panoramic view of the Kardia 
Mine (Fig. 2) clearly shows reverse drag structures on the hanging wall of fault zones R and T. 
Figure 2a also shows the product of opposing reverse drag zones, in the form of an anticline, 
between the two opposite-dipping large fault zones, P and T. Normal and reverse drag can often 
occur on the same fault (e.g. Fig. 2b, fault zone T at face 6), with the reverse drag occurring over a 
much larger distance, but with relatively lower bed rotations. 

Another form of folding related to the faults in Ptolemais are monoclines in which a 
geometrical offset is observed over a localized volume of rock, but where no discrete faults are 
formed. A partly faulted monocline structure exists in fault zone Q in Kardia mine, overlying an 
array of soft-linked fault segments. Monoclines are also observed at the tips of individual fault 
segments. 

 
3. BED-PARALLEL SLIP AND NORMAL FAULTING (KARDIA MINE) 
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The normal faults exposed in Kardia lignite mine formed at the same time as bed-parallel slip-
surfaces, so that while the normal faults grew they were intermittently offset by bed-parallel slip [11, 
12]. Bed-parallel slip has a persistent top-to-the-north slip direction, ranging from a few centimetres 
up to 4.5 m, and is attributed to reverse-drag folding (i.e. rollover) in the hangingwall of a north-
dipping basement normal fault south of the Kardia Mine. Following offset by a bed-parallel slip-
surface, further fault growth is accommodated by reactivation on one or both of the offset fault 
segments. Where one fault was reactivated the site of bed-parallel slip is a bypassed asperity. Where 
both faults are reactivated, they propagate past each other to form a volume between overlapping 
fault segments. These structures contain either a repeated (e.g. Fig. 3) or a missing section of 
stratigraphy which has a thickness equal to the throw of the fault at the time of the bed-parallel slip 
event, and the displacement profiles along the relay-bounding fault segments have discrete steps at 
their intersections with bed-parallel slip-surfaces (e.g. Fig. 3). With further increase in displacement, 
the overlapping fault segments connect to form a fault-bound lens. Geometrical restoration of cross-
sections through selected faults shows that repeated bed-parallel slip events during fault growth can 
lead to complex internal fault zone structure that masks its origin.  
 

 
Figure 3. a) Outcrop photograph of a ca. 4 m throw normal fault zone which is displaced by bed-parallel slip during its 
growth. The colour filled part of the sequence is repeated within the fault zone. b) Displacement profiles along the main 
fault segments showing displacement gradient singularities where they cross the bed-parallel slip-surface that marks the 

transition from the pre-existing fault segments to the post bed-parallel slip segments. c) Simplified sketch of the final 
fault zone structure. d) Restoration of the fault throw accommodated after the bed-parallel slip event. e) Restoration of 

the bed-parallel slip. The bold lines on all figures indicate the bed-parallel slip-surface; these lines change in colour as the 
slip-surface moves from one horizon to another. After [11]. 

4. SYNSEDIMENTARY SUBAQUEOUS LANDSLIDE (NOTIO MINE) 

One of the mines, Notio Mine, contains thrusts that predate Quaternary faults but have 
identical strikes (Figs. 4 and 5). It has been suggested [13] that the normal faults and thrusts are 
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associated with extension above, and compression below, a neutral surface associated with folds 
developed in an active transpressional zone.  

Detailed mapping, however, shows that the thrusts are constrained within a well-defined 
approximately 30 m-thick stratigraphic interval [6] (Fig. 4). The base of the interval is a decollement 
about five meters below the Ptolemais Formation from which the individual thrusts rise. The top of 
the interval is an unconformity associated with a prominent marl couplet within the Ptolemais 
Formation. We have not seen any thrusts above this unconformity (where there is extensive outcrop) 
or below the decollement (where outcrop is sparser) [6]. 

We interpret this interval to represent a synsedimentary subaqueous landslide, with the 
presence of geometries similar to, but on a larger scale than, those contained in soft sediments in the 
Dead Sea described by [14]. Therefore, the thrusts are not associated with tectonic compression, but 
instead are of very early, synsedimentary gravity-driven origin. The thrusts are consistently cross-cut 
by the normal faults and occasionally reactivated as normal faults, providing further evidence for the 
early timing of the thrusts. Our interpretation of synsedimentary slumping followed by normal 
faulting and fault-related folding is significantly different to the model for these structures suggested 
by [13], which requires a transtensional-dominated regime. 

Apart from the fact that a portion of the sequence being faulted is thrusted, we see little 
difference in character of the large normal fault zones in the Notio Mine and elsewhere. However, 
there are cases where the normal faults steepen from a thrust dip (ca. 30°) above the unconformity 
and into the underlying marl and therefore the normal offsets are demonstrably later than the thrusts 
(which do not exist above the unconformity or below the decollement) but we have also observed 
many examples of smaller thrusts reactivated as normal faults within the thrusted interval [6]. The 
development of this unusual type of reactivation arises from the fact that the thrusts are in the ideal 
orientation for exploitation by the normal faults (Fig. 5). 
 

 
Figure 4. a) Photomontage of the Notio Mine. b) Close up view of the area indicated in (a). After [6]. 
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Figure 5. Fault map of the Notio Mine. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The exposed lignite-marl sequence of the Ptolemais Basin is displaced by numerous normal 
faults with maximum displacement up to 55 m. The displacement along each fault surface decreases 
from a maximum value at the centre of the fault surface towards zero-displacement fault tips. A 
notable characteristic of these faults is that they have higher displacement gradients (i.e. the ratio 
between maximum displacement and length) than normal faults in other areas, and are also more 
segmented at a range of scales. A characteristic of the mines is the presence of gentle folds which 
often become more pronounced close to the normal faults. These folds are not formed by tectonic 
compression, but are the result of normal and reverse drag geometries developed during the growth 
of the extensional normal fault system. Furthermore, in Kardia Mine, normal faulting was associated 
with contemporaneous bed-parallel slip resulting in further segmentation of the normal faults and in 
the development of structures that can contain either a repeated or a missing section of stratigraphy. 
Finally, Notio Mine contains thrusts within a well-defined stratigraphic interval towards the lower 
part of the Ptolemais Formation. These thrusts have a syn-sedimentary rather than tectonic origin, 
and are contained within a mass transport complex extending over the width of the mine, and 
containing an irregular stratigraphy. The thrusts are sometimes reactivated in extension during the 
later faulting event. 
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ABSTRACT 

In the present study, lignites and sub-bituminous coal samples from Greece and Bulgaria are 
characterized through high-resolution, solid-state 13C Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 
(NMR). Solid state 13C Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a very powerful tool 
for determining the chemical structure of complex organic substrates such as coals of various ranks 
and the effects of this structure on conventional pulverized coal combustion. Additionally, from an 
environmental point a view, 13C-NMR spectroscopy technique is widely used to investigate the 
possible link between Balkan Endemic Nephropathy (BEN) – a form of interstitial nephritis which 
can cause irreversible kidney failure, affecting rural people in Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, 
Serbia, Romania, and Bulgaria but not in Greece – and the leaching of toxic organic compounds 
from Pliocene lignites in the Balkans by groundwater. Hence, the intention to shed light on the 
relationship between BEN disease and the organic functionality of coals by means of the solid-state 
13C Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is also embedded in this research work. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

The initial step in most solid-state magic angle spinning (MAS)-NMR pulse sequences 
depends on the transfer of magnetization from abundant 1H spins to dilute rare spins such as 13C 
(abundance 1.1 % of all naturally occurring carbon) or 15N by means of cross polarization (CP). The 
gain in sensitivity afforded by CP usually outweighs the drawbacks associated with the technique. 
However, there are cases where the CP spectra exhibit problems related to interference such as 
spinning sidebands (SSB) in the spectra, the presence of para- and/or ferromagnetic centers in the 
sample, and low or remote protonation of the aromatic carbons.  

In coal geology, it is important to understand the transformation process that affects organic 
molecules during coalification, as well as the chemistry of the several organic fractions the coal is 
consisted of. Comparison of these fractions from different coals gives information about the different 
conditions under which the coalification took place, the rank of each coal and the included toxic 
organic compounds in their structure. In this procedure, solid state 13C CP/MAS NMR analysis is a 
very powerful tool for determining the chemical structure of complex organic substrates such as 
lignins, humic substances, and coals of various ranks and simultaneously it differentiates coals from 
areas which are geographically close in proximity. Determination of the coal constituents offers 
valuable knowledge about the chemical and thermal behavior of coal during the exploitation process. 
13C CP/MAS NMR has been used to investigate coals of variable ranks, in order to examine their 
structural and dynamic heterogeneity [1]. The results from this method have been used to indicate 
that the higher rank coals are indeed highly aromatic substances and the cross-polarization 13C NMR 
could be used with confidence to determine the carbon aromaticity [2].  

The 13C CP/MAS NMR spectroscopy can help industry develop cleaner and more efficient 
uses for coals of different rank but can also be used to go deeper into other issues of interest such as 
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human health and environmental protection. As an example, several authors [3-6] have studied the 
organic functions of Pliocene lignites from known endemic areas in Serbia, Montenegro and Bosnia, 
in an effort to identify the possible link between Balkan endemic nephropathy (BEN) and the 
leaching of toxic compounds of these lignites by groundwater. Chemical analyses using 13C nuclear 
magnetic resonance spectroscopy indicated a high degree of organic functionality in the Pliocene 
lignites from the Balkans and suggested that groundwater can readily leach organic matter from the 
coal beds [7]. The present work is concerned with Greek and Bulgarian coals of various ranks. The 
evolution of the major organic structural units in the samples was identified by using high-resolution, 
solid-state 13C nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR), using a spectrometer with cross-
polarization and magic-angle spinning. 

 
2. MATERIALS 

For the purposes of the present study, twenty-two samples from well-studied coal basins in 
Greece and Bulgaria were selected. The samples were obtained from outcrops, mine excavations, and 
drill holes and represent xylite-rich and matrix lignites, as well as sub-bituminous coals. Sample 
location, rank and lithotype are presented in Figure 1 and in Table 1. 

 

 

Figure 157. A: Simplified geological map showing Amynteo and Ptolemais lignite mines as well as Vevi xylite basin 
where most of the samples were collected [8] B: Map of Bulgaria with the sampling locations of the present study and all 

active coal mines [9]. 
 

 

 

 

 

A. B. 

BUL6 BUL7 

BUL8 BUL5 

BUL4 
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Table 37. Samples of the present study 

       Sample Location Lithotype 
1. ACH1 Achlada mine, Greece Xylite 
2. ACH2 Achlada mine, Greece Xylite 
3. ACH3 Achlada mine, Greece Xylitic lignite 
4. BGR1 Vegora deposit, Greece Xylite 
5. VEV1 Vevi mine, Greece Xylite 
6. VEV2 Vevi mine, Greece Xylite 
7. AMX22 Amyntaio mine, Greece Xylite 
8. SL14 Southern field mine, Greece Lignite 
9. SL21 Southern field mine, Greece Lignite 
10. NL17 Northern field mine, Greece Lignite 
11. KRL17 Kardia mine, Greece Lignite 
12. TEL20 Sector six mine, Greece Lignite 
13. KML18 Komanos mine, Greece Lignite 
14. SRVX1 Servia deposit, Greece Xylite 
15. SRVL2 Servia deposit, Greece Lignite 
16. XOR Horemi mine, Greece Lignite 
17. KYP Kyparissia mine, Greece Lignite 
18. BUL4 Burgas basin, Bulgaria Lignite 
19. BUL5 Goltse area, Bulgaria Lignite 
20. BUL6 Tchukurovo basin, Bulgaria Xylite 
21. BUL7 Pernik basin, Bulgaria Sub-bituminous coal 
22. BUL8 Pirin basin, Bulgaria Sub-bituminous coal 

 

3. METHODS 

For the coal samples under study solid-state 13C CP/MAS NMR analysis was carried out with a 
Bruker AMX300 spectrometer operating at 75.48 MHz on the 14C and 1H resonance frequency of 
300.136 MHz. Cross-polarization with magic angle spinning (CPMAS) was applied at 5 kHz. A 
contact time of 1ms, with a pulse delay of 1s, was chosen. The samples were ground to pass through 
the 60-mesh sieve and were packed into a 7-mm diameter cylindrical zirconia rotor with Kel-F end-
caps which was allowed to spin before each experiment in order to stabilize the sample packing and 
improve the field homogenization. Chemical shifts, given in parts per million (ppm), were referred to 
the resonance signal of tetramethylsilane (TMS). More than 6000 scans were needed to obtain 
acceptable S/N (signal/noise) ratios for these coal samples. The spectrometer was calibrated before 
and during the NMR spectra acquisition with glycine (H2NCH2COOH, Merck standard). A line 
broadening (LB) of 100 Hz was applied to transform all the free induction decays (FIDs). Usually, in 
a typical NMR study, the spectra of the analyzed samples are integrated by the available 
spectrometer software for resonance intervals 220–190 ppm (ketones, quinones, and aldehydes), 
190–162 ppm (carboxyls), 162–145 ppm (phenolic carbons), 145–120ppm (quaternary aromatic 
carbons), 120–108 ppm (protonated aromatic carbons), 108–96 ppm (anomeric carbons), 96–60 ppm 
(oxidized carbons), 65–50 ppm (nitrogenated carbons), 50–35 ppm (complex aliphatic carbons), 35–
25 ppm (methylene carbons), and 25–0 ppm (methyl carbons). Although by applying the CP/MAS 
method a relatively rapid acquisition of spectra with high signal-to-noise ratio is achieved, the 
quantification of carbon moieties is not always feasible due to effects from paramagnetic species and 
from free organic radicals, which cause the occurrence of spinning sidebands (SSB) [10,11]. To 
investigate a possible influence of paramagnetic species on the CPMAS-NMR spectra of the coals 
examined in the present study, EPR (Electron Paramagnetic Resonance) studies were performed. 
EPR studies provide significant information on the nature and dispersion of mineral matter in coal, 
identification of organic matter and of interactions between mineral and organic matter. A Bruker 
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ESP 300E apparatus was used. Typical operating parameters were as follows: microwave frequency 
of 9.63 GHz, microwave power 2.6 mW, modulation frequency 100 kHz, and sweep time 42s. The 
sweep width was of 5000G, while the value of the centerfield was 3444G. The EPR spectrum of the 
glass holder was subtracted from the EPR spectra of the coal samples in order the noise provoked by 
the resonance of the glass to be avoided. 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
4.1. NMR Spectra 

NMR technique is a powerful tool for the study of coals. It provides valuable information 
concerning the coal structure and organic compounds. Detailed determination of coal organic 
constituents such as lignin, cellulose, humic substances and aromatic carbons is often associated with 
mining, combustion and post-combustion properties of coal. For example, investigation of organic 
functions of coal and especially polycyclic aromatic carbon content is necessary for the improvement 
of new combustion techniques, such as Fluidized Bed Combustion (FDC) [12-14]. In this direction, a 
considerable number of studies have been published concerning NMR spectroscopy applications in 
coals or soil substances [15-29].  

The spectra of coals are divided into two regions, aliphatic (0-90 ppm) and aromatic (90-220 
ppm). Table 2 represents NMR spectra peaks for the coals under study. Major peaks are observed at 
aliphatic carbons (0-50 ppm interval), with a significant peak at 32 ppm (methylene carbons), 
methoxyl carbons (50-60 ppm interval) with a peak at ~56 ppm, oxidized carbons (60-96 ppm 
region) with a peak at ~73 ppm (carbohydrates), aromatic carbons (110-150 ppm region) with peaks 
at ~115 ppm and 127 ppm, phenolic carbons (145-162 ppm region), with significant peak at 147 ppm 
and carboxyl/carbonyl carbons (162-220 ppm region) with a carboxyl peak at 176 ppm and a 
carbonyl peak at ~202 ppm. It should be mentioned that the 190-220 ppm interval designates broad 
spinning sideband (SSB) of the aromatic peak in all samples. 

The CPMAS spectra of the samples under study are shown in Figures 2-6. In general, 
similarities are observed between spectra of coal samples of similar rank. Spectra of all the xylite and 
matrix lignite samples display peaks in the low field region beyond 147 ppm, which were assigned to 
oxygenated carbon atoms, and indicated that polar groups such as hydroxyl, methoxyl, carboxyl, and 
carbonyl groups were abundantly present in these low-rank coals. The presence of methoxyl, 
phenolic, and residual polysaccharides in the spectrum indicate that this coal is relatively unaltered 
[7]. It has been observed that carboxyl and carbonyl groups decrease significantly with coal rank, 
suggesting that they were easily eliminated during coalification.  

The lowest rank samples were classified into three different groups depending on NMR spectra 
peaks. In group A samples ACH1, ACH2 and VEV2 (Fig. 2) show sharp peaks at aliphatic moieties 
(0-50 ppm), methoxyl carbons (55-56 ppm) and phenolic carbons (147 ppm). Broad peaks appear at 
oxidized carbons, specifically with a peak at 72-74 ppm polysaccharides and a presence of aromatic 
carbons in 105-140 area. Carbonyl and carboxyl groups appear with slightly recognizable peaks at 
176 and 200 ppm. These three xylites have almost identical spectra, which reveal similar 
coalification stage. The only differences were noticed at the intensity of specific peaks such as 72-74 
ppm, where xylite from Vevi mine seems to be slightly richer in polysaccharides. In this stage of 
coalification, oxygenated aliphatic carbons decrease with the simultaneous increase of methoxyl and 
protonated carbons.  

The second group of xylite samples (Fig. 3) consists of ACH3, VEV1, BGR1, and BUL6, 
which provide the same peaks with similar intensity at 56, 72-74, 105, 115, 147, 176 and 200 ppm. 
Samples ACH3 and VEV1 show an extra peak at the aliphatic area (32 ppm). ACH3 and BGR1 
appear to have a small extra peak at 85 ppm, showing their increased carbohydrates presence. ACH3 
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also seems to have a slightly smaller peak at phenolic carbons (147 ppm) compared to the other three 
samples of group B. The Bulgarian xylite also falls in this group. Although sample BUL6 is not 
geographically connected with the Greek xylite basins, it shows an extreme similarity with the Greek 
xylites, whereas it is completely different from the rest of Bulgarian samples, consisting of lignites 
and sub-bituminous coals. 

 

Table 38. Chemical shifts and assignment of resonances in 13C CP/MAS NMR spectra of the samples under study 

 

Sample Lithotype Major Peaks (ppm) 

 

 

 
30-33 

 

 
55-56 

 

 
72-75 

 

 
104-106 

 

 
114-116 

 

 
120-130 

 

 
147 
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190-220 

 
 

1.ACH1 

 

Xylite 

 

x 
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2.ACH2 Xylite x x x   x x x x 

3.ACH3 Xylitic lignite x x x x x x x  x 

4.BGR1 Xylite x x x x x x x x x 

5.VEV1 Xylite x x x x x x x x x 

6.VEV2 Xylite x x x x x x x x x 

7.AMX22 Xylite x x x x x x x x x 

8.SL14 Lignite x x x   x x x x 

9.SL21 Lignite x x x  x x x x x 

10.NL17 Lignite x x x   x x x x 

11.KRL17 Lignite x x x  x x x x x 

12.TEL20 Lignite x x x   x x x x 

13.KML18 Lignite x x x   x  x x 

14.SRVX1 Xylite x x x x x x x x x 

15.SRVL2 Lignite x x x x x x x x x 

16.XOR Lignite x x x  x x x x x 

17.KYP Lignite x x x x x x x x x 

18.BUL4 Lignite x    x x   x 

19.BUL5 Lignite x x    x  x x 

20.BUL6 Xylite x x x x  x x  x 

21.BUL7 Sub-

bituminous 

coal 

x     x  x x 

22.BUL8 Sub-

bituminous 

coal 

x     x   x 
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Figure 158.13C CPMAS NMR spectra of group A xylite samples. 

AMX22 and SRVX1 samples are placed in the third group (Fig. 3) and present intense sharp 
peaks at 32, 56, 65, 72, 74, 104 and 147 ppm. They also show small peaks at the aromatic area (115 
ppm) and carbonyl/carboxyl area (176, 200 ppm). Differences are also identified between these 
samples. Intensity at 105 ppm peak in SRVX1 is smaller, showing a lower amount of aromatic 
carbons in Servia Xylite. AMX22 shows an intense double peak assigned to carbohydrates (72-74 
ppm interval), whereas SRVX1 has a slightly recognizable double point in this area.  

As previous studies have highlighted, heat, pressure and time are essential parameters in the 
coalification process, that allow for several reactions [7,23,31]. The influence of these parameters 
appears to be accompanied by changes in spectra between the samples. For instance, it is observed 
that as coalification proceeds there is a loss of methoxyl at first, followed by the loss of phenolic 
carbons. At the same time, aromatic content increases being an evidence of higher rank coal.  

Group A shows a higher aromatic carbon content with more intense peaks at 105-150 ppm 
interval. ACH1, ACH2, and VEV2 xylites show aromaticity because lignin is aromatic. 

Group B and group C show an important loss at methoxyl carbons, but there is a significant 
presence of oxidized carbons in 72-74 ppm area. The peak at 72 ppm indicates that most of the 
cellulose and other carbohydrates in the original plant material have not been biodegraded and have 
not been lost during coalification [22, 30]. Moreover, an extra peak at 65 ppm in group C enhances 
this inference. 

 

Group A 
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Figure 159. 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of group B and C xylite samples. 

Lignite samples were divided into two groups according to their location. Group D (Fig. 4) 
refers to lignites from Florina-Ptolemais-Kozani basin in Western Macedonia. Samples are named 
KML18, SRVL2, TEL20, NL17 SL21, SL14, and KRL14. The main picture of the spectra reveals no 
significant differences among the samples. They present a strong sharp peak at methylene carbons 
(32 ppm) and broader peaks at 55, 72, 127, 156, 176, and 200 ppm. Group E (Fig.5) consists of 
lignites from Peloponesse area, named XOR and KYP. The spectra of these samples show sharp 
intense peaks at 32 and 55-56 ppm area and broader peaks at 72, 116, 129,155, 180, 200 ppm. In 
general, there were almost no differences observed among the Peloponnese lignites. The spectra 
interpretation reveals low oxidized carbon content and a remarkable presence of aromatic carbon, 
compared with the other lignite samples. According to NMR spectra, as they were compared to all 
lignite samples, a low carbonyl and carboxyl content, low oxidized carbons content and a low 
aromaticity in group D compared with group E is observed, while an intense aliphatic carbons 
presence in both groups is noticed. These aliphatic carbons likely represent refractory cuticular 
waxes from vascular plants, microbial lipids, long chain hydrocarbons and fatty acids [7]. 
 

Group B 

Group C 
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Figure 160. 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of group D lignite samples from Florina-Ptolemais-Kozani basin. 

 

Figure 161. 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of group E lignite samples from Peloponnese area. 

Figure 6 presents NMR spectra of Bulgarian coals, which consist of two lignite (BUL4, BUL5) 
and two sub-bituminous (BUL7, BUL8) coal samples. Spectra analysis found a significant peak in 32 
ppm which originates from methylene carbons in aliphatic chains. Both lignite samples display a 
small peak at 55 ppm, which is missing from sub-bituminous coals. The presence of methoxyl peaks 
in lignite samples shows that these samples are not highly altered from the peat stage [22]. The lack 
of peaks in oxidized carbon area indicates that all Bulgarian samples have lost most of their oxygen 
functionality during the coalification process. Moreover, the sub-bituminous samples show a 
decrease in the phenolic carbon interval (145-162 ppm). The diminished intensity of phenolic carbon 
spectra indicates a rapid loss of O-containing functional groups substituted to aromatic carbon [21] 
and is one of the main alterations in the coalification path from lignite to sub-bituminous coal [32]. 

Group D 

Group E 
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Once the O-containing functional groups were replaced by hydrogen or a carbon-substituent, the 
relative percentage of protonated and/or carbon-substituted carbon increased [21]. This is identified 
in the spectra from Bulgarian samples with intense peaks at 127- 130 ppm protonated aromatic 
carbons area. 

 

Figure 162. 13C CPMAS NMR spectra of Bulgarian lignites and sub-bituminous coals. 

The similarity of lignite and sub-bituminous spectra in combination with the distinctive 
differences between Greek and Bulgarian lignites leads to the inherence that Bulgarian lignites are of 
higher rank compared to the Greek ones. Following the interpretation of the NMR spectra the 
Bulgarian lignite samples should be classified as Lignite A while the Greek lignite samples should be 
classified as Lignite type B, in accordance with ASTM D388 – 12 [Standard Classification of Coals 
by Rank]. Among the Bulgarian samples there is a notable difference of the Bulgarian xylite (Fig. 3, 
BUL6 sample), which is attributed to the entirely different lithotype and rank of BUL6 sample 
emerged from the lower degree of thermal alteration it had undergone. 

As previously mentioned, NMR spectroscopy has been used in many ways in order to 
determine the organic character of various organic substances mostly from an industrial or 
environmental point of view. More specifically, several authors have used NMR spectroscopy to 
study Balkan Endemic Nephropathy (BEN). BEN is a fatal kidney failure disease geographically 
restricted to several countries of the Balkan peninsula, mostly Serbia, Montenegro, Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Romania and Bulgaria, whereas Greece does not belong to the endemic areas. Previous 
studies attended to investigate the organic functions of different coal samples among the Balkan 
areas and have revealed an apparent close association between BEN endemic areas and the presence 
of Pliocene lignite coal deposits in the former Yugoslavia and Romania [3,22,33], while other studies 
deal with the leachability and mobility of the toxic organic compounds [4-7]. Pliocene lignites from 
the endemic areas seem to have a particular geochemical composition, with many potentially 
nephrotoxic/carcinogenic aromatic and nonaromatic molecules, leachable into organic solvents as 
well as into water [3]. Chemical analysis of Pliocene lignites from the endemic areas using 13C NMR 
spectroscopy showed the coals to be of very low rank, highly unaltered, with a high degree of 
organic functionality (e.g., methoxyl, phenolic, and O-bonded aliphatic hydrocarbon groups) [7]. 
Natural water analyses from water wells from endemic areas contained a greater number of different 
compounds and in greater abundance than water from nonendemic areas [34]. It was also found to be 
enriched in polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons suggesting a possible coal source. The present study 
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corroborates previous results [7] stating that Greek Pliocene lignites have undergone a greater degree 
of alteration than the Pliocene lignite samples from endemic areas of the former Yugoslavia. This is 
indicated in the 13C NRM results by the significantly intense resonances for methoxyl, phenolic and 
polysaccharides moieties in the spectrum of Greek lignites (Figs. 4, 5). In opposition, the spectrum of 
Bulgarian lignites is quite different from the Pliocene lignite samples from Greece, with only two 
major peaks at aliphatic and aromatic carbons regions (Fig. 6). 

 
4.2. EPR spectra 

Quantification of NMR spectra may often be problematic regarding the paramagnetic 
compounds occurrence in the samples, which may cause broadening or displacement of the chemical 
shift. It should be mentioned that there is restricted literature referring to paramagnetic centers 
investigation in coal samples [25, 35-38]. Paramagnetic centers are formed by cleavage of covalent 
bonds between elements of condensed structures and are stabilized by hydrogen atom transfer, 
mainly from the aliphatic part of the sample [32]. Figure 7 presents EPR results of four 
representative samples, since all of the 22 samples appeared to be similar. 
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Figure 163. EPR spectra of four representative samples.  
A1-A2 represent peaks of Fe+3 ions, B1 - B2 - B3 represent peaks of Mn+2 ions and C refers to free organic radicals. 

 
The association of paramagnetic spectra with the aromatic carbons causes peak broadening in 

the aromatic area and can lead to underestimation of their concentration in the samples. EPR 
spectroscopy identifies the chemical species with unpaired electrons present in organic compounds. 
Calculation of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic spectra content carried out with Electron 
Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR). Low concentration of paramagnetic and ferromagnetic compounds 
(free organic radicals, Fe+3, Mn+2, Cu+2, Co+2 etc.) can provide at least semi-quantitative results. 
Taking into consideration that several authors have reported obstacles in the quantification of NMR 
spectra due to paramagnetic centers, all twenty-two samples were examined with EPR technique, 
which revealed that signal loss and broadening were not so severe in the samples under study. This is 
probably due to a C: Fe ratio>1. Moreover, paramagnetic centers affect mostly the aromaticity 
measurements in coals [33]. The samples of the present study have low aromatic carbon content; 
therefore paramagnetic compounds caused no severe problems. As shown in Figure 7 all EPR 
diagrams present an important sharp peak at 3450G, which is associated with the free organic 
radicals. Organic radicals are abundant in all organic compounds and they are released with the 
condensation of polycyclic aromatic systems of coals during coalification [32]. Peaks A1 and A2 are 
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caused by the presence of Fe+3 ions, while peaks B1-3 are assigned to Mn+2 ions. All samples present 
the same peaks, with only small and insignificant differences in the intensity.  
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

Twenty-two samples from coal basins in Greece and Bulgaria, representing xylite-rich and 
matrix lignites, as well as sub-bituminous coals, were studied by solid state 13C CP/MAS NMR, 
which is a very powerful technique to determine the gross chemical structure of the organic 
materials. Determination of the coal organic constituents offers valuable knowledge about the 
chemical and thermal behavior of coal associated with mining, combustion and post-combustion 
properties. Investigation of organic functions of coal and especially polycyclic aromatic carbon 
content is necessary for the improvement of new combustion techniques, such as Fluidized Bed 
Combustion.  

The NMR spectra of the coals of the present study are divided into two main regions, aliphatic 
(0-90 ppm) and aromatic (90-220 ppm). Similarities are observed between spectra of coal samples of 
similar rank. Spectra of all the xylite and matrix lignite samples display peaks in the low field region 
beyond 147 ppm, which were assigned to oxygenated carbon atoms, and indicated that polar groups 
such as hydroxyl, methoxyl, carboxyl, and carbonyl groups were abundantly present in these low-
rank coals. The presence of methoxyl, phenolic, and residual polysaccharides in the spectrum 
indicate that this coal is relatively unaltered. It has been observed that carboxyl and carbonyl groups 
decrease significantly with coal rank, suggesting that they were easily eliminated during 
coalification.  

Coal samples were classified into six different groups depending on NMR spectra peaks. In 
group A samples ACH1, ACH2 and VEV2 show sharp peaks at aliphatic moieties (0-50 ppm), 
methoxyl carbons (55-56 ppm) and phenolic carbons (147 ppm). These three xylites have almost 
identical spectra, which reveal similar coalification stage.  

Group B includes xylite samples which provide the same peaks with similar intensity at 56, 72-
74, 105, 115, 147, 176 and 200 ppm. Although sample BUL6 is not geographically connected with 
the Greek xylite basins, it shows an extreme similarity with the Greek xylites, whereas it is 
completely different from the rest of the Bulgarian samples, consisting of lignites and sub-
bituminous coals.  

Lignite samples were divided into two groups according to their location. Group D refers to 
lignites from Florina-Ptolemais-Kozani basin in Western Macedonia. The main picture of the spectra 
reveals no significant differences among the samples. Group E consists of lignites from Peloponesse 
area. There were almost no differences observed among the Peloponnese lignites. The spectra 
interpretation reveals low oxidized carbon content and a remarkable presence of aromatic carbon, 
compared with the other lignite samples. According to NMR spectra, as they were compared to all 
lignite samples, a low carbonyl and carboxyl content, low oxidized carbons content and a low 
aromaticity in group D compared with group E is observed, while an intense aliphatic carbons 
presence in both groups is noticed. These aliphatic carbons likely represent refractory cuticular 
waxes from vascular plants, microbial lipids, long chain hydrocarbons and fatty acids. 

Bulgarian coals consist of two lignite (BUL4, BUL5) and two sub-bituminous (BUL7, BUL8) 
coal samples. The presence of methoxyl peaks in lignite samples demonstrates that these samples are 
not highly altered from the peat stage. The lack of peaks in oxidized carbon area indicates that all 
Bulgarian samples have lost most of their oxygen functionality during the coalification process. The 
diminished intensity of phenolic carbon spectra indicates a rapid loss of O-containing functional 
groups substituted to aromatic carbon and is one of the main alterations in the coalification path from 
lignite to sub-bituminous coal. Once the O-containing functional groups were replaced by hydrogen 
or a carbon-substituent, the relative percentage of protonated and/or carbon-substituted carbon 
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increased. This is identified in the spectra from Bulgarian samples with intense peaks at 127- 130 
ppm protonated aromatic carbons area. The similarity of lignite and sub-bituminous spectra in 
combination with the distinctive differences between Greek and Bulgarian lignites leads to the 
inherence that Bulgarian lignites are of higher rank compared to the Greek ones. Following the 
interpretation of the NMR spectra the Bulgarian lignite samples should be classified as Lignite A 
while the Greek lignite samples should be classified as Lignite type B, in accordance with ASTM 
D388 – 12.  

The 13C CP/MAS NMR spectroscopy can help industry develop cleaner and more efficient 
uses for coals of different rank but can also be used to go deeper into other issues of interest such as 
human health and environmental protection. In this direction NMR spectroscopy is used to study 
Balkan Endemic Nephropathy (BEN), a fatal kidney failure disease geographically restricted to 
several countries of the Balkan peninsula, whereas Greece does not belong to the endemic areas. 
Previous researches have revealed an apparent close association between BEN endemic areas and the 
presence of Pliocene lignite coal deposits in countries of the Balkan peninsula, while other studies 
deal with the leachability and mobility of the toxic organic compounds. The results of the present 
study corroborate previous findings stating that Greek Pliocene lignites are completely different in 
their chemical composition and have undergone a greater degree of alteration than the Pliocene 
lignite samples from endemic areas.  
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ABSTRACT 

Production of electric power in a power plant from the coal excavated in Kolubara mines lasts 
more than 50 years. 

Besides the significant resources that are still available within the Kolubara basin, and 
continuance in the coal exploitation, it is necessary to fulfil the following: very strict requirements 
for environmental protection and preservation, demands from power plants regarding quality of coal, 
required sustainability in coal production, demands for securing stabile and reliable existence for 
inhabitants from local communities etc.  

Among others, afore mentioned are the reasons for implementing Coal Quality Management 
System (CQMS), and through its development and implementation the rational use of coal deposit 
and excavation of all parts with changeable and lower quality will result in constant quality. 

Particular and specific solutions in CQMS project are reflected, not only in the definition of 
work during coal exploitation, but in the immediate benefits as well.  

Those benefits will be seen in the coal mine production-as a supplier and power plant-as a 
consumer, during the production of energy. 

Key words: coal exploitation, quality, homogenization, control, rationalization 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Coal, as one of the main raw material, is significant for electric production and that need is 
more and more expressed. In total energy reserves in Serbia coal participates with 84%. For that, it is 
important to invest investments funds for development of mining sector and procurement of new 
equipment to secure stabile supply for power plants and to respect legislation and regulative in the 
area of environment protection. 

Long-time period of use in lignite mines and deposit’s exploitation led to the occurrence that 
the best parts were already finished, and the work on coal digging, in time, goes toward parts with 
more expressed complex conditions. These complexity refers toward increase of depth for coal mines 
and changes in quality. 

To valorise all useful parts of coal deposit it is necessary to implement system for coal quality 
control and management. This system will be able to equalize required value of the observed 
parameter (eg. coal calorific value) during excavation on mine’s site, transportation on the belt 
conveyors and before loading into the train for power plant. This will provide economical use of 
boilers without expressed oscillation during their work. 

Coal Quality Management System, which will be introduced, is part of “Project for 
environmental improvement in Mining Basin Kolubara”, financed by means from EBRD, KfW and 
EPS, with three parts: 

Project A - procurement and erection of ECS system for Field “C”, 
Project B - procurement of spreader for interburden at open cast mine “Tamnava-West Field”, 
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Project C - procurement of hardware and software for the coal quality management in the 
western part of Kolubara coal basin. 

 

 
Figure 164.Grapich scheme of system for coal quality management  

 

2. COAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT - EUROPEAN EXPERIENCES  

Lignite reserves and the coal used in power plants for production of electric energy  all over the 
world has no comparison with other organic fuels or some other sources cannot provide equal mass 
production of energy. Because of that fact, all parts of coal deposits needs to be exploited, and 
demanded quality can be obtained by using specially developed systems which can provide 
fulfilment of wide spectre of requirements coming from users. 

The biggest mining companies in Europe, over the time, developed their own concepts for coal 
quality management according to their specifics and requirements of consumers.  
 

2.1. Germany - solution for coal quality management 

For many years Germany is a leader in lignite production, along with production of 
mechanization for the work at open cast mines. Currently, within Germany’s lignite basins 
production is more than 200 mill.tons of coal, and around 26% of total electric energy is produced 
from it [1]. For this large production Germany was the first country which started development of 
system and implementation of processes which enables procedure for excavation of coal with 
different quality, regarding observed parameters, and mixing in order to achieve required demand.  

Each coal basin and defined open cast mines within them have their specifics, and for that 
independent systems were developed enabling fulfilment of all demands for the quality required 
from final consumers. Joint thing to all of these systems is approach to the problem, development of 
activities according to the demands and making of integrated model for coal quality management, 
which, essentially, is reflected in: 

- planning of production at different levels, 
- determination of necessary quality and quantity for coal,  
- development of appropriated models (geological, technological, model of the  stockyard) 
- schedule and engagement of the excavators, 
- operational monitoring of coal excavation, transportation and usage on the stockyard, 
- management of the mechanisation on stockyard according to plan, 
- the use of additional equipment for the work control, 
- output control of coal’s quality and quantity. 
This is a way how the system for coal quality management will guarantee compliance of 

contractual obligations and ecological parameters along with significant decrease of costs for electric 
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production. Additional meaning in implementation of system lies in increase of technological 
discipline of all employees.   

 
2.2. Greece - solution for coal quality management 

Coal is basic energy resource in Greece and production of energy from coal combustion fulfils 
70-75% of country needs. Within two coal basins (Ptolemaida and Megalopolis) different and 
uneven characteristic of coal led to development of system for coal quality management [1]. 

Demanded coal quality, on both basins, has been achieved with homogenisation at stockyard. 
Previous to that, it is necessary to make good exploration of coal deposit, production planning and 
tracking of excavated coal through the planning of works according to geological model, plans of 
customer’s consumption, preparation of operational working plan for the mechanization, and coal 
transportation to the stockyard. With corresponding method of coal disposal (mixing/deposition) at 
stockyard, the harmonisation of coal’s required quality is obtained. 

From the stockyard, coal is taken and transported toward customers, with previous control via 
online analysers before and after mixing. 

 
2.3. Bulgaria - solution for coal quality management 

The largest Bulgarian lignite basin with biggest reserves is Marica East. There, from three open 
cast mines: Trojanovo 1, Trojanovo north and Trojanovo 3, comes annual production of 25 mill.t. 
[1].  

Changeability in coal’s characteristics led to introduction of system for coal quality 
management. Basic activities of concept are reflected in: 

- geological exploration works and development of geological model of quality, 
- development of technological model for mechanisation's work according to predicted quality 

and capacity, 
- control, comparison and processing of realized and planned data, 
- use of online measurement instruments and scales for tracking information at the excavators, 
- use of devices for measurement of ash and moisture content in coal, and devices for weight 

measurement at the belt conveyers for control of quality and capacity. 
To equalize the coal quality it is necessary to excavate benches by digging the sub-benches 

with different content of observed parameter, and to limit capacity for the excavator during work in 
coal with different characteristics. After that, a mass flow of coal with corresponding quality and 
capacities is controlled on conveyers, and during loading into wagons, too.  
 

2.4. Summary of foreign experiences 

All implemented systems for coal quality, management and control are based on: 
- integrated models of coal quality management (model of deposit, technological model, 

stockyard model), 
- additional exploration and quality analyses for updating of deposit’s model (in situ) ,  
- existence of professional and efficient service for production planning, 
- at all open cast mines there are significant reserves in excavator’s capacity for the purposes of 

stabile supply with coal toward power plants, 
- online analysers are just control - they are not used for planning and running of processes, 
- system of coal quality management integrates several mines and more power plants, 
- high technological responsibility of all participants through this system is essential.  
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3. DEVELOPED CONCEPT OF COAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT IN EPS 

 
3.1. Preconditions and causes for the system’s implementation  

The most important energetic potential in Serbia is coal and in structure of total energy 
reserves it participates with over 84%.  For that, the main goal in exploitation of coal at open cast 
mines is to procure sufficient amount of fuel for combustion in power plants, with appropriate 
quality and minimal costs [2]. 

During more than half of the century of lignite production in Kolubara coal basin, easy 
reachable and quality equalised parts of deposit are already finished. The rest of the coal’s reserves, 
on active and further open cast mines, are with very changeable quality and, on average level, with 
lower heating value. 

In order to satisfy demands for realisation of planned balance for coal’s excavation and 
demands for minimum requested quality for power plant “Nikola Tesla”, it is necessary to implement 
system which will allow rational use of mining resources, increase reliability of thermo capacities 
and optimal use of power plants, improve environment’s demands and reduce negative impacts on it 
and provide production of cheaper electricity [3]. 

 
3.2. Adopted concept of coal quality management system 

The main objective of system’s implementation is excavation and distribution of coal for 
power plant “Nikola Tesla with sufficient amounts, required quality with minimum excavation 
expenses and maximum usage of deposit. The aspect of planning is the first and leading step to 
determine, according to the level of plans, distribution of total tonnage and quality parameters. 

To achieve all of this, integrated conceptual design of coal quality management was developed 
and its consists of:  

- CQMS mining planning software 
- SYMS system software for control and management of processes 
 

 
Figure 2.Addopted solution for coal quality management system   
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Each of these software contains different and interconnected activities, which must be carry 
out in defined order so that all necessary data are processed, transferred and observed during 
processes of coal excavation, transport and distribution on stock yard or loading into trains. 

 
CQMS mining planning software contains several models and connected actions from 

geological modelling, bench modelling, technological modelling, transportation modelling, stockyard 
planning and train loading [4]. 

From detail mine exploration, sampling and laboratory analyses, the basis for a further work 
was made by creation of geological model in software package MINEX. Geological blocks, defined 
in model, contain all necessary informations regarding volume, quality etc. in assigned net 20x20m.  

After that, in technological modelling bench model will be developed, also in MINEX, with 
clear vertical division of coal deposit regarding height for each coal system. Next step is modelling 
of technological blocks where, based on the planned balance for coal excavation, technical 
characteristics of equipment and geological conditions inside the geological blocks for every coal 
bench, technological blocks anticipated for excavation will be created for each coal system and 
belonging excavators, with defined selective work, the number of sub-benches and quality and 
capacity for each of them along with appropriate working capacity for excavators (bucket wheel and 
chain excavators). After starting of model for material transport, next activity in planning is 
simulation of excavators work and analysis for created technological blocks on all benches along 
with conveying of material to destination (loading into wagons or stockyard).  

As for the stockyard planning, depending on the destination for excavated coal from the mine, 
it can be used for disposal of coal (Strata method which will enable homogenisation of coal until 
required average quality), or taking of coal with two reclamers. Also, for the old stockyard and the 
combined machine working there, coal can be disposed or taken as well.  

Final step of planning is train loading directly from open cast mine, combined loading from 
mine and from stockyard(s), or direct loading from the stockyard. 

 
SYMS - system software for monitoring, control and management of processes integrates 

necessary data from planning software, and according to additional measurement devices positioned 
throughout whole production system (GPS, online analyzers and belt scales) provides all necessary 
informations, audio and visual, about fulfilment of requested goal in system for coal quality 
management. 

 
4. EFECTS OF COAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM  IMPLEMENTATION  

The essence of implementation for Coal Quality Management System is to, during coal 
excavation as primary energy source, optimizes quality in open cast mine and to achieve higher 
energy efficiency comparing to the existing condition while combustion in boilers of power plant 
Nikola Tesla.    

A great number of aspects, under the influence of both sides in energy production process, 
additionally give complex cause-effect relationships and clear display of benefits or disadvantages of 
particular parts of processes and activities with or without implementation of Coal Quality 
Management System.    

 
4.1. Advantages and profit for the open cast mines 

At open cast mines main benefit reflects in maximum use of deposit. Considering decrease of 
high-calorie parts with introduction of Coal Quality Management System use of low-calorie parts 
within deposit, currently around 18%, will be achievable. With percent participation of 20% of high-
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calorie parts (above 8000 kJ/kg) around 40% of total coal will be optimizes, and at the same time the 
working life of mine will be extended. 

Next benefit, which can be economically expected after implementation, will be due to 
conditions of paying for coal with different values from the power plant. Overview of incomes is 
shown in table. 

Table 39. Amount of coal outside limited value 

Exploitable coal (t.) 

< 5.500 – 3.500 kJ/kg  > 8.000 kJ/kg  
20.000.000 85.000.000 

Average: 800.000 tons/year   Average: 2.800.000 tons/year   

 
Total annual profit based to coal homogenisation will be: 

800.000 tons × 6100 kJ/kg × 1,67 €/GJ = 8.148.000 €. [5]. 
Beside these benefits, there are uneconomical calculations reflected in decrease of transport 

and disposal of low-caloric coal, treated as overburden, meaning creation of additional usable space 
for proper work of overburden systems on disposing side. 

Also, disposed low-caloric coal have a tendency for self-ignition, so implemented Coal Quality 
Management System reduces negative impacts on environment due to emission of combustion gasses 
into the atmosphere. 

 
4.2. Advantages and profit for the power plant “Nikola Tesla” 

After the implementation of Coal Quality Management System, the biggest economic effects 
are on the power plant “Nikola Tesla”, considering the influence of achieving optimal quality of coal 
for all phases in technological process of energy production. 

They are reflected in: 
- maintenance of nominal blocks power during combustion of coal with required quality,  
- stabile combustion process in burners without additional use of fuel oil. 
Between 2010-2016 inadequate coal quality caused large fuel oil consumption for combustion 
support in power plant Nikola Tesla.  
In 2016, the expense was: 17.500 t. × 360 €/t = 6.300.000 €/god 
 

 
Figure 3.Consumption of fuel oil in Power Plant Nikola Tesla   

Fuel consumption for combustion support due to low quality of coal 
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- increase of utility degree for boilers facility for 12% , 
-  reliable coal preparation for combustion without additionally activated mills in power plant 
“Nikola Tesla”, and without extra burdens for the rest of equipment in system, until combustion 
(bunkers, dozers, feeders, conveyors, etc.),  
- optimization and automatics in business of bloc’s running and work, 
- decrease of own electricity spending for 10%, meaning around 0,7-10% more energy will be 
delivered into electro-energy system (50x106 kWh/year). 
 - stabile work of system for delivery and fuel preparation, boilers bed and other heating surfaces, 
removal system for ash and slag and ventilators of smoke gasses. 
- reduce of coal dust speed and other products of combustion  
- less erosion and wear along whole boiler’s tract, 
- lowering of total ash and slag amount due to stabile work of boilers, 
- less load for the entire system for ash and slag removing, 
- significant reduce of pollution of environment due to lowering of combustion products for the same 
degree of cleaning’s system efficiency and increase of dedusting for electro filters. According to all 
mentioned effects after implementation of Coal Quality Management System from the side of power 
plant “Nikola Tesla”, it is estimated that saving might be:  

268 GWh × 0.0417 €c/kWh = 11.176.000 €/god. [5]. 
 
5. CONCLUSION 

Characteristics of lignite in Kolubara coal basin, which is available for excavation,  is express 
stratification inside the deposit and significance variations in quality. In order to provide continuality 
for power plant supply, it is important to implement a system which will enable detailed planning 
and coal exploitation with control of quality, and at the same time a techno-economy effect will rise 
during utilisation of low quality parts of deposit. 

Mentioned system is based on planning, control and management of all parts during 
exploitation, transport, disposal and loading of coal. At the same time, system enables monitoring 
and provides possible solutions as well as opportunity for employees in system to react accordingly 
to the potential problems during work. System requires that each participant in process have 
concrete, clear and unequivocal tasks to establish complete technological discipline and work 
organisation. This is provided with the use of highest technical achievements which connect natural 
conditions in deposit and possibilities of mining's and thermo-energetic equipment. 

Coal Quality Management System has multiple benefits. Open cast mines would work 
rationally without uncontrolled spreading from natural recourse and with possibility of expansion for 
coal production as raw material. In such system it is possible to valorise maximum from total coal 
reserves, even there where the value of the observed parameter for quality is less than required. For 
this, the mine will sell its goods with the requested characteristics per defined price! 

In power plant “Nikola Tesla” this system provides and creates regular conditions for coal 
combustion with appropriate quality thereby producing cheaper electric energy. It also enable higher 
utilisation of facility and increase of energy-efficiency throughout production of electricity.   

Furthermore, undoubtable macroeconomic effects are reachable through generally less 
dependence on imports (fuel oil, spare parts, etc), lower influence on environment and eco system 
and providing of better social-economy conditions for municipalities influenced by the whole 
process. 

Each of the parties during production of electricity must respond to the all requirements of 
Coal Quality Management System in order to accomplish power balance in Republic of Serbia. 
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ABSTRACT 

Morphological, mineralogical, and chemical properties of three composite Fly Ash samples from 
Agios Dimitrios, Amyntaio and Kardia lignite-fired Power Stations, Northern Greece, were studied 
applying Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and X-ray Fluorescence 
(XRF) methods. The -45 µm fraction of each sample was also analyzed. Morphologically, fly ash 
consists mostly of silica coated plerospheres, cenospheres, and calcic-sulphuric agglomerations. 
Fiber shaped silica phases were found in the fly ash sample from Amyntaio Power Plant. The fly ash 
samples are mainly composed of anhydrite, lime, calcite, gehlenite, and quartz. Differences in the 
mineral and the chemical composition between the bulk sample and the -45 µm fraction were 
noticed. Fly ash samples picked up from Agios Dimitrios and Kardia are mainly calcareous while in 
Amyntaio Fly ash silica oxides prevail. The potential of the fly ash samples as a pozzolanic additive 
to Portland cement was examined on the basis of the ASTM C311 standards. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Greece is the fourth largest producer of lignite within the European Union [1] producing 
around 30 Mt annually. Despite the fact that only 30% of Greece’s electricity needs are covered by 
lignite, the latter plays a significant role in the Greek economy, since it is an indigenous and low-cost 
mined energy resource. There are two lignite centers in Greece, one in Peloponnese, Southern 
Greece and one in Western Macedonia, Northern Greece. In Western Macedonia lignite is excavated 
from four big mines, with the biggest one being the Southern Field Mine, from which 12 Mt lignite 
are produced annually. Southern Field’s production feeds the Agios Dimitrios Power Plant, the 
biggest one in Greece, with 1584 MW total installed capacity. 

Fly ash, along bottom ash, is the inorganic solid residue after coal combustion. Greek lignite 
yields, on average, around 30% inorganic content (fly and bottom ash) [2], which constitutes a major 
problem due to the enormous amounts produced from lignite combustion. Concretely, over a year, 
Public Power Corporation of Greece produces and stores 12 Mt of fly ash in the entire Western 
Macedonia Region [3]. Mineral and chemical composition of fly ash, as well as its physicochemical 
properties, change over time depending on both the chemical composition of the lignite deposit and 
the combustion properties [2,4,5,6]. Fly ash from Agios Dimitrios, Kardia and Ptolemais Power 
Plants is enriched in CaO, whereas fly ash from Amyntaio and Meliti Power Plants is enriched in 
SiO2 [7]. Due to increased specific surface of its particles, fly ash is capable of restraining elements 
and participating in chemical reactions. This ability is caused by microporous minerals, such as clays 
and micas [8]. Moreover, SiO2 presence in fly ash is the main carrier of pozzolanic properties 
making it useful in cement as an additive. The above facts reveal the necessity of studying the 
mineral and chemical compositions of Greek fly ash, in order to examine potential applications. 
Within this framework, the current study aims to contribute enlightening the fly ash potential for 
several applications. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

One 30-day composite fly ash sample obtained from each of the Agios Dimitrios (AD), 
Amyntaio (AM) and Kardia (KA) lignite-fired Power Plants (PP) in Ptolemais Basin, was studied in 
order to investigate the behavior and properties of fly ash. The analytical characterization included: 
Grain Size analysis, Mineralogical composition, Morphological determination, Chemical 
composition and Swelling tests. 

 
2.1. Grain Size Analysis 

Grain size analysis was performed in the Laboratory of Sedimentology, Department of 
Physical and Environmental Geography, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, where approximately 
100g from each sample were dried in an oven at 90oC. After cooling down to ambient temperature 
(20°C), the samples were re-weighed. The fact that fly ash is a combustion product leads to almost 
zero moisture, especially when the amount of hygroscopic materials is low. Afterward, each sample 
was placed in a sieve of 2mm diameter to separate the gravel size particles. The -2mm fraction was 
placed in a column of eight sieves with different mesh size (Table 1). 

 
Table 40. Sieves used for fraction separation of the AD, AM, and KA fly ash samples 

Sieves Mesh φ Opening diameter (in µm) 

1 1 500 

2 1.5 350 

3 2 250 

4 2.5 175 

5 3 125 

6 3.5 95 

7 4 63 

8 4.5 45 

 

After 30 min of dry-sieving, nine fractions of fly ash, also including the -45µm fraction, have 
been separated, for each one of the three initial samples. 

2.2. Powder X-Ray Diffraction 

Powder X-Ray Diffraction (PXRD) was performed on six samples, the three original (AD, AM, KA) 
and their -45 µm fraction sub-samples (ADDB, AMDB, KADB). A Philips (PW1710) diffractometer 
with Ni-filtered Cu Kα radiation was used. The samples were scanned over the 3–53ο 2θ interval at a 
scanning speed of 1.2ο/min. Semi-quantitative estimates of the abundance of the mineral phases were 
derived from the PXRD data, using the intensity of a certain reflection, the density and the mass 
absorption coefficient for Cu Kα radiation for the minerals contained. In the PXRD patterns, the 
amorphous material was clear as a broad background hump between 10 and 20o 2θ. The semi-
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quantitative estimation of the total amorphous material content was achieved by comparing the area 
of each broad background hump with the analogous area of standard mixtures of minerals with 
different contents of natural amorphous material [9] scanned under the same conditions.  

2.3. Chemical composition 

The bulk composition was determined in the six fly ash samples (AD, AM, KA, ADDB, 
AMDB, KADB), using a Bruker S4-Pioneer XRF wavelength dispersive spectrometer. The 
spectrometer was fitted with an Rh tube, five analyzing crystals, namely: LIF200, LIF220, LIF420, 
XS-55 and PET, and the detectors were a gas-flow proportional counter, a scintillation detector or a 
combination of the two. Samples were analyzed at 60 kV and 45mA tube-operating conditions. 

 
2.4. Scanning Electron Microscopy 

Morphology and elemental composition of the three bulk samples (AD, AM, KA) and the -
45μm fraction sub-samples (ADDB, AMDB, KADB), were studied using a JEOL JSM-840 scanning 
electron microscope JEOL JSM-840 type, equipped with an INCA 300 energy-dispersive X-ray 
spectrometer (EDS) with 20 kV accelerating voltage and 0.4 mA probe current. The samples were 
carbon coated to acquire conductance. 

 
2.5. Swelling tests 

Swelling tests were performed in the AD, AM, KA fly ash samples according to the Le 
Chatelier method for a mixture of 30% Fly ash and 70% Cement with thickening time of about 2 
hours for a Cement/fly ash 75/25 mixture. The samples were prepared and adjusted according to 
ASTM C311-07 standard [10] and the swelling tests followed the procedure of ASTM C 157/C 
157M [11]. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Fly ash morphology, mineralogy and chemistry depend on the mineral matter contained in the 
coal, the combustion process and the post-combustion cooling conditions [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. 
Our multi-method approach of fly ash examination revealed significant differences among the ash 
samples from the Greek thermal stations and between the coarser and finer fraction of each sample as 
well. In addition, considerable limitations were revealed concerning the uses of Greek fly ash, due to 
its chemical and morphological characteristics, also mentioned in previous studies [19, 20]. 

 
3.1. Particle size distribution 

Figure 1 presents a grain size distribution among the studied fly ash samples. Agios Dimitrios 
and Amyntaio ashes show an inverse proportional relation between grain size and its mass percent 
distribution, revealed with an increase of particle percentage participation with size decrease in both 
samples. Agios Dimitrios ash has a higher amount of 63-45µm particles compared with Amyntaio fly 
ash, whereas Amyntaio fly ash appears to have a slightly higher amount of 250-125µm particles 
among all samples. Fly ash from Kardia thermal station follows the same distribution of particle size 
in coarser particles (500-250µm), but it shows a higher amount of 95-45 µm particles, compared 
with the other samples and a significantly lower amount of -45 µm fraction. Particle size distribution 
is strongly connected to combustion conditions. A greater weight loss of finer particles with 
increased combustion temperature has been observed, mainly caused by thermal disruption of 
carbonate salts of Ca, abundant in finer particles [18]. Considering that the three fly ash samples are 
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obtained from different thermal stations and have been produced under different combustion 
conditions, it is believed that the dissimilar distribution of Kardia ash particles was created by 
changes of combustion temperatures. 

 

 

Figure 165. Particle size distribution of the three fly ash composite samples. 

3.2. Morphology 

The samples examined under the Scanning Electron Microscope proved to consist of 
plerospheres, cenospheres (hollow spheres) and agglomerates, resulted from lignite combustion 
properties. Plerosphere is a cenosphere which may encapsulate a mass of microspheres (1 µm or less 
in diameter) [4] and is generally silica coated (Fig. 2c, 3d). In some cases, plerospheres are caught 
releasing their enclosure, which consists of spheres or gases and volatiles emitted during lignite 
combustion process (Fig. 2a, 2b). During this gas release, the larger fly ash particles produce a 
considerable number of micron-sized particles, which reinforces particle size distribution [22]. Small 
particles, often sub-micron sized, are found adhering to larger particles (Fig. 2c) and there are clumps 
or agglomerates of small particles [4]. Table 2 shows the elemental analysis carried out applying 
SEM-EDS during the examination of ash morphology. It provided us with information about specific 
areas of the samples. Through this analysis, the alumino-silicate composition of the spheres was 
confirmed (Table 2, columns 1, 2 & 7) [23]. The relative content of aluminum and silicon varied 
from sphere to sphere and among the samples as well. 
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Figure 166. Fly ash particles from Agios Dimitrios Power Plant: a, b) Cenospheres after releasing their gases, c) Silica-
coated perfect sphere with smaller particles on its surface, d) Agios Dimitrios ash with calcium-rich mineral phases. 
(1,2,3,4: at these points, microanalysis was performed, see Table 2). 

Table 41. Elemental analysis using SEM-EDS microanalysis in specific areas of the samples 

 

 

 Agios Dimitrios Amyntaio                     Kardia 

Oxides 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Na2O bdl 1.75 0.13 bdl 0.42 17.79 0.4 bdl 

MgO 14.1 0.31 2.97 0.73 bdl 9.96 1.52 0.21 

Al2O3 17.38 12.56 13.27 4.01 0.17 6.45 3.09 9.67 

SiO2 43.29 74.46 38.31 5.09 99.87 16.3 69.73 8.43 

P2O5 bdl 0.01 0.09 0.23 bdl 2.15 0.52 1.25 

SO3 0.94 0.67 0.03 15.68 0.01 4.25 6.99 46.32 

K2O 2.8 5.75 1.34 0.22 0.63 1.25 0.49 2.1 

CaO 1.42 2.5 25.79 72.97 0.54 38.49 13.75 27.72 

TiO2 1.31 0.35 0.17 0.31 0.07 0.15 0.19 1.35 

MnO 0.42 0.06 bdl bdl bdl 1.04 0.06 bdl 

FeO 18.5 1.57 17.94 1.14 bdl 2.18 3.26 3.85 

 

+2 

 

+1  

d.  

+3 +4 

 

+1  

 

+2 
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It was noticed that the morphology of fly ashes depends on silica dioxide content. For 
instance, in Amyntaio fly ash silica oxides appear to prevail, leading to the distinctive characteristic 
of fiber-shaped silica phases (Fig. 3a, 3b). These fiber phases present up to 99% of SiO2 (Table 2) 
and appear exclusively in Amyntaio fly ash. The length varies being by far longer than 10 µm, which 
is a crucial environmental limit for air particles. Furthermore, there are impressive fossil structures in 
Amyntaio ash (Fig. 3c). In all samples, there was a significant amount of unburnt lignite particles 
mostly in the 500-350 µm fraction. The unburnt lignite was more intense in Kardia fly ash (Fig. 3e) 
being rich in carbon and sulfur. Unburnt carbon in fly ash indicates inefficiency in combustion and 
may be an impediment to the beneficial use of fly ash or ash products in a variety of applications; 
particularly when contained in significant proportions it limits or precludes the use of fly ash as a 
substitute for Portland cement in concrete [21].  

Major factors affecting the presence of unburnt carbon in fly ash may be the coal rank and 
type and the behavior of different macerals during the combustion process. 

 

 

Figure 167. Fly ash particles from Amyntaio Power Plant: a, b) Fiber shaped silica mineral phases,  
c) Fossil structures within fly ash particles, d) Silica-coated cenosphere, e) Backscattered image of Fly ash from Kardia 

Power Plant plenty of unburnt lignite particles (black and dark grey). (5,6,7,8: at these points, microanalysis was 
performed, see Table 2). 

+5 
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3.3. Mineralogical Composition 

From mineralogical viewpoint fly ash consists mainly of three types of components: 
crystalline minerals, unburnt lignite, and alumino-silicate amorphous material. The results of the 
mineralogical analysis of three composite samples and their -45 µm fraction are shown in Table 1, 
while Powder X-ray diffraction patterns are shown in Figure 4. The ash from Agios Dimitrios PP 
consists mainly of anhydrite, lime, calcite, small amounts of gehlenite, hematite and quartz and very 
low amounts of plagioclase, micas and clay minerals. As being noticed, the -45 µm fraction is 
enriched in calcite compared with the initial sample. The Amyntaio ash sample consists of anhydrite 
and lime, while gehlenite, quartz, plagioclase, hematite, and calcite are included in smaller amounts. 
Hematite is contained at a severe percentage (7%) in the initial sample, while it was not traced in the-
45 µm fraction. The main constituents of Kardia PP ash are also lime, anhydrite, calcite, gehlenite 
and in lower amounts quartz, plagioclase and hematite. Micas appear in traces in the -45 µm fraction. 
Quartz, feldspars, calcite, micas, and clays were constituents of the mined lignite, while anhydrite, 
lime, and gehlenite were formed during lignite combustion [6,7,25,26]. Most of the calcic minerals 
such as calcite (CaCO3), anhydrite (CaSO4) and gehlenite (Ca2Al[AlSiO7]), were enriched in the -45 
µm fraction, whereas quartz, lime, and hematite were decreased in the same fraction. Particularly, 
calcite was enriched three times in Agios Dimitrios finest fraction (from 6 to 18wt%) and 2.1 times 
(from 7 to 15wt%) in Kardia finest fraction. A slight enrichment of 1.6 times was observed for 
anhydrite (from 20 to 31wt%) in Amyntaio and of 1.8 times (from 12 to 22wt%) in Kardia finest 
fraction. Similar enrichment of 1.8 was also determined for gehlenite (from 8 to 14wt%) for Kardia. 
On the contrary, quantities of quartz, lime, and hematite were not determined in the -45 µm fraction, 
while the rest of the mineral phases did not reveal changes in their quantity. The above mineralogical 
differences are imprinted on the PXRD patterns (Fig. 4), with changes of peaks position or intensity. 

 
Table 42. Mineral composition (in %) of fly ash samples. AD: Total sample from Agios Dimitrios Power Plant, ADDB: -
45 µm fraction of fly ash from Agios Dimitrios Power Plant. AM: Total sample from Amyntaio Power Plant, AMDB: -

45 µm fraction of fly ash from Amyntaio Power Plant, KA: Total sample from Kardia Power Plant, KADB: -45 µm 
fraction of fly ash from Kardia Power Plant. 

Power Plant Agios Dimitrios Amyntaio Kardia 

Minerals/Samples AD ADDB AM AMDB KA KADB 

Quartz 10 5 6 6 10 6 
Anhydrite 17 19 20 31 12 22 
Lime 35 21 30 24 34 25 

Plagioclase 4 2 4 3 4 3 
Calcite 6 18 5 6 7 15 
Gehlenite 9 10 13 13 8 14 
Hematite 6 5 7 - 4 - 

Mica 1 1 - 1 - 1 
Clay Minerals 1 1 - - - - 
Amorphous 11 18 15 16 21 14 
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Figure 168. PXRD patterns of the six fly ash samples from the PPs of Agios Dimitrios (A), Amyntaio (B), Kardia Power 
(C). An: Anhydrite, Qt: Quartz, Pl: Plagioclase, Cc: Calcite, Gh: Gehlenite,  

Li: Lime, Ht: Hematite. 
 
Specifically, ADDB showed more intense anhydrite, calcite, and gehlenite peaks, whereas 

AD bulk sample has greater quartz peaks. Total ash of Amyntaio (AM) reveals higher peaks for lime 
compared with AMDB sample. Finally, KA sample shows greater peaks for quartz compared with 
KADB samples, which has more intense peaks for anhydrite and calcite. 

 

B 

A 

C 
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3.4. Chemical Composition 

Chemical studies on fly ashes have been conducted from an environmental [4,27,28,29,30] or 
utilization [17,31,32,33] viewpoint by several authors. Table 4 presents the chemical composition of 
the fly ash samples under study. Based on the results the fly ashes from Agios Dimitrios and Kardia 
PPs have a relatively high CaO content, while Amyntaio fly ash shows a lower concentration in CaO. 
The SiO2 content also shows a significant difference between Amyntaio fly ash (rich in silica) and 
Agios Dimitrios and Kardia fly ashes, which have a lower SiO2 content. However, according to 
mineralogical analysis, Amyntaio contains a lower amount of quartz, which supports the opinion that 
most of the fly ash spheres consist of amorphous alumino-silicate material [23]. A variation also 
appears in Fe2O3 concentration, where Amyntaio and Kardia ashes show a slightly higher Fe2O3 
content compared to this of Agios Dimitrios. The Al2O3 and the other oxides concentrations are low 
in all fly ash samples. It is worth mentioning that SO3 shows no difference among all ashes. Trace 
elements were also determined (Table 4) but proved without any distinctive variation among the 
samples. It is obvious that chemical composition varies between the silica-rich ashes (Amyntaio) and 
the calcic ashes (Kardia, Agios Dimitrios). 

 
Table 43. Chemical composition (in %) of the fly ashes under study (bdl: below detection limit) 

  Agios Dimitrios Amyntaio Kardia 
Samples AD ADDB AM AMDB KAR KADB 
Oxides       
CaO 54.59 57.54 42.77 46.00 52.66 54.58 
SiO2 16.05 14.22 25.88 22.73 16.96 16.17 
Fe2O3 9.43 8.44 11.65 10.99 11.11 10.49 
Al2O3 5.83 5.16 5.96 5.06 6.18 5.66 
S+A+F* 31.31 27.82 43.49 38.78 34.25 32.32 
SO3 9.90 10.98 9.47 11.4 8.68 9.11 
K2O 1.25 1.08 1.60 1.37 1.46 1.31 
MgO 0.58 0.63 0.49 0.90 0.55 0.58 
TiO2 1.10 1.07 0.89 0.87 1.07 1.00 
Cr2O3 0.24 0.18 0.16 0.16 0.23 0.25 
P2O5 0.30 0.28 0.25 0.24 0.19 0.20 
MnO 0.07 0.07 0.13 0.12 0.11 0.11 
SrO 0.10 0.09 0.08 0.07 0.07 0.07 
NiO 0.07 0.06 0.03 0.02 0.07 0.06 
Na2O bdl bdl 0.04 0.04 bdl bdl 
ZrO2 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 
CuO 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.02 
ZnO 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 
Rb2O 0.01 bdl 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 

*S+A+F: The total silica, aluminum and iron oxides content of each sample. 

The presence of silica dioxide in calcium-rich fly ashes is important even in small amounts. It 
has been demonstrated [34] that when incorporating high-calcium fly ashes in cementitious systems, 
the soluble silica present in the ash significantly affects their hydration. Although ash rich in active 
silica is generally more preferable, this does not exclude the possibility of achieving higher reaction 
rates and superior performance when utilizing different ashes [33]. 

According to ASTM standards, fly ash is classified based on the content of its major elements 
(ASTM 618 C), to Class F and Class C. Class F comprises ashes produced from high-rank coals with 
at least 70% SiO2+Al2O3+Fe2O3, while Class C comprises ashes produced from low-rank coals with 
more than 50% but less than 70% SiO2+Al2O3+Fe2O3. All of the samples under study present 
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SiO2+Al2O3+Fe2O3 less than 70% as it is required for Class C classification (Table 4). 
SiO2+Al2O3+Fe2O3 content also has to be >50%, which is not the case in Greek fly ash due to its 
high CaO content. However, several authors [3,4,15,19] classify Greek fly ash in Class C, taking in 
consideration the significant high CaO concentration. A major problem concerning fly ash utilization 
is the heterogeneity of its chemical composition derived from the chemical composition of feed 
lignite, the combustion conditions and the amount of co-excavated inorganic strata led to 
combustion. The variability of these factors excludes a constant chemical composition of fly ash for 
further utilization. 

As far as mineralogical and chemical compositions are concerned, an inverse proportional 
relation between Ca and particle size distribution is revealed, where CaO content (Table 4) and calcic 
minerals (Table 3) are increased with decreased particle size. Ramasubramania (2002) distinguished 
the elements contained in the fly ash into two groups based on their dependence upon particle size, 
namely those with no enrichment in the finest particle size and those which are enriched [35]. 
Ramasubramania (2002) also observed that the Ca content reaches a maximum concentration in a 
particle size of 5 µm and then decreases with increase in particle size. Our results confirm the 
inference of the enrichment of specific elements in fine particles, with a dominant example being the 
Ca behavior. Fine fly ash particles have a relatively greater surface area which leads to the higher 
absorption of volatile elements. It has been observed in several trace and major elements such as Ca 
that volatility increases from a larger to a smaller particle size, which establishes an inverse 
relationship of volatility and particle size. The intense presence of CaO in the fine-grained fractions 
(along with their high specific surface area) leads to their high desulphurization capacity and 
consequently the high concentration of SO3 in these particles [21]. The enrichment of the finer 
fraction in anhydrite mineral phase, as presented in Table 3, enhances this inference. On the other 
hand, SiO2 displays a lower content in the fine particle-size fraction assuming silica enrichment at 
coarser particle size. This observation has been also highlighted by other authors [21,37] and was 
related to the increased pozzolanic reactivity of the coarser fly ash fraction. It has been noticed that 
the luck of the -50 µm fly ash fraction in the cement production process effectively reduces the 
concentration of the non-desired chemical compounds: SO3 and CaO [21] also providing a higher 
amount of active silica and alumina phases, which are the main carriers of the pozzolanic reactions. 

 
3.5. Swelling  

Figure 5 presents the results of swelling tests performed on the three bulk samples of fly ash. 
The results revealed the major problem of Greek fly ash when added to cement which is the swelling 
behavior caused by the high concentration of free CaO. Free CaO is directly related to the chemical 
composition of the feed lignite [14,15,37,38,39,40]. Feed lignite in Northern Greece always carries 
inorganic matter that causes many of the technological and environmental problems attributed to coal 
use. Moreover, coal deposits are made up of sedimentary sequences of coal seams interlayered with 
inorganic layers, primarily marly limestone and carbonaceous marl and secondarily clay and sand. 
The geological framework of coal deposits makes the co-excavation of coal with the intercalating 
wastes unavoidable, increasing substantially the inorganic matter content contained naturally in coal. 
The co-excavation of lignite and intercalating layers increases the calcite content of lignite, raising 
the ash yield, and decreasing the calorific value of the mined lignite. The CaO (free) content of the 
fly ash, according to the Hellenic Legislation for fly ash uses, must be kept below the 3% limit. 
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Figure 169. Swelling test results, showing the swelled fly ash-cement mixture. Mixture A: Agios Dimitrios fly ash 
added, Mixture B: Kardia fly ash added. Mixture C: Amyntaio fly ash added. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Fly ash samples from different thermal stations present significant differences. Fly ash from 
Kardia PP presents an irregular particle distribution with lower mass fraction participation of -45 µm. 
The higher the unburnt lignite content compared with the other ashes results from different 
combustion conditions in Kardia PP. Amyntaio and Agios Dimitrios ashes presented >50 wt% 
participation of the -45 µm fraction in the bulk samples. On the other hand, a relation between 
chemical composition and morphology was traced, especially in Amyntaio fly ash, where the 
alumino-silicate chemical compounds affect morphology creating fiber shaped silica phases. The 
fiber phases were observed exclusively in Amyntaio ash. From the mineralogical point of view, all 
ash samples contained anhydrite, lime, gehlenite, quartz, calcite, hematite, while micas and clay 
minerals were included in traces. High amounts of anhydrite and lime were observed, which explains 
the 40-50% CaO content of all samples. Amyntaio ash contained the lowest CaO and the highest 
SiO2 content among the samples. However, this was not expressed with high quartz content, due to 
amorphous alumino-silicate spheres of fly ash. The chemical composition varies between the silica-
rich (Amyntaio) and the calcic ash samples (Kardia, Agios Dimitrios). Differences were also noticed 
between the bulk samples and their -45 µm fraction. Ca-rich minerals are enriched in finer particles; 
this leads to the inference that finer particles are the main carrier of CaO being responsible for 
swelling behavior of the ash when added in cement. However, silica content thought to be enriched 
in coarser particles and a further study of coarser fly ash particles is suggested to examine the 
possibility of pozzolanic properties in the coarser fly ash fraction. Nevertheless, chemical 
composition, heterogeneity, unburnt lignite particles and high CaO and SO3 content prevent an 
extended use of Greek fly ash as a cement additive. 
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Open Pit Mine 3D Geological face mapping perspectives obtained by a fully 
automated, terrain following, rotary-wing UAVs mission 
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ABSTRACT 

Geological face mapping is perhaps the most significant method of mining benches imaging, as it 
maps out the stratigraphy, the existing geological structures and helps understand the geology of the 
mine in order to efficiently plan the exploitation of the deposits. This paper presents how new 
perspectives are being created in open pit mining with the use of a small commercial rotary-wing 
UAV performing geological face mapping in a fully automated terrain following mission. 

Keywords: open pit mine; UAV; geological face mapping; rotary-wing; automated terrain following 
mission. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Greece is the fifth largest lignite producer within the European Community. The exploitable 
lignite reserves in the Florina–Ptolemais-Kozani tectonic basin come up to 1,7 billion tons, 
representing 2/3 of the total lignite reserves of Greece. Western Macedonian Lignite Center produces 
today about 30 million tons of lignite annually to feed 4 thermal power plants, with 17 lignite 
thermal units and with a total installed capacity of 3775 MW. This intensive exploitation of lignite 
requires the excavation of about 150 million m3 (bank material) of overburden and interbedded 
sediments per year. Lignite is produced in 4 big mines, with the Southern Field Mine being the 
biggest lignite mine in the Balkan peninsula, feeding the Agios Dimitrios Power Plant since 1983. Its 
annual lignite production ranges between 14-21 million tons and total excavations ranging between 
80xl06 - 90xl06 m3 (bulk).  

The Kozani-Ptolemais basin has been formed by NW-SE and NE-SW tectonic forces by the 
end of Mesozoic. It belongs to a larger basin located at the Northwestern part of Greece. The 
sediments of the Ptolemais basin overlay both Paleozoic metamorphic rocks and Mesozoic 
crystalline limestones (Figure 1). 

The Neogene-Quaternary sediments of the basin are divided into 3 lithostratigraphic 
formations. The lowest (Upper Miocene to Lower Pliocene) consists of basal conglomerates, passing 
upward to marly sand, clay, and lignite (partly xylitic) layers. The Pliocene middle formation 
contains intensively exploited lignite beds alternating with clays, marls, and sands. The Quaternary 
upper formation consists of terrestrial and fluvioterrestrial conglomerates, lateral fans, and alluvial 
deposits. In the opencast Southern Field Mine, the lignite deposit is characterized as a "zebra" type or 
multiseam lignite deposit. The mean thickness of the overburden is 80 m, while the thickness of the 
total coal strata is also 80m 
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Figure 1. Simplified geological map of the Ptolemais basin, showing the Southern Field lignite mine. 

 
Multiple interchanges of lignite and thin intercalated sterile layers of marly limestones, 

carbonaceous marls, clays, and sands characterize the Southern Field lignite deposit.The mean 
thickness of the overburden is 80 m, while the thickness of the total coal strata is also 80m. Multiple 
interchanges of lignite and thin intercalated sterile layers of marly limestones, carbonaceous marls, 
clays, and sands characterize the Southern Field lignite deposit. This form of deposit requires 
selective excavation of both lignite and thin sterile layers in separate blocks. The net calorific value 
of the lignite ranges between 1100 kcal kg-1 and 1800 kcal kg-1 having a mean value of 1465 kcal kg-

1. In “zebra” type deposits, the knowledge of the geometry and the quality characteristics of both the 
lignite and the sterile intercalated layers are of the utmost importance in designing the optimum 
lignite recovery of lignite reserves.  

The application of selective excavation requires the determination of recoverable lignite 
layers or lignite blocks fulfilling specific technical and quality criteria. [1] For lignite quality 
optimization and helping the bucket wheel operators overcome lignite recovery difficulties, 
traditional geological face mapping has been used, paying special attention to the stratigraphy and 
the geological structure of the lignite deposit. In addition to the stratigraphy, areas of hard formations 
are also indicated as well as the way of their excavation, blasting, ripping, shoveling or bucket wheel 
excavating. In lignite face mapping attention is given to the naming and numbering of lignite layers, 
the quality of the lignite layers, the geometrical characteristics and the area where lignite is to be 
delivered after its excavation, either the mine bunker or the power plant yard. Areas of particular 
interest, such as faulting zones, water appearance and areas of potential instability are also indicated. 
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The face mapping plans are delivered to the relevant mine staff such as the field engineers, the 
foremen, the mine control room and the operators of the bucket wheel excavators. (Figures 2, 3 and 
4). 

However, traditional face mapping is –firstly- not accurate, while cost defective and time 
consuming. Due to the big heights of the benches -which vary between 22–28m in height- and the 
steep slopes, traditional face mapping contains a high degree of inaccuracies and danger due to 
accessibility problems.  

Digital photography face mapping (Figure 4) is less costly because it’s less time consuming. 
Still it covers only a small area on the mine bench, in each photo, of about 60m and has no 
coordinates so there is no real accuracy over the excavated areas. Besides, frequently, a photo only 
manages to capture part of the bench due to random stockpiles in front of it. The procedure is simple; 
in 60m length segments of the conveyor belt, from beginning to the end, a photo is taken and a photo 
leaflet is made -and distributed- for each lignite bench which forms the excavation guide of the next 
3 months to come. It cannot give the entire picture of the bench, but a puzzle of it. However, it 
helped to improve the excavated lignite quality and the communication between mines’ technicians 
and engineers.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Traditional face mapping of overburden benches 

A 3D model could improve the overall face mapping, offering more advantages to the face 
mapping, mine works and mine results. In order to eliminate the aforementioned problems, moving 
forward can be achieved by using modern photogrammetry techniques. Civil Unmanned Aerial 
Vehicle (UAV) technology has become commercially available at a very reasonable price for a 
number of diverse applications[Asgan Riza Nasrullah, 2016].  

UAVs have a variety of features suitable for face mapping in the field such as 
maneuverability, stability, user-friendliness and customization, small size and weight, high - 
performance camera. They can be autonomously programmed to complete repetitive yet precise 
missions, and also have the capability to enter unsafe environments while not constrained by a pilot’s 
physical limits[Asgan Riza Nasrullah, 2016]. This paper presents how through a small commercial rotary 
wing UAVs’ fully automated and terrain following mission a 3D geological mapping of the slopes of 
mines can be obtained. At the same time, it presents new perspectives in geology that are being 
created in open pit mining and each one will be further analyzed in upcoming papers 
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Figure 3. Traditional face mapping of lignite benches 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4. Today’s face mapping of lignite benches using digital photography 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Defining parameters and prerequisites of the new methodology 

At the end of each calendar month, the earthworks conducted within the mines’ site are being 
surveyed mostly for; 

 Calculation of the overall productivity of the mine and 
 Updating of the mines studies  

For the past two years, PPCs’[2] Western Macedonia Lignite Centre (WMLC) surveying 
teams have been using fixed wing RTK UAVs for surveying and mapping of the mines replacing 
traditional surveying equipment such as RTK GNSS receivers and total stations. A typical monthly 
flight of a mine consists of a two hour preflight preparation & flight mission and up to 5 hours of 
processing time depending on the PC(s) used. The end product is a point cloud followed by its 
Orthomosaic and Digital Surface Model (DSM) [3] with an accuracy achieved - horizontally and 
vertically- of 10-30cm.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Typical WMLC open pit mine Orthomosaic and Digital Surface Model with verification points (blue flags) 
created by a fixed wing RTK UAV flight 

 
A rotary wing UAV was chosen, a DJI Phantom 4 Pro [4] for the 3D geological face mapping 

because; 
• fixed wing UAVs only take nadir photos so point clouds would have big blank spots.  
• due to the mines’ topography, it is impossible to fly below a certain height so as to capture the 

faces of the benches in nadir photos and even if achievable it would require lots of flight hours 
(one flight per mine bench). Regarding maintenance costs, an hour of a commercial quad-
copter is cheaper than that of a fixed wing. 

• laser scanner couldn’t be the solution because it would be time consuming and cost defective; 
the existence of stockpiles or regional landslides in front of many mines toes, would block the 
scanning view so it would require too many different stations in order to complete one mines’ 
scanning. Also, dust and haze are often an issue. 

• The takeoff and landing of the quad-copter is fully automated. 
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2.2. Workflow basic steps  

The basic steps of the workflow are; 

• Creating Crest / Toe 3D Breaklines of the mines’ benches 
By using the derivatives of the monthly UAV RTK flight, the Crest / Toe 3D Breaklines of an 

entire mine can be automatically created with the appropriate software (i.e. Virtual Surveyor®[5], 
3DReshaper®[6]) within a few minutes 

 
• Creating the flight path 

With the desideratum being capturing at all time the entire bench (crest to toe) with the 
lowest possible Ground Sample Distance [7] (GSD, the distance -in a digital photo of the ground from 
air- between 2 consecutive pixel centres measured on the ground) in a constant elevation difference 
above ground without crashing the UAV to the Bucket Wheel Excavator (BWE)[8], appropriate 
calculations are being made.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6. Flight Height, Mines Bench, P4P & Bucket Wheel Excavator  

 
• Litchi [9]App Workflow 

Deciding Overlap and calculating cruising speed and time intervals between 2 captures; in the 
methodology used, with a flight speed of 3.5m/sec and a 90% side overlap (given the fact that P4P 
will be moving sideways so as to capture the benches) the drone can capture an average PPCs mine 
bench of 2.5km length within one P4P batterys’ capacity. 

 
• Fieldwork 

Prior to flight, DJI P4Ps camera must be adjusted with the appropriate Focus, ISO, Aperture, 
Shutter Speed, and White Balance Settings. Notably, a high aperture f-stop number and a fast shutter 
speed will generally contribute in the photogrammetry software algorithm performing more 
efficiently, during the matching of the photos. 

 
• Officework - Point Cloud and Orthomosaic / DSM generation 

The GSD achieved is 1.79cm/pix which according to literature an error of 1-3 times the pixel 
size for a correctly reconstructed model, both horizontally and vertically is expected[10]. This means 
that the achievable relative accuracy is within of 2 - 5.4cm. The absolute accuracy of a survey is 
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absolutely dependent of the accuracy of the Ground Control Points (GCP) measurement and cannot 
be higher than the GCPs’ accuracy. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7. Dense cloud and images captured by P4P in Agisoft Photoscan Pro® [11] 

 
2.3. 3D Geological face mapping perspectives  

From a geological and mining point of view, 3D face mapping is of great assistance since it 
offers many advantages as: 
 Full detailed 3D view of the sites’ benches and a detailed view of the entire mine when combined 

with an fixed wing UAV mission 
 High accuracy of the flight derivatives and in consequence of any measurement, within few 

centimeters both horizontally and vertically 
 A high level of safety is achieved given that the entire flight is fully automated 
 Better communication within the mines’ stuff and management 
 Time, labour and cost savings 
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Figure 8. Comparison of the original drillholes stratigraphy translated into vectors and the actual bench 
 

Furthermore, new perspectives have emerged regarding 3D face mapping: 
 
 Re-evaluate drillhole data. 

Many drillholes were conducted decades ago with lesser technology. It is now feasible to re-
evaluate them and compare –and correct if needed- the drilling data evaluation. In Figure 8, a 30 year 
old drillholes’ data (No 142-288) were translated into vectors and can now be compared with the 
actual visible stratigraphy of the bench S6 of the WMLC South Field Mine. The specific original 
drillhole was 2m away horizontally from the benches current crest so it is safe to compare the past 
data recorded in the drillhole and the benches stratigraphy. For example, it is clear that the first layer 
of 3.02m pure lignite recorded in the drillhole, omitted a 20cm marl layer in its original evaluation.  

 
 Correlate drilling data with open slope face layers and recalculate the mining model. 

The existing drillhole network of WMLC consists of drillholes that have a distance of about 
200m between them. Apart from re-evaluating the drilling data, it is possible to create drilling data 
from the benches faces in order to densify the drillhole network. Along with sending the different 
layers for chemical analysis in order to be precise in the evaluation, the geological model can be 
dynamically rebuilt with enhanced precision by using the appropriate software (i.e. Carlson®[12], 
Vulcan®[13], Surpak® [14], Surfer® [15] etc) 

 
 Apply Machine Controlling software in the Bucket Wheel Excavators’ operation. 
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The WMLC has zebra type deposits so it was, until now, almost impossible to predict what 
lies ahead within a few meters. However, along with the correlation of the existing drilling data / 
benches 3D face mapping stratigraphy and the new geological block model that will be continuously 
built, machine controlling implementation will be possible due to the constant flow of data coming 
from the excavations correlated with the existing drillholes. The BWE operator won’t have to decide 
what to excavate but simply follow the fill / cut indication on the controller which will result in better 
lignite quality and level ground surfaces.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. 3D Polygons of categorized geologic layers, ready to be excavated and transported appropriately. With 
Machine Controlling Software, there can be cm high precision in excavating 

 
 Watch, design and map water works as passages, channels, pit ponds and pump 

stations. 
3D face mapping can help in decision making even for water passages and channels, since all 

data can be combined and visualized within one software. In Figures 10 & 11, it is shown how a 
wrong spatial selection for the water passage can accelerate a regional landslide, especially when 
there’s a fault in the area (Figure 11, red line) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L9 

Sterile 

L10 
L11 

Sterile 
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Figure 10 & 11. Regional landslides accelerated by water passages, presented in point clouds 
 

 Watch and map earth movements as deformations, displacements and local or overall 
slope failures. 
 
It is a lot easier, safer and more efficient to search for imminent slope failures by having a 3D 

bench in its entireness. In Figure 12, it is obvious that a small regional landslide will result in a 
bigger one according to the multiple cracks near the benches crest and the water pond created in the 
benches toe. 

 
 Determine, understand and map hard rock materials as conglomerates, sandstones and 

silts, which need drilling and blasting for loosening and breaking, and diesel machinery 
as dozers, rippers, shovels and trucks to be loaded and transported to the dump site. 

Water 
 

Water 
 

Fault 
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Figure 12. Regional landslide, shown in a point cloud in Quick Terrain Modeller®[16], which will result in a bigger one 

according to the cracks near the benches crest and the water pond on the benches toe 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 13. Hard and soft formations separation in Point Clouds; Soft for the Bucket Wheel Excavator and Hard for the 
diesel machinery of the mine after they have been drilled and blasted 

 
 Compare the excavating packages from the study with the executed ones. 

Often, there is a deviation from the theoretical excavating lignite packages that derived from 
the study, due to the different asking calorific value from the collaborating Power Plant. In Figure 
14, in the final lignite layer, according to the evaluation of Drillhole No 130-296, a 1m long layer of 
combined lignite with marl was added in order to obtain the wanted calorific value.  
 
 

Cracks 

Regional Landslide 

Water pond 

Soft formations / BWE 

Hard formations / Diesel Machinery 

Soft formations / BWE 
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Figure 14. In the final lignite layer according to the study, a 1m long layer of combined lignite with marl was added in 
order to obtain the wanted calorific value from the Power Plant. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

In regards to the quad-copter UAV planning; 
 The project, presented in this paper was actually the worst case scenario; Mission took place 

at a cloudy 07:30am morning, after rain showers and with the highest BWE as the base for 
the calculations. The flight height will drop at least 10m and GSD to 1.5cm/pix on the rest 
benches, raising the accuracy. 

 A flight of all the mines’ benches, even in high altitude must be preceded either with a fixed 
wing UAV or a rotary wing one, in order to obtain the crest and toe breaklines and the 

Reverse Fault Characteristic Horizon 

Drillhole No 130-296 

Area added for specific 
calorific value achievement 
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planning of the mission to be feasible. This flight can be the monthly mine site one and the 
entire procedure for both (monthly fixed wing RTK flight and benches flights with their 
corresponding planning and GCPs placement and surveying) will take no more than 3 days. It 
could be possible -and yet to be researched- to use free Satellite Imagery i.e. EUs’ 
Copernicus[18] (Sentinel, 10m/pixel) as the source of the mines’ crest and toes and in feasible 
and accurate, the RTK UAV flight will no longer be necessary. Currently, face mapping is 
conducted every 3 months which could now become once a month at no actual additional 
cost.  

 Given the Vertical Field Of View [17] of the P4P, the benches flights can be postponed for 
some days due to bad weather, without any loss in the sought out data. 

 By using an average PC, the point cloud created can be imported in a free *.las format 
viewing software (e.g Applied Imagerys’ Quick Terrain Reader), replacing digital photos in 
face mapping derived from geologists work. Head Managers, Mining Engineers, Technicians 
and –perhaps- most importantly BWE operators are few clicks away from any area of the 
mines site. 

 The workflow can be improved, as some of the stages of the planning procedure can be 
automated with Python programming. 

In regards to open pit mine geological 3D face mapping, it can; 
 

 make the correlation of drilling data with open slope face layers and rebuild the mining 
model, possible and usable through machine controlling software leading in better lignite 
quality 

 eliminate accessibility problems due to the big height and steepness of slope faces 
 eliminate accessibility problems due to the flooding of mining floors and due to the presence 

of water channels crossing the mining roads 
 lessen or even eliminate mine site hazards for surveying teams and geologists 
 provide accurate 3D info of the entire mines stratigraphy and the various geologic layers as 

well as the mines’ slopes and their geometrical characteristics (Figure 15) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 15. Point Cloud of the slopes S2, S3 & S4 (top to bottom) of WMLC South Field Mine. The blue line depicts a 
fault of the mine 
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 help mining stuff understand, design, watch and map the water aquifers and the water flow on 

slopes as well as water works as passages, channels, pit ponds and pump stations. 
 help mining stuff understand the geological boundaries, i.e. top soil, overburden, soft layers, 

hard layers, ore deposit, underburden, ore deposit roof, ore deposit bottom, characteristic 
horizons and intermediate steriles 

 help in determining, understanding and mapping of earth movements as deformations, 
displacements, local or overall slope failures as well as structural elements as folds, faults and 
discontinuities with their characteristics. 

 provide -a few cm high accurate- 3D information about soft materials as clays, sands, gravels, 
marls and lignite which can be excavated by bucket wheel excavators, transported by 
conveyor belts and dumped by stackers as well as hard rock materials as conglomerates, 
sandstones and silts, which need drilling and blasting for loosening and breaking, and diesel 
equipment as dozers, rippers, shovels and trucks to be loaded and transported to the dump site 
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

Given the fact that face mapping of lignite mine benches still remains the most valuable tool 
for optimum lignite excavation, a fully automated terrain following rotary wing UAV flight can 
really level up the data acquired at no additional cost. Many scientific fields regarding open pit 3D 
face mapping with rotary wing automated flights are yet to be further researched such as the use of 
Copernicus Satellite Imagery instead of a RTK UAV flight, the correlation of the existing drilling 
data with data derived from the faces of the slopes, machine control implementation in regards to 
lignite deposit 3D polygons, Python programming implementation in the mission planning procedure 
etc. 
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ABSTRACT  

This paper presents a brief overview of the spent funds on geological explorations in the past 
few decades of the Kolubara mining basin [1-9]. The results of the performed surveys are extremely 
important. They reflected in the following: 1.1B t lignite mined out. On four active surface mines, at 
the exploitation stage is more than 1B t of lignite. The next 1B t is in the phase of final geological 
exploration, design and investment in future mining technological processes. The last 1B t of useful 
mineral raw materials is still in the form of mineral resources. In addition, several hundred million 
tons of quartz sands of Pliocene and Quaternary gravel within the lignite deposits, for now, are still 
only in the form of mineral resources, and represent additional opportunities to increase total profits 
of open pits. This paper presents a summary of costs, natural and combined factors and indicators of 
realized geological exploration on selected lignite deposits in the Kolubara coal basin. 

By the end of 2017, the total geology research costs barely reach 1.2 euros cent / tonne of 
lignite, which is extremely low and does not burden the costs of investments, expropriation, 
excavation-exploitation, processing and transhipment of coal. The commercial sales price of coal to 
thermal power plants is 1.74 € / GJ (reference selling price) [12-14]. 

 
Key Words: geology, mining, exploration, exploitation, investment, operating cash cost 
 

1. REGIONAL SETTINGS OF KOLUBARA COAL BASIN 

Kolubara Coal Mines (KCM) is part of Kolubara Coal Basin. It seat in western Serbia, 50 km 
southwest of Belgrade with 600-km2 area. Kolubara Coal Basin represents a complex metamorphic, 
magmatic and sedimentary litho logical suite of Palaeozoic (Pz), Mesozoic (Mz) and Kenozoic (K) 
age (Figures 1, 2).  
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Figure 1. KCM Schematic draw with most productive and well explored ore fields; grey and black colour represent the 
most important deposits and open pits (after Stojakovic at all 2004; after Vuckovic 2008) 

 

 
Figure 2. KCM vertical cross sections AB and CD; Legend : 9. Gray - Palaeozoic suite; 8, 5, 4, 2. Yellow – 

Miocene/Pliocene sedimentary sands, clays, gravels;  3.Black – Roof coal bed; 6, 7. Black – Floor (deep-seated, in 
economic view main) coal beds; 1. Light grey - Quaternary sands, gravels, clays; Red ellipsoid – pass mining 

exploitation; Blue circles – mining operations in next 50 years; (after Stojakovic at all, 2004; after Vuckovic 2008) 

 
2. KOLUBARA COAL MINES GEOLOGY SURVEY 

At last 60 (and few more) years at KCM were performed a suite of representative modern 
geological explorations with economic geology works as principle [1-9]. Mentioned explorations were 
conducting by the KCM Geology Survey, which seat on active open pits and in enterprise 
headquarter in Lazarevac. By the way, as summary, we can talk of about 4B tons of lignite in 
numerous exploration/exploitation coalfields, with additional non-metallic resources. Three of 
important deposits were under open pit running and all of them reach its dead end. Deposits ‘’ore 
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field A’’ at early 60’s and ‘’Tamnava-East Field’’ at 2004 are examples. In addition, open pits 
''Veliki Crljeni'' and ''ore field B'' mined out partially at 2015 [12-14]. All of four mentioned posses its 
own geological exploration data’s, but according to its dead-end, they are not a topic of this paper. 
The other deposits (better to say ore fields) are widespread all over Kolubara sedimentary basin with 
its own level of geological exploration stage. We have deposits that are under early phases of 
geological exploration, and from the other side well explored deposits that are under mining 
operations. The last ones define economy of the company [12-14]. The exploration results could report 
in a few aspects of view, in naturally and semi-economic parameters.  

 
3. PRINCIPLE GEOLOGY DATA’S 

 
3.1. Naturally Parameters of Geological Explorations [1-9] 

Such as number of drill-holes, total meters of drilling, number of laboratory assays, the ore 
reserve stadium, ore reserve amounts, quality of ore and so on … all of them will be briefly report in 
next few statements, diagrams and tables. As a first spot, it is the ore reserve quantities and 
exploration stadium. The parameters of selected deposits are show on diagrams 1-4. At least 75,000 
m of additional core drilling had to perform in next few years.  

For example, on these ten-selected coalfields, there are 3.700 drill holes with 330.000 m of 
core drilling. In addition, it was token 17.000 samples for coal quality assaying and 10.000 additional 
for geotechnical and hydro geological surveys. Even 1,1B t is mined out, there still seat 3 billion tons 
of coal, or 1 m of drilling define 8,800 t of coal.  

 

 

Diagram 1. Coal Reserve Quantities in Selected Ore Fields of KCM, (in metric tons); Note: green – under 
exploration phase, magenta – under open pit running; light blue – partially mined out (modified Vuckovic, Dimitrijevic 

at all, 2018) 
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Diagram 2. Number of core drilling-holes on selected deposits in KCM; Note: blue – under open pit running 

(modified Vuckovic, Dimitrijevic at all, 2018) 
 

3.2. Geology Exploration Costs [1-9] 

At geological exploration it is spent 36M € or better to say that coal exploration cash costs seat 
between 0.004 €/t up to 0.030 €/t, average 0.012 €/t. It means that it is 1.2 € cents spent for 
exploration of 1t of coal. From the other hand it means that one € spent on geological explorations 
define 81 t of coal in all kind of deposits/coalfields. All said are in next few diagrams. 

 

 
Diagram 3. Geology Exploration Costs €/1 t of Coal; on Selected Deposits in KCM; Note: champion is Tamnava 

West Field (TWF) with 3 € cents/t; minor are coalfields Radljevo and Zvizdar with 0,4-0,6 € cent/t  because of its poor 
geology explorations and huge ore reserves, (Vuckovic, Dimitrijevic at all, 2018) 
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Diagram 4. Tons of explored coal for 1 € spent on Geology Exploration; on Selected Deposits in KCM 

(Vuckovic, Dimitrijevic at all, 2018) 
 
As we saw, the KCM Geology Survey spent 36M € for geology exploration in last 60 years, 

which result in 3 billion metric tons of lignite in ten selected and reviewed deposits. In this ‘’bill’’ 
calculation we did not calculate spent money on two deposits (open pits) which finished theirs lives. 
We did not calculate the geology exploration costs on last 50 years most important deposit – ore field 
D in 75% of deposit area, which is exhausted; in this paper we are talking only of a rest of coal 
masses on the D deposit. Remain coal masses on this deposit are more the 165M t of coal.  

With average lower heating value of 7.5 GJ/t the energetic capacities seated in those ten 
calculated deposits reach at least 22,000,000,000 GJ; and with average 1,74 €/GJ selling price (at the 
moment), total worth of energy seat in coal masses reach 38B €.  

Therefore, we geologists found something worth 38B and spent 36M €, what is 0.1% of KCM 
deposit value. All of the mined out coal shipped directly to thermo energetic plants for electricity 
production. Comparing with electricity selling price generated from this coal, we can say that it is 4 
times higher than raw coal price. 

 
4. MINING OPERATIONS [12-14] 

 
4.1. Short History 

First mining operations in this area start at the end of XIX century, by underground mining. 
Those kinds of works in four underground fields last up to the late 60's of XX century. Few millions 
tons of coal was mined out. 

First one open pit operations start at the end of 50's in XX century, on coalfield ''A''. It was the 
first one, based on USSR mining equipment. Later, in the early 60's, few additional open pits run – 
open pit ''B'' and open pit ''D''. They were the major mine producers until early 80's, when open pit 
''Tamnava East Field'' (TEF) start to run. Open pits ''A'' and TEF are closed long time ago, new open 
pits run now. Meanwhile, in 2014 open pit ''B'' also pass, but it is continuing in open pit ''C'', so it is 
the same coal bad in the same geology and mining conditions. In short period of 5 years, one third of 
''Veliki Crljeni'' deposit was open pit under running; infrastructure problems delay further mining 

KCM, t of coal/1 € exploration costs, at the end of 2017
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activities, it is on ''standby'' arrangement. In this open pit era, it mined out 1.1 billion tons of coal and 
more than 2.5 billion m3 of overburden. 

 
4.2. These Mining Days 

Now there are four open pits under running, hits 30M tons of coal annually. In addition, 70M 
m3 of overburden scored annually. Those production results last for 10 years from nowadays, and 
seem to be continuing in next period.  

 

 
Figure 3. Overview map of mining activities in Kolubara Coal Basin; Note : green –reach  dead end, partially 

recultivated; red – under running;  light blue – under consideration for opening. (www. RB Kolubara, official site) 
 
Many infrastructure problems see on figure 3, (relocation of roads, railways, rivers, pipes, 

settlements ...), expropriation of land, graveyards, industrial objects and others, burdens current 
production of coal and increase the cost of production.  

Also, the bad geology settings (figure 3) e.g. morphology and depth of coal beds, poor quality 
of coal, dewatering and geotechnical problems, abundance of waste seams in coal, higher coal 
processing needs and so, affect on final production cash costs. 

 
4.3. KCM Open Pits Operating Cash Costs 

Official KCM company annual business and production report for 2017 year [12-14], show the 
individual operating cash costs on active open pits and last year KCM achieve average production 
cash cost (including processing the coal) of 1,152 din/t, or 9.6 €/t. From this price, the open pit 
production cash costs is 9.27 €/t and processing cash cost seat at 0.33 €/t. In next few diagrams, 5-9, 
is show annual production of overburden and coal, costs, benefits and so on... 
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Diagram 5. KCM 2017 production results; official company report for 2017, (Vuckovic, Dimitrijevic at all, 2018) 

 

 
Diagram 6. KCM 2017 production; cash costs of coal and overburden, (Vuckovic, Dimitrijevic at all, 2018) 

 
Individual production cash costs for one t of mined out coal, including processing the coal, on 

open pits separately in 2017-year look like this 
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Diagram 7. KCM, four active open pits total cash costs in 2017; cash costs of coal and overburden production, 

(Vuckovic, Dimitrijevic at all, 2018) 
 

 
Diagram 8. KCM, four active open pits total cash costs in 2017; difference between production and selling price 

and benefits; Note : white bars – coal value at 1.74 €/GJ selling price/1 t; light brown bars – Total cash costs; light violet 
bars - benefit (Vuckovic, Dimitrijevic at all, 2018) 

 
At 1.74 €/GJ transferred selling price to the thermo energetic facilities, total worth of shipped 

energy reach 375M €.  
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Diagram 9. KCM 2017 selling price; official company report for 2017, (modified Vuckovic, Dimitrijevic at all, 

2018) 
 

5. GEOLOGY VS MINING OPERATIONS 

As it was explained above, this paper is divide in two parts geology and mining, elaborated in 
details, so it is possible to compare geology and mining data's and to see does the geology 
exploration costs significantly affect on mining production costs. With average 0.012 €/t coal of 
geology exploration costs and average 9.6 €/t of mining production total cash costs, we geologists hit 
the mining operations with 0.125% of total costs. Even, the best-explored deposit, as TWF is, with 
its 0.03 does not devaluate too much mining operations. In diagram10, it is show. 

 

 
Diagram10 KCM Open Pits 2017, total mining cash costs and geology costs, (after Vuckovic, Dimitrijevic at all, 

2018) 
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As we see, on diagram 10, the geology burden is flat and it is in line with base of diagram. Is 
there some conclusion? 

 
6. CONCLUSION 

Based on all of above-mentioned, related to the official company data's, and expert calculations 
and modifications, it is obvious that the geology exploration cost of barely 0,012 /t coal does not 
burden anyway and anyhow the mining operations at KCM. 

As a base year, it was token 2017, but anyway, every past or year ahead should have the very 
similar features like this one. So, if geology burden mining activities with only 0,125% of total cost 
of coal production, it is reasonable to announce that the geology still have enough room for 
development and realisation, even in a complex mining and other conditions. 
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ABSTRACT  

The West Macedonia Lignite Center (WMLC) is located in Ptolemais basin and constitutes 
the largest coal-mining district in Greece. The power plants (PPs) in Kardia and Ag. Dimitrios are in 
operation today, whereas the Ptolemais PP has ceased operations since 2014. This paper examines 
the influence of the lignite combustion products (fly-ash) on groundwater quality near PPs, by 
evaluating data from: a) wells’ lithological sections, b) water table measurements, c) pumping tests 
and soil permeability tests, d) soil and fly-ash chemical analyses, e) Soulou stream water and 
groundwater, chemical analyses and f) land uses. 

The hydrogeological conditions between the three areas are different. The presence of ultra-
mafic rocks of Vermion Mt. influences groundwater recharge and quality at Ag. Dimitrios region. 
Groundwater depth varies from 7.5 in Ptolemais PP up to 102 m Ag. Dimitrios. Permeability of the 
sediments of the basin (k) ranges between 1.55x10-3 and 7x10-6 m/sec. Soil permeability (k) of the 
vadose zone varies between 1.2x10-5- 4.7x10-7 m/sec. The geochemical environment (alkaline) is not 
conducive to mobilize metals in groundwater. Heavy metals and trace elements (As, B, Ba, Cd, Co, 
Cu, Mn, Ni, Pb, Se, Sb, Sr, V, Zn) are recorded in low concentrations, under the limits of WHO 
(2011), in most of the groundwater and surface water samples. Elevated values of Crtot (up to 137.89 
μg/l) in groundwater were measured only near Ag. Dimitrios PP, although Kardia and Ag. Dimitrios 
fly-ashes have similar composition and similar deposition conditions. In the wider area of Ag. 
Dimitrios PP, soils are highly enriched in serpentine, comparing to the soils of the other two PPs, due 
to the occurrence of ultra-mafic rocks in Vermion Mt. Agricultural activities are extensive 
(fertilizers, pesticides, etc.) in Ag. Dimitrios area, as indicated by NO3

- concentrations (up to 139 
mg/l) in groundwater. The geological environment influences significantly the quality of the 
groundwater of the basin, with agricultural activities and the use of fertilizers playing locally an 
important role as well. The contribution of fly-ash to groundwater quality is of minor significance. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 

For more than a century, coal combustion has been the main source of power generation. Fly 
ashes are solid residues and are the most common coal combustion by-products. Fly ash contains 
several main elements including Al, Ca, Fe, K, Na, and Si as the predominant elements [1,2],  Cd, 
As, B, Se, Pb, Ni, Cu, Cr, Co, Mo, Be, Se in trace amounts may also occur in lower but still 
significant concentrations [1,3,4,5]. 

Globally, less than 25% of the produced fly ash is utilized [6]. Since there is no effective 
utilization, the disposal of fly ash becomes a significant environmental problem [7,8]. The disposal 
of fly ash is possible to affect the soil-water system; therefore sufficient environmental management 
of fly ash is necessary. The most crucial factors which control the mobilization and leachability of 
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heavy metal(oid)s are the properties of the fly ash, which depend on the physical and chemical 
properties of the coal source, the pH, the sorption reactions and the hydrogeological/hydrochemical 
conditions [1,9,10,11,12]. 

In Greece four mines ie Main field, South field, Kardia field and Amyndeon-Florina 
constitute the Lignite Center of West Macedonia (WMLC) with an annual production of 25–30 Mt. 
In this paper the following three power plants in the Ptolemais-Sarigkiol basin, supplied by lignite 
from WMLC, are studied: 
 Agios Dimitrios with a total capacity of 1.595 MW, completed between 1984 and 1997. 
 Kardia PP with a total capacity of 1.250 MW, completed between 1975 and 1987. 
 Ptolemais PP which had five units of 620 MW, completed between 1959 and 1973. PP 

terminated its operation in 2014. 
The acceptable disposal practice of fly ash in the afore-mentioned PPs, is co-deposition with 

the waste material of the excavation of the lignite mines, in the dumping sites usually in the voids 
remaining after mine exploitation. Fly ash is transported mainly by a system of belt conveyors. A 
small site in the vicinity of the PPs is used for the temporary dumping of fly ash, in the case of 
serious damage or malfunction of the belt conveyor system. A plant for the grinding of fly ash which 
was used for the construction of a dam, was in operation in Ptolemais PP. 

This paper focuses on the influence of the lignite combustion products (fly-ash) on 
groundwater quality near PPs, evaluating data from: a) wells’ lithological sections, b) water table 
measurements, c) soil permeability tests and pumping tests, d) soil and fly-ash analyses, e) 
groundwater and Soulou stream water analyses and f) land uses. The significant roles of the 
hydrogeological environment and the land uses are highlighted as determinant factors, concerning 
the water quality near PPs. 

 
2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 
2.1. Geological- Hydrogeological setting 

The Sarigkiol basin is part of the Ptolemais-Kozani basin in West Macedonia and lies 
between the latitudes 21 46’00 and 22 40’00’N and the longitudes 40 20’00 and 40 28’00’E. It is 
surrounded by Vermion Mt in the NE, Skopos Mt in the S and Askion Mt in the W. The dominant 
geological formations of the mountains are carbonate rocks (Triassic and Cretaceous limestones), 
Jurassic ultramafic rocks (serpentinites and peridotites), Maastrichtian flysch. The basin fill consists 
of Neogene-Quaternary sediments, which have a thickness up to 1000 m [13]. The quaternary 
sediments (sands, clays, gravels, talus cones, breccias and limnic deposits) overly the Neogene 
formations (lignite series and alternating layers of sandy or clay marls, clays, silts, sands and 
conglomerates) in a large part of the study area. 
The main aquifer systems in the area are [14, 15]: 

• The aquifer in the sandy sediments of the green and yellow series of the overburden of lignite 
series 

• The aquifer in the sandy sediments of the underburden of lignite series 
• The deep karstic aquifer in the limestones of the basement 
• The overhanging relatively small karstic aquifers in the Cretaceous limestones 

Soulou stream is the main surficial water body receiving the surface runoff of the basin. It 
flows in the vicinity of the aforementioned PPs, receiving any surface runoff from them, from the 
dewatering of the mines and from the temporary dumping sites of fly ash (fig. 1). 
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Figure 1. The location of the three Power Plants in Ptolemais basin. 
 
In the area of Ag. Dimitrios PP, geological structure consist of clays, sand gravels, 

conglomerates with red clay, scree with alterations of brownish sandy clay etc (Fig. 3). The thickness 
of the unsaturated zone in the well K is 57 m. According to pumping tests performed in the 
surrounding area of PP, the transmissivity is T=10-5- 10-6 m2/s and the permeability k= 10-7 m/s 
(medium to low). The depth of groundwater level in the area around Ag. Dimitrios PP, varies from 
50 up to 102 m. The main aquifer systems are developed in conglomerates and screes of the 
Quaternary deposits (Fig. 2). The main recharge is from the precipitation and the lateral recharge 
from Vermion Mt, where ultra-mafic and carbonate rocks occur. 

In the area of Kardia PP, the regional hydrogeological setting differs compared to the one of 
the Ag. Dimitrios PP. Considering the lithological section of YNP113, which is representative, the 
geological structure consists of: a) brownish clay up to 2.5 m, b) loose conglomerates and sand -
gravel with clays (conglomerate of Proastion). The thickness of the unsaturated zone of the well is 22 
m. Alterations of conglomerates and sand gravel with clays is observed up to the depth of 84 m. 
According to pumping tests the conglomerates of Proastion have a high transmissivity (T) =10-3 -10-4 
m2/sec, k= 10-4 -10-6 m/sec and a storage coefficient ~ 8-12%. The depth of the groundwater level in 
the area ranges from 7 up to 40 m (Fig.3).  

Ptolemais PP is located on Quaternary deposits and Neogene sediments. The area of PP and 
the adjacent Mavropigi mine has many faults (fig. 2). There are two main aquifers; one phreatic in 
the conglomerates of Proastio and one confined in the underburden of the lignite series. The aquifer 
of underburden in local areas is able to communicate with both the surface flowing water and the 
aquifer of conglomerates of Proastio, because of the numerous faults and the more than 30 water 
wells in the vicinity of PP, which facilitate the leak or the inflow of water into the confined aquifer 
and vice versa. Recent measurement in the mine verified the above suggestion.  In the lithological 
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section of water well Ptol2, the sequence of the geological formations is described (Fig. 3). The 
water depth is 7.50 m.  

In waste dump areas of South field, Kardia field, Mavropigi field, where fly ash has been co-
deposited with waste, numerous pumping tests and permeability tests (Maag, Lefranc tests) have 
been performed,. According to these, permeability k is in the order of 10-7-10-9 m/s. It has been 
observed that permeability decreases with depth (table 1) and time. This is due to the compaction of 
the waste caused by the weight of the material deposited on top and to the pozolanic properties of fly 
ash which are activated when it is hydrated. 

 
Table 1. Values of permeability (k) of dumping sites. 

Borehole Location 
Coordinates (2 m) (5 m) (10 m) (20 m) 

Method 
Χ Υ K  (m/s) 

Μ3 Mavropigi 306.504 4.482.763 - 1.9 x10-6 8,4 x10-7 - Maag 
Μ6 Mavropigi 308.126 4.481.451 - 3.4 x10-6 6.6 x10-7 - Maag 
Μ9 Mavropigi 307.164 4.481.481 - 3.7 x10-6 4.1 x10-6 - Maag 
Μ10 Mavropigi 307.142 4.481.712 - 1.2 x10-5 5.8 x10-6 - Maag 
E1 S. Field 314.716 4.479.953 2.64x10-5 1.0 x10-5 4.9x10-6 1.77x10-7 Maag 

G3 DEI S. Field 313421 4482306 7.8x10-7 - 1x10-8 6.1x10-9 Maag -Lefranc 
Y5 Kardia 313.294 4.481.866 1.45 x10-7 Cooper-Jacob 

 

 
Figure 2. Simplified geological section in Mavropigi Mine – Ptolemais PP area. 
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Figure 3. Lithological sections from water-wells in the area of the three Power Plants. 

2.2. Sampling and Analytical methods 

A total of thirty seven (37) representative surface- and ground-water samples were collected 
from irrigational wells and dewatering wells (34), Soulou stream (3) and wells for the uses of PPs, 
the sampling took place during the wet and dry periods from 3/2014 to 10/2017. Temperature (T), 
pH, redox (Eh), dissolved oxygen (DO) and electrical conductivity (EC) were measured in situ. For 
chemical analyses, three samples were stored in 0.5 L, 0.1 L and 0.05 L polyethylene bottles and 
transported in a refrigerator. The first subsample was stored in a bottle of 0.5 L without further 
treatment, for the analyses of the major ions (Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, K+, ΝΟ3

-, SO4
2-, NO2

-, NH4
+, Cl-, 

HCO3
-, PO4

3-). The second subsample was filtered in situ through a 0.2 μm membrane of a 
disposable syringe, subsequently acidified to pH<2 with about 1 ml ultra-pure HNO3 and finally 
stored in a bottle of 0.1 L, for the analyses of minor and trace elements (Ag, Al, As, B, Cd, Co, Crtot, 
Cu, Fe, Mo, Mn, Ni, P, Pb, Rb, Sb, Se, Si, Sn, Zn). The third subsample was filtered through a 0.2 
μm membrane, conserved by NaOH 1M for pH >10, and stored in 0.05 L bottle, for the analysis of 
Cr6+. Analyses were performed at ACME Analytical Laboratories Ltd., Canada, by means of 
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The ionic chromatographic method was 
applied for the determination of Cr6+. The charge-balance error for major ionic species, calculated 
using Microsoft Excel and the software package AQUACHEM 5.0, did not exceed 10%. All 
analyses were performed according to ELOT EN ISO/IEC -17025 Standard.  

The time series of water table measurements were collected from PPC and new 
measurements were done, in order to determine the water depth level (2015-1017).  
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
3.1. Influence of hydrogeological conditions  

The hydrogeological setting in the surrounding areas of the three PPs presents some 
differences.  

Unsaturated zone operates as a physical filter and can retain the pollutants before infiltrating 
in the saturated zone (aquifer). Shallow aquifers are more vulnerable against pollution in comparison 
to the deeper ones [16]. The water depth in the area of Ag. Dimitrios ranges from 50 up to 100 m, in 
the area of Kardia PP from 15 up to 30 m and in Ptolemais area from 7 up to 40 m. 

The composition of the unsaturated zone is also a significant factor that can control the 
infiltration of pollutants. The presence of clays in the unsaturated zone makes more difficult the 
infiltration of the pollutants in deeper aquifers. Clay minerals assist many natural processes in the 
unsaturated zone, such as ion exchange, adsorption, absorption and dissolution, which could 
influence the infiltration of pollutants (heavy metals and trace elements) [17]. Ag. Dimitrios area has 
significant thickness of clay layers above the saturated zone, so the infiltration and diffusion of 
pollutants must be considered as limited. In Kardia PP the unsaturated zone mainly consists of 
conglomerates, sand and gravels, which favor the infiltration of possible pollutants in deeper zones.  

Permeability (k) in the area of Ag. Dimitrios PP ranges between 10-5-10-7 m/sec, 
characterized as medium permeability. In Kardia PP, k=10-4 - 10-7 m/sec, and in Ptolemais PP, k=10-

3-10-6 m/sec. In Ptolemais PP the existence of many faults and many water wells permit the hydraulic 
communication of the aquifers locally. Concerning k values, is clear that the areas of Kardia and 
Ptolemais PPs present higher values and this creates favorable conditions for the infiltration of any 
pollutant (table 2). 

Table 2. Values of hydraulic conductivity according pumping tests. 

WELL ID LOCATION Q (m3/h) T (m2/sec) k (m/sec) 
ΥΝΠ-113/97 KARDIA 12 1.02x10-4 3.39 x10-6 
ΥΝΠ-116/97 KARDIA 10 2.21 x10-5 6.31 x10-7 
ΥΝΠ-117/97 KARDIA 15 3.47 x10-5 9.90 x10-7 
ΥΝΠ-164/01 KARDIA 30 6.10 x10-5 2.03 x10-6 
ΥΝΠ-165/01 KARDIA 30 1.57 x10-4 5.24 x10-6 

ΥΝΠ-165Α/03 KARDIA 35 5.26 x10-5 1.75 x10-6 
ΥΝΠ-222/05 KARDIA 30 6.30 x10-5 2.10 x10-6 
ΥΝΠ-155/01 AG.DIMITRIOS  2 6.78 x10-6 2.26 x10-7 

ΥΝΠ-Νο2/92 (323 ΚΛΕΙΤΟΣ) AG.DIMITRIOS  4 9.24 x10-6 2.64 x10-7 
ΥΝΠ-311/12 AG.DIMITRIOS  15 2.31 x10-5 6.80 x10-7 
AHS PTOL 2 PTOLEMAIS 40 1.70 x10-4 5.67 x10-6 
AHS PTOL 3 PTOLEMAIS 60 4.40 x10-3 1.47 x10-4 
YG/BS 1/95 PTOLEMAIS 150 7.00 x10-3 2.33 x10-4 

 
3.2. Fly Ash  

Fly ashes are characterized by their composition in relation to major elements. The fly ash of 
Ptolemais belongs to class F and modic type (rich in Si and Al) and fly ashes from Kardia and Ag. 
Dimitrios belong to class C and calcic type (rich in Ca) [18,19]. In strong alkaline and high calcite 
fly ashes the mobility of the elements is B>V>Cr>Ca>Mo>As. Boron is the most mobile trace 
element [20]. The mobility of most elements of fly ash is strongly correlated with the pH range of the 
water-fly ash system [20]. The leachates of fly ash depend on the pH range. It has been recorded that 
As is released in pH=6-10, Cr in pH=7-11, Mo in pH=6-11, Ni in pH>10, Sb in pH=6-10, Se in 
pH=6-11, V in pH=6-11 [21]. Dissolved Si decreases its leaching in pH range of 8-10. Mo and Se are 
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the basic elements and good indicators of leaching potential of fly ash, in order to evaluate 
groundwater pollution [21]. According to Georgakopoulos [22], in Sarigkiol basin, Se is the most 
enriched element (273 times) compared to the earth’s crust elements; enrichment is also observed in 
As, Ag, B, Cd, Mo, Ni, Sb and U. Comparing the chemical composition of fly ashes from the three 
PPs (Table 2)  the main remarks are: 

• Ptolemais fly ash is the most enriched in As, Ba, Co, Cr, Cu, Mo, Pb, Sb, Se, Zn 
compared to the fly ashes from Kardia and Ag. Dimitrios PPs. 

• Fly ash from Ag. Dimitrios is highly enriched in B, Cd, Hg, Ni, Rb. 
• Fly ash of Kardia is enriched in Sr. 

The alkaline environment generally favors the mobilization of As, Cr6+, Mo, Se in 
groundwater. On the contrary, elements such as Cd, Co, Cu, Fe, Mn, Ni, Pb, Sn, Zn achieve the 
minimum solubility in alkaline conditions since they are mobilized in acid conditions [23]. 
Considering all the above, the main elements that could be potentially leached from alkaline and 
calcite fly ashes in groundwater of Ptolemais basin are: As, B, Ba, Ca, Cd, Cr, Mo, Rb, Sb, Se, Sr, V.  

One of the most important properties of the fly ash is its pozolanicity, where the system fly 
ash-water interacts and fly ash is cemented and becomes impermeable. Permeability tests have been 
performed in many sites in waste -fly ash co-deposition areas in order to determine the permeability 
of them (Table 1, [24]). Low permeability was measured in a range of 10-6-10-9 m/sec. These values 
of permeability prevent the percolation of rain water in the mass of the waste dump areas and 
consequently the leaching of fly ash, in deeper layers up to the saturated zone. 

 
Table 3. Fly ash composition of the three PPs. 

Element Agios Dimitrios Kardia Ptolemais 

ppm FA1-MAR FA1-OCT FA2-MAR FA2-OCT FA3-MAR FA3-OCT 

As 22.08 27.22 31.64 29.89 29.48 31.02 

B 117.34 26.77 8.50 28.35 33.48 59.19 

Ba 389.90 381.52 350.41 391.00 435.66 408.12 

Cd 1.43 1.72 0.90 1.12 1.42 1.18 

Co 30.08 30.77 17.98 22.69 32.21 31.99 

Cr 459.69 441.80 290.07 270.07 485.17 461.65 

Cu 58.77 57.92 39.13 47.80 66.03 64.25 

Hg 1.62 0.15 0.90 0.36 0.51 0.07 

Mo 5.61 5.58 7.55 6.81 7.09 8.41 

Ni 438.93 457.63 264.97 321.36 434.26 439.05 

Pb 36.90 34.13 26.21 26.04 38.92 42.53 

Rb 77.05 75.76 46.51 54.28 74.36 75.78 

Sb 1.26 0.79 1.47 0.88 1.30 2.27 

Se 6.21 8.54 7.73 10.60 8.26 13.29 

Sn 1.68 0.88 1.73 0.64 2.05 1.43 

Sr 498.19 446.33 455.64 512.18 395.51 393.66 

Zn 319.83 269.30 176.33 198.77 364.47 339.47 

 

In the three PPs the operations and the management of fly ash are similar. In Kardia (Figure 
4c) and Ag. Dimitrios PPs (Figure 4a,b) there are sites for the temporary deposition of fly ash, which 
is then transported to the waste dump areas where the final deposition takes place. In Ptolemais there 
was also an open temporary disposal site, with similar operation as in the other two PPs (Fig. 4). 
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Figure 4. The temporal deposition sites of fly ashes in three PPs: a) A9 in Ag. Dimitrios 2015, b) A9 in 2018, c) Kardia 
d) Ptolemais. 

3.3. Water quality  

The chemistry of groundwater in wells from the three PPs and Soulou stream were 
statistically analyzed and the results were summarized by minimum, maximum, mean in Table 4. 
Physical and chemical parameters were compared with the acceptable limits of World Health 
Organization (2011), as there is no legislation concerning the mine water quality, or industrial zones 
in Greece.  

All pH values are within the acceptable limit of 6.5 – 8.5 (except one in Ptolemais), for 
drinking water according to WHO guidelines 2011. Waters are characterized as slightly to strongly 
alkaline. Τhe alkaline environment creates favorable conditions for the mobilization of As, Cr, Mo, 
Se, Sb, V [23]. Eh values are higher in Kardia and Ag. Dimitrios areas than in Ptolemais. The 
oxidative conditions in Kardia and Ag. Dimitrios PPs, facilitate the oxidation of some metals, such as 
Cr3+ to Cr6+ [26]. 

In Ptolemais basin elevated values of NO3
- (up to 139 mg/l) were recorded which exceed the 

acceptable limit of 50 mg/l, for drinking water according to WHO guidelines (2011). The nitrate 
pollution in the area is extended due to the improvident use of fertilizers [27,28]. The role of nitrates 
is suggested as crucial, concerning the oxidation of Cr3+ to Cr6+ [29,30]. SO4

2- concentrations present 
significant fluctuations in groundwater of Ptolemais basin up to 490 mg/l. According to WHO 
(2011), 4 samples exceed the acceptable limit of 250 mg/l for drinking water. The increased values 
could be attributed to fertilizers as they were recorded near to cultivated areas. 

The concentrations of the enriched components of fly ash were recorded within the 
acceptable limits of WHO (2011), Ba (700μg/l), B(1000μg/l), As(10μg/l), Se(10μg/l) respectively. 
Additionally Rb, Sb, V were measured in very low concentrations in groundwater of Ptolemais 
basin.  

B is considered as the most mobile element of fly ash components, although in the Ptolemais 
basin its values are low [21]. The mobilization of As is a complex process, the favorable alkaline 
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conditions were not sufficient for its release from fly ash [31]. The alkaline conditions didn’t also 
mobilize Se, Sb, Mo, V, showing that the effect of fly ash on groundwater is of minor importance. 
All values of Mo were low and below the acceptable limits of 70 μg/l for drinking water, according 
to WHO guidelines (2011). In one site, Mo was measured 77 μg/l, this well is located at the waste 
dump area of fly ash deposition, in an area that a landslide took place; it is below the acceptable limit 
of the New Dutch list (300 μg/l). This water well is used only for the dewatering of the mine and for 
industrial use. 

Sr concentrations in groundwater are relatively low. There is not upper limit for Sr in surface- 
and ground- waters. Considering the enrichment in Sr of fly ash (336 ppm-512 ppm), the potential 
leaching of fly ash in Sr must be regarded as minor. Additionally ultra-mafic rocks and the carbonate 
formations could be the geogenic sources for the occurrence of Sr in groundwater [32]. In low 
concentrations the presence of Sr and V could be also attributed to anthropogenic sources as 
fertilizers [33]. 

Crtot concentrations in groundwater of Ptolemais PP vary from 5.60 up to 10 μg/l (average 
value 7.80 μg/l), in Kardia PP range from 1.30 up to 11.50 μg/l (average values 4.58 μg/l), in Ag. 
Dimitrios PP fluctuate from 0.70 μg/l up to 134.70 μg/l (average value 63.94 μg/) and in Soulou 
stream vary from 2.10 to 6.70 μg/l (average 4.83 μg/l), respectively.  

Crtot presents significant variations in groundwater, mostly in the area of Ag. Dimitrios PP, 
where 14 water samples exceed the upper acceptable limit of 50 μg/l, according to the WHO 
guidelines (2011). In the surrounding areas of the other PPs, Crtot in groundwater does not exceed the 
limit of 50 μg/l, although the operational and management conditions are similar. In the Soulou 
stream very low concentrations of chromium were measured. This finding is very significant 
considering that the surface drainage body of the area, which receives the water that is pumped out 
for the protection of the mine (from wells, PP of Ag.Dimitrios or directly from the mining sumps) 
present no deterioration regarding heavy metals and trace elements. The distribution of Crtot in the 
groundwater of the three areas is recorded in Fig. 5. As it is shown in the distribution map, the 
highest values of Crtot are observed in the eastern part of the Sarigkiol basin and more specifically in 
the irrigational wells. All the extreme values of Crtot were measured in water wells, which are 
exclusively used for covering irrigational purposes.  

Another crucial factor concerning the quality of water wells at the eastern part of the area 
(Ag. Dimitrios PP) is the occurrence of ultramafic rocks in Vermio Mt and the natural recharge from 
it. The geochemical signature in the Sarigkiol basin has been strongly affected by the presence of 
ultramafic and carbonates rocks surrounding the basin; additionally the soils are rich in material of 
the weathered ultra-mafic formations. Ultramafic rocks are rich in Si, Mg enriched As, Co, Cr, Ni  
etc [34]. 

Considering the chemical characteristics of groundwater and Soulou stream, it is noticeable 
that the only element that presents elevated values is Crtot. No other element, which is directly linked 
with fly ash, presents elevated values. This fact indicates that the leaching potential of fly ash is 
minor. Crtot is primarily related with the ultramafic rocks [34]. The occurrence of Crtot has also been 
associated with the fly ash and the fertilizers [22, 35, 36, 37, 30]. 

The elevated concentrations of Cr must be investigated considering various anthropogenic 
sources. The potential leaching of fly ash is not imprinted in groundwater of Ptolemais basin.  
Elements such As, B, Ba, Mo, Se, Sb, Sr, V were not released in groundwater, indicating the 
leaching from the fly ash is minor. Although, this seems to be inconsistent with laboratorial leaching 
tests [21,38] in nature the prevailing conditions such as high pH values, high calcite content, low 
permeability, co-depositing fly ash with mine waste and fly ash hydration resulting in the formation 
of stable pozolanic phases, prevent metal dissolution [38]. 
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Figure 5. Distribution map of Crtot at the neighboring areas of three PPs. 

The main differences between the three PPs, are the occurrence of ultramafic rocks in the 
area of Ag.Dimitrios, the hydrogeological conditions and the land uses. Although in Kardia PPs the 
hydrogeological conditions are favorable, no groundwater deterioration is observed concerning Crtot. 
In the areas of Ptolemais and Kardia PPs, there are not increased values in groundwater concerning 
the mobile elements of fly ash in alkaline environment (As, B, Cr, Mo, Sb, Se, etc). In Ag. Dimitrios 
PP, they were recorded increased values only for Cr in groundwater, all the other heavy metals and 
trace elements which are associated with fly ash were measured in very low values. The natural 
waters in the eastern part of the Sarigkiol basin show different physic-chemical characteristics than 
those of leachates of fly ash. Ph in natural waters ranges between 7.5 and 8.5, although in fly ash 
leachates pH was measured up to 13. The natural environment is oxidative, instead of the reducing 
one that fly ash creates. EC values are significant low (257-907 μS/cm), although in fly ash leachates 
EC values are up to 10.000 μS/cm [21, 38]. 
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Table 4.Statistical analyses of surface and ground waters chemical analyses. 

 

3.4. Land Cover 

The total extent of the Ptolemais basin amounts to 1953 km2, the land cover is shown in table 
5, according to Corine 2012 [39]. The main crops in the basin are hard wheat, soft wheat, barley, 
sugar beet, maize, potatoes, oat and pastures (According to National Statistics Service of Greece). As 
it seems in the satellite image of July 2018 (LANDSAT-8 OLI/TIRS LEVEL-1 15/7/2018, time 
18:50':32''), the main crops are expanded at the eastern and central part of Sarigkiol basin, 
specifically in the surrounding area of PPs of Ag. Dimitrios. In the other two PPs, there are not 
significant cultivated lands (Fig. 6). 

Sampling 
sites

parameters Average Max Min Average Max Min Average Max Min Average Max Min
pH 8,06 8,50 7,52 8,03 8,26 7,73 8,04 9,70 7,46 8,04 8,06 8,02

Temp 14,65 32,30 8,90 10,65 13,40 8,60 12,72 13,90 10,40 12,13 14,80 8,10

D.O. (mg/l) 8,89 11,28 6,75 9,47 12,09 7,64 6,17 7,75 1,90 8,30 9,50 6,30

E.C. (μS/cm) 447,05 1156,00 257,00 566,33 907,00 325,00 671,92 921,00 144,50 988,33 1071,00 844,00

Eh (mV) 306,13 399,00 217,30 312,37 396,00 240,40 115,35 220,60 27,00 277,23 348,00 218,00

Ca 2+(mg/l) 56,64 199,00 22,70 96,99 115,00 75,50 62,03 87,90 7,27 67,02 82,96 54,30

Mg 2+ (mg/l) 24,11 52,90 8,89 35,27 59,30 4,92 48,93 95,50 5,59 33,53 45,70 23,49

Na + (mg/l) 8,91 50,70 0,00 5,57 7,60 2,60 8,57 10,30 4,48 84,46 114,41 66,20

K +(mg/l) 1,80 14,80 0,60 1,19 3,80 0,30 5,12 16,00 1,29 3,25 4,06 1,70

NO3
- (mg/l) 28,38 132,00 0,00 50,85 73,70 10,20 24,95 32,50 11,30 5,13 5,60 4,30

Cl  - (mg/l) 17,36 121,00 0,00 33,67 44,00 0,00 29,80 63,00 9,00 48,00 69,00 15,00

SO4 2-(mg/l) 41,45 490,00 0,00 76,67 121,00 0,00 128,14 368,00 11,40 212,33 392,00 24,00
HCO3

- (mg/l) 195,86 333,00 142,00 268,83 355,00 196,00 250,88 326,00 68,30 171,67 324,00 79,00

Al (μg/l) 20,55 253,00 1,00 11,17 40,00 1,00 5,00 13,00 3,00 49,00 96,00 22,00

As  (μg/l) 1,36 3,70 0,50 2,16 4,40 0,50 0,95 1,10 0,80 1,30 1,60 1,10

B   (μg/l) 17,55 59,00 6,00 29,67 76,00 15,00 21,17 33,00 11,00 110,33 117,00 101,00

Βa (μg/l) 29,71 63,23 4,71 41,83 55,40 21,03 39,56 67,58 7,23 24,30 30,54 18,76

Cd  (μg/l) 0,14 0,30 0,05 0,21 0,26 0,16 <D.L. <D.L. <D.L. 0,06 0,07 <D.L.

Co  (μg/l) 0,25 1,40 0,02 0,41 0,75 0,06 0,18 0,32 0,02 0,07 0,14 <D.L.

Crtot (μg/l) 63,94 134,70 0,70 4,58 11,50 1,30 7,80 10,00 5,60 4,83 6,70 2,10

Cr6+ (μg/l) 52,24 89,80 0,50 3,68 11,10 0,10 1,97 5,60 0,35 4,30 6,50 1,20

Cu  (μg/l) 2,21 19,30 0,40 1,98 3,10 1,10 1,52 3,10 0,70 4,07 4,50 3,30

Mn  (μg/l) 54,40 848,80 0,28 11,83 65,93 0,78 39,74 111,06 1,30 5,10 7,35 3,23

Mo  (μg/l) 6,07 77,70 0,10 0,44 1,10 <D.L. 0,42 1,40 <D.L. 6,77 8,90 5,10

Ni  (μg/l) 3,13 10,90 0,20 2,88 6,40 1,10 1,16 2,70 0,50 1,80 2,80 0,20

Pb (μg/l) 0,83 2,60 0,10 0,54 1,90 0,10 0,40 0,70 0,10 0,70 1,60 <D.L.

Rb  (μg/l) 0,63 1,57 0,20 0,66 0,99 0,34 2,13 9,80 0,42 3,65 4,25 2,79

Sb  (μg/l) 0,34 2,80 0,06 1,05 4,09 0,15 0,15 0,32 0,06 0,60 0,74 0,34

Se (μg/l) 1,96 7,20 0,60 0,80 1,00 0,60 0,85 1,00 0,70 0,50 0,50 <D.L.

Si   (μg/l) 11605,55 27651,00 4780,00 13167,17 18979,00 8324,00 11554,67 18055,00 165,00 3238,33 4271,00 1807,00

Sn (μg/l) 0,27 1,09 0,05 0,07 0,07 0,07 0,11 0,14 0,08 <D.L. <D.L. <D.L.

Sr  (μg/l) 160,45 527,08 29,95 180,55 243,34 144,68 185,47 270,15 12,30 184,36 220,92 165,52

V (μg/l) 3,51 8,30 0,70 3,15 8,20 0,70 1,40 5,30 0,20 8,23 9,20 7,00

Zn  (μg/l) 73,37 796,50 3,80 244,93 1083,00 12,10 23,20 77,40 7,40 80,53 205,90 14,60

Kardia PtolemaisAg.Dimitrios Soulou stream
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Table 5. Land cover (Corine 2012). 

 

 

(% )
0.68

Industrial or commercial units 0.52
0.62

Mineral extraction sites 4.49
Non-irrigated arable land 64.82
Permanently irrigated land 1.11

0.23

Complex cultivation patterns 0.11

1.55
Broad-leaved forest 0.75
Mixed forest 0.68
Natural grasslands 8.68
Sclerophyllous vegetation 0.36
Transitional woodland-shrub 0.62
Sparsely vegetated areas 14.80

100.00

Land cover
Discontinuous urban fabric

Pastures

Land principally occupied by agriculture, with 
significant areas of natural vegetation

Road and rail networks and associated land
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Figure 6. Satellite image of Ptolemais basin (above), showing the agricultural crops (July 2018) and images from google 
earth (below). 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

The main conclusions are: 
• Ptolemais, Kardia and Ag.Dimitrios PPs operate under similar conditions (lignite 

combustion, fly-ash production, transportation, and disposal).  
• As, B, Ba, Mo, Rb, Sb, Se, Sr and V exhibit low concentrations in surface- and 

ground-water of the Ptolemais basin. Cr presents elevated concentrations only in the 
area of the Ag. Dimitrios PP. 

• The significant fingerprint of the ultramafic rocks on soils and groundwater quality is 
recorded in the broader area of the Ag. Dimitrios PP.  

• A main difference of the land uses between the three PPs, is the extended agricultural 
activities in the surrounding area of the Ag. Dimitrios PP whereas mining excavations 
prevail in the Kardia and Ptolemais PP.  

• Soulou, which is the surficial receiving water body of the basin, exhibits no 
deterioration of the water quality with regards to heavy metals/loids and trace 
elements, indicating no influence from the mining activities and PPs on water 
resources.  

Considering all the above, the coal combustion products of the PPs in WMLC have minor 
effect on groundwater quality. The hydrogeological conditions (high values of k, shallow aquifer in 
Kardia, alkaline environment), despite the fact that they favor the mobility of heavy metals/loids and 
trace elements (As, B, Ba, Mo, Sb, Se, Sr,V), were not sufficient for their release in groundwater. 
The geological environment and the land uses constitute the significant controlling factors on 
groundwater quality. The role of agricultural activities (agrochemical products), needs further 
investigation, as an important anthropogenic source of Cr in groundwater.  
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